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*V RAZARDS AND RISKS OF M~ DISPOSAL OF CHEMICAL MUITIONS

USING A CRYOGENIC PROCESS
by

Robert M. Cutler
The MITRE Corporation

McLean, Virginia
and

Gregory St. Pierre
Office of the Program Executive Officer

Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization
United States Army

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryl&nd
for

Department of Defense
Twenty-third Explosives Safety Seminar

Atlanta, Georgia
9-11 August 1988

ABSTRACT

The potential for accidents releasing chemical blister and nerve
agents during the process of demilitarizing chemical munitions, and the
associated effects of public fatalities in the vicinity of Tooele Army
Depot (TEAD), Utah, are evaluated. Concurrent casualties involving plant
workers are also addressed. The accidents investigated pertain to the
processes of cooling in liquid nitrogen, fracturing in a press, and
incinerating the variety of munitions and agents to be demilitarized.
Estimates of accident frequency and consequence are developed. Risk is
portr;.yed by using risk curves showing risk to an individual and to the
public in the vicinity, together with other risk descriptors such as
potential fatalities (both workers and the public), and the distance from
the site of an accident of a lethal agent plume.

1.0 IN1TRODUCTION

The U.S. Army's stockpile of chemical munitions is stored at eight
sites throughout the continental United States. The Army's Office of the
Program Executive Officer - Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization
has the responsibility for disposing of the existing stockpile. This is a
large scale effort that, by Congressional mandate, must be completed by
September of 1994.

Two disposal technologies are under consideration for usb in the
Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP): the baseline technology based
on the mechanical disassembly of the munitions followed by incineration of
the separate components and agent; and the cryofracture technology based on
embrittlement and crushing followed by incineration of the unsegregated,

fractured components. The baseline technology is represented by the
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chemical wunition/agent disposal facility currently under construction at
Johnston Island. This is the technology on which the recently-completed
risk analys for the CSDP (U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency,
1986) was based. The cryofracture technology is still under development by
the Army, which plans to demonstrate the process at a full-scale facility
at the Tooale Army Depot (TEAD). This study describes the risk to public
safety of the proposed Cryofracture Chemical Demilitarization Plant (CCDP)
as documented in the 60 percent process design submittal, but without the
benefit of any facility design submittal.

The Army employs a sophisticated set of procedurts and standards to
minimize the risks of handling chemical munitions. Nevertheless, the pos-
sibility exists that some unexpected or unavoidable accident could occur
that would expose a nearby civilian population to iethal chemicals. Such
an event could occur even while the Army continues to store the chemical
weapons stockpile. Now that the Army proposes to d&.monstrate a techno-
logical alternative for disposal of the stockpile, we need to examine the
risk due to a new set )f possible accidents: the risk associated with the
physical destruction of munitions in the stockpile at TLAD, the site of the
proposed CCDP.

1. 1 la.ZLmn

Risk is a measure of the potential for exposure to unwanted evento or
consequences (e.g., injuries or fatalities). Any danger to the public or
plant workers associated with the proposed CCDP may be described in terms
of risk. Fer purposes of this study: risk is considered to be that due
only to accidental release of, and potential human exposure to, chemical
agent. Only accidents that could result in a lethal release of agent to
the public are included. In this study, members of the public ard
considered to be at their places of residence, which are cutside the
boundaries of the military reservation.

To understand the ways in which the CCDP might present risk to the

public, one needs first to identify the major features of the CCDP,
including:

"* the characteristics of the munition types to be destroyed,

"* the chemical agents contained in the munitions;

"* the activities involved in the CCDP; and

"• the accident scetiarios that could lead to agent releaae.

Each of these features is discussed below.
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S1.1.1Munitions

The CCDP will entail the destruction of the full range of munition
types in the chemical stockpile. These munitions, the code letters used to
represent them in thid paper, and the CCDP processing rates in munitionr
per hour are listed in TABLEL.-. :1ajor munition characteristics t&ken
into account in the risk analysis include: munition size and agent
inventory; susceptibility to agent release by puncture, impact, crush, or
fire; packing density; and presence of energetic material, (bursters,
fuzes* and propellants). Non-energetic items, also called non-buretored
items or simply bulk items, include all types of bombs (which are stored
without bursters), spray tanks, and ton containers. For convenience of
terminology, all items are called munitions in this paper, although
strictly speaking spray tanks and ton containers are not munitions.

1.1.2 &zints

As indicated in Table 1-I, munitions containing the agents G3 (non-
persistent nerveo agent), VX (persistent nerve agent), &nd mustard (blister
agent of types H, HD, and HT) are to be desatoyed in this program. The

risk associated with each of the egent type is different, since their
physical and toxicological properties diffe.. Vapor pressure, which
determines che rate at which spilled agent might evaporate, is the most
important physical property when estimating risk as a function of agent
type. This and othee physical properties, as well as toxicological
characteristics, are encoded into the Army's D2PC computer model for
chemical hazard prediction (C.G. Whitacre ac &l., 1987). which provides
estimates of the downwind distance the chemical hazard might extend in a
particular accident. Use of this model in , ais risk analysis is described
in various papers and reports that deal wir. the CSDP risk analysis. In
this paper, the code letters G. H, and V are used to designate the three
respective types of agent.

1.1.3 Activ.iti

Handling, on-%ite transportation, and plant operationt are activities
involved in the CCDP. Handling and on-site transportation are similar to
those activities for the baseline technology and have been dealt with in
another report (W.E. Fraize at &l., 1987). Since the focus of the present
analysis is on the ways the cryofracture technology would affect risk. only
activities associated with plant opetations are considered in this report.

SfjI��E is a schematic diagram of the cryofracture process as
described in the Sixty Percent Process Design submittal (CA Technologies
Inc., 1987a). Cartridges, land mines, mortar rounds, projectiles, and
rockets are processed in the same way. Pallets of munitions are received
at the munitions demilitarization building. The pallets are placed on a
conveyor which transports them to an elevator that will bring them to the
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TABLE 1-1 I
MUNITIONS TYPES A"D ACENTS

TO 31 DESTROYED IN THE CCD?

M=Ition Typ Agtnta Contained late/Hr.

105-mm cartridges C CB 95

4.2-inch mortar rounds D Mustard 97

Ton containers K GB, VX, or mustard 0.89, 0.54, or 0.93

Minos M VX 30

155-m projectiles P CS, VX. or mustard 118, 104, or 106

8-inch projectiles Q GC or VX !8 or 49

Rockets t CB or VX 43 or 34

Spray tanks S VX 0.63

500-lb bombs U GB 4

750-lb bombs V CB 4

Wet-eye bombs W CB 1.6

105-rm projectiles Z CB 240
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upper level of the building for unpacking and processing. On the upper A
level, the pellets of munitions move from the elevator onto an unpack
conveyor. An unpack robot removes the dunnage and places it into a dunnage
chute. The robot then picks up the munitions and carries them to a
cryobath staging area, where they will be picked up by a pretreat robot
which places the munitions (except bulk, non-explosive items) in one of the
liquid nitrogen-filled cryobaths. After the munitions have cooled for the
minimum required time and have thus been embrittled, the pretreatment robot
removen a group from the bath and places it in one of th& airlocks. The
material transfer robot removes a munition package or unit from the airlock
and places it in the hydraulic press. The press tooling for bulk
containers is designed to sequentially punch (for draining to a bulk
holding tank), crush, and shear the containers. The press tooling for
rockets is designed to cut the rockets into pieces with a single stroke of
the press. For all other items, the tooling is designed to fracture the
munitions. The fragments fall from the press through double isolation
valves into a rotary kiln furnace. In the kiln, the metal parts are heated
and decontaminated, then discharged onto a scrap conveyor for ultimate
disposal. Bulk liquid agent is metered from the holding tank into the
kiln. Explosives, agent, and dunnage are burned in the kiln. The off-
gases from the kiln are routed via a blast attenuation duct through a
cyclone for removal of large particles and through an afterburner where
residual combustibles are dektroyed. The combustion products then pass
through a pollution abatemert system where acid gases and other pollutants
are removed. The cleaned gases are discharged through a stack to the
atmosphere. The scrubber solution from the pollutant abatement system is
processed in a brine reduction system, which evaporates the water and
produces salt for disposal.

1.1.4 Accident Scenarios

Potential chemical accidents are defined in specific accident scenar-
ios, which are sequences of possible events leading to a release of agent.
Accident scenarios have been identified for major classes of accident
causes, including events that are internally-initiated (e.g., by equipment
failures and human error) and externally-initiated (e.g., by earthquakes).

2.0 METHODOLOGY

The methods used in performing this risk assessment are described in
the following sections. Accident scenarios were developed; szcident fre-
quencies, agent release amounts, and worker fatalities were ,-2timated with
technical assistance from Science Appitcatioon International Corporation
(SAIC).

2.1 Develooment of Accident Scenarios

The first step in developing accident scenarios was to characterize
the system. This included rbviewing the process, based on i!7,'rmation
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O contained in the 60 percent proress design documents (CA Technologies
1987&). Relevant properties and characteristics of the munitions and the
toxic agents were studied. From this study a list of internally-initiated
accident scenarios was developed. To this list was added externally-
initiated accidents based on the hazards analysis of the baseline tech-
nology (CA Technologies 1987b).

The accident scenarios were restricted to those that would not result
in a lethal plume reaching the limits of TEAD (3.3 kilometers from the
CCDP), under *worst-case* meteorological conditions. T~is was done by
using the U.S. Army's D2PC dispersion model (lvhitacre et 41, L987) with
inputs of stability class E (moderately stable) and a 1 meter per second
wind speed, assumed to occur 10 percent of the time. (For the remaining 90
percent of the time, *most-likely" conditions of stability class D
(neutral) and a 3 meter per second wind speed were assumed to prevail.)
The release quantities required to send a lethal plume to the nearest
boundary 3.3 kilometers away are 14 pounds of GB from a detonation, 28
pounds of GB otherwise released, 300 pounds of HD, or 11 pounds of VX.
Accidents were also evaluated to eliminate those whose mean frequency was
estimated to be less than 10-8 per year (one occurrence every 100 million
years). As a result, all externally-caused accidents were eliminated
except for earthquakes. The twelve accident scenarios that have been
analyzed, and corresponding subjective estimates of agent-related worker
casualties (of the total of about 33 employees per shift [Kline 1986]), are
listed in TABL 2-1.

cryofracture process accident scenarios can be divided into the
following groups: those initiated by internal events, those initiated by
external events, and those not yet analyzed (because of a lack of suffi-
cient information), which of course may be initiated either internally or
externally. The frequencies and agent releases of the accident scenarios
that have been analyzed are described below. For each accident scenario
that is specific to the CCDP (i.e., not taken from the CSDP risk analysis),
the development of the frequency is illustrated by an event tree. For all
accidents analyzed, the basis of the quantification of agent release, in
terms of numbers of munitions involved, is shown as T.

2.1.1 Internally-Initiated Events

Eight internally-initiated accident scenarios specific to the cryo-
fracture demilitarization process have been identified cnd described. They
are summarized in the following paragraphs. Their probabilities and range
factors (ratios of the 95-percentile or upper bound estimates of
probabilities to their median or best estimates) are summarized tn TBLE
L2-. Note that MITRZ's intent was to develop order-of-magnitude
probability estimates; as a result, the probabilities are expressed as
integral exponents of ten, and factors of less than one-half order (about
three are neglected). Range factors, and other data incorporated into the
analysis, probably have no greater true precision than integral exponents
of ten, but
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TABLE 2-1
ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

Estimated Worker
Scenario Casualties

Number Accident Description (Agent-related)

PC 025 Earthquake breaches UPA and results in fire
(suppressed) and munition puncture.

PC 026 Earthquake breaches either UPA or cryobath area
and results in fire (not suppressed) and muni-
tion puncture. 15

PC 029 Earthquake breaches UPA, crynbath area, or bulk
agent tank and results in fire (not suppressed);
no munition is punctured. 15

PC 033 Earthquake results in fire (not suppressed) involv-
ing bulk agent tank or cryobath area; no building
is breached. 8

PC 401 Press fails to fracture munition and airlock does
not close; munition detonates during extraction
and sympathetic detonation occurs in airlock. a

PC 402 Single munition detonates in cryobath due to impact. 1

PC 405 Munition detonates in dunnage chute. 2

PC 412 Detonation due to impact in cryobath causes second
(sympathetic) detonation. 1

PC 415 Munition in chute passes detector and shredder;
detonates in dunnage incinerator. 1

PC 417 Intact munition enters kiln, survives incineration,
and detonates in scrap bin. 1

PC 427 Intact munition enters kiln, survives incineration
and scrap bin, detonating off-sito. 0

PC 435 Munition in chute passes detector and shredder,
survives dunnage furnace, detonating off-site. 0
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TABLE 2-3
ACCIDENT PROBABILITIES AND RANGE FACTORS

FOR INTERNALLY-INITIATED EVENTS

Scenario Probability Range
Number (eventsA3aunition) Factor

PC401 10-10 101

PC402 10.9 141

PC405 10"10 100

PC412 10-10 173

PC415 10-8 17

PC417 10-8 14

PC427 10-11 17

PC435 10-11 17
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are incorporated as calculated, since precision of results will be
determined by uncertainty calculations (not "significant figures").

PC401. This scenario involves a sympathetic detonation in the press
area. Since the press area is currently specified to contain only single-
item detonations (e.g., a detonation of one drum of mines, or one 8-inch
projectile, or one rocket), multiple detonations of such munitions may be
expected to release sufficient energy to fail the containment afforded by
the structure.

The event tree depicting the development of this scenario is shown as
FIGUR 2-1. The scenario is initiated by a failure of the press to
properly crush a munition. This could result from inadequate press force
and Etroke, or from structural failure of the punch or tooling (which is
more likely if the munition has not been properly embrittled by cooling in
the cryobath). The probability of such a press failure has been estimated
by the CCDP's designers as 10- per cycle (Spritzer, 1988). The press
force and stroke sensors are assumed to signal the problem and stop the
process with a conditional probability of nearly unity. (Otherwise an
intact munition may enter the kiln (see PC 417).

Although the next step probably should to be a precautionary closure
of the door of the airlock from which the press is fed, no decision has yet
been made to automate the closure, which might lead to unnecessary airlock
door cycling and perhaps a mechanical hazard to maintenance workers.
Therefore, based on the non-routine situation of a failuire to fracture, and
the fact that the failure to close the airlock door is an act of omission
rather than commission, its conditional probability has been assumed to be
close to unity.

Next, when the press is raised in an attempt to check, recycle or
remove the munition, the conditional probability that the munition will
detonate is assumed to be 10-4, because of the possibility that the failure
to fracture will have sensitized the munition. (Otherwise, a 10-6 condi-
tional probability of detonation would have been assumed - see below.)
Finally, the conditional probability of a sympathetic detonation (such as
might be caused by a fragment from the initial detonation in the press) in
the open airlock is assumed to be 10-2, based primarily on the relatively
high effectiveness of fragments from a non-embrittled munition (recall the
poasible reasons for press failure cited above) at- detonating an embrittled
munition. Note that this sequence involves common cause (lack of embrit-
tlement causing both failure to fracture, and success at sympathetic dato-
nation). The probability of the accident is 10-10 per cycle.

The munitions that could be involved In this accidený scenario and
result in a lethal release to the cnvironment are the bursteisd items that
have sufficient explosive and propellant quantiuies to fail the containment
structure, and sufficient agent quantities to cause public fatalities. The
items include land mines, 8-inch projectiles and rockets.
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£PC402. This scenario involves a single detonation due to a minor
impact in the cryobath. Since the cryopretreatment area is not currently
specified to contain explosions, and the cryobath contains a significant
inventory of embrittled munitions subject to breakage in the event of a
nearby explosion, this scenario was considered to be of interest as a
contributor to public risk.

The event tree for this scenario is shown as FIGURE 2-2. The accident
is initiated by a minor mechanical impact that would not be ordinarily
expected to result in the detonation of a munition. The impact could
result from a munition being dropped or misplaced in the bath, or by an
object such as a robot arm end effector or other part falling on or
other-ise striking a munition that is already in the bath. Included is the
possibility that a munition being placed in or taken out of the bath drops
on ot otherwise strikes another munition in the bath. At this early point
in the design, specification and testing program, the probability of such a
minor mechanical impact was assumed to be 10-3 per item cryocooled, based
on the fact that each item is at risk of being struck several times (during
its placement and removal, and during the placement and removal of other
items).

In order to be consistent with the CSDP risk analysis (GA Technol-
ogies, 1987b), the conditional probability that the minor mechanical impact
will result in a detonation was assumed to be 10.6 per impact. Thus, the
accident probability is 10-9 per item cryocooled. Note that the possibil-
ity of detonation in the ciyobath was not considered to be credible for
cases involving boxed, drummed or otherwise packaged munitions (105mm car-
tridges, 4.2-inch mortar rounds, land mines and rockets) because the minor
mechanical impact would be almost entirely absorbed by the packaging mate-
rials.

If a single item detonates in the cryobath, it was assumed based on
cryogenic test data that only the adjacent items in view of the detonated
item would be fractured. Again from the CSDP risk analysis, the items
being fractured were assumed to number eight, based on a square arrangement
with the fractured items being in 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270 and 315
degree directions from the detonated item. The entire amount of agent
contained in one-fourth, or two, of the fractured items was as3umed to be
released immediately to the outdoor atmosphere (probably through the roof
of the plant), along with all of the agent in the detonated item. During
the subsequent six hours, it was assumed that essentially all of the
remaining spilled agent (the contents of six items) would evaporate into
the atmosphere if the agent were the relatively volatile GB, but that only
an insignificant fraction of the spilled HD or VX would evaporate.

The munitions that could be involved in this accident scenario and
result in lethal releases to the environment include the projectiles that
contain sufficient quantities of agent to cause public fatalities. The
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items include are 153mm projectiles with GB or VX, and 8-inch projectiles
with GB or VX.

PC Q. This scenario involves the detonation of an item that inad-
vertently has entered the dunnage chute. This possibility was considered
to be of interest because the dunnage system is not currently specified to
provide explosion contaiximent.

The event tree for this scenario is shown as 2. The rccident
is initiated by the inadvertent entry of an explosively configur:. item
into thu dunnage chute. This event was assumed to have a probability of
1j-4 per item (eycept in the case of rockets, which were assumed to be too
long to enter the chute). It could occur as a result of a failure to lift
and deliver, or a miscount, during robotic unpacking. The metal detector
in the dunnage chute was assumed co detect the item, alert the operator and
result in a shut-down of the system.with a conditional probability of close
to unity. However, the subsequent attempt to remove the item was assumed
to result in a detonation with a conditional probability of 10-6.

An &lternative possibility is that the item eludes detection, or
otherwise progresses to the two-stage shredder, with a conditional
probability of 10-2. After possible impairment and sensitization by the
shredder, and the attempted extraction of the item with a conditional
probability near unity, the conditional probability of detonation can be

JON assumed to have increased from 10-6 to 10-4.

In either case, the probability of the accident is 10-10 per item.
(The factor of two for the two alternative paths is insignificant, and thus
neglected.) The munitions thAt could be involved in this scenario and
result in a lethal release of agent to the environment include the
burstered items with sufficient quantities of agent to cause public
fatalities, the items include are 8-inch VX projectiles and drums of land
mines.

PC412. This scenario is similar to PC 402, except that more muni-
tions become involved. Specifically, the initial detonation in the cryo-
bath was assumed to result in the seccndary or sympathetic detonation of
one of the eight adjacent munitions.

The event tree for this scenario is shown as Figure 2-2. The
conditional probability of the sympathetic detonation was assumed to be
10-1, based primarily on the possibility that the primary detonation may
involve a non-embrittled item whose fragments can be expected to penetrate
the bursters of adjacent munitions. (Refer to the above description of PC
401, but consider that the munitions in the press and airlock are separated
by a greater distance, hence the 10-2 used for the conditional probability
of the PC 401 sympathetic detonation.) Thus, the accident probability is
10"10 per item cryocooled.
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W Since the initial detonation wau assumed to result in the sympathetic
detonation of one of the eight adjacent items, the remaining seven were
assumed to be fractured. Then, the sympathetically detonated item was
assused to be incompletely surrounded by intact items, so that only five
more would be fractured, resulting in a total of 12 fractured items.
Therefore, the entire amount of agent contained in the two detonated items,
plus one-fourth, or three, of the fractured itema, was assumed to be
released immediately to the environment. During the following six hours,
the amount of agent equivalent to the remaining nine items was assumed to
evaporate, in the case of agent GB. The evaporation of spilled HD or VX
was assumed to be insignificant. The munitions involved are the same as
those involved in PC 402.

P-41.. This scenario is sicuilar to PC 405, except that the munition
reaches the dunnage furnace and explodes. Since the dunnage furnace is not
currently specified so as to provide explosion contaihment, the agent is
released into the environment.

The event tree for this scenario is shown as Figure 2-3. The
conditional probability of the munition eluding the metal detector or
failing to be stopped by the operator was assumed to be 10.2. The
conditional probability of an agent-containing munition passing through the
shredder in an explodable condition was assumed to be 10-2 for the
following reasons: (1) the current version of the two-stage shredder
specification says nothing about minimum clearancee between blades or
rotors or their housings, (2) the specified size of shredded material is
not specified as an absolute maximum, (3) the existing test data show that
2-inch by 4-inch feed was not always rediced to the specified I-inch by
2-inch size and in some cases was not reduced at all, and (4) the
possibilities cf bending, breaking, deterioration, or even faulty
specification, design, purchasing or installation, cannot be discounted at
this stage of the development of the shredder system. Although this 102
conditional probability may seem too high, the reader should consider that
a defective or deteriorated shredder could operate without failing for an
extended period during which only dunnage is processed, and then fail when
it is first challenged by a projectile, which is much stronger than
dunnage. (Note also that the shredder teeth are not specified at this time
so as to preclude their engagement of a munition, e.g., at its lifting
ring.) However, land mines were assumed to be too weak (because of their
thin walls) to escape shredding.

Therefore, based on a conditional probability of nearly unity for the
munition exploding in the dunnage furnace or soon after leaving the furnace
(which might occur as a result of the time required for heat to penetrate
to the munition's burster tube), the probability of the accident is 10*8
per item. The only munition that can reach the dunnage furnace And explode
there with a lethal release of agent is the 8-inch VX projectile.
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PC 417. This scenario involves the passage of an item in explodable
condition into and through the kiln, and the item's subsequeott detonation

in an area of the plant that (unlike the kiln) does not provide explosion
containment.

The event tree for this scenario is shown as FIG= 2-. The ini-

tiating event is the entry of an explodable, agent-containing item into the

kiln, at an estimated probability of 10-6 per item. The event could occur

if: (1) -he item drops from or rolls off the press prior to impact, and if

the low press load does not lead to the item's retrieval; or (2) insuffi-

cient press load and travel do not lead to its retrieval (see PC 401); or

(3) a process control interruption or fault of anozher type results in the

omission of the press cycle; or (4) the tooling fails or is not installed;

or (5) the press is bypassed because of a human error; or (6) the kiln is

being fed through the dunnage chute and shredder (see PC 415). Based on a

conditional probability of 10.2 that the item will survive its passage

through the kiln, and a conditional probability of nearly unity that the

item will subsequently explode or rupture in the hot metal scrap bin, the

probability of the accident is 10'8 per item.

The selection of a 10.2 conditional probability for survival in the

kiln is based on the possibility of operation at a residence time of

somewhat less than the 53.3 to 58.8 minutes presently contemplated (but not

specified in the current design package). This residence time range cor-

responds to a kiln rotational velocity of one-third of a revolution per

minute (plus or minus 0.05 rpm as specified). The maximum kiln velocity ix

specified as 1.00±0.05 rpm, which corresponds to a minimum residence time

in the range of 17.8 to 19.6 minutes. Whether by intent (e.g., after tests

Showing that design to date has been conservative for the purpose of decon-

taimination fractured items) or by error, it is possible that the residence
time will be significantly lover than currently planned. The survival

times of items in the kiln have been estimated by MITRE at 13 to 23 mi-

nutes, depending on munition, as shown in JAILL.2_-A. and are approximated

by the results of tests in which rocket WArheads (but not propollant) were

engulfed in fire (see Darling 1974). The results ranged from 14 to 31

rinutes to detonation or rupture. Furthermore, these estimates are

considered to include significant uncertainties, and may be in error by a
factor of approximately two. For these reasons. MITRE has allowed for the

possibility of munition su)vival at a 10-2 conditional probability.

The munitions for which this scenario can lead to a lethal release are

land mines (in drums of three) and 8-inch projectiles.

PC 427. This scenario is similar to PC 417, except that the munition

is assumed to survive the hot metal scrap bin. The event tree for this

scenario is shown as Figure 2-4. The conditional probability of survival

in the scrap bin was estimated to be 10"3, baaed primarily on the

possibility that the munition drops into a nearly empty bin whose filling

is soon discontinued at the end of the weekly shift. Thus, the munition
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TABLE 2-4
ESTIMATION OF TI(ES TO DETONATION

FOR MUNITIONS IN KILN'

Munition Metal Organic Surface Time

Code W () min

C 30 3b 1.4 13

D 19 6b 0.9 20

M
(3+drum) 50 34 4.4c 17

PG&PV 90 9 2.8 20

PH 90 12 2.8 21

Q 183 22 5.1 23

Z 30 3 1.4 13

Notes:
aThe time to increase from -300F metal and -200F organic to a uniform 400F

in 1000F environment is from (Metal # x 0.11 Bt'i/#7 x 700F + Organic # x
(30 Btu/# + 0.4 Btu/OF x 600F)]/[(0.8 emisSivity x 0.17 x 10-8 Btu/hrft 2

R4 x 1460 4 R4 + 4 Btu/hrft 2 x 1000F) (Area ft 2 /60 minihr)].

bNot including the wooden box, which is assumed to be destroyed quickly.

cIncluding only the exposed surfaces on the sides ,f the three stacked

mines.
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could be afforded an opportunity to cool before being buried in hot metal
scrap. The conditional probability of 10-3 was selected based on the
relationship of typical munition dimensions and weights to thoce of the 32
scrap bins to be filled weekly. Each of the 20-ton bins will be about 4-8
feet deep, 8 feet wide and 16 to 26 feet long, and will be respotted along
its length at least once during filling to improve the distribution of
scrap in the bin.

The surviving item is assumed to detonate away from TEAD, but probably
somewhere in the area of Salt Lake City, with a conditional probability of
Pearly unity. This would be likely to occur in a steel mill as the scrap
is remelted in a furnace with a higher temperature and a greater residence
time than the kiln at TEAD. The probability of the accident is 10-11 per
item. The scenario is pertinent for any burstered item except a rocket,
which is too long to enter the kiln intact and is too susceptible to
propellant ignition to survi-ve passage through the kiln.

PC 435. This scenario is similar to PC 415, except that the munition
survives passage through the dunnage furnace with a conditional probability
of 10-3 (see above). The dunnage furnace is currently estimated to require
a residence time in the range of 35 to 45 minutes (which is not currently
specified), and must achieve the same level of decontamination of scrap
(e.g., metal bands) as the kiln. Thus, the u me conditional probability of
munition survival was used for both furnaces.

The fault tree for this scenario is shown in Figure 2-3. Since the
ash leaving the dunnage furnace is a poor thermal conductor with low bulk
density and heat capacity, and is stored in small (1-2 cubic yard)
containers filled intermittently, the munition is assumed to survive until
it shipment away from TEAD, probably to a landfill but possibly to a
recycling facility of undetermined type, with a conditional probability of
nearly unity. The item may remain buried for an extended period. It may
ultimately detonate or it may deteriorate, safely or ctherwise. In order
to allow for the possible consequences to public health and safety, the
item was assumed to oetonate wi'h a condi~ional pLbUMuiiLLy UI V: -, 0&9%A

otherwise to deteriorate without causing any public fatalities.

The accident has a probability of 10-11 per item. It is pertinent for
any burstered munition except a land mine ( which cannot pass through the
dunnage shredder intact) and a rocket (which is too long, too weak-walled
and too susceptible to propellant ignition to pass through the dunnage
system inta':t).

2.1.2 Externally-Initiated EvM

The only externally-initiatad accident scenarios found in the CSDP
risk analysis (CA Technologies, 1987b) whose frequencies are of possible
significance and w:hose releases could result in public fatalities are those
initiated by earthquakes. The frequencies and range factors of these
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scenarios are summarized in TABLE 2-5. For detailed descriptions of the
derivation of the frequencies and consequences of these accident scenarios,
the reader is referred to the CSDP risk analysis (Fraize et al. 1987). The
agent release quantities listed there were modified by MITRE in accordance
with the CCDP munition inventories (by munition-agent code letters, the
numbers of munitions in the plant are 420 CH, 475 CG, 485 DH, 300 MV, 295
PG, 265 PH, 260 PV, 145 QG, 123 QV, 129 RG, 102 RV, or 190 Z^) or to the
six pallets of bulk (non-burstered) items assumed in the CSDP risk analysis
to be present in the ,.rpack area (UPA). The resulting rtlcesa quiantities
correspond to the nuv-++,3rs of munitions listed in Table 2-2.

PC..025. This acc-ident scenario corresponds to CSDP rink analysis
scenario PO 025. The accident results from an earthqvaks that breaches the
plant containment stracture in the unpack area (UPA). causes a bulk agent
container to fall ont4 a probe and be punctured, and culminates in a fire
that involves the entire contents of the container before the fire can be
suppressed. For the CCDP, the only bulk agent containers whose releases
could result in lethal exposures to the public are ton containers of GB and
VX, and spray tanks.

PC 026. This accident scenario corresponds to CSDP risk analysis
scenario PO 026. The accident is similar to PC 025, except that the fireis not suppressed, but rather involves the entire inventorf of the UPA or

the cryofracture processing area, whichever is greater. The munitions and
containers that could be punctured and involved in a fire leading to a
lethal release include rockets, ton containers, spray tankr, and all types
of bombs.

PC 029. This accident scenario, which corresponds to 'SDP risk
analysis scenario PO 029, results trom an eartnquake that ortacnes che
containment structure (UPA, cryofracture processing area, or bulk agent
collection-incineration area) and subaequently involves the area's ,3ntire
agent inventory. All 18 munition-agent combinations, as well as bulk agent
tanks containing GB or VX, could be expected to result in lethal releases.

PC 033. This accident scenario, which corresponds to CSDP risk
analysis scenario PO 033, is similar to PC 029 except that the earttquake
does not breach the containment structure. However, che subsequent fire
leads to a failure of the structure, and thus to a lethal release o,` agent.
The scenario applies to all burstered muniticns as well as to bulk ngent
tanks containing GB or VX. (The bulk agent tank design and specification
is not sufficiently advanced at this time to determine whether its burning
would actually fail the containment structure.)
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TABLE 2-5
ACCIDENT FREQUENCIES AND PANGE FACTORS

FOR EXTERNALLY-INITIATED EVENTS

Scenario Munition Frequency Range
umher Type (events/vear) Factor

PC 025 Ton container 1.6 x 10-6 7

PC 025 Spray tank 8.4 x 10-6 7

PC 025 Wet-eye bomb 1.9 x 10-7 7

PC 026 Ton container 4.9 x 10-8 13

PC 026 Rocket 1.0 x 10"8. 14

PC 026 Spray tank 2.7 x 10-7 13

PC 026 Bomb 6.1 x 10-9 13

PC 029 All 2.2 x 10-5 10

PC 033 All 4.8 x 10-5 20

o
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2.2 Unidentifled and Unquantified Events

No list of accident scenarios can be expected to include all possible
event sequences. For the present risk analysis, the goal was to include
scenarios that would represent fairly but conservatively the risks inherent
in the cryofracture process as described in the 60 percent process design
submittal- -risks such as those inherent in robotic unpacking, cryocooling,
cryofracturing, and incineration of munitions and dunnage. As the process
design continues toward completion, as the facility design develops, and as
additional test data become availabl., additional accident scenarios should
be identified and analyzed.

Already, numerous types of hazards have been identified that will
require consideration as additional information becomes available. The
hazards that appear to be of greatest concern in this regard are the
following:

"* The possibility of the accumulation of liquid oxygen in the cryo-
baths or elsewhere.

"* The possibility of the accumulation of excess explosive material at
the press.

"* The possibility of the accumulation of flammable or explosive
mixtures in the feed chute.

"" The possibilities for accidents (including but not limited to
earthquake-related spills) involving the bulk agent collection,
metering and feeding system.

" The possibility of the loss of kiln or afterburner function for a
period of sufficient length to release a lethal quantity of agent.
For example, this could occur if excess liquid nitrogen were to be
fed to the kiln.

"* The possibility of the inadvertent release from TEAD of agent-
contaminated solids or liquids.

" The possibility of an internally-initiated fire that involves the
agent inventory and fails the structural containment (possibly by
penetrating thle HVAC system). However, the consequences of
facility-wid(.. fires are already represented by the earthquak3-
initiated accident scenarios, whose conservatively-high estimated
frequencies appear to be adequate to represent those of all such
fires, regardless of their mode2 of initiation.

0
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3.0 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this risk analysis have been described in terms of risk
measures whose definitions and significance are presented in several other r
papers and reports that describe CSDP risk analyses. (As in these other
studies, in order to obtain accident frequency estimates [in units of
events per year], the accident probability estimates [in units of events
per munition] were multiplied by CCDP processing rates (in units of
munitions per hour], multiplied by a 6,000 hour per year processing period,
and divided by the 18 munition-agent combinations assumed to share equally
in each year's processing time.) The single measure that combines
consequence and frequency is the fatality expectation value or "expected
fatality value," which is the product of fatality count and frequency (or
the sum of several such products). Several major conclusions can be drawn
from this risk analysis:

* The accident scenarios described in this paper were of necessity
analyzed on a subjective basis. This was necessary because of the
limited detail of the Sixty Percent Process Design submittal, the
absence of a facility design when the work was undertaken, the lack
of data from tests that have been scheduled but not yet performed,
and the limited time that was 3vailable for the completion of this
study. The principal quantitative results representing risk to the
public are summarized in TABLE 3-1i.

* Based on the accident scenarios analyzed in this paper, which
include only accidents that would be expected to result in public
fatalities, the minor mechanical impact-initiated detonations of
projectiles containing nerve agents in the cryobaths (scenario
numbers PC 402 and PC 412) occurs with the greatest frequency
(0.00044 per year, with a 95 percentile value of 0.065 per year).

* The greatest lethal downwind distances (up to 33 kilometers from
the CCDP) are associated with large-scale fires involving the CCDP
inventory (scenario numbers PC 026, PC 029 and PC 033). These
fires could be initiated by external events such as earthquakes, or
by internal events such as electrical faults or combustible fluid
leaks. These scenarios are also associated with the maximum public
fatality counts in the TEAD area (up to about 1,000), which are
shown as the horizontal intercept of the TEAD area risk curve,
FIGURE 3-1.

* Cartridges, mortar rounds, land mines and projectiles that anter
and pass through the furnaces intact, leave the TEAD area buried
in ash or scrap containers, and subsequently detonate in a more
densely populated area such as Salt Lake Citv (scenario numbers PC
427 and PC 435) result in the greatest contri,)ution to the fatality
expectation value (0.0024 "expected fatalilies" per year, with a
95 percentile value of 0,041 per year). These scenarios are also
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associated with the maximum public fatality counts (up to about
2,000, which corresponds to a lethal downwind distance of 5 kilo-
meters). The maximum public fatality counts are shown as the
horizontal intercept of the Salt Lake City area risk curve, FIGURE

* -f.. The remaining scenarios whose contributions to the total public
risk have been analyzed involve small-scale fires (scenario PC
025), detonations initiated at the press and propagated to the
airlock (scenario PC 401), detonations of munitions entering the
dunnage chute (scenario PC 405), detonations of munitions reaching
the dunnage furnace (scenario PC 415), and detonations of munitions
reaching the scrap bins (scenario PC 417). The contributions of
these scenarios to risk are probably relatively small, but this
conclusion is not definite because of the uncertainties associated
with the analysis.

" The total frequency of all accidents analyzed that would be
expected to result in public fatalities is 0.00058 per year, with a
95 percentile value of 0.068 per year. This result is shown as the
vertical intercept of the risk curve for the TEAD area, Figure 3-1.

" The total expected fatality value pertaining to the general public
for all accidents analyzed is 0.0035 per year, with a 95 percentile
value of 0.12 per year. This is equivalent to the ai~ea under the
risk curve (if it was redrawn using rectilinear rather than
logarithmic scales) for the TEAD-Salt Lake City region, FIGURI 3-3.

" The maximum risk (in terms of fatality frequency) to an individual
assumed to be located at the TEAD boundary, 3.3 kilometers from the
CCDP, is 3.5 x 10-6 per year, with a 95 percentile value of 0.00049
per year. This result is shown on the individual risk curve for
the TEAD area in FIGUE 3-4

" The maximum risk to an individual assumed to be located 0.1 kilo-
meters from an agent release at an indeterminate location away from
TEAD is 3.9 x 10-7 per year, with a 95 percentile value of 6.6 x
10-6 per year. (See Figure 3-4.)

" Agent-related worker casualty estimates have been tabulated only
for accidents resulting in public fatalities. The frequency of
such worker casualties is 0.00056 per year, with a 95 percentile
value of 0.068 per year. The maximum number of worker casualties
is estimated to be 15 (out of the average number of personnel per
shift, 33). The expected value of worker casualties is 0.0013 per
year, with a 95 percentile value of 0.072 per year. These expected
fatality values are approximately equal to those for the general
public in the area of TEAD. The average risk to any one of the
99 workers directly involved in plant operation, maintenance and
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mon.toring is 1.3 x I0-5 per year, with a 95 percentile value of
0.00%173 per year.

" The risks associated with numerous hazerds have not been analyzed
yet. ,iany of these hazards are listed in this report, and others
have not yet been identified. The identified but incompletely
analyzet! hazarus that appear to be of greatest concern involve
accumulations in various locations of liquid oxygen, excess explo-
sive mattrial, or flammable or explosive mixtures; faults in the
design or operation of the bulk agent collection, metering and
feeding s:,stem; the loss of the thermal agent destruction function,
such as might occur if excess liquid nitrogen were fed to the kiln;
and the intdvertent release of agent-contaminated solids or liquids
from TEAD.

" The results presented in this report are not final. Estimates of
risk will Licrease insofar as additional hazards are identified and
analyzed. lowever, estimates of risk will decrease as design and
testing procied, and as hazards are mitigated. Ultimately, through
the application of established risk managament principlex and prac-
tices, the es'imated risk of the cryofracture process should be
determined to be acceptable to the Army and to the public.

4.0 RECOMMMNDATIONS

The cryofracture ri&k analysis reported here has lead us to submit the
following recommendations.

"* The initial, subjec,-ive estimates of probabilities, frequencies,
uncertainties and re.ease characteristics should he improved as
additional design det&il and test data become available.

" Additional hazard identiication should be performed, and both the
newly identified hazards and the hazards already identified but not
yet analyzed should be inco.t'orated into the risk analysis. Of
greatest concern at this time are hazards involving accumulations
of liquid oxygen, excess exploutve material, or flammable or ex.
plosive mixtures; faults in the Lulk agent system; loss of thermal
destruction (including the feeding of excess liquid nitrogen); and
inadvertent release of agent-contaml'atetd wastes from TEAD.

* These improvements and extensions to the risk analysis shoald be
undertaken on a schedule coordinated with The availability of major
design submittals, such as the 35 percent, 6C percent, 95 percent
and 100 percent facility designs, as well as the 95 percent and 100
percent procesm densigns. If significant rest data hecome available
after design is complete, the risk analysis should be .lpdfred
again, as well as in conjunction with any additions or ct.h'nges th3t
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r aoccur during purchasing, construction, installation, inspeczion,
""tart-up, etc.

Additional tasting should be considered where necessary to better
define hazards and risks. Examples of areas of current zoncern
include oxygen condensation and accumulation on cryocooled sur-
faces, press clearing between cycles, feed chute and sulk feed
system atmospheres, and the effect of liquid nitrogen carryover
into the Thermal Destruct System. Such testing would require the
careful development and execution of test plans at a suitably
configured ar. operated facility.

* Mitigation should be implemented wherever unacceptable risks are
thought to be present in the process, until re-ana?.ysis demon-
strates that the risks are acceptable. Wherever possible, reduc-
tions of both probabilities and consequences should he considered.
Where possible, hardware changes should be made instaad of software
changes, and either type should be preferred to administrative
controls. In order to maximize the effectiveness of risk manage-
ment, these measures should be performed as early in the program as
possible, and should be continued at all stages in order to maxi-
mize the safety of cryofracture plant operations.

0
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SPECIAL EQUIPMENT FOR DEMILITARIZATION OF

( )LETHAL CHEMICAL AGENT FILLED MUNITIONS

Franklin D. Seat and Mark M. Zaugg

Ammunition Equipment Directorate

Tooele Army Depot, Tooele, Utah

From the beginning of the programs to demilitarize lethal chumical agent

filled munitions, the Ammunition Equipment Directorate, (AED), has been

involved in the design, development, testing, fabrication, and building of

specialized chemical munitions demil equipment.

Over the years, the demil programs at Rocky Mountain Arsenal, and at the

Chemical Agent Munitions Disposal System (CAMDS), Tooele Army Depot, AED

has provided most of the equipment used in disassembly, draining,

shearing, sawing, or otherwise preparing the munitions for destruction by

incineration. Operations featuring this equipment have been featured in

previous DoD Explosive Safety Seminars. This report provides a brief

description of the latest generation of specialized equipment to be used

in the Johnston Atoll Chemical Agent Disposal System (JACADS), on Johnston

Atoll, and which may also be used in the Stockpile Disposal Plants

currently scheduled to be constructed at each chemical munitions storage

site.

That which follows is a general description of the five major machines

involved with the disposal of the entire variety of munitions in the

lethal chemical stockpile.

Multi-Purpose Demil Machine

Multi-Purpose Demil Machine (MDM), Figure 1 is designed to remove the

burster well and drain the agent from a variety of chemical agent filled

projectiles. The empty projectile with the burster well is then fea into

a deactivation furnace for thermol deactivation.
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The MDM is capable of removing the burster well and draining the agent

from the following projectiles:

Projectile, 8 inch, M426

Projectile, 155mm, MI10, M121, and M121A1

Projectile, 105mm M60, and M360

Mortar, 4.2 inch, M2, and M2AI

The MDM consists of the following stations or assemblies:

Indexing Conveyor Assembly

Pick and Place System (PPS)

Load/Unload Station

Bore Station

Pull and Drain Station

Burster Well Crimp Station

Controls and Instruments for Machine Operation

The MDX is operated automatically by a Programmed Logic Controller,

(PLC). A Local Maintenance Panel is also provided for operating the

machine locally while performing machine maintenance. The production

capability of the MDM is from 55 to 75 projectiles per hour depending on

projectile size.

Projectile Mortar Disassembly Machine

The Projectile Mortar Disassembly (PMD) Machine, Figure 2, is a

multipurpose machine that is designed to remove the explosive components

from a variety of chemical agent filled munitions. The explosive

components are then fed into a Deactivation Furnace for thermal

destruction, and the chemical filled munitions, now minus the explosives,

are sent to the MDM described earlier.
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The PMD Machine is capable of removing the nose closures, fuzes,O supplementary charges and support cups, and bursters from the following

chemical munitions;

105mm, (M60)

105mm, (M360)

155mm, (MllO)

155mm, (M121 and MI21A1)

8 inch, (M426)

4.2" mortar, (M2 and M2A1)

The PMD machine is capable of removing the PD M557 Fuze from 105mm,

(M60 and M360) projectiles and then punching the booster cup to allow it

to burn without detonation. It can also remove the M8 fuze from a 4.2"

mortar (M2 and M2A1) and separate the burster from the fuze for processing

through the Deactivation Furnace.

The PMD consists of five stations: A munition Infeed/Transfer

O Station, a Nose Closure Removal Station (NCRS) where fuzes or lifting

plugs are removed, a Miscellaneous Parts Removal Station (MPRS) where

supplementary charges or fuze well cups are removed, a Burster Removal

Station (BRS), and a Munitions Discharge Station. The machine also has a

Miscellaneous Parts Conveyor and a large Index Table to accommodate a

maximum of eight munitions. A Local Maintenance Control Panel (LMCP) is

also provided for operating the machine locally while p3rforming machine

maintenance.

The production capabilities vary, depending on the operations to be

completed; however, the approximate production rates are listed in Table

1.
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Q TALBE 1. PMD PRODUCTION RATES (PROJECTILES PER HOUR).

MUNITIONS MODEL PEAK

4.2 mortar M2 & M2AI 137

105mm- M60 143.8

105mm M360 143.8

155mm Mil0 138

155mm- M121 and 138

M121A1

8 Inch M426 45.4

The time period between start and stop operations, at each particular

sequence of operation is controlled by a series of proximity sensors and

hydraulic valves.

Munitions enter the machine base end first to allow them to be

positioned onto the index table ready for disassembly-operations.

The PMD Machine is provided with special kits for each munition to be

processed.

Rocket Shear Machine

The Rocket Shear Machine (RSM), Figure 3, consists of a Rotate and

Drain Station, a Rocket Transport Assembly, a Shear Station, a Fuze

Segregator, and Controls and Instruments for operating the machine. A

Local Maintenance Control Panel is also provided for operating the machine

locally while performing machine maintenance.

The RSM is designed to punch and drain the agent from M55 rockets and

then shear them into five sections for burning in the deactivation

furnace. The production capability of the RSM is one rocket per minute or

0
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60 per hour. During operation the machine will process two rockets

simultaneously. While one rocket is being sheared, another is being

drained. The rockets must be placed in the machine fuze end forward to

insure the warhead is punched and drained. With the application of a

special kit, the RSM can be converted to accomplish shearing of explosive

filled bursters.

Mine Disassembly Machine

The Mine Disassembly Machine (MIN), Figure 4, consists of an

Orientation Station, a Punch and Drain Station, a Trolley Pickup Assembly,

a Burster Punch Station, and controls and Instruments for operating the

machine. A Local Maintenance Control Panel is also provided for operating

the machine locally while performing machine maintenance.

The Mine machine is designed to punch and drain the agent from M23

mines and then punch through the burster and push out the booster pellet

for burning in the deactivation furnace. The production capability is 82

mines per hour. During operation the machine will process two mines

simultaneously. While the burster is being punched on one mine, another

will be in the punch and drain station.

After the agent has drained, the punch and drain clamp releases the

mine. The rotary actuator rotates the mine from the vertical to the

horizontal position (180* from input position). In this position the mine

is placed on the trolley.

The trolley moves the mine into the Burster Punch Station. The

burster punch cylinder is actuated and a hole is punched through the

burster and the booster assembly is pushed out of the mine. The booster

falls into a chute leading to the deactivation furnace for thermal

deactivation.

1
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Next the trolley reverses while the mine is retained by the btrster

punch and remains at the punch station. The burster punch cylinder

retracts allowing the mine to sit on the punch station frame. The

trolley returns and pushes the mine into the deactivation furnace feed

chute.

Bulk Drain Station

The Bulk Drain Station (BDS), Figure 5, consists of a Main Frame

Assembly, an Item Transfer Conveyor, a Punch Station and a Drain Station.

A set of load cells mounted on hydraulic cylinders as part of the conveyor

are provided to determine the weight of agent removed from each of the

items that are punched and drained.

The BDS is designed to punch and drain the agent from 500 pound MK-94

bombs, 750 pound MC-I bombs, one-ton containers, and TMU 28/B spray

tanks. Prior to draining and after draining, the component load cells

obtain the full and empty weights of the items being drained.

After draining, the items are transferred from the BDS onto a

connecting conveyor for subseqauent transfer and processing in the Metal

Parts Furnace. The production capability of the BDS is: MK94 bormbs, 13.0

units per hour, MCI bombs, 9.8 units per hour; one-tcn containers, 2.9

units per hour; and, TMU28/B spray tanks, 2.9 units per hour.
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E]UPLOSIVE CONTAINMENT ROOM (ECR) REPAIR

JOHNSTON ATOLL CHEMICAL AGENT DISPOSAL SYSTEM (JACADS)

BY:
BOYCE L. ROSS, P.R.

ABSTRACT

The first incineration disposal facility for destruction of
chemical weapons has been constructed on Johnston Island in-
the Central Picific. This facility, the Johnston Atoll
Chemical Agent Disposal Facility (JACADS), will be used as
the prototype facility for construction of eight similar
facilities within the Continental United States. The heart of
the disposal process takes place within the Munitions
Demilitarization Building (MDB) in Explosive Containment
Rooms (ECRs). During construction of the ECRs, a labor dispute
led to concrete placement problems and subsequently deficient
containment walls. This presentation will discuss the steps
taken to evaluate, repair and approve these highly critical
containment rooms.

P&OGRAM BACKGROUND

Project management of the JACADS facilities is assigned to the Program
Executive Officer - Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization (PEO-Chem
Dml) located in Edgewood, Maryland. The U.S. Army Engineer Division
Huntsville (USAEDH) acted as facility design manager and as the contracting
authority for the JACADS facility and process designs. The JACADS facilities
were designed by Stearns Roger Inc., Denver Colorado. The JACADS process
design was done by the Ralph M. Parsons Company, Pasadena California. The
JACADS facility design was completed in late 1984; construction began in early
1986 under the supervision of the U.S. Army Engineer Pacific Ocean Division
(USAEPOD) and was completed in November of 1987. Equipment installation is
currently underway with a scheduled completion date of 1 April 1989. Disposal
operations are scheduled to begin in mid-August 1989.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

All hazardous disassembly and disposal operations within the JACADS dis-
posal process are performed within the Munitions Demilitarization Building
(MDB). The MDB is a two story building having a total area of 87000 s.f. The

MDB is equipped with a cascading negative pressure ventilation system designed
to contain toxic nerve gas and by-products resulting from the disposal process
by providing increasing levels of negative pressures from non-hazardous areas
towards hazardous areas. Figures 1 and 2 show the first and second floor
plans of the MDB, respectively.

Lethal cherical agents are configured in a variety of munitions and cot-
'-ainers as can be seen in Table 1. Munitions which are configured with ex-

1 .S. Army Engineer Division Huntsville
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CHEMICAL STOCKPILE

ITEM CONFIGURATION AGENT

,. IROCKETS M 55 G4 VX

PROJECTILES 105 MM 4.2 IN G0, VX, HD
158MM 8 IN

LANDMINES M 23 VX

BOMBS MC-1, MK 94, GB
M 43, M 130 UZ

GENERATOR U 44, M 16 UZ

BULK TON CONTAINERS GB, VX, HI, BZ

TABLE 1

-PHS w0
(CONVEYOR GATE)

ECR - DOCOR 103A
PHS 104

(CONVE VYY ORT AT

03-200

I IPSS KW
(CONVEYOR GATE)

ECR! - DOOR 104-
oFs - DOOR XX -

u~SS 102
(CON•VEYOR GATE) -

PHS 102
(CONVEYOR GATE)-

:ill ' O • S 102•I O

L~iFIC URE 3 -ECPn./DFS ISOMLETRTC
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plosives are remotely disassembled in functionally identical Explosive Con-
tainment Rooms (ECRs) on the second floor of the MDB. The hazardous opera-
tions performed in the ECRs consist of punching and draining munition bodies,
draining of propellant and shearing of bursters and rockets. After the disas-
sembly process, contaminated munition parts and explosives are dropped through
a feed chute in the ECR floor into the Deactivation Furnace Room (DFS) where
they are incinerated. Drained nerve agent is piped from the ECRs to a toxic
cubicle where it is stored prior to incineration in the Liquid Incinerator.
Whole munition bodies are" conveyed from the ECRs via material handling systems
to a Metal Parts Furnace. An isometric view of the ECR/DFS structure is shiown
in Figure 3.

EXPLOSIVE CONTAINMENT ROOM CRITERIA

As has been previously explained and formally documented in Reference 1,
disassembly of explosively configured munitions occurs remotelyin the ECRs.
The highly toxic nature of the chemical agents in the munitions dictates that
the ECRs provide a high degree of containment of the post-accident gas
products. This near total containment of high temperature contaminated gas
must be contained until the heat resulting from an accidental detonation is
conducted away by the ECR structure. An explosive event of 18.75 lb. TNT EQ.
was determined to be the Maximum Credible Event (MCE) which could occur within
the ECRs. This event, in addition to the contribution of agent combustion,
results in a pressure-time loading as shown in Figure 4. The ECRs were
designed as concrete structures in accordance with TM5-1300 to provide
Category I protection in accordance with AMCR 385-100 and DOD STD. 6055.9.
Not only were the ECRs designed to contain the effects of blast pressures, but
fragmentation effects also. All mechanical, electrical and instrumentation
penetrations are protected with 2-1/2 inch thick fragmentation plates.
Material handling blast gates and personnel access doors are made of 2-1/2
inch thick steel. In addition to containing blast and fragmentation effects
the ECRs were required to be reusable after an explosive event. Structural
design criteria used in the ECR design is shown in Table 2.

ECR CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS

In early April of 1987 the JACADS construction contractor began prepara-
tions for the final concrete placement of the ECR containment walls. The
limits of this final placement are depicted by the hatched area in Figure 5.
Concrete with a compressive strength of 40n0 psi. was batched at an on island
batch plant and transported to the site via trucks. At the construction site
a superplastizer was added to the concrete to increase the workability of the
mix. The concrete was then placed using buckets and cranes. During the final
placement, a labor dispute led to the regular concrete workers walking off the
job. The Contractor attempted to complete the final placement using unskilled
concrete laborers. The workers used in the attempt to complete the placement
were unfamiliar with proper placement techniques and consequently were slower
in placing the concrete. As a result th3 concrete mix became very stiff and
workability of the concrete became difficult. Forms were removed from the
placement 14 days later and numerous deficiencies were visible. These
deficiencies consisted of areas of poor consolidation, cold joints, surface
honeycomb, and voids. Figures 6 through 8 show approximate locations of
defects and their extent. As a result of the numerous surface deficiencieso the capability of the ECRs to perform their containment function became uncer-
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tain. This uncertainty was unacceptable in view of the ECRs critical role in
the destruction process. PEO Chem Dml called upon USAEDH to evaluate the
situation and recommend steps to be taken that would ensure that the ECRs
would function as designed and as if they had been properly constructed.

CHRONOLOGY OF EVALUATION AND REPAIRS

General:

Initial evaluation of the ECRs began in late April 1987. USAEDH and the
Construction Contractor prepared independent reports on the visible defects.
An Ad-Hoc committee of experts from both private industry and government
agencies was created to establish procedures to repair the deficiencies. The
committee included senior personnel with expertise in Non-Destructive Testing
(NDT5, concrete repair/materials, quality assurance, and structural engineer-
ing. Represented on the committee in addition to USAEDH and PEO-Chem Dml were
specialist from the Ralph M. Parsons Company, P&sadena, CA. and from the U.S.
Army Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS. The committee met in early
May of 1987 and developed recommendations as to NDT, repair methods, and
quality assurance for repair of the ECR structures. Reference 2 contains a
complete record of the evaluation and repair of the ECRs. The committee
recommendations will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Evaluation Criteria:

The criteria established for repair of the ECR structures was
straightforward: The method of repair must result in final quality equal to
that which would have been provided if no problems had occurred during con-
struction. The selected NDT procedures and repairs must eliminate any uncer-
tainty in performance resulting from the deficient concrete. Furthermore, any
suspect concrete, which was not accessible to NDT, would have to be removed.
The final product of the committee were recommendations describing acceptable
procedures for testing, repair, and quality assurance. These recommendations
when properly implemented, provided the basis to certify that the ECRs would
meet the original intent of the design and provide performance equivalent to
new construction.

Evaluation Results;

Testing: The NDT testing method recummended by the committee was
Ultrasonic Testing (UT). The pulse velocity (pitch-catch) UT procedure is a
standard method of in-situ evaluation of concrete structures. The UT examina-
tions can be made very rapidly and offer a great amount of versatility thus
creating the ability to address many different testing situations. Ultrasonic
Testing was selected over radiographic techniques. Radiographic Testing (RT)
was not acceptable because the ECR wall thickness of 2'-l" was near the maxi-
mum range of standard radiographic equipment. Additionally, it was noted that
radiography fails to detect internal flaws in certain orientations, and could
be inconclusive. The committee also recommended that the entire surface area
of the deficient concrete placement be tested initially followed by detailed
emphasis on the known defective areas. After all deficient areas had been lo-
cated and repaired a follow up UT of all the repairs was recommended to assure
the success of the repair. In addition to UT examination, NDT testing was

0
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* also recommended to evaluate the in-situ concrete strength as well as the
strength of repaired areas.

Repair: Repair materials proposed by the Contractor were "Sika
Products". Sika products include a family of grouts, mortars and epoxy
materials known to have excellent performance records. The committee made
recommendations for repair of each defective area based on the use of these
products. In general the committee recommended that shallow patches be made
with a latex modifie.d mortar, deep repairs made with a pre-mixed concrete
(Quik Crate 6000), and repairs around embedded items with pourable grout or by
pressure injection.

Quality Assurance: The Contractor selected the firm of Wiss, Janney,
Elstner (WJE), Dallas, TX. to execute the testing. The Committee recommended
that/all initial UT examinations be conducted in the presence of USAEDH,
USAEPOD and the USAEWES NDT expert. WJE was required to document results of
all UT examinations (Reference 3). When defects were identified either

visually or by UT they were to be removed. No repairs were initiated until
'* the results were inspected by USAEWES and USAEDH. In addition, preparation of
* repair materials and the repair itself were recommended to be conducted in the

presence of USAEWES, USAEDH and the represencative of Bonded Materials Cor-
poration (The Sika Product Distributor). This was done to assure that

* manufacturers recommendations would be followed correctly. All repaired
defects would then be rechecked with UT to verify the quality of the work.

Initial NDT & Repair Procedure Planning:

On 28 May 1987 initial NDT of the ECRs began on Johnston Island. The
ECRs had been marked off by the Contractor on 1'-6" grids using a transit.
NDT readings were, as a minimum, taken at each grid intersection. In areas
where the concrete appeared on the surface to be questionable, tests on a much
closer grid were taken. The center wall between the ECRs was tested on a 6-
inch grid over its entire surface. Over 1000 UT shots were taken over a 5 day
period during the first phase of testing. In general the initial testing in-
dicated that there was a lack of bond and p-cobably voids behind many of the
frames and embeds. Additionally, several areas of shallow subsurface defects

* were detected. The suspect material was removed and the area retested. All
cold joints were tested. The UT results revealed that visible cold joints
were either shallow joints that could be removed or that there was adequate
bond through the joint.

Performance of Repair:

All defective areas visible and detected by UT were re-inspected by
* USAEWES, USAEDH, the Bonded materials representative, and the contractor to

assure that the repair procedures, which had been approved and assigned to
each defective area, were properly prepared for the correct repair .aterial.
After the required preparation and approval, sample defect areas were selected
for repair so that the USAEWES material specialist and the Bonded Material
representative could ensure that the contractor's personnel were properly
trained in the use of the repair materials and surface preparation procedures.
Trial mixes of the "Quik Crete" repair material were made to ensure that the
material would be workable/flowable and its shrinkage properties limited.
Sample areas which were selected for repairs were formed and repaired by the A
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contractor's personnel. Repairs made with Quik Crete, latex mortar and
pourable grout were completed. In general the repairs were made without inci-
dent. Repaired areas were NDT tested after 3 days and found to be of higher
strength than the in-situ concrete.

FLnal nDT:

Final NDT on the repaired ECR structure was performed between 29 June
and 2 July 1987 by WJE. The testing team that performed the initial examina-
tion performed the post-testing. Repairs to all UT detected and visually
observed defective areas had been completed. As previously defined by the
repair committee, all patched regions were tested to ensure that proper
bonding of the repair material and required quality had been achieved.
Approximately 600 post-UT examinations were made on the repaired areas.
All tested locations exhibited signals interpreted to be indicative of
sound quality concrete. All repairs were judged to be adequately bonded
and integral with the substrate concrete.

Ultrasonic testing by the through-transmission technique has been
utilized for over 30 years for the nondestructive evaluation of concrete
quality and uniformity. Certain statistical interpretations based on measured
readings can provide valuable guidance in assessing the coicrete tested.
Research has indicated that good quality site cast concrete, placed from a
single batch of material, would be expected to have a pulse velocity coeffi-
cient of variation of about 1.5 percent. Similarly, fnr concrete cast from
several loads or trucks of concrete, a coefficient of variation of 2.5 percent
would represent good construction standards. A corresponding value for an
vsentire structure would be about 6 to 9 percent (Reference 3). Corfficient of
variations for bo5th the pre- and post- tests are shown in Tables 4 and 5
respectively. The JACADS ECRs represent a structure cast from several trucks
of material and the pulse velocity coefficient of variation after all repairs
were completed was 2.5 percent based on 600 test shots. It is concluded from
these results that the repaired ECR structure is representative of good
original construction standards.

Ultrasonic tests were performed on one representative concrete test
cylinder. The pulse velocity readings taken on this cylinder were comparable
to the readings taken in the ECR before and after each test. This indicated
that the in-situ strength of the concrete was comparable to the cylinder
strength. The cylinder test results indicate that compressive strengths of
the ECR placement exceeds the contract requirement of 4000 psi. Since the UT
examinations and the cylinder tests both indicated that the in-situ strength
of the concrete was in excess of contract requirements, no destructive or fur-
ther nondestructive testing to determine in-situ strength was performed.

Pressure Test Results:

The primary means of validating the performance of the ECRs was a
pneumatic pressure test. This test serves not only as a means of testing the
structure's integrity acting as a pressure vessel, but also provides an in-
dication of the structure's load carrying capability. The pressure test is
included as part of the constructiun contractors required acceptance testing.
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TABLE 4- SWtUT1Y O FKASK I ULTRASOPIC TISTS rOx ALL SUPLt AL LOCATIONS

No. of Appendix-B Avg. Signal Avg. Pulse Coefficient
LOCATION Shots Table Amplitude veloc.ity of Variation.

No. my fps

Detail A 88 2a 9.0 12,590 2.2

Detail B 41 3a 9.5 12,680 1.9

Detail C 19..- 4a 2.5 13,570 3.3

Detail D 27 Sa 4.- 13,200 2.8

Detail E 39 6a 8.5 12,840 2.4

Dacail F/G
(lover) 65 7a 5.0 12,470 7.5ý

Detail F/G

(upper) 40 sa 8.8 12,750 3.3

Detail H 44 9a 7.2 12.840 5.2

Detail I
(Segment a) 21 lCa 4.3 13,160 3.4

Detail I
(Segment b) 47 lla 8.3 12,830 4.9

Detail I

(Segment c) 31 12a 9.9 12,970 2.2

Detail J 58 13a 8.6 12,970 2.6

Detail K 75 14a 6.6 12.910 2.8

Ceiling
(North ECR) 29 15a 4.9 13,070 1.7

Ceiling
(South ECR) 26 16a 1.1 13,200 1.5
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Q TABLE S - sUw uY Or PASE 11 ULTRASONIC TESTS TOR ALL SUPPLEXENTAL LOCATIONS

go. of Appendix-B Avg. Signal Avg. Pulse Coefficient
LOCATION Shots Table No. Aaplitude Velocity of Variation

mV fps

Detail A 73 26 12.8 12,790 1.9

Detail B 41 36 13.6 12,850 1.9

Detail C 19 46 2.1 12,780 4.5

Detail D 24 56 12.0 12,980 1.5

Detail E 21 66 12.7 12,770 .1.2

Detail F/G
(lower) 78 76 S.0 12,990 2.5

Detail F/G
(upper) 42 86 5.8 12,550 2.3

Detail H 50 96 5.8 12,930 1.9

Detail I

(Segment a) 32 106 8.8 13,150 3.6

Detail I
(Segment b) 55 116 6.0 12,930 2.1

Detail I
(Segment c) 29 126 6.2 12.30 2.7

Detail J 44 136 6.0 12,870 2.4

Detail K 25 146 5.7 12,991 3.1

Ceiling
(North ZCR) 45 156 6.0 13.150 2.0

Ceiling
(South ECR) 45 166 3.1 12,840 2.7
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After completion of follow up UT testing of the repaired ECRs, the Con-
tractor began preparations for the pneumatic pressure test. These test were
performed between 23 and 25 September 1987. The results of these test were
successful ard the performance of the structures was significantly better than
required by the contract specifications.

Repair activities to correct the concrete placement deficiencies have
been successfully completed. Intensive nondestructive testing confirmed that
the repaired ECR structures meet or exceed the quality and material perfor-
mance standards required for the intended explosive containment function. The
pneuilatic pressure test has shown that the vapor leakage rate of the as-built
ECR structure is much leis than the allowable specified by design. It is con-
clu'4 d that the JACADS ECR9 have been constructed in accordance with the in-
tent of tl'e design, and cart be exp.cted to meet all performance requirements
defined by the original load condition3.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER FROM

THE CHEMICAL STOCKPILE DISPOSAL PROGRAM Q
Rockets, bombs, mines, and projectiles containing lethal chemical agents have
been part of the U.S. weapons stockpile for many years. These weapons have
gone through several evolutions since their inception in the WWI period. The
current munitions were developed in the 1950s and 1960s and are often referred
to as the unitary stockpile. Unitary is defined as the lethal agent being
complete and ready in single component form. As these unitary munitions have
aged,- their effectiveness has decreased as a result of a combination of
chemical effect3 on the lethal agent and the accompanying interaction of the
agent with its container. In addition, battlefield delivery systems and
employment tactics have changed; thus, some weapons are obsolete.

The U.S. Army masintains chemical weapons for the armed forces at eight
continental U.S. locations (shown in Figure 1). In addition, two other sites,
one in Western Europe and one in the Pacific Ocean at Johnston Atoll, contain
a portion of the stockpile. The FY 1986 Defense Authorization Act (Public Law
99-145) directed the Secretary of Defense to carry out the destruction of
lethal chemical agents and minitions. The law specifically directs destruction
in a manner that is safe for the workers, the public, and the environment.

The objectives of this paper are to familiarize the reader with the technology
being applied to chemical weapons destruction and to highlight specific
features of the technology that have application to other programs. This
technology is significant because its features represent a safe and
environmentally acceptable technology application for a plant desiGned to
destroy extremely toxic material as well as explosives and propellants. This

paper discusses the following four features of the technology:

(1) Process system.
(2) Control of hazardous vapors and dust.
(3) Waste handling.
(4) Adherence to the National Environmental Regulations.

0
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I. THE PROCESS SYSTEM

A. BACKGROUND

The Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP) inventories at the various
storage sites differ from one another. In total, rockets, bombs, land mines,
projectiles, and bulk containers make up the existing inventory. Several of
these munitions contain propellants and some contain explosives, but all
munitions hold varying amounts of chemical agents. The types may be one of the
nerve agents or one of a number of mustard gas blister agents. The munitions
are fabricated of metal, and almost all are palletized with Vood and metal
strapping that must also be processed.

I

B.t .TECHNOLOGY

The major processing components of a CSDP plant are illustrated in Figure 2.
These components have been tested at the Army's Chemical Agent Munition
Disposal System (CAMDS) at the Tooele Army Depot, Utah. The engineering and
design of a plant using these components were developed for the Johnston Atoll
Chemical Agent Disposal System (JACADS) by The Ralph M. Parsons Company under
the technical direction of the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials A6ency
and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntsville Division. The basic concept of
the demilitarization plant operation is to physically segregate the liquid
agent, the energetics, the dunnage, and the munition metal for controlled
incineration and decontamination using furnaces specifically adapted for the
processing of each of these components.

The demilitarization equipment that effects the physical separation of the
various munition components includes a variety of mechanical demilitarization
machines. Rockets are processed in the explosive containment room (ECR) with
specific demilitarization equipment. The rocket is accessed and agent drained
at a rocket drain station while still contained in the fiberglass shipping
tube and then sheared into five separate pieces using the rocket shear machine
(RSM). Projectiles, or mortars, are conveyed to the ECR where the fuzes (or
nose closures) and energetics are automatically removed by the projectile/
mortar demilitarization (PMD) machine. Subsequently, the multipurpose
demilitarization machine (MDM) removes the burster well, drains the agent, and
then replaces the burster well. Bulk containers such as bombs and ton
containers are conveyed to the bulk drain station (BDS) where the containers
are accessed by a punch and drain machine, and the agent is removed. Land
mines are unpacked manually using a glovebox, and the mine is conveyed into
the ECR where the mine body is accessed, the agent is drained, and the
energetic is removed from the mine body using the mine machine.

After separation of the explosives, propellants, and liquid agents, each
component of the munition is ready for individual processing. Liquid agent
that is drained from each minition is stored in tanks in the toxic cubical and
subsequently combusted with air in the liquid incinerator (LIC) furnace at a
temperature of 2,200 degrees F. Energetics such as bursters, propellants, and
fuzes are processed in the deactivation furnace system (DFS) at a temperature
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of 1,500 degrees F. The munition bodies, after draining the agent from them,
are placed on racks and processed in the metal parts furnace (MPF) where
residual agent is combusted, and the munition metal is decontaminated by
exposure to a minimum temperature of 1,000 degrees F for a minimum of 15
minutes. Dunnage and miscellaneous contaminated and uncontaminated waste

materials are placed in the dunnage incinerator (DUN) furnace where
combustible material is incinerated and metal is decontaminated.

The combustion of the liquid agents produces acid gas components such as
sulfur oxides, hydrogen chloride, hydrogen fluoride, and phosphorus oxides
that require a special wet pollution abatement system (PAS) to effectively
remove these components before release to the atmosphere. The equipment
utilized in a wet PAS include the following four major elements:

(1) A quench tower is first used to reduce the temperature of the furnace
exhaust gas, from about 2,000 degrees F to a near saturated gas at
about 180 degrees F.

(2) The quenched exhaust is next passed through a venturi scrubber with a
relatively high pressure drop to remove a major portion of the
particulates larger than 0.4 micron and to remove a portion of the
acid gas constituents.

(3) The venturi exhaust gas combined with the liquid brine from both the
quench tower and the venturi scrubber are then directed to a packed
tower for additional acid gas removal.

(4) The exhaust gas from the packed tower is dravn through a demister to
remove the fine phosphoric acid mist derived from the nerve agents.

Air movement for each PAS and its furnaces is provided by dedicated induced
draft fans with the exhaust gases vented to the atmosphere through a common
stack.

The acid gas constituents are removed by their reaction with a solution of
sodium ' Jroxide to form inorganic salts. Brine solutions from each of the
wet PASs are processed in a brine reduction area (BRA) where water is
evaporated to leave salts, which are packaged in sealed containers for
disposal. A CSDP plant is designed for zero liquid effluent. The salts
represent the largest volume of residue to be disposed of in the residue
handling program.

The DUN furnace processes wood and other combustibles with little or no agent
entrained. The protective clothing used in the CSDP plants is somewhat unique
because it contains chlorine. (Provision is made to add sodium hydroxide to
the quench tower when processing protective clothing if acid gases are present
in the offgas.) The exhaust gas from the DUN is quenched to approximately 350
degrees F. and the entrained particulates are captured in a baghouse.

0
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II. FACILITY VENTILATION SYSTEM D7S1PI

Q A. BACKGROUND

Today the environment that we live in ibh being polluted from many sources.
Much of this pollution is in the form of hazardous liquids, gases, and/or
powders. The control of the hazardous vapors -r dust released during chemical
neutralization is debcribed in this section. The specialized environmental
system presented here can be applied to many- operations where haza: aus
materials are being handled and/or processed.

In the CSDP plants, the majority of hazardous material emissions c.,-ýur at the
start of the process when transferring the hazardous chemiral from the
munitions (or storage containers) to the furnace for thermal destruction. At
this point, the release of chemical vapors becomes difficult to control. To
control these releases, an enclosure is placed around the hazardous waste
processing plant, and a unique ventilation system is installed to capture and
remove the hazardous material released from within the enclosure (building).

B. METHODOLOGY

To maintain the protective envelope within the building and to protect the
personnel who are working in the building, the ventilated areas are classified
into hazardous categories, Category A being the most hazardous arn1 Category E
being the least hazardous or safest area: 'V,

Category Degree of Contamination

QA Routine contamination, either liquid or vapor

B High probability of vapor contamination resulting
from routine operation

C Low probability of vapor contamination

D Unlikely to have contamination

E Maintained to be free of possible contamination

To protect the areas of probable contamination, a parallel/cascade ventilation
system has been developed. The system uses 100 percent outside air with 100
percent exhaust air. To avoid reintroducing hazardous agent into the process
areas, no air is recirculated. The outside supply air passes through cooling
and heating coils to maintain the design temperature and humidity within the
building. Air is supplied to Category C areas and maintained by means of
manual balancing dampers at a desired negative pressure. The air is then
transferred to areas of successively more contamination potential by virtue of
the fact that such areas are held at successively more negative pressure. Air
supplied to a Category C area is transferred to a Category B area and then to
the most hazardous area, Category A.

0
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Stationary manual balancing dampers located in transfer ducts are used to
achieve these pressure differences between process areas. The exhaust blower
in the filtration system serves as the driving force for the flow of air
through the process areas. Automatically controlled balancing dampers are not
used to avoid potential "searching" by the dampers, creating a possible
pressurization within the room.

Isolation valves are provided in the transfer ducts between process areas
subject to contamination in order to preclude agent migration. These valves
have an extremely low leakage rate and are capable of closure from the control
room in the event of an emergency, thereby preventing the possible spread of
hazardous material from one process area to another. In addition, if the
material is potentially explosive, blast valves are provided in the
containment walls of the process areas where a blast could occur. The blast
valves are cast into the wall and normally allow ventilation air to cascade
from one process area to the next. If an explosion occurs, the blast wave
closes the vilve within 3 milliseconds, isolating the area from the rest of
the building.

To ensure that the vapors are captured by the ventilation air to be later
deposited in the exhaust filters, each of the probable contaminated areas is
ventilated by the air change method as follows:

(1) Category A: 20 air changes per hour
(2) Category B: 10 air changes per hour
(3) Category C: 6 air changes per hour

The process areas with a high potential for contamination are ventilated at a
higher air change rate, ensuring capture of hazardous vapors and later removal
through the filtering system. The Category D areas use the standard industrial
ventilation requirements for the intended service. Category E areas are to be
maintained free of vapors through positive pressurization of the area with all
outside supply air passed through carbon filters. This ensures that a safe
environment for the personnel within the Category E area is maintained if
hazardous chemicals are accidentally released to the atmosphere.

To protect the environment, all the exhaust air from Category C' through A
areas is filtered through the exhaust/filtering units. Exhaust air is pulled
through welded ductwork to the exhaust/filtering units where it passes through
a series of nine filter stages. The first filter stage, a media particulate
filter rated at 8,) percent based on ASHRAE Standard 52-76, removes any gross
particulate that may be present. The second stage, a high-efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filter, removes the fine particulates down to 0.3
micron in size to prevent plugging of the carbon filters. Then six stages of
activated carbon filters are used to remove any hazardous chemicals in the
air; the six filters give a 1.5-second retention time for the air passing
through the carbon filters. The finel (ninth) stage is another HEFA filter,
which collects any fines that may ercde from the carbon filter stages. A
centrifugal exhaust blower in each filter unit serves as the prime mover of
the exhaust air. These blowers are provided with variable speed electric
motors in order to compensate for differential loading of the filters during
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their service life and to maintain a constant airflow rate through theO ouilding. After filtering, the exhaust air is discharged to the atmosphere
through a stack.

The furrace room ventilation air is always exhausted to the exhaust filtration
system before release to the atmosphere. Because the furnace gives off heat to

the room, the room ambient air is allowed to rise to a maximum of 125
degrees F while the furnace is in operation. The outside air dampers will be
in full open position when the furnace is operating at full capacity. The room
ventilation will be a constant flow to the exhaust filters with only the
furnace combustion air blower varying the quantity of outside supply air. When
the combustion air blower is activated, the room pressure will drop below a
set' point modulating the outside air damper to allow the proper quantity of
air to satisfy both combustion and room ventilation requirements while
maintaining the desired room pressure.

Another area, the control room, is classified as a Category E area. This area
is maintained at a positive pressure. The control room is maintained as a safe
area so that if an emergency occurs, the plant operating personnel can monitor
the process and bring the plant to a safe shutdown. Outside air enters the
control room system through a weather louver and immediately mixes with the
return air stream. Next, the mixed air enters the air handling unit (cooling
and heating coils) using a high-pressure centrifugal fan that discharges to a
carbon filter unit. The air passes through a series of nine stages of
filtering as described previously for the process area exhaust filters. This
air then is supplied to the control room and its support areas.

Category D areas use standard industrial ventilation because they are
unoccupied by either personnel or agent. The Category D areas include
mechanical equipment rooms and the electrical rooms. The outside air is
supplied through a roughing filter (prefilter) and then exhausted through roof
or wall exhaust fans directly to the atmosphere.

A parallel/cascade system will function properly only if the exhaust
filtration system maintains a constant flow. All the room pressures and flows
are predetermined and established during building balancing by the use of
manual balancing dampers. All air from Category A, B, and C areas goes through
the exhaust filtering system before release to the atmosphere.

The unique ventilation system combines a variety of specialized technical
considerations to effectively control a hazardous material proce3s and provide
a safe working environment. The following specialized technical considerations
are included:

(1) A once-through (100% outside air) ventilation system eliminates the
possible recycle of hazardous material.

(2) Redundant filter stages treat all the air exhausted from the
potentially contaminated process areas.

(3) The relative contamination potential of each process area is
identified.
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(4) Ventilation air is cascaded from process areas with the least
potential for contamination to areas with the highest potential for
contamination.

(5) Process areas with the highest potential for contamination are
maintained at the highest negative room pressure.

(6) The ventilatioh (air change) rate increases as the potential for
contamination increases.

(7) In the event of an emergency, each individual process area can be
isolated with extremely low leakage valves to prevent the spread of
contamination. Where the possibility of explosion exists, blast valves

. are also provided to contain the blast force.

(8) Hazarious chemical alarms are provided in the process areas to warn
operators of process area contamination.

(9) Hazardous chemical alarms are provided between carbon filter stages to
inform the operators when a chemical breakthrough occurs and carbon
filter replacement is required.

(10) Variable speed exhaust blowers are used to maintain a constant airflow
rate and process area negative pressure.

(11) The control room is maintained at a positive pressure so as to be free
of hazardous material.

III. WASTE HANDLING CONCEPTS

A. BACKGROUND

The design of the CSDP facilities is such that process waste streams will be
limited to solids. As noted on the overall process flow scheme in Figure 2,
solids will be generated by the following sources:

(1) MPF scrap.
(2) DFS residue and scrap.
(3) LIC residue.
(4) DUN scrap and ash.
(5) BRA salts.

The total quantity of solid wastes generated is specific tc a particular
facility and its munition stockpile. The various solid wastes, with the
exception of metal munition casings or packing materials, will be tested for
the characteristics of hazardous wastes as defined under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). The solid wastes will be classified as
hazardous only if they exhibit those characteristics. The munition casings
will be considered containers under RCRA, and the thermal decontamination that
they will be subjected to will meet or exceed the RCRA requirement for triple
rinsing to remove hazardous residues.
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Requirements for handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous waste are
mandated in 40 CFR 262 through 265. These requirements are quite specific and
require, among other things, a comprehensive document audit trail for all
hazardous wastes. These requirements, when combined with the actual disposal
costs for hazardous wastes, are a significant cost item for any project.

In view of the above, an evaluation was performed to quantify process solid
waste generation and develop baseline waste handling and disposal concepts to
support the RCRA permitting activities. In addition, waste minimization
options were evaluated that could reduce the solid waste handling requirements
and subsequent disposal costs.

B. sMETHODOLOGY
01

The process-generated solid wastes from the various furnace systems were
quantified for the eight facilities considered under the CSDP. The data was
used as the basis for the solid waste handling and disposal evaluation. The
characteristics of the solid wastes as used in this analysis are presented in
Table 1 for the major solid waste sources. The classification of the solid
waste as either hazardous or nonhazardous has been based on existing
environmental test data and on the current environmental permitting data, as
applicable. Most of the solid waste is assumed to be hazardous waste with the
exception of munition belies and containers. Specifically, munition bodies and
the mine drums are con Aered as containers and will not be subject to RCRA
regulations after decontamination in the MPF. Other waste sources may be

O1 classified as nonhazardous when actual analysis is performed.

Table 1 - Summary of Solid Waste Characteristics

Major Solid
Waste Source Description Characterization

MPF Munition bodies Nonhazardous

DFS Rocket scrap Hazardous
Mine scrap Nonhazardous
Burster/fuze scrap Hazardous
Cyclone ash Hazardous
Slagging afterburner (AFB) solids Hazardous

LIC Salt-removal discharge solids Hazardous

DUN Scrap/ash Hazardous
Mine drums Nonhazardous
Baghouse ash Hazardous

BRA BRA salts Hazardous
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Testing for characteristics of hazardous wastes for all process-generated
solid wastes is planned. It is possible that all waste streams will not
exhibit such characteristics. If this is found to be the case, then the
requirements for their handling and disposal would be less stringent than the
procedures identified in this analysis. Disposal costs would be reduced
accordingly.

Table 2 presents the total process wastes generated at each facility.

Table 2 - Summary of Total Process Solid Waste Generateda

Weight Volme
Facility (tons) (ft3)

Aberdeen Proving Groundb NA NA
Anniston Army Depot 19,158 548,916
Lexington-Blue Grass Army Depot 3,659 165,783
Newport Army Ammunition Plantb NA NA
Pine Bluff Arsenal 13,176 741,023
Pueblo Depot Activity 25,500 550,211
Tooele Army Depot 61,761 2,344,758
Umatilla Depot Activity 17,558 753,029

aTotal process solid wastes includes protective clothing and charcoal
residue/ ash, in addition to munition-specific solid wastes.

bNA = not available because the inventory is classified.

The basic solid woste handling plan requires the process-generated solid
wastes to be collected in individual collection bins or containers at their
sources. As previously noted, there are four major sources of solid waste,
excluding that from the LIC, which is expected to generate little or no solid
waste. The DFS and DUN e-ch have two collection points. Table 3 presents an
overview of the collection bins or containers that will be used to collect the
solid waste from the various sources. Where possible, all hazardous waste will
be collected in lineC containers to minimize transfer operational problems.
The scrap and ash from the DFS and DUN primary chambers will be at a
relatively high temperature so that collection in lined containers is not
feasible.

All collection bins, with the exception of the MPF transport container, will
be transferred to a residue handling area (RHA) by forklift. In the RHA, the
contents of the lined bins will be weighed, inventoried, and transferred to
dedicated lined transport containers for morement offsite. Prior to movement
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Table 3 - Summary of Collection Containers by Source

Major Source Collection Container Description

DFS

Heated discharge Metal scrap bin, 5 ft long x 5 ft wide x
conveyor scrapa 4 S high, with bottom discharge provisions (70-

ft or 1-ton capacity).

Cyclone ash Lined 55-gal drum (7.2-ft 3 capacity).

MPF

Munition bodies Transport container, 20 ft long x 8 ft wide x
5 ft high, rolloff type (540-ft 3 or 10-ton
capacity).

LIC

Solids from salt Lined 55-gal drum (7.2-ft 3 capacity).
removal systim

DUN

Primary chamber scrape. Metal scrap bin, 5 ft long x 5 ft wide x 4 ft
high, with bottom discharge provisions (70-ft 3 or
1-ton capacity).

Baghouse ash/salts Lined 55-gal drum (7.2-ft 3 capacity).

BRA

Salts Lined container, 3 ft long x 3 ft wide x 3 ft
high.

.acrap to be placed in a supersack (70 ft3) at the scrap transfer hopper.

offsite, the transport container liner will be sealed, and a tarpaulin vill be
placed over the top of the container to prevent liquids from coll"Cting in the
container during transporting to the approved dispocal site. All RCRA-required
manifests will be completed at the RHA.

The potentially hot scrap/ash will be transferred to the RHA for initial
cooling. The c,"ntents will then be transferred by hopper to a supergack.
Individual superzacks will be used for the DF3 and DUN scrap. After filling
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the supersack, it will be closed, weighed, inventoried, and transferred to the
appropriate transport container for eventual transfer offsite.

Metal parts from the MPF will be placed directly in a transport container for r .
movement directly offaite. The transport container will be located near the
MPF cooling area so that the munitions can be placed directly into the

* transport container from their trays.

Transport containers will be identical for all applications. BaS 4 -ally, these
units will be commercially available, 10-ton (20-yd-) capacity, rolloff
containers. Movement of these containers offsite will require the use of
standard commercial trucks designed for rolloff containers. All onsite
movement will be performed by site personnel to minimize the need for
subcontractors to enter the high security facility. Provisions to transfer the
transport containers to designated disposal operators have been made. All
transport containers will be moved offsite to this transfer facility to await
pickup. Permitting will not be required for this transfer facility as long as
the containers are moved within 10 days or less. The contents of the transport
containers will be disposed of at a nonhazardous or hazardous waste disposal
facility, depending on the classification of the waste. Metal scrap from the
MPF will be either sent to a nonhazardous landfill or sold as scrap metal. In
all cases, the transport containers will be returned to the transfer facility.

An analysis was performed to determine whether volume reduction is a viable
concept for the CSDP application. Disposal costs for solid wastes are
typically on a mass (ton) or volume (cubic yard) basis, whichever is greater.
Accordingly, there could be economic incentives to reduce the volume of waste
for solids with densities less than about 74 lb/ft 3. At 74 lb/ft 3 , 1 ton of
solid waste will occupy about 1 yd3. In addition, volume reduction could
reduce transportation costs because the total number of containers requiring
disposal would decrease.

IV. ADHERENCE TO EUVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS

A. BACKGROUND

The National Environmental Rev-lations are our basic national charter for
protection of the environment. T.hey establish policy, set goals, and provide
means for carrying out the policy. Federal agencies, including the Department

of the Army, must comp)y with these regulations. Environmental Regulations
must be integrated early in the planning phase to ensure that planning and
decisions reflect environmental values to avoid delays later in the design and
prevent potential conflicts. Environmental regulations become a fundamental
design input similar to building and construction codes. The Army has outlined
its approach to environmental compliance in Army Regulation 200-2,
"Environmental Effects of Army Actions." The CSDP in turn has adopted the
Environmental Regulation philosophy in accordance with AR 200-2 into the basic
design concepts.

Environmental regulations may be broken down into three mjor areas of
concern: air, water, and solids disposal. As the current st,.xkpile of lethal
chemical agents are demilitarized, all three areas of concern must be
considered. Environmental rpgulations enters every phase of the CSDP from the
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start of construction through facility closure and from the moment the
munition enters the demilitarization area until its decontaminated metal partsO and incinerator ash are ultimately disposed of. The CSDP sites vill be
permitted to operate under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA),
the Clean Air Act (CAA), and the Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA).

B. APPLICATION METHODOLOGY

Environmental compliance involves every aspect of the program. The munitions
are transported over secure roads in vehicles that provide protection for the
munitions from accidental spills or leaks. Er.;rge-,cy response plans as
outlined in RCRA provide the checklist to respond to •ny foreseeable incident.

I

OncAe inside the Munitions Demilitarization Building (MDB), means of containing
vapors, liquid emissions, and solids are provided. These means include blast
protection, cascade air filtration, liquids containment, and solid waste
handling. All agent and agent-contaminated components are either neutralized
by chemical decontamination or incineration. Spent decontamination solutions,
as well as all liquid waste generated within the facility, are incinerated. No
liquid effluents will be generated at the facilities. Liquids containment
includes storm water. Storm water is collected in a pond, tested, and either
released if clean or treated if hazardous wastes are detected.

The various waste components and liquids are fed to one of four types of RCRA
permitted and tested furnaces. The ash and residues from these furnaces will
be collected in bag-lined containers, sealed, and stored in a weather-
protected permitted area until ultimate disposal in an RCRA permitted
landfill. The metal parts from the munitions are considered waste containers
and are subject to complete decontamination prior to being landfilled or
recycled through a metal scrap vendor.

The furnaces operate at negative pressure to prevent migration of hazardous
fumes to the atmosphere. The combustion gases enter PASs where CAA, TSCA, and
RCRA regulated gases and particulates are removed from the efflue:t prior to
discharge to the atmosphere. The brines generated in the wet PASs are dried to
minimize the volume of waste to be landfilled. The salts are collected in
bags, sealed, and stored with the incinerator residues prior to disposal in an
RCRA landfill.

Upon completion of the demilitarization, the facility will be "clean closed."
All agent-contaminated machines, pipes, tanks, etc., will be chemically
decontaminated and incinerated. Filter systems, sumps, floors, walls, etc.,
will be decontaminated and removed where possible for disposal in the
furnaces. Ultimately, a mobile furnace will be brought in to thermally
decontaminate the furnaces and PASs. All closure wastes will be disposed of in
a RCRA permitted landfill.

Two key systems are disc, sed further: liquids containment, which is also
commonly called "second-.ry containment," and polychlorinated biphenols (PCB)
disposal in the DFS.
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1. Secondary Containment Systems

Secondary containment systems must be designed, installed, and operated in
accordance with the RCRA regulations in 40 CFR 264.193 and 270.16. The systems
must prevent any migration of RCRA regulated wastes out of the system at any
time and must be capable of detecting and collecting releases and accumulated
liquids until the collected material is removed. Secondary containment systems
must be constructed of compatible materials, placed on an acceptable
foundation or base, provided with a leak-detection system, and sloped or
otherwise designed to remove spills or leaked wastes.

Secondary containment is applied to all process buildings. The MDB, Process
and LUtility Building (PUB), and BRA will be constructed so that the lowest
elevation in the building is higher than the elevation outside the building.
The floors in the individual areas will be sloped to provide drainage to a
trench or collection sump. The floor will be sealed to provide an impervious
base to any spilled material. Six-inch curbs (minimum) prevent migration into
noncontaminated areas as well as providing additional containment volume.
Containment of the liquid wastes must be the greater of 10 percent of the
container volume capacity (tanks, piping, etc.) or the largest container in
that area. The only exception to this is the agent collection tank room of the
toxic cubicle. DOD 6055.90-STD is stricter and states that a containment dike
designed to hold the total contents of the waste system plus 10 percent of the
volume shall be placed around aboveground liquid water systems.

The collection sumps serve as the primary means of containment. The sumps are
classified as primary and secondary collection devices. Primary sumps are used
in areas of regular washdown. Each sump is constructed of epoxy-coated welded
steel. A liquid level sensor in the sump activates a sump pump to drain the
waste liquid to the holding tanks. An alarm or signal is activated to indicate
the presence of liquid. The sump is surrounded by a cast-in-place, epoxy-
coated external concrete liner with an air gap in between. This external liner
provides secondary containment to the primary sump. A liquid sensor wired to a
visual and audible alarm is located in the bottom of the sump external liner
to indicate if the primary containment device has failed.

Secondary sumps are of welded steel construction, coated with epoxy, and
supported by a concrete base. A sump pump, level sensor, and alarm complete
the secondary containment system. The secondary sumps provide containment for
hazardous waste tank systems in the event of a spill, leak, or failure. In all
cases, the liquids will be removed and the area decontaminated within 24 hours
of detection.

2. PCB Disposal

Some M55 rockets contain up to 50 milligrams per kilogram of PCB in the
shipping/firing tubes. The EPA under hO CFR 761.70 of the TSCA requires that
PCB contaminated waste be disposed of by incineration. The CSDP DFS and PAS
have been designed in accordance with these regulations (RCRA and CAA) to
incinerate the M55 shipping/firing tubes.
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To comply with TSCA, the DFS haz been designed to provide:

(1) A 2-second dwell time in the afterburner.

(2) An AFB operating temperature of 2,200 degrees F (2,192 ±212 degrees F
is required).

(3) 15 percent excess air above stoichiometry (3 percent is required).

(4) Continuous monitoring for oxygen (02), carbon monoxide (CO), and

combustion temperature.

(L6) A wet scrubbing system to remove hydrogen chloride (HC1) from the

' exhaust gas.

Operating requirements achievable in the DFS and PAS include:

(1) Mass emissions from the stack of less than 0.001 gram of PCB per 1,000
grams of PCB feed.

(2) Combustion efficiency of 99.99 percent relative to CO.

(3) Hydrogen chlorile stack emissions limited to 4 pounds per hour (RCRA
140 CFR 264.343) or less.

(4) Particulate matter stack emissions limited to 180 milligrams per dry
standard cubic meter (RCPA 4o CFR 264.343).

I (5) Maintaining the furnace at negative pressure relative to the room.

(6) Sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and lead emissions
limited so as not to exceed the National Ambient Air Quality Standard
(NAAQS).

The National Environmental Policy Act strongly influences the design of almost
every industrial plant being built. Our national concern over clean air and
water along with waste disposal is translated into design criteria. The CSDP
has taken these criteria and produced specific designs to ensure compliance
with the spirit and letter of the NEPA.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AFB afterburner
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and

Air-Conditioning Engineers
BDS bulk drain station
BRA brine reduction area
CAA Clean Air Act
CAMDS Chemical Agent Munition Disposal System
CYR Code of Federal Regulations
CSDP Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program
DFS deactivation furnace system
DUN dunnage incinerator
ECR explosive containment room
HEPA high-efficiency particulate air (filter)
JACADS Johnston Atoll Chemical Agent Disposal System
LIC liquid incinerator
MDB Munitions Demilitarization Building
MDM multipurpose demilitarization machine
MPF metal parts furnace
NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standard
PAS pollution abatement system
PCB polychlorinated biphenyl
PMD projectile/mortar disassembly
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RHA residue handling area
RSM rocket shear machine
TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act
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SUPPRESSION OF SYMPATHETIC DETONATION
IN STACKS OF 500 POUND BOMBS

Mr Gary Parsons, Mr Larry Pitts, Capt Pamela Summers and Mr Greg Glenn
Air Force Armament Laboratory, Eglin AFB, FL.

Large quantities of hazard class 1.1 munitions are in military service

inventories. Because this class of munitions is mass detonating it imposes

the greatest restriction on quantity distance (Q/D) criteria. In fact, at

many Air Force installations quantities of class 1.1 munitions are below

operational needs because there is not adequate land area to space facilities

at safe separation distance. Figure I shows a typical Air Force Tactical

Fighter Wing in West Germany. Note the close proximity of the ammunition

storage area to German residences and base facilities.

While reduction of munition stockpiles is perhaps the most simple way to meet

Q/D standards; it does impact readiness. In cases where a high level of

readiness is essential, local commanders use waivers to allow deviations from

standard storage procedure. A waiver is an agreement to accept risk.

Secretary of Air Force policy--not to permit new construction under

conditions where waivers to Q/D are in place--has forced many base commanders

to reassess their munition storage posture.

Of all the munitions used by tactical forces, MK-80 series general purpose

bombs constitute the biggest problem. Required quantities of bombs are large

and high explosive quantities in each bomb produce strong shocks and high

velocity fragments that readily detonate adjacent munitions. Figure 2 shows

0
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a cross section of the MK-82 bomb. The explosive fill Is tritonal, a mixture

of TNT and aluminum. In 1984 the Air Force Armament Laboratory at Eglin AFB

FL undertook a project to eliminate the mass detonation features of bombs.

Our approach was to replace the tritonal fill with a less sensitive explosive

and modify the bomb storage pallets to defocus the energy release from

detonation of a single bomb. This presentation deals with the development of

a new explosive fill, called AFX-1100, and the design of a special pallet

that attenuates fragment and shock transmission loads. Further information

on the properties of AFX-1100 may be found in Reference 1.

Table 1 shows the formula and explosive properties of AFX-1100. The

explosive is basically tritonal that has been desensitized by the addition of

a special wax mixture. The wax and TNT form a stable emulsion that causes

the AFX-1100 to become sufficiently viscous to suspend the aluminum and wax

homogeneously.

To assess the shock sensitivity of AFX-1100 we have conducted gap tests in

the various configurations shown in Figure 3. For each gap test

configuration, peak pressure is a function of the thickness of the plexiglas

attenuator between the donor and acceptor and the size of the donor.

Positive phase duration is a function of the size of the gap test assenmbly.
I

The 8" diameter gap test was designed to simulate the pressure/time profile

we would expect in bomb to bomb propagation (Reference 2).
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Wax is an extremely effective desensitizer. Figure 4 cot~ares the shockQ sensitivity of AFX-1100 tritonal and PBX 9502. These data are reported in

Reference 3. Of special interest is the difference at large diameters. AFX-

1100 shows little increase in shock sensitivity even for long duralon shocks

similar to those transmitted in bomb to bomb geometries.

Figure 5 shows a linear array of MK-82 bombs filled with AFX 1100. Only the

donor detonated. In fact, we have never observed propagation between rounds

in two dimensional arrays even when spacing was varied from contact to 10

feet. In three dimensional arrays (Figure 6) confinement from adjacent bombs

does focus energy preferentially and we have consistently observed detonation

of diagonal acceptors. Additional protection was essential and the question

became how much protection and what material should be used. The 8" gap test

was used to evaluate the shock attenuation features of various materials.

Table 2 shows that wood is equal to or better than plexiglas, concrete,

aluminum, and steel on a volume basis and far better than most materials on a

weight basis. These tests were done using a composition B donor and tritonal

acceptors, consequently, we would expect to use less wood between AFX-1100

donors and acceptors since the donor produces lower detonation pressure and

the acceptor is less sensitive.

Hydrocodes were used to provide an indication of the relative value of wood

a:d layer-s of wood and ar as shock attenuators. The geometric arrangement

for these calculations is shown in Figure 7. We were interested in not only

reducing the peak transmitted pressure but also increasing the rise time
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since experimental evidence suggests that sub-detonative shocks are a

mechanism for desensitization (Reference 4). These calculations were

performed with tritonal donors and acceptors because the equation of state

for explosive products and unreacted tritonal a'e known. We assumed the

relative order of effects would be consistent with AFX-1100 explosive

samples, and conducted a series of experiments using AFX-1100 fIllAd donors

and acceptors to establish the required quantity of wood to suppress

sympathetic detonation.

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 8. Measurement of the transmitted

pressures was accomplished by installation of carbon gauges. The measured

threshold pressure of 43 Kbar is quite close to the value estimated from the

8" gap test (Figure 4). Using these data, several prototype wood pallets

(Figure 9) were designed, fabricated, and tested, according to the

arrangement shown in Figure 10. While none of the acceptors detonated in any

of these tests the pallet providing 4 1/2-inch plywood spacing between bombs

provided the greatest amount of protection to the acceptor bombs. Damage to

the acceptors was attributed to mechanical loads applied by the donor. There

was no evidence of bomb failure due to explosive reaction in the acceptors.

Table 3 shows the explosive yield for the various pallets tested In the

configuration shown in the previous figure. The yield is not significantly

different for the various designs. Sympathetic detonation did not oc'cur.

With selection of the 4 1/2-inch wood pallet as baseline, additional tests

were conducted to verify that increasing confinement would not produce a more

violent response in the acceptors nearesc the donor. Figure 11 shows that

additional layers of inert bombs did not affect the outcome.
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Hazard classification under TB 700-2 requires that stacks of munitions be

U evaluated for sympathetic detonation and cook-off. Following discussions

with members of the safety community, we concluded that the donor bomb should

have at least two layers of live bombs around it. Thus our center stack

would include a core of 24 live bombs. In addition, at least one full pallet

of bombs should be positioned fore and aft of the donor and aligned with the

donor. To maintain symmetry we increased the number to nine live bombs fore

and aft. This assembly was then surrounded by pallets of inert bombs

sufficient to insure that 1 meter of confinement would be simulated. Figure

12 shows the finished assembly.

Detonation of the donor shattered large portions of wooden pallets and

scattered live and inert bombs. A slow developing fire gradually progressed

through the debris and AFX-1100 filled bombs cooked off over a period of

several hours. A post test view of the test arena is shown in Figure 13. Of

42 live bombs used In this test, one was deliberately detonated, the

remaining 41 were recovered. Nineteen bombs cooked off and of the nineteen,

3 ruptured and 16 vented out of the fuzewells. Interestingly, concrete

filled bombs reacted more violently than the explosive filled items,

presumably, because they are sealed with heavy nose and nail plates, and

consequently, react, higher internal pressure prior to failure.

A second requirement for hazard classification is munition response in

bonfire. Our interpretation of TB 700-2 called for 30 live bombs, contained

in 5 pallets arranged as shown in Figure 14. Wood was stacked unaer the

0
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pallets and at least 1 meter on all sides and the top. Diesel fuel was

poured at several sites within the assembly and thermite grenades were used Q
to ignite the fuel. This.fire develops very rapidly and the initial cook-off

occurred 7 minutes after ignition. Reactions continued for 20 minutes.

Twenty-eight bombs failed by venting through the fuze liner and two bombs

failed by rupture of the skin along the seam.

In summary, we have demonstrated a very effective method of desensitizing a

TNT based explosive. Not only is shock sensitivity reduced even in large

diameters but too violent reactions occur in fast cook-off. A major concern

early in this development was that deflagation to detonation would occur in

large scale sympathetic detonation tests even though the AFX-1100 was less

sensitive to direct shock initiation. It was speculated that deformation and

crush-up of bombs adjacent to the donor would produce internal pressures that

favor a rapid buildup. This was not observed In MK-82 bombs. Scaling to

larger sizes, such as 2000 pound bombs, could produce a different response.

The process for selection of a material for bomb pallets and design of those

pallets was successful. Future plans include a new subscale design that

better simulates MK-82 bomb geometry and equation of state characterization

for AFX-1100 to improve hydrocode simulation. These tools should facilitate

the evaluation of new materials for pallet construction so that lightwelght,

non-combustitle alternatives to wood may be used.
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The Propagation Law of Air Shock Wave for

O Earth Overlaid Explosive Storehouse

Li Zheng Wang Zhongqin

ABSTRACT

We have made a series of tests that some earth overlaid

explosive storehouses were blasted to investigate the safety

distance under the condition of an earth overlaid explosive

storehouse blasting. We have found out the propagation law of

air shock wave by measuring the values of the overpressure of

shock wave in every direction of the test explosive storehouse

with piezocrystal transducers during blasting. We found that

Q the overpressure of the shock wave due to the explosive store-

house blasting had an obvious direction distribution. When the

scale distance defined as R'=R/W," between two explosive

storehouses side by side was in the range of 0.5 to 5 (m/lkg'"

the values of the overpressure were 18%o to 52% of the values

due to ground blasting. So the safety distance between two

earth overlaid explocive storehouses could be reduced by 68%

to 32% compared with that in the case ot ground explosive

storehouses.

i. Introduction

The explosive storehouses were often built on hillsides by

excavating a given mass of earth or and rock making use of

0
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the natural terrain as a defence. The hind wall of this sort of

explosive storehouse was very close to hill body. The front wall

of the storehouse was retaining wall made of rubbles and overlaid

with earth I meter thick on the top of the wall and the overlaid

soil was thicker and thicker in measure as a slope at the rate

of 1:1 from the top of the wall down to ground. The roof was

made of reinforced concrete overlaid with earth 0.5 meter thick

on the surface of the roofing and with soil on the field outside

the roof. There was traffic passage 6 meters in wi.dth outside

each of the two brick built gables and there were earth embank-

ments outside the passages which their lengthwas the same as the

width of the storehouse, i. e. the length of the gable. The

emoankments were as high as the top of the gables. The function

of the overlaying earth was as follows: (I) to weaken the inf-

luence of air shock wave on environ ment while the storehouse

itself was blasting, (2) to enhance its ability to protect

against blast-flying stones and to weaken the shock wave acting

on the roof in some degree in the case of other adjacent store-

house blasting.

In order to study -he propagation law of the air shock wave

dire to earth overlaid explosive storehouse blasting, three

reduced scales of tests which the ratio of the charge weight'to

the charge house volume was in the range of 0.08 to 0.12 Ton/mn

were conducted according to the law of conformity of explosion.

II. Test

We had four measuring lines along the o-degree, 45-degree,
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90-degree (or 75-degree and 115-degree in the light of specific

topography of the test field), and 180-degree directions of the

storehouse respectively in consideration of the symmetry of

shock wave flowing field and that the shock wave distribution

over the whole field outside the storehouse might be not necess-

.arily the same or uniform. There were 10 to 13 measuring sites

in the o-degree direction and 45-degree direction separately

which the. measure range wai from 0.2 kg/cm' to 20 kg/cm' . There

were about 10 measuring sites placed in the 90-degree direction

and only 4 to 10 measuring sites placed in the 180-degree direc-

tion because of the slope (see Fig.1).

• ,o" 1. the explosive storehouse

2. the earth embankment

slope 3. the measuring lines

0 o4. the placed measuring

sites

Fig.1 The sketch figure of the arrangement

for the measure sites

In order to rise the overpressure measuring accuracy,we made

use of Swiss Kistler transducers and 901, 931 types of piezo-S..

crystal transducers made .n the Mechanical Institude of Chintse

Academy of Science and SBR-1 type of double oscillographes. The

work frequency of the measure system was 10Okc. In addition,

because we had a little difficulty with using piezocrystal trans-

ducers all in tests dur to the greater needs in quantity in

17
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every test, so we also made use of BPR-2 measure system partly.

The BPR-2 pie-'meter is a resistance-strain piezometer and its

1Q,'tural frequency is about 30kc, We used BPR-2 piezometers

with Y6D-3A dynaLmical strain amplifiers and the natural fre-

qner.oy of the whole measure system is 1.5kc. Fig.2 shows the

comparison hthotween the accuracy of the piezocrystal measure

-4tem and thEA-', the strain measure system.

100

_0\

0L iiiJll__I

shock wave by using th, piezocrystal measure

system and the strain measure system along

with the 0-degree direction line
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In order to compare our test results with the results in

other test conditions and make our test results be of universal

D significance, we made corrections for all the test data of ours

in accordance with the condition of standard air.

pressure dP =(--) P' -fdP

distance 
-

P, J' \1 IT I /j/

time %771 \T.-/ )'"I'=f

impulse 'h

where, P.-the standard atmospheric pressure(the pressure of

mercury 760 mm in height), To-the absolute temperature in the

case of standard air ( =288.16"K or 15'c ), I - the impulse in

the case of standard air, p; , T; , I; -the atm. pressure, the

absolute temp., the impulse respectively in the case of the test

air field,!,, f/, f ,f,- the meteorotogical correction coeffi-

cients of the pressure, the dist, the time, the impulse separa-

tely.

"The slcpe of the hillsides ranged between 21-degree and 39-

degree in the actual tests. The energy releasing space for the

blasting charge would vary with the slope. So the explciive

blasting energy should be corrected to take count of the inf-

luence of the slope besides the above meteorological corrections,

We chose 30-degree slope as a standard one and the correction

formula for the charge load is as follows:

w= W. w=.IW' (2)

137 -a
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where, w - the actual charge load, H--the corrected charge

load, a -the hillside slope, f. -the energy correction coeffi-

cient (=1500/(1800-a)).

III. The Propagation Law of the Air IC

Shock Wave for the Earth

Overlaid Explosive Storehouse

1. Dimensional Analysis

We bad deduced the general relation about the overpressure

oZ air shock wave and the general relation about the positive

pressure time duration by means of dimension al analysis.First,

we analyzed the function relations of the dominant characteris-

tic parameters and the undetermined parameters from the explo-

sion dynamical viewpoint. If W is the blast energy of TNT in

the earth overlaid storehouse, P. and p, are the pressure and.Q

density of the air around the TNT charge respectively, X is the

distance between the charge center and one of the measure sites,

JP is the overpressure, and T is the positive time duration

at the site in R distance, then the dominant explosion dyna-.

mical characteristic parameters are W, P,, P, R is a varible.

And dP,'T are the undetermined parameters. The functional rela-

tion of these parameters can be described as follows:

4P,T=f(W,p, ,p,,R) '3)

According to r Law, the dimensionless relation of AP and

can be deduced as follows:
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And the dimensionless relation of , and R can be dedu-

ced as follows: ="P~-,"f(

In the case of standard state, P. =1, P. -1, then,

t/W f(Q IW"')• (7)

In addition, we built np the empirical formulae in different

direction (or angle) lines, so the parameter of angle was not

contained in the dimensionless formulae.

2. Empirical Formulae

We found by test that the function relations of AP ,

and RIW"' were of linearity in first approximation on hyper-

logarithm coordinates when the scale distance ( Rlw'" ) was

in the range of 4 to 50 '/Tor;' So the formulae can be exp-

ressed as single term forms:
JAP =KI R W)(8

M" =K 1 W)

where, dP (kg/cm') -the incidence overpressure of shock wave in

different directions of the earth overlaid storehouse, R(m) -

the distance from the blast center to the measure site, W(kg)-

the total chage load (TNT in bulk and the den.qity was 0.8Sg/cm'mM

K, * a, - factors shown in table 1, T (m.,) - the positive

pressure time duration, K, , a, -factors shown in table 2.
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table 1

line site correla-measure system it
direction quant. tion factor K, l

0 60 -0.9893 4.8598 i.648o

2 System 450 42 -0.9738 3.1771 1.3914

Q" 44 -0.9427 3.8731 1.5127

ia" 10 -0.9524 8.6848 2.4041

piezocr-ystal

0" 33 -0.9913 5.5200 1.7217system

table 2

correla-line site tion factormeasure system Ka
direction quant.

00

39 o.9348 0.5794 o.8102

BPR-2

system 45 27 0.9218 0.5542 0.7774

90 29 0.8909 0.525: 0.7834

The overpressure formula can be more accurately expressed

as a trinomial as follows:

4 P=A +B S )+C( 1 (10)

where, R m/k*' ' - the scale distance, A, B, C - factors

shown in table 3 determined by means of least square method

according to the dimension al analycis, . r
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tabte 3

Q •drectioa,
0 "4 90 180'

factor

A 0.826 U. 970 0. 0.60 U. 85II

B 4. 863 3. 272 S. 23' 3. M

C -0. 636 -0. 946 -1. 603 3. 295

R(•k•• ) . 4 , 5 U. 4 -, 6- 1 i.I.l, U.O. "; 2. S

3. Test Result Analyses

A. Overpressure

The calculated results of table 1 are shown in Fig. 3. It

can be seen from Fig. 3 that the lines of dP versus • in the

directions of 0-degree, 45-degree, and 90-degree intersect at

one point when AP is 0. 2skg/cl and the scale distance R is

6.om/kg"' , but the values of the overpressure in 0-degree

direction take the first place, the values in 90-degree direc-

tion take the second place and %he values in 45-degree direction

take the third place in the range of 4P > 0.25kg/c,'

The above results are also described as isobaric lines

shoun in Fig.4. From Fig.4, we can find that the values of JP in

0-degree direction were so great as to form convexes and the

values of jP in 45-degree direction were so small as to form

concaves when .P>2kg/cm' , but the isobaric lines of the two

directions are much like semicircular when JP<Q.5 kI/cm' in

1
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X The comparison of the

overpressure attenua-

:ic zi

-. 1 1H tion laws of the earth
0. •

Soerlaid storehouse
2 M1 1blasting and the 0

v~ eo 2.0 6.0 10.0 exposed blasting on
A/W"' ffh")gon

the range of 0 to 90-degree. The shook wave propagated along

the slope up and behind the storehouse during the just initial

post-explosion period because the roof and the brick built wall

of the storehouse were first blasted* So, as regards the 180-

degree direction, when AP.> 2 kgcm' , the valuee ofr .p wsre

greater than that in 0-degree direction anv the isobaric lines

formed larger convexes than that in the case of 0-degree

direction because of the above case and the reflection action

of shock wave at retaining wall. The shock wave broke through

1380
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the front rubble built wall in 0-
degree direction just after the . 0/1", ,'),

initial period and then the over-

pressure in 180-dsgree direction went

down very quickly and the isobaric

lines in 180-degree became elliptical ",

when the values of AP went down to 3 1/,

lkg/cm' or less than that value.

Considering that a pit would be

formed under the condition of ground

explosion and that the slope was Fig.4 The isobraic

30 degrees# we revised the U.S.S.R. lines at different

M.A. CaAoscxH# trinomial and the scale distances due

U.S.A. L. Brode0 trinomial. We took to the blasting of

0 the revised factor for energy to earthe overlaid

be 1.75 x 1.21=2.1 and then storehouse

calculated the coefficients of the

overpressure formulae. In addition, the blast test of the earth

overlaid storehouse with steel areh roof truss had be conducted

in U.S.A. and we formulated the test data in the open direction

of the storehouse to make comparisons. The specific forms of the

formulae are as follows:

1. A. C48OC.Rn+ f1ormula. 285 p= 136

H. L. Brode formulat 1 2486 2.3860 12.285
R k'

the U.S.A. earth overlaid storehouse _(i)

fornaula (in the open direction)t JP = 4. 2424 (R) .

the formula of oure (in the 0-degree
diretio) LP = 4,8598 (R)-''""

direct on) 3
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The meaning and unit of each of the signs in these formulae

are the same as that in the above parts of this paper.

The calculation lines of formulae (11) are shown in Fig, 3-

Frpm Fig.3 we can find that the values of overpressure due to

ground blast take the first place and that of U.S.A. earth

overlaid storehouse take the second place. The values of our

test are larger than that of U.S.A. earth overlaid storehouse

in the case of 1. 5m~k g" and less than that of U.S.A.

test in the case of A<1.som/kgl'"

Now we discuss the directivity of the overpressure of earth

overlaid storehouse. If we compare the values of AP in 90-degree

direction aiad O-degree direction of the earth overlaid storehouze

with the values 4Pgro• calculated by H.L.Brode formula from

ground blast test, we can find that the values of JP are much

less than the values of 4Pg"ound because the storehouse cons- Q
truction and the overlaid earth of 'he earth overlaid storehouse

formed a restrained blast, and that the ratio ( 0P/1Piround )

of AP to ,"ground goes up with the increasing of the value

of the scale distance Riw"'I . In the case of R/W"o = 5.0 to

0.5 M/kg" , the ratio of JP/J.p 1ound goes down very quickly

but tends to constancy in the case of RIW'' >tOm/Ag"' . The

relations of ",JPground and RIW'" are shown in Fig. 5.

If we place the earth overlaid storehouses in such being the

case that the scale distance Riw"' ranges from 130m/kgz" to

2.Qm/kg"' , the JP in 90-degree direction would be in the range

from 0.1818 J Pground to 0.4820 JPground . It means that the

safety distance between the adjacent earth overlaid storehouses

0
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wonld be only 0.326 to 0.619 times the safety distance under

the condition of ground explosion, i.e. the safety distance

under the condition of earth 1.00
4 A 1 '"ground

overlaid storehouse blasting 060

could decrease by 68% to 32% 030

comparied with ground blasting. .0

Because the overpressure in O-de- 0. 0.6 1.01.S 3 6 )0 15 30 SO 100'

gree direction is greater than that Fig.5 P/ Pground versus

in 90-degree direction and the main

acting field for blast-flying

stones is also along the O-degree direction, so it is more

reasonable that the adjacent storehouses should sit side by side

along the 90 degrees - line.

B. the Positive Pressure Time Duration of Shock Wave The

O relations of positive pressure time duration and scale distance

from the ground blast test, the U.S.A. earth overlaid store-

house blast test and our test are shown in Fig.6. From Fig.6,

we can find that the
36

positive-pressure time , ;7 Ti--

duration in 0-degree 1

direction takes the first
3. 0

place, and that in 45-

degree direction takes the 1.0

0.6
second place, and that in

90-degree direction 0.2 ....... .. ......3. 3 .01.3 3 10 15 30 1oo

takes the last place.
__ R

The positive pressure Fig 6 W-, 1-r1- W,-,

0
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acting time from the gronnd blast test is greater than that from

our earth overlaid storehouse blast test by comparison. But.the

positive time duration in the open direction of the U.S.A.earth

overlaid storehouse is little less than that in the O-degree

direction of our earth overlaid storehouse.

IV. Conclusion

1. The values of overpressure of shook .ave in the 0-degree

direction, 45-degree direction, 90-degree direction of our earth

overlaid storehouse are less than that from groundblasting, and

are approximate to the values in the open direction of U.S.A.

earth overlaid storehouse. The formulae about the overpressure

of shock wave of earth overlaid storehouse can be used in

engineering designs.

2. It is worth while paying attention to the directivity of

the distribution of shock wave of the earth overlaid storehouse.

The overpressure AP in the 90-degree direction of the earth

overlaid storehouse is only 0.13 to 0.48 JPground in the case

of R/Jy'V' - i.3-2.0mlkg"I/ due to the influence of the over-

laying earth and the constructure of the earth overlaid store-

house on blast wave. It means that the safety distance between

the adjacent earth overlaid storehouses could be shortened ty

32% to 68%, and this proves that the placement of the storehouses

along tho 90 degrees-line is very reasonable. We should make

full use of the distribution characteristic of the overpressure

of shock wave of the earth overlaid storehouse to save field in

engineering designs. O
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MK-82 BOMB CHARACTERIZATION
for the

SYMPATHETIC DETONATION STUDY

by

Roy A. Lucht
and

Lawrence W. Hantel

ABSTRACT

Optical, radiographic, and electronic pin techniques were used to
evaluate the fragmentation of tail- and side-initiated MK-82 MOD 1
general purpose bombs. They were found to contain large voids,
randomly located from bomb to bomb, in the Tritonal explosive fill.
Characteristics of the void-side performance of the bomb were
found to he as much as 10% different from the nonvoid side and
were much less reproducible than the characteristics of the
nonvoid side. The data collected will be useful in evaluating
sympathetic detonation mitigation systems designed for use with
the bombs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Air Force is involved in an insensitive munitions study, part of which
includes an assessment of how to prevent sympathetic detonation of stored
conventional munitions by means of mechanical suppressants. The Los
Alamos National Laboratory has been participating in this effort since FY1 986
with funds provided by AD/XR-3, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.

The Los Alamos approach to the problem of sympathetic detonation is different
from the traditional approach. Traditionally, large-scale tests of bomb arrays
are conducted to statistically determine the efficacy of the proposed solution.
However, if 20 or more bombs are involved in each test, the cost per test
eliminates the possibility of large-number statistics. In addition, because of the
threshold nature of the sympathetic detonation problem, we cannot infer that
several successful large-scale tests will eliminate the possibility of future
system failure. In sympathetic detonation testing, as with all explosives
sensitivity testing, there is a region of input stimulus over which either a
detonation or no reaction may occur. The simple case of explosive detonation
caused by fragment impact is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. A fragment
with velocity in the range of vl to v2 may or may not cause detonation on any
given experiment. If the velocity is below vi, detonations do not occur and if it
is above v2, they always cccur. A small number of large-scale tests cannot be
used effectively to calibrate such effects. The Los Alamos approach is to
determine threshold values for detonation from various stimuli, then mitigation
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schemes can be evaluated as to their ability to reduce the input stimuli to wellQ below the threshold values.

Sympathetic detonation can be caused by a number of processes including
fragment impact, shock transmission through a physical suppression system,
•or heating caused by physical distortion of acceptor bombs. As a first step to
evaluating sympathetic detonation of MK-82 systems, we will characterize the
donor to determine the worst-case fragments, shock strengths, etc. The
second step is to determine acceptor thresholds for detonation, and the third
step is to design and evaluate mitigation schemes for their capability to reduce
the output to va!ues well below the acceptor threshold levels. In this paper, we
report the MK-82 donor characteristics of fragments close to the bomb, where
th.•v could ILe expected to affect acceptor bon~b response.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

MK-82 bombs contain about 87 kg of Tritonal explosive (80 wt% TNT/20 wt%
Al). It is not an ideal system to characterize, from an explosives viewpoint,
because the cast Tritonal fill is not homogeneous ana contains large shrinkage
voids. A typical void occupies 3 to 5% of the explosive cross section and is
lined by TNT crystals. The void was generally within 10 to 25 mm of the bomb
case. To characte, ize donor output, it was important to know where the void
area was and to measure what effect it might have on fragment characteristics,
as compared with those produced on the nonvoid side.

O Because we needed to establish the void location for each shot, every MK-82
bomb was radiographed before being fired. Orthogonal views were taken to
precisely determine the void location with respect to lifting lugs. The void side
of the bomb was then oriented appropriately for each shot.

Three series of experiments have been completed. The first series consisted
of tail-initiated bombs, in which tests, the primary diagnostic technique was
radiography. The second series used tail-initiated bombs with streak and
image intensifier cameras. The third series used side-initiated bombs and
radiograpt)hy. Electronic pins were used on all shots. For the tail-initiated
bombs, thA fuze well was packed with 125 mm of Composition C. A detonator
and a booster were used to detonate the Composition C on the bomb axis. For
the side-initiated bombs, a 50-mm-long by 50-mm-diameter cylinder of HMX-
based explosive was pressed onto the side of the bomb with a thin layer of
PETN-based soft explosive used to fill in the area between the flat explosive
cylinder face and the curving case.

A typical shot setup for the first series of experiments is shown in Fig. 2. At the
far right, behind the sandbags, are the x-ray heads that operate remotely from
the Marx banks (beyond the picture). The sandbox to the right center protects
the x-ray heads and holds lead shades used to separate the two beams. The
bomb is in the center, laying on a wooden table well below ground level. It is
surrounded by sandboxes to protect equipment from fragments. At the far left

0 are the film cassettes. A sheet of Plexiglas is placed at a 450 angle to the
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cassettes to deflect the blast wave. The sandbags behind the cassettes slow
them after they are launched by the bomb blast.

We were interested in early bomb-case motion to verify that the bomb
detonated high order and to see if the initial motion was different on the void
and nonvoid sides. Linear electronic-pin arrays were used to record a phase
velocity down the bomb axis. These pins were located in a straight line on the
outside surface of the bomb case at known distances from the tail. When the
case started to move because of the shock driven by the detonation wave, the
pins shorted out and produced timing signals. These arrays gave phase
velocities in excess of Tritonal detonation velocity (6.5 mm/ps), which means
that in ecch case the bomb detonated high order. The velocities were
determined from least squares fits to the distance/time data as shown for Shot
R0643 in Fig. 3.

Because some data sets contained only three or four data points, improved
signal-to-noise ratio was achieved by combining like data sets and calculating
least squares fits. The results for the nonvoid and void sides are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Circled data points were not included in the fits. A
statistically real difference in the two sides is evident. The phase velocity is 1%
slower on the void side and the wave on the void side is delayed 4 ps at
150 gs, with respect to the wave on the nonvoid side. Although these
differences are real, they are too small to be considered a significant difference
in bomb performance.

Hexagonal electronic capped-pin arrays were used on Shots R0646 and
R0647 to record the first few centimeters of bomb case expansion. Seven
capped pins were mounted in a Plexiglas block in a centered-hexagonal
configuration with 12.7 mm being the maximum distance between pin axes.
The pins in an array were staggered radially out from the bomb case with the
first pin touching the case and the last pin about 64 mm away. As the case
accelerates radially out, the pins are successively shorted, giving a
distance/time profile. Three arrays were used on Shot R0646, all located
635 mm from the bomb tail and at 900 intervals around the bomb (one over the
void area, one 900 around the bomb, and the third 1800 from the void). For
Shot R0647, two arrays were located 635 mm from the bomb tail: one over the
void area and the other 1800 away. The third array was located over the void
but an additional 119 mm down the bomb axis.

Figure 6 shows all data from the six arrays. The nonvoid data from both shots
are nearly identical, wnereas the void data lie on both sides of the nonvoid
data. This points out the early motion shot-to-shot reproducibility problem
created by the inhomogeneous explosive fill. These early case motion data
provoked us to attempt several cylinder tests with the MK-82 bomb. Shots
C5973 and C5977 produced excellent data. A smear camera and an image
intensifier camera array were used on both shots to evaluate case moticn
optically, simultaneously on the void and nonvoid sides of the same bomb.
Smear camera data from Shot C5973 are shown in Fig. 7 and image intensifier
camera data from Shot C5977 are shown in Fig. 8.
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Streak camera data can best be displayed on distance/time plots. This is done
for the two most successful shots in Fig. 9. Also displayed in Fig. 9 are all the
hexagonal capped-pin array data. For all early case motion data taken, all
nonvoid-side data were consistent. All void-side data were also consistent
(w;th somewhat larger scatter) with the exception of the data of Shot R0647,
which fell above the nonvoid data. All other void-side data fell below the
nonvoid-side data. Because the location and size of the void are so
nonreproducible, void-side expansion can be expected to vary greatly from
bomb to bumb and from spot to spot for a given bomb.

The physical processes creating the pressure that drives the bomb case may
be considerably different for the void and nonvoid sides. One hypothesis is
that the detonation wave is fully supported and creates a high pressure at the
steel case as it passes. This high pressure is maintained by the large bulk of
explosive behind the steel and drives the steel at an initially high acceleration.
The acceleration drops slowly but continuously as the expansion of the
detonation products proceeds and the pressure drops correspondingly. On the
void side, the initially high acceleration should be short lived because the
gaseous detonation products can expand into the void, dropping the pressure.
Case expansion then proceeds at a slower rate for a while. The products
expanding into the void will collide with products from explosive from the other
side of the void (the center of the bomb), causing the wave to reflect and the
pressure to increase greatly. This high-pressure region then expands and
catches up to the case, causing significant late-time acceleration. This is
precisely the behavior seen in the data. All the data (except void-side data
from R0647) show void and noovoid-side expansion overlapping (i.e., identical
acceleration) for about the first 5 ;.is Then the nonvoid side case moves ahead
of the void-side case until about 40 g.s. Around 40 g.s (depending on the void
geometry of the given shot), the void-side case experiences higher
acceleration than the nonvoid-side case and eventually passes it up.
Evidence for this is seen in the higher fragment velocities measured from the
flash radiographs discussed later in this paper. The x-t trajectories of the void-
and nonvoid-side cases must cross shortly after fragmentation occurs but out of
the smear camera -view. If the first derivatives are taken of the least squares
fits, velocities can be calculated at 80 I.Ls. Fragmentation has usually occurred
by 80 g.s, and this is about the iimit of where the least squares fit can be trusted.
This was done yielding the following average velocities:

V(80 gs) = 2.14 mm/ps, void;
V(80 ;.ts) = 1.92 mm/ps, nonvoid.

The difference in velocities is about 10%, which agrees well with thp velocities
obtained from the radiographic data. The fragment velocities from the
radiographic data are slightly higher than these, which is understandable
because some positive acceleration can be expected even after the case
fragments. Acceleration stops or becomes negative only after the detonation
products pass the fragments and produce equal pressure on all sides.

The streak camera data could also be used to determine when the case
ruptured at the slit position (635 mm from the tail). Several of the image
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intensifier frames were also used to determine time and axiai positions where
the case ruptured. The fragmentation positions and times were highly variable.
The only conclusion that can be drawn is that fragmentation is highly variable
from point to point on a given bomb and does not correlate well with void
position. This conclusion is also indicated by the large variety of fragment
sizes and shapes observed in the flash radiographs. Fragmentation effects
may be dictated more by random flaws in the steel case than by physical
processes in the explosive. Also, once the case breaks at a given point,
adjacent case material is subjected to radically different stresses; thus adjacent
case pieces can fragment at very different radial expansion positions.

Good dynamic radiographs were obtained from five tail-initiated shots. Two
dynamic radiographs were taken of each shot; the first one was taken several
hundred microseconds after the detonator in the bomb tail was fired, and the
second one, a hundred or so microseconds later. TPe times were chosen so
that the radiographs were taken after the bomb case was completely
fragmented and the maximum fragment velocity obtained. The two
radiographs allowed us to record the bomb fragments at two distinct times and
displacements, from which the fragments' velocities could be determined.
Careful geometric measurements and still radiographs with fiducials provided
crosschecked position references for the dynamic radiographs.

Figure 10 is an example of the dynamic radiographs (Shot R0649), and
Table 1 lists the data measured from the radiographs. Because the fragments
are from an expanding cylinder, only the leading fragments radiographed can
be assumed to have a low- or zero- "Z" velocity component. In this Cartesian
coordinate system, the "X" and "Y" components define a vertical plane above
the bomb, where "X" is parallel to the bomb axis, "Y" is ver•cal, and "Z" is
parallel to the direction of the x-ray beam propagation. Thus, for the
radiograph to be useful, it is mandatory that leading-edge fragments can be
identified in both exposures. Because the fragments are irregularly shaped
and tumbling, the cross-sectional areas can be considerably different at the
two times viewed in the experiment. The area values indicate the visible range
of sizes, showing no obvious large difference between the observed fragments
from the void and nonvoid sides.

The radiographic analyses for all the shots included some very small, fast
particles, and some particles well below the leading edge, where they may
have significant "Z" component velocities that cannot be resolved. To
compare void- and nonvoid-side performances, only fragments representing
large leading-edge fragment motion should be considered. Because they are
large, these fragments represent the bomb case motion best and have the
most consistent velocities. Thus, an analysis was performed in which the large
leading-edge fragments were chosen without regard to their velocities, from all
experiments, and their velocities averaged. The averages included 8
fragments for the void side and 19 for the nonvoid side. The resu!ts are

V = 2.215 ± 0.005 mm/l.s, void, and;
V = 1.947 ± 0.018 mm/!.s, nonvoid.
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Fig. 9. Distance/time data from smear camera Shots C5973
and C5977 and from capped-pin array Shots R0646
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Fig. 10. Dynamic radiographs of MK-82 bomb fragments from nonvoid side

(Shot R0649). Bottom radiograph at 631 ps; top one at 727 gs.
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TABLE I

0 FRAGMENT AREAS, VELOCITIES. AND ANGLES FOR SHOT R0649

Fragment Flm I Area Fim II Area V(x) V(y) V 0

1 21.50 21.68 0.25 2.09 2.11 6.80

2 9.19 7.86 0.06 2.17 2.17 1.67

3 5.27 3 .35 a 0.24 1.96 1.97 6.96

4 3.36 2.70 0.29 1.71 1.73 9.55

5 3.20 5.51 0.38 1.85 1.88 10.96

6 6.44b 4.42 b 0.26 1.82 1.84 7.98

7 6.46b 6.72b 0.50 1.97 2.04 14.18

8 12.56a 13.72 0.22 2.21 2.22 564

9 0.71 0.89 0.37 2.05 2.09 10.08

10 3.22 5.20 0.24 1.85 1.86 7.33

11 2.23 3.43 0.14 1.84 1.85 4.34

a Off edge of film. V(av) - 1.98 ± 0.156 mm/;±s

b Long-fragment, arbitrary cutoff point. 0(av) - 7.77 ± 3.392 0

Even if velocities two standard deviations closer are considered, the void-side
fragments still have velocities at least 10% larger than nonvoid-side fragments.
This agrees well with the streak camera data described above. Although this is
statistically accurate, the difference is not large enough to be a major
consideration when suppressant systems are designed, because velocities
should be decreased much more than 10% below threshold levels.

Six side-initiated shots have been fired. Shot setup was almost idontical to
that shown in Fig. 2 for the tail-initiated shots except for the initiation scheme.
A high-explosive cylinder (booster) was placed at the center of the bomb
axially and on the side facing down (bottom of a bomb lying horizontally). For
two of these shots, the voids were at the top of the bomb; for three, the voids
were positioned to one side, and for one shot, the voids were at the bottom. In
all experiments, linear pin arrays were used. Each array was positioned on a
side of the bomb parallel to the bomb axis. Three or four linear arrays were
used in each experiment. For reference, pin angles are measured from the
bomb axis with vertical up being zero. Thus, pins that ran along the bottom are
referred to as 1800 data, along the side (in a horizontal plane through the
bomb axis) as 900 data, and near the top of the bomb as 200 to 350 data. Pins
could not be placed along the top (00), because they might interfere with the
radiographic analysis. Straight-line distances through the explosive between
the explosive-bomb case interface above the booster (1800 and axial center)
and each pin (any angle and axial distance) were calculated and plotted
versus pin arrival times. Good pin data were obtained for every shot. From
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these data, detonation velocity and detonation wave corner-turning effects
could be determined.

The linear pin array data were plotted for each array for all six experiments and
linear least squares fits were calculated. The slopes of the lines correspond to
wave velocities, most of which agree well with Tritonal detonation velocity. For
Shot R0663, the void area was at the bottom of the bomb, adjacent to the
detonation center. This shot failed to detonate, and the pin data showed the
wave dying out away from the initiation point. This failure was probably
caused by th aayfrom the inibetween the bomb case and the void being
too thin to sustain a detonation.

One linear pin array on each bomb ran along the bottom of the bomb (1800
data) past the detonation center. For this configuration, the detonation wave
must turn through essentially 900 before the data can be expected to show
detonation velocity. Thus, the first several points can be expected to be slow
and show significant scatter. This is just what is observed. If only the last
several points are considered, the wave has had sufficient time to turn the
corner and come up to detonation velocity.

A summary of the slopes from linear pin arrays for all side-initiated bombs
show considerable scatter; however, trends are obvious. In general, waves
that do not pass through a void have a velocity near the measured Tritonal
velocity. Waves that do pass through or near a void appear to be faster.
Limited core samples of a bomb yield significantly varying aluminum
concentrations in the Tritonal. Specifically, some of the explosive near the void
appears to be almost pure TNT. A detonation wave passing through a region
of low aluminum concentration will be considerably faster than one through a
region of high aluminum concentration, because the TNT velocity is 7% faster
than Tritonal velocity.

Note that these determinations of velocity are different than the standard rate
stick experimental technique. With the rate stick method, times of wave arrival
are measured at different points along a straight line. Here, each distance-time
data point represents a different wave direction. Considering this, these data
are remarkably linear.

A typical statistical technique to increase signal-to-noise ratio is to combine like
data sets. The difficulty here is due to changing reference times. Reference
times can change from experiment to experiment and from array to array for a
variety of reasons. The detonator cables for this experiment are about 300 ft
long, and ring-up time can shift. The thickness of the soft explosive used and
its contact with th9 bomb case can change from experiment to Jxperiment.
These and other system variations would normally amount to less than one or
two microseconds' difference. The main cause of changing reference times is
believed to be bomb-to-bomb variability, variations in explosive composition
within a bomb, and whether or not the wave passes near or thro,,gh a void.

A good time to use as a reference for comparisons is the time from each linear
least squares fit at which the distance (x) is zero. This can be viewed as a
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starting time (i.e., delay time) for each wave corresponding to a single data set.
These intercept times were averaged for each group of like data sets (900 data
adjacent to a nonvoid side), and each data set was then shifted a constant time
interval so that its new intercept was equal to the average. Least squares fits
were then calculated for the entire group of data. An example is shown in
Fig. 11. A summary of all the side-initiated pin data follows in Table II.

TABLE II

SIDE-INITIATED PIN DATA

Number of X=0 Intercept Velocity
Confiauration Data Points 4W (mm/us

350 nonvoid 22 22.4 6.248
20-350 void 16 21.0 6.600
900 nonvoid 28 23.3 6.534
900 void 22 30.8 6.717
1800 nonvoid 19 26.3 6.549
1800 void detonation failed

There were 38 data points available for the 1800 nonvoid case; however, only
the latest 19 were used to allow the detonation to come up to speed, as shown
in Fig. 12. The time required to attain detonation velocity explains the large xO intercept for this configuration. The only other anomalously large intercept is
for the 900 void case and may correspond to an induction time for passing
through or around the void. However, this is contradictory to the higher
observed velocity for this case. A similar result is not observed for the 20-350
void case probably because, at these angles, the wave only grazes the void
area. All velocities appear reasonable, although the velocity for the 350
nonvoid case is smaller than expected.

Useful radiographs were obtained on four side-initiated experiments: two with
the voids up (voids at 00 position) and two with the voids on the side (900
position). The data were analyzec6 in the same way as ihose for the tail-
initiated experiments. After fragment velocities and areas were determined,
leading-edge fragments were selected and their velocities and areas were
averaged for each experiment and for the two types of experiments giving the
results in Table II1.

R0662 is difficult to interpret because almost all of both dynamic radiographs
are covered with fragments; thus it is impossible to prove that the top fragments
are leading fragments and that no fragments were above the radiographs. If
this were the case, then the average velocity of 1.91 mm/4s would be a lower
bound. Even with this caveat, the void-side fragment velocities are at least
10% higher than the nonvoid side fragments. This is essentially the same
result as the tail-initiated series.

0
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Fig. 11. Data from four linear pin arrays at 900 to the vertical on
a nonvo~d side, Shots R0662, R0665, R0666, and 90672.
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Fig. 12. Data from all side-initiated shots at 180 to the vertical
(bottom of bomb), nonvoid side.
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TABLE III

LEADING-EDGE FRAGMENT DATA

Velocity Area Number of
Eemg (mm/us) Lcrmn Fragments Cnfratin

R0662 1.91± 0.25 1.51 ± 1.07 8 Void Up
R0665 1.87 ± 0.11 2.86 ± 1.28 3 Nonvoid Up
R0666 1.85 ± 0.12 6.17 ± 2.59 6 Nonvoid Up
R0672 2.23 ± 0.28 2.82 ± 2.09 9 Void Up

R0662&R0672 2.08 ± 0.31 2.21 ± 1.80 17 Void Up
R0665&R0666 1.86 ± 0.11 6.06 ± 2.72 9 Nonvoid Up

Fragment sizes are more difficult to evaluate, because only areas of well-
defined isolated fragments were measured, whereas areas of fragments in
clusters could not be measured. Thus any conclusions made from averages of
measured fragment areas are subject to question. The general impression
after viewing the radiographs is that fragment sizes for the tail-initiated case
were about the same size for the void and nonvoid sides; however, for the
side-initiated case, the nonvoid-side fragments are about twice the size of the
void-side fragments. The major difference in the experiments is that for the tail-
initiated case, the detonation wave propagation vector is basically parallel to
the bomb case; whereas, for the side-initiated case, it is orthogonal at the
center and moves toward parallel at the ends of the bomb. Why the case
should be more severely shattered in the void-side-initiated case is unknown;O however, it may be duo to collision of waves traveling in opposite directions in
the thin section of Tritonal between the case and the void. Also, a subjective
survey of the radiographs shows a larger variety of fragment sizes and
velocities for the sido-initiated cases than was observed for the tail-initiated
bombs.This is reasovable because orthogonal waves often cause a plate to
spall as well as fragment.

Ill. CONCLUSIONS

Statistically significant differences were observed in the behavior of the void
side of the bomb compared with the nonvoid side 'or both tail- and side-
initiated MK-82 bombs. In addition, differences were observed in the initial
acceleration of the bomb case, which could result in different pressures being
transmitted into close objects such as material intended to mitigate sympathetic
detonation. Although average differences in fragment velocity of at least 10%
were observed, individual high-velocity fragments can be generated from
either the void or nonvoid sides. A nonstatistical suivey of the fragment data
indicates that only a few fragments with areas of a few square centimeters
have velocities above 2.4 mm/l4s. Thus if a suppressant system can be
developed that reduces the velocities of these fragments to below the initiation
threshold, a fragment-induced sympathetic detonation should not propagate
through a stack of bombs.
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DRAGON MISSILE WARHEAD SYMPATHETIC
DETONATION ANALYSIS AND TEST RESULTS

by

Verence D. Moore
Naval Surface Warfare Center
10901 New Hampshire Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20903-5000

INTRODUCTION

This task was performed for the Systems Engineoring Branch, Naval Surface
Warfare Center, as part of the development program for the DRAGON missile to
satisfy the U. S. Navy's Weapon System Explosives Safety Review Board
(WSESRB) approval for service use of this version of the weapon system aboard
naval vessels. The work was performed as part of the Navy's insensitivc Munitions
Effort, that requires sympathetic detonation assessment or testing for all energetic
materials carried aboard naval vessels.

The study's objectives were to determine the likelihood of sympathetic
detonation, the maximum credible event (MCE) and, :f necessary, recommend
possible handling procedure changes and/or inhibitor/shield designs (feasible
solutions) for reducing the MCE's.

The system evaluated in this study is the DRAGON missile warhead, whicn is
stored in an environmentally-protected launch container; it is shipped in a wooden
shipping container.

SYMPATHETIC DETONATION EVALUATION

The general missila configuration considered in the sympathetic detonation
evaluation is one missile stcred in a wooden shipping container. Pertinent material
dimensions/properties required for the sympathetic detonation evaluation are
presented in Table 1.

Table 2 lists the donor/acceptor combinations considered and the pressure
thresholds necessary to sympathet;cally detonate the acceptor.

0
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TABLE 1. DRAGON MISSILE'S WARHEAD DESCRIPTIVE DATA

DRAGON WARHEAD 0NW
Explosive Octol 75/25 (HMX/TNT)

TNT Equivalent (estimate), kg explosive/kg TNT 1.0

Explosive Density, kg/m 3 (Ib/in3) 1800 (0.0650)

Case Density, kg/m3 (Ib/in3) 2800 (0.10)

Explosive Sound Speed, m/s (ft/s) 3140 (10300)

NOL Large Scale Gap Test Value, cards (kbars) 195 (20)

Explosive Mass, kg (Ib) 1.71 (3.78)

Total Warhead Mass, kg (Ib) 2.67 (5.88)

Diameter, mm (in) 122 (4.80)

Length, mm (in) 222 (8.74)

LAUNCH TUBE

Material Fiberglass

Thickness, mm (in) 1.0 (0.4)

Density, kg/m 3 (Ib/in3) 1900 (0.068)

110
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TABLE 2. SYMPATHETIC DETONATION PREDICTIONS
FOR THE DRAGON MISSILE

Fragment
Detonation induced
Threshold" Overpressure+ Sympathetic

1. Two Bare Missiles W/H Adjacent 2.0 (20) 5.6 (56) Yes

2. Stack of Missiles W/H Adjacent 2.0 (20) 1.8 (18) Marginal
in Wooden S/C++

*Donor is the Warhead (W/H).

*'NOL Large Scale Gap Test data was used to establish the threshold for
detonation.

+Shock induced pressures neeo not be considered. At the separation distance for
these configurations, the shock induced induced pressures are below the
detonation threshold for the weapon system.

++S/C represents shipping container.
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Shock induced pressures in the acceptor explosives were calculated in the
following manner. The donor was assumed to be a spherical charge. UTE (Unified
Theory of Explosions)1 ,2 calculations provided normally reflected pressure
estimates at the acceptor position. Shielding effects of the intervering material were
ignored, this results in the highest loads being calculated. The inclusion of the
;ntervening materials as mass surrounds in the UTE computations does not
appreciably change the reflected pressures calculated. The reflected pressures
computed at the charge-surface-to-charge-surface separation distance were
assumed ecual to the induced pressures in the acceptors.

Fragment induced pressures in the acceptor materials were computed in the
following way.

The maximum donor fragment velocity, calculated by using the computer
program FEN (Fragment Energy and Number), 2 was used as the initial fragment
velocity in the direction normal to the charge cylindrical surface. The computer
program FEN computes the fragment energy and numerical areal distributions for
naturally fragmenting cased explosives.

The velocity determined above was then used in the following formula to estimate
the pressure induced by the fragment impact in the acceptor materi-:

P = p*c*v/Ki

where:

P = pressure induced in the acceptor
p = initial density of acceptor material (see Tab!e 1)
c = sound speed in acceptor material (see Table 1)
v = initial fragment velocity as determined above

ki= factor representing reduction in fragment velocity for configuration j in Table 2
due to conservation of momentum between donor fragments and material
shielding acceptor explosive/propellant

The above equL4tion was obtained from the Rankine-Hugoniot equation for
momentum.

P-Po = Po*Us*Up
where:

Po = the density in undisturbed flow
us = shock velocity
Up = particle velocity
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The following assumptions were made:

Q (1) That the peak pressure P induced in the acceptor is equal to the peak
reflected overpressure P-Po.

(2) That the sound speed c is a good approximation for us.
(3) That the final fragment velocity v2 is a good approximation for up. The

Rankine-Hugoniot equation then becomes:

P = p*c*v2

Finally, using the conservation of momentum equation:

mIv = (ml+m 2)v2

and assuming an equal cross sectional area A for all masses, it can be shown that:

v2 = v/K

where:

K = (p I*t! *+P2*t2)/p I*t1
m, = the mass of donor fragment

M2 = the mass of the material shielding the acceptor
m = p* t*A

p = density
t = thickness

The results shown in Table 2 indicate a marginal result for fragment induced
sympathetic detonation for the rounds in the wooden shipping containers. As a
result of this study, a series of sympathetic detonation tests were performed. The
purpose of these tests were to determine the actual sympathetic detonation
characteristics of DRAGON missile warheads in their launch tubes and shipping
containers given the detonation of one warhead 'n its design mode. (It must be
remembered that the rocket motor contributions were not considered in
this study.)

TEST PROGRAM

APPROACH

The test program consisted of three firings. Two shots examined the
configuration of one donor and two acceptor warheads. The third shot consisted
of a single warhead detonated in its design mode. For all shots, the warheads were
in their launch tubes and shipping container.
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TEST DESCRIPTION

The airblast gauge locations utilized throughout the test series are shown in
Figure 1. The warheads were detonated at a height of five feet above ground zero.
Detailed descriptions of the test requirements and general test procedures are
presented in the following sections.

AIRBLAST GAUGES

Airblast measurements were made along two radials with five gauges per radial.
The gauge locations were chosen to span a nominal range of 4 to 100 psi for the
detonation of three DRAGON warheads. Table 3 presents the airblast gauge
locations and the predicted airblast results for the detonation of one, two, and three
DRAGON warheads. Thase predictions assume a uniform spherical charge--not a
directed energy detonation. Figure 1 shows the airblast array for this test series.
The gauges were mounted flush with the ground. All signals were recorded on a
magnetic tape recorder.

The analog tape records were digitized with the R15 Data Reduction, and
computer processed readouts were analyzed to determine the sympathetic
detonation effects. Figure 2 shows a block diagram for the data acquisition and
reduction system.

TABLE 3 AIRBLAST GAUGE LOCAT:ONS AND PREDICTED PRESSURES

RANGE PRESSURE IN PSI FUR
(feet) ONE WARHEAD TWO WA•RHEADS THREE WARHEADS

8.0 40.7 71.2 99.7
12.0 18.9 30.2 39.6
15.0 13.0 20.2 26.8
30.0 4.7 6.7 8.3
50.0 2.4 3.4 4.1
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Each event was recorded photographically at three camera speeds ranging from
7000 pictures per seconds (pps) to 40,000 pps. The 20,000, and 40,000 pps
cameras were also used to assess sympathetic detonation.

RESULTS

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

There was no doubt that the donor warhead detonated high order for all three
shots of the test series. None of the acceptor warheads sympathetically detonated.
This result was verified by the airblast data (as shown in Table 4) and the fact that
all four of the acceptor warheads were recovered after the tests.

SHOT SUMMARY

Shot 1. The test configuration for the first shot is shown in Figure 3. The donor
warhead was detonated in its normal/design mode. All ten channels of pressure
gauge data contained usable data.

Shot 2. The configuration for the second shot is also shown in Figure 3 The donor
warhead was detonated in its normal mode. Nine of the ter, channels of pressure
data contained usable data. Examination of the test area after the test turned up
both acceptor warheads intact. This demonstrated that the acceptor warheads did
not detonate.

S The configuration for the third shot is shown in Figure 3. The donor
warhead was detonated in its normal mode. Post test examination of the test area
turned up both acceptor warheads. This again showed that the acceptcrs did not
sympathetically detonate. All ten channels of pressure gauge data contained
usable data.

AIRBLAST RESULTS

Figure 4 compares the airblast produced by the single warhead detonation (shot
1) with that produced by the three warhead stack shots (shots 2 and 3). Figure 4A
shows the results off the side of the warhiead (positions 1-5) while Figure 4B shows
the results off the tail (positions 6-10). Cboe-in, the stack shots produce airblast that
is lower than the singe warhead detonation. This is due to the shielding effects of
the added masses of the extra shipping zontainers and launch tubes. Farther out,
the airblast pressures are nearly identical. Also shown in these figures are a
comparison of the predicted pressures presented in Table 3 with the actual
measured pressure-d;-tance curves.
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TABLE 4A. DRAGON SINGLE WARHEAD DETONATION

SHOT POSITION PAW3E PEAK POSITIVE POSITIVE
NUMBER NUMBER PRESSURE DURATION IMPULSE

(feet) (psi) (mis) (psi-ms)

1 1 8.00 33.2 1.60 22.44
1 2 12.00 21.0 1.52 14.23
1 3 15.20 13.1 4.08 12.75 4
1 4 30.15 6.3 5.80 8.99
1 5 50.25 3.2 4.92 5.69

1 6 8.00 34.0 2.20 23.41
1 7 12.10 21.1 3.32 18.82
1 8 15.10 16.2 3.64 14.52
1 9 30.05 7.4 5.96 8.81
1 1 0 50.04 3.3 6.88 6.00
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TABLE 48. DRAGON THREE WARHEAD STACK DETONATIONS

S9-1T POSION RAN3E PEAK POSITIVE POSITIVE
NUMBER NUMBER PRESSURE DURATION IMPULSE

(feet) (psi) (mis) (psi-ms)

2 1 8.00 31.0 2.04 33.25
2 2 12.00 --- 1.44 - --

2 3 15.20 15.5 3.64 14.79
2 4 30.15 7.7 4.84 10.46
2 5 50.25 3.8 4.96 6.49

2 6 8.00 29.6 2.19 32.40
2 7 12.10 19.3 3.32 23.27
2 8 15.10 14.2 4.12 13.62
2 9 30.05 6.3 5.56 8.25
2 10 50.04 2.9 6.48 5.31

SHOCT POSITION RANGE PEAK POSITIVE POSITIVE
NUMBER NUMBER PRESSURE DURATION IMPULSE

(feet) (psi) (ms) (psi-ms)

3 1 C.O0 29.2 3.16 34.00
3 2 12.00 16.9 3.44 21.70
3 3 15.20 12.3 3.72 16.15
3 4 30.15 8.1 4.72 10.35
3 5 50.25 3.9 5.16 6.41

3 6 8.00 33.2 1.64 15.22
3 7 12.10 22.2 3.64 19.09
3 8 15.10 18.6 4.00 14.07
3 9 30.05 6.3 5.14 6.47
3 1 0 50.04 3.0 6.20 5.24
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DESIGN MODE INITIATION

SETUP FOR TESTI

A=Acceptor

D=Donor

SETUP FOR TESTS 2 AND3 3

FIGURE 3. SHIPPING CONTAINER/LAUNCH TUBE
CONFIGURATIONS FOR DRAGON TESTS
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FIGURE 4A. DRAGON WARHEAD TESTS-PRESSURES OFF THE SIDE
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/I
Thus, based on the measured airblast results, it is concluded that only the donor

warhead detonated. None of the acceptors contributed to the reaction.

SUMMARY C
The results from the tests indicate that the wooden shipping containers ae a

good fragment shield for the warheads. Only one of the acceptor warheads showed

signs of being hit by a fragment--which indicates that the shipping containers were

effective at stopping the fragments from the donor warheads.

The airblast predictions for a one-warhead detonation were a reasonable match

for the measured results--another indication that only one warhead detonated.
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DESIGN BLAST LOADS FOR ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANKS
by

W.A. Keenan and P.C. Wager
Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory

Port Hueneme, CA 93043

PURPOSE

This paper presents the procedure for calculating the design blast
overpressure-time curves for the shell and roof of an aboveground
storage tank due to the shock wave generated by an unconfined
hemispherical surface burst explosion in the vicinity of the tank.

BACKGROUND

In 1988 the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory developed the basis
of design for aboveground fuel storage tanks (50,000 barrel) that can be
safely located at public traffic route distance (K=24/30) from
explosives sites (Ref 1). The maximum credible event (MCE) at the site
is an accidental explosion involving mass detonation of Mark 81 bombs
stored in three boxcars. The MCE is equivalent to 150,000 lb TNT. The
tanks store either JP-5 fuel or diesel marine fuel.

The tank is a vertical cone roof tank, 110 feet diameter and 34
feet high. The shell and roof are constructed of welded steel plate
designed to rusist the blast overpressures. The shell is reinforced
with a series of ring stiffeners to prevent shell buckling and shielded
with precast concrete panels on the face toward the explosives site.
The panels protect the structural steel shell and prevent fuel leakaa
from flying fragments and debris. The shield, along with the internal
floating pan, also controls the hazard of secondary explosions inside
the tank above the pan and outside the tank above the diked area.

One element of the basis of des:'.gn for the fuel storage tank is the
design blast loads which is the subject of this paper.

TANK AND LOAD PARAMETERS

Figure 1 defines the notation used to describe the geometry of an
abovp'ound, fixed-roof, storage tank and location of the maximum
credible explosion (MCF). The tank has a diameter, D, and height, H.
The term R is the horizontal distance from the MCE to the nearest point
on the tanR (n = 1). The distance, R (ft), from the MCE to any other
point n is,

R = R + x (I)
0

where

x 0.5D (1-cos 8) (la)

0 1417



0 angle of incidence of the shock wave or (Ib)

angle measured from line normal to shock
front (Figure 1)

Figures 2a and 2b define the notation used to describe the design
blast overpressure as a function of time at any point, n, on the shell
or roof of the tank. Zero time is the instant when the incident shock
wave first strikes the tank. This occurs when the shock wave reaches
the first node, n = 1. The procedures used to calculate the design
blast loads for each tank surface are described below, based on
information In References 1 through 4, but adjusted far a right vertical
cylinder.

DESIGN BLAST LOAD ON TANK WALL

Figure 2a dafines t*,e notation used to describe the design blast
load on the shell of a f 4 ,:ed-roof tank. The load prediction method
depends upon whpthc.. the point of interest is on the forward or leeward
face of thi t•,k.

Forward Face (0* f e e -e' I

The incident shock w ve reaches node n at arrival time, td (msec),

td = x/U (2)

where

x distance from nod,, n I obtained from (2a)
Equation Ia for given value of 0 and D, ft

U = velocity of incident shock wave obtained (2b)
from Figure 2-15 of Reference 2 (ft/msec) or

U = 1.117 4l + 6P so/(7x14.7) , ft/msec (2c)

When the incident shock wave reaches nocde n at time t., the local
overpressure rises in.•tantaneously from zero to the peak reflected
overpressure, Pd2 (psi),

P =CP (3)d2 r so

where

P peak incident blast overpressure obtained (3a)
so from Figure iW of Reference 2 for a given

value of R/W , psi.

1418
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C P /P = reflection coefficient obtained from (3b)
r Ffgu~r 2-193 of Reference 2 for given values

of Pso and 0, provided 45* :5 0 8 900

Dr o

7X 14.7 + 4 PI ] ~so...
C 2 provided 0 ; 450 (3c)

r 7 X 14.7 + P

P= peak reflected blast overpressure, psi

r

W = design explosive weight, lbs TNT eqLivalent

At the instant when the reflccted blast wave is formed at point n,
a rarefaction wave forms at the top of the tank shell and travels verti-
cally toward th^ bottom of the tank at the velocity of sound, C r at
the reflected overpressure. Within a short time, called the cleartng:
tihe, t (msec), the rarefaction wave enfeebles the reflected blast wave
and reduces the overpressure to the stagnation overpressure, Pc (psi).

t = 3S/C rfl (4)

where

S = H height of tank, ft. (4a)

1.088 P + 70 P + 720
C 0.422 10so so ft/msec, (4b)Crefl. •= 0 42 102.9 + 6Po

so

obtained from Figure 3.21 of Reference 3.
The stsgnation overpressure, Pc (psi), at time tc is:

Sc/t

PC ,dl [1- t /t ] C (5)

where

=dl r + CD qo (5a)

C -= drag coefficient obtained from Figure 3.63' (Sb)
of Reference 3 because for P < 10 psi the

Mach number H < 0.4 for most aboveground
storage tanks (Figure 3.64 of Reference 3
and the Reynolds numher, R UD/v > 5x1O
(Figure 3.65 of Reference •) where v is the
viscosity of air in the incident shock wave.
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(5/i14)] (Poi /1.7
q= 14.7 I + (P/ 1) , psi, which is the (5c)01+(1/7) (P5 0o/1.7

peak dynamics pressure given by Equation 3.7b of
Reference 3 for P s 10 psi.so

a = Exponential decay factor

The exponential decay factor, a, is calculated so that the area
under the pressure-time curve equals the total impulse, It (psi-msec),
jue to the combined incident plus drag overpressures or,

t tfo . . t/t°

it f (P + C q) (1 -t/t ) dt (5d)
so Do 0o

0

where

it i + iD total impluse, psi - msec

i = total impulse in the incident shock wave from Figure 2-15 of
Reference 2, psi-msec

t 0

iD f CD q dt = total impulse from air d.-ag, psi-msec.

0

q = dynamic overpressure from Figure 3.24 of Reference 3, psi

The time duration of the positive blast overpressure, t (msec),
is: 0

to = C1 W1/ 3  (6)

where

C= t /W1/3' scaled time duration of the incident (6a)
Obast overpressure, obtained from Figure.2-15 of

of Refej ce 2 for a given value of R/W
msec/lb

W design explosive weight, lbs TNT equivalent

The design blast logd, P (psi), decays linearly with time for
t !5 t 5 t + t so that: k

d c d
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The design blast load, P (psi), decays exponentially with time for0 + td d t S t + td so that:

-a t/t°P "Pd 1[ -t/t. e (8)

Leeward Face (90o : e S 1800)

The incident shock wave reaches node n at the arrival time, td

(msec), given by,

td = x/U (2)

When the incident shock wave reaches point n, the local overpressure
rises instantaneously at time td from zero to the peak leeward over-
pressure, Pd3 (psi), given by,

P = [ 1.5 - 0/180 ] (9)d3 so

Within a short time, called the clearing time, diffracted shock waves on
the leeward face reduce the peak overpressure to the drag overpressure.
The clearing time, t (msec), is:

c

t = (3 S/Cr ) (0/90) (10)
c refl

where

S H height of tank, ft. (4a)

1.088 P 2 + 70 P + 720
Cref1 = 0.422 so so 6Pft/sec (4b)refl102.9 + 6 Ps

so

The drag overpressure, P (psi), at clearing time t is:
c c

- U to/tc
Pc = Pdl [ I- tc/t° ] e (5)

The time duration of the positive blast overpressure, t (msec), is:

to C Wt13  (6)

The design blast load, P (psi), decays linearly with time for
td ! t 5 t + td so that:

P d3 I I - (1 - c (/tc - ] (11)

The design blast lcad, P (psi), decays exponentially with time for
tc +d t o d+ t so that:
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-a t/t°

P Pdl 1 t/to e 0 (8)

DESIGN BLAST LOAD ON ROOF

Figure 2b defines the notation used to describe the design blast
load on the roof of a fixed-roof tank. The load prediction method is
developed for a point on the roof, a roof strip parallel to the shock
front, and a roof strip normal to the shock front. These conditions
cover the blast loadings needed to design the girders, rafters, skin,
and columns of the roof system.

Point on the Roof

The incident shock wave reaches point n at arrival time, td (msec),

td = x/U (2)

When the incident shock wave reaches point n, the local overpressure on
the roof rises instantaneously at time t from zero to the peak drag
overpressure, Pdl (psi), given by

Pdl Pso D q0  (Sa)

where

P s peak incident blast overpressure obtained from (3a)
0 Figure 0-15 of Reference 2 for a given value

of R/W3, psi.

CD = drag coefficient obtained from Figure D-13 (12)
of Reference 4.

(5/[4) (P so/14.7)2
q 14.7 f + ], psi, which is the (5c)

0 1 + (1/7)(P so/14.7)

peak dynamics pressure given by Equation 3.7b of
Reference 3 for P s 10 psi.

The time duration of the positive blast overpressure, t (msec), is:
0

to = C W/3 (6).

The design blast load, P (psi), decays exponentially with time for
tc td S t :o d+ t so that:
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P = Pdl [1I t/t° ] / 0 (8)

Roof Strip Parallel to Shock Front

Procedures for calculating the design blast loads on roof strips
parallel to the shock front are identical to the procedures outlined
above for a point on the roof.

Roof Strip Normal to Shock Front

The incident shock wave reaches the mid-point of strip n at arrival
time, td (msec)

td = x/U (2)

where

x = distance from point n = 1 to point at (13)
mid-length of the strip, ft.

U = 1.117 N7+ 6 P so/7(14.7)] , ft/msec (2c)

The average blast overpressure on the strip begins to rise at time
td - tL/2, where

t = t/U (14)

where

t = length of strip normal to shock front, ft (14a)

The time duration of the positive blast overpressure, t (msec),
is: 0

t = c wi/ 3  (6)o 1(6

The average blast overpressure on the strip rises linearly with
time. At time td + t /2, the overpressure reaches the peak drag
overpressure, P (psi5,

PC dl 1 - (td + t /2) z e /2)/t (15)

where

SPdl = P + CD qo (Sa)
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P = peak incident blast overpressure obtained from (3a)
Figyg 2-15 of Reference 2 for a given value of
R/W-, psi

CD = drag coefficient obtained from Figure D-13 of (16)
Reference 4 based on the location of the centroid
of the strip

[(5/14) (P so/14.7)2

q= 14.7 I+ (1/7) (so psi, which is the (5c)
(1/7 (P /1.7

peak dynamics pressure given by Equation 3.7b of
Reference 3 for Pso 5 10 psi.

a = Exponential decay factor (see Eq.untion 5d)

The design blast load. P (psi), decays exponentially with time for
t + td : t ! t + td so that:c do d

- n t/tI
P = Pdl [I - t/t° ] e 0 (8)

SAMPLE PROBLEM

An aboveground, fixed-roof, storage tank !.s located 1,300 feet
from an explosives handlirg area. The maximum credible explosion (MCE)
at the area is equivalent to an unconfined hemispherical surface burst
of 150,000 lb TNT. For the purpose of calculating design blast loads on
the tank, the design explosive weight, W (lb TNT), is,

W = 1.2 x 150,000 = 180,000 lb

where the factor 1.2 is a safety factor required by NAVFAC P-397 to
account for uncertainties in the structural design process.

The tank is 110 feet in diameter and 34 feet high. Therefore, the
design blast loads are based on the following parameters:

W = 180,000 lb

R = 1,300 feet0

D = 110 feet

H = 34 feet

Design Blast Loads For Tank Wall

The incident shock wave parameters at the tank are presented in
Table 1. The design blast load parameters for the tank shell are given
in Table 2. The overpressure-time curves for n = 1,2,... 13 on the tank
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shell are presented in Figure 3. The distribution of the design blast
load on the tank shell at various times is presented in Figure 4.
Information in these tables and Figures is calculated using the above
equations for locations on a tank shell.

Design Blast Loads For Tank Roof

The design blast load parameters for the tank roof are given in
Table 3. The overpressure-time curves for individual roof points,
individual roof strips parallel to the shock front, and individual roof
stript, normal to the shock front are presented in Figure 5. Information
in these tables and Figures is calculated using the above equations for
locations on a tank roof.
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Figure 1. Notation for tank geometry and MCE explosion.
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Figure 2b. Notation for design blast loads on tank roof.
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*Donald H. Nelson, Mr.

* James M. Watt, Mr.
US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

P.O. Box 631
Vicksburg, Mississippi 39180-0631

INTRODUCTION
The design of chambers capable of resisting internal blasts has been

the subject of much research in recent years. Attention has been
focused, however, not so much on the design of the structural members
themselves but on load definition. If the loading from an internal blast
can be predicted with confidence, the design of the structure itself is
straightforward. Internal blast loads, unfortunately, are very complex
and in some cases difficult to predict.

In a non-vented room or chamber, a detonated high explosive charge

produces high temperature gas products and numerous shock reflections.
These conditions combine to produce an excessively high blast loading.
As a result, a non-vented chamber designed to survive internal blasts
must behave as a pressure vessel capable of resisting long duration,
quasi-static loads. These loads can be several times greater and act in
different directions than conventional design loads. This loading
"condition results in costly, heavily reinforced structural designs. In
an effort to reduce the excessive internal loads, designers have
considered the use of venting through glass windows and other frangible
openings.

Venting reduces the internal blast loading in chambers by allowing
the explosion to escape into non-critical areas through openings in the
chamber walls. This can result in a significant reduction in internal
blast loads compared to non-vented chambers. However, there remains the
problem of calculating the internal loads within the chamber so that the
reduction in loading can be accounted for in the design. Load calc-
ulation is relatively simple for non-vented chambers, but becomes more
complicated with the addition of venting.

The degree of venting provided in a chamber is expressed in terms of
the vent area ratio, defined in this paper as the ratio of the total vent
area to the total volume of the chamber. As the vent area ratio is
increased for a particular explosive weight, the magnitude of the
internal blast loads decreases. Internal blast load calculational
methods (Reference 1,2, and 3), based on empirical formulae, work well at
low to moderate vent area ratios when gas pressure dominates the internal
loads, but may become less accurate as the vent area ratio becomes high.
There is a need for verifying calculational procedures for internal blast
loads at high vent area ratios.

This paper presents recent test results of internal blasts at a high
vent area ratio and cumpares the results with three methods for
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/ calculating internal blast loads. Two of the methods simplify the
calculational procedure by neglecting multiple shock reflections. This

neglect, though justified under certain conditions, may affect the
accuracy of these methods at high vent area ratios when multiple shock
"reflections dominate the loading. The third method, however, attempts to
account for these multiple shock reflections and will be very useful for
calculating internal blast loads for which shock pressures are dominant.

EFFECT OF VENTING ON INZERNAL BLAST LOADS
There are a number of parameters which determine the internal blast

loading characteristics in a chamber (Reference 1). The presence of
venting can have a significant influence on the reduction of the internal

loading. However, the vent area ratio is not the only parameter which
defines the venting process. In most practical situations, vent areas
will be closed by some type of panel for weather protection and security.

It is necessary to consider what type of panel is being used to cover the
vent opening (Reference 2). A window, for example, is a vent openi:.g

with a glass panel.
For a given chamber, explosive weight, and vent area ratio, the

internal loading increases as the mass of the panel is increased
(Reference 2). Lightweight, frangible panels will reflect some shock
waves back into the chamber before venting is initiated through the
opening. It will be shown that for the vent area and charge weight to

room volume ratios used in these tests, the shock waves reflected from
the glass panel represented a high percentage of the total internal
loading. Since venting can not begin until panels are forced out of the
vent openings, panels should be as lightweight as possible to minimize

their effect on internal loads. Massive panels can delay venting long
enough that the load reduction benefit of high vent area ratios is lost.

An internal blast loading typically consists of gas pressure from
the explosive combustion products and multiple shock pressures from the
detonation and the reflecting surfaces. Shock pressures are easily

discernible in the pressure-time histories as rapidly risir- spikes of
pressure which decay exponentially. Gas pressure is recognizable as a
relatively slow rising, long duration swell on which the numerous
reflected shock pressures are superimposed.

A typical pressure-time history from a non-vented internal blast is
shown in Figure la. In the absence of venting, a long duration quasi-
static gas pressure results which decays very slowly as the room cools
back to ambient temperature. This type of loading is described as quasi-
static because the duration of the maximum gas pressure is very long
relative to the fundamental response frequency of most structural members
(References 1 and 4).

The effect of several ranges of venting on internal load
characteristics is presented in Figures lb through ld. For these cases
the vent openings do not have panels and the charge weight to room volume

ratio is constant. In Figure lb the effect of a low vent area ratio is
illustrated. Though there is a noticeable reduction in gas pressure
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duration, the loading can generally still be considered as quasi-static
in most structural designs. In both the non-vented and low vent area
ratio cases the shock pressures are a very small part of the total
pressure-time history. For this reason, the methods which neglect
multiple shock pressures do not sacrifice accuracy. Atcurate prediction
of the maximum gas pressure, the initial shock pressure, and the load
duration is sufficient to describe such load cases for most structural
design purposes.

As the vent area ratio is increased from low to moderate, the
duration of the gas pressure is reduced further and, because a large part
of the gas is expanding through the opening without being confined in the
!'hember, the peak gas pressure begins to decrease as shown in Figure 1c.
7he calculational methods which neglect multiple shock pressures may
50111 predict quite accurately the impulse of such load cases, however,
t. shape of the simplified triangulated load function may deviate from
tne actual loading. As the vent area ratio is increased further, the gas
p7essure contribution to the total pressure-time history will decrease
Ard the multiple shock pressure contribution will increase. The vent
area ratio can be increased to a point where gas pressure will not
develop due to lack of confinement and the internal load will be
comprised primarily of multiple shock pressures. A pressure-time history
of this type is shown in Figure ld. The calculational methods which
neglect multiple shock reflections attempt to make up for this neglect by Ir
substituting a rapidly decaying pseudo-gas pressure when calculating such
loads.

A phenomenon that occurs at high vent area ratios is the
variation of the blast loading from point to point throughout the
chamber. This variation occurs because the shock pressures are

dimensionally dependent. That is, shock pressures vary according to the
explosive type and weight, the location of the explosive, the shape and
dimensions of the chamber, and the size and location of the vent area.
Conversely, when gas pressure is dominant at low to moderate vent area
ratios, the internal loading is much more uniform throughout the chamber.
Gas pressure is less dependent on the shape of the chamber and the
location of the explosive and more dependent on the explosive type and
weight, the volume of the chamber, and the venting parameters.
Calculational methods which neglect multiple shock pressures do not
accurately reproduce the variation of loading throughout a chamber when
multiple shock pressures are dominant.

TEST CONFIGURATIONS
The two chamber configurations used in this test series had the

following similar parameters: the explosive type, weight and location,
the chamber dimensions, the vent area ratio, the vent area location, and
the gage locations on the walls. As shown in Figure 2, the chamber was
12 1/2 ft. wide by 18 1/2 ft. long by 11 ft.-4 in. high for a total
volume of approximately 2600 cf. The hemispherical charge was 5 lbs. of
C-4 explosive and was located in the center of the chamber 24 inches
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above the floor. One vent opening, 10 ft. high by 12 ft. wide, was
located in one end of the chamber. Six interface pressure gages were

I' located as shown in Figure 3 on the backwall directly opposite the vent
opening. The vent area ratio was 0.046 ft.-I.

In the first test, the charge was detonated in the chamber with the
vent area open. The second test differed only in that a frangible glass
panel was placed in the vent opening. The glass panels weighed
approximately 6.5 psf. Using Reference 5, these test configurations
could be described as a barrier structure with one wall removed or
frangible or as a containment structure with nearly full venting. In
any of these cases the manual recognizes that gas pressure may not
develop.

CALCULATIONAL METHODS
Three wethods were used to calculate the internal blast loads for

comparison to the test data. All three methods are programmed for use on
IBM compatible microcomputers. The first calculational method is
described in the Army technical manual TM 5-855-1, "Fundamentals of
Protective Design for Convencional Weapons" (Reference 1). This method
has been developed into the computer code CONWEP by the USAE Waterways
Experiment Station. Using CONWEP, the initial reflected shock pressure
is first calculated at a desired target point within the chamber. The
input for reflected shock pressure is the high-explosive charge type and
weight, and the distance from the charge to the target point. Next, the
maximum gas pressure and duration are calculated. Inputs for this
calculation are the charge type and weight, the chamber volume, the total
vent area, and the vent area ratio. Using the impulses calculated for
the shock and gas pressure, two equivalent triangular loads are
constructed and combined to represent the total internal blast load
(Figure 4). Because CONWEP neglects multiple shock pressures, a rapidly
decaying pseudo-gas pressure is substituted for multiple shock pressures
at high vent area ratios. Furthermore, CONWEP does not model vent
opening panels and was not used to calculate loads for Test 2. CONWEP
will usually yield good predictions for non-vented chambers and for
chambers with open venting (no panels) if gas pressure develops and
dominates the loading.

The second calculational method was the computer code REDIPT
developed by the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (Reference 2).
REDIPT uses a gas pressure model similar to CONWEP but, in addition, has
the capability to simulate a variable vent opening, such as one covered
by a frangible panel which requires a finite amount of time to accelerate
away from the opening before full venting can occur. Like CONWEP, REDIPT
also neglects multiple shock pressures and substitutes a rapidly decaying
pseudo-gas pressure at high vent area ratios. REDIPT does not calculate
shock pressures. Normally, the initial shock at the target point is
calculated by some other means as an equivalent triangular loading.
REDIPT is then used to calculate an equivalent gas pressure triangular
loading. The REDIPT calculation for Tests 1 and 2 includes the same
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initial shock calculated by CONWEP for Test 1. The equivalent shock and
gas pressure triangular loads are combined to represent the total
internal blast loading. REDIPT will yield good results for non-vented
chambers and for chambers with open and/or paneled vent areas at most
vent area ratios.

The third calculational method was the computer code BLASTINW first
developed by the USAE Waterways Experiment Station and later revised
under contract by Applied Research Associates, Inc. (Reference 3).
BIASTINW was designed for calculating gas pressure and multiple shock
reflections in a non-vented rectangular chamber. BLASTINW calculates gas
and multiple shock pressures independently and then combines the results.
Since gas pressure did not develop during Tests 1 and 2, the gas pressure
portion of the calculation was suppressed to obtain only shock pressures.
BLASTINW will calculate the load functions at twenty selected target
points in the chamber and will allow the non-simultaneous detonation of
up to twenty explosive charges.

Unlike CONWEP and REDIPT, which describe the chamber only in terms
of volume, BLASTINW requires the dimensions of the non-vented rectangular
chamber and the location of the explosive as explicit inputs. This
feature of BLASTINW allows flexibility for adapting the analysis to
accommodate various geometric features of a specific chamber. This also
permits the designer to manipulate BLASTINW to obtain multiple shock
pressure predictions for a rectangular chamber having less than six
sides. For example, to correctly model the Test 1 and 2 chamber
configurations, it was necessary to describe one wall of the BLASTINW
model as a large open vent area through which shock waves could escape.
Since BLASTINW will not explicitly allow an open vent area in the
analytical model, this problem was solved by modifying the BLASTINW
chamber dimension inputs. The 10 ft. by 12 ft. vent area of the test
chamber was approximately equal to the entire frontwall on which it was
located. To simulate this vent area in BLASTINW the 18'-6" test chamber
sidewall dimension perpendicular to the open vent area was replaced with
a fictitious 200 ft. dimension (Figure 5). This prevented significant
shock reflections from the frontwall from reaching the backwall in the
BLASTINW calculation. The actual location of the explosive in the test
chamber, 9 ft.- 6 in. from the backwall, was not modified in the
analytical model. The target point locations selected in the BLASTINW
model were identical to the backwall pressure gage locations of the test
chamber. This BLASTINW model effectively simulated the shock pressures
escaping through the open vent area in Test 1 and thus allowed direct
comparison with the pressure gage test data.

To determine the blast loading at target points in Test 2, an
approach was required using BLASTINW twice and a few manual calculations.
Test 2 is the case in which a boundary wall exists for a short time and
is then blown away. The chamber boundary dimensions once entered in
BLASTINW for a particular run cannot be changed. Therefore, a single run
of BLASTINW could not calculate the target point loadings for this two
stage behavior. The expected loads of Test 2 were bounded by the
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following two load cases, both of which were calculated separately using
BLASTINW. Case 1, the lower bound, a large open vent area and no gas
pressure, was the same configuration modeled for Test 1. Case 2, the
upper bound, was a non-vented chamber with the gas pressure calculation
deleted. Case 2 produced only the shock loads in the non-vented chamber.
After determining Case I and 2 blast loads with BLASTINW, an
interpolation method was used at each target point to determine the Test
2 load predictions. First, the load calculation for Case I was
st~btracted from the load calculation for Case 2. This difference
"represented the total increase in shock load captured in Case 2 relative
to Case 1. The problem then was to determine what portion of this
difference in shock loading would be captured in a chamber configured as
in Test 2, where the vent opening was closed by a lightweight, frangible
glass panel. By considering the time to failure of the glass panel (15
msec), plus the length of time required for a shock wave with a ray path
of three reflections to travel from the center of the glass panel to the
center of the backwall (22 msec), the influence of the glass panel on the
"backwall loading was assumed negligible after 37 msec. The interpolation
"was completed by truncating the difference between the Case 1 and 2 loads
at 37 msec aitd then superimposing this truncated load function onto the
Case 1 load to obtaii. the predictions for Test 2.

D DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
The pressure-time histories from both tests are shown in Figures 6

through 8. Because of the addition of the glass panel there is an
increase in mid to late time (15 to 40 msec) shock reflections in Test 2
compared to Test 1. There is no indication of gas pressure within the
"chamber in any of the pressure records. The glass panel in Test 2 did
"not delay venting long enough for gas pressure to develop. High speed
photography showed the glass was probably capable of reflecting shock
waves back into the room for at least 15 msec after detonation.

The reliability of the test data is indicated by the ex.ellent
agreement of the pressure records between zero and 15 msec for each gage
in both tests. After 15 msec the arrival of the glass panel shock
reflections in Test 2 cause the pressure records to differ. The addition
of the glass panels caused an average twofold increase in the maximum
impulse in Test 2 over Test 1. This demonstrates tne importance of
including the effect of lightweight frangible panels on internal blast
loads. The variation in impulse from gage to gige existed because a
dominant gas pressure did not develop to equalize the loading throughout
the chamber. The relatively high load recorded at gage IP-4 is due to
symmetry of the gage with respect to the charge and the chamber.

COMPARISON OF CALCULATIONS TO TEST I RESULTS
In Figure 9 the CONWEP and REDIPT calculated blast loadings are

compared to the average backwall daza records from rest 1. Calculation
of the positive blast load duratior. by REDIPT is good. Maximum impulse

"0D
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comparisons, Figure 9, reveal that CONWEP and REDIPT differ from the
average maximum measured impulse in Test I by factors of 0.78 and 1.12,
respectively. In Figure 10 the BLASfINW pressure calculati n for gage
IP-5 is seen to bear the same characteristics as the test data. Both
records have high pressure shocks between 3 and 10 msec followed by
numerous low shonk pressures beginning at approximately 12 msec. There
is a distinct time lag, however, between the calculated shock pressures
and the test data after 10 msec. This timing problem is associated with
tWo assumptions made in the BLASTINW code. First, BLASTINW assumes the
air density does not change in the chamber during the explosion and,
secondly, BLASTINW neglects mach stem effects on the arrival times and
peak pressures of all but the direct and first order rays. When an
explosive is first detonated the initial shock wave travels out ahead of
the explosive products and therefore is not effected by a change in air
denaity. Accordingly, for up to 5 msec BLASTI1W and the test data agree
very well on the arrival times of the shock pressures reaching the gages.
After the explosive products have expanded, all shock reflections travel
through a more dense medium. This results in higher shock wave
velocities than are calculated by BLASTINW. In Figure 11 the average
BLASTINW backwall load is compared with the average backwall test data.
The time lag of the maximum impulse is evident. Except for the timing
differences, which would probably not be significant for most structural
design calculations, the agreement between the calculated and measured
impulse-time histories in Test 1 is excellent. The calculated average
maximum impulse differs from the measured average maximum impulse by a
factor of only 0.98.

COMPARISON OF CALCULATIONS TO TEST 2 RESULTS
In Test 2 the REDIPT calculation is slightly lower than the measured

loading. Comparison of the REDIPT calculated average pressure and the
average test data from the backwall is shown in Figure 12. The
calculated maximum average impulse on the backwall in Figure 12 differs
from the test data by a factor of 0.89.

The BLASTINW calculation for gage IP-5 is compared to the test data
in Figure 13. Again timing differences are evident after 10 msec. The
interpolation method using upper and lower bounds calculated with
BLASTINW reproduced the shock reflections from the glass panel and
resulted in good agreement of the maximum impulses. Calculated and
measured average backwall loadings compare very well in Figure 14. The
calculated and measured maximum impulses differed by only a factor of
1.03.

CONCLUSIONS
Using a microcomputer structural designers can (with some

manipulation) calculate internal blast loadings in rectangular chambers
quickly and with good accuracy at high vent area ratios including the
effect of frangible panels. The three methods considered in this report,

CONWEP, REDIPT, and BLASTINW, should all give comparable results for
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chambers at low to moderate vent area ratios, when gas pressure dominates

the internal blast loading. At high vent area ratios, when multiple
shock reflections dominato the internal blast loading, BLASTINW and
REDIPT produce more accurate predictions. BIASTINW can reproduce the
variation in loading in a chamber when the load is dominated by shock
pressures. BLASTINW may also be useful for calculating loads for
enclosures with more than one wall removed. BTASTINW is currently being
modified to account for changes in the chamber air density which will
rgsul.t in impreved shock reflection calculations. However, the results
obtained using the current version of BLASTINW are sufficient for
-accurately determining the internal load at high vent area ratios. All
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BLAST PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS IN CONTAINMENT ;EST CELLS

~KJ by

Edward D. Esparza
Robert E. White

Southwest Research Institute
San Antonio, Texas

23rd Department of Defense Explosives Safety Seminar
9-11 August 1983

ABSTRACT

Three cylindrical test cells, approximately 14.5 ft in diameter and

S' 24 ft long, were built at the DOE Mound Operation for testing up to 10

pounds of high explosives in a fully contained manner. A series of tests

using spherical charges ranying from 2.5 to 12.5 pounds (TNT equivalent)
were conducted by Southwest Research Institute to qualify each test cell

for daily use. One of the majGr objectives of these tests was the measure-

ment of the air blast and quasi-static gas pressire loads generated by the

high explosive charges detonated at various locations in the test cells.

j•i Reflected blast pressure amplitudes as high as 6,000 psig and quasi-static
gas pressures as high as 40 psig were measured. This paper presents an

ovo.rview of the test program, a brief description of the test cells,
-i" details of the pressure measurement systems, examples of data traces, andI coimparison of the measured pressures with the pretest predictions.
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INTRODLUTICN

A series of qualification tests were conducted by Southwest Research

Institute tSwRI) in three containment test cells fabricated for the Mound

Operation of the Department of Energy at Miamisburg, Ohio. Mound is

operated by the Monsanto Research Corporation (MRC). The three test fire-

cells are the chief features of the new Ccmponent Test Facility (CIF) which

also includes camera, preparation and ccntrol rooms, and a unifled surge

tank system to vent the cells and filter explosion products. An adminis-

trative wing of the CTF houses support-type functions to the testing

aperations. Figure 1 shows a layout of the CTF building and Figure 2 is a

schematic of the test cells and surge tanks systems. For more details

concerning the design of the ,TF, the design and fabrication of the test

cells, and the operation details of this facility, see Reference I which is

being presented in another session at this seminar.

The purpose of the tests conducted by SwRI was to provic.: MRL' v•ith
load and response experimental data for their use in qualifying the test

cells for daily use with charges up to 10 lb. Thus, the objectives of the

tests were to record transient strain-, pressures, accelerations and &

temperatures resulting from internal detonations for each cell. In

iddition, seismic and acoustic sound levels were recorded f.or evaluation !y

MRC of archit.ctural and sound-proofing qualifications. The testing

services performed by SwRl ;aere accomplished by detcoati,,g spherical

charges within each cell and measuring the transients for obtaining blzst

loads and the structural response. Generally, the recorded data was

processed and delivered to MRC for their use in determining if structural,

seismic and acoustic criteria were met as part of the qualification

process. Details of the SwRI tests are provided in Reference 2.

1
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OVERVIEW OF TEST PROGRA

The three test fire cells are virtually identical horizontal cylin-

ders with elliptical heads having a gross diameter of 14 feet 6 inches and

a length of 24 feet. The contained free volume of each cell is approx-

imately 3,000 cubic feet. Each test fire cell is rigidly mounted to a

concrete foundation which is 40 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 6 feet deep.

The entire mass of the test cell/fourdation is roughly 800,000 pounds.

Each test fire cell has a 3 foot 6 inch by 7 foot manway with an automated

dporway for entry. Other penetrations to the test fire cells include a

large number of camera view ports, and instrumentation and air nozzles.

Other significant features of the test fire cells are a 5/8 inch

thick fragment protection liner and a 5/8 inch thick steel floor installed

over a concrete mat to create a flat working floor inside the cell. Head

and shell thicknesses are 1.75 inches minimum SA-516 grade 70 steel. The

test fire cells were built to ASME Section VIII Division I rules and have

been hydrostatically tested to 650 psig. Working pressure rating is 340
psig.

Seventeen tcsts were conducted in the three cells. Explosive charges

of C-4 were formed by weighing the appropriate quantity and molding spheres

equivalent to 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 13.0, and 12.5 lb of TNT. Equivalent weig'ts

,.re computed uAing heat of ýetonztions taken from Reference 3. Three

charge locations were selected by MRC for use on the tests, all on the

horizontal center plare of a cell. One ga; pressure transducer location
• ~and eight blast pressure transducer locations in each ,;ell were designated

to monitor the blast loads. However, on any given test, only three blast
pressure transducers and one gas pressure transducer were installeu and

recorded. The locations of the blast pressure transducers, shown in Figure

3, were sometimes changed from test to test depending on the charge loca-

tion. Figure 4 shows the three charge locations. The test

followed was:
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Cell No. Charge Location Charge Weight (lb)

I A 2.5
5.0

10.0
12.5

B 7.5
10.0

C iO.O

2 A 5.0
10.0
12.5

B 10.0

C 10.0

3 A 5.0
10.0
12.5

B 10.0

C 10.0

DESCRIPTIOH OF PRESSURE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

Two types of transducers were used, one for measuring the quasi-

static gas pressures and another for measuring the reflected blast. pres-

sures. The gas pressure within the test cells was measured with a Kulite

Model HEM-375 transducer which has static pressure response. This piezo

resistive pressure gage has a nominal resonant frequency of 0 to 20 kHz and

a pressure range of 1,000 psi, high enough to withstand blast pressure

transients it could be exposed to and low enough to provide good resolu-

tion, ever, for the lower gas pressures expected. An acoustic filter was

used to decouple most of the high-amplitude, high-frequency blast pressure

pulses present before the gas preszure builds up within the chamber after a

detona'ion. The acoustic filter consisted of a threaded adaptor with

niul.iple ports and a small volume in front of the transducer diaphragm.

The fill time of this volume, which is the effective rise time of the

0I4
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Sprotected sensor, was designed to be about 250 microseconds. This value

L was slow enough to filter the blast pressure pulses and fasv enough to

record the gas pressure rise. The data recorded showcd that the gas pres-

sures took as much as 20 milliseconds to reach a peak. Therefore, the

acoustic filter worked as designed.

The reflected blast pressure measurements were made with PCB

Piezotronics Series 102 pressure transducers. These piezoelectric gages

use an acceleration compensated, quartz sensing element coupled to a minia-

tyre source follower within the body of the transducer. Power and signal

amplification were providtd by PCB Model 494A06, six channel units. The

gas and blast pressure-time histories were recorded on magnetic tapc using

a Honeywell Model 101, Wideband II, FM tape recorder at a band w~dth of C-

500 kHz (+1, - 3dB).

The data were processed at the test site in sets of four data chan-
nels using two Nicolet transient recorders for digitizing. The digital

data were transferred from the transient recorder memory via a CAMAC data

buss to a DEC 11/23 computer located at the test facility. Final data pro-

cessing and plotting were then accomplished upon return to SwRI with a DEC

11/70 computer. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the pressu;-e data

record/reduction system.

SUMMARY OF PRESSURE DATA AND DISCUSSION

An internal gas pressure measurement ws successfully mide in each

cell for each test. Two examples of gat pressures measured are shown in

Figure 6. In this case, two traces from tests using 12.5 lb charges at
location A are pr-sented to show the repeatability and self-consistency of

the data. A sunmary of the peak gas pressure measured is presented in

Table 1. For each charge weight used, the average gas pressure is given.
4 l In parentheses, the corresponding pretest predictions made using Reference

4 to set up the instrumentation are also given. In some cases, the average

pressure is frcm only cne measurement. For the 10 lb case, nine nmsure-
ments were taken. As expected, no difference was found in amplitude in
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that series due to charge location. Geno.rally, the measured peak data were

slightly lower than the pretest prediction.

Table 1. Scmmary of Gas Pressure Data

W P Charge No. of
(lb) (psi) Location Tests

2.5 8.4 (11.0) A I
5.0 16.7 (O.O) A 3
7.5 24.3 (28.0) 8 1

10.0 32.0 (35.0) A,B,C 9
12.5 38.7 (40.0) A 3

As indicated previously, three blast pressure measurements were made

on each test. On each test, a measurement was made on the floor directly

below the charge. The other two measurc',.nts were made on the side loca-

tions using adapters in the existing camera viewports. Generally, for

transducers located less than 7 ft from the charge, the pretest predictions

were made using the TNT free air curves in Reference 4. At these close

distances, no major enhancements from reflections on the floor were

expected. For transducers mrre distant than 7 ft, the floor reflections

were expected to enhance the pressure aid impulse. Therefore, a factor of

1 2 was used on the charge weight to compute scaled distances. The peak

reflected blast pressures and impulses dre summarized in Table 2. The

values for P and I are averagcs for 1 to 9 separate measuremnents depending

on charge size and transducer location. Generally, the data for the closer

scaled distances were in gocd agreement with the pretest predictions used

to set up the instrunientation. However, for the more distant scaled dis-

tances, considerable enhancement on the peak reflected pressurcs and

impulses from the floor and other surfaces was observed. In scme

7 instances, the iwpulse was 10 t m.kes largp~r, considerably higher than the

1.75 factor used by many in the literature to account for multiple reflec-

I, tions of contanpd detonations. The impulses listed in Table 2 were

obtained from the pressure traces int'grated out to 8 Milliseconds. In

some cases, the impulse at some of the more distai.t sensing locations wcre

slightly larger than at the closer locations.
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Table 2. Blast Pressure and Impulses

W R Z Pr Ir
(lb TNT) (ft) (ft/'lb'") (psi) (psi - ms)

2.5 4.0 2.9 521 (370) 76 (71)
6.9 5.1 109 (951

11.6 6.8* 164 (45)' 130 (40)*

5.0 4.0 2.3 960 (1000) 102 (111)
6.9 4.0 224 (165) 121 (67)

11.6 5.4* 235 (85)W 204 (60)*

7.5 3.0 1.5 3950 (3200) 350 (215)

4.0 3.6 1440 (1550) 175 (147)
20.0 8.1' 388 (29)* 400 (44)*

10.0 .3.0 1.4 3640 (3900) 350 (260)
4.0 1.8 2010 (2100) 224 (172)
6.9 3.2 "~1 (300) 205 (103)

10.7 3.9' 216 (180)' 452 (109)*
11.6 4.3' 330 (145)* 313 (100)*
20.0 7.4* 494 (37)* 536 (54)*

S2. 5 4.0 1.7 2760 (2100) 340 (209)
6.9 3.0 513 (350) 288 119)

11.6 4.0* 413 (170)* 368 (114)'

Used 2W to compute Z and obtain P and I from Ref. 4

Examples of the closer blast pressure measurements are given in Figures 7

and 8. Examples of the enhancement on the peak pressure and the multiple

peaks recorded at the more distant sensor locations are presented in

Figures 9, 10 and 11. These figures also depict quite well the repeatabil-

ity of the blast pressure data recorded on this project.

CLOSURE

Three containmenc cells at the DOE Mound operation were successfully

tested by SwRI. Seventeen tests were performed in which three blast pres-

sure measurements and one gas pressure measurement were made on each test

within the cells. The data recorded were self-consistent and quite repeat-

able. Peik gas pressures measured were close to the values expected before

the tests. For blast measurements near the charge, the peak reflected

pressures and impulses were as expected and compared well with free air

values from standard INT curves. ror blast measurements further away from
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the charge, peak reflected pressures and impulses were generally enhanced,

in some cases by as much as 10 to 14 times. In some instances, these(17, impulses were slightly larger than those at closer sensing locations in the

same test.
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BLAST WAVE PENETP.ATION INTO CUBICLES

C Y. Kivity and A. Kalkstein

Rafael Ballistics Center

P.O.Box 2250, Haifa, Israel.

23rd DoD Explosives Zafety Seminar,

9-11 August 1988, Atlanta, Georgia.

ABSTRACT

This work presents a preliminary computational study of blast wave

penetration into cubicles. For simplicity, the cubicles are assumed to

be cylindrical, with an axisymmetric circular opening on the side. A

spherical explosive charge is assumed to be detonated outside the

cubicle along the axis of symmetry, so that the entire problem is

amenable to calculation by two- dimensional hydrocodes. In this study we

employed the PISCES 2DELK code with its Eulerian processor to handle the

complex wave reflections from the walls. Several cases were calculated,

to assess the effects of the cubicle opening area and the presence of an

opening cover. The results are presented in the form of wall impulse

and pressure time-histories.

A INTRODUCfION

ine blast loading of vented structures as a result of internal
explosions has received considerable attention in the explosive safety

literature. A simple working model and an extensive literature survey

may be found in the paper by Anderson et al.[l]. In contrast, the

problem of the internal loads resulting from an external explosion is

much less treated. Kucher and Harrison [2] used two-dimensional

hydrocode calculations to model the air shock filling of a cylindrical

enclosure with a central opening. Comparison of their calculations with
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the experimental results of Coulter [3] yielded a goc'! agreement for the

shock front position ard the early pressure time-history, at varicous

locations. Kaplan [4] presented a survey of experimental results on the

effects of openings on the sti -<ural loads. 1e concluded that openings

can alter significantly the external loads on the structure, and can

create severe loading in the interior (in the form of wn1.1 pressuie or

acceleration of free standing objects). It appears, therefore, that a

detailed study of the complex wave phenomena due to blast wave

penetration through openings is not unjustified.

The purpose of the present work is to provide an estimate of the

internal wall loading of a cubicle due to the penetration of an externa!

blast through an opening in the cubicle. in oarticular, the effecý of a

frangible panel or cover will also be examined. 'The number of casea
studied is limited, and the work is intended to provide an a~sessmen,` of

the computational approach, rather than a compendiui, of results for a

variety of cases.

STATEMENT OF 'ME ?ROBLFI

The approach of the present work is similar to that oft ref. 2,
i.e. detailed calculationg of the flow Problem for a typical situation
encountered in the explosives safety practice.We chose the case of an

explosive chsrge detoneted outside a cubicle with an opening. Such a

problem is a-,xnabe to modeling by two-dimensional (axisymmetric) flow

codes under ie.t'½ -ymmetry restrictions. The cubicle is assumed to be

cylindrical, wit% a circular opening at one end, centered on the axis of

symmetry. Furthermore, the explosive charge is assumed to be spherical

in shape, with its center lying on the symmetry axis. Fig. 1 gives a

schematic or the problem. The modeling used here is ,ery similar to the

one employed in a previous work [5]: The cubicle is chosen to have

equal length and diameter. The parameters in the problem are:

V - the volume of the cubicle,

W- the energy of the explosive charge,

A the area of the opening,

M - the areal mass density of the cover,

K - the distance of the charge from the front wall,
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and the equations of state of the air and of the detonation products.

The specific values of the parameters in this study were similar to

the ones in ref. [5]:The cubicle was taken as acylinder having equal

height and diamecer of 1.08m, so that the volume V was one cubic meter,

the explosive yield W was taken as 4.5 MJ, repmesen'ing a 1NT charge of

1 Kg., and the charge distance from the front wall was 0.99m. Two cases

of uncovered openings were calculated (A=0.10, and A=0.56 sq.m), and one

case with a covered cn~caing of 0.56 sq.m and an areal mass density of 10

Kg/sq. m.

rIE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The numerical solution is obtained with the PISCES 2DELK program

[6], using its second order Euler processor. The computational model

consists of a quadrilateral grid 2.07m long and 1.02m wide, with a

square mesh size of 0.03m. The cubicle, with a radius of 0.54m and a

height of 1.08m is inbedde6 in the grid as shown in Fig. 2. The walls

of the cubicle are defined either by setting a rigid wall boundary

condition (as in the rear wall), or by declaring certain grid cells to

be wall boundaries (front and side walls). The axis of symmetry is also

defined as a rigid wall. To save computer resources, we azz=ue cc!~lete

symmetry with respect to a plane perpendicular to the axis of symmetry

and passing through the center of the spherical charge. This is strictly

correct only for a limited period of time, (the time it takes the

reflected wave from the front wall to reach this symmetry plane), but it

may be regarded as a reasonable engineering approximation for longer

times. The side grid boundary is defined by a "continuative flow"

condition, which minimizes reflections from the boundary, thus

simulating an infinite medium.

Th2 charge is simulated by a sphere of dense hot gas, having the

energy and mass of the explosive, but at a lower density of 25 Kg/c..m.

This approximation was used in a similar study [5]. and was found to

have a negligible effect on the lorg tet-i wall impulse (run eightfold

increase of the density affected the impulse by less than 5%).
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The air and the dense hot gas were represented by an idral gas

equation of state. The ratio of specific heat coefficients was 1.40 for

both gases.

The calculations repoi'ted here consumed about 25 hours per case on

a MicroVax II computer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSION

The results are displayed by velocity vector plots at selected

times, and by time-history plots of various variables, at selected

locations. The most relevant variables are pressure, wall impulse, and

wall average pressure.

As an example, results for the uncovered opening case An 0.10 sq.m

are shown in Fig. 3. Prior to impingement on the structure (Fig. 3a)

the aiv shock wave is almost spherical, a• is evident from the shape of

the interface between the air and the hot gas representing the

detonation products. The small deviation from sphericity is a result of

the coarse mesh and the fact that initially the hot gas sphere occupied

very few c.ls across its radius. Two shock waves may be observed, one

propagating in the air ahead of the interface, and the other within the

hot gas sphere. The latter results from reflections within the hot gas

sphere.

Fig. 3b shows further propagation of the shock wave in the air,

both within the structure end around it. Due to reflections from the

wall, the hot gas forms a jet-like shape. Inside the structure, a

vortex starts to frm, as a result of shock wave curvature. A similar

effect was pointed out in ref.2.

Fig. 3c Shows the evolution of the flow at a later time.The vortex

inside the -. 'ibiclo is much stronger; There is a reverse flow from the

cubicle opening outwards, and an inflow from the upper "continuative

flow" boundary. This inflow is a result of the suction generated

earlier, following the strong explosion.
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A velocity vector plot for the case with a covered openl'rg is shown

in Fig. 4. at a time of 7 as after detonation, this time the cover has

alveady moved about 0.2 * inside the cubicle. Previous inflow and

internal reflections have filled the cubicle and increased its pressure.

sc, that at this time the internal pressure is higher than the outer

pi.-essure, and air is escaping frcm the cubicle.

The cover is modeled here as a moving rigid body, and its motion is

governed by Newton's Law. This modeling is valid only for the early

phase of the motion of a frangible panel, which is expected to break up

eventually because of asymmetrical loading. This modeling, however, is

adequate for assessing the effect of the cover in preventing the direct

shock inside the structure, and in the general reduction of the internal

loading, as will be discussed below.

The sets of fig.'s 5,6 and 7 are time-histories of backwall average

pressure, backwall impulse and cubicle center pressure, respectively.

Each set gives the behavior of a variable for the three cases studied:

(a) an uncovered opening with A-0.56 sq.m. (b) an uncovered oponirg with

A a 0.10 sq.m and (c) a frangible panel with A a 0.56 oq.% and areal

mass density of 10 Kg/sq.m.

The backwall average pressure is alsown in Fig.s 5. The small

opening cubicle case has peak overpre.ssure of 0.12 MPa. coupared to 0.6

MPa for the large opening case. Note that the ratio of the peak values

is very clo5e to the ratio of the opening areas. The time to the peak

is shorter by about 0.4 as for the larger opening, since the blast wavc-

is not impeded. The subsequent peals exhibit a reverse behavior: The

small opening case vonts more slowly, and co its secondary petwks ere

higher than tnose of the large opening. The tackwall average pressure

for the covereld case has a significantly different behavior. Because cf

the impeding behavior of the cover, the eiret reak is very low, about

0.027 MPa only. However, tnh cubicle continues to fill up. and a

somewhat higher pena< ip attained at a lJter time. when sufficient

clearance between tIe cover and the front wall has been generated,
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The bac-kwall specific impulse (i.e. impulse divided by wall area)

is shown in V'ig. s 6. The impulse is obtained from the average pressure

curves by timt integration. The large opening impulse builds up rapidly I,)

to a value of about 0.48 MPa-ms, and then decays due to venting (Fig.

6b). The small opening impulse bu4.lds up slowly, with moderate decay

due to venting (Fig. 6a). The small opening case was not continued

sufficient time 'or maximum wall impulse to be attained, but it appears

that it would attain a value or at least 0.23 MPa-ms. Clearly, the

opening size effect on the Impulse is less significant than on the peak

pressure. The Impulse for the covered opening case (Fig. 6c) was much

smaller than the uncovered cases, as expected from the pressure curve of

Fig. 5c.

The pressure time .hiitory at the center of the cubicle is shown in

Fig.'s 7 for the threm, cases. (These curves are absolute pressure, in

contrast with the over-piessure curves of Fig.'s 5). The curves exhibit

a typical behavior of preisure time-histories inside closed structures,

ducr tu the complex wave reflections from walls. In this case of an

axisymmetric flow, the axis of symmetry contributes also co wave
reflections. The calculated F•.iaks may be affected by the particular

choice of numerical parameters .n the calc.ulation. The uncovered

opening cases have p+mk values of 0.27 and 0.45 •a for the small and

the large openings, respectively. Tht covered opening peak is about

0.13-0.14 MPa only. The pnessure curve goes lown to zero when the rigid

panel crosses the center of the cubicle, at a ti&.: of 18.2 ms.

CONCLUSIONS

A computational model for tne penetration of a blast wave into
structures with openings was pre~sented. The model is based on using an

Eulerian code for solving the flow equations numerically.

stucThe results op the n ew examples cnlcultTted so far show that the

Sopenbng size affects the penk wall pressure and the impulse

build-up time.The effect of frnrigle panels 1s very pronounced and may

S:educe the Initial 1mp'l.•e (and thi. peak prossurv?) markedly. Some of the

: '•alcculntions should be continued f'or a longnr time, to obtain more

complete data.
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The exploratory runs of the present study indicate th-it the model

JON •is a feasible tool for a more complete study, covering a wide range of

K G the parameters involved. However, the use of a more Pj.werful com~puter
would be desirable, to make run times more practical.
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0 PROOF TEST OF AN AMMUNITION MAGAZINE

HEADWALL AND DOOR USING HEST

BY

ARNFINN JENSSEN
NORWEGIAN DEFENCE CONSTRUCTION SERVICE

OSLO MIL/AKERSHUS
NORWAY

PRESENTED TO THE TWENTY-THIRD DOD EXPLOSIVES SAFETY SEMINAR
HYATT REGENCY 'WOTEL
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
9-11 AUGUST 1988

ABSTRACT

A proof te2st of an ar.,nunition-magazine headqall and door
~, ~is descrizod. Above-ground amiunition magazines dasigned

according to the NATO Safety Principles have to survive a
specified design environment. The headwall and door have
to withstand a blast overpressure of 700 kP& with an
impulse of 23 kPa - s and a one kilogram piece of cincrete
with a velocity of 300 rn/s. The High Explosives

4 Simulat-on Technivucý (HIEST) slimulated the blast, and a 105
~ I imm howitzer fired a sabot coo~taining a concrete rod.

The paper describes the dev~lopment of the VERTICAL HEST
and how t~hQ necessary overburdcn and charge wei,,',,t were
determined using the tube technique.

Tite paper concludes that the VERTICAL HEST is suitable as
a tool for proof testing and that safety distan::es are so
small thac the test car. be carriedp t~nst'i
existý-rg or new magazine arcas. The VERTrICAL HEST ran
0 crefore be used routinely as part, of the construIction
contracts for quality assurance.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent safety regulations require that ammunition magazines be
designed and sited to prevent propagation of detonation and spreading
"of fires from magazine to magazine if an accident occurs in one
magazine.

NATO Safety Principles for the Storage of Ammunition and Explosives,
AC/258-D/258, also states the design load for roof, side walls, and
headwall (including the door) of acceptor magazines for different
distances to donor magazines and the net explosives content (NEC) of
neighboring donor magazines. National regulations may limit the NEC.

Distance, NEC, and orientation of the acceptor magazine to the donor
magazine are the dominating parameters that determine the design load.
Such loads can be determined case by case, but standardization
requirements have led to a limited number of combinations (distance,
NEC, and orientat;on). The end product has been a "standard"
ammunition maaazine, often of the igloo type (semicircular arch).

The use of pallets and containers has led to a requirement for larger
doors and also rectangular cross section of magazines to allow More
efficent use of floor space. A new 180 m2 earth-covered magazine was
designed to meet these new operational rmq'irements and the following
design loads for the headwall and door:

Air blast

Overpressure: 700 kPa
Duration (positive phase): 80 ms
Impulse: 28 kPa • s

Imoact load

Mass: I kg concrete
Velocity: 300 rn/s

As part of the quality assurance, it was decided to test the headwall
and door. To save money a shortened magazine was built on a test
site. The HEST (High Explosives Simulation Technique) was selected as
a loading method.

2. OBJECTIVE AND JUSTIFICATION

The primary objective of the test was to investigate whether the
headwall and door could resist the specified design load without being
unduly strong.

The use of magazines that do not resist the design load may result in
the total loss of assets in the magazine area (historically this has
happened) and more damage to the surrounding area. On the other hand,
an unduly strong magazine costs more than is necessary.
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-' A secondary objective was to determine if the HEST could be used
safely within a magazine area to allow "in situ" tests of magazines as
part of the quality-assurance prucedure. If magazines can be tested
"in situ", the construction of a magazine only for testing can be
avoided. It will also make it feasible for contracting and safety
authorities to proof test "as built" structures at random before they
are handed over to the user.

3. DESCRIPTION

The new box-shaped, earth-covered ammunition magazine is identified as
"Overdekket ammunisJonshus - 180 m2". A list of pertinent drawings is
in Table 1. Applicable drawings are presented in Appendix A.
Photographs are presented in Appendix B.

The design of the back wall, side walls, and roof is adapted from a
German/US design (Ammunition storage, Munitions Lagerhaus, Typ
MLH 180B). The front part of the magazine is of a standard Norwegian
design with a short passageway between the blast/debris door and the
fire door.

It is not practical to mount gaskets on the blast door to seal it
sufficiently to avoid humid air leaking into the magazine. The fire
door therefore serves as a 'gas tight" door and also, tugether with
the passageway, as heat/frost insulation.

A dehumidification unit is in a small room above the passageway. This
room also serves as a fire and blast trap, avoiding costly blast
valves in t1a headwall. The side walls in the passageway serve as
load-bearing walls supporting the blast-door frame.

4. PREDICTIONS

This section presents the results expected from the proof testing of
the headwall and door of an earth-covered ammunition magazine (earth-

covered ammunition magazine - 180 m2 )

The ma;n objective for the predictions here is to establish a basis
for instrument settings. As a result, no attempt is made to validate
the detailed design. That is the objective of the proof test.

jO2 1511



TABLE I DRAWINGS

CONCRETE DRAWINGS

DRAWING NUMBER DATE

A - 8601 - 1 22.05.86

A - 8601 - 2 22.05.86

A - 8601 - 3 22.05.86

A - 8601 - 4 22.05.86

A - 8601 - 5 22.05.86

A - 8601 - 6 22.05.86

STEEL DOOR DRAWINGS

DRAWING NUMBER DATE

A - 8124 BL. I D 20.08.87

A - 8124 BL. 2 D 21.08.87

A - 8124 BL. 3 D 20.08.87

A - 8124 BL. 4 D 12.08.87

A - 8124 BL. 5 D 20.08.87

A - 8124 BL. 6 L 25.03.87

4.1 HEADWALL

4.1.1 Geometry and material properties

The overall geometry of the headwall is shown in Appendix A, Drawings
2 and 3. For simplified calculations, the headwall can be regarded as
three rectangular slabs.

Without performing three-dimensional Finite Element Method (FEM)
program calculations, it is difficult to get accurate results for
deflections and strains. This uncertainty is due to whether or not

I ithe headwall slabs should be considered simply supported or fixed
along their edges. A simplified sensitivity analysis is performed on
the edge boundary condition, and expected results are given based on
arguments in Section 4.3
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The slabs on each side of the door will be critical, and thus, are

treated here as follows:

Length: 1720 mm - 67.7" - 5.64'

Height: 4250 mm - 167.3" - 13.94'

Thickness: 400 mm - 15.75"

Concrete: C25; f'c - 3550 psi

Dynamic Increase Factor: 1.25; fdc' - 4400 psi

Reinforcement: KS 400, fy - 56 800 psi

Dynamic Increase Factor: 1.2; fdy - 68200 psi

No safety factors are applied because of the objective of the
predicted results.

The geometry of the reinforcement used is as follows:

Diameter Spacing*
bar cal. constr. constr. calculation depth

# mm mm mm in Mm in

Blast side:
Horizontal 5 15.31 16 150 5.82 142 1.5
Vertical 4 12.14 12 300 13.23 324 1.0

Tension side:
Horizontal 5 i5.31 16 150 5.82 142 1.5
Vertical 4 12.24 12 300 13.23 324 1.0

* Spacing adjusted because of variation between bar # terminology and
Norwegian sizes, giving correct steel area.

4.1.2 Analysis

The computerized version oF Tii5 - 1300 (1969-version), BARCS, was used
to perform the calculations and a sensitivity analysis to the boundary
condition. Within the most likely "positive moment span," we get the
following expected results:

Deflection: 0.025 - 0.1 inch (0.61-2.45 mm)

Strain: 1200 * 10-6 - 4800 • 10-6

Natural period: 3.5 - 5.0 ms

Z",' These predictions are based on an assumption (see Section 4.3) that
the wall is almost fully fixed at the supports. The deflection would
be 0.7 inch (17.15 mm) if the slab was simply supported.

1513
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4.2 STEEL DOOR

4.2.1 Geometry and material properties

The overall geometry of the steel door is shown on Drawings 10-13.
As can be seen, the door is built up by vertical beams welded
together flange to flange. The door is simply supported along all
four edges.

Because of the relatively large horizontal span, each bean close to
the center will get very little support from the beam next to it.
This means that the response of a single beam will be representative
for the maximum deflection to be expected.

Thus, we have a beam, simply supported at each end, with a total span
of 2940 nmn (115.75 inches). The beam is a NS HE-1608, having a
flange width of 160 ran, a height of 160 mm, a web thickness of 8 nv,
and a flange thickness of 13 mm. Its geometrical and material
properties are as follows:

Moment of inertia: I = 59.8 in4

Weight: M 2.39 lb/in

Steel quality: St - 37 - 2

Fy 29000 psi

Fay = Fy • 1.1 = 31900 psi (average yield)

Fu = 53600 psi

Fau = Fu • 1.1 = 58960 psi (average ultimate)

Dynamic load factor is equal to 1.1:

Fdy - 35100 psi

Fdu 64869 psi

4.2.2 Analysis

The analysis is performed according to Johni Healey et al., "Design of
steel structures to resist the effects of HE explosions," Amman and
Whitney, Aug. 1975.

The following are the results of the analysis and represent the
maximum (midspan) results:

Deflection: = 0.64 inch (15.68 rim)

Strain: = 1450 • 10-6

Natural period: Tn = 161 ms

1514



4.3 DISCUSSION

Q 4.3.1 Uncertainties

Prediction of the response of structures subjected to blast loading
involves several uncertainties. In these predictions, the most
uncertain factor is the boundary condition of the concrete headwall.
As a result of tHe sensitivity analysis, it is concluded that the wall
will respond almost as will a wall with fixed supports. This
conclusion is based on the maximum concrete stress for the wall when
it is fixed. The maximum stress is only slightly above fdc'. Taking
this and the time from pouring to test into account, formation of
plastic hinges seems unlikely.

4.3.2 Recom.nended gauge positions

The predictions are for wall and door centers (maximum response). It
is recommended that at least two (if possible, three) displacement
gauges be at each of these positions.

5. HEST DESIGN

The most corivi,.cing proof tests would be to build full-scale
ammurition magazines, site them according to realistic siting
situations, load them with the specified NEC, prime and detonate one
magazine (donor), and observe what happens to the acceptor magazines
and their contents. This might have to be repeated for different soil
conditions (dry sand, saturated clay, rock). Examples of such full-
scale tests are the ESKIMO I, II, and III tests.

A full-scale test requires a large test site, since noise frcm the
detonation might cause window damage out to several kilometers. "In
situ" testing is therefore often not possible. The cost of a full-
scale test is also high and prevents routine quality-assurance tests
from being carried out.

5.1 EARLIER HEST TESTS

Many load-simulation devices have been proposed and tested over the
years. Some are described in reference 2. Of particular interest in
reference 2 is a paper entitled "A status and capability report on
nuclear airblast simulation using HEST." Reference 3 describes a test
using HEST where the required peak overpressure was 350 kPa (50 psi).

GRABS (Giant Reusable Airblast Simulator) described in reference 1 and
DABS (Dynamic Airblast Simulator) described in reference 4 are
variants of HEST.

The FOAM 4EST was used to load the rcof of an ammunition-storage
magazine with a load of 5600 kPa (800 psi) and 17.5 kPa • s
(2500 psi m is). The plan for this test is described in reference 5.

An example of how The HEST is applied and notations used is shown in
1 Figure 1.
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5.2 COMPUTER CODE CALCULATIONS

Mr. Edward Seusy, at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, has developed a
HEST design lockup code. The HEST design is done iteratively,
changing the loading density (cavity lipth, charge weight) and
overburden height, until an acceptable match to the described
pressure-time history is found.

The lockup code is not validated for a VERTICAL HEST planned to be
used to load the headwall and door of the new ammunition magazine.
Nevertheless, the code was used for a preliminary design. These
calculations and practical considerations resulted in a chosen "cavity
depth" of 1.8 m.

5.3 THE TUBE TECHNIQUE

The peak pressure and gas pressure (chamber pressure) in a closed or
partly closed vessel is basically determined by the loading density:
kilos of HE per m3 . The impulse, on the other hand, is determined by
the speed at which the reaction products are vented (pressure
release). For the HEST, the venting is primarily determined by the
mass of the overburden.

In principle, a one-dimensional physical model can therefore be used
to determine the cavity depth (D) and overburJen (H) to obtain the
desired chamber pressure and impulse. (In fact, the lockup code is
also a one-dimensional model.) Two tubes as shown in Figure 2 were
used to determine

Loading density.

Depth of overburden.

The tubes (Figure 2) were used in a horizontal position t., simulate a
VER(ILAL HEST.

Five blast gauges were instelled in a flange plate at the end of the
tube. This plate simulates the door and headwall of the anmunition
magazine. The results from these tests and some other test results
are presented in Figure 3.

V •Figure 4 shows results for low loading densities. The observed
impulse versus depth of overburden is shown in Figure 5. One
nbservation made early in the test series was that the tube should not
extend olitside the overburden because that would influence the
observed impulse dramatically.

Based on these findings, the following were decided:

Loading density: 0.2? kq/m 3

Using Detonex 80, a Swiss detonating cord with 80 gram PETN per
rretre.

Depth of sand overburden (1610 kg/m 3 ): 0.5 m.

I .1



Smi! tube - 0.15 m, Area 0.01766 m2

Varies from Varies from
0.25 m to 1.2 m 0.6 m to 1.8 a

0.03177-
0.01059 m3

Overburden Cavity
0 m DIA

D - 0.66 m, Area - 0.342 m2

Varies from
0.25 m to 2.0 mr. 1.8 m

..... ... CavityCavit

-. 'Overburden .0.62 3

G -Blast gauges

Figure 2. Small and large tube

4 The linear scale of the tube tests is 1:1 in the axial direction.
which is the direction normal to the headwall. In a plane parallel to
the headwall, however, the scale is small (1:53 and 1:12). The volume
is also small, and the distribution of the primacord could not be
simulated correctly, although the loading density was correct.
The recorded pressure-time history at the end of the tube simulating

the headwall differed across the tube.

Three recordings taken from the same shot in the small tube are shown
in Figure 6. These uncertainties led to a deerision to conduct a "mini
wall* test before the proof test of the ammunition-magazine headwall
and door to validate the reults from the tube tests.

5.4 VALIDATION USI14G "MINI WALL"

The "mini wall" (4.1 m x 2.8 m) was built adjacent to the ammunition
magazine, The laycut at the test site is shown in Figure 7. The two
structures and the primacord array are dipicted in Appendix B. A
sketrh of the cavity and overburden is presented in Figure 8. Fifty-
five metres of Oetooex 80 (4.4 kq PETN1), divided into 20 strings hung
frrm the roof in the middle of the 19,95 m3 cavity, were used.

Eleven pressure 92uges were mounted in the wall at similar locations
as the pressure qauges in the magazine h'adwall. A recorded pressure-
time history is shown in Figure 9.

There wAs sn.-, sctter in the results with a somewhat low imrpulse biit
fairly accjraite chamber pressure and positive duration. On the whole,
the "mini wall" test showed satisfactory rerults.
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5.5 FINAL DESIGN

Based on the results from the "mini wall" test, it was decided to go
on with the same cavity depth, loading density, and overburden for the
magazine test.

6. TEST SETUP

A sketch of the test setup with cavity and overburden is shown in
Figure 10. Eleven pressure giuges were mounted in the headwall and
four strain gauges on the door. External cameras are shown in
Figure 7.

The explosive charge consisted of 44 strings of Detonex 80, each 5.5 m

long. The total weight of PETN was 19.6 kg. The string arrangement
is depicted in Appendix B.

7. RESULTS OF HEST TEST

7.1 LOAD

The blast load observed varied a little over the headwall surface, but
a good representation of the pressure-time history is shown in
Figure 11. Again the impulse is low-about 22 kPa • s instead of
28 kPa • s.

7.2 RESPONSE OF THE CONCRETE STRUCTURE

No cracks were observed in the headwall. Some spalling was observed
in the floor in front of the frame of the fire door. This was
obviously cosmetic repair patches made by the contractor. Some
hairline cracks were observed in the floor, starting from the side
walls of the passageway that also provides load-carrying walls for the
headwall.

7.3 DOOR RESPONSE

The fire door jammed slightly because of the concrete spalling in
front of the door frame. The floors in the passageway and magazine
are at the same level, which means that the tolerance between the
floor and door is very small. A small doorstep (10 mm) is recommended
mainly to avoid practical problems during daily operation.

The blast door had received a permanent midspan deflection of 25 mm.
This is more than was calculated. The lower door frame (doorstep) was
raised about 5 mm at midspan. After the test both leaves could be
opened and closed without problems.

The strain gauge records showed that the door had yielded. These
records also showed that the door had vibrated violently with the same
frequency (about 1000 Hz) as the reverberation of the blast wave in the
cavity. Since the natural frequency of the door in question is about
6 Hz, forced vibration with a frequency of about 1000 Hz will not do 0j any harm to the main structure.

1 t,2 6
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Other doors with higher natural frequencies and hinges and locking
mechanisms may be subjected to an unrealistic loading caused by
reverberation when using the plain-air HEST.

7.4 BLAST TRAP

The room for the dehumidification unit acted perfectly as a blast trap
(expansion chamber). The light hatch in the floor (roof of the
passageway) showed no sign of damage, and the standing alumlnium
cylinders on the floor, located where the dehumidification unit will
be mounted, had not tipped over or moved.

8. BLAST AND DEBRIS HAZARD

The debris throw, as seen by the technical cameras, is shown in
Figures 12 and 13 for the "mini wall" and Figure 14 for the headwall
test.

Based on the high-speed film, the maximum velocity of the overburden
is about 28 m/s for both tests. The wooden framework was thrown out
to a maximum of about 60 m to the front ani side as shown by the
shaded areas in Figure 7. The instrumentation van was located under a
concrete roof (open bunker) as shown in Figure 7. Some personnel were
also standing there. The noise was uncomfortable but tolerable. The
debris is depicted in Appendix B.

9. DEBRIS LOAL rEST

S9.1 TEST SETUP

To simulate a 1-kg piece of concrete with a velocity of 300 m/s, a
1-kg concrete "rod" was fired from a 105-mm howitzer using a sabot. ALK sketch of the concrete projectile and sabot is shown in Figure 15.
The concrete rod was not reinforced and proved to be fairly weak. It
was therefore replaced by an aluminium rod. The mass as of the rods
and sabots are as follows:

Concrete rod: 0.886 ± 0.021 kg
Aluminium rod: 1.095 ± 0.020 k1
sabot total: 0.850 kg
sabot base plate: 0.610 kg

Some trial firings were conducted to establish the amount of
propellant necessary to reach the correct velocity.

The velocity was measured using a Doppler radar. Figuri 16 shows the
velocity-distance diagram from one firing. It should be noted that
the velocity of the rod drops faster than for a projectile. The
Muzzle velocity should not be used as the criterion velocity, but
rather, the velocity at a distance corresponding to the firing range
should be used.

After some experimentation, it was possible to obtain reproducible
"velocities between 290 m/s and 310 rn/s at the 40-m range. A sketch of
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I0DS 0.051

1880.2

170

I _ _03

\7\\\N

0100

1Base plate, steel

2 TeLfon seal

3 Concrite projectile

4 Tr'tan seal and support -four parts

HEST PROJECTILE AND SA30T

Figure 15. Concrete rod and SABOT.
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Sthe test setup is shown in Figure 17. The howitzer and rod with sabot
are depicted in Appendix B.

9.2 RESULTS

The concrete rods were crushed upon impact with the concrete wall. In
fact, the sabot base plate did more damage, making a dent about 5 mnm
deep. The aluminiam rods made a small crater in the wail about 200 mm
in diameter and 40 mm deep. A circular plate was punched out of the
outer skin of the blast door and pushed into the space between the
outer and inner skin without damaging the inner skin. If an aluminiump

_ rod hit the door Just where the locking mechanism is welded to the
e door, the lock mechanism might Jam.

Damage to the wall and door is depicted in Appendix B.

10. CONCLUSIONS

a. The headwall withstood the defined load with a large margin. The
rebar lacing in the floor and roof of the passageway could be
removed. The door withstood the defined load with some permanent
deformation. The room for the dehumidification unit worked as a

i I blast trap as intended.

b. It was Gemonstrated that the VERTICAL HEST can be used "in situ"as a tool for proof testing or quality assurance.

c. Unreinforced concrete "projectiles" are not strong enough.

11. RECOMMENDATIONS

v It is recommended that a VERTICAL HEST be standardized for the testina
of magazine headwalls and doors such that HEST design using the lockupcode or the tube technique for each test can be avoided. It is also

recommended that proof- and quality-assurance testing be included in
. the NATO Safety Principles AC/258-0/258 as a requirement.
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APPENDIX A. DRAWINGS

"MINI WALL"

Drawing 1 *Mini wall"

AMMUNITION MAGAZINE

Drawing 2 Top view floor

Drawing 3 Section II - II

Drawing 4 Section I - I

Drawing 5 Side wall

Drawing 6 Section C - C

Drawing 7 Vertical projection, front wall

Drawing 8 Front view, section B - B

Drawing 9 Front view, section A - A

STEEL DOOR

Drawing 10 Steel door seen from outside

Drawing 11 Steel door seen from inside

Drawing 12 Door-leave

Drawing 13 Section A -A
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DYNAMIC TESTS
OF

REINFOFX=~ CONCRETE SLABS

by

James E. Tancreto

Eaval Civil Engineering Laboratory j
Pert Huenere, California

Design of conventionally reinforced concrete (P/C) slabs for blast loads had
been limited to 2 degrees support rotation and to low and intermediate pres-
sure design ranges by .LAVFA P-397 (Reference 11. Lacing was required for
added ductility at design rotations of 2 to 12 (to prevent buckling of the
=pt.ession steel and loss of bending capacity) and for close-in high pres-

sure design ranges (to prevent breaching).

The revisizn to NTVFC P-397 (see Reference 2) increases the allowable rot-a-
tion of couvwntic•ally P/C slabs to 40 when single log stirrtus (see Figure i)

are provided at a maiximi spacing of d/2 Jwhere d is the distance between top J,
and bottom main steal reinforcin g), and 8 when sufficient tensile nxmbrane
resistance is provided. With tensile merbrane action, stirrups are only
required when necessary for shear or for close-in explosions. Lacing m~y
still be used to maintaiii bending resistance at suport rotations to 12 . . .

Stirrups are re-juired (regardless of rotation or type of resistance-flexural
or nmbrane) for P/C slabs that must resist close-in explosions, (1.0 < scaled
distance, Z < 3.0). Lacing rcinforceqvnt (see ieigure 2) !s required for very
close-in explosions at scaled distances less than 1.0 frcm the ewplosive.

Additional data from dynamic tects were needed to verify thhe structural
rn,ýspon-e of conventicnaJ ly IV/C slabs (a) with t nsile marbrane resistance,
(b) ,inder close-in loads, and (c) in betiding, with stirrLTp (not lacing), to
rotations of 4° or rnre. It was believed that dynamic tcst data might also
show that thi allorwable nmaximn spacing for single leg stirrups could be
increa•sd (from d/2) and thtat sLngle leg stirrups are effective for resisting
close-in explosions at scaled distances less tl")i 1.0.

The Naval Civil E-gineering Leboratory (NCM ) was funded by the Dertutment of
cefense Explosives fifet-y Board to xcnduct dcyna-mic tests ot P/C sl-bs to studyr
the effect of the reinforca-xnt on the dyn:ýi.c res-.x-e in these areas of
interest. Annann aond Tihitney Consuilting -bq.ineers plcnned (Reference 3) the
initial test series (6 tests 'ooductcd in 1936 by the Terminal Effects
Research and Aralysis Group (¶2rA), 'New fexico 'ITch, and NCEL) Five ad-di- I
tional tests, planned by txCFL (Pefer.2nce 4), will be conducted in Septen-ber,
1938 usinLg the original terst setup i,- T=A. TEMA.
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TESr OBJECTIVES

T"he tests that have been conducted, and those that will be conducted this
year, have been designed to verify the design criteria for slabs with tensile
merbrane resistance, and to investigate the effect of stirrup design on the
response of P/C slabs at large support rotations (> 40) and for close-in
explosions..

The specific test objectives were:

(a) Verify that %/C slabs with bending and adequate tensile menbrane resist-
ance ray be designed for ultinete support rotations of 80.

(b) Verify that R/C slabs with bending and adequate tensile ervbrane resist-
ance only require stirrups where needed for shear resistance (and not for
flexural ductility).

(c) Obtain data on the response of slabs with stirrup spacings at and greater
than the maxirzm required by the revised criteria (Ref. 2). These data would
add to the data base that might justify an increase in the maxinum allowable
spacing (d/2) of stirrups as now required by t.he revised criteria. - i

(d) Verify th reaching criteria for close-in erplosions (lacing required at
Z < 1.0 ft/lb and stirrupa required at 1.0 < Z < 3.0). No shear steel
required (for breaching) at Z > 3.0. Obtain data on slabs with stirrups And
with no shear steel to justify a reduction in the scaled standoff distance
required to prevent breaching.

SCO)PE C? ~iREMV

This retort will describe the test program, provide test results for the 6
slabs (out of 11 total) that have been tested, and give preliminary findings
based on the tests of those 6 slabs. Final results and conclusions will be
published after we have completed testing.

TES111 PIFCAMM

=-Y-nning. Table 1 shows the major variables for each of the test slabs.
One laced slab (slab tyr.e II) was tested for comparison with the response 4f the
conventirx.ally R/C slabs. The rmjor stirrup criteria design variables in the
test program are stirrup spacLng arn the Ecaled distance of the explosive from
the slab. The area of -he stirrup3 was dezigned to resist the calculated
shear louls. High stepl, ps-rck~ntages were used in slabs I, It., III, IV, and VI
to obtain high shear stresscs in the stirrups.

Slab types V, VII, and VrII wer:e desizd d vith laocr, more conrnen, steel percent-
ages (including 0.15% - the m, inimzr allowed in tte revised criteria) to check
th_ response of slabs with m,-brane re;iJtznce and little or no shear steel
(stirr..-ps) for a&ded ductility. Stirrups were only provided Ln the lightly
reinforced slabs if it vr-as needed for sheair. Slab type VIII needed shear
steel near the supports (no stirrups were necessary in the middle 5' x 5'
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square area). Since the scaled distances from the explosive to the top of the
test slabs is always < 3, the revized criteria weald require stirrups through-
out the slab for breaching resistance to the cloze-- in explosive charge. Stir-
ru.p. were not pirovided, however, to fully test flexural responise in merTbrane
action and to obtain data that might reduce the stirrup requirnýits for
breaching resistance.

T2s Site. She tests were conducted by the TMIA Group, Sew Mixico Tech,"I

Socorro, New Mexico. TERA comstructed the test fixrture, tcst specim~ns, andthe explosive charge, satup each test, arn] detonated the explosive charge.
NML monitored the testing and provided the Lir-t tation.

TestSeu. The test setup is shown In Figure 3. A steel 7.5' x 7.5' x 8'
deep cubicle is used to support the tsst slabs. The 10.5' x 10.5' test slabs
are bolted to the top of the cubicle: wih a steel fi-zture that clanp t
1.5' perimeter of the slab. Oversize boles in the slab L lateral slip-
page, but the claaping of the support structure M-ielopa the n-nr cpacity
of the slab at the supports. The slabs have an urx,.;ý-,rted two way slin of
7.5' x 7.5'. Tansille mairane action is daveic-7d ti t. ?-.-'a square slab
(a 2-,ay square slab supported on 4 sides develo•p Ki outside •,sile ring.
that supports the in-plane tensile mentbrane forx-es - lateral rLatu-lint at the.
support is unnecessary). The dynamic loads are obtaind frca a •eical
Cbq:ositirn C4 explosive charge suspendead over the cmnter of the biab. The
steel support cubicle has a side access door '&at 4s cwl,.ed &,,ring the tct •i-,
to prevent blast pressure from reaching the underside cf the slab.

Tes The test specimen gearestry ia detailed in Table 2. Each P/C
slab is 10' 6" x 10' 61 with a two-way unsucported span of 7'60 x 7' 6. r. e Jn,
main (longitudinal) steel is #2 (metric equivalent) and #3 deformed bar wl'!-')
nominal yield strengths of 60 ksi. TThe wire reinforc=,x-nt (A~'n. desionation A

WI, W2, and W3) was to be obtained with yield strengths of about 60 ksi (to
be cotisistent with the design strengtks for each slab). HEowver, the wire
obtained and used in slab types I and II was about one-half the dcsigi
strength. Table 3 summarizes the steel reinforcement sizes and strEagths.

type is described below.

Z2e-: the standard stirrup reinforced slaob with 1% (ebch
way, each face) Jcnmitudial steel (#2 bar) at d/2 and Wl stir-
rups at each intersection of the lougitud"n,-! steel (stirrupA
spacing -d/2). This slab, and the type 11 laced slab, are
used as the basis for measuring the perfor-mance of all other
glabs (and their variation of pararnteers). T -4.5', d - 3.1".

2~LI:laced- steel reinforced slab with It longitudinal
steel at d/2. vmtkcd 3 (Refer-n 3 p s -a , b - d/2) lacing
reinforc,-ment around ,very other intersection (•pacing - d) of
the main rebar. aquivalent to slab type I for shoear steel dia-
meter aind spacing (d/2) and to slab type !V for spacing of
lacing sup.or.t of top and bott-m main r.?tar (at every other
intersection, spacing = d). The perfonnce of slabs with
stirrup reinforc,-.- irt will be ccprtred to the respomse of thlis
that u,•d lacing st~l. T - 4.5", d - 3.0".
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d) with slightly higher percentage (1.5%). The W3 stirrups are
at each intersection (d). T = 4.5', d 2.9'.

ý^ -_UL: similar to tyvpe III except that longitudinal steel
is lapped in one direction (top and bottan).

: longitudinal reLnforcing sayre as slab type 1 (1%,
with spacing of d/2). Vcwever, the W2 stirrup spacing is at
every other intersection of the longitudinal steel (at d vs. •
d/2 in tlhe type i). rte total area of stirrups in this slab is
the same as that in the type I (the area of the W2 wire is
twice the area of the W1 wire). T = 4.5', d - 3.1". *1

Z=Y!: low steel percentage (0.31%) with #2's at 4' (d) and
no shear steel (none required for shear). T = 6.0', d = 4.0%.

=-YL: similar to type V except that longitudinal steel is
lapped in one direction (top and bottom).

2yaM: sme steel ;3pacings as in the slab type I but with
about twice tý.e steel percentage (used #3 bar vs. 42 bar in
type I). Size of stirrups vary (WI and W2) to match the ca.cu- il 4
lated shiar resistance (less shear steel area iquired in
middle than near th! su-ports). T - 4.5", d - 2.9".

T•..i: nmini:-r&m allo'wrab!e longitudinal steel (0.15%) with
#3's at d spacing. No shear steel required. T = 9.60", d .
8.98.

~~2VII: low steel percentage (0.23%) with B3's at d spac-
ing. W3 stirrups required for shear near supports with spacing
of d/2 i d (d/2 spacing parallel to support). No stirrups in
middle 5' x 5' square area. T " 8", d = 7.3".

I o/s�ivehr. The spherical Conposition C4 chzrqe weigbts and loratirxi!3
are shown in Table 4. The location and size were d.zir;:ed tO oAzin 4 to 0
support rotation and to vary tne standoff Lcaled disiLrz.2 (for breichi-Uq
effects). A T"T equivalency by weight of 1.13 (TrM wei•t = 1.13 x C. weighk)
was used in the calculations of scaled distance and lcads. o

TE•.. PZJLSTS

The izportant respxnse measurements are the mraxinmm deflectickr- and su-xj-t
rotations, the ciron t of sockling on the unloaded side of tha anLd, •ni -vation of shear, breac4hinz, and moment or tensile wmarbre failures. ••en 5summrizes tCi? test r*'!ults of the slabs that ive been tested.
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Smmtort Pn•at d t . In all but one test, the support rotation
of the vlab exceeded 8 , (the allowable d.sign rotation with tensile mentrane
resistance and without lacing shear steel). The heavily reinforced (2.5% mainC
steel) type VI slab had a support rotation of 4.80.

T1ble 6 caiIares the measured vs. calculated deflections and rotations. The
predictiors are based on load from the caiuter programs LMIES (see Reference
2) and response from the coiputer program B1ARS (Reference 5). The response
was calculated as it would be when using the revised criteria (Reference 2).
The measured deflections and support rotaticns were greater than calculated by
up to 50%. This should iot be unexpected when the design procedure for ten-
sile membrane resistance is used for predicting actual deflections.

The design procedure in Reference 2 allows the use of a constant plastic
resistance function to simplify the response calculation. The idealized
design resistance function, shcwn in Figure 4, may be overestimated (with
higýer actual deflections) betý'een %' and 80 support rotation when mom-it
resistance deci nes (because of crushi.ng of ymprresion concrete) and before
tensile mcabrane rc•istance is developed . The tensile mnmbrane resistance
ev•entually excýeds the design resistance (at or before 80 rotation) and incre-
mental deflcctions and rotations then become less than calculated Tensile
n*Tbrane resistance has been £hown to be effective well beyond 12 suLxwrt
rotation. Hcwevw.r because of the possibility of lcer design resistance
between about 4° and 80, the zraxin.um design support rotation we: : z.rva-
tively restricted to 8o (see Refer-nce 2).

The greater deflection ana rotation may also reflect higher test loads than
predicted. It would only take an increase in Lrpulse of 22% to account for
50% greater def!c".tion and support rotation. Test pressure measurements near
the slab were not reliable and were not used.

•'l•J•. Spalling was expected and occurred in all test slabs. The extent
is zlwmn in Table 5 in terms of the surface area that sualled. The depth of
spalling was the thickness of the concrete cover plus the diameter of the
outside longitt4inal reinforcement.

The least &-wunt of spalling occurred in slab type I with both the main rebar
s.pacing and the stirrup spacing at the minimum tested spuacings of d/2. Slab
tyFe V also had little spalling (2 x the type I spall area) even though it had
large main rebar spacJigs and no shear steel. TIhe greater charge standoff (Z
S1.10 vs. Z < 0.70 for the other tested slab3) was probably the main reasop
that spalling was low in the type V slab. Types II (laced) and IV, with shear
steel t~hat tied the main rebar at a spacing of d had moderate areas of spal-
ling (2 tines tat of the type I).

The type VI slab had the same rebar and stirrup spacings as the type I, and
twice the main steel area (13 vs. #2 bar). Because of its high strength it
deflected 1/2 as iruch of the type I. fluowever, it had a spalled area about 4
tin-o that of the type I. Slab type III, with large main rcar and stirrup
spacing (d), had the largest spalled aiea (abaot 15 x the area of the type I).
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The defletion of slabs I to V was about equal (around 10). Only the deflec-
tion of slab type VI was very different (4.80). The type VI slab, however,
bgd one og the highest spalled areas. It apears that for deflection between
4 and 12 , the maximum deflection does not significantly affect spalling.

Load Resistance Failures. None of the tested slabs (types I - VI) were
breached. Slab type V (without stirrups), did develop a 2.5' long concrete
shear crack (parallel and about 1.5' from south support; centered between the
east and west supports) with no failure of tha main steel. The slab did not
lose tensile mambrane resintance, but was probably close to a bjnching fail-
ure. The scaled standoff stance of the charge was 1.10 ft/lb uch
closer than the 3.0 ft/lb allowed without shear steel. No other failures
(shear, bending or tensile memrane) were observed.

PRELIMINARY CDNC2SIONS

Prelindnary conclusions, from test results of 6 slabs, in corparison with new

criteria (Reference 2) are:

1. Tensile mentrane design criteria verified
2. Breaching criteria are conservative. St*ý;ups were adequate

for resisting breaching at Z New criteria
requires lacing at Z < 1.0 ft/lb

3. Stirrup spacings of d were adequate in slabs tested (vs.
iraximum spacing of d/2 in new criteria).

4. Spalling was reduced by reducing the spacing of main flpxu_•al steel.
Lacing may not reduce spalling, especially when it ties main rebar at
every other intersection (see lacing methods in Reference 2).

5. More dynxeic tests are rimyuired to increase the parameter range of
the data base arnd to de-eiop statistical confidence in the results.
Additicr~al tests should be conducted to establish:

(a) improved breaching criteria
(b) allowaable stirrup spacing (for flexural ductility and

for sher)
(c) allowable maximum rotation from flexural resistance

with stirrups
(d) ultimate rotation with tensile menbrane resistance.

The 5 additional tests to be conducted in this suner will provide valuablo

additional data, but will not outlete testing of the full range of variables.
dditional dita are also required to Liprove the statistical confidence

limits.
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Table 1. Major Test Parameters

SLAB --- MAIN STEEL--- SHEAR CPARGE
TYPE AVERAGE NOMINAL STEEL SCALED CG0MENTS

% AGE SPACING SPACING DISTANCE
(a) (b) (b) (c)

I 1.06 d/2 d/2 0.69 STIRRUPS
II 1.09 d/2 d 0.74 LACING (Method 3)

III 1.52 d d 0.65 STIRRUPS
IV 1.06 d/2 d 0.69 STIRRUPS
V 0.31 d 1.10

VI 2.54 d/2 d/2 0.65 VARIABLE STIRRUPS
.... b 1... . 18.................... ... . 67. STIRRUPS...... .......

lIlb 1.18 2d/3 2d/3 0.67 STIRRUPS
III-L 1.18 2d/3 2d/3 0.67 STIRRUPS

V-L 0.23 3d/4 1.10 LAPPED MAIN STEEL
VII 0.15 d 1.00 LAPPED MAIN STEEL

VIII 0.23 d d/2 x d 1.00 STIRRUPS AT SUPT

(a) Slabs I, II, II, IV, V, & VI have been tested.
Other slabs will be tested in Sept. 88.

(b) d is the avg. separation between top and bottom main steel.
(c) From center of explosive to top of slab (ft/lb^0.33).
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0 Table 3. Reinforcement Properties

STEEL DIAM AREA I ----------- STRENGTH (ksi) ---------
TYPE (in) (si) j--SLABS I & II--I-SLABS III - VIIIj

YIELD ULTIMATE YIELD ULTIMATE

WI-WIRE 0.113 0.01 30.2 40.7 57.8 64.2
W2-WIRE 0.160 0.02 24.8 42.3 58.3 61.0
W3-WIRE 0.195 0.03 35.6 57.0 59.2 65.0

#2-BAR 0.250 0.05 74.5 97.3 74.5 97.3
#3-BAR 0.375 0.11 66.0 90.0 66.0 90.0

Table 4. Explosive Weight and Distance

SLAB I---EXPLOSIVE WEIGHT---I DISTANCE SCALED
TYPE C4 TNT(a) (b) DISTANCE

(Ibs) (Ibs) (ft) (c)

I 60 67.8 2.83 0.69
II 60 67.8 3.00 0.74

III 60 67.8 2.67 0.65
IV 60 67.8 2.83 0.69
V 60 67.8 4.50 1.10

VI 60 67.8 2.67 0.65
................. 80.... 90. . 4......3.. . 00....... . 67-- ..--

llb 80 90.4 3.00 0.67
IiI-L 80 90.4 3.00 0.67

V-L s0 67.8 4.50 1.10
VII 80 90.4 4.50 1.00

VIII 80 9O.' 4.50 1.00

(a) TNlT Weight Equivalency - 1.13.
(b) Height of . of spherical charge above slab.
(c) Scaled Distance, Z, ft/Ib^(1/3)
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Table 5. Summary of Response of Slabs

SLAB MAXIMUM SUPPORT I--SPACING-- I SCALED SPALLED FAILURES
TYPE DEFL ROTATION MAIN SHEAR DISTANCE AREA

(in) (d&g) STEEL STEFL (b) (a) (sf)

I 8.0 10.1 d/2 d/2 0.69 2
II 7.4 9.3 d d 0.74 6

III 8.4 10.5 d d 0.65 27
IV 9.8 12.2 d/2 d 0.69 6

V 8.3 10.4 d 1.10 4 SHEAR (c)
VI 3.8 4.8 d/2 d/2 0.65 9

(e) Approximate spalled surface area on bottom of slab. Area
roughly centered in middle of slab. Depth of spalling equal
to depth of cover + diam of outside longitudinal bar.

(b) Z, ft/(cube root of TNT equivalent weight)
(c) Vertical concrete shear crack (with vertical displacement),

2.5' long, parallel to support & about 1.25' from support.
Steel unfailed, still effective in tensile membrane action.

0
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SEMIHARr)ENED BLAST DOOR/VALVE/WALL TEST SERIES

WALTER C. BUCHHOLTZ

AIR FORCE CIVIL ENGINEERING CENTER

TYNDALL AFB FLORIDA

LB-.U LA C4
This report is on a full scale test facility continuation of the
half-scale blast tests conducted on simulated s?.mihardened ý
facility wall sections from October 1981 thru December 1984. A
semihardened fifty foot by sixty foot facility was constructed at
Tynda'l AFB, Florida between July 1935 and June 1987 and testeo
from July to September 1987. There were eleven surface and three
subsurface detonations with statically located conventional
weapons. The surface weapon tests snowed the effects on five
blast doors, four different blast valves, a ventilation systemV
with air filters, a V'-7 1,2"1 (85 cm) bare wall and a 21-1 1/21^
(65 cir) wall protected with interior steel spall plate, precast
concrete panels, Bitburg revetments, sand grd sand berm and the
bare wall. The subsurface tests showed the effects on 31-3"
(1.0 M) basement Wall dfld a 2`-l 1/2" (65 cm) slab-on-yrade
concrete slab. During the subsurfacp tests, mannequins and
office furniture were at strategic lccaCions in tý.e basement and
ground floor.

The ob'ective of the seimihardoned blast deor/valve/wall test 1
series, was to provide data on the response of a reinforced
concrete s'2mliardered structure, blast doors, blast valves, and
other cor:ipon,ýnts to a specific threat criteria. This data will
be used to develop a cost-efficient design procedure, for a
sernihardened facility, to hOLSe critical personnel.

This full scale test series is a continuation of a half-scale,
sc-mihardened design criteria improvement series, conducted f ro~n
Sept-ember 1981 thru December 1985 at Tynd~li AF3, Florida. This
test series indicated that the percentage of reinforcing steel
had little effect on the structural response when exposed to a
design threat. The half-scaled tests also showed ihe aldition uf
a sand berm, to the exterior of' the structure, reducid the
midspan deflections, and eliminated spalling frcii the interior
Mass surface. The addition of a itec-1 spill plate, on the
intarior wall surface contained the concreten spail. A suriin~ry of
these te;ts- was published as a technical rcport ESL-TR-85--32
"Somihar,4,en-id Facility Cesign Criteria Improvements."

Extensive research programs have? been pierforirqd to determine the
survivability of blast doors and blast valves subjected to a
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nuclear detonation. The responses of these components to a
conventional weapon were largely unknown. It was uncertain if
any of the currently available blast valves could function in the
high pressure, short-duration and repeated air blast environment, 0
as associated with conventional weapons effects.

iEST STRUCTURE

The semihardenpd. structure of this test series was 60'-0 long and
50'-0 wide with a basement 30'-O long and 50'-0 wide, which runs
the entire width of the structure. There are two penthouses on
the roof which house the blast valves. One penthouse is 37'-0
long and 16'-0 wide with eight compartments housing six blast
valves, a blast screen and an open hole. The other penthouse is
9'-8" wide and 12'-0 long and has a blast valve and an air intake
duct for the four chemical filters, and an air handling unit
located on the first floor.

The basement floor and exterior walls are 3-3" thick with 0.25%
principal reinforcement and 0.10% transverse reinforcement in
each face, with 0.12% shear ties, which will be the typical K
reinforcement for walls, floor and roofs through the remainder of
this structure. The interior basement wall is 2'-l 1/2" thick
with the same percentage of reinforcement. The basement ceiling
and first floor is 8'-0 above the batement floor with half the
slab 2'-l 1/2" thick and the other half P'-5 3/4" thick, located
under the alcove.

The first floor walls, which have a clear height of 13'-2", are
2'-1 1/2" thick except ior the north wall, which has a thickness
of 2'-7 1/2". The east wall has half the interior wall

covered with an 11 nage steel sp3ll plate, and the other half
with 9 gage steel spall plate. The spall plate was to protect
the chemical filters and the air handling unit, which is enclosed
by a 12" interior wall supporting the penthouse above. The south
wall was protected by 5 - 6" precast concrete panels, 4 Bitburg
revetments 6'-7" hijh, or a polyethylene plastic honey combed
sand grid filled with sand for a specific weapon detonation. The
west exterior wall was protected by a 4'-7" high sand berm having
a slope of 1:1.5. The west wall had six blast valves between the
Luwa door and the sand berm. These valves consisted of two
Batley, two Temet, one Luwa, and one Sheltec blast valves
protected by a covered wing wall. The east wall had anunprotected 7 I12" thick WES blast door, a two foot square escape.,

hatch, and eight protected blast valve compartments. The south
wall had a 4 1/2" thick HES door protected by a covered wing
wall. The north wall had an opening into an alcove, which had
two blast doors furnished by Temet USA and Security Systems
Engineering Ltd. There was a steel plate partition between two
columns and the south wal; with a hung ceiling between the
partition and the west wall.

The penthouse, located on the roof, has nine compartments. The-
air Intake compartment for the gas filters has a room 7'-9" wide
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and 8'-B" long, protected, by a Luwa blast valve and filter. The
other eight compartments are 4'.0" wide and 11'-9" long separated
by air tight 1/4 inch steel plate panels. These compartments are
protected with one J.P. Sheltec blast valve, one Luwa blast
valve, two Temet USA blast valves, two Batley blast valves, a two
foot squarc open hole, and a blast screen with angles to deflectthe blast. All eight compartments have a half-inch steel plate 4
inches in front of the blast valves or holes.

C & C Revetment chamber sections, 3'-0 wide, 4'-6" long, 2'-6"
high and 3" thick, were erected in either one, three, or four
sections high in front of the south wall. These sections had
four different reinforcements: steel mesh, polypropylene fibers,

steel mesh and polypropylene fibers, and steel mesh and steel
fibers. All sections were bolted together with 2" x 1/4" steel
straps. Some units had one anchor straps (unit 1 and 4), while
others had two anchor straps (unit 2 and 3). After the sections
were erected they were then filled with sand.

STEST DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Between 8 July 1987 and 14 September 1987 we detonated 14
conventional weapons, all the same size, against the semihardened
facility. Eleven events were static surface detonations, two
were buried 12 feet and one was buried 6 feet. The buried
weapons were at an angle of 70 degrees from horizontal.

The first test, Event 1, was against the east 2'-l 1/2" wall

opposite the 7 1/2" WES door. During the test, the chemical
filters and air handling unit were operating. The Luwa valve, in
the air intake penthouse, had an exterior blast pressure of 59
psi and an interior pressure of 1.07psi. The door had an average
extericr blast pressure of 4,000 psi with an interior pressure of
17 psi. The blast pressure knocked the WES door off its hingesand laid it 'in front of the opening on its face. The escape
hatch, 32'-0 away, was opened by the blast and had fragment
damage to the door. A bomb fragment hit the wing wall, changed
directions, and hit the side of a precast panel that was in place
on the south wall. The 7 1/2" WES door was then welded in place,
and the escape hatch had a new locking device installed before
the next test.

The second test, Event 2, was against the east wall opposite
the escape hatch. This test was to determine the effects on theo
blast valves in the penthouse. All blast valves had external
pressures between 200 and 300 psi with internal pressures less
than 10 psi. The open hole internal pressure wa; 54 psi and the
angie blast screen was 28 psi. The precast concrete panel on the
south wall was knocked down by the blast. Other than
fragmentation spiul on the exterior of the east wall and wing
wall, there was little other damage. The interior steel spall
plates contained the spalled concrete. The 4 1/2" HES door on
the south wall, was blown open and sustained somq blast fragment-
damage to the opening mechanism.
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The third test, Event 3, on the south wall determined the effects
of the 6 inch precast wall panels, which was approximately 1 inch
from the wall. All wall panels were knocked down and extensively
damaged. There were two cracks along the top of the exterior
wall with no exterior spall. The exterior wall pressure behind
the wall panels, averaged 390 psi with a deflection of 1.64
inches. The interior wall had numerous cracks and one minor
spall spot. The power outlet plug was knocked from the wall and
some of the hung ceiling broke loose from its mount. The one
section high C&C revetments were destroyed along with the unit
that was three sections high with polypropylene fibers
reinforcement. The other units in the first group that was 3
sections high with one anchor strap, did move away from the blast
approximately 2 to 3 inches. The second and third group, that
had two anchor straps, remained in place. All sections received
extensive fragmentation damage.

Test 4, Event 7, was conducted against the west wall containing
the Luwa door and six blast valves, which were protected by a
wing wall. Because of the damage sustained by the 4 1/2 WES door
and wall panel during Event 2, it was determined to have Event 7
next, in case we had another pretest failure on the door. To
protect the blast gages on the south wall from fragmentation
damage, the Bitburg revetments were installed. The Luwa door was
constructed with 1/2-inch steel plates and filled with 7 1/2
inches of reinforced concrete. The door frame had narrow metal
plates with anchor lugs protruding into the concrete wall.
Fragments from the weapon perforated the thin concrete section
a-iound the door frame, and penetrated the edge of the door. The
average exterior blast pressure at the edge of the door was 1460 0
psi with an interior pressure of 22 psi. The deflection of the

door was 0.75 inches. The six blast valves had no fragment
damage done to the valves. The average exterior blast pressure
was 170 psi and the ave, age interior blast pressure at the valve
was 19 psi. There was some minor interior wall cracks around the
blast valves. Unit I of the C&C revetments started leaning away
from the weapon location, indicating a failure of the single
anchor straps.

Test 5, Event 4, was conducted against the Bitburg revetments
which were reset after the last test. The blast against the wall
behind the revetments averaged 390 psi, with a peak wall
deflection of 1.44 inches. Immediately above the revetments, the
blast pressure averaged 1520 psi and at the roof level 350 psi.
There was 2.0 square feet of spalled concrete on the exterior
wall above the revetments, but none below the top of the
revetments. The revetments were completely destroyed. The
interior wall had more cracks, onc concrete spaul spot, withportions of the hung ceiling falling.

Test 6, Event 5, was conducted against the sand grid, which was 6
inches from the wall. The blast pressure behind the sand grid
averaged 390 psi, with a waf1 deflection of 1.44 inches, while
above the sand grid the blast pressure averaged 1,520 psi. The
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damage to tIe sand grid was noticable where the weapon was
located. There was more cracking on the interior wall. Unit 1
of the C&C revetments, had only one section out of four remained
standing, but leaning at approxioately a 10 degree angle. Two
sections failed during this test.

Test 7, Event 6, was conducted on a bare reinforced concrete wall
2' -1 1/2" thick and the 4 1/2 inch WES blast door. The blast
pressure on the bare wall averaged 1,570 psi and had a peak
deflection of 2.27 inches before it rebound and started to
spall. There was a large area, 75 square feet, ;7 the inside
wall which spalled. The exterior wall also showed evidence of a
large spall area. The 4 1/2 inch WES door had several
fragmentation hits during the three previous tests. These three
tests had an average outside blast pressure of 200 psi, an
interior pressure of 4.3, with an average maximum deflection of
0.35 inches. This test, the weapon was closer to the door, and
had an average exterior blast pressure of 225 psi, an interior
pressure of 3.7 psi, and a peak deflection of 0.51 inches.
Fragments from the weapon damaged the lower hinge and welded the
base of the door to the frame under the locking device,
preventing the door from opening. Therefore, after this test,
there was only one door still operable that has been tested.
Unit 1 of the C&C revetment was completely destroyed during this
test. Units 2 and 3 received heavy fragmentation damage on the
facp, but continued to provide protection as a revetment.

Test 8, Event 9, was conducted on the west wall aginst a sand
berm. The blast pressure against the exterior wall above the
berm averaged 1,220 psi, while behind the burm the pressure
averaged 240 psi. The peak deflection of the interior wall was
3.9 inches, which caused cracking along that wall. The exterior
west wall had fragmentation spaul above the burm but none behind
the berm. There was no damage to the berm, and could he reused
several times.

Test 9, Event 8, tesreo the Temet door and the E.E. Systems
Engineering door lorated in the alcove. The Temet USA door had
an average exterior blast pressure of 170 psi, an interior
pressure of 1.7 psi, and deflected 0.47 inches. The fragment
damage consisted of shearing two of the three bolts on the too
hinge connector bar. The E.E. Systems Engineering door, which
wa5 operating hyd,-aulicly and 12 inches thick, with concrete fill
betwaeen 2-1/2" thick steel plates, had no damage to it. The
average external pressure was 300 psi, with an internal pressure
of 5.0 psi and a deflection of 0.28 inches. Both doors continued
to operate satisfactorly. Other than exterior fragmentation
spall on the north and west wall there was no other damage.

Test 10, Event 10, was a surface detonation, conducted along the
bare 2'-7 1/2" reinforced concrete north first floor wall and the
3-3Y basement wall. The average blast pressure on the first
floor wall averaged 1,180 psi, with a deflection of 1.94 inches.The pressure against the exterior basement wall averaged 116 psi.
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The Luwa blast valve in the penthouse had an external blast
pressure of 40 psi and an internal pressure of 1.1 psi. There
were spall cracks on the interior first floor wall and 35 square
feet of concrete spall. There was no noticable interior basement 0
wall cracks. The exterior exposed wall had a lot of
fragmentation concrete spalling.

Test 11, Event 11, was the first buried detonation on the
semihardened structure. The buried weapon was placed in the
ground at 70 degrees from horizontal. This was to represent a
bomb being aerial delivered. Event 11 was buried to a vertical
depth of 6 feet to the center of gravity of the weapon. This
located the weapon approximately the center of the north basement
wall, opposite the alcove. The crater it formed was 36 feet in
diameter and 8 feet deep. The blast pressure on the 3'-3"
basement wall was approximately 390 psi with a peak deflection of
0.94 inches. The interior pressure was 0.18 psi. There was
extensive cracking on the interior of the basement wall. There
was no fragmentation spall on the exterior of the wail. In the
basement we had cabinets, bookcases, desks, and mannequins, which
were sitting, standing and lying down. One mannequin standing
next to the exterior wall near the weapon, fell.

Test 12, Event 12, the second buried detonation on the north
wall, opposite the penthouse, was at a depth of 12 feet
vertically. The crater was 52 feet in diameter and at a depth of
10 feet. The center of gravity of the weapon was on line with
the basement floor. A film of the detonation indicated the north
side of the building raised a couple of inches, then fell back
intc place. The blast pressure on the exterior basement wall )
averaged 630 psi and had a peak deflection of 0.26 inches. The
average interior basement pressure was 0.12 psi. There was
substantially less interior wall cracks in this test than the
previous test. The stinding mannequin and bookcase, next to the
exterior wall, fell.

Test 13, Event 14, the weapon, located in the archway to the
alcove approximately 9'-6" from the center of the Temet USA door
and E.E Systems Engineering door, was the last surface
detonation. The average blast pressure on the doors was 6,320
psi, with an interior pressure at the doors of 32.7 psi. The
interior pressure on the interior south wall was 8.5 psi. The
E.E System Engineering door and frame was blown from the alcove
wall, hitting and cracking a column, then rested intact near the
second column 31 feet away. The interior of the door rested
face-up wit' the bottom of the door away from the alcove. The
Temet USA 3 inch thick steel door broke into three pieces. The
twisted door frame and two door sections tnat rested In the 4'-7"
wide hall at the 7 1/2" WES door moved 25 feet from its original
position. The bottom section of door, near the outside wall, was
thrown 23 feet near the chemical filter and air handler wall.
The alcove exterior %,alls were blom out, along with its interior
walls. The roof was extensively cracked over a 280 square foot
area. There was one spall area in the basement ceiling under the
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alcove. The 4 1/2 inch WES door, that could net be opened
during the seventh test, was blown open. The duct work for the
chemical filters and air handler was bent and portions removed.
The interior steel partitions, between the columns and south wall
were blown down along with the hung ceiling. The Luwa door
remained closed even with two locking lugs of the original three
locks in place.

Test 14, Event 13, was a ll'-0 buried detonation along the
south wall. The floor was 2'-l 1/2" thick and a slab-on-grade.
The view on the video film of the detonation showed the south
wall being lifted appruximately 2 feet then settling back to its
original position. The crater was 46 feet in diameter and 10
feet deep. The average internal pressure was 0.20 psi. There
was no adoitlonal visible wall, ceiling, floor nor roof cracks,
nor spall areas. Next to the south wall a standing mannequin, a
bookcase, wall clock and cabinet fell. All other furniture and
mannequins remained in place.

CONCLUSION_

A. The new wall design using 0.25 percent vertical reinforcement
in both faces, performed very well. There were relatively small
deflections, 1 to 4 inches measured in the 1/4 percent reinforced
concrete wall. Shear ties are required in all sernihardened
structures.

B. The blast doors must be kept out of the line of sight of the
weapon. Fragmentation severely damaged all doors, the hinges,
locking devices, and frames, making the doors inoperable or
breached.

C. All blast valves worked well during the first test, but
failures were noted during other tests. Dust, concrete chips and
fragments caused problems with the blast valve mechanism mainly
with the spring steel that opened the valves after a test started
to fail.

0. The sand berm worked best to prevent spall and can be used
repeatedly. The sand grid was satisfactory for one or two
detonations. The full height precast panels and Bitburg
revetments prevented spall, but were severly damaged after one
test and could not be reused.

E. The C&C sand filled box revetments worked extremely well and •
can be used For splinter protection of equipment and other
facilities. They received several detonation blasts.

F. Spall plates on the interior of a shelter is very good
protection in containing concrete spall.

G. Nothing should be pla.ced on or next to an exterior wall.

H. A buried detonation provides less damage, due to blast and
") fragmentation, than a surface detonation.
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JET-FLOW F'ROM SHOCK TUBES

BY

Charles N. Kixiagery

Edmund Gion

U. S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, K) 21005

ABSTRACT

This project was designed to map the magnitude and extent of

the high velocity jet-flow exiting shock tubes. The flow was

measured by installing stagnation probes along three blast lines

and by supplementing these measurements with calibrated

S displacement cubes. The side-on and stagnation overpressures

versus time were measured, and from that the side-on and

stagnation impulses were calculateC. The stagnation impulse 0ý

showed a large drop in magnitude as the blast line was moved from

the zero line to 1.5 and then to a 3-diameter off-set. A helium

driver was used in the 2.54-cm diameter shock tube to simulate an

explosion in a storage magazine. Results are presented in tha

form of stagnation impulse versus distance along the three blast

lines. The significance of these findings is that the present

quantity-distance criteria for munitions stored in underground

magazines ara based on side-oi,, peak overpressure, but our results

show that tha peak stagnation pressurn and impulse are much

greater. At a distance where 10.3 kPa (1.5-psi) iide-on pressureFI

wac masured, a 49.6 kPa (7.2-psi) stagnation pressure was

measured. At the same distance, a side-ca impulse was 12.6

kPa-.Tns (1.83 psi-ms), while the stagnation impulse was 139.0

kPa-ms (20.2 psi-ms)--a dramatic difference.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background. The peak overpressure exiting fXom shock

tubes, underground munition storage site tunnel models, -and

full-scale sites has been documented and reported in Reference

1. The criterion for structural damage is peak side-on

overpressure. 2 Although it is well known that dynamic pressure

and dynamic pressure impulse can be a primary damage mechanism,

little is known about the propagation of dynamic pressure outside

of a tube or tunnel. The dynamic pressurG may cause more damage

than the peak side-on overpre3sure. It is for this reason that

the current program has been conducted by the BRL with funding

from the DOD Explosives Safety Bcard.

1.2 Objectives. It is well known that a narrow, high
velocity flow exits shock tubs, 3 but the extent and magnitude

are not well -documented. Ona of the objectiva, of this study was

to document the dynamic pressure and impuls, propagating outside

the tube along the zero degree axis. A second objective was to

determine the width of the jet-flow by establishing off-set blast

lines in units of tunnel dim.eter. The first blast line was
along the zero anis; the second blast line was off-set 1.5 tunnel

diameters; and the third line was off-set 3 tunnel diameter3. We

comment here that stagnation pressure impulse is taken to be
equivalent to the dynamic pressure impulse because the side-on
pressure impulse was found to be relatively insignificant in

comparison.

A second method planned for mapping the magnitudes and extent

of the jet-flow was to place small cubes of different density

material in and out of the flow path and, from the measured

displacement, to calculate the dynamic pressure impulse. /
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2. TEST PRCODURES

D 2.1 Shock tuba description. In order to conduct the

experimental program in a controlled environment, a large onen

area in a BRL warehouse was established as the test site. A

platform of 2.54 cm plywood on 5-cm by 15-cm (2 in x 6 in) wooden

studs was constructed to facilitate gauge mounting and cable

runs. A 2.54-cm (1-in) inside diameter, steel shock tube was

selected because it would be operative indoors without resorting

to remote control. A sketch of the t•be is shown in Fiure 1.

The driver section of the tube was 150 cm (59 in), and the driven

section was 133 cm (52.5 ir). The wall thickness of the tube was
1.27 cm. If we considar a full size tunnel diameter of five

meters, then this tube is a 1:197 3cale.

2.2 InstrumEntation description. A schematic of the data
acquisition-rsduction system is given in Figure 2. Quartz

piezoelectric transducers were used tc record both the side-on
N overpressure and stagnation pressure versus time. The

transducers ara coupled througi" a power supply and data
amplifiers to a digitizing oscilloscope. On-site comparisons of

the results wore made directly from the hard copies of the
pressure versus time records. Final Cata processing and

generation of tha overpressure and stagnation impulse versus time

were completed with the computer, printer, and plotter.

The stagnation pressura was recorded using a stagnation

probe, as shown in Figure 3. This type of transducer has been
used successfully in many shock tume experiments. Because of the

steel wool placed inside the probe to dampen reflections, there

is a finite rise-time associated with the recorded stagnation

pressurs versus time record. This does not affect the primary

flow measurements bezause of the long duration.
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2.3 Transducer layout. It was surmised that the Jet-flow
extended a considerable distance beyond the tunn9l exit tut was

rather narrow. Therefore, rather tian mapping the area along

different radial lines extending from the tunnel entrance--i.e.

0, 5, 10, 15 degrees--the decision was made to map with parallel

lines. The parallel lines established were a zero off-set, 1.5
tube diameter off-set, and a 3.0 tube diameter off-set. The

off-sets and transducer locations are shown in Figure 4. In

reality, the off-sets were achieved by moving the shock tube
rather than by establishing new gauge lines. The location of the

transducers was planned to produce a peak side-on overpressure of
5 kPa to 8 kPa at the last station for the different exit

pressures. That is 35 diameters for the 500 kPa exit pressure,

48 diameters for the 900 kPa exit pressure, an-d 72 diameters for

the 1,800 kPa exit pressure. The side-on and stagnation pressure

both could not be made at each station on the same test;
consequently, after one test, they were alternated, and a second

test was conducted.

2.4 Cube displacement method. One method for measuring the 0
flow effects is to measure the displacement of objects having

known volume and density. A relationship between dynamic

pressure impulse, displacement initial velocity, and ccbe

parameters can be summed up in the following equation. 4
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when

&Is = stagnation prassure impulse,* psi-sec

w = weight, lb

CD - 1.2

A = cuba face area, in 2

g = 32.17 ft/s2

C = D/V0 2 , sec2/ft**

D = displacement, ft

V02 - initial velocity, squared ft 2 /s 2

For a given cube, w, CD, A, g, and 4-T can be lumped into

one constant

and Equation 1 becomes:

A X k -1- (2)

Along the zero off-set line, the stagnation iLipulse ( Is) has
been documented; therefore, when the displacemsnts for specific

cubes are datermined, the constant, k, can be obtained from

The values of k for tha different cube materials will be given

later.

*Stagnation pressure impulse and dynamic pressure impulse

are considered tha same in this report.
SC wa•. determined t•, be a constant tased on the model

described in Raferance 4.
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Jet-flow generation. The jet-flow measured outside of

a shock tube is a function of gas dynamic3 occurring within the

driver section and driven section. In Figure 5, a wave diagram

has been constructed to show the complicated interaction of the

different gases and rarefaction waves. Because the density of

the gas within the driver is important, helium was chosen as the

driver gas to match as closely as possible the density of

the driver gas when an explosion occurs in a storage chamber.

3.2 Transducer measurements. The peak side-on overpressure

and stagnation pressure were both measured at the tube exit and

along the zero and off-set lines, but, because of reflections

and blockage, they were not measured on the same shot. The

primary objective of this program was to document the magnitude

and extent of the jat-flow, and, therefore, most of the effort

was expended in documenting the stagnation impulse. The station

locations are shown in Figure 4. The two transducer stations

not shown in Figure 4 are Station T-1 , located in the side wall

of tha tube at 2.54 cm Zrom the end to measure the exit pressure

and impulse--and Station S-I , a pitot-tube-type stagnation f
gauge with the sensing end 0.6 cm inside the exit to record the

stagnation pressure and impulse versus time exiting the tube. A

sketch of gauge and location is shown 3.n Figure 6.

3.2.1 Results along the zero line. The stagnation impulses

( A Is) measured along the zero off-set line are listed in

Table 1. The values were first adjusted to account for

variations in the exit impulse Iw. Exit impulse values of

1,500 kPa-ms, 5,000 kPa-.ms, and 11,000 kPa-ms were solected as

normalizing values. Therefore, if a stagnation impulse was

0<V
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measured from an exit impulsa of 1,400 kPa-ms, it was multiplied

by Iw 1,500/Iw 1,400 or 1.07 to bring it up to the norm. The0£ values listed in Table 1 are average values from more than one

test, and are plotted in Figure 7.

It was noted that the stagnation impulse (/Is) values

appeared to increase in proportion to the increase in the exit

impulse Iw. The ratio of stagnation impulse (/.Ir) along tha

zero off-set line to exit side-on impulse Iw are also listed in

Table 1. The ratios 6Is/Iw listed in Table 1 are plotted in

Figure 8 as 613/1w versus R/DT. The results can be

represented by a single cu=7e, with the exception of R/rT of

S10, where the 11,000 Iw value is lo iar than that for tha other
exit conditions. Based on this curve, values of ( Is) along

i the zero lina can be predicted for any side-on exit impulse

ranging from 1,500 to 11,000 kPa-ms.

3.2.2 P._sults along thn 1.5-diametsr line. The stagnation

impulses measured along the 1.5-diameter line for the three

different prossure levels are listed in Table 2. The values are

plotted in Figure 9. The stagnation impulses versus distance for

the three pressure levels show similar trends, but the values

of • Is/lw do nct blend into a single curve when plotted as

impulse ratios versus distance. Compared to the zero line, the

curvas in Figure 9 for the three input impulses show a dramatic

decrease in stagnation impulse at thi closa-in stations S.5, 10,

and 15. Beyond station 23, the three curves show attonuation of

impulse with distance. Beyond station 35, values of stagnation

impulse at the 1.5 diameter off-set appear to be the same as

those measured along the zero line.

3.2.3. Rosults along tha 3.0 Diameter Lin. The stacnation

impulses measured along the 3.0 diameter line are listed in Table

3. These valuas are plotted in Fig-ro 10. The 3.0
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diameter line, when comparad to the zero line, shows even a

greater attenuation of stagnation impulse. If we look at station

10, we can see that, for the low pressure shots, the values are

479.kPa-ma for the zero line, 72 kPa-rns for the 1.5-diamoter

line, and 20 kPa-ms for the 3.0 diameter line. This shows that,

with an off -set of 7only three diameters, the stagnation 'impulse
is only four percent of the zero line values. These dif fersances

become even groator as we approach the tunnel exit.

..3.3 Cuba displace~ment meapurements. In an effort to

precisely mat, the set-flow without establishing more blast lines,

it was suggasted that small cubas of different density material
be used in place of 3tagnaticn probes. As shown in Equation 2,

if the stagnation impul3se and displacement are known, the

constant, k, can ba datermined, and the cube can bu considerad

calibrated. Now, if th3 cubes are placed at off-set locations of
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 diameters from the measured d13vlacama~nt,

4 the 3tagnation impulse can be calculated.

3.3.1. Cwlza calibration. Cubas of two different sizes anda
three different matearials were manufactured. They were stnal,

aluminum, and wood, sized one-inch and three-eighths- inch. The

average weight of the three-eighths -inch steel cubes was 6.639 g;
aluminum was 2.371 g; and wood was 0.3363 g, The one-inch stool

cubes waighed 125.9 g; the aluminum was 45.0 g and the wood was
10.5 g. After the stagnation pressure versus distance war

established along the zero line, than the cubs wero placed at
selected distance3 along the zero line, the shock tube was fired,
and tha dis-olaccurnents were measured. Care was taken to sea that
the cubes did not intnrf~r.e with each other and that measurabla
displaccements i-yere obtained. From the blast line stagnation
impulse, n~s at a zpacific da' tance, and the cube
displacement, D, from that location, a relationship was

established whare k &,9/ D. ncause of the smallness of
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the shock tuba and the sharp drop in &I value3 from tho zero

line to the three-diamoter off-sat, tho thres-eighths-inch cuhes

were used for most of the off-set measurements. A value of

k - .0202 or 0.252
ft.1/2 ml/2

was established for the three-eighths-inch steel cubes, and

k - .0061 or .076 Ma -
ft.1/2 ml/ 2

was established for the thres-eighths-inch alumin-;m cubes. Tihe
con3tant, k, can be substituted in Tquation 2 to determine the

stagnation impulse at the off-set position.

3,3.2 Cuba inpulse mcasura.ents. The stagnation impulse

values based on cube displacements for various off-set distances
"A are listed in Table 4. Note that the distances along the mero

line are different from those in Table 3 because a grid was
established consisting of 0.3048 matre squares (ona-foot
squares) to assist in measuring displacement distances. From

the cube displacements the impulses warA calculated for various
off-sets at selected distances in front of the tube for npacific

exit conditions. The cube displacements ware determined for the

1,500 kPa-ms exit impulse. When the off-sat impulses 61s tor

a given distance in front of the tuba was plotted on semi-log
papir as &Is versus off-set, they fell along a straight line,
which means that the decay from the zero line outward is

exponential. At the nlose-ini station, the slcpe is very steep,

but it becomes less steep as the distance iz front of the tuba
increases. An illustration of this trend is shown in Figure 11,

where the data for 12, 24, and 36 diameters in front of the tube
are plotted as tIs versus off-sat.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

.4.1 Manitud and extent of jet-flow. Based on the 0
transducer measurezments, it can be concluded that thetjet-flow

exiting from the shoc% tube is a high velocity flow, a very

turbulent flow and a relatively narrow jet, and can add
significantly to target loading. The magnitude in terms of

stagnation impulse is a function of the e:-it energy or side-on

imipulso. One would also expect a correlation with the
stagnation impulse exiting tha tube, but this was difficult to

measure because of blockage.

4.2 Side-on and stagnation pe;ak over-prassures. A

comparison has been made between the side-on peak overpressure

measured at the gage station and the stagnation peak

overpressure. The values are listed in Table 5. In the table,
it can be seen that, along the zero line for an average value
of /&P of 4.5 psi side-on, the stagnation pressure is 35 psi;
for AP of 2.5 psi, the Pstag is 17 psi; for 6P of 1.5 psi,
the Pstag is 7.2 psi; and for & P of 0.8 psi, the Pstag is

1.6 psi. These values are based on a helium gas driver, and the

flow characteristic of the jet generated from these tests may
not be the same as that generated from field tests with

Ii• explosives detonated in th3 storage chamber.
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TABLE 1. Stagnation Impulse along the Zero Line.

Dist. 1w=1, 500 kPa-ms lw=5,000 kPa-ms I l11,000 kPa-ms

&Is &Is Wa_
R/DT kPa-ms AIs/Iw kPa-ms aIs/lw kPa-ms 6,3/I w

4.5 959 0.639 ......

6.5 518 0.345 1,863 0.373 3,627 0.330

10.0 479 0.319 1,566 0.313 2,407 0.219

15.0 296 0.197 1,137 0.227 2,233 0.204

23.0 142 0.095 460 0.092 1,212 0.110

35.0 54 0.036 172 0.034 478 0.044

48.0 17 0.011 43 0.009 126 0.012

54.0 17 0.011 ... ... 135 0.012

60.0 17 0.011 41 0.008 126 0.012

TABLE 2. Stagnation Impulse along the 1.5-Diameter 0ff-set Line.

Dist. Ilw=,l5 0 0  kPa-mf3 !W- 5 , 0 0 0  kDa-ms lIw= 11 ,000 k2a-ms

&Is A's /'&S
R/DT kPa-ms 6Is/Iw kPa-m- 6I9/1w k2a-ms 613a/w

4.5 49 0.032 155 0.031 ......

6.5 87 0.058 117 0.023 368 0.034

10.0 72 0.048 192 0.039 511 0.047

15.0 86 0.057 270 0.054 608 3.055

23.0 99 0.065 153 0.031 L18 0.047

35.0 25 0.017 160 0.032 368 0.034

54.0 4 0.009 72 0.015 133 0.012

100.0 . .
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TAMEL 3. Stagnation Impulse along the 3.0-Diameter Off-sot Lina.

Dist. Iw.%l, 5 k.Pa-rns Iw=5,00; kPa-na 'IwacLLUCO kra~-M3
go"Is ..¢ s

R/DT kPa-ms is/iw kPa-ms Is/Iw ka-rs Is/Iw

4.5 1 0.0006 34 0.0067

6.5 1 0.0006 31 0.0062 62 0.0056

10.0 20 0.0133 50 0.0099 60 0.0054

15.0 27 0.0180 44 0.00o8 85 0.0074

23.0 50 0.0335 63 0.0103 188 0.0177

35.0 34 0.0227 131 0.0262 153 0.0144

54.0 5' 0.0031 41 0.O082 123 0.0115

100.0 ... 23 0.0020

TABLE 4. 3tagnation Impulse Versus Off-sot

,W for Iw = 1,500 kPa-ms.

Impulse - k'a-mn

Distance along Off-set diametors
zero-line dia. 0. 1.5 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0

12 400 95 22 9.5 ... ... ...

18 220 115 67 40 26 17 11

24 142 87 55 40 29 22 16

30 75 55 41 34 28 23 19

36 52 38 28 23 19 15 13

44 33 32 27 24 22 20 17

54 17 15 13 ... ... ... ...
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TABLZ 5. Side-on and Stagnation Peak Overpressure.

Of f-Set

0 1.5 3.0

Distance P pstag P ,.tag P stag w

dia. (in.) psi 23i 251. Psi p2si

10 4.0 32.7 14.0 5.0 73

15 2.3 14.5 11.0 3.0

213 1.3 7.3 10.0 3.0

35 0.7 1.5 2.7 1.5

10 8.0 -4.0 20.0 11.0 145

15 4.6 29.0 15.0 5.0

23 2.6 22.0 20.0 6.0

35 1.5 7.0 7.0 5.0

54 0.9 1.7 1.7 1.7

10 14.7 55.0 44.0 27.0 275

15 8.6 58.0 54.0 15.0

23 4.8 43.0 29.0 22.0

35 2.7 15.0 15.0 9.0

54 1.6 7.3 4.0 4.0

6J
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SURVEY OF AIRBLAST DATA RELATED TO UNDERGROUND KUNITION STORAGE SITES

(I Charles N. Kingery
Terminal Ballistics Division

U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, 1%aryland 21005-5066

ABSTRACT

This paper reptesents resuits of an in-depth review of the research, both
experimental and theoretical, related co the problem of establishing a
quantity-distance criteria for accidental explosions occurring in underground
munition storage sites.

Six different methods proposed Zor calculating the safe inhabited building
distance were reviewed. Using the same loading density and site configura-
tion, distances were calculated and comparisons were made. The present
standard published in the DDESB Safety Manual appears overly conservative
while one of the methods proposed by a Norwegian report is under-conservative.

Three of the six methods relled on -esults obtained from research
conducted with small scale models of underground storage sites. The other
three methods are based on an empirical approach where the origin and
methodology for the equations are not clear.

The weaknesses in all methods are discussed and a recommendation is made
for what the author considers the best method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background. The peak overpressure associated with a blast wave, K
propagating from an accidental explosion in an underground munitina storage
site, is the damaging mechanism that governs the distance at which inhabited
buildings may be located. There is a range of peak overpressure, from 50
millibars (0.725 psi) to 86 millibars (1.2 psi), which has been established as
the criterion for acceptable damage to an inhabited building. NATO countries,
in general, use the 50 millibars while the United States use 86 millibars.
There are also different methods used to predict the distance one might expect
these peak overpressures. These differences in the peak overpressure for
acceptable damage and the methods for predicting the distance at which this
pressure would occur are of primary interest to this report.

1.2 Objectives. The objectives of this study are to determine the
rationale for current criteria for both the U.S. and NATO countries, to assess
weaknesses in the different approaches, and to establish a new recommendation
based on scientific experiments and theoretical calculations.

2. RESULTS

2.1 Literature Search. An extensive literaLure search was made and a
total of 24 reports reviewed in detail. These are listed as References 1-24.
These reports included small scale and shock tube experiments, and computer
calculationa.

2.2 Gnamber Pressure and Exit Pressure. The various parameters that
govern the blast propagation outside of an underground tunnel are the stornae
chamber dinensions and volume, pasaageway dimensions and volume, Wass and type
of explosive stored, exit pressure, tunnel diameter, and the angle off of the
zero-degree axis.

The mass of explosive and volume of the atorage chamber are needed to
5

establish the loading density. One of the Norwzgian reports concentrat2d on
the build-up of pressure in the storage chamber by measuring the pressure
versus time for different loading densities, types of explosive, and vent
areas. The experimental results compared quite well with the output from

6
Proctor's INBLAST computer code. Although the chamber pressurp is one of the
important paracmeters and depends on loading density, early equations,
developed to predict the exit pressure from the tunnel, used loading density

7
rather than chamber pressure. The equation established for predicting the
exit pressure is approximated by

0.66P 24(Q/V.)0"66

1620
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whet e
P - exit pressure, bars
Q - explosive mass, kg

3
V t total volume, m

In English units, the equation becomes

P - 2172 (W/Vt )0.66, (2)

where P - exit pressure in psi,w

W - explosive mass in ibs,

3.
and Vt total volume in ft

When the passageway or exit tunnel cross-section is smaller than the
chamber cross-section, then an attenuation of the shock was considered and

7
other equations for P were developed.V

"0.607 0.19, 3

P 12.1 (Q/Vt)0.607 (A /A)

where A - area of exit tunnel,

A area of storage chamber at exit
C

(See Figure 1),

3
and P -bar, Q - kg, and V M 3

V t

In English units, the equation becomes

Pw - 943 (WIV t).607 (A /A c)0.19, (4)

where PW a psi, W l Ibs, and Vt ft

In Reference 17, a new equation was developed to predict the exit pressure

P. This equation is:

P - 16.4 (Q/V t (A /A )0.24" (5)

As can be seen, this is a variation of Equation 3. A comparison of Equations
3 and 5 shows that at the lower loading densities, Equation 5 predicts higher
values for P w while at h'gher loading densities (Q/V > 30), Equation 3

w t
predicts higher values of P .

'D!
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Equation 3 Kution 15 94

Q/V A /A P Q/V A /A P 9
t j C t j V 4

10 .23 37 10 .23 40

30 .23 72 30 .23 72

50 .23 98 50 .23 95

100 .23 150 100 .23 138

A method developed at BRL considers the total volume pressure PV as the

governing parameter rather than the loading density. Of course, the loading
de'nsity and type of explosive must be known in order to determine the total
volume pressure (Pv ) The INBLAST computer code is an excellent way to

predict the chamber pressure for a given explosive and storage density. In

the BRL method, the total volume is used in the equation and the same I.'
attenuation factor u3ing A /A also appears in the equation, as follows:

jc

Pw - 1.1 (P )0. (A IA )0.19, (6)

where P and P are in bars.
w V

In Engli3h units, this translaten to:

P-1.733 (P)03 (A /A)01 (7)

where Pw and PV are in psi.

3
A plot of PV (psi) versus w/V (lb/ft3) is presented in Figure 2 for both

V t

TNT and PETN. This is to illustrate that the chamber pressure for each

specific explosive should be calculated rather than using a TNT equivalence
factor. In this illustration, PETN shows a lower efficiency than TNT at the

low loading densities, but becomes higher above a loading density of 0.08 I
lbs/ft . The total volume pressures as a function of loading density for

various explosives are listed in Table i. This table was taken from Reference
19.

When Equation 6 is compared with Equation 5, the values of the predicted
ariti pressures for Equation 6 are larger at the higher loading >.nsLties.

1622
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Equation 5 Equation 6
Q/Vt P'bar Pw bar

10 40 38

30 72 90

50 95 137

100 138 250

This increase in the value of the exit pressure may be justified because it
can be seen in Figure 2 that as the loading density increases, the chamber
pressure, P ,increases quite rapidly.

'V

2.3 Outside Pressure. A method for predicting the pressure propagating
outside of the tunnel exit and along different radials was developed andf
presented in Reference 10. The basic equation is presented as follows:

ArIP- 1.24 (R"D/[ + (8/56)'], (8)

where AP = pressure at target in bar or psi, ;

w

R = distance to target in m or ft,

Dt tunnel diameter in m or ft,

and e = angle in degrees, off zero axis.

Equation 8 has been plotted in Figure 3, along with data points taken from
experiments reported in References 10, 11, and 14-17. It is interesting to
note that data from References 11 and 14-1.6 were generated from shock waves
exiting from shock tubes.

In practical use, the desired paraneter is the distance R at which a
selected pressure would occur. Therefore, Equation 8 may be rewritten as:

R_+7 4 - 2 -0. 74R -D Dt (9)Pw56i! :

1624 "
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These equations were developed by the Norwegians and presented in
Reference 10. The distance R along the zero line for a given pressure may be

multiplied by the attenuation factor,

AF- 
+ 

0

to obtain the distance along any radial at which the same given pressure might
be expected. This attenuation factor AF is plotted versus angle off the zero
axis in Figure 4. The dashed lines in Figure 4 represent the present
attenuation system where sectors are used rather than a continuous
attenuation.

17
A second method was proposed by the Norwegians. In this report,

equation in the form of Equation 8 was presented.

P/Pw (1.2987 R/D )- .7987 (kn), (10)

V t
where kn is an attenuation factor ior different secto!s. 0'-30 kn I and

300-600: kn - 0.74.

If we put Equation 10 into the form of Equation 9, then we have:

R - D (0.77) (P1 P)O'7 (kn). (Ii)

When values of R/D and P/P from this equation are compared with Figure 3,
t w

they fall below the curve establisied for Equation R. The atteauation factors
for distance k versus angle sectors are 0-30: kn - 1, 30-60: kn - 0.89,
60-90: kn - 0.67, 90-120: kn - 0.5, and 120-190: kn - 0.25.

Equations 10 and 11 were developed from strall acale experiments and the
data falls along the calculated curve, but it I1 recomsmendad in this report
that Equation 9 be used to calculate the distanca at which selected peak
overpressures should occur. This recommendation is baged on the fit of data,,

from other sources as shown in Flgure 3.

2.4 Other Methods Consid.ered. There are two other met~ods tat were A
proposed for consideration as criteria for predicting the distance at wIich an
inhabited bi,'lding could be located.

The first method was submitted by the Norwemtans7 The basic eqiatn

to predict the distance to expect a peak shock pressure of 50 tabar is as
follows:

R 18.8 (Q/V) (Q/nk) (12)
0
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where Q - explosive mass in kilograms,
3

V - volume of storvge chamber, m

n- 1 when storage site has only one exit, or when

there are more than one and the blast waves

interact.

n 2 when there are more than two exits and the

blast waves are not expected to interact.

k -3 if the branch passageway between the storage

chamber and the main passageway has the

following characteristics:

- crosssectional area is not greater than 1/2

the main passageway area,

- length is not less than 2/3 of the required

interval, and Q
- the angle between main passageway and branch

passageway is within -,he interval of 600 to V

0
120

k I for all other cases.

Equation 12 covers the section 00 to 300. For sector 300 to 600, the

cor:)tant 18.1 i reduced co 16.9; from 500 to 900, 18.8 becomes 12.5; from 90

to 1200, 18.8 becomes 8.1; and for 1200 to 1800, the constant 1.8 is reduced
to 4.7. The3s attentuation factors for distance are the same as the dashcdt
lines ia Figure 4. A ccmparison of this method with other methot~s will be
presented later in thi3 repxort.

1626
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A second method which is quite similar to the one just discussed was
21.

proposed by Paul Price, DOD Explosives Safety Board. This equation is

presented as follows:

- F (W/V)° 26  (W/nk) Y, (13)
0 y 7

where F is a function of explosive mass,
yI.X is a function of explosive mass,

W explosive mass in pounds, lbs,

and V volume of storage chamber, ft

n and k have the same definition as given in the previous method.

When calculating R for various charge zasses, these factors are
0

listed below:

0-100000 100000-250000 250000-500000

F X F X F
y Y V y Y y

92 0.293 5.29 0.531 115 0.213

This calculation for R includes the 00 to 300 sector. For the other
0

sectors, use the dashed line attenuation factors given in Figure 4.

Both of these methods have certain requirements which must be met. The
first method states that the cross-section of the main passageway must not be

larger in cross-section than 20 m , the tunnel roughness must be at least 5%,
and the length of the passageway must be at least 100 meters. There are no

4" 1corrections given for smaller area tunnels, shorter tunnels, or longer tunnels.

The method proposed by Paul Price does not specify tunnel cross-
sectional area, but states that if the tunnel is longer than 330 feet, then
reduce the distance R by 23%.

A third method for comparison is the current one in Reference 22.
Distances In this standard are based on the equation:

1/3
R - 76(W )r (14)
o62

C)1627
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where W " W/nk.

n and k are similar to previous description. a
R - range, ft, and0

W explosive stored, lbs.

The loading density, chamber volume, and passageway length or diameter are
not required for this method of calculation.

3. COMPARISON OF RESULTS

3.1 Descriotion of Method.

3.1.1 Method 1. This method is published in the current safety manual 22

and will be presented to show that in most test cases, it is very
conservative. Equation 14 i1 used in Method I.

R (ft) - 76 (W /nk)1/3,
0I' where R is the inhabited building distance for the 00-300 sector (1.2 psi or

•2. mbar).

3.1.2 Method 2. Method 2 was proposed by the Norwegians in Reference 20.
In Method 2, Equation 12 is used as:

0.265 0.283R (m" - 18.8 (Q/V) (Q/nk)

This method was detailed in Section 2.4 above.

3.1.3 Method 3. This method is similar to Method 2, with the exception
of a change in constants and exponents depending on the change in mass. In
Method 3, Equation 13 is used.

- 9 (/V 0 .265 0.283
R (ft) - 92 (W/V)0 (W/nk)

0

This equation is used for a W of 0 to 100000 lbs. Here again, R applies to
0 0

the 0 to 300 sector.

3.1.4 Method 4. This method is one proposed in Reference 7. It requires
the geometry of the storage site and mass of explosive in order to calculate
the exit pressure, P W and a second equation is used to calculate R . The

first, Equation 4, is

Pw (psi) - 943 (W/V )O' 6 0 7 (A /A )0.19
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then Equation 9 In English units is:

R• 0 (ft) ,, D T (1.173)(APP W)-07

then attenuation factors are applied for the different radials as presented in
Figure 4.

S3.1.5 Method 5. This method was also developed by the Norwegians. 17

Equation 5 in English units becomes:

P (psi) 1064 (W/Vt)O 5 4 (A /A0 ) 0 "2 4

then Equation 1I becomes:

0R (ft) - DO (0.77)(P /,P) 0 7 7

where R is used for the 00 to 300 sector. For 30°-60°, use 0.89 Ro, 60°-900

use 0.67 Ro, for. 90°-120 use 0.50 R , and for 1200 to 1800 use 0.25 R.

3.1.6 Method 6. This method was developed at BRL and is being proposed
as a new criterion for predicting the distance at which a specific peak
overpressure should occur. The major difference in this method is that theEl pressure in the overall chamber and tunnel volume is used in Equation 7 ratherS~than loading density.

F V (psi) 1.733 (Pv )O 3(A /Ac )019
12Jo

Then Equation 9, in English units, is:

SR (ft) " D (1.173)(P/P 0 .7 4

3.2 Comparision of Methods. A comparision of the six methods will be
made where the initial storage site parameters are the same, so that a direct
comparison can be made. We will assume there is only one tunnel exit, then n
- I and the criteria are met to make k - 1. The exit tunnel diameter is 16.6
feet and calculations will be made for the distance to 1.2 psi and 0.725 psi
(50 mbar). The ratio A /A from Figure 1 is 0.23.

jc
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3.2.1 Comparision of Six Methods - Increase in Charge Mass. In Table 2,
the volume of the storage chamber and the passageway tunnel remained constant
while the amount of explosive was increased from 2204 lbs to 11020 Ibs, an C
increase of five times. The increase in distance tanged from a factor of 1.71
to 2.41. With the exception of Method 1, the spread of distances for the five
other methods is within + 11%.

TABLE 2. Comparison of Six Methods - Increase in Charge Mass

Loading
Charge Density 0.725
Mass W W/V W/V 1.20 psi psi P

Method (lbs) (lbs/ft 3  (lbs/ft ) R -ft R -ft ___

_0 006 0.0_1 90- psiI 2204 0.062 0.021 989 36

22204 0.062 0.021 -436

3 2204 0.062 0.021 389 -- --

4 2204 0.062 0.021 386 561 68

5 2204 0.G62 0.021 364 537 93

6 2204 0.062 0.021 444 644 82

1 11020 0.312 0.105 1691 -

2 11020 0.312 0.105 - 1052

3 11020 0.312 0.105 941 .. ..

4 11020 0.312 0.105 797 1157 181

5 11020 0.312 0.105 709 1045 221

6 11020 0.312 0.105 800 1162 182

NOTE: Storage site dimensions constant.

10
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3.2.2. Increase in Chamber Volume and Explosive Mass. In Table 3, the
amount of explosive was increased by a factor of 10, and the chamber volume
was incteasee by a factor of 10, so the loading density remained the same
(0.624). The volume of the tunnel passagevay was increased approximately 30%.
This changed the loading density of the total volume from 0.211 to 0.499. The
distances calculated foa 1.2 and 0.725 psi at the 0.211 loading density are
within + 7% with the exception of Method 1. When the loading density of the
total vo-lume was changed to 0.499, the spread of distances increased to + 20%.
Methods 4-6 are usually quite consistent in that Method 5 calculates valves
that are less than the other two.

TABLE 3. Comparison of Six Methods - Increase in Charge Mass
and Total Volume

Loading
Charge Density 0.725
Mass W W/Vc W/Vt 1.20 psi psi Pc tw

Method (lbs) (lbs/ft ) (lbs/ft ) R -ft R -ft psi

1 22040 0.624 0.211 2131

2 22040 0.624 0.211 - 1539

3 22040 0.624 0.211 1379 --

4 22040 0,624 0.211 1092 1586 277

5 22040 0.624 0.211 947 1397 322

6 22040 0.624 0.211 1080 1569 273

1 220400 0.624 0.499 4590

2 220400 0.624 0.499 40 2952

3 220400 0.624 0.499 2470 - -

4 220400 0.624 0.499 1607 2334 467

5 220400 0.624 0.499 1356 1999 513

6 220400 0.624 0.499 1617 2348 471

NOTE: Explosive mass and chamber volume increased 10 times and total
volume increased 4 times.
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3.2.3 Comoarision of Six Methods - Decrease in Tunnel Diameter. In
table 4, the explosive mass was increased to 500000 lbs. The loading density
of the chamber and total volume remained the same. The only difference is in
the diameter of the exit tunnel. Here you can see that Mthods 1-3, which do
not use the tuutnel diameter in their equations, have the same calculated
distance, while Methods 4-6 show a reduction in distance of approximately 39%,
which corresponds to the reductiou in tunnel diameter.

Table 4. Comparision of Six Methods - Decrease in Tunnel Diameter

Charge Loading Density 0.725 Tunnel
Mass W W/V " WV 1.20 psi psi P Diameter

C t3 W
Method (lbs) (lbs/ft3) (Ibs/ft) R -ft R -ft (ft)

1 500000 6.24 4.99 6032 - - 16.6

2 500000 6.24 4.g9 -- 6790 -

3 500000 6.24 4.99 7609 - -

4 500000 6.24 4.99 4519 6561 1888

5 500000 6.24 4.99 3535 5211 1780

6 500000 6.24 4.99 6310 9161 2964

1 500000 6.24 4.99 6032 1- -- 0.0

2 500000 6.24 4.99 -- 6790

3 500000 6.24 4.99 7609 -

j 4 500000 6.24 4.99 2722 3952 1888

1 5 500000 6.24 4.99 2129 3139 1780

6 500000 6.24 4.99 3800 5518 2964

i1
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3.3 Tunnel Junctions. When there are two exit tunnels and they are
separated enough so that there is no enhancement between them, in Equation 13
the value of n becomes 2. When Method 3 is used to calculate values in Table
2 for an explosive mass of 11020 lbs and a loading density of 0.312 lbs/ft3
then R0 was calculated as 941 feet. If a value of n - 2 is used in Equation

13, the distance is reduced to 767 feet.

It is suggested by the author that a new approach be taken when there are
tunnel branches or Junctions. This new method would reduce the transmitted
pressure by factors based on shock tube experiments. These reducrion factors

are presented in Figure 5 and are based on data in Reference 23. The 900
tunnel junction data do not follow a simple equation and, therefore, the curve
presented in Figure 6 should be used.

If we make a comparison between Methods 3 and 6 and assume a Y junction in
the tunnel system that gives two exit tunnels that do not cause any exterior
enhancement, then the inhabited building distance will change as follows.
Using the 11020 lbs in Table 2, the distance using 'ethod 3 is 941 feet. If
we use n - 2 in Equation 13, this distance reduces to 767 feet. This is a
reduction of approximately 18%.

Now using Equation 7 to calculate Pw, we find P equal to 182 psi. With a
Y junction as shown in Figure 5c, P would be multiplied by 0.65 to become 118

w

psi. With P equal to 118 in Equation 9, the inhabited building distance

reduces from 800 feet down to 581 feet. This is a reduction of 27%.

This implies that using n - 2 may be conservative and that the 941 feet
should reduce to 687 feet rather than 767 feet.

It should also be noted that with a tunnel junction as shown in Figure
5a, there would be different exit pressures at the end of the two tunnels.
The inhabited building distance would also be different in front of the two
exits.

The reduction in pressure propagating through the different Junctions
applies only if the tunnel cross sectioned area of each branch remains the
same. In configurations where there is a reduction or increase in the cross
section area of the tunnel, then these conditions should be treated on an
individual basis.

An extensive series of tests were conducted by Switzerland.24 The values
given in Figure 5 compare quite well with the results reported in Reference
24. The BRL value of transmitted pressure of 0.80 P in Figure 5a compares
with a Reference 24 value of 0.83 P .

s
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The side tunnel (Figure 5a) values from Reference 24 are plotted in Figure

6 alorg with the BRL-generated curve. The 900 dead-end tunnel (Figure 5b)
value for the transmitted shock is 0.7 P, while the Reference 24 value shows

a spread of 0.57 Ps to 0.68 Pa, which appears to be partially a function of

incident pressure. The Y junction transmitted pregsure values from Reference

24 for equal to 150 through 900 range from 0.65 P at 14.5 psi down to 0.58s

P at 130 psi. This compares with a value of 0.65 P developed in Figure 5c5 5

from BRL data in Reference 23.

4. CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Weaknesses. It is impossible to establish one or two equations that
wiLL be universally accepted and that fit all underground storage sites. This
report has presented, discussed, and compared the results of six methods
proposed for determining the safe, inhabited building distance. All methods
have certain weaknesses, some more than others. In the opinion of the authot,
certain parameters should be known. These are as follows:

Storage Chamber Volume Chamber Diameter
Exit lunnel Volume Tunnel Diameter
Loading Density Tunnel Junctions (If any.)
Explosive Distribution and Tunnel Roughness

Containment Terrain Outside of Tunnel
Chamber Prersure for Specific

Explosives

All of these variables will affect in some -zay the ov:'pressure prcpaated
outside of the tunnel. O.. other variable not dealt with is the locatioa,
confinement, and point of initiation of the explosive source. The malor
portion of scaled model tests has been conducted with linear charges pianed
along the centerline of the chamber or near spherical charges placed near the
entrance to the storage chamber. When in a real storaqe scenario, there will
be pallets and boxes of munitions stored throughout the chamber and on the
floor. Most of the munitions will have some kind of containment, from the
thin skin of rocket motors to the thick casing of general purpose bombs. The
effect of containment on the build-up of gas pressure within the storage
chamber has not been fully addressed.

4.2 Recommendations. It has been shown that Methods 4 or 6 give the most
consistent values, and the inhabited building diotances vary only a few

Ipercent in the medium loading densities, i.e., less than 0.624 lb/ft . At the
higher loading densities, it is recommended that Method 6 be used in any
prediction calculation. It can be seen in Figure 2 that using the loading
density (14!V ) as an input parameter in Equation 4 will give different exit

t
pressures, than using the static pressure (P ) which is based on (W/V ) as

tt
the input parameter in Equation 7. ,
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Raving available this list of nine variables, there is still no assurance
that a precise prediction can be made. The methods presented here should be
used as guides and not for planning and construction of new sites. Wi1n
planning the location of a new site, it is recommended that a scaled model of
the site be constructed and tests conducted to determine the range for
inhabited buildings. Th{s is also true where there may be a controversy over
a specific, existing site.
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ABSTRACT

SIMULATION TECHNIQUES FOR THE PREDICTION OF BLAST FROM UNDERGROUND
MUNITIONS STORAGE FACILITIES

by

George A. Coulter
Gerald Bulmash

Charles N. Kingery

Results are presented from a series of shock tube and 1:50 scale model
highoexplosive (PETN) tunnel tests, designed to simulate underground
chamber/tunnel explosions. The models consisted of straight and smooth
chamber/tunnel configurations with converging area changes. The experimental
data are coL-pared with predictions from a modified INBLAST computer code to
which was added the blast wave propagation along the tunnel. Modifications
were made either by the addition to INBLAST of shock tuba equations for
converging area change at the diaphragm or by addition of the BRL-QlD one-
dimensional hydrqccoce. Effects of baffle induced tunnel area changes were
included in the hydrocode when needed. Otherwise, the algebraic shock tube
equations were used. The field test, !n addition to internal blast pressure,
measured the exit field pressures as a function of the chamber charge loading
density. The free-field blast pressure was measured as a function of radial
distance and angle of propagation with respect to the tunnel's long axis.
Results were found to be consistent with those found in the literature. Data
from the test results will be incorporated into the quantity-distance
standards for underground storage of munitions. This will result in a more
comprehensive data base for airblest effects from ordnance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is a report of research completed for the Department of De-
fense Explosives Safety Board (DDESB) to help characterize airblast hazards
for determining quantity-distance (Q-1)) standards for ordnance. The Ballis-
tic Research Laboratory (BRL) was tasked to conduct, analyze, and report
shock tube and field experiments simulating explosions of munitions in un-
derground storage facilities. The results were t- Ne compared.with pred I.c-
tions for external airblast effects from empirical odels found In the
literature.

In particular, the INBLAST computer code (Reference I) was to be mrodd-
fled to Include blast propagation down tunneI . Also, scale model field
tests were to be conducted to Improve the empirical model for alrblast ef-
fects external to the exit tunnel to the storage facility. Finally, Im-
proved Q-E standards (for airblast effects) were to he proposed for the un-
derground storage of munitions, if needed.

II. TEST PROCEDURES

Two types of test programs were set tip at BRL to meet the desired ob-
jectives. A smooth steel pipe chamber/tunnel, 1:50 scale model of a storna ,
facility was constructed. The model was operated as a converging shock
tube. Helium was used as a driver gas in order to best simUIlaLe the sound
speed ratio of detonated TNT explosive. The second test seriep was held on
a field range. A similar modet was used, but the driver was operated with

PRIriACORD (PETN) explosive (Reference 2) instead of helium.

A. Shock Tube Model

The 1:50 scale shock tube model Is shown sketched in Figure I. A
straight chamber/tunnel configuration with a single area chang;e was chosen
for simplicity. Constrtiction was of thick wall, smooth steel pipes. Since
it was to be operated indoors, a dump tank was added at the end of the test
tunnel. Pertinent dimensior.s and ratios are listed in the fIgure. Qurrt z
pressure transducers were used for both the shock tube and field tests.
Helium driver gas was chosen so as to match the sound speed of the gas mix-
ture from the exploded TNT to be simulated for this test series.
Diaphragms, at the converging test sect ion. of myl;ir, aluminum, and copper
were used to contain the driver pressure untIl self-rupture occurred. This

determined the pressure that was obtained in the tunnel section of th P

model. Baffles were inserted in the test tunnol dtring the test to deter-
mine the feasibility of using baffles to attenuate the blast in the tunnel.

S. Flield Model

The shock tube model was modified sl ightly an2 moved to the outdoor

firI.g rn(ge. See Figure 2 for a sketch of the field layout. Presqure

transducers were placed in flush groinrid mouints along 0, 45, 90, and I 15 do-
vrev radial9 from the open tunnel exit. The PR IACfnRD was ct in leng thq,
bundled, and centered along the axti of the driver chamber. Detonation of

the exploiive was from thp end near the back of the driver.
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The charge was varied on one shot by placing a single charge of C-4

near the center of the driver and on-axis. It was thought that charge

placement in the driver might affect the blast wave created within the tun-

nel of the model.

A Tektronix Model 5223 digital recording system was used for the shock

tube experiments 3ince only a few recording channels were needed. An analog

FM Honeywell 101 tape recording system was used for the larger number of

channels needed on the field shots. Final data processing was completed by

the use of a Tektronix 4051 computer and software developed at BRL.

III. RESULTS

A. Shock Tube

Simulation in the shock tube ranged, for the chamber loading density,

Q/Vc, of 0.36 to 3.4 kg/m3. The quasi-static chamber pressure produced was

from 1,300 tO 4600 kPa. The initial series of shocs was for an unobstructed

tunnel. A second series of shots repeated the first, but baffles were

placed at 27 and 36 tunnel diameters distance along the tunnel before the

shots.

The attenuation between 25 and 45 diameterr, without baffles, was meas-
ured to be 0.5 to 3.5 percent including any 'tansducer calibration error.

With two baffles in place, each blocked 26.2 percent, the shock front at-
tenuation was measured to he between 7.5 and 10.3 percent. With two baffles

each blocked 50 percent, the attenuation increased to 39.7 to 43.1 percent,

including the smooth wall effects in the unobstructed tests already noted.
A more complete baffle/attenuation program is needed to determine correct

baffle location to maximize the baffles' efficiency. Figuren 3 and 4 show

sample records from the shock tube test section. Note that the records have
11 second major peak cauaed by reflection from the entrance throat to the

1j) dump tank. This should be ignored.

Although the two baffles blocked 50 percent each, did cause substantial

attenuation, this much blockage of an access tunnel to an underground fa-

cility may not be practical at all.

B. Field Tests

Figures 5 and 6 are photographs of the field model showing the explo-

sive chamber end and the blast lines outside of the tunnel exit, respec-

tively. Figure 7 shows the centering device used for loading the bundle of
PRIMACURD in the driver chamber. Figures 8 and 9 show the post-shot damage

to the packed sand firiug site surface. Some cratering occurred near ýhe

exit, and a soot path extended along the 0 degree-lite during the higher

loading density shots.

Figure 10 displays some pressure-ti:ie records from the driver zhamber,
the teut tunnel, and from the ground stations outside the exit from the

tunnel. The record from Station C-2, from the driver chamber, shows large
reflection pressure spikes as the blast wave from the detonatnd PRUIAC(,'R )
reflects within the chambir. There is a. pressure decrease, then it builds

2
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back up to some average quasi-static value of fill pressure. The pressure
then decays by expanding into the tunnel and out t'i tunnel exit. Stations

T-I and T-2 give records similar in profila to that q'ýen from the driver
chamber, although reduced in pressure. The remaining recorL!s shown are from
the exterior free-fied blast lines. Notice the variation ýn record shapes
in going from the 0 degree-line to the other lines. The transd-,•ers had
been Installed so as to record equal pressures for similar station:s for all
blast lines. The four pressure levels chosen were 70, 24, 12, and 5 kP1. To
tsaintaln the same l~vels for all shots as the loading density was changed,

Lhe distance of the stations was increased for increasing charge density.

More discussion of the results is given in the Analysis Section.

IV. ANALYSIS

Modifications to IN3LAST are given; predictions are compared to the
shock etube experiments and to the model chamber/tunnei (with PETN and C-4)

explosive field data.

A. Modification to INBLAST

The Internal Blast Damage Meechanism Computer Program (IN3LAST)
developed at Naval Ordnance Laboratory dcscribes the blast loading charac-
teristics of the detonation of a high explosive internal to A atructute.
See Reference I for documentation. In the present Allpitcation, INBLAST was

modi t ied to Include shock tube equations which Inclved ares change (Relzr-
enc 4). A short smooth tunnel was assumed (< 15 dl.imeters) so vincous ef-
fects might be neglected. The modification was used in the following 'day.

Toe IN3LAST code is used to compute the maximum Internal Fas presr3re
in the storage chamber for the detonation of the given atorec munitions.
The computed (qiai-static) storage chamber pressure is assumed to act like
a shock tube dtriver pressure.This will create a blast wave in the access
tunnel system. The shock wave equations are solved by an Iteration method
to predict the tunnel presaure, Pw. These equations are listed as Equatione
1-5.

g P41/P211-[-(B*!2 1i2*A4 1 )(g)exp(-e/C) Iexp(-C), (I)
2 2

g- (2+B*M5 )/(2+RHie )Jexp(C/2)*[(2+BSIe)/(2+8AH5)Jexp(C), (2)
2 2

M5(S4/S'-M!e[(2+B*M5 )/(2+B*He )Jexp(1)), (3)

M3-U21/fA41(g)exp(I/C)-U21*B/2'), (4)

and U21-(P21-I)!kI[E(FkP21+I)Iexp(1/2). (5)

Where, R-k4-1, C-2k4/(k4-1i , D-(k4+l)/2(k4-1),

E..(kI-1)/2k1, and F-(kI+[)/(ki-I).

3
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Values of parameters calculated from the INBLAST program are the
chamber pressure ratio P41, chamber sound speed ratio A41, ratio of specif-

ic heats for the chamber, k4, and for ambient air, kI. Also the cross sec-
tIon of the chamber to the cross section of the tunnel ratio, S4/SI. For
the case of most interest for strong sh9cks, the Mach number Meli, at the
chamber/tunnel area charge and the factor g depends only on S4/SI and k4.
Equ;ation 6 gives the tunnel pressure Pw.

Pw=Pl(?21-1) (6)

The modification to INBLAST could be made to Include steep decaying
waves by including a hydrocode calculation Instead of the algebraic equa-
tions discussed. For example, the BRL-Q1D (Reference 5) might he utsed for
the addition if ne~eded. Predictions from the INBLAST/shock tube method aed
two other methods obtained from fitting published field data rre shown in
Table l. Equation 7 wns used from Reference 6 and Equation 8 from Reference
7 to make the comparisons shown for tunnel pressure Pw.

Pw=12.1(Q/Vt)exp(O.6O7)*(AJ/Ac)exp(O.19) (7)

and Pw-1 .I0(lPvt)exp(O.83)*(AJ/Ac)exp(O.19), (8)

where the pressures Pw and Pvt are both in bars. AJ/Ac is the area ratio of
the tunnel to storage chamber areas. Equation 8 takes into account dif-
ferent kinds of explosives. Equation 7 does not.

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF SHOOTIH WALL SHOCK TUBE

RESULTS WITH PREDICTIONS

Simulated Charge Chamber Area Tunnel Pressure
Shot Charge-TNT Density Pressure Ratio Fw, kPa

Number Q,kg Q/Vc,kg/m3 Q/Vt,kg/m3 Pc,kPa AJ/Ac Eq.7 Eq.8 INBL BRL

5 0.0185 0.196 0.137 814 0.16 256 348 538 439

4 0.0424 0.450 0.315 1448 0.16 424 611 779 660

6 0.1600 1.700 1.188 2696 0.16 948 1010 1028 1006

7 0.4240 4.500 3.148 5454 0.16 1683 1694 1566 1561)

Notes.
(I) Results in bars from the equations have been converted to kPa: I

bar equals 100 kPa.
(2) Ambient pressure, P1- 102.73 kPa.
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B. Comparison of Field Test Results

Equatiors 7 and 8 above were used also to predict the tunnel pressure
for all the field shots. Table 2 shows these comparisons. C

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF FIELD RESULTS W!TIl PREDICTIONS

Pressure Area Tunnel Pressure
Shot Charge Density Pvt,kPa Ratfo Pv,kPa

Number Q,kg Q/Vc,kg/m3 Q/Vt,kg/m3 Ref. 8 Aj/Ac Eq. 7 Eq 8 Fxp.

I 0.0332 0.3562 0.2912 710 0.16 404 395 475

2 0.0634 0.680 0.556 1200 0.16 598 6!1 765

3 0.1359 1.458 i.192 2300 0.16 950 1048 1103

4 O.3170 3.401 2.780 4700 0.16 1589 1897 1551

5 0.3670 3.938 3.219 5700 0.16 1737 2226 41001

.

rests 1,2.3, and 4 are with PRIMACORD; Test 5 is with C-4.

The spread in v..lueg for Pw anniars reasonable except for the C-4 shot.
It appears in this shot that large internal reflectionp within the driver
chamber propagated down the tunnel, and also outside the tunnel exit.

C. Prediction of Blant Ou1tside the Tunnel

Given the predicted vaiue of Pw inside the tunnel, the blast oitside
the tunnel is predicted from Reference 8 by Equation 9.

delta P/Pw - 1.24 (R/Dt)exp(-l .35)/[ 1+(theta/56)ex1(2)I. (9)

where delta P/Pw Is the ratio of free-field blIas9t pressure to thfe exi t
pressure at a ra2dial distance to tunnel diameter ratio, R/ot, for a radial
of anwle theta degrees measured from the long axis of the tunnel. A useful
form of Equation 9 for the zero degree line is given as Equation 10.

Ro - 1.173 Dt*(delta P/Pw)exp(-0.74). (10)

5
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Figures 11-14 show the data from the field shots plotted with values I ti
predicted by Equation 9. The data gcner.lly fall somewhat higher than
predicted except for the 135 degree line where the datai are lower. Pres-
sures from the 135 degree line are influenced greatly by the tunnel's end

topography and the pressure in this case ma7 well be low because of thte
sandbag/end flange combination at the tunnel exit.

V. SUMMARY AND CoNCLIJSIflNS

Results have been presented from A scries of shock tube and field
tests which were used to model blast effects expected from explosions in
unaarground storage facilities. Pressure-time records have been shown to
illustrate the blast pressure effects for both insid,' and outside a storage
facility. I

Comparisons were made with currently used methods to predict these
blast? effects. Generally, the methods used were satisfactory. It should be
noted that the charge location and charge shape within a given storage
chamber appear to hamper accurate blast prediction Inside the tunnel. This
in turn, affects the predictions outside the tunnel.

A preliminary effort was made to attenuate the blast wave within the
tunnel by use of baffles. It was necessary to add two baffles which were 50
percent blocked each in order to obtain about 40 percent attenuation over a
tv-avel of 20 tunnel diameters. It was felt that a runnel blocked this
amount would not be practical in a full size storage facility.

A more complete discussion of these results maly be found in the com-
plete report of this research, Reference 9.

In conclusion, the INBLAST or similar code may be used to nredict the
pressure in the storage chamber from an explosion of the stored munitions.
Then the equations of either ,kjeltorp (Reference 6) or Kingery kReference

7) may be used to predict the blast pressure at the end of the access tun-
nel. The free-field blost pressure outside the tunnel's exit may bc
predicted along the desired radials at various distances by usiug the equa-
Lions given by Skjeltorp and others (Reference 8).

It is recommended that for studies of attenuation devices, a shuick tube
simulation technique be used to narrow the number of choices. The most
promising methods could then be built into models of particular Xtorage fa-
cilities, either planned or in existence, to be used in further field test-
ing. Results from the field tests could then be applied to the full-siz.
storage facilities selected for appraisal.

6
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UN 1.5 ARTICLES :WHAT ARE THE STAKES ~

by Jean Gabriel COLIGER*

The paper reminds what type of articles Is concerned by the new UN label
1.5 :these are articles intended to function by detonation, such 3s bombs,
torpedoes, warheads or chaped charges. The paper, then, explairts why a 1.5
hazard division Is useful and why other hazard divisions are inadeqjate who'n
new articles of such a type, preserting less hazards than existing ones, are
offered to transport. Technical reefinition of 1.5 article am it is
presently proposed is given in the paper. At last, the possible advantages
that the public safety and the shipper can expect during a ground, aic or
**a transportation, through the use of the 1.5 Article Label, are listed.

*SNFE-ý.Tý - P.O. BOX N* 2 -91710 VERT L7 FETIT -FRA4CE

TELE-X 604'79 FPCIM)RES F
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Since some years, the United Nations group of Experts on Explosives (GEX)
has been debating of a new kind of items : 1.5 articles. The UN GEX is
treating only of transportation, and not of storage. The results of the
agreements are incorporated in recommandations, so called "Orange books"
after an approval by the Committee of Experts on The Transport of Dangerous
Goods. Presently the Orange Books are in three volumes. Most of the elements
of Orange Books are then incorporated in the different international
regulations of Transpoct.

Fip'stly, I shall describe the situation before the creation of 1.5. arti-
cles ; I shall recall what type of articles Is concerned by the 1.5. Hazard
Division and how they are defined today. Then I shall show the advantage of
the creation of 1.5 articles for public safety. Finally I shall list the
advantages that the manufacturers and users can expect from it.

SITUATION BXWOR-4 TKE CIXATIOW OF 1.5 ARTICLES
The concerned articles are intended to function by detonation. They are, for
example, bombs, torpedoes, warheads, shaped charges. In the present UN clas- I
sification flow chart, they should undergo the series 6 trials. The 6a (sin-
&le package) test and 6b (stack) test req iire that one article be functiona-
ly detonated. An article near the center of the package is caused to fun---
tion ir the designed mode : detonation. As they are made to do so, obviously
the initiated article detonates.

Depending on the mass of high explosive contained in ore article and depen-
ding on the propagation from one article to the next one, then, from one
package to the next one, we result in a 1.1, 1.2, 1.4 or 1.4S Hazard
Division. In fact, as soon as an article contains more than 0.500 kg of high
explosive it is inevitably at least in 1.2, and as soon as it contains more
than a few kilograms of high explosive it is in 1.1, this being solely due
to the effect of the unitary detonation of one article whatever its
gtnsitivity may be. As a result, only small articles or, more precisely,
articles containing small quantities of high explosives, can arrive in 1.4
or 1.4 S.

A priori, tho design of mont of the existing detonating articles is consis-

tent with their classification in Divi•ifon 1.!. Moreover, various transport

'ccidenr.s hive indica,: " thAt there was, indeed, a risk of d,.tonation for
the 1.1 pr,)ducta pe(!I.Ic'i.ly when there is an external fire.

T-. :ypt, )f irt ire; :nc .crned 6, The 1.5 label is detonating articles, I
p-,.,lC ly Y :J I ;Vi d Ind r.'l-,r:":o i ted nIn 1.1 and 1.2 ind of averai, e or larget
c~r1:,;nt, of hif•h *! xfosi,. I

-i
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DEFFITTIOU OF 1.5 MfTICIIES
Today, the hazards offered by this type of articles are no longer a
fatality. Today we know how to make new articles of the same use which are
far more safe in transport.

These articles are to be substituted,in major cases to existing articles.
The guarantee of an increased safety is based on the use of low reactivity
and sensitivity high explosives and on a new design. UN Committee of Expert
has adopted the follouing definitions in December 1986, introducing articles
in division 1.5, which, before this, comprised only substances.

"Division 1.5 very insenvitive substances and articles

This division comprises

(a) Substances which have a mass explosion hazard but are so insensitive
that there is very little probability of initiation or of transition from
burning to detonation under nornal conditions of transport.

NOTE : The probability of transition from burning to detonation is greater
when large quantities are carried in a ship.

(b) Articles which contain only extremely insensitive detonating substances
a-.d which demonstrate a negligible probability of accidental initiation or
propAg~t ton.

NOTE : The risk from articles of Division 1.5 !s iluited to the explosion of
a single articlh."

After this fir.,;t step, ULN GCX is debating on a second step, the technical
definition and th• zeparatlcn rules of 1.5 Articles.

Assigitment of articles in 1.5 Division i3 proposed on mandatory LIts called
series 7. The proposal on Series 7 to be debated at the twenty-eighth
sesgion of the G(X, I - 5 Aug'ist 1983, results from an informal meeting
which was held in PARIS in JANUARY 1988, and will be presented by the Expert
of France.

I pr,ýsent some elements of :his proposal heceafter.

1,37 1.
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Firstly, tests and severe criteria on articles bring a first guarantee. But
we know that tests on articles can be fallacious. The definition of the 1.5
articles therefore provides a second guarantee : the exclusive use of
substances with limited sensitivity and reactivity, i.e. Extremely
Insensitive Detonating Substances (E I D S).

Tests on substances are Cap test, Gap test, External Fire Test, Slow Cook-
off Test and either the friability test, or Susan and Bullet Impact Tests.
The Friability Test procedure is given here after in Annex I.

Tests on articles are (ternal Fire, Slow Cook-off, Bullet Impact and Propa-
gation Tests.

For every one of these tests severe criteria are proposed : for examples on
articles, no detonation must be obtained at the External Fire, Slow Cook-
off and Bullet Impact Tests ; no propagation between two like articles can
be obtained, if one of them is del1'erately initiated in detonation.

TABLE I shows the deta!.s of proposed Tests and Criteria

ADVA•fTAG-S F!.R PUBLIC SAYZ=Z
Whatever the scenarios of a transport accident may be, it can be asserted
that :he accidental detonation of a single article of this type, or numerous
ones, is ruled our. This is a very clear advantage for public safety.
Substitution of existing transport of products with a certain degree of
hazard, by transport of far !;afer products means considerable improvement.
The UN group of ixperts on Eoplosives must he congratulated, not only on
following up what exists, h-it even en:ouraiing profesoionals to design
articles which are safer in transport for trne future.

ADVUTAGT 1"Ok MX.A1;m7YA•UU2S AND USMUS
InI order for thi3 advantage to be evident in the field, these products must
exist and be tzansport,!d in the place of ex13ting products. What advantages
can manufacturers and users expect from 1.5. articles ? These new pcoducts
wIill coft money In order to be designed and tested. Industry must have an
ad6 .!nta~ye in return, material encouragements. From my part, I can see four
quice tanglble ones.

6
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The fact of transporting these articles in 1.5 will, on its own, make this
much easier. Whoever has sought to find a transport charter cannot ignore
the 'difficulty in having a 1.1 cargo transported-

Here is a first encouragement. Second encouzagement, the mixing of 1.5.
Articles with 1.2 and 1.3 should result in remaining within these same
divisions without going up to 1.1 It goes without saying that the creation
of an N compatibility group for 1.5 Articles should not complicate the task
ot the carriers. Versus groups C, D and E, N should be fully compatible.

Third encouragement, air transport by civil cargo aircraft should become
feasible for the 1.5 Articles, the characteristics of these products fully
warranting that this is reasonnable.

Finally and last possible encouragement, why not envisage an alleviation of
the land transport requirements. In order for class I products, with low
hazard such as 1.5, 1.4 and 1.4S to develop, it is indispensable that these
divisions be accompanied by an alleviation of the requirements.

CON'ZLUSIONS
Even if the UN Group of Experts does not define the procedures for each mode
of transport the members of the group cannot stand aside from this problem,
so I shall finish this paper by a personal wish. I wish that in the coming
years the UN Committee of Experts on The Transport of Dangerous goods can
contribute to a genuine promotion of moderate hazard, class 1 products, such
as 1.4., 1.4S and 1.5. through alleviation if the transport requirements,
even if it is necessary to be even more sure of the validity of these

classifications.

P
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THE LICENSING OF PORTS AND HARBOURS HA4JDLING EXPLOSIVES

G E Williamson, Health and Safety Executive, U1K

SUMMARY

1. This paper sets out to describe Regulations made in 1987
which require among other things the licensing of all
ports and other places around the coastline of Great
Britain where explosives, both comnercial and military,
are handled. The approaches adopted in setting
explosives limits considered tolerable in licensing terms
could have application for other inter-modal handling X
operations. bte

2. Although based on legal requirements, the paper is not
intended to be an authoritative interpretattion of "he
law; such interpretation can only be made by the courts.
Indeed, the intention has been to give no more than a
brief overview sufficient to put the new licensing
provisions into perspective.

INTROOUCTION

3. Up until 1 June 1987, the carriage and handling of r -•

explosives in harbours around Great Britain was
Scontrolled by a large number of individual bye.aws, cr

else by the Conveyance in Harbours of Military Explosives
Regulations 1977. The byelaws were made under the
Explosives Acts 1875 and 1923. Similar provisions
covered petroleum spirit and other dangerous substances.

4. The explosives byelaws were gmnerally framed along the
lines of a model set of terms a,:d would normally include
quantity limits based on the advice of appropriate
Government Departments following on-site surveys.

5. But that approach fell, along with the relevant statutory
provisions and any byelaws made under them, when new
regulations were made under the Health and Safety at Work
etc Act 1974.

6. The new Regulations provided for a more comprehensive.
form of control, one concerned with all classes of
dangerous substance and which could apply at a wider
range of places than before, especially in relation to
explosives.

1675
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NEW P&GULATICIHS

7. The Dangerous Substances in Harbour Areas Regulations
1987 (Statutory Instrument 1987 No.37) came into force on
1 June 1987. They control the carriage, loading,
unloading and storage of all classes of dangerous '

substances in harboars and harbour areas in Great
Britain. Few exception;; are inade from the application of
the Regulations; an important one in tho context of this
paper covers nuclear explosive devices and their
comoonent-s, subject in any case to other controls. 4

8. Tha definition of a dangerous substanoc is broadly based
and includes for example ;aiy substance or article within
a current definiticn of dangerous goods in the
International Maritime EDangerous Goods Code (IMDG Code).
It includas all conventional expl~osives, whether
com-mercial or military and irrespective ,of hazard
division or ccmpatibility group.

9. The Cerms harbour and harbour area ari- also broadly
de~ined. Harbour areas are controlled by st~itutory
h.-rbour authorities and harbours are. not. Harbour areas

may include arcas of~ water outside the port Itself. ~ 1
Harbours may include adjacent land and buildings. The
Regulations do no-". arptly ariyw'.>ere nutcide a harbour orharbour area excsept for the purposes of explosives

10. The 'R-gulations include prrovisions which can apply to
explosives just as they apply to any other dangarous
substance. TLhey also include prov,.sLons %-hich apply
specifically to explosives.I

11. The general provisions cover such matteis as:

- the advance notice required before dangerous
subst-anics can be brought into a harboir or harbour
area;4

- the powers of the Harb:our Ma.;ter to prohibit entry,
require removal Cr rco<'ulate the handlirac of4-

dangerous subst;-Linces in view of t-he likely risks toI
health or safety;

- the imatking a.,,d na'ric -ation of ves-sols, includincr the
reeure.irpent to *ýrslu - thlat vesselýs carryi. nq mno-re
than specified anounts3 ot syxlosjives are in a state
of readiness to be r~ovad at any timie tidal
conditions allc-.';

- t~i2- duties 'k:c handle2 c~nrusiisustancoes safely and
to take7 all nc-cessa,ýv nrocautions to avoid fire or
expl~osion~, nol'di ý oeed to ensure that all
p,?-oons lxand2. :Uc hem are propearly ralined;
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- the requirement for freight containers from inland .
to be acconpanied by a certificate certifying that
they have been properly packed, and for all packages
to be suitable for their purpose and properly

labelled;

- the need for harbour authorities to prepare an
emergency plan, the safety precautions to be taken
by berth cperators and the need to report untoward
incidents;

- the storage of dangerous substances and the parking
of rcad *'-'hic.Les carrying thei-m.

12. The specif ic provisions, set out in Part IX of the
Regulations, include the licensing requirements described
below and cover as well:

- the security of explosives and appointment of
explosives security officers;

- the need for vessels and vehicles loaded with
exp3osives to be taken out of harbours and harbour
areas as soon as reasonably practicable;

- the safety of electro-explosive devices;

- the notification cf deteriorated explosives and
precautions to take;

- the requirement to keep, and then hold for 5 years,
records of all explosives handled other than shop
goods fireworks.

13. Practical guidance on means of compliance with certain of
the Regulations and with relevant provisions of the
Health anid Safety at Work etc Act 1974 is given in an
Approved Code of Practisca. A guide to -the Dangerous
Substanceo in Harbour Areats Regulations 1987 has also
been published by the Health and Safety Executive.

EXPLOSIVE~S ICGEITS-1G1

14. The Dangerous Substances in Harb)our Areas Regulatipns
1987 norchibit explosives from being bro~ught into, carr'ied
or handled in a harbour or harbocur area unless such
dctivities are covered by an explozi-ves licence granted
bv the Health and Sa.Fety v ct~~ In the sare way, an <
explosives liceýnce is als~o r-nqu~ircd for loading on board
or unloading from a ve~sFe1 of ax~svswhenr this.7 occlmrs
on any part cf the coazt or in the tidaal waters of Great

Britain or with~in territ-orial waters ad acent to GreatI
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15. Certain exceptions are made from that general prohibition
and its extension outside harbours and harbour areas.
The exceptions include:

- explosives of Hazard Division 1.4 and most other t.J

explosives in amounts of upto 10 kilograms;

explosives for i:iunediate use by a vessel or to be
dumped at sea as authorised;

V, - explosives of less than 1 tonne intended forimmediate use in the harbour or harbour area •;

itself;

- berths within a commercial explosives factory or
magazine;

- explosives carried by a British or foreign warship;

- explosives carried by certain other vessels in the
service of the Crown;

- explosives within the liits of certain naval
dockyards or other military facilities specifically
named.

16. Added to that, explosives may be handled in accordance
with byelaws already in operation, and with the
Conveyance in Harbours of Military Explosives
Regulations 1977, until a licence has been issued or
refused, or until 31 December 1991, provided that
applicatior for a licence has by now been made.

17. The Regulations do not prescribe the form or contents of
the licence; that is left to the discretion of the Health
and Safety Executive. The Executive may reject an
application or ray grant a licence subject to such
conditions dS it thinks fit; it may vary or revoke a
licence at any time in writing. Provision is inade for
public consultation on proposals for licensing; the
Health and Safety Executive has then to take account of
any comments or objection& made.

18. The Executive may grant provisional explosives licences
in cases of urgency and for a period of upto 6 months." IV

LICENSING IN PRACTICE

19. During the fir.;t year the Regulations have been in
operation, the Hr-alth and Safety Executive has received
some 170 applications for ex:plosives licences.
Applications have ranged fror ports already well
established in the exolosives trade and having existing
byelaws - which could stand if appropriate until the end
of 193! -1 to sra±ler places not having that benefit and
thus not per-,itted to handle explosives until a licence
could be issued.

1675h[
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20. Priorities have been set to ensure so far as posf-ibleI
that adequate flows of explosives coald be safety P
maintained. Most attention has becn focussed onto the
continuing movement of explosiveýs to the Westsrn Tsles of
Scotland, onto ports where development work had called
into question the existing byelaw quantilty limits and
onto certain new-entrant ports. Good progress has been
made.

21. In drafting licences, the aim has hb.-en to keep thema as
short as possible, to concentra~to- on two central issues.
Firstly, the need to speclif qrite clearly the places I
within a harbour or harb~our area where vecvsels may be
anchored or berthed and the quantity linits which apply.
Secondly, the safeguarding arrangements necessary to
ensure that any developrients in or around tha harbour or
ot'her place are properly consideared and if approp%,riate
then taken into account in a licence revision.

22. Care has been taken to ensura licences do not repe.'t any

provision made elsewhere, in particular In the pare7-ntA

legislation already outlind above, or in (;ther re~levant -
provisions such as those concerned with the carridge of
explosives outside the harbour or harbour area, whether
by sea, m-ad or -::iil. But at the saiae time it is
sensible to bear in mind the idea that one of the rcasons A
for having a licensin~g system is to allow for f Ie:-x<4b ili t y
and enable the licensing authority to iimpose requirenents
by way of licence conditions where the particular

circumstances merit it.

23. The licence will she;;- the relatio-nshijp bt;wen the
quantity limits set and the distances to re :naintained
between the explozsiveG and any passengeor vessal Or anly
other explosives or person not connoc'Let with t~he
handling operations. Separat3 limits are sclt for hazard
division 1.1 and 1.5 exnlosives and thoseý of 111D 1.2 or
1.3; the potential need to redluce the specifiad limits
where the ex-olosives include these in conipatilbili'ty
groups A, B or F is covere~d. The lice-nce will show the
distances to be used in the preparation of sa.~eguardingA
plans.

24. The licence will also include any special coQnditions
applying to tha qruantity linaics sat. Such. conditions
night include the evacuation of certain buildings. whten 4
explosi1ves are bi~znc handled, they may set a limit on -the
freq~uency of explosives novsments allowed through the I
place.

25. For the most part the quaantity limit-s iiave been set on
heh basis of established conseýquence mnc'oels for h~azard

division 1. 1 'explosives. Data collectad In a d~etailed
survey of thle site can be fed directly in-to a portable
computer and run on* _ý spre-adsheet to genzrate inlfor.niation
about likely consequences wnicii car. then cý-uide decisions
about licensing. A particular advantage Is the ability
toC imm edi at e1,i test and check tli,, resualts being -
obtained.
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26. Some places surveyed could not be licensed on that basis.
The quantity limit derived from an assessment of
consequences alone proved too low in operational terms.
It has been possible however to generate broad brush
frequencies for the initiation of explosives which may be
expected to occur at some of the simpler handling
facilities in particular locations. Consideratior of the
likely ranges of individual and societal risks involved,
in the light of proposals made by the Health and Safety
Executive in a paper on the tolerability of risk from
nuclear power stations, provided further pointers towards
licensable quantity limits.

27. The abilitv to consider the likely risks proved
particularly useful in the provisional licensing of
places for short term use pending the identification of
more suitable, safer routes.
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Introduction:

Vu-graph #1

Good morning, I'm Gary Abrisz, the Chief of the Logistics Explosives
Safety Division in the U.S. Army Technlcal Center for Explosives Safety.

Vu-graph #2

As Mr. Walk-r, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of thk< Army
(Installations ant Logistics) discussed in his keynote address on Tuesday,
The Army developed .,n explosives safety management concept in 1987 and
begaa implementation of the resulting program in 1988.

Vu-graph #3

The overall program r'lates to the three key elements shown here.

I'll discuss briefly tht Department of Army Explosives Safety :ouncil
and the Executive Director fot Explosives Safety to put the mission of the
U.S. Army Technical Center for :xolosives Safety into perspective and go
into more detail on the U.S. Arms Technical Center for F~plosives Safety
mission, responsibilities, a;id star~ing.

Vu-graph #4

The Exulosives Safety Council wet for ýhe first time in May of this
year. This Ce'..ncil is made up of voting on2mb rs from the n-njor Army A
cormianes. The Director of Army Safety is design.rted as the Council
Chi irman.

T.is Council provides the iajor Army commartds direct inp,'9 into Army
explosives nafety policy formulafton which they will be responsI'bi, to
implement within their command.

Vu-s'raph 75

The Executive Director fur Fxplonives Safe.tv. currently Lieutenant
CGneral IIso'w, provid.ý tor centralization in exg-cut ing the Arrv' q
explu•ives safety mtnirc.n. He '. an extensionl of Peadquarters, ')epart-ment
Of the Army In enerciti.•g ran.'e~cct a'nd operitionil control of the new
U.S. Ar ity Technicil Center for :.x losiv,.s Ufery.

1(! ,i .. Ar'iv i'echI,. i' Co:lteo for Fxp!l ,;,o f i.ltety har the -n .:,ion tif
iro>v IdIT1 o, % r t:tince iln ( t vcý-:it't I ,, .tIrvi c es ,'rny-4~e

'", I i <-,! fq ti) .i ;s p tli ir r-rr;o'in e1 !nv;lv d with irni- ntrton

III!'; T- r it,: '-', t ,;vt ." " .'eS ,1C f'! 'fltl.
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Vu-graph #7

We are located on Savanna Army Depot Activity, Savanna, Illinois andKi•) are an element of the U.S. Army Defense Ammunition Center and School at that
location.

Vu-graph 18

The U.S. Army Technical Center for Explosives Salety as established has
authority for day-to-day communications and interfacei- throughout the
ex:plosives safety community to serve and assist in the various explosives
safzty missions.

Vu-graph #9

I will discuss briefly some of the U.S. Army Technical Center for
Explosives Safety major responsibilities shown here, and you will see how
those various interfaces are developed and maintained.

Again, we are a service and support org.anization for Headquarters,

Department of the Army and the major Army commands Army-wide.

Vu-graph #10

The U.S. Aruy Technical Center for Fxplosives Safety is respons4ible to
develop and maintin Army explosives safety standards. Currently, in this
area of responsibility we have a revised Army regulation and a newly
developed Department of the Army pamphlet. 3oth have been p:ovided thnS' major Army ccmmands and other Army agenc,.es for re-view and c(,%,ent. We are

directing our efforts to having final p',,.Licai:.,as developed by the second
quarter of fiscal year 1939.

The U.S. Army Technical Center for Explonives Safety his also assumei
proponency for Technical Manual M .0-206, and will raintain i, consistent
with the newly developed Army r.!gulatioi, and the Department of the Army
pamph I e t.

4 Vu-graph 4I1

The U.S. Arnny Technical Ce:nter for Explosives Safotv has a dirert

interface with the Departmnwnt of Defcnoe Explosives Safety 3hIrd. WO are
respon•ible to be the Army's final r.view aril arprovl Umzthortty f,:r
explonl eý; .afety -lite and general construct ion plan being sub)nitted to the
Board for final review iand approa l.

/• Vii-grarh ,#12

The U.S. Army T-chnlcal Center for Explosives Safety Is ,i so

rc.rp)sTiShe to prI vide the Ar-%y's renpoose to the Pepartr.,nt of Defense
FXY lo0;2 vos, Sýaety .Bnird'; ,,,,p!iei.:ies safety siii•vev rerortl ,eh-cating ftrom

. "ie er] s; 0: rlevs , .rr. i' tillit toua:;' and op erationci. 1e ;ire to provided
as--! ;r c, to the m.-l )r Army in id1(ntityi•,• 1ad
>ac)rr(:.'tiv action'.; wh,.1n , fic t les are idelttf el, in the rep , rtJ .
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Vu-graph #13

The Army is currently developing guidellies for major Army commands (2..
implementation of explosives safety waiver maoagement. The new Department

of the Army pamphlet will contain the waiver program managemeat
requirements.

Vu-graph #14

This program will be not only for waivpr monagement but also the
management of Army exemptions te the ammunition and explosives safety I
Ptr.d:rds. rroposed program management in both of these areas will be
presented at the next meeting of the Department of the Army Explosives
Safety Council for review and decision. Establishfrg appropriate
levelz of authority for waiver and exemption approvals in the Army is
important to this task.

Revisit Vu-graph #9

For the U.S. Army Technical Center for Explosives Safety to accomplish
the responsibilities just mentioned, as well as supporting Army-wide
explosives safety training; managing a technical data base system and a
technical library for the Army; maintaining ccgnizance and promoting
research, development and application for explosives safety technology, and
providing explosives accident/malfunction investioation assistance, all
reqires a multi-disciplined and professional staff.

Vu-graph #15

I'll briefly discuss the organlzaition and staffing of the U.S. Army
Technical Center for Explosivesi Safety.

To accompiish the assigned resrvnilbilitie!, we are organized into
three separate divisions and an overall director.

Vu-graph #16

Th2 U.S. Army T'echnlcal (Cenzer for ExOc5f; Safety has an authori-ý;20
t:file of diotriwition and all,,.ances of tbizty-fiv- positionn. We have
authaority cuzrently to fill thirty-ore of the thirty-fvye. Currently twent-n

PostiC,5ns are filled, ten are in recruitment Ind five are in the final
position cl:;--.itfication processes. •

Vu-graph 117

The Director of the orwinlzatl n "{l1 be a GM-,4('-15, Program Yana-,.!r.
There will be a scientific i('vi'or In the rr.-anization to stupport, ;ul.de.
and conduct special stud, s and scfentifir research in various problem areasr
re(q(iring evaluationa.

KJ
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Vu-graph #18

Th•e Logistics Explosives Safety Division personnel deal with ammunition
and explosives safety concerns from the production base on through the
complete life cycle. Areas such as transportation, storage maintenance, and
demilitarization. This includes facilities used for amaunition and
explosives storage and operations and the associated quantity distance and
logistics functions. Accordingly, the logistics and safety disciplines are
represented in this division.

Vu-graph #19

The Development and Production Division personnel de3l directly with

the production base and will provide support and assistance in accomplishing
the exnlosives safety missions in that area. This involves participation
in the research and development and the testing arenas.

Accordingly, you see the engineering disciplines are heavily
represented in this division.

Vu-graph #20

The Program Mtanagement znd Data Division persoanel dre responsible to
acquire, catalog, organize, and store explosives and ammunitioi. technical
information. This will establish a data management system and a technical
library for use by organizacions Army-wide. They will interface Department

of Defense-wide and with industry to develop the data bases required.

4 In addition, they will maintain and manage the resource managenent

functions for the U.S. Army Technical Center for Explosives Safety.

Vu-graph 421

In summary, the U.S. Army Technical Center for Explosives Safety is to
be a Pource of explosives and ammunition safety expertise and information.
1We are developing and expinding in th.'t mission.

Yu--raph #22

Should you require assJstance or have information in the explosives and

armunirion safety area you wish to pass on or discuss, please ccntLc:t us.

Thank you.

'A
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RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUPN)UA3LTV IN THE W()OiXPLACE

Ro, -1 H. Spotz
NirvaI O~frdnnce St~iton
Indian Head, Maryland

In. reviewing all the successful management techniques I have u ' ed in cver twenty-fiv.- Wars of manapirg

[ potentilaly hazardous explosive and propeilant opexations, I find they falil into one ol four catcgories (Encl (1)1:

* Clearly assign responsibi~ty and accountability

0 Te~ll people whiet you expect

* Teach people what they need to know

* Hold people accountable

I find these apply to otganization as well as individuals.

In clearly assiCgnlng respon-Aiibity and accotintat~lity, we generally have a position descriptib.n. performaince
objectives, job standards, and proý;,3m p~lans [Endl (2)1.

Every or~anization has what I call common denoinainY .. Enc. (3)]ý F*-r ex.an-p!e. in an erdnar-ce Flant.
the lasc jobis to rna.ke ane~x~eiknt prod'jd. on firne, wrtco, aid ýOvh afto eiPn.Tlhe b~ic 0cm'")n
d,2nornin.-vorm of the c~dnv'nce planit are qii',.cost, ýc;-l'du!zs, and safety. It is imnportant to cieeaiv put ihC&e
denornimat-ors in each pr-siýon descrption. It is 'io mandatory to tie thewse common dienontnators from tiic jlb
descn.ption :nto 'pcl>~ic qualtw-es for the :,nnu,.l performrnance obiectives. For ex~am~ple. what lv of rcjý-cs is-j ~,,/ouc;:andinqL satisfactolry and unsatsf&adxy?

In iddi~on to jobdesctptions And performar-e- o ý>ve.~xrr-ne in1ans and uAeekIy vs41wdtlils ran lzcvhi'
in tellirg px!oplR in momw detai;l what is %?Y--xctc'd of thvem [End7 (4)1, t~> he most vi~ trmdzin'l tro-cij s
a desk plan of r ý.Tirinq outline for the poition. I h.)d 4'irned .'f ft!is tro-n a S.tAVwh". a t.-mporaody fiiiinj
ir. for the'r' hný-l D~recic,-' j'crPary. I asv.rd how st.. knew what to do in trie3, wcnipoarv Job tn~d ýne sho~wd
mo Ohe d4esk plan forf tbM o'ti It wias so, lrn;:!e yr io nq'n~oits. Since tmibdri tm I hive dovaloped desk plans
for each position in evcry rfi3oII- anq'.

Eyazmples of Tr.nlnnq Cudin,!s and VAirik!y PRuduction S(heduk-s dre mtt.rhcd [Fm-2s (5 & 6)).

A ~In A,*!'tion to rommc-i ednomirmoTts, exh hr~td'c as •l~incd chnbasic J D'l "Pl ih~nwioAyt

or2,;!vizti~ iH~n ":r I Onml Ow.te of ~-ach w- nvit wel 'aLid f ;ie. Cni)1,t ftj in
ifAV~ Sis O f,,4 his h crn .icii:ils; ai ':;r- is r ~ti4 ~ Ils own "4 ticur WA" as 1-t
1 s cr coc':pt *r C'ru~' of rcmrr,ib, Av. is r l~i.t~ Th~'se s (-A 'n oi-:mi.7,vion 1 i

to !hls V(nr!-. i~n1 iidr~oi1 t 10 'ri; o a hu'~r "-11 11i"inIrý'itlw to t'V In ý'sit the sc 'hvf
(-,f) to D'n' r *. ;rout; Moif' n On) I ran !,-.vs ii,- ' i- i'~iseln in hb.,

.u"'~Cf v Fhol'i.)'~y1+rrojt.d mik o: lx ofcvn I !K.id to Anal.)", OW, facts Inid itiewlintne thoc ;li ct

- ;,p'a'l for piNTc 
t
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In teaching People what they need to know I ut~i.i-e [Endl (8)1,1 0 ~A training uu~iiie

0 An individual training plan which hi~h~i-hts the veakness oII the individual as comnpared to thie

; I position training outlinie

W Ail employee skill record which is Lused to monitor prorecs, of employee skills compared to 1,1e
sktids necessary to perform the position [Erid (9))

Other monitorlng techniques are attached [End (10)).

To close the loop of gorYA man arm'.t it is cnticcil to provide postitbe nmd ncgaflive feedback to the subordinate.jIn gcneral, supervision his :id;Uicuft time with this.

An effective systemn of providing feedbadcl is attached [lEncl (11)1.

~" In sumnmary, there are four good basic management principlcs [End (12)):

~ 1 0 Comfary assign responOililty and a-countability

ti0 Tell1 people what you expect

A 0 ieach people whot they need to know

10 1-rovjdo: positive and negative feedback

T'eebasic managoement pnncip!i~e torm a circle. Omitting any one of them eventually distroys the organization.

1710C



G OJCDRW0, AGEEI TPE IT 2L

0 Clearly assign responsibility and accountability

0 Tell people what you expect

i e Teach peop!e what they need to know

no Hold pocple accountable

I

2)

4. Enclosure (1)
1711
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CLEAFRLY ASSIG',' iCZ3LTV
AND A,.OU=T • 0

* Position description

* Annual performance objectives

O Standards

* Program plan

Erciosure (2) -

1712 
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* Cost I
aQuality

0 Schedu!es

e Safety

OClean linc~s

Endc~zre (3)
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TELL PEOPLE WH AT YOU EXP=OET

01
o Annual performance objectives

* Training outline for position

0 Weekly schedulo

O Program plant

* Set example

0

Encdosure (4)

1714



TRAt19•-G OUTLh.'j,,'7 FOY EACH POSITION

I. Indoctrination

II. Responsibilities

Ill. Documentation

IV. Hardware

V. Methods of operation

Vi. Equipment fami,.,z.tio,

VII. Formal training

ViII. Branch policy

IX. Division policy

X. Department policy

i) EnckoAure (5)

1715
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EXTRUDED PRODUCTS BRAINSCH (2021)
WEEKLY PRODUCTION SCHEDULEt

FCR WEEK ENDING _ ______ OPERATOR RESPONSIBILrn'_______

SLOG. PROGRAM CHAR.GE NQ MO UE WED THU FRI ST"ANDARSO ENG!ICIER

I ASS;GN OPSRAflO'N)L PE7!ýO?4-,aILITY (UMIT-D TO m vcTcNs aai an~d C1.4) C;S-1NED IN INS7 ll1'ýa! AS

IN'DiATED 14;0R 3UiLOINGS AKSiGNED TO0 MS-.

MANAGI:R, E-X-VRUDED F-ROJUC73 ERPIICH

EilClcsure (6)

1716 
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* Individual

a Supervisor

o Manager

* Operator in charge

Q Technical support

a Overall building responsibility

* Driver
- project leader

-'lead shop

I171
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TEACH PEOPLE •-L THEY NEED TO KNOW I0
o Training outline for each position

* Individual training p!an

* Importance to organization ,

* Employee skill record

* Monitor

0

Erdosure (8)
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EEMPLOY'ZE" SK"i~LLM RECOIFID

CEPARTMENT DVSN5~N?

LEGEND jWORK JO5

SPHYSICALLY UNF-r

ENO EXPER!ENCE.!N1

INSTRUC71ON G~

E LMITED SKILL

E' FULV OQUAUFIED
EMPLCYEES

Enclosure (9)
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*maNA"IinrL -W mo

MONi'TO•h!G METHODS /77

E Weekly reports

* Monthly program status reports

* Program quarterly reviews

o Inspections by others

O Tours

* Corrective action reports

o Trend anolysis
- process control charts V

£',1

Enclosure (10M
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PROVID E POSZITIV• A1 6EGATIVE E7D, T-'It

a Performance appraisal

O Routine reports

a Verbal

O Awards/punishment

a Trend analysis

t1

0?

'1-:

,,.• ~ ~Ertc!osure(1)i,
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GOOD, BASIC. PNCIPLES

* Clearly assign responsibility & accountability

* Tell people what you expect

O Teach people what they need to know

* Hold people accountable r

I

Enclosure (12)
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COWAIUS 11 OF cor-UCTED SAF-TY PR1OCEDLE

ON THE UANDL12AG OF E7211O,212S IN T~blZI0TIOf

K ~~FROM STORAGE TO ii-:csSTATUS

by

DON""LD J. IILL. B.S., !A.3.A.

DEFENSE CO:;'TIACT 4D'-zi;N:3ZA.1TlCN SE71"iXZHý

MLXAGEVET ýýE - T;I1llCITI77

ST.PALMINNESOTA

at the

I -11 A.UUT, 171¼3, VTA"L'uA. 020W3 r \rI
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• ~ Various methods and safety proceduires are employed In. the :

explosives manufacturing industry to assure the safe transition
•i•1of 1.1 materials (DoD Hazard Clargification/Diviaion). Spqcial

handling, not applicable to either the storage or in-proceog

status, maj be required.

This prcsentation compares three opttong, which may be uzed.

to aassit in determining and makinj the bent selection for your

operation, In order to provide a competitive edge within the

industry.

INTRODUCTION

The explosives manufacturint industry is in neea of

practical solutions with respect to exploeives handilin to en-

hAnce safety. If the prtce of oafety becoý-Ai prohibitive, the

competitive edge is lo0t an.d 6afety goalg beco.-e no more than

LA stumbling blocks to defenie readinsaj.

To accomplish such a far-roacting goal, and yet abide by the

explosives safety 'Cardinal Rule' of lim•.tng expodurei to the

otnitum nurber of personnel for the minimulm amount of time and

the minifium amount of hazardns nmatirial conmiastnt with safe and

efficient operationi, requiros aubstantial forethought and

oeytonvive tochnological de'elopyront by the industry.

The procodu-ou and apparatum utilized within the safety

tirm-fray++ whetr L.1 materials are reieved from their resting

place, in an explosivwi storage T azine, to that point where the
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material is behind firawalls, operational shields, or barricades,

on the operating line and *ini-proce~as, im considorad and

I discusned in this paper with the selected types of oper~tional

I s~hields. No automaitic ramote controlled or robotic amthodyj PereI reviswed or conjidered in maLzing th2 follorwing comparigois.

Various typos of operatib:nal sh-ed were initil~l riviawad

and evaluated in the dtvilornent of this p~aper, holwn *r, for

brevity, only tbro3 opeci~fic typsio are conv±iArrod for diacutviion.

Thene The Lina Sirvico Boxes (LS3), C~t(~ ad

gontAtive of induatry needs.

The criteria axployed in the selection of op~rationil shields

for review and evalu~ation ware: uimplicity of doli~n, flexibi-

lity tovi~rd uge and coit.

Ll:!Zý,-VTZ OXF',033

DFO'1F,0!R,'T: Tha line nervlce box reviet-Pad and cornildor'd

for thia paper wav developed by H'oney~nll, Inc., !npoi,2.

Thia parti-!, 'oar type of operitional nhi'21d wa~i r,1-ctod !tinca it

could eamily be modified to be ir-bQ1e In ao innjle unit, j '

cat~ed in Fli'iri 1, the L2J Pr 1i~ton for the control of fravnýntnl

and the p'irtiai suppre-lion of over-pr-ii!ri and hoot-flux by
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ventihg a blast to the rear through offzst channel iron

construction (s'o Figure 2).

] DESCRIPTIOU: The LSB units are approximaitely 13 inches

high by 22 1/2 inches wide by 20 inches deep. This unit was

designed and constructed so uz to contain two 50 caliber

"ammunition cans with spacs for hand access. The units are stacked

three high to conserve space and are constructed of quarter-

inch plate steel, angle and channel iron, one inch flat stock

for hinges, and, hardened steel bolts for the bingo and retainer

J bolt.

Vi TEST: The testing of the LSB resulted in the unit being

certified to contain 8 grams of PBXN-5 materials, Tests

determined that the door must be ground to fit to a

close tolerance, so ai to suppress and contain flame pasgale

as much as possible. Also, an extended flange is pro-

vided above and below, in front and in back, to prevent flame

passage from one unit to another, thun causing ignition/

propagation. It was found that if the door was reinforced on the

Jngide, that an increased amount of material could be contained.

VENTED SUPPRESSIVE SHIFLDTN3. CARTS (VSSC)

DEVELOPMENT: The VSSC concept of interlocking angle iron

(for fragment zhielding) and interlacing perforated steel plates

Sand copper screen (for heat, absorption) was developed as part of

the U.S. ARXI Manufacturing Technology Program to protqct

personnel an4 equipment from explosive related incidents. A

1729
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VSSC allows control of a blast by venting the explosion gas

pressure and limiting the thermal hazard by cooling. This concept

is depicted in Figure 3.

The VSSC appears to have the potential for being easily

modified and adaptable to a variety of specific explosive

handling operations. Tbis adaptability is evidanced in the

development df both a labyrinth wall and a mobile storage cart

for transportation of materials.

DESCRIPTION. The mobile VSS Cart is chown in figure 4. The

cart was specifically designed for moving *in-procev" ignitors

to various work stations on an oparating line in a production

facility. In this mode, the cart is effective as both a trans-

porter and line service box with four drawers on each side.

The VSSC. if used as a trantporter and line service box.

eliminates the exposure in the amanually handling of an explosive O V
material while tranofering from a tranrrortar to the line sbrvice

box.

TEST: The testing of the 7SSC resulted in the unit being

certified to contain, and justify for use, approximately 4 lb.

of Boron-Potaisium Nitrate uJN03) ori 4 lb. of Magnesium-Teflon-

Viton (MTV).

In tests with 5 lbs. BXN03, an initial short brilliant flash

flame was observed to extend less than three feet to either side

and four feet above the VSSC, which was followed by a white smoke

cloud which quickly dissipated. In teo.ta with 5 lbs. of MfTV, the
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flame w.j follovad by thick black smoke which accompanied the

burning for approximately five seconds before dt5~ipating. No

flame was obigrvad at thq operators station in front of thi

drawers for either test.

MA!NUA7L M'DLOSIVES T1',SWORT VFYUCLE3 "12TV)

DEV•.LCP!14,iT: The •!"TV and ita conjoining storage barricade

were developed at the Iowa AAP, Middletown, IA, and fabricated

on•ite by M.'non & Hangar - Silas 1.4a-on Co.. Inc. Althouth the

storage barrricade is part of the safety ay3tom and u~ed ..- con-

Junction with the NETV, the emphasis and consid-aration of this

paper is primarily on just the I TV and its potential applica-

tions. The KTV was designed to totally contain a bla-t.

DESCRIPTION: The KETV, shown in Figure 5, is a 24 inch

diameter spherical shaped all welded construction of one

C) quarter inch thick, 313 low carbon stainloan steel. The eight

inch diameter gated opaning is fitted with an interior

"*horseshoe" hinge with a tang on the exterior for opening/closing

and for loading/unloading. The eight inch oprining is flanged for

the purpose of connecting and locking the .- TV to the storage

barricade. The sphere iA mounted at the proper height on a

tubular frame which is on four wheels. Inside tha sphere, a

bracket is providod to hold a tray and cups, which are all

made up of conductive pla.gtic. The ITV wai fabricated locally

in the ro1ding shop.

TEST: Thq tasting, of the HET' reguited in the unit. being

17 3 3
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certified to contain 20 ounces of NOL-i3t pri rer nix. In one

test, it took approximately 18 minutes for the pressure in the

iphere to leak off, and in another teat, a reading of 146 Db

on the *A* scale was noted and was recorded by the noise inter

which was lo%ated at a distance of ton feet from tho sphere

test area.

The tetilng of the ME!1' was in conjunction with tests on the

storage barricade. The storage barricade was constructod of one-

half inch steel plate, approximately 43 inchos lonl, 31 inches

wide, and eight feet tall with a five foot cap of three-eighths

inch gteel plate, making the total hoight of the barricade

thirteen feet. The barricade is equipped with two large thirty T

inch by thirty-zoven inch acceas doors. and is equipped with the

connecting and tocsing device for hook-up with the -MTV. The

storage barricade was certified to 20 ounces of INOL-13) primer

mix. The storage barricade was fabri,:ated locally in the welding

shop.

SUUIWARY AND CONCLUSION

Operational shields, regardleos of dexqign, should be pro-

scribed rather than goenrally avsigned to specific explosivos

handling operations. All ahields should be tested and conform to

mIL-STD-33C8 (Shields, Operational For Azrmnition Operations,

Criteria For Design of and Tests For Acceptance) roquiremntz.

Tezts shculd be considered for operational shields which may

qualify then for use with various matarials, such as, explosivez,

1736 o
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pyrotechnics, and propellants. The testa, in order to conform

with, MIL-STD-3g8, should-

A, Prevent exposure to operating personnel of peak

positive incident pressures above 2.3 psi or peak

positive normal reflected pressure above 5.0 pai,

with impulse noise levels that are reduzed to 140

decibels or below.

B. Contain all frapontation or direct the fragmentation

away from areas, prevent secondary fragmentation, and

prevent the movement, overturning, or structural de-

flection where personnel could be injured.

C. Limit exposure of personnel to a critical heat flux

value basod on the total time of exposure with

operating personnel by locating a sufficient distance

from the shield to assure their protection.

The operational shield. considered in this paper were

selected for their flexibility in use within the explosives

industry. Each of the operational shields discussAd could be

modified or used "as-is' for any number of explosives handling

applications. The technology presently exista ,which can inprove

handling of explosives within the tim-frame betwren "storaga"

and "in-procesg" status. Singlq handling units can act as both a

transporter and as an on-line storage and provide apec.fic l,1'ilt

of containment which ajrze with the explosives safety 'Cardinal

Rule%.
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FIOURE 8.

SYNOPSIS OF OPEEATIONAL SHLZLD CObPAfIIZOUS

LINE VENTILATED M!NUAL
SERVICE SUPRE!ViV EXI'LOJ.IVES
BOXES SHI0LDIM3 TRANSPORT

CART VEHICLE
(LSB) (VSSC) (EMTV)

CERTIFICATI03 - Ccrtifi,3d to. Cartified tr,: Certified to:
8 graw 4 lb. 20 ouncea
PBXU-5 39N03 or NOL-130

MTV primer mix

FABRICATION - Local Local Local
AND COSTS Fabrication- Fabrication- Fabrication-

Low, cost Moderate cost Moderate coat

HANDLIliG METHOD - Stationary- Manually Manually
AND PROCEDURES but could be =obile mobile

made manually
mobile 0

FRAGMENT Total Total Total

RETENTION fragments fragmonts fragments
contained contained contained

BLAST Partially Partially Partially
OVERPRESSURE directed reduced redced or
SUPPRESSION eliminated

IIPULSE - Partially Partially Partial to
NOIS, LEVEL reduced- reducol almost to,•al
REDUCTIOII directed reduction

HEAT FLUX Partially Partially Partial to
SUPPRECZIOU reduced- reduced- almost totiA

diricted directed reduction
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ZMPLOS3173 S TY IU TMTACTICI-L. EJVIEOXT
PROBLEM OF A UJITIOIJ STO2`A5 IN V CORPS

by
John S. Crosgatte

Ammunition, M3ka any othor perighabla comnodity, his a life cycle. It is
produced, inspected, packaged, transported, stored and, finally, either used
or destroyed. During this progr•esion tho most static mode, storage, is
commonly vismid as the safest and explojivas safety regulations are developed
reflocting static forma of protection. To avoid accidontal functioning of
the material or, failing that, lose of life or propagation, amnunition is
protected from fir3 and lilhtning and is zeparated from objects raquiring
protection. Unfortunately, these reoulations and ainuptione do not fully
account for the dynamics of storage in the tactical environment where the
placement, configuration and handling of amnunition ic based chiefly on the
criterion of combat readiness.

The concept of readiness in this environzint involves, among other
considoiations, the modelling of basic load a•-unition to facilitate upload,
detailed traffic plans for the rapid movernt of a&unition off storage
points, procaedures of re-supply, serviceability of stocks, and explosives
maiety in the storage, handling, transportation and use of armunition. Balic
load ammunition, ammunition which the unit initially cnrrias into battle,
must be stored on or near the combat unit gArrison and mvit be configured for
quick upload and response. Certain sustainaon• stocks, based on war plans,
must be Available at forward storage locationg and othar ?re Positioned War
Reserve (PP"R) must be stored farther to the rear. 2criover, basic load
amunition must be under the control of the combat unit# and thaes units must
constantly exercise their roadinest plans, including the upload of live
azeunation onto tactical vehicles.

V Corps stores in excess of 103,400 short tonj of ammunition in a variety o!
storage sites and locations from the French to the East German bordorc.
Among these four dozen storage sites are four Prentock Points (PSP) storing
both PPW and modelled bpsic load, six Forward Storage Sites MSTV) storing
sustainment and barrier -'rmunition, eleven Btsio LorM Storage Areas (ULSA)
storing both modelled ana b.k basic load, four Quick Peaction Sites (QZ)
designad specifically for tae quick upload of modolled basic load armunttion,
an Ammunition Supply Point (ASM), throe Border Observation Posts, and
eighteen uploaded armor parks (0oni located in or near densely populated
installations and villages.)

Explosives nafety manigement in this widely diverse and volatile atmosphere
is highly centrallized at V Corps Headquarters. The Safety Office, reporting
directly to the Chief of Stafr, lioinses each storajle location, reviews each
license annually for complianie and incroachment, evaluatei explosives safety
waiver riquests, serves on accident lnvestigation boards for all Clai3 A
explosive accidents, submits construction Site plans for DDRSB approval,
teaches basic axplosives safety to over 50 eafety officers and NCOc oach
month, and either deovlops or dis.ominateo explouives safety policy for V
Corps. The highest priority is given to coordination and cooperation between
the V Corpa Safety Office and the ýuality 4svurtnce Sptcialist (At=,'nit!on
Surveillance) (QASAS) organittion to eniure that the using anrd itoring unita
receive consistent and nr.:-cont. :.dictory expiosives safety auidince.
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In addition to the explosives safety roles played by th* V Corps Safety
Office ana the V Corps QASAS a mignificant, if subordinate, role is played by
each of the ton Iilit-try Community WILCOM) &afety offica3, by thi three
Division/Regimental safety offices, the ZD Support C.on-And Safety Office, and
by the ammunition permonnel of the using and storing units. The HILCOM
safety offices enjur4 that the storage vites and facilities are properly
surviced by community engineers and coordinatt, with MILCON JKtaer Pianners to
prevent construction plans which may encroach ;n the sites. The
Division/Regimontal safetv offices provide firat-linc explosives safoty
aseiganct zo th. tactical uniti both in their 6torage locations and in the
fiold. The 3D Support Con-and Safety Cffice is the official custodian of
Restricted Area Decarrs (RAD) and s,-ovides firtt-line coordination with local
German explosives authorities. Finally, it is Lhe anmrunition personnel from
the using and storing units who must ensure tho safe handling, storage,
transportation and use of anmunition on a daily basis.

This explosives safety management system, for all its diversity, works.
Howsver, the problems which fact explosivow safety mapagament in the tactical
environment are not nacoxmarily onas that can 'e solved in that environment.
They are often the unexpected consequencte of policy gonerated by DOD or DA
headquarters, the retearch and devalopement co:r•unity or quality control. In
fact, if problems are unknowingly generated and loft unsolved anywhere in the
ammunition logistics or amplosives safety community, these problemi will
eventually reach the tactical enviropmant in magnified form. While
clairvoyance can never be inserted into thi logistician's Job description, an
awareness of tactical problems In the early stages of planning or rigulation
writing would lesson the impact of these unexpected consoquvnces in the
field.

The examples selected for discussion are intended to illustrate the nature
and scope of the problem by focusing on the necesjity for olmar, conciss,
comprehensive regulations, the need for inapecting agencies to be thoroughly
familiar with the regulations, the drarAtic and immdlite impact of new
amunition and equipment fielding, and *he importance of a continuing
reasiessment of ammunition already in the field. Lack of clear regulations,
readily available, is rimply an invitation to non-comrpliance; confusion on
the part of Army inepection ta•m (often dijuigin4 a relintless hunt for
dificiencies aj teohnical aagigtanca) dara•3: the bedrock of credibility or.
which comp!iance and cooperation rests; now equipment probleras effect
readingsS an well as explosives safety; and the failure to continually
ra%,ýaa problem-ridden ammunition coa~s livos.

A clear, concise, comprehensive Army reg.ilation is tho mont obvious
requirement for the imooth operation 6f an explogivsi afety management
system which containa trained oxplo.ives #afety aid survoillance
profe3Ionala, professional soldiers -iith no forral tranlnin in explosives
safety, and both Oi"man and American pirjonnl. A• prosoint %,9-1i300-20a comes
nlosoeo to mecting this r,quirement but lies too far dom the rojulatory
chain. DOD eO33.9-STD, reprinted as AR 305-e4, -asios none of these vital
tests, containo v!rtually no field guidance, and often pos~onais a wide
divergence batwoen what is atat•d and what ii act-ually meant. Tho
requiremqnt to prok-it construation workars at static storage ers with
Intriline Separt.ticr Distance and the rcqu!r'.;'.nt to sunhmit nite nlan2 for
2torAge arena under oinj a roduction in explc•,,e hL. ud a-e two recent
exarmlej of this divoreance.
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While the problem of a comprehensive Army regulation ic being addroazed by
the newly crzted Technical Center for ERp.osivog S'lity, it is egzential
that any new regulation address the tactical cnvirnnmint. Unrealistic
requirements, or requirements suitad only for static COU•S storal, could
fail the cozmon senue teat in the tactical environmint. The Technical Centor
"must rethink old assumptiona, specifically addrnsg th2 tactical environ:ent
and provide the widest possible latitude for risk azrseint at the PAC0O
level. The new regulation muot not be a mere compilation of old policies.

It is essential, for example, that required diatances in thq aov regulation
be given in meters as well as feet, that wiights b% given in hilo~rams am
well as pounds, and formulae prjoented in terms which are workabla in Net
Ixplosive Quantity (NXQ) as well as 14t Exploziv3 VWight (tY). If 'buttoned
up* uploaded tanks are required to have 20 m3tern separation from an
inhabited building. some acknowledg9nont iuat be given to unit maintenance
and serviceability Inspections whiih require the roundi to ba on the ground
for short periods. If rounds are rnaver allovd on the ground, the
usefullness of the uploaded tank park ev-poratea. If local rick asseaument
is to determine the acceptable expoaure •iisk, then the guidolines for that
risk assessment should be clearly stated.

This same problem exists for the live ammunition uplo.ad eocercile, the most V
comon go-to-var exircise in the tactical environment. Training requires the

simultaneous upload of am,.nition from adJacont storaga majazines to teo
load plane, loading times and trafficability in an authentic bu-to-wef
context. This exercise is simiply too essential to readinoss to be a.4rtailed
yet no mention is side of the ex3:cia. in exiiting regulation'-. Tha present
undercurrent of opinion in the e4plogivws saiaty community iU that some
ruls wore made to ba waived ani that the tactical environment sh)u!d operate
on a soft cuihion o! .P-aivers. V Corpi Safety considerr this growing
sentiment to bg the antithesis of eaplosive safety an-I will continue to fill
th* policy vacuum creatod by current reulationm. V Qcrpv ij txtive.. free tnd
Intehds to stay that way. We have yet to witnesi an explosivea opozation
wade mor* safe by a pisce of paper which transfees responsibility for the
risk from the explosives safety community to th3 walving authority.

In USAPEU3 tta rejulation dilemna will remain covplax. Thi Oerman
"regulation, ZDv 34 series, particularly ZDv 34/220, is a Liodel of clzrity .1d
precislon but ii not normall bindino on US Forcui and is not widely
available in Rgliah tranilation. USAREU3 RqeSuation 3J3-ll is woefully
outdated and now uoed solely for lictnsinj policy. Tho N'ATO document,
AC/253-)/208, is binding on US Forces for i:posgd s~tea nutitio US control.fd
property and mutt be used in conjunction iith the DOD standar di/Arny
regulation for quantity-distanee calculationsi.

While the regulation mam! is an onioi.ig problem tor personne in USARZUR, it
is a gouroa of intenra confusion for -:sp4ction tea:e frol CVNUS. TeA are
often unfamlliar with NATO regulaticrn, German 19!%l raiaints and ths
Ecetricti rea Decrees (RAO) governing storale on most V Corpm lites. Thl1e
BAD zono.4 restrict land uiage surrounding storage Pitev ari ser•e much •hz
5am6 function as a perimeter fence at A COTUS inrtallatlon. For Axp•o!, RAD
IV, the aquivnlont of our !nhabitid Building ýMs-,Ancp, might re!).!rt the
actual distance to an inhý:ited structure or ý.rely • diotncs within which
InhAbitel structures miy not be tuilt. UnfP !arity •ith thf aystR m

oovioualy affectU the quality of in!.ptlarn team obsarvaticna and
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racommondations. With tha exception of hazard clas 1.2 a-munition with a
high assigned fragmant distance, the NATO quantity-distance regulations tend
to be significantly wore restricti-a than our own. Mhat is absolutely

certain is that the bout nation will never rostrict building (the legal Cconzequence of a R;D zone) to provide protection from a hazard it does not
accept. Once ammunition arrivws in country, off-poct protection will
continue to be provided to Gqran/RATO standards, not our otn.

Another pressing problem in the ripidly changing tActical environment is the
impact of now ammunition and equip,.nt on explusivra safety. Thi new faully
of 1700m sabot tank &-=-nition with the combuztible cartridje case, for
enatple, brought a reduction in hazard olasmification from 1.2 to 1.3 over
th. old lO5cm round. However, s~hsn the new round was pitokid in the PA-118
lightwtight metal container and fieldid in U3.A221U the old f~ag:.nt hazard
had been engineered back in and the hazard cls.;s returned to 1.2. While the
elevation of bazard class may not havw had a serious impact on static CO:XS
storage, it had a significant imact on the soldier in the field expogd to
the hazard and on the ability :f V Corpa to storz the amrnunition cloaer to V
the tnnks including, in some instancea, in uploaded tank parks. ('he storing
of rounds close to tanks is a critical tactict! connidoration impacting on
the decision to keep tanka uploadqd in the first place.) The fielding of the
Yield Artillory Aminition Support Vehicle (FAA2V), r'quirin3 the ro.toval of
the gromomt from the 155m rouna prior to placing the round in the vehicle is
a second example. The exposure of tht rotating band and obturator during
one-time us* may not cauie significant sevviceability and safety problems,
however damage to the vital comoononts of the round during frequ~nt uplo'ding
in the tactical Qnvi,.onment does.

Failure to continu--ýlly reassess problem-riddenar,2..-%,n~tion bacame critical to
V Corps in the summr of M?7 lollowing the in-bore dtonation of an YZ29A2
4.2 inch mortar round Lt Grafenwohr Training Area whioh killod one soldier
and gerioaiy injurgd sevoral othbrs. During th* investigation of the
accident It b.ecami colr to V Corps Safety that the round bad boon imnt• d by :
serious sticking probl*rs since its inception and had long since faild to
meet the A-ly rvquirements for an accuoote, loni-ranje, ra;id-tire round.
The round ituo so frequently in *oa, cannons that realistc truining was
simply not poa~ible. loroovor, the friq ency of emerc' procoduý-%s for
firing and frisinj stu2jk rou.ds invited non-cc,%pllmnce ;Ith safaty evacuation
requIrzents.

Although much of the investigation centered on the elusive cause of the •2
detonation, still unknown, Safoty foouzed its attuntion on -te combat
umsfullness of a noruar round which required frequent r9-indax•:! to ceat the
round, frequent kioking of the cannon to fire the rond, elnborata xhabilnq
tochniques and even =or# elaborate techniques for froqi"g atuck rounl which
could not b" "kickad do* n .'arle. A V Corps survey of Its mortor platoona
indicated that many mort:':.cn had lorg ago lost aonfidinc.: in the 1CA2 and
that T•he stitking problams 7'(p3riencsd by the mortar ;latron on tho day of
tho accident '%ad becor,. commonplqce. 3ven in the unlikelv evenr that the
pressures of trainlinq -are molily rqiponmible for the , the preoqnure
of combn• couil suri:v be .aedadn~ to be greater. Timely resivensment o that
problem--idden round ihould xv pornvented that platoon from traAnIng with
tho' rourd, evon from the ground mo'.at.
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ThM tactical environm~nt in not an aberati•n in the explosives safoty
comounity but rathor the ultitatt-use onviron-"nt for rhich a&z=nition and
weaponry is devigned. Moroover, it 13 rscogniz2d throuhbout the tactical
oo==nity that probltma will continue to elude det•ctin and coreootion pr'ior
to fielding and iz~lenentation and that the ultImt*-uaq onvironmant is also,
inevitably, the ultimsts-toeting environment. It is, ho•';YAr, ••a-onable to
conclude that an early and per••itent awarnesg of thi domand• and
requiremnts of the tactical uituation would hasten th• diccovery of
explosivad safety probleo and facilitate their revolution.

14
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James E. Tancreto c ,
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1.0 INI•cwCoN

Tunnel magazine tests (such as those reported in References 1 and 2) 3nd
resulting enpirical relationships for the external prczsure environwait frcm
internal explosions show that the safety cziteria in NZVS7A OP 5 (UR.ference 3)
is very conservative for many tunnel magazines. These studies are now being
considered by the DeartLrent of Defcnse E-plosives Safety Board (DCZSB) for
revision of thw existing criteria. TVe ned criteria will account for the
effect of the size (equivalent dianeter) of the exit on pressures o:t~side the
tunnel. The fvy bhs mn-y tunnels with nultiple baffles in the e=t tunnel
that effectively reduce the equivalent exit diameiter, until the baffles are
ejected from the tunnel by the high pressures. The new criteria would not
account for the effect of closing dc-m the tunnel exit area with baffles that
would fail.i/Psts with fixed baffles have shoun tbhaVcaled distances of 30
to 10 ft/lb (vs. the current rriLteria of 76 ft/lb to the front of the
magazine) would be possible. Tests were required to show the effect of "fran-
gible' baffles. The debris hazdrd from the cccrete baffles and headhall was
also addressed by the test program, but is not covered in this paper.

2.0 OBJEC=I- I
The test program was designed to determine the overpressure and debris hazard
frcr. an explosion in a tunnel magazine with and without "frangible' baffles in
the exit tunnel.

This paper provides the test results for external overpressure vs. distance,
direction, equivalent exit dianreter, and charge density (explosive weight /
tunnel voluZn, W/V).

3. 0 TEST PFqXCr .

TV- i•pcitznt variables -. re charge weight, the ntzrber of baffles, and the
scale model size. Table 1 shows the scale model test specimen gecmetry.
Table 2 shýoqs the value of the basic test variables for e-ach test setup.
Three tests (la, 1b, and Ic) were run with no heaOwall or baffles for car- ar
is-c with te tunnel te3ts usirg baffles. A reusable 12 inch artillery gun
barrel wa3 used for -.W.tiple 1/15th scale model para.Teter tests and a 1/6th
scale model was ccfnstructcd for one test.
3.1 Test Site

hae terts wre ccncduct•] by the Terminal Effects Pzsearch and Analysis Group
(ziTA), ioew hexikno Lnstitute of Mining and Technology, Socorre, New Mexico.
Camera coverage was provided by TU2A and pressure gage instrumentation and
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r~cording were provRd..1O bly the alCivil rngineering tztoratory (ICZL). Thze
testng as ot.d atte -~~ Valle~y tee3t site. This site provided a

large levmel suflacb for locating~ preoýXre sgxes and for da-bris recovry.

3.2 ¶Cezt Structure

Mi scale nndyel trzt struct-ures us--A qyi'3rct tnl -cons Jsedo
the nornal arch scction of Nav-y tix~nls (ace F-4-r.3 1). Ibis allow~ed for

s -perlsse3 cmi cwnztzv.cticn with nlo loz-3 in acur~c. h
d~inyns s of the t?. scale rc&Al test structurr'-s are zhc'ý.n ir Table I ani in
Fig~ie 2 (1/15th scale), FicgUre 3 (1/6.43 zscale) , murd Yi're 4 (-ýffles3 and
heas:Nall). Table 2 showis the value of t1e variables in ea-ch test.

The scale node1, unreinforcs-d ccncrete bafflasi were not structurally rvzt-rain-
ed. T1he he~awall was rcztrainad at. the bottern by a hze:,vy bzcku2 plate to
siml'ýi*e tne actual cczn.'-tructiun (ccntinum.3 Ixr, Axi encavation, to beý3rcek).
The corncrt muix dsigm u,--d zacel aggre-Ste ý0zas based on a rull s m jl j
runm agqreqate size o.-6 1 hich. T~he 7-ix cave a cnreta zi ~ tr=zngth of
about 5G000 psi. The haera~ll inclv.-7.d scalccd wire reno~n sC ddxiZ"-
eter, equal =t7teca uter) around the door to zimln he tha acAua

&sin.Scaled sh%--t tal dors were taYiiok~ahe,(d1§in.,HPlywood w-alls w--re pllacze ar:- icular to tme tnne (on the 90 linn') to
pr-ovide a reflecting zuPce imilar ý-o the cactuall overburdi-n. n)4 %-all -ýxa
conservatively er-esicnae to b ste.eper týa the rcma~l overburdan (prcucinq
s-trcriger reflectticns to the front ol. the tunnel-).

1/15th scalIe tunnel stnxcture (2: ' 'ure 2). I,,e Tun was tcvtoAu;
tain rcmptatad testing with the rcquired 3, 6, and 12 1-1.. C4 *lOsIO3IV
A statl stiucrtural coilL--r vw.is t-;1ci(A around the zm erc nd aMi plug, to pee-
vcnt prs!zsure lmlnage, was nlacnd in the back~ ord. N~o oý,erthuren w,". u~.id,
eoxcrpt at. the ',-ýci of the tuinn-I to help rmstrain zthesel plug. I -. plug
was partially driven into the coand fill by the nrc%-7;ures in each test (aUlc-v
ing irzi -nif icant - .pr,:ýura lpe!,nge) and Uim rý.Žc:ý;tionnd for the following
test. Au 80 foot lc4-g (40 feet to each zidei) t-i 12 Liot Mcih (c.ee Ficrare 3)
ply~~iOýd reflecting wall was tizs'd to sai~rulata tununz.l eruun

A 1 inch th~ick 28 inch di:%rjter zteeal tid-e * uzi d to form! the 1/5.43 (ti ba
c -l'ed 1/6th.) so-ile rmcd'il rtinjej 1:t-ucture. c'.rxx.'rre :te ;'e USA4~for the- floor sl,7 and i; Lhe pime a:nd a ~ur :T oihcavy Ste 1 plate
walls (2 inch thick x 34 incJihq)ad uý t-t ( iic hc x 5 >f-.t lie).
Tte stpeel forrrs were 3 inct,-3 ( .7id, r~ fr'nh sel"jo a h ~iI~
half -beh'ht and at the rcof mdwt).'. ikof týŽe ' .;nfor-d- in
a3 cut ccct-ic of the natural reair qiceind sbcpe, A\ mniiru~l orIj 20 fcot of

c iacte fill waa ;r~ed over -,,-d arci.::d t-i'e rcýný-:A .b strel to ti
~~uata c .tairrent,25 the lo-se. M'V3;- O? 5 r<i~o~ r~~ ~ ~r

-Irhen mth of 3 3Wza* 'a1-oot kG et1. sc2eroJ fo': no dil tivotic'i tlhý,
zn~ae cil ý,.nd O.o61 214fcý.t) ýfor flwt tO 2'L- af

~ci ~ '!rez -:,I A 3e~in.i 20 fctJ& L zto ty.c ~&)b

-ri-.I of: the faca of thz tunnel OmerbuLt"AS1.
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j 3.3 Explosives

Ccpositicni C4 explAosive was used in the 1/15th scale model tests and TL1W was
used in the- 1/6th scale tent. The center of gravity of the cylindrical c-(

plsies wrs in the. conter of the tunnel x-sect ion and 1/4th the ttnnel I ength
fran the rear of t-he tunnel. n. is had been determined to be a coniservative
locaticni (pressurez cutsidle a tunn-cl are somithat higher for charges located
c.loser to the rear wall) for the aun~it and typical storage location of the
explosive being sinalated. O.arges were detonatid with ~Zi~cord and detona-
tors. Mualtiple charg~es were detonated simnultaneously.

The ccaroaition C4 was conatructco'. in 3 lb. cylinders, 2.5 inche-s in diameter
by 15 iniclas long. Ali external qylindrical. wrap -)f light,.-mght welded wire
mash was used to n'airntain ther shape. A wire crad~ie surz~rted the charge at
the proper height. The clh.aroa (Lrsity of the rs,--p ((large weight,, W# divided
by tunnel vo2.ure, V) was variied by using three charge. waicghts: three, six and
12 lb. An 8 inch c-pacirng was mirantained between ends of the explosive cylin-I der3, whtan m~ultiple 3 lb. charges wore nesdiA.

Ile l/5th scale rc&il explosive charge ca'.sisted of two aliminuni clad (0.06 in
thick) 43 lb. T.VT cylindars. 7the 6 inch diar-ý-er by 32 inch long cylinders
were setarnted by 32 incha3. The.- thin cnising was we.~d in casting thea charge
and would have little effect (ez:,ecially in th*e 1.2 psi range) on the pres-
sures outside the tun-e.n Th-e charge was suppited on a wood 2'x4* cradle.

3.4 Instruetaticn

PrezsurCý ga.g:s were u.z,:d (excqpt in trests 7a, 7b, wan 7c) to obtbin pre.sue -
d istanc! cAta in proscriJbed dircctions. K-!ih sixed roti-In picture caxreras
were used to obtain d'i-br-3 hunc v.oty arl-d zargle data in all tests but la,

Y ~lb, and lc (wibich had no heacvall, ba~f f",-S, or D&ri) Deris eas re-mvered,
except in tests la, lb, zi~nd 1c, for ý7nai~y:;s rof the 6'.bris dlistrihution and

sizecharctersti3. A wi-tn,?r panel wa~s use-d Lint~s 7a, 7b and 7c toIobtain additional da~ta en t"-e la!%-.huch j ,erid 01t~ris da~is, ty. Real
time video can.--ra =overa-e of t>.e,- ev-,7nt an~d 3,till~tg~ of tetest
setup before and aftcc ~i:in~g wzere also cit&.Cnily Nhe! om;,-rpressure data
is dic'-.'A . this remcrt. Debris c~Afo~the high spt~ed cam-rs and3

'Qr:. r~~-ry will be givcn in othe~r rcports.

Pressure cv~gcs weelocated tI-Iide LIIC tirslei -?'tt, in the- 1 ocoite eC
x-Keioetc' u at celected lii~s ond ranýr'3 on l:vei. grc.-Jim~r.-:ca

c :'-,,e tunnrels. G('aca =,=,t locaticrx-. are hh'.i~in FI~u~ss 5 ard 6 for
.fle -- J.) J ix'CAl 3e'.I'Ccatic~ns Yw,2rzn crhz; in to ',,iin a a>La e i-
,u~ vo. Sca~led Ps;n,,7 relatiwn~hip to the frrnt (00lr- othtu7,L;7d
to cawt'ure the islaticnzhlr rv.•,ar 1.2 rpi ..~a t-,e c~~rllncs (.13%5~ 90,
and lA60 All ga,3ý-s were :31illi fo rccct 4i-n -. sr3 ri

pc>?scrcg-ig-is cr.'er uz'--d A'Or p"rCSSu':rS ovter 'QO rsi. Pi-.;o;cýAectric and
Yie:ýoz-cýiztiva cr %s nre u:dat other iscaitic-n.s
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-4 ~4.0 PRMS',3-DISI2-!=• DATA
40Analog data, recorded on magnetic tare by NCT.L, was digitized by TIPA and

plotted. The digitizad data rezults included peak pressure ad inpulse. Cnly
the peak pressure data is in=lud&d in this report.

Tunnel et;.ernal pr sure data is a function of I" (range divided by effectivetunnel di anter. The peak prc-sure and scaled distance (IVD) data are given
in Tables 3 through 7. Norzzlly the ncn-dimmsicnal ratio P/P.c (incident
pressure at range R divided by the incidant pressure at the tuiKnl exit) is
plotted vs. WI/. Fzwever, since it was difficult to establish the ecit pres-
sure and because it was not necesary for the developmnt of safe pressure-
distance criteria, the peak incidtnt omerpresure, P, (not P/P ) is plotted
versus R/D. Theoretically, P/P is a function of "/D and one line could be
used to show the relaticonhip gIven by the three lines in Figurces 7 and 8.
Homeerr since P is directly related to W/V, the criteria will be developed
as a function of'XW/V (which we knw much more accurately than Px) and R/D
(see Section 5.1).

Configuration 0 (basic turnel with no baffles or headwall), 1/15th scale modal
test results on the 00 line are slymn in Figure 7.

Configuration 2 (hea-wall and both baffles) and ConfiCration 1 (headwall and
baffle 1 - Test 2 only), 0° line data are plotted in Figures 8 (1/15th scale)
and 9 (1/6th scale). The 12 lb. Configuraticns I and 2 (Tests 2 and 4)
rerults ,ere carbined when it %as determined that the smaller baffle 2 (23%
area reUcxtion) had little or no effiect on external pressure when used withO baftle I(52% area reductiony and the headwall (54% area reduction). Figur•

1) 0 shm the i/6tý scale nxodel results for pressures on different lines (15 130 , 90 , nd 180°)

5.0 DPZA AINALYSIS

5.1 Scaled Relation~hips

The pressure, P, outs~idle a tinnel at range R, ',,As be--,n sh~an (see Referg-ncei. 1
and 2) to be related to t4he Drazsure at the trnnUl exit, Z,, ard the e.Cuival-
nt dimm-ter (diameter of a circle w'ith the smte area as t•q- tiune! exit) by
the pows- curve givEn in Equation 1 (note that the 13wer case characters in
the following cquatians are constints that mnst be determined by the test
data):

P/Px a (.?/!))b

"te exit pressure in this reTtio ship is directly related to the chamberI pressure, PC as swn in 2quantion 2:

Sc(P)d (2)

he cotier preosure 3s a funticn of charge density and is nor=.illy ;rrittzn
4n g qI.ven in equ-ation 3 (•e Fef2remce 4):

P-. P e(f/V) (3)
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Coiubining Eiaticns 2 and 3 gives:

Px g(WV)h (4) ..

Since the test program was dsigned to obtain P at R for various W/V ratios,
and since WA' was ma-Ai and P is very difficult to m~azure, the criteria was
developed in terma of W/V instead of P . The relaticns.hip, in terms of W, V,
R, and D (from Equations 1 and 4) is:

h bP - ag (W/V) (IM) (5)

The pre-ssure criteria for safe distance is fized at 1.2 psi, t-herefore the
design criteria for safe distarce and allaowble storage capacity c~n berelated bL,.:

b rlb j jI/V)-h (where j = constant = P/ag) (6)

Squation 6 can be written to isolate the k&ry parxreter. For instance, the
alllowble storage capacity of a tunnel (with voltzre V and equivalent diameter
D) and safe inhabited building diztnce R (1.2 pai range) is:

W - kV(P/D)m (7)

where k and m are constants to be determined from the test data.

5.2 T'T Equivalency

Con-position C4 was used in the i/1_th scale testa, whdle TNT was used in t~he
1/6th scale test. Different explosives or scxIa1 weight develcp different gas
pressures and exit pressures. Quantity-ditznce relaticnshipa in lwiVSA OP 5 0
(.3fference 3) are based on =ir. Therefore, the charge densities (W/V) of thA
V, tests were oorr~cted for the T731" ueight equivalcncy of C4. 1 used t/ha
o Tter program INBU.3T (Peference 5) to calculate chai-ber pressure vs. W/V
(for: 0.2 < W/V < 1.2) for C4 :,rd T.. To-e results gave a cccDstant MT.? equiv-
alency for C4 of 1.28 (TMr erulvalent weight = 1.28 x C4 weight, for equal,
pressure) for the range of W/V in the tests.

6.0 R=-ULTS

1','-,e Co line (in line and directly to the front of the tunnel) aornallv records
the highest pressure at any range. Following normil practice, the sale dis-tarce to thk front of the tunnel, RC' was established and t ze sfe distances
in other inirections were detcrninr d s a ratio of R, (as a functicn of the
angle). Pcoults were chftermined for tt. exit ccnriyurat6I.s: with and withbot
baffles (Configurations 2 and 0).

6.1 Pre.,sure vs. P/ýT - 0 cz-gzree Line

The peak pressuze data oh-zn in TVbles 3 throuch 7 w.a used to determine the
least Lauares bImt fit relaticrnhip to Lhc pcwer curve:

SP a a(Pv Dbb
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for each W/V ratio (i.e. the 1/15th scale 3, 6, and 12 lb. testa and the 1/th
srale 96 lb. tefst). Fi•uzes 11 and 12 shcw tyAical (1/15th scale, 6 lb. t.ot,
W/V = 0.611) plotted data and tha associate_/ zzraight line bent fit cirvez
for: (a) all the data (Figure 11), and (b) thi- datz arourJ 1.2 D:ri (Figire
12). Although a good fit is obtaii-ed usineg all the data, a bettr fit cn be
obtained if only the data in tha pre-sure raoca of intezest i3 uzt-d. Thni:e-
fore, data around 1.2 psi (10 < P < 0.35 psi, kn thae 1/15th scale tests; and
3.5 < P < 0.6, in the 1/6 scale test) were us'd to determine the beest fit R/D
value at 1.2 psi (for each W/V value). lbz, results are shu.,n in TtblU.L 8.

6.2 Saf.e Inhabitcd Building Distance - P/D vs. W/V.

-ice Line. The. r-ilts of the b'z.t fit statl.tica1 stvjý for the R/D at
which 1.2 pci occurs for cac~h WiV are kbcm in Table 8 and plotted in Figure13. The. be-st fi-t -r-wer curse for safe distznce from a turnel -ittut baffles
(frcoi Ttft la, lb, and Ic dat2) is:

R/D - 114(W/V) 0 .3 1  No Baffl1•s
0.3 < W(T1ý)/Al < 1.22

The best fit relati-stbip for tunnels with baffles (from Test 2, 4, 5a, 5b,
6a, 6b, and 8 data) iz:

D 97W/V; 0 •5 8  With af'ls (see Sec-tion 6.3)0.3 < W(1!:1)P.; < 1.212

The plot in Figure 13 shoz t~e efffctiveness of the 02rangible" bLmBfflea in
reducing safe distance. The effect of the baffles decreases -s cbag3 density
is increased (see the WI) ratios in the last coluin of Table 8). Por exarzle,
at a W/V of 0.305 tie baffles reitce the safe distance to 631 of the .af'
distance without baffles, "ut at a WA.' of 1.22 the safe distance is 92% ot 4;he
safe distance without baffles.

Best fit relaticonhips were calculated foc P vs. R/D (using all data points)
in each direction (see the e7zle best fit curvs in Fiyure 11). The 1.2 psi
R/D was calculated and cx*,red with t1V best fit value c~i th: 0 line. Aver-
age ratios for R_/20 (rang\i on ;ine 'a' d6vided by~range on tbh. 0 line - C;)
were cbtain-d fo' each line (15 , 30 , 90 and 180 ). TLe sate range in any
direction is obtainesd by O!Utiplying R0 by the amropriate angle dir~ction
factor, Ca. In ge-eceai, the safe range at an angle, 'a', from the 0 lune iz:

Ra =CaR!, (9)

• '?able 9 strir,_s the d-ata and directioral factors for the tests without
baffles. Table 10 vz" rizes the direction fr ...tors for toe tests with b3f-
flez. Results are pl.otted &nd caT.ared with Norwaian criteria in Fiyure 14.

tha direc..icnal ac r s are higher in tests with haff les than in the testsi,••withouit baf'-ELS .Anýd all tCs•.S pro~lxsed Iighp!- dirnct-'cral factors than would
"• bet- Predicted by tl•e•h-,,•---' criteria. In a~ditier, the direct:ional factors
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in tests with hf f-cs zhc-i a C ý-endc7=-y on VIN. Pn T-/V ccrwz-.es ti~e directicnnld
fa.ctors incre-are. ThIs rzn pcz bzyb e,,pl ai'ned by teeffect of the verti-
cal plywco1 r,:flec-tkig wa'2l wA'lclh Is clon,,r to tha 1.2 psýi pressure range fcr
the shm ier W/V rts.Siý-zz thFý ýýll wasi ve-ry mn,-;er.-ativa wh~n ccar-red
with norm*al tunnel ~i~gzi.;une ;oricry ti jscatet 7~O u h
baff-le tces.t rceýultz bry avtgJ ng e dc-ata over all tksests. The 1/6th scilla
rnoccdl toxt ý:s axpcctad to give the best diroetios-il rcsults and is the only
tast useýd for thie 180 donreeý rr. ha 185 d-,grc,Že liw-, hi the 1/15th scale
test was not lvlnor did it n'co1e1 the terrain (z;-e Figure 2).

Rec.cmronded de-zign dir'2cticon~l. fw-,tors3 for thaw test tunnel gec mtries wit~h
baffles are stzv.n in FiGure 14.

6.3 Tmne1 Geometry LimitatinTps

7yi~ca:d twonels were use-d to d'_ign the test =rdels. Scrme tunnels will, not be
twit,-hin the l;inmitz of th,.* tz~stcd vari.,ables and t~he results will not -,pply to
t~hae. The allcimableeoosi ntor':, weiq`- and safe di~tznce arn related to
Xc4uivalent texit diaireter, D), and totzdt tmn~al vclu~ý, V, in rc~ations I to 3
and Th-bJle 4. Tharofore, variations in D and V -.re posjibliý. Hcwever.. other
g-ezast r ic paraneters niz;.st mee,.t the follovwing re~uiraTents (within 10%)

(a) ¶~o baffles, each with a nd iii'An thicknass of 4 ft.
(b) (kie baffle with mnii'w area. 0.5 x tunnal exit area.
(c) Cther baffle with ri-di~ii-n area 0 .25 x tuznel exit area.
(d) }{~:a1with minimmui thickneýss of 3.5 it.
(e) Ecadwall door upni-nig no rgreater th.9n 96 sf.

7.0 L;o.

Sest fit prak pre',sure vs. scaled distance (R/D) relaticinshi-ps for 0.3 < W,/V <
1.22 have been dcveJc.:z;d for use in detarminina the safe inhabitcA building
distancs. (for pe,-k pressure) from specific Navy tunnels with or witiout baE-
I-Is. ¶IR~nnels without ba-ffles were stN~on to h.ave a safe inhabit~d buildiing
distaince (ranc~e for 1.2 psi) of abcxip15% of the cu~rrent safe distance
rzTuired by Pýaf erence 3 (K = 76ft/ib / .With baf fles the safec distince is
betwr,, 40 ;ýrnd 60% (d~en-Aing on V)of the exiýtjmg rrxqjired safe diztzirir~e.
Tht, new relationships3 are not directly relalt4d to the exist:Liy require'"nts
tec~ause the'y are bazcd on a rxA-er curve wihR~t vs. W/V ;_,CjWtio 6), mV
the existing criteria are based cn .Crc-e air relatisi-ishiE:G w.!h P nc(MI~A'

UF,ýe of the data in this recort- to determnne the sa&-, inhabited building dis-
tance from tunncls wit-h or witho,-ut ba:'flen, dst. be ainrOvcd by th~e MKFB On a
caisc by cas-ie basis. ý3e!3t fit :e&iults have s~ hcrn. Until additional da-ta
is obtzinrd, 90% conf idonce values (about 10% increaz~e in safe distance) muy
be rejuired.
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Table 1. Tunnel Magazine Test Geometry

PARAMETER UNITS SCALE
Full 1/6.43 1/15

TUn!neL:
DIAMETER, D (a) FT 15 2.33 1
AREA SF 177 4.28 0.785
LENGTH FT 240 37.33 16
VOLUMEt CF 42410 159.6 12.57

HEADWALL:
THICIDIESS IN 43.0 6.7 2.9
OPEN AREA RATIO 0.46 0.46 0.46
C.IAWETER, Dh (a) FT 10.2 1.58 0.68
Dh/D 0.68 0.68 0.68

BAFFLE 1:
THICKNESS IN 48.0 7.5 3.2
SETBACK (b) 7T 14.4 2.25 0.97
OPEN AREA RATIO 0.48 0.48 0.48
DIAMETER, D1 (a) FT 10.4 1.62 0.69
Dl/D 0.69 0.69 0.69"

BAFFLE 2:
THIC10NESS IN 48.0 7.5 2
SETBACK (n) FT 34.9 5.44 2.33 . 1
OPEN AREA RATIO 0.72 0.72 G.72
DIAMETER, D2 (a) FT 12.7 1.98 0.25
D2/D 0.85 0.85 0.83

(a) Diameter of an equivalent circula- open area.
(b) Distance of baffle from headwall
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Table 2. Test Specien Parameters

TEST SCALE CON:IG. I---EXPLOSIV.---.I ----- W/V ------
FACTOR (a) TYPE WEIG3T lb/cf (b)

lb C4 TNT

la 15 0 C4 3 0.239 0.305
Ib 15 0 C4 6 0.477 0.611
Ic 15 0 C4 12 0.955 1.222
2 15 1 C4 12 0.955 1.222
4 15 2 C4 12 0.955 1.222
5a 15 2 C4 6 0.477 0.611
5b 15 2 C4 6 0.477 0.611
6% 15 2 C4 3 0.239 0.305
6b 15 2 C4 3 0.239 0.305
7a (c) 15 3 C4 6 0. 477 0.611
7b (c) 15 4 Cl 6 0.477 0.611
7b (c) 15 2 C4 3 0.239 0.305
8 6.43 2 TNT 96 0.470 0.602

(a) CONIFiGURATIO10 rC-ETY

0 No Feidwall or Baffle3
1 Headwall + Baffle I
2 Headwal! + Baffles 1 & 2
3 Baffles 1 & 2
4 Headwall only

(b) Base2d cn TNT Cas Prezsure Equivalency for C4 of 1.28
by weight.

(c) Only debris data recovered (not shown in this report).

15
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Table 3. Pressure Data, Tests la, lb, & ic (a)
W 3, 6, & 12 lbs C4, Configuration 0

I-GAGE LOCATION--I ---- MEASURnED C4 DATA..----j
Line Range Pressure, P, psi

deg (b) ft W=3# W=6# W=12#

0 -I.i 1344 117 2062
0 -2.5 1454 1845

C 2 591 1097
0 10 27.0 43.9 103
0 20 11.1 19.0 24.7
0 40 3.39 4.96 6.13
0 60 2.10 2.63 3.82
0 80 0.91 1.59 2.03
0 1on 0.75 1.39 1.59
0 120 0.58 0.91 1.15
0 160 0.41 0.59 0.71
0 200 0.33 0.47 0.5C

30 40 4.63
30 60 1.56 2.80 3.25
30 80 1.29 1.33 2.01
30 100 0.74 1.02 1.52
30 120 0.49 0.71 0.89

90 20 4.45 6.53 8.37
90 40 1.67 1.75 3.31
90 60 C.54 1.13 1.91

90 80 0.32 0.81 1.14
90 100 0.27 0.52 0.75

180 30 0.64 0.49 0.50
180 40 0.54 0.4 0.46

(a) Test la: 3 lbs
Test ib: 6 lbs
Test Ic: 12 lbs
Configuration 0: No baffles or headwall

(b) D -- 1.00 ft. Therefore R/D R ft/ft
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Table 4. Pressur3 Data, Tests 6a and 6b

W = 3 lbs C4, Configuration 2

I-GAGE LOCATION----...FWASURED C4 DATA----.
Line Range Pressure, P, psi
deg . (a) ft TEST 6a TEST 6b Pavg

0 -i.I 4482 4310 4396
0 -2.5 3398 4327 3863

0 10 14.6 13.8 14.2
0 20 4.55 6.69 5.62
0 40 1.60 1.60
0 60 0.80 0.82 0.81
0 80 0.46 0.48 0.47
0 100 0.37 0.41 0.39
0 120 0.31 0.33 0.32
0 160 0.23 0.21 0.22
0 200 0.18 0.20 0.19

30 40 2.42 1.85 2.14
30 60 1.11 0.96 1.03
30 80 0.85 0.72 0.79
30 100 0.53 0.46 0.50
30 120 0.38 0.37 0.37

90 20 3.84 3.72 3.78
90 40 1.19 2.10 1.64
90 60 0.54 0.52 0.5390 80 0.46 0.59 0.53
90 100 0.33 0.29 0.31

180 30 0.32 0.35 0.34180 40 0.33 0.25 0.29 i, :•

(a) D = 1.00 ft. Therefore, R/D fR ft/ft
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Table 5. Pressure Data, TeztS 5a and 5b
W - 6 lbs C4, Configuration 2

I-GAGE LOCATION-I ----..EAS =,,D C4 DATA----I
Line Range Pressure, P, psi
deg (a) ft TEST 5a TEST 5b Pavg

0 -1.1 4500 4602 4551
o -2.5 3608 4070 3839

0 10 17.3 16.8 17.0
0 20 8.01 7.33 7.67
0 40 3.23 2.45 2.84
0 so 1.50 1.50
0 80 0.85 0.84 0.85
0 100 0.75 0.67 0.71
0 120 0.54 0.54 0.54
0 160 0.36 0.39 0.38
0 200 0.23 0.31 0.29

30 40 3.22 3.22
30 60 1.52 1.52
30 80 1.16 1.11 1.14
30 100 0.78 0.65 0.72
30 120 0.49 0.50 0.50

90 20 6.57 5.80 6.19
90 40 2.34 2-71 2.52 0 >
90 60 0.95 0.78 0.87
90 80 0.63 0.58 0.60
90 100 0.43 0.38 0.40 t

1'10 30 0.48 0.48 0.48
180 40 0.46 0.34 0.40

(a) D 1.00 ft. Therefore, R/D R ft/ft

7,6
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Table 6. Pressure Data, Tests 2 and 4 (a)
... W - 12 lbs C4, C~cnfiT-zrations 1 & 2

I-GAGE LOCATION�---- S~lD C4 DATA----I
Line Range Pressure, P, psi

dog (b) ft TEST 2 TEST 4 Pavg

0 -I.I 5014 6084 0.256

0 10 40.8 31.4 36.1
0 20 16.5 12.7 14.6
0 40 4.58 4.94 4.76
0 60 2.66 3.40 3.03
0 80 1.65 1.61 1.63
0 100 1.34 1.63 1.49
0 120 1.06 1.07 1.06
0 160 0.62 0.68 0.65
0 200 0.51 0.55 0.53

30 40 5.05 5.05
30 60 2.99 2.89 2.94
30 80 1.73 2.11 1.92
30 100 1.25 1.21 1.23
30 120 0.76 0.78 0.77

90 20 10.4 11.8 11.13
90 40 4.43 4.12 4.23
90 60 1.63 1.38 1.51
90 80 1.00 0.92 0.96
90 100 0.77 0.69 0.73

180 30 0.75 0.75
180 40 0.65 0.63 0.54

(a) Test 2 uscd Configuration 1 (Baffle 1 +
Headwall)

Test 4 used Configuration 2 (Bafflea 1&2
+ Headwall) j

(b) D - 1.00 ft. Therefore R/D R ft/ft
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Table 7. Scaled Pressure Data, Test 8
W - 96# TNT, Configuration 2

I--- GAGE LOCATION -------. TNT DATAI
Line Range P/D P
deg ft (a) psi

0 -2.56 -1.10 4334
0 -5.76 -2.47 3292

0 30 12.9 13.1
0 50 21.4 6.15
0 70 30.0 3.52
0 100 42.9 2.66
0 130 55.7 2.07
0 170 72.9 1.31
0 220 94.3 0.82
o 280 120.0 0.65

15 130 55.7 1.67
15 170 72.9 1.16
15 220 94.3 0.72

30 130 55.7 1.99
30 170 72.9 1.10
30 220 94.3 0.81

90 70 30.0 2.74
90 100 42.9 1.4690 130 55.7 1.01
90 170 72.9 0.67

180 30 12.9 1.03
180 50 21.4 0.77
180 70 30.0 0.53
180 100 42.9 0.72

(a) D = 2-1/3 ft.
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Table 8. 1.2 psi R/D vs. Charge Density (TNT).---- R/D (b% ----

Scale W W/V(a) NO WITH P,/D RATIO
~ i •Factor lb lb/cf AL', BAZ L•3 'TI/NO

15 3 0.305 77.3 48.4 0.63
15 6 0.611 102.7 69.5 0.68
15 12 1.222 118.7 108.8 0.92

6.43 96 0.602 76.7

(a) W/V for 1/15th scale tests uses the TN'T

Ecquivalency (by w~ight) of C4 based on
equal exit pressures (by NSWC program
INBLAST). W(TNT) = 1.28W(C4)

(b) R/D at P = 1.2 psi from best fit power Scurve with P - f(R/D).

Table 9. Pressure Directional Factors
Tunnels without Ba-fles

TESTS CHARGE W/V LINE R/D I-DIRECTION FACTOR-I
WEIGHT (a) (b) (c) EACH W/V AVG.

lbs lbs/cf deg ft/ft (d) (e)

la 3 0.305 0 77.5 1
lb 6 0.611 0 103.5 1
ic 12 1.222 0 117.3 1

la 3 0.305 30 74.8 0.97 0.93
lb 6 0.611 20 93.4 0.90
ic 12 1.222 30 106.7 0.91

la 3 0.305 90 42.1 0.54 0.519
lb 6 0.611 90 57.8 0.56
Ic 12 1.222 90 77.1 0.66

(a) W/V calculated for TNT equivalent explosive weights.
(b) Gage linea measured in degrees from 0 degree (front) li,.-.
(c) R/D at 1.2 psi from best fit line to all data from test(s).
(d) Directional Factor (R/D)/(R/D on 0 dag line) for each W/V.

* (e) Average directicnjl factor for all W/V on given line.
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Table 10. Pressure Directional Factors
Tunnel3 with Baffles

TESTS CW7IRGZ 14/V LINE R/D I-DIRECTION FACTOR-
WEIGHT (a) (b) (c) EACH W/V AVG.I lbs lbs/cf deg ft/ft (d) (e)

6a & 6b 3 0.305 0 48.4 1 1
5a & 5b 6 0.611 0 69.5 - 1

2 & 4 12 1.222 0 108.8 1
8 96 0.602 0 76.7 1

"I 8 96 0.602 15 69.4 0.91 0.91

6a & 6b 3 0.305 30 57.1 1.18 1.02
5a & 5b 6 0.611 30 73.0 1.05

2 & 4 12 1.222 30 98.9 0.91
8 96 0.602 30 73.0 0.95

L 6a & 6b 3 0.305 90 42.6 0.88 0.74
5a & 5b 6 0.611 90 53.8 0.77

2 & 4 12 1.222 90 73.1 0.67
8 96 0.602 90 49.9 0.65

8 96 0.602 180 11.0 0.14 0.14

(a) W/V calculated for TNT equivalent explosive weights. (
(b) Gaga line measured in degrees frum 0 degree (front) line.
(c) R/D at 1.2 psi from best fit line to all data from test(s).
(d) Directicnal Factor (R/D)/(R/D on 0 deg line) for each W/V.
(e) Average directional factor fur all W/V on given line.

41
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WES UNDERGROUND MAGAZINE MODEL TESTS

C. E. Joachim and D. R. Smith
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experirment S~taton

;I Vicksburg, Mississippi

INTRODUCTIONj! The use of underground munition storage facilities offers many

potential advantages over above-ground storage facilities, including

I controlled storage environments, reduced external hazards from

accidental explosions, and greater protection of the munitions from

military attacks or sabotage. Howe%2r, the construction and use of

underground magazines still requires the development of more realistic

design safety criteria. These criteria must take into account the depth

of chamber cover, minimum chamber spacing (for multiple chambered

facilities), inhabited bu-iding and public road distances from the

facility entrance, and other factors. The hazard ranges for an

i% accidental explosion are also dependent upon site geologic media,

configuration of the underground facility, the type and quantity of

explosive, and the topography of the site.

Abundant analytical and experimental data exists on damage to rock

(stress levels, fracturing, displacement, etc.) from well-coupled,:1 concentrated charge detonations (from weapons effects testing), as well

as from distributed charge detonations (from mining technology). Very

little information Is available, however, on rock damage from the type

of detonation represented by an accidental explosion in an underground

ammunition storage chamber; i.e., where the charge Is distributed along

the length of a long cavity containing a large, enclosed air volume.

Additional quantitative data was needed to relate the stress/strain

levels in rock, as a function of range, to the detonation parameter-

that uniquely characterize an accidentai detonution in this

envirornment. Practical design standards can then be developed to insure

protection of the contents in adjacent cha .bers of a multi-chamber

facility, while rinimtzing the construction costs related to the chamber

separation distances.
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The WICS program of uxidergr)and magazine model tests, described in

this paper, was designed to provldo this data base. The work was

Ssponsored by the Department of Defense Explosive Safety Board.

CGJECTIVE

The prinary purpose of the WES model study was to improve the

state-of-the-art for prediction techniques used to establish undergroundp explosive storage safety standards and design criteria. The main

objective was to determine the spacing between underground storage

chambers required to prevent a detonation in one chamber fromIi: sympathatically detonating explosives in an adjacent chamber. Secondary

objectives were to establish the separation required to minimize damage

to contents in adjacent chambers, and the standoff distances from the

facility required to protect inhabited buildings from external airblast

propagating from the portal.

TEST DESIGN

The WES model consisted of a single storage chamoer ani d v.ý,

tunnel embedded in a granite-matching grout block. The dimensions of

the storage chamber corresponded to a 1:75 scale model of a generic

,mderground magazine. The test chamber was 9.7 cm in diameter by

1.15 m long, and modeled a full-scale magazine 7.3 m in diameter by 86 m

long. Similarly, the model access tunnel, 6.8 cm diameter by 1.07 m

long, represented a full scale tunnel 5.1 m diameter and 80 m in
: length. The corresponding chamber volumes were 0.00844 m3 (8,440 cm3 )

in the model and 3560 m3 in the full scale. Cross-sections along and

perpendicular to the chamber centerline are shown in Figures I and 2.

Surrounding the model storage chamber in radial arrays were

six accelerometers and eight strain gages (Figure 2). The distance

between the center of the chamber and each ground motion gage is given

in Table i. The external atrblast gages were placed along a 0-degree

line extending directly out from the access tunnel portal, and on three

"off-axis" lines at 30, 45, and 60 degrees from the extended tunnel

centerline (Figure 3). The ranges of tne airbl,at gages from the tunnel

exit are pres.ented in Table 2.
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CONSTRUCTION

The model chamber and tunnel were formed in a 20 m3 block of

reinforced cement grout. The grout was designed to approximate the

strength properties of granite. The storage chamber and access tunnel

were formed with smooth-wall steel tubing and suspended by wire within

the block form. Steel reinforcing rods were used to prevent stress

concentrations from cracking the block.

Thermodynamic calculations indicated that high internal thermal

stresses mignt crack the grout block, if it was formed in a single

pour. Therefore three separate pours were made, with the previous pours

being coated with epoxy to minimize the effects of cold joints. During

the second pour, thin-wall cooper tubes were inserted for later gage

placement. To insure bonding of the strain gages to the test block, the

vertical tubes over the center of the storage chamber were removed after

the third pour reached an initial set. The vertical holes were filled

with the same grout mix used to fabricate the test block, and
accelerometer and strain gage columns were then inserted into tha
grout-filled holes and the displaced grout removed.

INSTRUMENTATION

The selection of accelerometer gage ranges was based on an

extrapolation of shock data from previous tests involving both spherical

and cylindrical decoupled charges (Herbst, 1961 ; Atchison, 1964, Perret,

1968; and Drake, 1974). The accelerometers were placed in high-

strength, watertight canisters. The lowest natural frequency of the

canisters was experimentally determined to be 32,000 Hz, which was

compatible with the frequency of the recoording system. The mounting

bases were sufficiently strong to eliminate any base-induced strain

which could degrade the accelerometer signal. The locations of the

accelerometer's are giwen in Table 1. Gage numbers are keyed to the

numbers shown in Figure 2.

Strain measnarement,3 were made with eight waterproofed strain gages

bonded te a single 4.8-cm di-ameter grout column. The striin gages were

0.635-cm long, 35%-QHN f )iI ga•e:,, with a gage factor of 2.14 at

"75 degrees F. Thu .rout coiumn waa! cast with the same mix used in the
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model to ensure matching properties. The properties of the grout are

given in Table 3. The locations of the strain gages are given in

Table 1.

The selection of airblast gages was based on the expected airblast

frequencies and amplitudes. In addition, the gages needed to have

negligible lateral sensitivity in order to minimize the effects of

lateral acceleration of the grout around the chamber induced by

dilatation of the chamber by the detonation. Sufficient airblast data

were available to predict frequency and amplitude (Westine, 1969;

Fredricksen, 1970; Skjeltorp, 1975 A and 1975 B; and Gurke, 1977).

Airblast gage location data are given in Table 2. The gage numbers

are keyed to numbers shown in Figure 3.

Vl CCHAMBER CHARGE LOADINGS

[ The explosive used in all tests was PETN detonating cord. The

"Ui charges were assembled by taping the required number of strands of det

cord together, and were detonated from the portal end. The burn rate

(8,300 mps) was fast enough to produce the desired cylindrically-

expanding ground shook. In addition, experimental data and theoretical

techniques were available to accurately predict the equilibrium pressure

developed in the charge chamber by a PETN detonation (Porzel, 1969;

Fredricksen, 1970; Kriebel, 1972; Proctor, 1974; and Gurke, 1977).

The test program was performed in three phases. Phase 1 was

designed primarily to obtain Cround shock and motion data in the

simulated rock environment around the chamber. At least one airblast

gage was monitored during each test, however. Ch-amber loading densities

jjii of 1.6, 4 .8, 16.0, and 32.0 kg/m 3 were used for these tests, with

several tests conducted at each density.

Phase 2 was designed to provide external airbla,.t pressure data.

It consisted of a total of 51 te3ts conducted at loading densities of

1.6, 3.2, 4.5, 5.9, and 7.4 kg/m 3 . Phase 3 consisted of a single test

at a loading density of 405 kg/m 3 . While catastrophic failure of the

model was anticipated, peak strains were successfully measured during

the propagation of the initial stress wave, before breakup of the grout

block occurred.
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RESULTS

Shock and Stress Measurements

Analog time histories were digitized on an analog-to-digital

converter and processed on the WES GE-635 computer. Acceleration

records were numerically integrated to obtain particle velocities. Peak

velocity, strain, and airblast pressure data are listed in Tables 4, 5,

and 6.

Peak particle velocities at each range were averaged, and then

normalized to the chamber loading density. In Figure 4, the normalized

velocities are plotted as a function of distance factor R/D, where R is

the radial di3tance from the center of the cavity to the measurement

point and D is the equivalent hydraulic diameter of the storage

chamber. The data scatter is consistent with that typically obtained in

ground motion investigations. Peak velocities in the model are slightly

less than would be predicted with previous data from explosions in 0.6-m

uiameter cavities in sandsLone and heavily jointcd granite (Amend,

1977).

The equivalent hydraulic diameter (in meters) of a tunnel or
chamber is

D - 2 (A/ir) 1/2  ()

where A is the cross-sectional area, n
2 .

For the normalized particle velocities (Figure 4) obtained for

loading densities of 1.6 and 16.0 kg/m 3 , it can be seen that an order of

magnitude increase in loading density did not produce a 31gnificant

difference in the normalized data. However, a further increase in

loading den31ty to 32.0 kg/m 3 alsost doublesi the normalized particle

velocity.

Peak strain was calculated from peak particle velocity by using the

one-dimensional approximation

E - v/c (2)

where E is the peak strain, ptn./inch or p./n

V is the peak particle velonity, m/sec

and C i3 the compressional wave ielocity, m/jec
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The peak strain data (Table 5) and the peak strairns calculated frcm

the peak velocity measurements are shown in Figure 5. The legend gives

symbols for calculated (V/C) and measured (2-) data. The scatter in the

data is consistent with typical variations in strain and/or velocty

measurements. It should be noted that the strain measurements were

derived from a vertical gage array, whereas the particle velocity data

were obtained from a horizontal array. The extent of agreement between

the two data sets demonstrates thrat there were no apparent directional

anomal ies.

Strain measurements were made at rar<es of 2.5 to 15.6 anamber

diameters from the center of the cavity. As shown in Figure 5, these

data are complimented by similar data from Bureau of Mine3 tests

(Atchison, 1964), in which gages were located between 14 and 204 cavity

diameters from the source. As demonstrated by Drake (1974), the

attenuation in the Bureau of Mines data is dominated by spherical decay,

while the close-in data attenuates cylindrically, transitioning to

spherical attention at an R/D value of about 6.0, which corresponds to a

radial distance equal to one-half the chamber length. The rate of peak

( strain decay in the cylindrical and spherical regions is r- 1 /2 and R-2,

"respectively. A curve which provides an upper bound to the peak strain

data for this test geometry is also shown in Figure 5.

In summary, these results indicate that the upper bound of the peak

free-field strain produced by an explosion in an arbitrary cylindrical

cavity can be determined. The study also showed that the tranzition

from cylindrical to spherical attenuation will occur at radial distances

on the order of one-half the chamber length. Using the results of tne

WES and previous testn, the upper bound equations are

E/Q - 50 x 10-' (R/D 1)-/ 2 ; for R < L/2 (3)
and E/Q - 6.94 x 10-6 (2 L/D) 1 " (R/D)- 2 ; for R > L/2 (4)

where Q is the loading density, kg/n 3 .

Air Blast Measurements

The peak free-field airb).ast pressure data are given in Table 6.

The average peak values measured at eich gage station are presented in

Figures 6 through 9 a. a function of exit pressure (P.), the access

tunnel equivalent hydra Itc diameter (D), arid range (R). The eit
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pressurn at the portal (in pascals) was determined from the tollowing

relation (Skjeltorp, 1968):

Pe - 1.21E + 06 (W/Vt) 0 . 6 1 (A /A )0.19 (5)

for 0.11 < A /A < 0.45

where W is the total TNT-equivalent charge weigt't, kg

Vt is the total air volume (chamnber + access tunnel), m3,
A is the cross-sectional area of the access tunnel, m2 ,

and A is the cross-sectional area of the storage chamber, m2.

The external airblast pressures plotted in Figures 6 through 9 were

normalized with exit pressures calculated using Equation 5.

Substantial scatter exists in all the airblast data. Low-strength

shocks, produced by low loading densities, may have been substantially

attenuated by small degrees of wall roughness. Thiu could have produced

lower exit pressures than predicted and, consequently, larger

attenuation in the blast wave as it propagated outside the portal.

These effects are nonlinearly related to the loading density. Since the

loading density is used to calculate the exit pressure without

considering the wall roughness effects, some data scatter was probably

due to this nonlinearity. Gurke (1977) reported similar results for low

loading densities. 0 '

Skjeltorp (1975 A) has developed the following non-dimensional

airblast pressure-distance relation as an upper bound:

P/Pe - 1.24 {(R/D)" 5 } / 11 + ( ,/56 )2) (6)

where 0 is the angle measured from the extended tunnel centerline (in
degrees) and D is the access tunnel diameter (in meters). As can be

seen in Figures 6 through 9, the curve computed with this equation

effectively forma an upper bound to the WES model airblast data. The
dimensionless form of Equation 6 provides a method for scaling tesL~s in

a similar geometry over a wide range of loading densities. It also

provides a method for predicting required standoff distances as afunction of the blast pressure damage threshold for various types of

structures.
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ANALYSIS I
Chamber Spacing

Within an underground storage facility, the spacing between storage

chambers must be sufficient to prevent explosive communication resulting

from catastrophic wal'l failure or rock spalling. The level of damage to

unlined tunnels, produced by the stress field from by an external

explosion, can be related to the strain developed at the tunnel wall.

Catastrophic failure (enough to cause tunnel closure) may occur if the

strain at the tunnel wall is greater than 4 x 10-3. It is also possible

that high velocity rock spalls from such a failure c-ould Impact

munitions in the chamber with sufficient forces to initiate a

detonation. Minor surface damage to the walls may occur at strain

magnitudes less than 4 x 10- 3 . To preclude damage to the contents of

adjacent storage chambers In an underground magazine, the spacing

between chambers should be large enough to prevent any wall surface

Manipulating Equations 3 and 4, we get the following: j

R/D - 2.50 x 10-9 (Q/E) 2 ; for R < L/2 (7)
and R/D - 2.63 x 10-3 (2 L/D)0"75 for R > L/2 (8)

Substituting the strain threshold for catastrophic failure into

Equations 7 and 8 we get

R/D = 1.56 x 10 Q for R < L/2 (9)

and R/D - 4.17 x 10-2 (2 L/D) 0 7 5 Q/ 2  for R > L/2 (10)

The chamber spacing required to prevent 3pall-induced sympathetic

detonations can be obtained from Equations 7 and 8, if the spall

velocity, V , required to initiate the contents of the adjacent chamber

is known. Using Equation 2, the peak spall strain can be approximated

as

E V sp/2C (1I)

Substituting for strain in Equations 7 and 8, the chamber separation

required to insure that rock spall cannot initiate a detonation in an

adjacent magazine Is g[';en by

R/D - 1 x 10-8 )2 for R < L/2 (12)

and R/D - 3.73 x 10-3 (2L/D) 0 , 7 5 (QC/V )1/2; for R > L/2 (13)

sp
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At low loading densities, the chamber spacing will be determined by

Equations 9 or 12, whicli are within the region of cylindrical shock

at tenuat ion. As the loading density is increased, the required spacing I

will obviouely Increase. Above samne threshold loading density, the

chamber spacing is detecrmined by Equation 10 or 13, which are based on

spherical decay. In this region, the standoff distance increýases with a

corros pond Ing increase in loading density, chamber length or a decrease

In chaiaber radiu3.

In most ca3s.,, the minimum chamber spacing will be .1iatermined by

catastrophic wall failure, because tha spall velocity required to

Initiate many explosives is typicaliy on the ordier af 120 rn/sec. Thts

spall velccity corresponds to a wall strain which is WZ11 abov;e the
threshold for cataztrophic wall f'ailure. Spalling domiriatei5 only -whenI.,
sensitive explcsives (initiated by very law 3pall vp&locities) are 3tored

in the adjacent chaiaber. As an example, for a 3t-rage chamber in.

granite (assume C -4,600 ra/sec), spallirng dcminates onrly if tha lraPa ct

seaýs1.tivity aof the contenis3 is less than 37 m/.,cc.

of Defense A~unitian and Explosives Safety Standards3 Manual

,DOD 6u55.9-STD, 1984) to determine the chamber separation required to 1

prevent s'mpathetic detonations in adjacent chambers 13~ y,

cp 0.60 W1/ 3  (1~4)

where D is the separation distance, mcp
an d W is the total TNTr-equivalent char~e weight of the magazine

contents, In kg.

It is difficult to make a general comparison beatwýeer the values

given by Equation 14 and thcse developed earlier in this paper, because Q

Equation 14 does not explicitly address the geometric, spall velocity,

medium properties, or nonlinear decoupling effects3. However, the

equations can be compared by assumingn a design gearnetry and values for

the loading derna'.ty and spall velocity. For cconparison purposes, the

fol lowing value3 were a~ssu.ned:

Chamber 2length -79.9 m
Chamber diameter - 7.'46 mn
Spall velocity required for
initiation of contents 120 n/Sec

Waire speed of rock - 4373 rii/3.2c
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These dimensions are consistent with full-scale designs of underground

magazines constructed in Furope. The required standoff distance3

between chambers, as predicted by the above equations for spall, tunnel
closure, and the cur-rent safety standards, are presentel in Table 7 for

loading densities between 1.6 and 400 kg/m 3 .

The predictions given in Table 7 indicate that the current safety

standards for chamber separation to prevent syapathetic detonation in

adjacent chambers are very conservative. In this example, a loading

density of more than 112 kg/m 3 would be required to generate a spall

velocity of 120 m/sec in the tunnel wall. According to Equations 9 and

10, zero chamber separation is required to prevent tunnel clcsure if the

loading density is below 64 kg/0 3. This is because loading densities I
less than 6'i kZ/m 3 produce strains at the chamber wall that are less

than the incident strain normally required (4 x 10-3) to produce wall A
failure. Based on structural considerations alone, howeve-, a chamber

sepýaration of at least one-fourth the chamber diameter is recommenoed.

Damage to the chamber contrnits may oocur If the strain at the

chamber wall is sufficient to induce intermittent wall damag-e; i.e.,

peak strains greater than 4 x 10 S1bstituting for strain in

Equations 7 and 8, the minimum spacing required between storag& chamers .

to prevent damage to the contents is given by

R/D - 0.0156 (q) 2  for R < L/2 (15) 1 4

R/D - 0.132 (2 L/D)0"75 (Q)1/ 2  for R > L/2 (16)

According to COD 6055.9-3TD (1984), the chamber separation (Dod)

required to prevent damage to stored ammunition can be calculated by the

following formulas (converted to metric):

Dcd - 1.39 WI/ 3  (Sandstone) (17)

cD 1.71 1-1 1/ 3  (Lime.3tone) (18)

Dcd = 1.93 W1/3 (Granite) (19)

Table 8 ccsipares separation distances to prevent munition dmmage for

different loading densities.

Based on these result3, the current safety standards appear to be

conservative for most magazine genetries.o
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Air bi ast

The equations developed by Skjeltrop (1975 A) have been used to

predict peak tunnel exit pressures for the test geometry and range of 0
loading densities addressed in this study, and the external pressures as

a function of the exit pressure, tunnel diameter, and range from the

exit. Equations 5 and 6 provide an effective upper bound to the A

measured peak pressure data.

The airblast standoff distance required by DOD 6055.9-STD (1984) is

determined by the following equation:

DO - CE wi/ 3  (20)
where Do is the required standoff distance along a line which

is offset e degreez from the extended centerline and

W is the net explosive weight (kg)

CO is a constant functionally dependent on direction.

The following values are assumed for a general comparison of the

required standoff distance and Equation 6:.

Chamber dianieter - 7.26 m
Chamber length - 86.0 m
Access tunnel diameter - 5.09 m
Access tunnel length - 80.0 m

The standoff distances required by the DDESB DOD 6055.9-STD (1984) for

inhabited areas is compa.-ed to the distances calculated by Equation 6 in

Table 9. The results indicate that the current safety standards are

very conservative at small loading densities. For higher loading

densities, the current standards are reasonably accurate along the

extended tunnel centerline, but are still conservative in the off-axis

directions.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study provide a quantitative data base for

designing multi-chamber underground munition storage facilties with a

minimum safe spacing between chambers to prevent sympathetic detonations

or damage ta the contents of an adjacent chamber, if an accidental

explosion occurs. The results also indicate that current design

standards may be highly conservative fur low loading densities, and

.lightly conservative for high leading densitites. Based on the test

results, the external airbla.3st 3afety ranges for inhabited buildings
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recommended by present safety standards appear to be similarly

conservative, particularly for low loading densities.
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I Tabl e 1
Distance Between the Center of the Stoeage

Chamber and Ground Motion Sensors

Accelerometer3 Strain Gages
Distance Distance

Gage Number cm Gage Number cm

1 25.3 8 34.5

2 50.3 9 44.5

3 92.4 10 54.6

14 151. 11 64.9

5 42.1 12 75.0

6 58.8 13 85.1

i7 214.1 114 95.14

;t I

I
' 4, ýN
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Table 2

Location of Airblast Canisters with Respect
to the Portal and the Extended Centerline

Angle from Radial Distance
Extended Centerline from Portal.

Canister Number degrees cm

1 0 22.9

2 0 45.7

3 0 75.2

4 0 304.9

5 30 91.5

6 30 152.4

7 30 243.9

8 45 61.0

9 45 106.7

10 45 152.4

11 45 213.4

12 60 30.5

/ 13 60 76.2

14 60 152.4
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Table 3
Experimentally Determined Grout Properties

" k (average values from aix specimens)

Specific Gravity 2.19

Compressional'Vave Velocity (m/sec) 3,949.4

Shear Wave Velocity (m/sec) 2,553

Shear Wave Velocity/Compressional Velocity 0.647

Young's Modulus (N/mm 2 ) 32,590

Shear Modulus (N/mm 2 ) 14,280

Bulk Modulus (N/mm2) 15,180

LAME Constant (N/rmi 2 ) 5,657

I• Poisson's Ratio 0. 140
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Table 4

Peak Particle Veloctttes as a Function of
Loading Density and Range

Load In ng
Density Particle Velocity

k MIn m/sec

Gage Ranses (cm):
25.3 42.1 50.3 58.8 92.4 151

1.6 0.14 0.070 0.061 -- 0.012 0.0098
0.19 0.055 0.088 -- 0.021 0.015
0.085 0.11 0.040 0.055 0.0085 0.0091

4.8 0.30 0.21 0.17 -- 0.055 0.030
0.43 0.22 0.19 0.12 0'076 0.0119

0.37 0.23 0.22 0.14 0.067 0.046
0.30 0.22 0.14 0.11 0.061 0.037

16.0 0.98 0.73 0.311 0.30 0.21 0.070
1.07 0.49 0.61 0.44 0.18 0.061
1.49 0.91 0.37 0.49 0.076 0.085
1.46 0.61 0.52 0,79 0.17 --

32.0 3.54 1.37 -- -- -- 0.37
3.35 1.98 2.13 2.20 1.10 0.40
3.35 1.98 2.14 2.13 -- 0.70
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Table 5

Peak Strain aa a Function of Loading Density and Gage Range

Loading
Densi y Peak Strain
kg/m pin./in.

Gage Range (cm):
24.1 34.5 44.5 54.6 64.9 75.0 85.1 95.4

1.6 54 69 38 40 33 23 23 16
40 78 25 -- -- -- --

40 107 30 37 20 14 -- --

34 20 20 12 18 13 8 8

90K* 580 5900 42824 2

177I

4.8 1 719 206 49 52 5 22 3 212

L347 237 250 47 43 58 25 31

32.0 560 626 465 224 149 86 70 68
772 -- 633 291 290 145 137 63

984 956 767 528 -- -- -- --

-405 - - 7000 7100 7800 4985 3850 2420
9000* 5300* 5900* 4800'

Li*Obtained from a second strain gage column used only on that test.
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Tabl e 6

Peak Measured Airblast Pressures Versus Angle from
the Extended Centerline of the Access Tunrel

Loading Radial DistanceDensi y from Portal Peak Airblast Pressure

kg/mý_ m kPa

Angle from Tunnel Centerline:
00 300 450 60o

1.6 0.23 172 -- --.

1.6 0.23 159 .....
1.6 0.23 193 ..
1.6 0.23 163 .. ....

1.6 0.30 --.. .. 34
1.6 0.30 .... .. 29.3

1.6 0.61 .... 6.9 --

1.6 0.61 .... 6.2 --

1.6 0.76 4.5

1.6 0.91 -- 6.3 ....
1.6 0.91 -- 5.2 ....

1.6 1.07 .... 6.9 --

1.6 1.07 .. .. 5.2 --

1.6 1.07 ..-- 4.4 --

1.6 1.52 -- 5.7 -- 4.8
1.6 1.52 -- 4.5 -- 4.7
1.6 1.52 ...--. 4.7

1.6 2.13 .... 4.0 --
1.6 2.13 .... 2.3 --

1.6 2.13 .... 2.R --

1.6 2.44 -- 4.3 --..

1.5 2.44 -- ,:.7 -- ..
1.6 2.44 -- 2.1 ....

1.6 3.05 1.4 --. ...
1.6 3.05 1.9 .. ....
1.6 3.05 1.5 .. ....
1.6 3.05 1.6 .. ....

(Continued)
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Table 6

Peak Measured Airblast Pressures Versus Angle from
the Extended Centerline of the Access Tunnel

Loading Radial Distance
Densily froim Portal Peak Airblast Pressure

kg/mr m kPa

Angle from Tunnel Centerline:
00 300 450 600

3.0 0.30 ... 68

3.0 0.61 .... 13.0 --

3.0 0.61 .... 15.5 --

3.0 0.76 .. .... 7.65
3.0 0.76 ...... 7.6

3.0 0.91 -- 12 ....
3.0 U.91 -- 13 ....

3.0 1.07 . .-- 13 --

3.0 1.07 .... 14.3 --

3.0 1.52 9.7 6.3
3.0 1.52 -- 10.8 -- 5.5

3.0 2.13 .... 4.9 --
3.0 2.13 .... 4.8 --

3.0 3.05 5.6 ......
3.0 3.05 3.2 ......
3.0 3.05 2.0 ......
3.0 3.05 2.2 ......

S4.5 0.23 29....
14.5 0.23 317 - - -

14.5 0.23 331 ......

4.5 0.23 276 .. .

4.5 0.30 ....... 238

4.5 0.30 ..... 252

14.5 0.61 .... 57 --
14.5 0.61 52

14.5 0.76 .. d . 26.5•'/I (Continued)
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Table 6

Peak Measured Airblast Pressures Versus Angle frou
the Extended Centerline of the Access Tunnel

Loading Radial Distance
Density from Portal Peak Airblast Pressure

.k/rn• nm kPa

Angle from Tunnel Centerline:
00 300 450 600

4.5 0.91 -- 30.0 .. ..
4.5 0.91 -- 34 .. ..

4.5 1.07 .... 21
4.5 1.07 .. .. 13 --

4.5 1.52 -- 10 7.38 6.9
4.5 1.52 -- 10 7.45 6.9

4.5 2.13 . .-- 5.5 --

4.5 2.13 .... 5.2 --

4.5 2.44 -" 5.9 .....
4.5 2.44 -- 5.4 .. ..

4.5 3.05 6.8 ......
4.5 3.05 9.03 ...... -

'4.5 3.05 1.5 - - -

4.5 3.05 7.24 ......

5.9 0.61 .. .. 77.2 --
5.9 0.61 .. .. 50 --

5.9 0.76 ...... 32.3
5.9 0.76 ...... 26

5.9 0.91 -- 33 ...--
5.9 0.91 -- 40 .. . -

5.9 1.07 .... 27.4 --

5.9 1.07 .... 26.5 --

5.9 1.52 -- 16.4 12.8 10
5.9 1.52 -- 17 11 10.6

5.9 2.13 ..-- 10.8 --

5.9 2.13 .... 8.62 --

5.9 2.414 -- 11 ....
5.9 2.44 -- 11.0 ..

(Continued)
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Table 6 /

Peak Measured Airblast Pre3-sires Versus Anile frcm
d the Extended Centerline of the Access Tunnel

Loading Radial Distance
Density from Portal Peak Airblast Pressure

kg/m3  m kPa
Angle from Tunrel Centerline:

00 30 450 600

7.4 0.61 .. .. 86.2 --

7.4 0.76 ...... 36.2

7.4 0.91 - 5

7.14 1.07 .. .. 37

7.4 1.52 -- 25 23 18
7.4 2.13 -- 25 23 21 Y

15.5 0.23 483 -- -- -- 7,
15.5 0.45 259 .. .-

15.5 0.45 276 .. .. .-- 7
15.5 0.76 166 - - -C) ~15.5 0.76 1214 - -

15.5 3.05 25.9 -- -- --

31.2 0.76 279- /9

31.2 3.05 146 - - -

31.2 3.05 43 .... --

31.2 3.05 47 ....- --

(Conrcluded)

1I
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Table 7

Chamber Separation Distance Required to Prevent
Sympathetic Detonations--Cctriparison of Derived

(Recormiended) Values with C~urrent Safety Standard

Loading Chaiber Seopration
Density Spalling Tunnel Closure Safety Standard
kI/m3  m M__

1.6 0 0 11.05

3.2 0 0 13.92

4.8 0 0 15 .94.

8.0 0 0 18.89

16.0 0 0 23.80

32.0 0 0 29.99

64.0 0 4.77 37.79

96.0 0 10.73 43.26

160.0 2.69 29.81 51.28

240.0 6.05 47.98 58.70

320.0 10.75 55.40 64.61

400.0 16.88 62.02 69.60
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Table 8

Ch., mber Separation Required to Prasent Damage to
Adjacent Chamber Contents--Ccrparison of Derived
(Recommended) Value with Current Safety Standard

Loading Chamber Separation
Density Recommended Saftety Standards
kg/rn rn M____

1.6 0 36.83

3.2 0 14b.140

4.8 0 53.12

8.0 7.45 62.98

16.0 29.81 79.35 [
32.0 55.46 99.97

64.0 78.43 125.95

96.0 96.06 114.18

160.0 124.01 170.05 4.
240.0 151.88 195.69

320.0 175.38 215.38

400.0 196.32 232.01
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UNDER.-OMM1 ST01?ASZ IN UTIMlNED RO.CK TU1UX.h3:
ROCK MEGIfNICS CONSIDEATIOIUS IN ESTIMaTIGI DAIACZ LEMM 7L

William J. Johnson, Geophysicist and Project Manager
Arnon Rozen, Head - Protective re3ign Group

Paul C. Rizzo Associates, Inc.
Pittsbura~h, Pennsylvonia

ABSTRACT
The most commonly applied means of designing an unlined underground opening in • '
rock to resist underground blast loads from an external detonation is to use
empirical relationships of damage versus size of charge and distance developed
during the 1950's. However, these relationships do not adequately consider
the quality of the rock mass. Previously unpublished test data have been
reviewed and a means developed to incorporate rock quality in the estimation
of probable damage using a correction factor to peak particle velocity based
on RQD. These results represent a first step in the use of rock mass
characteristics to define probable damage levels from underground blazt
loadings, but a considerable amount of new data would be required if all
possible means of characterizing a rock mass are to be considered.

INTRODUCTION
Underground siting of industrial, commercial, and defense installations is
becoming increasingly popular based on both economic and environmental
considerations. When these underground installations are used to store highly
hazardous materials or used for safe ammunitions storage, they must be
designed to resist the expected levels of dynamic ground motions caused by
either an external detonation above them or an internal detonation within an
adjacent cavern.

A substantial amount of work to evaluate the effects of blasts and blast
propagation phenomena within tunnels through studies of underground ammunition
storage magazines has been done by the Norwegian Defense Construction Service
(Skjeltorp et al., 1975a, 1975b; Helseth and Jenssen, 1986). This excellent
work ha3 been directed mainly towards blast propagation in various tunnel
systems and the related aboveground safety-distance determinations as
dependent on explosive quantities. Comparable work has not been published for
prediction of the effects of external blasts.

In order to achieve a safe design, it is necessary for the engineer to be able
to predict the ground motions and to establish the damage criteria. The two
major analytical methods available to engineers, numerical and empirical, have
severe limitations. The highly developed numerical codes with their multi-
parameter rock (or sioil) models call for a large amount of site-specific data
which are usually unavailable, and the costs required to obtain them are often
too high to justify the use of comprehensive dynamic analysaes. Purely
emoirical methods suffer similarly because the data base for their development
is limited and the relationships derived may be overgeneralized.
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Thle purpose of thi~s iraptr is to precent some practical engineeringX
relationships to be used in. eztimating the damage Iev2Is along the unlined
rock surface of tunnels due to uaderGround detonations by rock-per~etrating
weapons or explosions in adjacnrnt storage chamber'j. The intent cf this work 0
is to comptement work done by tha Norwagiens in evaluating undcrground inter-
magazine phnnomena, especially in jointed, 3oft and medinim-strength rocks.

Damage levels are correlat.! git the d-econation inpuL in the form of exp,!!c~edI
ground motions and the crkc:kin3 and fall of stor'es from the tunnel walls.

The basis for the empirical relationships presented in this paper are previous
studies and unpubliehed ez-,eriruental data gati~erei by cne of the authors (A,~
Rozen). As such, the relationships pressnted are considered to represent an
imprivement over previous presentat ion3, but ic is emphasized that th?
available data base is3 not complece en~ough to conf idcntly przdict turnnel
behavior under all possible site conditions. Accordin'gly, the empirical
approach presented herein is suggez~ted as being appropriate for a preli_,i-n -ry
analysis in a feasibility study stage of a project.

UNLINED TUIV3EL CMNITIONS
Unlined tunnels used to be connonly specified if 3ound rock ccnditicons Wtere
present, but today r~wny desi~gners prefer to specify a minimum thickneass of
ahotcrete even in good rock. The use of shotcrete improves the saf.ýty and
stability of the apening by minimizing stone-fal.13, previnting weatherinS,.
sealing open cracks and joints, adhering loose material to the rock MMS3, etC.

In the discussion that follows, the term "'unlined tunnel" includes also
tunnels with spot ohotcrete up to 5 e~entimetar3 in thickness, continuous
shctcrete up to 2.5 centimeters thick and spot bolting.

Thicker continuous shotorete (reinforcai or unreinforced) of 7.5 cms *nd
above, and continuotis-pattern rock bolting should be treated as lined tur~nels,
as the itructural behav:.or of the liner and the relative itiffness of the
lining qystem and the surrouniing rock mas4 substantially influence the
potential for damage.

DARAGE MECHANISMS
Damage mechanisms from underground detonations in unlined rock tunnels are a
function of the mechanical properties of the rock mass and the local breakage
and defornr~itior~s caused during the conscruction period as affected by the
construction method. Every construction method ~ised to excavate an opening in
rock produces some damaged or loosened rock surrounding the excavated opening,
and every excavated rock cavity is therefore surrounded by a zone of
relatively weak rock. The extent of the damage, both as related to the
propagation of damage into the rock mass and tl'e type of damage (loosening of
existing joints, opening of new cracks, etc.) is a function of the tunnel
geology and history. In particular, the vibratory motions caused by
nropagating shock waves can trigger movements such as slabbing of already
iverstressed zones or along loosened gouge-coated joints.
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A vivid description of the damage patterns caused by underground detonations
was given by Engineering Research Associates (ERA, 1953). The series of tcsts
involved detonation of 145 kilo-rams to 145 tons of TNT located above and
slightly off axis from tunnels ýof two to ten meters in diameter in sandstone,
limestone, and granite.

The damage was classified into four zones (Figure 1). Zone 1 was defined as a
complete cave-in or a "tight closure" of the opening with an upward crater or
"chimney" reaching the ground surface. Zone 2 was characterized as having
"heavy damage" or "general failure" including large joint movements, opening
of many new cracks, and high-speed ejection of loose stones of all sizes,
including heavy ones. Zone 3 was defined as "medium damage" or "local
failure" and was similar to the damage in Zone 2 but with smaller initial
velocities imparteu to the falling stones, small movements of stones in
general, and smaller mass per impact in particular. Zone 4 was defined as
"light damage" or "intermittent failure" and involved smaller stones falling
at lower speeds or even "free fall", some sliding along existing joints, some
opening of n.ew cracks, fall of already loose stones, etc.

The importance of the natural rock discontinuities, such as joints, fractures,
seams, and faults, becomes more significant as the observer moves from Zone I
to Zone 4. The natural discontinuities tend to reduce the stiffness and the
strength of the rock mass as compared to those for the intact rock, and the
vibratory motions caused by the detonation tend to trigger motions or
instability of joints already in a loosened condition. At relatively small
levels of Aibration, damage mechanisms are controlled by natural and man-
induced fracturing immediately adjacent to the underground opening.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING GROUND AOTION P•AR•METERS AS IIICATIVE OF TMrEL DAMACE
As discussed by Docding and Rozcn (1978), the use of peak grouud motion as a
damage index is still an accepted practice. The three measured or calculated
ground motion indices are peak ground acceleration, peak particle velocity,
and peak displacement, but strain is becoming a fourth parameter which has
been used successfully to relate ground motion to damage.

In addition to the peak ground motion values, the frequency content of the
vibratory motion as defined by response spectra, is also important in
assessing damage potential. High frequency vibrations, which are normally

related to blasting effects, contribute to the possibility of relative
displacement between rock blocks along planes of weakness. As such, the high
frequency components which tend to concentrate the transient stresses may
control the local spalling of rock. Fortunately, the attenuation of the high
frequency component of ground vibration is faster than the rest of the motion.

Available data .jes not permit us, even today, to prefer a certain peak motion
parameter as being the best indicator of damage, as all correlations have a
significant amount of uncertainty and scatter. At present, peak particle
velocity is the parameter preferred by those dealing with blast vibrations,
while peak acceleration is usually used by earthquake engineers.
Displacements are not commonly assessed because the sensors used to record
vibrations are normally based on measuring accelerations or velocities, making
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it necessary to mathematically calculate displacements, a process which may
produce baseline errors. Hendron (1977) emphasized the use of strains as a
better damage measure. Strain may be measured directly as an independent
variable, as done during the ERA (1953) tests, but in many cases it is a
cotmrion practice to estimate S (strain) using:

s v/c (1) i

where: S = strain, percent
V = particle velocity in m/sec
C - seismic velocity in m/sec

The circumferential strains, which lead to damage, can be calculated both from
the compression wave propagation velocity, as is the practice in the evaluation
of blast vibrations or from shear and Raleigh waves, as is common in
earthquake engineering. Given the possibilities for using different ground
motion parameters, it is recommended that the prudent analyst use more than a
single measure, and after comparing the various results the analyst should use
his experience to judge which one best fits the specific case.

RECOMMENDED RELATIONSHIPS
Peak acceleration data based on the ERA (1953) tests were presented by the
U.S. Army Engineers (USAE, 1961) in the form of:

0~.005( R )-3.9 C2o~oos (2)

where: A peak icceleration in g
R = range in meters
W = charge weight in kg
C = seismic velocity in m!see

A set of tests was carried out during the 1980s, using 500 kilograms TN1T
charges (Rozen, 1985). These tests were conducted in soft limestone and chalk
formations and suggested a somewhat more conservative correlation:

C2

A=.06C R -3.6 C2
A =0.006(.--)-"N' x (3)

It is of ir-portance to note that the peak acceleration was not defined as a
function of the scaled distance alone and that both the rock mass properties
as indicated by the seismicq velocity and charge size are influencing factors,
as shown in the C2 and W terms, respectively. Figures 2a and 2b present
the attenuation of peak acceleration with distance for 500 kilograms TNT
charges which were fully buried and coupled. It should be noted that for the
case of an accident within an underground magazine, the expected coupling will
be highly reduced, as the functional arrangement of ammunition stacks within
the cavern usually calls for certain free space between the ammunition and the
rock walls to assure service, handling, and inspection. Figure 3 presents a
comparison between the EZA (1953) data and the new information presented here.

0
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Peak particle velocity data from the ERA (1953) tests lead to:

V 1143 ( R -2.84)

where: V = peak particle velocity in cm/sec

Again, the new tests conducted in soft chalk formations predict a slightly

higher ground motion than the ERA (1953) tests.

V = 1200 -27 (5)

Figure 4 compares the attenuation of peak particle velocity with distance,
comparing the EKA (1953) data with the new da'.a gathered in chalk.

The peak displacement was also documented by the ERA (1953) data:
D=9.3xW/3 R/W1/3 -2.7

D) 91 • ((6)

where: D peak displacement in cms

and the 1980's data from soft chalk are given by:

W1/3 (R/W1/3 )-2 .4 (7)* These data are compared on Figure 5a, while the details of the attenuation in

the soft chalk are presented on Figure 5b.

It should be noted that for all three ground motion parameters, the new
results from soft chalk systematically indicate a larger ground motion for a
given distance and charge size than the older data obtained from hard rock.

and explosive characteristics or are also influen.ced by the differences in
measuring techniques and instrumentation developed during the last 30 years.
It is usually assumed that hard, competent rocks attenuate motion less than
soft rocks, but the new results indicate an apparent contradiction.

As strains were not measured independently in the recent tests in chalk, all
strains used for damage correlations were calculated based on Equation 1,
where the seismic velocity was taken to be 800 meters per second.

The ERA (1953) data are given as:

S = 0.004 (R )-1.9 in cm/cm (8)

Both curves are plotted on Figure 6. In this case, the older data taken from
hard rock are significantly more conservative at distances less than about 40
meters.

Dominant frequencies of the shock waves at varying distances for a given
explosive charge can also be compared for both the ERA (1953) and recent
data. As expected, both exhibit the phenomenon of a shift to lower
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predominant frequencies for a given distance, but the recent data from soft
rock indicates a significantly higher frequency content for a given charge and
distance than for the ERA hard rock sites (Figure 7). This change in
predominant frequency versus distance is also illustrated for the chalk site
by means of smoothed response spectra of the ground motion at varying

K !distances on a 500 kilogram charge (Figure 8).

DAMAWE CRITERIA
Once potential indicators of damage have been defined, it is necessary to
relate them to actual damage to the tunnel. Emphasis has been placed on peak
particle velocity as this is the most commonly applied parameter; it has the
advantage of being essentially frequency-independent; and the problems
associated with its use are common to whatever parameter is considered.

The main difficulty with the use of any of the existing indicator parameters
to predict damage, as pointed out by Hendron (1977), Dowding and Rozen (1978),
Owen and Scholl (1981), and others, is that absolute values of the parameters
give only a general indication of the actual damage, i.e., the data exhibit a
large scatter. Part of the problem is that the use of seismic velocity alone
is a poor criteria for characterizing the mechanical properties of the rock
mass. For example, the same particle velocity in an intact, soft rock might
cause less damage than in a highly fractured, hard rock, even though the
seismic velocity of both might be the same. Rock fracturing is an additional
property that should be incorporated in evaluating the potential of a tunnel
to blast damage.

As a first approximation, an attempt has been made to incorporate the concept
of RQD (Deere, 1974) into the prediction of damage from blast loads. Using
peak particle velocity as the indicator parameter, the use of an "effective"
velocity to define damage is proposed. Rock tunnel damage indices for

velocities in intact rock are provided In Table 1 as "effective" velocities.
If the rock in which the underground opening has been excavated is not intact,
i.e., has an RQD lower than 100, then the anticipated or measured particle
velocity should be multiplied by a correction factor as shown on Figure 9.
This correction factor, based on results from the tests in chalk, appears to
have a least squares fit to the following relationship:

CF (100/RQD) 0 . 8 5  (9)

where CF is the correction factor and RQD is the rock quality designation.
The form of tmis equation for RQD values of less than 50 is speculative. The

-least squares fit for RQD values greater than 50 may overpredict the
correction factor for lo,?er RQD values as shown as the upper bound curve on
Figure 9. A linear extrapolation to lower RQD values as shown as the lower
bound curve may be more appropriate, but this is highly judgmental. For this
reason, the area between the lower and upper bound curves is shaded. The
problem, however, may be mute, as it is unlikely that tunnels used for storage
will be unlined if the RQD values are below 50.
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As an example of a damage calculation, assume that the charge size and
distance evaluation has been ccrpleted and a peak particle velocity of 20
centimeters per second ha= been derived. This number is essentially a valid
indicator of darage (in this case lack of damage) as per Table 1, if the rock
quality is excellent. If the RQD of the rock mass is 50, however, then the
effective velocity is 36, which implies the fall of stones and minor tensile
slabbing. For RQD values lower than 50, it is assumed that the tunnel is
lined.

SUMMARY
Previously unpublished results of experiments to assess the stability of
unlined openings in rock against blast loads have been used to reassess
comonly used empirical relationships for tunnel design. These new data,
taken from a chalk environment, indicate consistently higher values of ground
motion for a given charge and distance than data obtained from earlier tests
in hard rock (ERA, 1953). It is riot clear if this discrepancy is due to the
presence of chalk versus granite, sandstone, or limestone, or due to
differences in measurement techniq'ues. An important observation from the new
tests, however, is that the quality of the rock mass is important in,
predicting damage.

Previously used empirical relationships to predict damage in an unlined rock
opening from an underground blast (ERA, 1953) characterized the rock mass
using only seismic velocity. Analysis of ne!4 data with detailed information
on RQD indicates that knowledge of rock fracturing is also important if daffage
is to be reliably predicted. RQD has been used to derive a correction factor
to the derivation of peak particle velocity as a damage indicator.

The use of RQD in predicting damage to an unlined rock opening is considered
';, "' to represent an improvement over previously used empirical relationships.

However, the use of RQD is only a first step in defining the rock mass. The
use of other, more comprehensive relationships, such as those of Barton at al.
(1974) or Bieniawski (1979), could lead to even better means of predicting
damage. Unfortunately, most of the empirical data available, including data
gathered for purposes of earthquake engineering as well as underground
blasting, do not contain sufficiently detailed descriptions of the rock
mass. A considerable amount of new data taken under highly controlled
conditions will be required if any additional improvement to the means of
predicting the blast damage in unlined tunnels is to be achieved.
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TABLE 1

ROCM TUNNEL DAIMGE IhDICZS

EFFECTIVE
PEAK PARTICLE

DESCU IPTION VELOCITY

(cm/ sec)

No dam•age of unirned tunnel <20 (8)

No new fractures in ir.tact rock <25 (10)

Fall of stones and minor tensile 30 to 55
slabbing in unlined tunnel

Formation of new crncks and mainly abo-,e 60

tensile but some radial

Hairline cracking of shotcrete above 90

Shearing cracking if shotcrete above 120

Light damage or intermittent 90 to 180
failure (Zone 4) in underground
test series

Q Meium damage or local failure 180 to 330
(Zone 3) in underground test series

Heavy damage or general failure above 300
(Zone 7) in underground test
series
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EXPLOSIONS IN SOILS: TITS EFFECTS OF(SOIL PROPERTIES ON SHC-K AlTEIJUATION

William J. Johnson, Geophysicist and Project Manager
Arnon Rozen, Head - Protective D-ign Cro.p

Paul. C. Rizzo Aasociates, Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT ,
The pioneering studies of soil ottenuation from explosicrs conducted during
WWII by C.W. Lampson deserve to be re-evaluated. Lampson's work provides
average values of peak pres3ure for different charge sizes, couplings,
distances, and soils which, based on the authors' experience in conducting
similar experiments, stand the test of time very we!l. The current U.S. Army
Engineer's Manual provides design loadings incorporating an undefined, but
conservative factor of safety. A review of Lampson's original work provides
some insight into this degree of conservatism.

The most critical factor in calculating shock loadings is soil type. Th3
effect of soil in assessing the attenuation of ground motion from explosions
is currently based on the engineer's interpretation oý data in tabuler form.
Smooth curves for estimating the soil attenuatior constants are presented
which hopefully will sooewhat facilitate the estimation of appropriate soil

... constants, both for Lampson's work and modern formulations.

INTRODUCTION
Military and other civil angineers around the world look to the U.S. Army
Engineers' (USAE) Manual when they wish to dasign underground structures to
withstand shock loadingn from conventional detonations. A drawback to this
manual, however, is that it does not provide an indication of the factor of
safety associated with the designs. Classified experiments conducted by one
of the authors (Rozen, 1986) indicate that the factor of safety associated
with defining the peak pressure from an explosion propagating through soil may
be rather high. Without compromising security, it can be stated, however,
that the original work published by Lamoson (1946) does provide reasonably
good values of average pressure versus charge size, coupling, distance, and

soil type. Given the type of monitoring equipment available at the t5me,
Lampson's contribution to our understanding of shock wave propagation is

remarkable.

Soil properties are the most important single variable governing the I
transmission and attenuation of a shock-induced pressure wave in soil for a
given range and amount of explosives. This fact was first documented by
Lampson (1946), who noted that different soil types could cause the peak
pressure to vary by over two orders of magnitude, whereas coupling effectq I
were found to be less than one order of magnitude. Additional studies j
published by Drake and Little (1983) and incorporated into the USAE manual
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confirm the importance of soil properties. In particular, they note the
critical role of moisture content of cohesive and loose granular soils, and of
relative density for all granular soils. © -

Drake and Little (1983) incorporate soil properties into two variables within
their attenuation formula. The L.mpson relationship requires an estimation of
one soil-related variable. Both approaches are limited to the data sets
utilized, and a means to estimate their individual parameters are based on
tables where soil types are compared to estimate the appropriate constants.

Additional, previously unpublished soil data have been incorporated with the
published data sets and plotted so that smooth curves can be drawn through the
data points. The purpose of this exercise has been to facilitate estimation
of the soil parameters, both for Lampaon's and Drake and Little's
formulations. It is intended that these curves be used to obttin both best-
estimate and recommended design pressures for specific loading conditions.

BACKCROTTND - SICN!FICANCE OF THE SOIL CONSTANTS
During World War II, the Committee of Passive Protection Against Bombing of
the U.S. Army conducted a long series of in-situ tests in several soils at
various locations iithin the U.S. (see Table 1). These data were sumn-arized
by Lampson (1946) who derived a semi-empirical relationship supported by
similitude analysis which correlates pressure attenuation in the soil.

P F . E . k . X-n (1)

where: P peak pressure, psi

F coupling coefficient determined as a function of
the the depth of burial of the charge

E = an energy factor determined by the type of
explosive (E = 1.0 for TNT)

k = a constant characteristic of the soil

R scaled distance, ft/lbsl/3

0

n =an exponent which defines the attenuation rate

R distance (range), feet

W= charge weight, pounds

Accord;ng to Lampson's findings the attenuation rate was u~ually~a constant
(n = 3), except for very shallow detonations of less than 2 W feet. At
shallower devths, the attenuation becomes greater with n approaching
approximately the value of 4. For the com, on cases with full coupling, n was
taken to be 3.

0 A
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I It is important to eimphisize that Lampen found that n is influf~nced by the
cherge's depth of burial independent oi the soil characteristics. All the(7- effects of the soil were presented in his equation by a single srcil co.-.tant

Lampson's results were used by many engineers and, with slight modifications,
were incorporated ir& the UJSAE (1946 and 1965). This manuil was used ai a
major source of information and as a desig;i guideline for both the U.S. aad
foreign armies. The next breaikthrough was suggeŽ,.d by Drake ani Little
(1983) and incorporated in tbc upda.ted version of the USAZ arnual (1934).

Drake and Little (1933) suggest a set of equations to define the variois
ground shock inputs (pressure, i-.pulre, di-iplacenent, particle velocity, &rd
acceleration), but our discussion herein will cocentrare only on the equation

suý$ested to predict the peak ground pressure:

P -f . (Oc) . 160 (R )-M (2)

where: 0 - peak pressure, in psi
f - coupling factor

pc - acoustic impedance of the soil, psi ft/sec
0 = mass density of the soil, lb/sec/ft

c = seismic velocity in the soil, ft/secR N di.•tAnce (r~lnge), feet
.•W - charge weight, pounds

n - attenuation factor

In this equation, the attonu.tion factor, n, is not a coo-irant and i2S~dependent on the in-situ soil characteristics contr'ary to L-tmp~on's findings

as discussed above. The. influence of the soil cthralcteri~tici on tho, ,;round

pressure is given, in the new case, by two vAriables (n and oc) and not one as
suggrited hy LAmpion. As the vAtups of n for vSrious soils rargi fron n 1.5
in highly saturated and coho,,ive soils to n - 3.5 in dry vnd looe sand,
highly dive~rse results are obtainable, dependinA on the subjective jud,7-rcnt of
the analyit.

In spite of the different equation forms, the formulations of U.sp'n (1946)
and Drake and Little (1933) ar- ictuAlly quite similar. rhe v 4,1,, of W in
Eq,.,ation 2 is simply E'W in Equation 1. The vAlue of rc in 2 uati i.
npproxiflately equivalent rto the k .ralue of Equst ion 1. TVo m.iin con;..ptu'Al
dfrh'ce between the two arprc.ichos thus lips in thA incorpor.ition 1y Dr.ike
.01d Tii•tle (1983) of the v.sriable exponent n.

()ýIe ,t the authors (Pozen, 1936) was reiponsible dcring the p-ri,.)I freo 1913
, J ti 11)09 for conductir.;t a series of te~its of soil sttý-iijation, -i~vi lar to rhone

r po.rt,,d hf t.;nmpson (1916) an. Dr.ake in,;i Littlo (1981). ThV soil ,'.titi-
i i-x ics And their att•couation ch.aracteri stic are providid in TIibl, 2. Ilhl
a Iti preiented in Ta.... 2 were crhos,,n from throe indoV(,. ent teot -orio%
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conductcd in Asia and Africa. A detailed description of the tests is
claasified due to the targets and weipins involved, but in all theee cases
sc-'eral charges varging from 5 kgs to 500 kgs of TINT were detonated at burial
depi~hs and fill conditions which assured full coupling.

£iot'a pressure and acceleration sensors -rere buried in the free field and on
th+e wall of the under,;round test structure-j. Miasure~nents wera taken at
various 3ClddistanCeS and soil conditions. Thp testing -sites were used
during '-ýoth dry and wet seasons, although special efforts were made to use the
sites while the soil was satu-ated.

ThOese! data als;o support th!? ibservations previously made th-it thl rate of
attenuation depr-nds on theý acous~tic imncdarnce and scinoic velocity of thn
soil.

MM NOF t,')IL ATWXUM.AT~rr4 VP~¶AMF:7?1R(ý)
Th~ a~cmerhod for estirmating the soil1 constants in the USAý manual is by

mei.is of tablei which preient empirical dita. With this preseataition, it is

t ., nsccssary to interpol~itc dnd use contjider~hle jltdy,-:7ýnt in estimatin3 !'oil
to!ir-ALion rharacteristics. An attec-rt hi! bcoin in,,e to pr-.ýsvnt smc~th

cur-.es to facilitate the estrtrniton of the different constants by
incorporating the new data.

Boh LarnPson (1946) aind flra~e and LiAttie (1933) provide a mewos to ectmn'!t

Tabe . Lmsn(1946), however, al~o *:''ian nnrui-ytical c Ipreision for

the soil constant:

j1 2 (3)

w h r e: 0 it.ais donsiity of the soil, £2~!..~SŽcic
314 in pe~r occ

V - qirmic velocity, in/ecc

In r7iniy rir ii ~it '~lit )f sni I the, Artho rq have enrnrntorfcd in tlhe p.ast,
the only inf,)rm-ition aliahea?' tho pr,- Viinary -ttiq' of is Site e'v"Il'~tiAt6
hugs I)-!n seisimic ve'1ocity k~not., from %~.pyi.l udiej ,%t the nittý!.

tot<Iodiif or'-.It i c on t.he mns'ji drensity k~;wjlnown only After cr)vrpre-
qxSt-. ex;21or.,ti,)n vnd( 1.tb'rJntory t:L:.. O;17e, in -Any cn!:t-s

14 Iv 10 1 if? pr -ii'ljflor d (, i -n, a no)t h er o x t, r1iL'.to r -'l . i r-4 the A( it o r t o thfe
wi -i c ve I'),7i r-Y iS qf i n r o-ir~ . The! un'- )f .i re~1itionihiip involving only

c v' Icc it v s the'1o t~~ thit r''i 'Icl y isl A !rea l r"Arwint of
'M 1~ 1 -40-.~~ to the r ir trro't ot deti i :y, whic mi'nV not

r,~~* r:)..'r'Lti I~ VO .0 c 'iuss A-1.''-r hY D~t Cby Jrie Ln t t tle
t " 2 3)l ol I-c b, 0lon io -t e rrp r Pt, wi h o xt r,. rlut ion, if thoro is

t~c~1I~Iiii ~ythlt, ýho loi Imi ,ht bo ~'c~

~ :c~hi2 rrwr'on I..'r-p-,onz', iitL ron1itnn k .inlJ;~~i vel )cir.,;

ii~~~1 pr1ono grq4inl ,
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The suggested best fit curve is given by:

k = 0.000459 x (4)

where: V = seismic velocity, ft/sec.

Please note the different units for V in Equations 3 and 4.

The new data can also be compared with the data presented in the USAE manualS~to facilitate the estimation of Pc and n. Figure 2 compares seismic velocity

with the attenuation factor n, while n is compared to acoustic impedance pc on
Figure 3. The soil types from the new data are indicated on both figures.
The other points are taken from the USAE manual.

The effect of soil saturation is striking. For a small change in the
attenuation factor, n, from 2.3 to 2.5, acoustic impedance drops from about
120 to 40 psi/ft/sec and seismic velocity drops from about 5,000 ft/sec to
about 1,500 ft/sec. The new data basically reinforce previous inter-
pretations, However, it is recommended that the USAE manual include soils
with velocities in the range of 6,000 to 7,000 feet per second with an
attenuation factor of 1.4 for heavy, saturated clays. Conversely, Lampson's
original data indicate that an attenuation factor of 4 be allowed for ihallow
detonations in loose, dry sand.

The use of a continuous band instead of the individual data points is aimed at
improving the selection of the attenuation factors by givinK the analyst a
wider choice of seismic velocities and guidelines as related to the variations

(•j) in soil characteristics.

An i-,,ortint point to remember in estimating the effects of explosions on
underground structures is that the attenuation factor must repre!sent the
average characteristics of the site through an entire year, corsidering that
measurements of the ieismic velocity or acoustic impedance may vary deyending
on the season. The situation becomes more delicate when dealing with a remote
enemy targ-t in which no measuremenrs are available and soil data mu,;t I.o
niferred based on general geographic and geologic information. The choice

between the u.per and lower boundaries is also dependent on the degree of
conservati3m and the analyst's viewpoint: attacker versus defenrer.

COMPARISCN OF LAIIPSON (1946) AND DRAKE AND LITTLE (1983)
rA comarison between tile USA, manual design data and Lampson's :-Ž!Lint is

provided in Table 3. Graphs comparing the predicted earth vre-,ur4. tImi
Lampson (1946) with the Drake and Little (1983) data incorporated in U'AE

J manuialare provided on Figure 4 for different soil types arni scalod distances

(ft/lb ) and assuming a full coupling. For mos': casel, thu predict",
pressures are nbout a factor of 3 higher for the USAE marinul th-an Eor [.a1-1 ,son
(1946) at small 5caled distances, but quickly are in excess of S for lat,'.'r
scaled distances. The examples for alluvium and wet, saturatod cla7 y.-'Ibit
essentially a constant ratio of about 6.5 at all iCalCd disw~'a. The
SAttenuation coefficient n is 3 for these cases, the as

1 exponent.
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The rationale for comparing the current USAE manual with older work is to
provide engineers with an idea of the degree of conservatism associated with
the USAE manual. Ba3ed on the authors' experience, Lampson (1946) predicts
reasonable average velues of pressures that could be expected from given (
charge sizes, distances, couplings, and soil types. The ratio between
predicted values from the USAE manual and Lampson are thus considered to
indicate the degree of conservatism in the manual. This is not a criticism of

V: the USAE manual, as the values reported are intended for use in the design of
underground st-uctures, where factors of safety are required.

SUMKARY
This study presents a simplified method to estimate blast attenuation in
various soil medii based on test data compiled since World War II by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and updated by sevaral tests carried out abroad during
the early 1980's. Continuous bands for selection of thi attenuation factor(s)
and qualitative tendencies within the bands have been identified which it is
hoped will facilitate selection of soil attenuation parameters.

Earth pressures as originally calculated by Lampson (1946) have been compared
with those derived from the USAE manual to prcvide a rough estimate of the
degree of conservatism associated with USAE manual. It is suggested that the

4 ; current manual could be improved if factors of safety could be provided for
the design values. Alternatively, the reporting of results of explosion testl
in terns of average values of pressure or ground notion with an indication of
the stendard deviation could help engineers decide on the degree of
conservatism and factors of safety associated with their particular
st,• $ructures.

Drake, J.L. and C.D. Little, 1983, "Ground Shock from Penetrating Conventional
Weapons," Symposium on the Interaction of Non-Nuclear Munitions with
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a•'i•pson, C.W., 1946, "Effects of Impact and Explosion," Chapter 3: Explosions
4• in Earth, NDRC-Div. 2, National Uefen.e Research Committee, Washirgton, D.C.

Rozen, A., 1986, Unpablished data.

U.S. Arm-/ Engineers, 1946, "Fund..rrentals of Protective Design - N1on-Nuclear,"
4,, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Army Enginee, 1984, "Fundimentals of Protective Design for Conventional
Weapons," Waterways Experimerit Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi.
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TABLE 1

STALULATION OF =73T70=S Ma, V4kaRIUS SOILS'•(LAIPSCU, 1946)

SEISMIC VELOCITY SOIL CONSTANT
(fps) k(psi)

SOIL TYPE MIN MAX MIN MAX

Topsoil (light, dry) 600 900 262 590
Topsoil (moist, loamy silt) 1,000 1,300 812 1,370
Topsoil (clayey) 1,300 2,000 1,420 3,370
Topsoil (semi-consolidated sandy 1,250 2,150 1,510 4,150

clay)
Wet Loam 2,500 -- 5,600
Clay (dense wet, depending on 3,000 5,900 8,850 34,100

depth)
Rubble or Gravel 1,970 2,600 6,400 11,100
Cemented Sand 2,300 3,200 9,700 12,600
Water-Saturated Sand -- 4,600 22,500
Sand 4,600 8,400 26,200 87,000
Sand Clay 3,200 3,800 10,000 13,900
Cemented Sand Clay 3,800 4,200 17,800 21,700
Cla', Clayey Sandstone -- 5,900 45,000
Loo-e Rock Talus 1,250 2,500 1,750 7,000
Weather-Fractured Rock 1,5C0 10,000 3,100 140,000
Weather-Fractured Shale 7,000 11,000 63,000 156,000
Weather-Fractured Sandstone 4,250 9,000 23,500 116,000
Granite (slightly seamed) -- 10,500 -- 160,000
Limtstone (massive) 16,400 20,200 390,000 590,000

I
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TABLE 3

ESTIIHATES OF LAI•rVS' SOIL COMSTAN1T FOR THE USAE SOILS

UNIT SEISMIC
WEIGHT VELOCITY LAMPSON'S K

Loose, dry sand and gravel 90 600 280
with low relative density

Sandy loam, loose dry 100 1,000 870
sands and backfill

Dense sand, high relative 110 1,600 2,450
density

Wet sandy clay with air 120 1,800 3,400
voids (greater than
4 percent)

Saturated sandy clays 120 5,000 26,000
and sands with small
amounts of air voids
(less than I parcent)

Heavy saturated clays 125 >5,000 30,000
and clay shales

I
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TOXICOLOGICAL AGENT PROTECTIVE ENSEMBLE

0 SELF-CONTAINED

(TAPES)

By Laurie Ann Kwiedorowicz

U.S. Army Armament Munitions and Chemical Command
Chemical Research Development and Engineering Center
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, 21010
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOXICOLCGICAL AGENT PROTECTIVE ENSEMIBLE-
SELF-CONTAINED (TAPES) SYST04

BACKGROUND

Over the past decade, the U.S. Army has developed the need

for a toxicological protective ensemble with a self-contained

breathing apparatus (SCBA) for use in chemical agent environments

Immediately Dangerous to Life and health (IDIH). The eldsting

Level A M3 protective ensemble uses a negative pressure

respirator. The M3 ensemble was designed as a liquid protective

ensemble for decontamination operations- not for IDI.

atmospheres. Similarly, the Protective Outfit, Toxicological,

Microclimate Controlled (POTMC) is another liquid protective

ensemble intended for use by explosive otdinancG personnel. The

Department Of Defense Ammxunition and Explosive Safety Standard,

DOD 6055.9- STD, requires the use of a National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) approved, full, facepiece,

pressure demand respirator in IDLH atmospheres. In addition, the I

U.S. Army Armament, Munitions, and Chemical ReTalation, AMC 385-

131. R, requires the use of a NIOS1I approved, positive pressure

facepiece in IDLH environments. 'I
Since the M3 suit and the POVMC do not meet the requirements

of DOD 6055.9- STD, the U.S. Army developed the Demilitarization

Protective Ensemble (DPE) for use at the Chemical Akegi, Munitions

Disposal System (CAIMDS) at Tooele Army Depot. The DPE is an en- I
capsulated protective ensemble that uses an umbilical hose to I
supply air to the user. Because the 300 foot umbilical cord on

the DPE was considered impractical for most depot operations, the I
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U.S. Army Chemical Research Development and Engineering CenterI~o(CRDEC) n~odified the DPE to includa a ba-7k closure and a 60r r minute, '110Sfl approved, closed circuit SC2A. This modified

system, called the Toxicologic~l Agnnt Protective Ennemble- Self-

Contained (TAPES), was devielop-cd to satinfy thi immodiato nend3

of the user cornrunilty. T~rES is a sy-'tc~n whi., is outside thea

I Army's material acqpli3ition decision process and will not be

type-zlasaiticed.

ENI"InL D7SrTRTTýN

IThe 3ecor~d a,.neration of ')?E Pqupirnt, cantocd the TA-P-S

system ,proviucýs an emercrjncy need to the U.S. Army Arram'ent

tVunitior&s Cc-zriýnl (A1CCOM) co-mmunity. The TA'5 sy*:;t.n~ p r o vi

Sup to 60 minutici of protý,-t ion in IDUI cnvircnr(_ntf (G!B, VX, anl

Gn). The system canrsjta of thi Vfill .4dwng coýýporv'ntls:

o An encapnum1Atod outcr grprient (sinilar to UPE)

o A n ý:5CT; A

o A prr otir~ization s;yico

o A ccol Inj veý.

o A c(- r~ztion ý;ý !_m

(a) te'.nt

The cu~r.r~ t 'oal ly eeýp,;,I.atce. tho r ;~a

* (h'r n.-rrible Cr 2ft¶( :'co'pt the bootn anrltj lcý ii.) Te

c1:crj~rv~tw-. 1? v:: witht n!'rxptni r ý)flp'i':



minimize air pressure changes inside the suit (while it is 0
intlatod). The material used to construct the overgarment is 20

mil. chlorinated polyethylene (CiIE) and the visor is vade from

polycarbonate.

Entry into the outergarrnrnt is made through a vertical

opening using an extrudcd clos;ure/ restraint zipper asrembly.

A two-track extruded plastic clo-.uro (EPC) and a restraint zipper

make up the closkure ass;cembly. Thrý EIC is made from CiE and has

two parallel track. that provido s:-iling. The EPc is closied by

manually interfalcing the mating hkilvoti togejther and is opened by

an external pull tab. The zippr is heat s;ealed to the back of

thl EPC. Exposure to h,izirdou.; chonical.-; during depot operattoni

f.; minimized by positioninq the restraint zipper behind the UPC.

(b) aiopak 60 Pebrvathco.

A Biiormarine Bioaik 60 is ui;od ai the SCIA. An ice bath is

,isd In con-junction with the r,,brrith(!r In order to maintain dry,

cool, breathing air. The ,i!," 60 ',,cIrcuiatos the majority of

the wvarer's exhaled air, permittin,' th, unit to be lighter and

nore co: pact than open circuit oquilfjmnt. The duration of wo,,ir

Is 60 n.it,-tit ; reyirdl•or of of th,? user'f ictivity. Inward

oe. kiqo of ChrCP1 ic if; provntd ocau-v t he ovrq;,rirent aid the

(,fW) ;ao rii~ nI at a ';1iqhtlIy hi,,hor prof;!-urr. than

a I ,' -i r:i c; u r< wh•h n "1,- of thl, re op irator !r!rvicro a I
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pounds fully charged with mask hoses. The unit can be worn for

use in temperatures as low as -15 degrees F.

During any type of activity, the Biopak 60 provides a

constant 2 liters/minute of air to the mask. Excess air is
,I vented through a relief valve and used to provid3 positive suit

j ptessure.

(c) Suit Pressurization System.

The suit pressurization system provides positive pressure

within the TAPES system during operation. Three components make

*1 up the pressurization system: an inlet valvn for initial garment

pressurization, a volume accumulator to prevent pressure surgesA ,f (due to volume charnges)D, and an uv,ýrpre;srure exhaust a•,mbly

that minimizjs the operating preLoskre. Aftcr donning th, suit,

the inlet vdlve allows initial pres:urization from an external

"ai, sut.jy. Normal operating prest-,ure; wiithin the suit ranga

between 0.5 and 1.0 iwq. Th- volume accunilatcr ,imizes

internal prd.2;suro during oper,3icn. The accumulator is an area

at the waist and back which expands whenever the user's activity

roduces the intrnal ;uit volume. Thervfol'e, air diX-placcs to the

accoumulator and pro'vewnt-; a largei increas;e in suit press;ure. When

the accumulator reiche:h, full capicity, the overpressure c'xhaurt

fittinqs open to maint.ain a stible pre:;';ure inride the suit.

(d) Cool V/(;t.

* A c'm-rorciil r c )l v,':;t, nvle by If." D)ovor (CM.cdd l 19) i s

[.7
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used for the cooling system. The vest contains an an ice/ water

bag attached to a battery operated puinp that circulates water

from the ice bag to the vest and the back. The pocket containing

I tho pump, ico bag, and bladder is worn on the chest- so the2: rebreather can be worn over it (on the uscr's back).

h• (a) Communication System.

A personal communication system with a throat microphone

(Loudnouth) is included to enhance face-to-face coixunication3.

iTa unit alco contains a motion sensor and an cmer-ency •tound

:+ •ltch thould t.he user be in troubln ;'rd urable to corm-iunicata.

The Lcudnouth communications system !-hould be fully charged prior

to its use.

SET UP AND SUP'TP',2

Attachment 1 provides a r:c>-< nd'd lin't of supplies and

spare parts that must be purc! .zsed ,nd kept in inventory if the

TAPES system is to b_ý operat•#d ,•ri- r.iitanin.d, in addition, thi-,

following supplies should be l'2pt on N<1 for trev'ncy Uie (or

I training):

o Crushed ice (10 lb!;/ user)

o R~eady supply of trý-athin: c'yg,+n or pre-fi,1ir.:1 bottle':

o Ready sup-ply of TAP buot: r2 size. too biq)

, pc.vy Supply of TAPI

o A p o rt ab 1I . r q~i''- r ol, t

1 7"V,



o Excess bags of rebraather scrubber material (sodasorb)

o Dow lubricant

o Charged 9 volt batteries for the cormmunication system

o Charged 8 volt ILC Dover gel type battnries for the cool

vest.

I ~OPEPATIUý4 OF .ý1I2 T7.1FS SY3r'q7M

(a) Donning the TIPAS System.

The user must be fully drcr.e~d in Zovernment issued TAP

-undergarments and covzralls. TVa wearer than dons a fully

charged cool vest (with fully charged battery, ice, and water).

Prior to donning, the rebreather should be Jnspected and4 •fresh sodasorb should be installed in the canister tray.

The cooling shroud on the breathing hose is hooked to the

cooling vest.

The ccmmunication system is hooked to the rebreatheL harness

(in the front) and the throat mike is installed at the neck. The

ccmmunication syste!i is turned on ind the volume of the system is

adjuoted to the irndividuil's preference.

The velcro -itrap which setures the `r,':thing hoses is wound

I- .r-.und the brcathinri h so:; Lo tho weight of tii, breathing hoses

c!.. carried evenly.

T'fte cx.yekn valve on the. rrebreather is turned to the on

and the t is itted to the wearer's face. The

werer i;ihaler into !hi ma.n:k cnvvra). tires to clar and verity

7L '7
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1 that the air supply is steady.

Immediately, the wearer bends over and, assisted by a

dresser, steps into thb. overgar,,ant (which is vnfolded and

unzipped). The overgarment is manually closed in the rear by the

dresser.

The boots and gloves are put on the wearer by the dresser.

Boots and gloves are taped to the overgarment using 4 " wide

Government tape.

I The suit is sealed and overpressurized by eithar a heliu~n/

air mixture or air depending on how the rear suit closure is to

be certified. The dresser can use either soapy water ur a han(o

held helium leak detector to check the aacequacy of the rear seal.

The wearer is now ready to procede with toxic entry.

NOTE: Dressing procedures must be accomplished in pair,. ;.

Entry into hazardous areas is always done in pairs for safety

considerations.

(b) Doffing the TAPES System.

After the wearer has exited a hazardous area, standard

deconning procedures should be followed with heavy emphasis on

the rear closure,, ar.pit, and crotch areas.

After decontamination has been completed and the wearer is
1 i

I standing in his deconned overgarment (minus the boots and gloves

left in the decor area), a dresser wearing "Level B" clothing

w•il unzip the rear closure of the suit. The TAPES wearer pulls

}".1 1850
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his hands out of the arms of the suit and pushes his arms up and

into the hood area to assist in removing the ov-rgarment.

Then, the wearer proceeds to roll the suit from the waist down,

careful to roll with the clean side of the suit touching the

wearer. Disposal of the suit is as regrired.

Since this suit w~s designed for a one-time use, the suit is

always prepared for disposal after use.

(C) Emergency Operating Procedures.

In the event of air loss while wearing the TAPES system, the

wc~a•'er should take the mask off and breath the clean air inside

the overgarment. Ile should immediately exit the hazardous area

and proceed with decontamination procedures.

Any time that contamination or tears of the suit material

are observed, the wearer shoulo. exit the hazardous area

immediately and proceed with decontamination procedure-.

If the alarm sounds on t'ke rebreather, it indicatcs that 15

minutes of service ai'r is loft. The wearer zhcuId exit the

hazardous area and proceed with decontamination procedures.

MAINTENANCE A7D FOCL-.OW ON T, ...TTNO.

Basic maintenance of the TAPES system is covered in the

contractor's operation and maintenance manuals which will be

distributed to U.S. Army depots duriig th1 fall of 1i•:8. In

addition, basic maintenance of the TAPES syýst:om is discussed

and oracticed duiring the current TAPES Familiarization courses

1851
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being conducted by Chemical Research Development and Engineering

Center personnel (CRDEC). In-depth mainrtenance procedures are

covered in the contractor manuals and training in this area is

offered by the rebreather manufacturer (Biomarine) for a nominal

price.

Substantial training is rqoquired by the locil installations

prior to the certification of the TAPES equipment for use in IDLH

environments. This training should be accomplished locally via

an approved training plan by the safety and surety authorities.

Current TAPES users will be participating in edditional training

prior to certification during the fall of 1988. The logistics of

procuring additional systems and spare parts is in the process of

beizhg established among the current U.S. Army depots.

LUýMARY

The TAPES system is now b3ing issued for emergency depot,

chemical demilitarization, or other nonroutine uses. This system

is not intended as a replacement for the M3 Level N protective

enirenble, but rather as a si 1pplement when IDLH conditions do not

permit the the usa of the M3 suit. The actual determination of

what constitutes A nenroutine emergency will be deternined hy the

suptrvisor and the local authorities. The TAPES system is

intondt.d to bridge the current gop between existing Level A
Sprotective equipment and state of the art self-contained equip-

(mnt that is in the h.eginning st;vns of development by U.S. Army

personnel .

S .... 1852
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Authorization for us4. of ,he TAPES system is per AMC Regu-

lation 385-131 (para. 4.1 (b)). Use of the TAPES is by the

Director, AMC Field Safety Activity: Attention: AIVXOS-C.
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Recommended Purchases for Initial Inventory

$Each $Total Ci)

a. 10 spare cylinders for 200 2000
oxygen, #60-400

b. 10 cases sodasorb 48 480
12 pkg/case
#60-20012

C. .5 oxes dis:w•fectant 48 240
(100/box)
#201-90OG2

d. 2 Service Kits 340 680

#,100-450GI

e. 10 Scrubber foam 1.55 15.50

#B16DO4301

f 2 Transfil Valves 85 170
445-401

g. 2 spare parts kits 157 314
#201-893GI

h. 3 silicone grease tubes 20 100
OW111

i. 15 antifog cloLhs 5 75
#201-228

j. 20 thermaclear antifog 7.50 150
inserts
#37-000-001

k. 2 diaphragm assemblies 120 240
#300-534GI

1. 2 grease & hose assemblies 75 150
#200-c,14

m. 10 yoke o'rings 3.60 36
#287001103

n. 10 scrubber cover 0-rings 10.65 106.50I252545378
o. 10 scrubber canist-r 60

0-rings #25217036

II E854
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Each Total

10 10 O-ring, mainline center section 1 10
#H-G004

q. I video training 10 20
#NS-VHS-1

r. 10 spare trays for canister 80 800
#300-617-G)

s. 10 cool vest battery charges 53 530
#CP29-0047

t. 10 cool vest battery packs 60 600
#0000-25107

u. 2 repair kits-cool vest 50 100
#0000-26463

The above items should be ordered to establish local inventories necessary to perform
the training for the use of the equipment.

A. Items A-R should be ordered from: Rexnord Safety Products 45 Great Valley
Parkway, Malvern PA, 19355, (215) 647-7200.

B. Items S-U should be ordered from: ILC Dover, P.O. Box 266, Frederica, DE., 19946,
,'ii) (302)-335-3911.

C. Additional communications systems (model LMPT-1 $360) can be ordered from:
Earmark, Inc. 1125 Dixwell Avenue, Hamden, Conn 06514, (2C3) 777-2130.

D. If additional chemturion model 5101 garments are needed, they can be ordered from
ILC Dover.
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K) THE ESTIMATION AND PORTRAkYAL OF

INVOLUNTARY RISK TO AN INDIVIDUAL

Willard E. Fraiie
Principal Engineer

Energy, Resource, and Environmental Systems Division
The MITRE Corporation

McLean, Virginia

for

Department of Defense
Twenty-Third Explosives Safety Seminar

Atlanta, Georgia

9-11 August 1988

ABSTRACT

Wiea programmatic decision involving somo risk to tr.z publi~c is
usually made on the basis on coumiunity or societal risk -- that is, the
total number of parsons at risK -- an individual =.ong the affected public
is likely to be more concerned with his/ner personal risk. Both measures
of risk were analyzed for the Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP).
.his paper describes the method for estimating and prescnting risk to an
individual at a specified distance from a potential accident site, whether
at a fixed installation or along a trarsportation ccrrldor. The concept of
an individual risk curvz, showing the probabiliiy rf ýT) individuai's death
as a function of distance from a site, is intrcducc" and illustratzd with
data from the CSDP risk analysis. An alternative maas r... of individual
risk -. the individual's 'time-at-risk' -- is defined and illustrated.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Te Chemical Stockpile Dis'ýo-al Progzam

The U.S. Army was directed by Congress (Public Law 99-145) to destroy
the nation's stockpile of lethal, unitary chemical agents and munitions in
a manner which provides for rnaximi=m protection to the public. A
comparative risk assessment of the several proposed alternatives for the
Army's Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program (CSVP) was performed. The
results of the risk analysis were used to support the selection of the
environmentally preferred disposal alternative in the Final Program=atic-
Environmental Impact Statement (FPEIS) (U.S. Army, 1988). The restlts were
also used as one of several factors considered by the Army in arriving at
its Record of Decision of 23 February 1938 which stated the Army's decision
to proceed with the on-site disposal alternative. A detailed description
of the risk analysis m.ethodology is reported elsewhere (U.S. Army, 1987;
Perry, J. G. et al, 1933) and will not be covered in this paper.

,le Chemical Stockpile consists of a wide r~ree of munitions and bulk
agent storage containers. .Three chemical agent types are used: the
persistent nerve agent, VX; the non-persistent nerve agent, GB: and, the
pe:sistent blister agents known as mustards and designated by the symbols
H, HT, and HD.

The stockpile is currently stored in eight locations throughout the
conterminous U.S. (CONUS): Anniston Arny Depot (ANAD), AlabLam; Abardeen
Provin- Ground (APG), Maryland; Lexington Blue-Grass Army Depot (LBAD),
Kentucky; Newport Army Ammunition Plant (NAAP), Indiana; Pine Bluff Arienal
(PBA), Arkansas; Pueblo Depot Activit" (PUDA), Colorado; Tooele Army Depot
(TEAD), Utah; and, Umatilia Depot Activity (UMDA), Dregon.

Of eight programmatic alternatives originally identified for the CSDP,
only fivc were carried through the full scope of the risk analysis; those
five are:

The continued storage of the stockpile in its present locations .1
(this is the 'no-action" alternative required by the 'lational,
Environ;-rental Policy Act) [the CONTINUED STORAGE Alternative

. On-site destruction of the stockpile at its present storaE- lotions
[the CN-SITE Alternative (ONS)]; I

. Moverent of the CONUS stocks to two regional disposal centers (at
A.'AD and T.AD) fthe REGIONAL alternative (PEG)];

Movemrent of the (Oi1TS stocks to one national disposal center (at

TEAD) [the NATIONAL alternative (NAT)]; and,
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an individual must be applied to the total number of individuals
potentially affected by any accident.

1.4.2 -

The public on whom any risk associated with the CSDP will fall will
view the imnposel ri•sk as involuntary risk, as opposed to the kind of risk
"that may be routinely anct voluntorily accepted in the normal course of
life. THis difference in peripective will generally affect, in a negative
"way, the public's willir,;ni5s tu accept either the fact of added risk,

regardle-ss of how small the incremnent, or the credibility of its
escimalion. The put, li's skepticism and fear of the unknown, when it deals

J with involuntary risk (such as that due to the CSDP), will make th,3 job of
the preseonter of risk results m-uh more difficult. Attempts to compare
risk analysis results with risk due to voluntar'! activities such ag driving
an autootile (woere the risk-taker obtains a diiepct benefit -- mobility
from his/her high risk activity) will usually fail to be convincing.

2,0 ANAlYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL RISKI
As noted above, rink can be viewed from two basic perspectives:

• Ri•k to an 5,Ydl at a specified locatio.; and

• I. to th. entire pf2Itc:77iis (societal or co!nunity

•i tt- firj r caso, ri::k to an In'•dividual is the probability that hi or she
Swill•] he !orL.4ly to aý,-nt wh~ll a-, a fixod location. Risk to th.
a4 'e,-to ',on is th- expected tc.tal nv.•bpwr of individuals who might

o:.'.;1,r;('d by tho event. lt-.i-,l''usl risk is a measure that
Ph.. Indivi(I.t"1's porional exposure. Societal/community rtik Is

r0r, ':ire tht- m, he inore useful to a d(actson-maker who
r:.e'; t V; .~ ' dl t tr' oo the public.

"An ItndLvud, tfr.4'; to view risk in very porson.l terms, such aI the
p-oh;i;itriy ri,. i un o.•'ated event will oeccur to him or to his family,
!"'-y r!';,'7 a' ivit-,o• 'qr su.atlo ic to which an itdlviddual Is eOXposed Are
,Vul~t .mry (e.,.'., a ;me, ridp) ari their risk it accepted in return for tl.,

"th , l'-'i o . :1z Other! (i t,,, h sInf struck by li',htnln. , ) -ire
o 1, f ; 1f r ii i i-" irnd thi i - socia rd rInk is gen-raliy k.ccrpte as a

p r of 'I I¢ I; S' iI h'h -r- (o w . li 'i v ,s iet r a nuiclear pow'-r pl.snt or

e.,i riiz, ro I route t e : t i (¾rrI:-; ht ,_4rrioui cl',ouicl nl ) are viewed as
-r) I uni-' ri. ,, r,,alt o !-,n- wado infrisions, end often are le' -

S: nlln rYv a c e: 4-1. In this ri';k Analysis, we ar" dealing with a mn-,ite
t ) i"th , Ie l.Mav view a- mn lorposed or involuntary rirk. Riqk

,cr..rib . r ir~'nr (-) r- nPeis.rily magrnitude) to that potentl-illy
; rpoqed w C;D o -h)'; h.ei,'t h:th a,;,;ociated with living next to a cherif c 1l
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plant processing hazardous chemicals or living along a transportation route
carrying such materials.

Community or societal risk is, in effect, the aggregate of individual
risk to which all miembers of the local population are exposed. Thus,
"individual risk is independent of the number of individuals at risk;
community or societal risk is not.

2.1 Comvtitation Of Indivf.d'. i

2.1.1 Gener2lCs__

The risk to an individual can be estimated as the product of the
probabilities of each of the circumstances necessary to cause the
individual's death. This combined probability of occurrence i, multiplied
by the consequence to determine risk; in thk individual case, censequence
is always equal to 1 (the death of the individual), and so does not affect
thi risk value we calculate. Figure 1 illustrates the major factors
affecting the risk to an individual posed by a potential release of
chemical agent; thesa factors are:

• the probability that an accidental release will occur;

, the probability (along transportation corridors only) that a
transport vehicle will be in the vicinity of the individual when) .. the accident occurs;

. the probability of being downwind of the release;

• the probability of being within the plume width;

1 •the probability that an individual within a given lethality zone of

the plume will die.

For the case of individual risk along a transportation corridor, the
analysis is based on determining the route length over which an accident
can occur and still affect an individual at a given location, This isSequivalent to basing individual risk on exposure time. Basically, the
analyis computes A.,',rape individuzI risk along the transportation
corridor, bAqOd on avPrao.' disrarnces, .peeds, and exposure times along the
route.

Vhether alone a tranrvtortAtion route or near a fixed site, the total
risk to ati individual is the -um of the individual risks posed by each
identified accident soenario that could hAppen at the indtvidual's

locat! ou.

W1 8:1 1Z
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2.1.2 Gu--ntitative Illustration of Individual Risk

Referring to the factors defined in Figure 1, we see, first of all,
that there is the probab lity that an accidental release will occur; this
is the probability associated with the source term , and we will represent
its value by the symbol, FA- If the accident involves a transportation
accident (a train is shown for illuctration), then we must include the
Mq~ijLLtv.that the transort vehicle will be close enouh_ to harm the
individual when the accident oce:urs; call this probability, PT. For the

sake of this illustration, we will assume it has a value of 1. (Risk along
a transportation route will be discussed in more detail below.) Now,
given that there is a probability, PAx PT, of accidental agent release in
the vicinity of the individual, the next factor affecting the individual's
risk is whether he is downwind of the accident. Assuniing for the moment
that the wind has equal probability of blowing from any of the 16 compass
point directions (N, NNE, NE, ENE, etc.), then the prhob iq_.ei,!.
Sdo¶jnd of the release can be represented by PV, which has a valun of I in
16, or approxi:•ately 0.06. The width of the potentially lethal portion of
che atmospheric plume is apdroximately one-third of a compass sector.
Therefore, if the individual is "downwind" of the accident, the nrobibi]it'

beilng/4ithinthRlie widl, Pp, is abut 1 in 3, or 0.3. Finally, the
individual must be close enough to the accidert. site so that potentially
lethal dosage.s could reach him. "Close enough" in this case is determined
by the atmospheric plume dispersion analysis. It is defined as tthe

,*?, downwind distance to the "no-deaths" dosage for whatever chemical agent is
involvd Sceos;icrases as the indilvidual is closer to the

} accident site and closer to the centerline of the egent plume, the
robnbb •_j. _intheJu.e, Ft, which

rang.•s from a value of 0 to I within the pluxme boundary, has an average
value of, typically, 1 in 5, or 0,2. That is, of all the indiiduals

'j, within the plume, only about 20 percent would be fat:3lities, assuming the
population were evenly distributed.

SPutting all this together, we can calcul.te the _
SJd . -- - - -J-t., ?I, as follows:

' PI - PA x PT x PJ x Pp x PL

-" x 1.0 x 0.06 x 0.3 z 0.2

-Ax 0.004

SIri!,; say.;- that ev.en if 1e accidenral rele2ase does occur close enoug,
to y ,tentlaly Lrv; an indIvid'm!, the probabil!t:y of The indivEdua.!.'s
dcach Is on erdr of !/2ý >,>,h of thp. probab4 :t' (PA) that the accident
will occir tcrý, in thz• fir-,t p iace which, by I tvio iL usually an
'ei .r. I-, / s,:i, i I rirr'nr K . 'r t' :n , is the genrw ,,i] metho-d by which risk to

"; !.~~to,: lr~dv~iv•,h- hcr: b.'r) cjil,'•atrd.

;,
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2.1.3 Computation Of Individual Risk Along a Transrortatlon Route

>1 Figure 2 introduces the additional considerations required when
dealing with risk to an individual along a rail route or other transporta-H tion corridor. Thfý factors affecting Individual risk are the same as those
discussed in conj- iction with Figure 1, but a slightly more complicated
calculation is re iired to estimate the probability of the accident
occurring in a refion that could affect the indivicual (i.e., thu proba-
bility factors, Pi. and PT discussed above). As shown in Figure 2, if an
individual is loci ted a distance, d, away from the rail route, and an
accident produces a plume with a "no-deaths" ha'-ard distance of length L,
the individual could be killed if the accident occurred anywhere over a
distance equal to 2 x Z, centered at tie individual's location along the
route.

To calculate the probability that an accident will occur within the
relevant track segment, 2 x Z, (Pz), we must account for:

* the probability, pA(t), of an accident per unit time (e.g., per
hour) per train;

• the time, t, required for the train to traverse the track segment
at 2xZ;

"• the number, N, of trains passing a given location.

Then:

PZ - 2 x PA(t) x t x N.

However, since actuarial data on transportation accidcnts is providad to
MITRE in terms of the probability of an accident per unit distance per
train, PACW), this analysis employs an equivalent expression for FZ:

PZ - 2 x PA(z) x Z x N.

Thus, the Individual risk along a transportation route cnn be
"expresscr either In terms of exposure time', t, or a hazard distance. 2 x Z,
along, the rrack, both of which ar3 related to the dtstance tht; individual
is from the route end the size of the potntte1 accident. Time and
distance are related to ono another Ihr.h. , th• sqiwple kinematic
relationshij involvi ri' the average -rr in v which states that:

t - (2 ., Z)/v

For coampetational pur'o>;ec, t. ri ck analysis computes individual
ri.. ,n th...si• oof ;lhs tr i,-!< over which an accident can ocrcur. As

Szon -m tie ,ho'e, thiS is eqliilIe• to basing individual risk on

1364
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exposure time. 7o compute individual risk on the basis of lengths of track
over which an accident can occur, it is assumed that the accident, if it
occurs, could happen anyn.herc along the transportation route with equal
probability. This is not strictly correct, given the variability of
conditions along a rail corridor, but the best that can be assuned given
the available data cnd the broad scope of the risk analysis.

2.2 Time-at-Risk Considerations

The probabilistic individual risk rceasuces, discussed above in
relation to Figure 2, account, implicitly, for the time during which an
individual ir exposed to risk from accidental chemical agent release. The
computation of the individual risk curve accounts for the probability of
individual accident scenarios occurring as well as the severity of the
release (i.e., the position of the individual within the plume) and the
likelihood that meteorological conditions (i.e., wind direction) will cause
the plume to move over the individual.

flowever, for many individuals, the concept of individual risk may be
more easily understood in ter:is of the individual's total time of exposure
to risk, regardless of whether his/her acL'al risk varies during that
Veriod or is comparable to the actual, risk bcrne by others. Accordingly,
two time-related risk measures were in',roduceci to the CSDP risk analysis:

The total time-at-risk during the CSDP when on individual could be

exposed If an accident were to occur;

The total person-years-at-rink during the CSDP -- a measure equal
to the time-at-risk tin-,rs the number of people experlencing any
risk (..e., being within a zone that could encompass potentially
lethal exposures, as defined by the 'no-deaths' pluie length under

*1 worst-case meteorological con('ciens).

Since only time-at-risk deals with individ-di risk, we will not
further discuss person-years-at-risk.

Time-at-risk is readily addressed at the storage/disposal sites since
4 the appropriate time measure is simpli the duration of disposal activities

at a given site. These times vary from less than i year to over 4 years
(i.e., 9000 to 35,000 houry), depending on the site. The actual disposal
duration time at a given site cannot be stated becausL of the possibility
cf revealing classified data regardiig stockpile size. Ey this measure,
"all individuals within a distance equal to the maximum possible (worst-case
weather) 'no-deaths' plume length from a specific site should be considered
'at risk' fsr the same duration ef time; outside this sice-specific
mamimum distance, time-at-risk would btý zero. Table 1 lists thcse maximum
(worst-c.ise) distances for each site and each applicable disposal
alternative for the mitigated ri.qk canee, a-, reportel in the FPEIS (U.S.
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Army, 1988). An individual located within the stated distance of a given
site could assume his/her time-at-risk to be the duration of disposal
activity for a given disposal alternative.

r

Along transportation corridors, time-at-risk for an individual is
dependent on the individual's location -- his/her distance from the
transportation corridor. Table 2 lists the maximum worst-case plume
lengths for the transportation corridors.

Figures 3 and 4 show time-at-risk along rail and air transportation
corridors, respectively, in terms of hours of exposure per vehicle trip as
a function of an individual's distance from the centerline of the corridor
and the severity (worst-case 'no-deaths' plume length) of the worst
identified potential accident for a given corridor (as determined from
Table 2). To determine his/her time-at-risk for a given disposal
alternative, an individual would need to do the following:

0 identify vhich site stockpiles are to be transported along his/her
portion of the corridor;

* determine the number of transporter trips (number of train-trips or
aircraft-trips) required to move the stockpile for each site;

* estimate, with the aid of Table 2 and Figures 3 and 4, t'e time-at-
risk per trip from each site;

. calculate the sum of total time-at-risk by the relation:

TOTAL TIME-AT-RISK, T - Z (time/triP)site j * (trips/stockpile) it, j
all sites

An approximate utper limit can be set on time-at-risk for both fixed
site and transportaticn corridors:

0 For fixed sites, the maximum time-at-risk is in the range of 4
years (35,000 hrs);

Fo_ the r~e•_nal rai) corr:idor-, the maximun number of trains is
approximately 50, and the maximum hazard distance is in the 20 ki
range; an individual living within 10 M of the track carrying all
50 (or so) trains would experience a total time-at-risk of:

MAX. TIME-AT-RISK (REG) - (0.7 hr/train) * (50 trains)
- 35 hr

*1867
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TABLE 1
MAXI'I{M (WORST-CASE) HAZARD DISTANCES -- STOZV.GE/.ISPCSAL SITiS

MAXIMUM (WORST CASE) HAZARD DISTANCE (km)
_-- fnr a given Disposal Altern-.Jve --
gtj.I u NAT -B

ANAL 150. 'I 32.9 28.2 27.9 32.9

APG 17.4 .4 44.6 44.6 11.5

LkD 4.6 17.5 14.9 14.9 30.8

NAeiP 304.2 15.5 6.1 6.1 15.5

P"A 85.2 32.9 i83.8 183.8 32.9

PUDA 56.2 4.3 75.9 75.9 4.3

TFA.D 108.0 32.9 27.9 27.9 32.9

ONDA 314.0 28.2 150.8 150.8 28.2

TABLE 2
MAXIMUM (WORST-CASE) HAZARD DISTA11CE -- TRANSrORTATION CORRIDORS

MAXI:<IUMr (WORST-CASE) HAZRD DISTANCE (kin)
ORGINATTN_ -- for a given DisposalAlternqtive --

ANAD 19.1

APG 2.3 2.3 2.3

LBAD 16.5 16.5 30.8

NAAP 8.6 8.6

PBA 19.1 19.1

PUD! 3.8 3.8

UMDA 19.1 19.1
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vi For che nat1ona!L(raifLcordrors, the maximum hazard disuance is
also approximately 20 kn. The maximum number of trair.s Zor this
alternative is approximately 75, leading to:

MAX. TIME-AT-RISK (NAT) - 53 hr

0 For the partial relocation (air-mode) •oprErjor, the maximu,.m hazard
distance is approximately 31 km, leading to a time-at-risk of
approximately 0.07 hr/aircraft flight. The actual number of
flights required to move the APC and LPAD stockpiles is classified;
but, it can be said to be in the range of 900 - 1200 air-lifts for
the APC stockpile an,' In the range of 1200 - 1500 air-lifts for the
LBAD stockpile, yielding a total number of airlifts in the range
of 2!,0 - 2700 for the combinad air-lifted ztockpile. Using 2500
air-lifts (which could corsist of several flights each, but would
not thereby add to an individual's timc-at-risk) as as a rough
indicator of air traffic internity, we find that:

M.X. TIME-AT-RISK (AIR MODE) -

(0.07 hr/flight) * (2500 flights) - 175 hr

Thus, the time-at-risk for individuals along the transports'ion '
corridors is in the range of 100 hr. For individuals around a disposal
site, time-at-risk is measured in the tans-of-thousands of hour! -- a
hundred-fold greater time than for those along the corridor'_.

2.3 Individual Risk Curve

2.3.1 Ceneral Description

The probabilistic description of individual risk is conveniently
displayed by weans of t.he individual risk curvt, schematically represented
by Figure 5. For each applicable accident scenario, the probability of an
individual's death at a given distan_'e from the site of the agent r- l.ase

is estimated, in the manner described in section 2.1, as the product of
three basic terms: 1) the probability of the event occurring; 2) the
probability of an individual being within the plume, given a uniform wind-
rose (equal to the ratio of pluie width to tCe perimeter of the circle
designating the individual's given distance from the release site): and. 3)

the fatality rate associate6 with the centerline dosage within the plume at
a given distance from the release site. This product, determined for fIxed
dinri.r- increments of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, etc. otit to 100 ks, is then
su.neci. for e. ch distance value for all applic6.le _otential accidents. The I
,esult is -n 1vdividual rtsk curve, definirg th2 prob.;bility of an I
'nd:vidua' ;' &,th as a function of dist,nce from the site. A
rer rrsentative individual risk curve (dra,-P from the CSDP risk analysis for
a specific siL is presented in Figure 6. Using this individual risk
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nI
curve as aguide, the following measures of risk to an individual at a
given location were defined:

. maxim~um individual risk, equal to the probability of a fatal
exposure at the site boundary (assuzmed to be 0.5 km from the on-
site disposal/storage operations) or As close as 0.1 km to the

k, centterli::e of a transportation corridor. This indicator is equal
to the vertical intercept of the individual risk curve at the
appropriare distance value (0.5 or 0.1 km); it is dependent only on
the mix of potential accidents that could happen at the
individual's location and, since it applies only to an indivridual,

14
6ýý is independent of population density.

*maximum~ lethal distance, equail to the maximum downwind length
(6,4ven by the 'no-deathq' dose) of the plump from ths worst of all
idenýAfied potential accident3 under worsc-ccse weather conditions
at a spccific location. Conversely, it is also the ainimkuz
distance ni individual could be from a given site or transportation
corridor ana have no risk of lethal exposure during the dispona1
program. It i. equal to the horizontal intercept of the ird.ividual

risk curie at nor.-' minimuin accepted level of credibility -- say, I
A 10-10 per stockpile.

An indlividual living near .'p~trtictxlar nite can interpret hi.3I individuali risk from a curve s~tich %3 nnho,, in Figure 6 in the following
wniy. The vertical scale. of the fi.gu,:c display,; the probibility of that
irdiviidual's death during the course )t the CS;D?, acti-tities at the rice (3
to 5 years for th-, dispor-al alt-.:n~itives; ')5 y-ars for the continued
vtor Age option) . T~he curv.es sh)ow h,it. the 1?,..'vi.!ual's risk docreases _
stasidily as his distance, from the site (as reaid t,.' the horizontal scalLI of
-le graph) increapns. Tlii minr'nimvi dl stnce shown~ is C S ka. which, by

assumnption im£posed or rho- analysis, is the minimum dintaoice f1-om chemii:sl
operatitons to the '5 re bou-ndary for any of the di onaI/s-torage !.I,
VT41us, the rink givfn by the HFigurr i,, the trrixiiiin off-rltn (publ~ic) riat.k
on.1y. (Rink. to orl-po~r. persormoel is not within the rropo' of thii analynis.)

I';tcrpretAtion of theý indl-idual ri'k r-ur.ve will prr'cfed nn fe! 1ovn.H ~ ~Con-; Ider L'Ir st nn ilW viduatl who f-rernr thlvt ' .pate of theN Q;91lo-~tcd itt I-he brundary ot N? it. (:it 0.5 u) ot rh app cbs
~i:,~' al. i * trnitivo,* Ilk, hi.i; v i otil.1 Pxperience a chance of death

ec.'rinv, tht of the 7jf ~~V(LTj 1'.1 Ithe ye iT.al 'ýCaep Of the [ ir If
tl~e S i v ha1lvsfarti rhr v- fre~ he S rhe. .ir rTto'r, his ri!,4 lbt'-orn,;
prolressiv'.ly lower vrht , I I i ýhe !hjuli- !heyord the -oint ýwhe'.r,
ths- mustt seve!re a n i(!ont Is ex;n"' l .''e:'I hii'at~ dri
risk of d'!ath becr;~mg zerr . Tdie 1i•;ilvirliiA ri01' Walue at. 0.5 kro i!- the
pd 11,'-i r S ;k mt'.isur" r- "ii111 '; rf,. ;The d! 'tanoe beyond
whiich tin l.e'thnl Pftrer!, n*(n i..:poerýi tor orvi- 1 ; ncc~itent 11I tho
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shown is the other major risk measure for individual risk -- the maximum
12 lethal distance which, as noted earlier, is based on the assumption of

xtls.reme conditions (meteorology, wind direction, and population density).

2.3.2 Individual Risk Results for The CSDP

For the CSDP, individual risk was found to vary widely from site to
site and among the disposal alternatives. The regional and national
disposal sites, TEAD and ANAD, pose highest risk to an individual on the
basis of maximum individual risk (probability of an individual's death
during the CSDP when at an assumed 0.5 km site boundary). On the basis *of
maximum lethal listance (the farthest plume reach of any identified
accident under the worst-case meteorology), individual risk is highest at
PBA. PUDA, and UMDA for the national and regional alternatives. For these
three sites, the worst case hazard distance is the result of an aircraft
crash into the short-term storage (holding) area while awaiting rail
shipment. The fact that these scenarios do not pertain to other sites is
due to the elimination of all accid,'nt scenarios for which the probability
of occurrence during the CSDP is less than 10-8. Since maximum individualA risk incorporates probability data in its determination, it may be the
preferred measure for individual risk, if only one measure were to be used.

in contrast to the individual risk data for a fixed site, risk to an
individual along transportation corridors is calculated to within 0.1 km of
the corridor centerline; the individual risk at this minimum distance is
the value used in determining maximum individual risk for alternatives
including off-site transportation. Maximum individual risk is negligible
(less than 10-8) along aill the transportation corridors -- a corclusion
consistent with the relatively low Individual time-at-risk values discussed
in section 3.5.1 below. Ho,.ever, mraximu' lethal di&tance vp!ues are not
negligible for the transportation corridors and, In fact, for the LBAD
M%1)TL* corridor (C5 aircraft), can exceed 50 1w.

"3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECCM11FINDATIONS

1 •The importance of using aggregated societal risk measures,
*1 repre.nenting the total risk experienced by all membprs of the affected

community, as a basis for a programmatic decision among alternatiWves is
generally acknowledged. The role of individual risk estluation is less
"clear. Two argpuments for the estimation of individual risk r.An beSI suggested:

., Some members of the' public In tho vicinity of a CSDP facility or
transportation coirilor are going to insist on knowing what Impact
the CSDP (or Arny other potentially risky program) could have on
their pe-sona] risk, r- mattor how m-n'y or how severely other
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members of the public might be affected. Individual risk
computations will enable officials to answer such inquiries.

2. Individual risk estimation will enable the program manager to
determine whether or not an acceptable level of societal/community
risk arises at the expense of high risk borne by a relatively few
people.

The effectiveness of risk management/mitigation efforts should be
judged in terms of reductions in not only societal risk measures, but
individual risk measures as well. Risi: management/mitigation efforts Uhich
lead to reductions in societal risl! by reducing the number of individuals
affected could entail higher risk (e.g., through higher accident
probability) for individuals closer to the site boundary or transportation
corridor.

"The probabilistic measures of individual risk (the risk curve and its
intercepts: maximum individual risk and maximum lethal distance) are
preferred over the time-based measure, maximum time-at-risk, because they
contain more information, accounting for relative magnitude and probability
of occurrence of all contributing accidents. However, maximum time-at-risk
is the only risk measure appropriate to the question in the mind of that
potentially affected individual who asks: "For how long must I and my
family be away from home if we will accept no additional risk at all from
the program?*

Lastly, individuals do not want to be told that their added risk is

smzll in comparison with risks they voluntary expose themselves to in their
daily lives. While it may be useful for the risk analyst and the
government program managers/decision-makers to make such comparisons to
assure themselves of the reasonableness of the imposed risk, communicating
this information to the general public in a convincing way is unlikely to
prove successful.
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ABSTRACT

\•. In support of the Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP), an
analysis was performed of the risk to the public due to the several
disposal alternatives urder consideration. Risk to the public was vielded
from two perspectives: risk to the community or society at large; and,

risk to any given individual depending oii his location. Co-Iunity/societal
risk can be measured in several ways, including: the probability of one or
more fatalities; the maximum number of fatalities; anA, the expected value
of fatalities, based on accident probability considerattcns. Individual
risk can be eypressed in terms of maximum lethal pluea length (the distance
beyond which no individual would experience a lethal dose) and the
probability of an individual's de-ath as a function of position frorm the
accident site. In addition c-) the probability-based ri-k .rrea:3ures, two
time-based risk measures Pre introduced: time-at-risk and person-years-at-
risk. This paper describes each of these measures, discusses and evaluates
the alternative means for their portrayal, and illustrates their use via

reference to the CSDP risk analysis.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Army was directed by Congress (Public Law 99-145) to destroy
the nation's stockpile of lethal, unitary chemical agents and munitions in
a manner which provides for maximum protection to the public. This paper
describes the alternative risk measures and the associated presentation
formats that were used in the comparative assessment of risk for the
several alternatives within the Army's Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program
(CSDP).

1.1 The Chemical Stockpile Progrm

The Chemical Stockpile consists of a wide range of munitions and bulk
agent storage containers. Three chemical agent types are used: the
persistent nerve agent, VX; the non-persistent nerve agent, GB; and, the
persistent blister agents known as mustards and designated by the symbols
H, HT, and HD.

The stockpile is currently stored in eight locations throughout the
conterminous- U.S. (CONUS): Anniston Army Depot (ANAD), Alabama; Aberdeen
Proving Ground (APG), Maryland; Lexington Blu2-Grass Army Depot (LBAD),
Kentucky; Newport Army Amnunition Plant (NAAP), Indiana; Pine Bluff Arsenal
(PBA), Arkansas; Pueblo Depot Activity (PUJDA), Colorado; Tooele Army Depot
(TEkAD), Utah; and, Umatilla Depot Activity (ULIDA), Oregon.

Of eight programmatic alternatives originally identified for the CSDP,
only five were carried through the full scope of the risk analysis; thosefive are :

il • -'ne continued storage of the stockpile in its present locations

(this is the "no-action" alternttive required by the National
SEnvironmental Poliey Act) (the CO,riN'J7D STORAGE Alternative
(STR)I];

On-site destruction of the stockpile at its present storage lotions
(the ON-SITE Alternative ((CNn)];

Movement of the CONUS stocls to two regional disposal centers (at
AN•/D and TEAkD) [ the REGIONAL alternative (P,7G) ]

Movement of the CONUS stocks to one national disposal center (at

TEAD) [the NATIONAL alternative (NAT)]; and,

SMovement of the stocks• from two sites (APG and I-BAD) by air to thenational disposal site (TEAD) with the remainder of the stockpile

destroyed on-site [the 1`07TIAL RELOCATION alternative (PRB)].
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O) The other three CSDP alternatives, which will not be discussed in this
paper, involve variations on the partial relocation alternative, including
an option for water transport of the APG stockpile to Johnston Island in
the Pacific Ocean.

1.2 Lurpose and Context of the CSTP Risk Anajysis

The purpose of the CSDP risk analysis was to provide a consistent and
quantitative basis for comparing the risks to the i.ublic for each of the
disposal alternatives. The results of the risk analysis were used to
support the selection of the environmentally preferred disposal alternative
in the Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (FPEIL) (U.S.
Army, 1988). The results were also used as one of several factors
considered by the Army in arriving at its Record of Decision of 23 February
1988 which stated the Army's decision to proceed with the on-site disposal
alternative. A detailed description of the risk analysis methodology is
reported elsewhere (U.S. Aumy, 1987; Perry, J. G. et al, 1988) and will not
be covered in this paper.

1.3 Deiinition of Risk

In general, risk is a measure of the potential for exposure to
unwanted events or consequences (e.g., injuries or fatalities). For(D purposes of the CSDP risk analysis and this paper, risk is defined as the
expected impact on public safety as a result of the set of possible pt-
releasinz accidents associated with the storag'e. t;7_n•ortirT.__adling•
and physical destruction (demilitarization) of the iunitions and a.gent n
the stockpile. Risk is measured by both the proba i f._a_.ethal event
(potential accident) occurrinvanrd the niuhber of p.gbic fatalities til
m.Iht result if the event were to take ozlace.

For purposes of this study, the term "public" excludes persons within
the boundaries of the military installations.

1.4 Perspectives of Risk

Both in 4 ividual and -,),mmunity/societal perspectives of risk are
considered, although the Prrphasis is on the latter. The risk to an
individual is calculated b: multiplying together the probabilities of each
of the circumstances nect Aary to produce a fatality. The total risk to an
individual is the sum of tke individual risks posed by each identified
accident scenario that could happen at the individual's location. To
estimate the risk to the general population, the factors defining risk to
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an individual musc bp applied to the total number of individuals
potentially affe'cted by any accident.

The public on whom any risk associated with the CSDP will fall will.
view the imposed risk as involuntary risk, as opposed to the kind of risk
that may be routinely and voluntarily accepted in the norval course of
life. This difference in perspective will generally affect, in a negative
way, the public's willingness to accept either the fact of added risk,
regardlezs of how small the increment, or the credibility of its
est:imation. The public's sketicism and fear of the unknown, when it deals
with involuntary risk (such as that due to the CSD?), will make the job of

the presenter of risk results much more difficult. Attempts to compaze
risk analysis results with risk due to voluntary activities such as driving
an automobile (where the risk-taker obtains a direct benefit -- mobility
from his/her high risk activity) will usually fail to bj convincing.

2.0 ME•SUMES OF RISK

2.1 Coinponepntj of L!sk

Risk may be described as the product of two quantities: the
._babjity of the unwanted event occurring and the consequencu to an
individual or the public, if the event does occur.

The p.Kb~abi~t2 of a potential accident is a quantitative statement of
the "odds" of that accident occurring during the course of the CSDP. For )
instance, analysis of the accident and all of the separate events leading
up to it might show that the odds of the accident occurring at some time
during the CSDP might be 1 in 200,000; we can express the probability of
" that event occurring in just that way -- 1 in 200,000 -- or in thefolwn eqiaen0as 0.00C05; 1/200,000; or,insetfc

•i•notation, 5 x 10-6 For this analysis, the probability of an accident is

S •expressed as the likelihood (or "odds") of its oc-curring once during the
i:.]stockpile disposal program. Th~e only exception is for long-term storage

accidents where probability has been expressed as the likelihood of
occurrence during a 25-year period (the assumed duration of the "no-action"
alternative).

Since the results of this study were used to communicate information
to the general public, we Ihave7, in most cases, used the term "probability"

÷,• where, in a strictly technical sense, thn term "frequency" would be used by
i;•statistician:s. The term "frequency" might confuse some people when it is

used to describe events that that have not occurred and are very unlikely

ever to happen. Moreover, when the freq-uency values are very small, there
is little difference between thcse and the probability values.

Generally, the ccn ieo- ce of a potential CSD? accident could be
expressed by several measures, of which the nost important are:

-. 4 1 13 3 2
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0 size of the lethal plume produced by the accident, defined as the

dounwind distance to where the "exposure' (the product of agent

concentration and time) equals the estimated minimum lethal value
(the "no-deaths" hazard distance). Plume size depends on agent
type, quantity, mode of release, and meteorological conditions.

* potential fatalities per event, as determined from plume size and
direction, local population distribution (by distance and
direction), and estimates of human response to cheadcal agent
exposure.

For the CSDP risk analysis and in this paper, the preferred
consequence measure is the latter one -- potential fatalities (per event)
-- because it is best representative of potential impacts on the local
population and is sensitive to its local density and distribution.

Figure I is a graphical portrayal of the two-dimensional nature of
risk. Any potential accident can be displayed on such a graph, given an
estimate of its two risk parameters: pLobability and consequence (here
measured in terms of the length of the agent plume resulting from the
accident). High risk events would fall in the uppez right hand portion of
such a chart; low risk events are those in the lower left of the chart.
The dashed line symbolizes a typical site boundary around a CSDP
installation, and serves to show that if an event's severity yields a plume
length less than the distance to the site boundary, then the consequences
of the event remain on-site and are of no imwm.ediate concern to the pullic.
Of course, the Army and on-site personnel are concerned and can be aftected
by all events.

This risk analysis treats acute/lethal effects only, and is limited to
consideration of airborne release of agent.

2.2 Societal/Comrniunity Risk Measures

If the set of accident scenarios which contribute to the risk for a
given disposal alternative at a given location or site are sorted in
decreasing order of consequence, as measured by potential fatalities ný.r

event, and the probability values for each accident are added czuul-:.tivelv
beginning with the highest consequence accident, then a plot of the
resulting quantities, cumulative probability vs. potential fazialiti., Will
define the societal or cc:-7unity cunulative risk curve for the alternative I
and location. If tha accident scenarios aoplicabie to all locations aro
combined into one data set, then the resulting ci.jmilative risk curve is the
programmatic risk curve for the alternative. A representative cu-muiative
risk curve is sho7.n in Figure 2. Using che cumulative risk cu--c i Figu.e
2 as a guide, three pregnability-based reasures of societal or conmunitw
risk, as used in the CSDP risk analysis, can be defined:
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probability of one or more fatalities, a public risk indicator
equal to the chance that there will be at least one fatality at a
given site or for the nation as a whole during the CSDP. This
measure is calculated by su~ming the probabilities of all accidents
that could cause one or mcre fatalities. Included in this sum are J
all accidents for which the potential fatality estimate, based on
assuming uniform population densities, is 1.ass than unity. (This
means that that accident is expected to cause a fatality for only a
fraction of the times it occurs; for the remaining fraction of A
occurrences, that event would not cause a fatality. For such

accidents, the probability of occurrence is reduced so tha: only
the fraction of events expected to cause a fatality are counted).

maximum number of fatalities, equal to the maximum consequence of
all accidents at a site or for the nation. This risk 'easure is
based on worst-case weather conditions, actual popula'ion densities
(1980 census data, as analyzed by Oak Ridge National Laboratories),
and worst possible wind direction (i.e., plume striking the highest
number of people without any allowance for preventive/emergency
response measures).

* expected fatalities, equal to the sum of the risk contribution of
all accidents at a site or for the nation, where risk for each
accident is the potential fatality count (if the accident were to

- - occur) multiplied by the prcbability of the accident occurring.
Note that expected fatalities is proportional to the probability of
a fatality-causing event occurring, and will nearly always be a
small number -- well less than unity. For example, an accident
with a potential fatality estimate of 12 and a probabilicy of 10-6
(odds of I in a million of occurrin& during the CSDP) would have an
expected fatality value of 12 x 10-0. At the programmatic level,
the expected fatalities value is the sum of the expected fatality
contribution of several hundreds of potential events and might lie
somewhere in the range of 10-3, or 0.001. This typical value canbe interpreted in the following way: The program can be expected Ito cause, on average, one fatality every 1000 times the program is

executed; since the program consists of many events which could
cause multiple fatalitie3, a more typical interpretation would be
made up of several parts, such as: one fatality every 10,000
programs (expected fatality contribution of 1/10,000 - 0.0001) plus
a 10-fatality event every 25,000 programs (contribution of
10/25,000 - 0.0004) plus a 100-fatality event every 200.000
programs (contributing 100/200,000 - 0.0005), for a total ex-ýected
fatality value of 0.001.

In addition to the probability-based societal/community risk measures
listed above, a time-based societal risk measure was defined:

• -~.-,- 1885
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0 person-years-at-risk, equal to the population living within all
zones that could experience potentially lethal agent exposure
smultiplied by the tine period over which that worst-case event
could take place (typically, the duration of disposal operations at
fixed sites or the time during which trpnsport vehicles might be
within lethal plume reach of population groups along the

Icorridors). This measure does not account for the fact that
individuals within the affected population groups who are farther
from the potential accident site are at lower risk of suffering ill
effects of exposure; all affected individuals are counted if they
have any risk at all.

11 2.3 Ind ivid d isk al P5 ur_

For the estimation of individual risk, a different approach is
* required. For each applicable accident scenario, the probebility of an

individual's death at a given distance from the site of the agint release
is estimated as the product of three terms: 1) the probability of the
event occurring; 2) the probability of an individuni. being within the
pluine, given a uniform wind-rose (equal to the ratio of p,,ime widLh to the
Sperimeter of the circle designatinr, the Individual's !,iven distance from
the release sice); and, 3) thi fatality rate aisociated with the contcrline
dosage within the plume At a gihen dista.nce from the release site (see
section 4.1.3). This product, determined for the fix.ed dfstance irc.reients
of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5. 1.0, 2.0, etc. out to 100 'A , is thcn sur,(,d for each
distance value for all applicable potrnriat accidents, The rcsult is an
individual risk curvo, defining the probability of an individu.:lzs' death aq
"a function of distance from the site. A rc.proritative individ'sl risk

individual risk cur'.,,! in Figure 3 as a guide, the fol lowing rweascires of

risk to an individual at a given location were deeined:

* maximum Individual risk, equal to the probability of .i
exposure at the nite boundary (a.sqqtL.ed to be 0. kn. from the on-
site dipo•sa]/storae operations) or as clo-Pe Aq 0.1 km to the
centerline of a transportation corridor. This fn(iicator 1!4 efquil
to the vertical irr,-rcopt of the individu l r!i-' cur-., at the
appropriatQ disrance value (0.5 or 0.1 kn); it !. de-,ndent only nn
the mix of potrntial acridnts th.it co,,ld happen At the
individ al'%s lo-ation and, sinre it applies only to an inlivi,1u•al,
is indopendftnt of population dcnqsity.

. maximum letha distance, equal to the max-11u (!ow!24'ri !,'nA',h
(iv on. by 'he 'no-de.4ths' do-e) of the pl'.nJ1e from 's.. wcrst of .111
Irent ifiled pot'n, ial acc Id1'rts rrnd,,t worst-*cai< wei•h,,r ,mai t ior,.

,It i ,;perifir locition. -fuivorselv, it !,; .- Is, th, -rin . y.
A'• "• -1"'Ita ice an indiv.'ir rol --, ;d he frcm a g!%-v,, nitr or ir,ýrl:,or,7) T' ri,

corridor and ttv, ris -s' of Ifrt,)l x ,.,• , u .,, , h,, ;: ,-,,,

S•';i .•..i 1 • ,3
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Sprogram. It .s equal to the horizontal intercept of the individualJrisk curve al some minimum accepted level of credibility -- say, 1
x 10"10 per stockpile.

I In addition, the following time-based risk measure was defined to
•* address those members of the public who were most concerned about whether

and for how long they might be exposed to any risk at all, independent ofI magnitude (dose or probability):

maximum total time at risk, representing the maximum length of time

I an individual could be at risk at a fixed location near a site or
along a transportation corridor. For those living within a radius
equal to or less than the maxin.um lethal hazard distance, the time
at risk is the total time during which stockpile disposal
activities will take place at that site, regardless of where the
individual is located, For those individuals along the
transportation corridors, the time depends on the distance from the
rail line or air corridor; the maximum time is assumed to occur if
the individual is located at a 0.1 km distance from the rail track
or centerline of the air corridor. These persons are expesid to a
hazard only when a train or aircraft is in the vicinity (defined as
the maximum lethal hazard distance in either direction) of i.hem.

SThis time is summed for each agent-bearing train or aircraft that
would pass by in each alternative. Since maximum lethal hazard

- I distance is used In this determination, the worst-case
meteorological conditions apply.

3.0 PRESENTATION OF RISK

I The presentation of risk analysis results follows an extensive
analysis effort which must begin with the definition of a set of potential
accidents (scenarios) for the particular activity and location(s) of
interest. Each nccidenL must be described in terms of its probability of
occurrence and its expected releasp of agent (by mode and amount of
release). The validity of the risk analysis is highly dependent on the
quality and comprehensiveness of the Accident scenario data base. The
computational procemdure for determining aggregate risk measures is
described in other papers at this seminar. In this section, we will
briefly discuss the varied audience for the CSDP risk analysis results and
will then d(,scribe the several means used for communicating those results.

3. 1 Ai tA r I ýj

The risk analysis is intended to meet information needs of several
c•,:Jerices. Vhe priric~pal audiences are:

7:i i889



* Army decision-makers who must seleut a disposal alternative;
I "J

It local governments and community groups who need to understand and
evaluate the potential impacts on their local populations;

0 individuals who are concerned about their personal risk, given
their locations with respect to storage sites, disposal sites, or
transportation routes; and

* Army program managers responsible for implementing a disposal.
alternative, who must be aware of activities that have the
potential for high risk to the public, and who must ensure that the
CSDP is implemented safely.

] Some of the'e audiences may be most concerned about community/societal
risk -- that is, the total number of persons potentially affected by the
program as a whole. Others may be concerned about identifying the major
contributors to societal or community risk so they can do something about
mitigating or managing it. Individuals are concerned about what theprogram means to them, personally, and may or may not be interested inI community or societal risk.

3.2 Presentation Formats

I Three formats for presenting risk in varying levels of detail are
depicted by Figure 4:

!i7_. . curves, which portray, for the full set of applicable
accid(_nt scenarios:

" the probability of exceeding a given number of pozentiAl fatalities
per event (vertical axis), against

Sthe potential fatalities, per event (horizontal axis);

!:the upper and lowejr bound estimates, as well as the mean (aver:-ge)
• value, reflecting the uncertainty in the probability component of

the risk curve -- the uncertainty rang;e defining the 90% confidence
limits; and

the maxln'3.- potential fatalities, assuming worst-case meteorology,

, distributed p,pulat ion, and worst possible wind directiou, shown as
a dashed vertical line.

Risk curves deoict the ovorall character of the set of identified
t accidents which mrak•? ,p rhe risk for a progrmn alternative. A visual

comparison of risk curve-; will not only reveal the relative dir-ference3 in

7
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]; overall risk of alternatives, indicated by the area under the risk curve
(on linear plots only), but will also make apparent, for alternatives
having comparable overall risk (area), the difference between alternatives
dominated by high-probability/low-consequence accidents and those dominated
by low-probability/high-consequLnce accidents.

An illustration of a cumulative risk curve, showing a number of
sources of community/societal risk, is presented as Figure 5. Figure 5
serves not only to indicate historical precedent for use of cumulative risk
curves but will also enable the reader to compare the results of the CSDP
risk analysis with the risk reported for other types of societal risk.
Note that the representative societal risk curves in Figure 5 are presented
in terms of the (low) frequency that an accident of ccnsequence equal to or

greater than that given by the horizontal scale will occur during a
recurring time period (one year); the CSDP cumulative risk curves, on the
other hand, are expressed in terms of a probability that an accident of
consequence equal to or greater than that given by the same horizontal
scale will occur during the fixed (non-recurring) duration of the CSDP.

Item B. Risk victograms, which displ.'y:

0 a pictorial indicator (the darkness of the shading) of the relative
magnitude of each of the measures of risk chosen for this analysis;

* a key to the numerical range represented by each of the shading
values (not shown); and V j

* an array of data allowing comparison of risk at all sites for a
given disposal alternative or, alternatively, comparison among
alternatives for a given site (both approaches are tised in this
report).

Risk pictograms provide a visual impression of the relative magnitude
of public risk for all combinations of alternatives and locations. They
were chosen as the preferred vehicle for reporting risk results to rhe
public in the FPEIS.

IemC. Exppcted faialities plots, showing mean estimated valule of
expected fatalities, wich uncertainty bands. The expected fatalfties value
is defined as the sum of the risk (probability times potential fatalities)
for all applicable accidents. While this measure of risk is conv:ninnt and
consistent, permitting the summing and disaggregation of the contributions
to CSDP risk, it provides the least information of any of the risk

measures. For exp-nple, it does not clearly show the relative contributions
of l1w (.onsequence/h.Lh probability accidents and high conzequence/low
probability ac'1idents, 1,hich is oftcn of great interest to the public. AM
illt'strated in Figure 4, expected fatality data are presented in this
report wIth error bars indicating the estimated uncertainty in the
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calculated value'. The extremes of the errcr bars represent the 90%
confidence limits -- that is, there is only a 10% probability that the,
".,ctua! expected fatalities value would fall outside the indicated r-nge.

The three graphical presentation formats described above were the
major means for portraying the result- of the CSDP risk analysis. E;.arples
of these and other supplementary formats are presented in section 4.0.

3.3 Leaj~ng with Una,2.r•nin.nv

Uncertaiaiies in the estiz;ation of risk arise due to many causes,
including the inadequacy of data, inaccuracies in modeling, and the
incomplete identification and understanding of accident phenomena.
Uncertainty can arise in the estimation of both probability and
consequences. The methodology for the treatment of uncertainty in the risk

• analysis results is beyond the scope of this paper; it is, neverthelcs5,

dealt with in detail by another papec at this semiinar (R. M. Cutler, 1932).
For presentation purposes, uncertainty can be indicated as a band about the
mean on the risk curves (Item A, FiGure 4) or as an eri r/inc2rtaLnty bvr
on the expected fatality plot5 (Item C, Figure 4). Unc:%rtairty analysis

j can also be helpful in determining wh-sther or not the diff'rence in risk,
as measured by expected fatalities, brtween twc alternatives Is
statistically significant. An illustration of the role of unce,,rtainty
analysis in risk portrayal may be found in section 4.0.

4," 4.0 SOME EXAMPLES FR-.CM THE CSDP RISK ANALYSIS

S1 4.1 Risk Curves

Risk curves contain the most detailed information of any of the
alternative formats. However, risk curves do not reveal the contribution
to overall risk of individual accident scenarios -- information that is of

interest to the program manager who must take responsibility for Managing
• 'I risk by foci'ssing on and 'mitigating those accident scenarios most

contributing to risk; to do this, one needs a complete tabulation of
individual accidents, characterized and ranked according to risk as
measured by expected fatalities (i.e., the product of p:obability and
potential fatalities). Such a detailed presentation was a part of the risk

analysis results (classified SECRET), but is not included here because of
the classification issue and the fact that it is beyond the scope of this
paper.

Illustrations of risk curves to depict risk associated with the CSDP
are found in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 displays risk for the on-site
disposal alternative; this particular risk curve applies to the risk
analysis results before mitigation efforts were applied (Mitigation of the

1894
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CSDP risk is presented in another paper at this seminar (R. B. Parry and W.
W. Duff, 1988). This curve shows the upper and lower uncertainty bounds as
well as the mean value estimate for the risk curve. Focussing cnly on the

mean value curve, we can see chat the risk curve indicates a probability of
nearly 1 in 100 that there will be at least one public fatality during the
course of the CSD?, somewhere among the eight CONUS sites. (For the
mitigated risk case, that probability of one-or-more-fatalities drops to
about 1 in 3000). Figure 6 also indicates that for the most-likely
meteorological conaitions, the maximum fatalities to be expected from the
most severe potential accident are in the range of 40 deaths. For worst-
case meteorological conditions, the most severe accident could involve over
5000 fatalities; however, no probability can be assigned to this accident
because its occurrence is dependent on the unknown probability of the
worst-case weather occurring and on the lethal agent plumie being directed
in the worst possible direction (covering the most heavily populated
regions). Showing the upper and lower bounds (at the 95 and 5 percentile
levels, respectively) allows the reader to conclude that there is a 90%
probability that the actual ritz curve -ill lie between the upper and lower
bound curves.

The same type of cumulative risk curve, but without uncerLaiity bounds
is shown in Figure 7 wherein the risk curves represent the mean value of
risk (expected fatalities) for three CSDP alternatives (chosen for
illustration only, since the three encompass all activity categories
considered in the risk analysis): Continued Storage; On-site Disposal; and
Regional Disposal. The three risk curres show clearly the differences in
general character of risk associated with the three alternatives:

" As seen by the relative areas under each curve, continued storage
(for 25 years) poses highest overall risk (Pxpected fatalities),
and on-site disposal the least;

"* Similarly, continued storage could lead to more (maximum)
fatalities, by a factors of 100 over on-site disposal and 3 to 5
over regional disposal;

0 For the three alternatives, the probability of one-or-more
fatalities is within a factor of 10, with storage pos-Ing the
greatest risk by that measure and on-site disposal the least.

4.2 Risk Pictozram

Figure 8 contains the risk pictogram which compares the five major
CSDP alternatives on the basis of four of the major risk measures (defined
above in sections 2.2 and 2.3) plus a fifth measure, expected plume area,
introduced to assist in addressing ecological impact of the CSDP

.i.) 1897
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/ ~alternatives. The four levels of shading are defined by numerical ranges
in the block below the pictogran itself; darker shading signifies higher
rirk Zor each measure. The shadings assigned to each block in the
pictogram are dictated simply by where the mean value for each risk
parameter falls with respect to the numerical boundaries for each shading
category. Hence, two alternatives could show shading differences one
category apart when the actual mean values were very close to one another,
as long as the two values fall on opposite sides of the shading category
boundary. Since the numerical ranges for the shading categories are a
factor of 10 wide, differences of two shading categories would indicate a
difference in mean value of the risk measure in question of at least a
factor 10 and as much as a factor of 1000 or more.

In Figure 8, the on-site disposal alternative is indicated to have the
lowest value of risk for all measures except person-yearr-at-risk, for
which it appears comparable to the other disposal alternatives (not
including continued storage). Whether or not the difference in risk as
indicated by the pictogram is significant can not be determined from che
pictogram alone, but can and was addressed by the uncertainty analysts.
The pictogram shows also that there is no significant difference in risk
among the three alternatives involving off-site transportation (the so-
called 'collocation' alternatives).

4.3 Expected Fatalities Plots

The expected fatalities values for each disposal alternative (the area,D under the respective cumulptive risk curves) can be compared with one
another on a simple 'error bar' plot as shown in Figure 9. The error bars
indicate the upper and lower uncertainty bounds (estimated to be the 95
percentile and 5 percentile, respectively) which are the expected
fatalities values based on the areas under the upper and lower bounds of
the corresponding cumulative risk curve (see Figure 6 for the on-site
disposal alternative). The alternative-defining acronyms along the
horizontal axis of Figure 9 are defined in section 1.1.

Figure 9 shows that on-site disposal (ONS) has the lowest value for
expected fatalities -- approximately 10-3 expected fatalities per CSDP
stockpile -- of any alternative; but, the size of the uncertainty band

relative to the differences between the mean values suggests the strong
possibility that, given the estimate of uncertainty, the risk due to on-
site disposal might actually be greater than that for one or more of the
other alternatives; there appears to be little likelihood that the on-site
disposal risk will be greater than the risk of continued storage for 25
years.
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4.4 _rvifUara!t

For the five CSDP alternatives illuntrited in Fiure 9, an analysis of
the uncertaincy of differences between any two alternatives, using a method
outlined in another paper at this seminar (R.M. Cutler, 1988), will yield
estimates of the probability that the risk associated with one alternative
will be greater than the risk of any other alternativ3. The results of
this comparison are displayed in Table 1. An exp]a•iation of how to
interpret the table is appended as a footnote to the table. Note that,
according to Table 1, there is only a 1 percent chance that on site
disposal risk will be greater than that associated with continued storage
(25 years). However, the risk difference between on-site and regional
disposal is noticeably less, as neen in Figure 9, and the results in Table
1 confirm this by showing that there in a 25 percent probability that on-
site disposal risk is greater that regional disposal risk; conversely,
there is a 75 percent probability that on-site risk is indeed le:.; than
regional disposal rink.

4.5 Person-Years-nt-isk

Figures 10 through 12 illustrate the CSDP risk using person-years-at-
risk as the measure. The method for computing this risk measare is
outlined in section 2.2. Figure 10 compares person-years-at-risk for the
CSDP alternatives for all locations, including transportation corrido..s as
appropriate. Continued storage (25 years) clearly dominates this risk
measure because of the longer exposure time for this ('no-action')
alternative and the severity of the credible acciderts because of the large
size of the inventory potentially releasable in an accident. On-site
disposal indicates the lowest value for person-years-at-risk of all
alternatives. Figure 11 shows person-yearn-at-risk for rho transnorzmtion
corridors only. On the basis of this pax*Leter, regional disposal appears
to be preferred by far. Note the very low val'te for the person-years-at-
risk along the corridors (5,000 to 50,000) comparei to the programmatic
values which include the person-years-at-risk trund the stornge and
disposal sites (2 cillion to 135 million). Lastly. Figuro 12 shows ;erson-
years-at-risk as distributed among the dispoud :-iros for the on-site
disposal alternative. VAlues range from easentially zero, at PUDA, to over
•. mil:.on at PBA, with ANAD not far bhirnd at 650,000.

K.)j 1901



TABIL 1. PtRCDA3LITAY OF RISK DI~CSBETWEE1 I LTZME1TIVES
[percentV'

~,*1STR: Continued Stora-a
ONS: On-site Disposa-l
REG: Rngional Dirpo~al
NAT: National Disposal

FiRB: Partial. Relocation by Air

ALTj \ALTj: ý7 =12 I3J

ISTR 0 99 92 83 91

CNS 1 0 25 16 4

IE 8 75 0 36 37

NAT 117 84 64 0 52

9 96 63 43 0J

... . . .. .. .

* 2 __ Th probability that NAT (in row 4) is riskier th~an ONS (in

colum~n 2) is 8/4 percent. COn'er~Eay, the probability that ONS
(in row 2) is rinkiýor than VAT (i~a column 4) is 16 percont.
Not^~ that the~ tL-au ttq 84 p rrcýent and 16 porcmit, Ari
comsplemnrataiy and total 100 porcent. lhua, 0~e r rlI" tIr
'.'TAT is riskie.: than (ýII are 84:16, or i- bout 5: 1. Thos;e rreoults
are b.edon cor~artions ortY 0- m rain nd rtn- of co-iputed
ftcxpectctd I mtnaitic~, - r e~iJ,1c1'atirig, accidput cŽni,
contributions crvr.n to C(o Lao alterativez being r,ci.pýArpd (in
ordpr to obt-nin Irec''rtv !tributed dakta). Siolee scmp

1 ~typ(s of uncrcirc~t~y 1vr not beecn cor.3idered explicitly, m~i-
range probabilities (e.;,. t hos', botvf-4n 30 percent and i0
pe~rcimn) are 1-3t bPlIovsI'd tO 5LIu);trnjtI~ate conclusion.,; tliot
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5.0 OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS )
This author has learned the hard way that the presentation of risk to

a general audience is not an easy matter. What may be obvious to the risk
analyst is by no means so to an audience not conditioned to think in terms
of probabilistic descriptions of reality. Risk analysis, by its very
nature must deal with the unknown; it is usually faced with the task of
making predictions of future relative safety of complex systems on the
basis of extrapolations of limited and, often, non-existing data. Risk is
often dominated by very severe consequence but highly improbable events.
Risk analysis must, therefore, be carried out with due respect for the
inherent uncertainty in the base of relevant data and associated predictive

models; similarly, the risk analvst must be conscious of the difficulty the
general public will have in accepjting and/or interpreting the predictions
of risk where the potential consequences are well beyond anyone's
experience and the probabilities are too low to be easily comprehended.

By way of guidelines that the author himself intends to pay greater
head to the next time around and which, therefore, may be of value to
others flirting with the need to carry out and present the results of risk
analysis, the author offers the following recommendations:

* Know vour 1udience. Be sure that the level of detail in both the
execution and the presentation of the risk analysis matches the
needs of the audience. The risk manager will want a risk-ranked
detailed listing of individual accidents. The community leader .
will want to know the societal impact or. their locality e3nd how it )
compares with risk imposed elsewhere, and may be best satisfied
with credible graphical presentations such as the use of the
pictogram. The risk analyst will appreciate best the cumulative
risk curves and the presentation of uncertainty data. The program
director who may have to chose between alternatives on the basis of
relative risk may b2 most responsive to the risk curve and tc the
other risk measures that display expected values of risk according
to the areas of interest (e.g., by site).

* _LIa y___m.2Jncertnt_. A risk analysis which does not clearly
indicate the level of uncertainty tnherent in the process, whether
due to data inadequacy, level of completeness, or methodology
limitations, will lack for credibility and, more importantly, may
be taken for more than it really is: a quantitative approximotion
of the public safety impact of a program or other set of
activities. Deterministic comparisons of progrni alternatives
without consideration of uncertainty can lead to the mistaken
belief that one alternative is significantly less ri.-ky than
another.

1906
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, Use Fxpected Fatalities as the Preferred Measure of Ripk. Expected
fatalities, while it may have an ominous label, is the most useful
measure of societal risk because it best accounts for the
consequences as experienced by the local affected population and
because it reflects the estimated probability of lethal events
occurring. Other measuzes, such as maximum hazard distance, may be
used to supplement the portrayal and interpretation of risk, but
they should not supplant the use of expected fatalities.

* Avoid Carr a sons Between Voluntary and inygluntaryRis. Although
the risk analyst might Le tempted to calibrate the magnitude of

Srisk of an irposed program (representing an involuntary exposure to
Srisk) by comparing the risk with the levels of risk the public
.might routinely accept (voluntary exposure to risk) in return for

•' the benefits offered, the comparison should be avoided. The
general public usually perceives involuntary risk as being in a

completely different category, and not an appropriate basis for
comparison with the risk of a government program over which the
individual has no control.
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GROUND MOTION MEASUREmENTS FROM A MUNITIONS
STORAGE IGLOO DETONATION

G. W. McMahon, C. R. Welch, and J. K. Ingram

U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
Vicksburg, Mississippi

1 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Air Force has recently conducted a number of blast

propagation tests with stacked bombs in simulated and actual munition

storage igloos. The purpose of these tests was to validate buffer

systems designed to prevent sympathetic detonations between adjacent

bomb stacks. The particular test described in this paper was conducted

in a full-scale storage igloo on 17 December 1986, at the Naval Weapons

Center (NWC), China Lake, California. The basic purpose of the test was

to verify the buffer performance results of previous tests conducted in

simulated storage igloos (at Hill AFB, Utah).

The Waterways Experiment Station (WES) performed measurements of

the internal and external (free-field) airblast pressure, as well as \.

vertical and horizontal ground motions around the igloo. The ground

motion measurements wire included to determine if the igloo structure

provided any blast containment effect on the resulting ground motion and

airblast, c npared to uncontained surface bursts using bare charges.

The following sections describe this test, and compare the igloo

test results with those from uncontained surface bursts, and from a

previous igloo test at the same site.

2 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

The test igloo consisted of a corrugated steel semi-circular arch

frame with a concrete floor and abutment, covered by 0.6 m of native

soil on the top of the igloo and approximately 4 m on the sides and rear

at ground level (see Figure 1). The inside dimensions of the igloo were

7.6 m wide by 18.0 m long. The test involved the detonation of a donor

stack of forty-eight 2,000-lb M•.-84 'P bombs, with a total explosive
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weight of 20,600 kg of tritonal. A buffer, consisting of stacked

pallets of 20-mm ammunition, separated the donor stack from an acceptor

stack of 24 MK-84 bombs (see Figure 1).

Free-field airbiast measurements were made along two radials from

the center of the igloo; one along the igloo axis extending from the

entrance, and the second along a line perpendicular to the first (see

Figure 2). The last two gage locations along the radial extending from

the axis of the igloo were rotated 23.5 degrees off the axis duc to

obstructions. Measurement stations were located from 120 m to 610 m

from the igloo or. both radials.

The ground motion measurements were made along the radial

perpendicular to the igloo axis. The ground motion array consisted of

six statio,,s located at distances of 13.7 m to 416 m from the center of

the igloo. Each station contained a vertical and a horizontal

accelerometer in a single protective canister. The canisters were

buried with their centers at a depth of 0.46 m below the surface.

3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

ZJ• A post-test examination of the igloo area indicated that all 48 of

the GP bombs in the donor stack detonated high order. In the acceptor

stack, 12 bombs survived the test and 12 others either burned or

detonated low order. There was no indication that any of the acceptor

bombs detonated hign order.

The airblast pressure-distance data from both radials are shown in

Figure 3. At the closest measurement range (120 m from the igloo), the

pressure along the end radial (outward extending from the door of the

igloo) was about 50 percent higher than the data from the side radial.

The data converges to approximately the same pressure level at the

farthest airblast stations (610 m).

The difference in the airblast pressure-distance levels along the

two radials can be relate'l to t:e way the detonation initially vented

from the igloo. The thin steel doors were the weakest part of the igloo

1911
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structure. Analysis of the high-speed film coverage showed significant

jetting through the doorway of the igloo before the detonation vented

through the top of the structure.

An analysis was made to determine the equivalent yield of a

surface-tangent, hemiapherical, TNT charge which would produce peak

pressures matching those values measured at each airblast station. The

results are presented in Figure 4. The analysis supports the conclusion

that the initial jetting of the explosion out the door of the igloo

strongly influenced the close-In gaZcs. The equivalent charge weights

calculated for stations along the side radial were much more consistent

than those from the axial radial. At the close-in stations along the

axial radial, however, the equivalent charge weights determined were up

to 1.8 times the explosive weight of the 48 MK-84 bombs. At the

farthest stations, the equivalent charge weights determined were closer

to the actual charge weight on the igloo, with the side radial yielding

approximately a 17,000-kg equivalent TNT source and the end radial

yielding approximately a 21,000-kg equivalent TNT source.

A pressure-distance curve from a similar, previous test (Figure 5)

on the same site did not exhibit the degree of difference between the

side and end-on gage lines as seen on this test. The storage igloos

were very similar, except that the igloo on the previous test was a

concrete arch type and was slightly larger. Both igloos had rcughly the

saue amount of soil cover. The main difference in the two tests was the

charge weight, with the earlier test consisting of a donor stack of 64

and two acceptor stacks of' 32 MK-84 bombs each. Ifl this tCSt the
detonation of the donor stack propagated to both of the acceptor stacks,

resulting in high order detonation of all 128 bombs in the igloo.

Because of the larger explosive yield, the igloo on the previous
I test provided less relative confinement of the detonation. The

surrounding bl-ct pressures were therefore probably less directionally

sensitive than for the latest test. Given the fact that this

directional sen3itivity enhances the airblast along some radiials, it can

be argued that, for lo,,wer rdetonation yields, the presence of the igloo

itself could increase the range of collateral damage in. front of the

j
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structure over that from a completely confined detonation, simply

because of jetting from the entrance. Of course, this ignores any

increase or decrease in debris-induced damage caused by the presence of

the igloo.

The peak values recorded by the ground motion measurements are

listed in Table 1. Acceleration and velocity wave forms are shown as

stacked plot3 with a common time base in Figures 6-9. The velocities

were determined by integrating the acceleration records, after

appropriate baae-line shift corrections. The ground motion wave forms

are characterized by low-frequency, direct-induced motions with a

superimposed high-frequency, airblast-induced motion which is typical

for near-surface measurements. This phenomena is evident in the

acceleration wave forms (Figures 6 and 7), but is bettor seen In the

velocity wave forms (Figures 8 and 9). The airblast-induced motion

arrives before the direct-induced motion up to the point of outrunning,

which occurs at a range of approximately 61 m on this test (see

Figure 10, which shows the times of airblast arrival and direct-induced

ground motion arriva as functions of range).

K iThe ground motion data from this test were compared with data from

five uncontained high explosive tests conducted in similar soils.

Table 2 lists the tests and pertinent test parameters. The charge

weights ranged from 4,000 equivalent tons of TNT (Misty Picture Event)

to 20 tons of TNT (Distant Plain Event 3). All of the tests employed

surface-tangent charges, except Distant Plain 3, which was a half-buried

spherical charge. It was included in this analysis because of its

similarity in explosive yield to the igloo test, and because of the

greater degree of shock coupling into the earth from the half-buried

charge Zec:ietry.

Each of these tests contained motion data at various depths below

the surface. The depths chosen for ccmparison to the igloo data were

those closest to the scaled gage depths used on the igloo test.
Figures 11 and 12 contain plos of scaled peak downward and peak

horizontal (outward) accelerations for each test. The significant

scatter observed is not unccmmon for this type of measurement. The low

-%• values of scaled vertical acceleration seen in the close-in igloo data

1'9
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,Figure 11) can be explained by the lower than expected alrblast

pressures on the side radial. In the region before the point of

outrunning (approximately 2 m/kg 1 / 3 ), vertical downward accelerations Q
are dominated by high-frequancy airblast-induced motiorn3. The igloo

data are dominated by these high-frequency motions but are2 lower in

maGnitude because the airblast pressures have ,-en 3hown to be less on

the Igloo test, for close-in ranges on the side radial, than what would

normally be expected from an unconfined surface burst.

The peak vertical and horizontal velocities are plotted as a

function of scaled range in Figures 13 and 14. The data from the igloo

test is internally consistant with the entire data set. Note that the
vertical velocity at the closest range was not plotted because its

motion vector was upward, rather than downward.

The remaining five horizontal particle velocity measure-nents from"n

the present igloo test fall within the data scatter from the bare

explosive charge tests (Figure 14). Thus, no enhancement of the

horizontal motions from the igloo can be inferred. /

The igloo vertical particle velocity data at the close-in ranges

fall slightly below the data from the other tests. At the farther

ranges, the igloo vertical data is again within the data scatter of the

earlier tests. The variation at the close-in ranges was probably caused

by the perturbation of the airblast by the igloo, as mentioned

earlier. Figure 8 illustrates this, in that the peak airblast-induced

vertical velocity at the close-in stations was negligible, compared to

the lower frequency, direct-induced vertical motion.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Airblast from the pre3ent igloo test was c-onsiderably altered at

close-in ranges as a result of igloo containment. This effect caused

the airblast to be increased along some radials, and decreased along

other radials. The far-field airblast, however, showed less variation

with direction, and was close to that expected from bare HE charges.

01
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The effect of igloo containment on airbla.3t becomes less pronouncedI as the contained explosive weight increases, and for practical values of

explosive weight and igloo characteristics, may become negligible.

Peak horizontal particle velocities frcm the present igloo te3t

fell within the scaled data frv.. past tare HE surface events. Peak

vertical particlp velocities from the present igloo test in the far

field also fell within the data scatter from previous tbare explosive

tests. Close-in igloo vertical particle veloeties, however, were

slightly below the other data. Thie fs probably due to the perturbation

of the airblast by the igloo.

It was initially believed that, while the containcicnt afforded by

the structure and soil cover over an exploi'on in an igloo; structure

woula reduce the close-tn airblasL-induced ground shock, it would in

fact increase the direct-Induced motions by p-•rttally tamping the

detonatior, thereby increasing the energy coupling into the ground.

This did not occur, however. There was apparently sufftcient air volume

in the igloo to allow expan31on of the blast wave enough to compensate

for the containment effect.
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Within the munitions manufacturing community, increasing
attention is being qiven to the relationship between the burning
characteristics of various pyrotechnic and propellant materials
and the capability of the high speed detection and deluge systems 0 .
used to protect personnel, equipment, and buildings from the

hazards presented by munitions operations.

Recent tests have produced data that presents a much clearer
picture of the actual response times needed for the high speed
deluge systems to do an adequate job of protection. This has
resulted both in revisions to the established standards and a
requirement for response time testing of the actual systems.

AMCR 385-100 (AMC Safety Manual) has been revised and will be
formally published soon. This revised standard will state a
requirement for total system response time not to exceed 100
milliseconds (ms) for systems under 500 gallons per minute (gpm)
total flow, and not to exceed 200 ms for systems over 500 cjnm.
Total system response time is defined as follows: time elapsed
from detection to flow at the nozzle. The start time, or time
zero, is to be designated as the time of total saturation of the
optical flame detector. The stop time is defined as the detection
of first water at the nozzle. This is usually the nozzle(s)
closest to the hazard, or as determined by a hazard analysis.
AMCR 385-100 will also mandate specific requirements for testing
the response time of both new and existing installations.

Recent testing at ammunition plants and fire test facilities
has pointed out dramatic differences in the response time of high
speed detection systems. These differences are a function of the
burning characteristics of the combustible material, detector
location, and detector spc-cing. These findings could be extremely
significant to existing installations and their ability not only
to meet the specified response time requirement, but more
importantly, to satisfactorily contain or suppress ignition
incidents. Accurate total system response time testing may
indicate a need for modification or revision of the system in
order to comply with new requirements. Such testing will also
provide data for comparison during annual inspections, or after a
system has been inactive or has been modified.

The purpose of this paper is first, to Jiscuss tL-e various
factors that affect the response time of the detection system.
Second, the various instruments and methodology currently
available for response time testing will be described, alon.; with
the theory of operation of the various instruments and a brief
discussion of the advantages and limitations of each method.
Factors affecting the response time of the deluge equipment
portion of the system have been covered by other papers at this
seminar.

Factors that affect the response ti'o of an optical detection
system can be broken down into internal and external components.
The internal component typically includes the time required for
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the control unit to respond to the signal from the optical sensor.
This response time is usually a very repeatable and demonstrable
characteristic of the system. Typically the response time that is
stated in the manufacturer's specificaztions is the speed of
response under what is called a "saturating condition". This
means that the optical sensor is suddenly receiving an
overwhelming amount of energy in the optical range to which it is

sensitive. This causes the detector to produce its maximum level
of output, which cannot be increased with greater levels of

The other factors that affect response time are external.
These include flame size, distance between the fire and the
detector, the presence of physical obstructions or other
attenuating factors between the flame and the detector, and the
composition of the material being burned. This is shown in Figure
1.

Tvyical UV Flame Detector

To better understand the individual factors affecting
detection system response time, let us consider an example of a
typical ultraviolet (WV) flame detection system.

The heart of the system is the detecting element itself. The
Geiger-Mueller type sensor used in the detector produces a series
of pulses in response to the presence of short wavelength UV
radiation. The frequency of these pulses is directly proportionala to the level of UV present. Figure 2 shows this relationship.
The values shown on the Y axis pertain to detector output, which
is the frequency of the counts per second (cps) . The X axis shows
the level of UV radiation in arbitrary linear units. Notice that
there are two distinct regions to this curve. Near the origin,
the line is linear. This means that doubling the level of UV also
doubles the resultant detector output. As the level of detector
output increases beyond approximately 200 cps, there is deviation
from this trend. At these higher detector output levels, an
incremental increase in UV radiation causes progressively smaller
increases in detector output.

The controller analyzes the detector output and activates the
appropriate control outputs in response to the presence of fire.
Because sources of interference in the UV spectrum are few and
well known, the only signal processing that i<t necessary involves
determining whether the detector output level exceeds the selected
sensitivity setting. At any given sensitivity setting, the time
required to satisfy the alarm criteria increases as the frequency
of detector output decreases.

Figure 3 shows the response time of two typical ccntrol units
that are manufactured by Detector Electronics and used in the
munitions industry. This chart plots the resconse tire oF the
control units versus the count rate or signal strength from the UV

4(1)
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detector at several different sensitivity settings. As can be
seen on the chart, minimum response time can be achieved when the
control unit receives count rates of 1000 cps, which occurs whenthe detector is saturated by a highl intensity 'V7 source. Lower r
count rates produce proportionately slower response times. For

example, reducing the detector output by a factor of two doubles
the resulting response time. In addition, the fastes, response
time for a given cont'roller will he achieved with the lowest cps,
or highest sensitivity setting.

Sensor type has a significant influence on the magnitude of
detector output when exposed to the TiV radiation originating from
actual fires. By using a detector whose sensitivity spectrum best
matches the emission spectrum of the fire in qraestion, the maximum
output and therefore minimum response time can be achieved.
Figure 4 shows the response time of two types of UV detectors
manufactured by Detector Electronics and used in the munitions
industry during fire tests with single base propellant. it is
important to point out that the data plotted in this graph
pertains only to the specific quantity and type of material used
in this test as well as the distance between the detectors and the
fire. A change in any one of these factors would produce
different results, as will be elaborated later in this paper.

The positioning and nurber of detectors is also very
important to the response timn of the detection system. For the
detector to see the fire, ic is necessary for the fire to be
within the field of view, or cone of vision of the detector.
Therefore, we strongly sagcyest an arrangement where the detectors
are placed along the walls or corners of the hazarfdous area fozr
general cove-:_,e. T',.ese geer.ral coverage detectors are aimed with
overlapping -__elds of vie<; in order to eliminate any blind spots.
-Strat-.gicatly positioned detectors placed in close proximity to
likely points of fire origination are also reconrmended. Examples
include placement of det-,otors as close as possible to sites such
as i comnprý2ssion point in a shel l loading operation or at a sewing
machine in a bag loading operati&z. .

Since the output of more th:,n one detector can tbý tied
together on a r-ontrol ua~it, or zone of a given control unit,
response time cu-n be improved by having two deectors viewing the
same hazArdous area. Figur- 5 shows the detector out-ut of two
detection systems vi'wing th2 same fir-. TV.ese two systems are
identical in all d'rtails except that the first system has two
(etec'-ors per zone, while the other system has one detnctor pe-r
,.n.. Th'- advantage is that when two detectors viewing the sci°e
erea are connected to the sars zone, their outputs are combined.
The respsnis- time improverent realized by this technique is
o•' <cortjorate to the increa>_-- ot the count r .

Tl? distan.ce betwecr,: the detector -:d the fire is one of thle
"mst Si:'cifi._a:nt fact.o" affectng respons- t me. As was pointedout . minir'ilm response time occurs when the detections'isnem is e:.sed r 7• - ntirating source off radiation. M'owever, *1
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saturating levels of radiation rarely occur in the real world,
unless large fires occur at close proximity to the detector. In
most applications, the detector will be required to detect a fire
at distances which vary from two or three feet to fifteen feet or
more, depending on the size of the area to be protected and
whether or not spot coverage detectors have been utilized. Since
the fire must be detected while it is still small enough to enable
successful suppression, the alarm must be signalled before the
fire has reached a large size.

Figure .ows the results of response time tests with ten
grams of black powder using the DE1888N detector and R7404
Controller set for maximum sensitivity at various distances.
Notice that the resoonse time of 116.7 milliseconds at twenty feet
is approximately four times longer than the 26.7 millisecond
response at five feet. More significantly, we see that the
intensity of UV is insufficient to trigger an alarm when the
distance is increased to twenty-five feet. This is not to say
that the system is incapable of response at this distance.
Rather, the fire would have to grow to a larger size in order to
be detected. Figure 7 shows test results with a DE1888N at
fifteen feet, set for a msoderately sensitive 24 cps alarm
threshold with a variety of -.vrintions tsat~rials. Here we see near
minimum response times, indicating that these materials pioduced
high intensity UV. This is pertly the result of a larger quantity
of material, but is most substantially the consequence of
different conthustion chemistries.

As can be seen, reaction times ranging from 20 to 100
milliseconds are typi.cal for small ru:,itions fires at distances of
10 to 15 feet. It is also ev'.uaent that the response time
increases at a rapid rate with respect to distance. This is due
to the fact that all optical detectors operate under the inverse
square law of optic'r, meaning that doubling the distance from a
detector to the fire decreases the amount of ultraviolet energy
the detctor receives from the fire bi a facto.r of 4. Similarly,
halving the distance fror a detector to the fire increases the
output of the sersor module try a factor of 4. The significanre of
this increase in output can be se.n in Figu--ý 8. Here we see that
an increase .n d .tector outpiit from I010 to 400 counts per second
decreases response tire from 140 milliiseccnds to 30 milliseconds.

The diff.rent techn1-iues "rr ,muantitatlve me.surement- of the
respon I -e a 0 of t:e ota f. re detect ion 'ytem i f fe
pirm;;rily in whether th -- are intended to measure only thle
internal or init-rjial plus ý'-.- .rnal comr-onent, of the tctal . I
resm)ons i- Wr- have seer 1 -at the internal factors can easily
be moa-u, red by triggeri ig cne detector with saturating levels of
radiFati.on. This type of measi.?::ment is well suited for
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determining the minimum limits of response time imposed by the
system hardware. This then provides the user with a best case
scenario of performance. Because detection and alarm activation
times are reduced to a minimum, this technique is very useful in
determining the time required for the other aspects of Lne
detection/deluge system performance. In addition, since a test
using a saturating source is highly repeatable, it can be
conveniently used to monitor system performance as part of a
routine maintenance and inspection program. Finally, this method
easily lends itself to testing individual detection and deluge
points in the system, which would not be feasible using actual
fire sources.

Figure 9 ohows an instrument, manufactured by Detector
Electronics Corporation, that is used for measuring the response
time of a U11 detection system. It consists of a high intensity UV
sou-:co, two digltal timers, and a flow sensor for detection of the
prezrence of water. The firsL timer is activated when current
flows to thr UV source and is stopped when the alarm is signalled ,
by the controller. The second timer also starts when the UV
source is energized and stops when water flow is detected. Figure
10 shows a similar devic7e manufactured by "Automatic" Sprinkler
Corporation. This unit differs in that the second timer is
activated by the alarm output from the controller. Thus, the
first timer shows Lhe time interval from detector saturation to
alarm output, while the seccnd timer shows the interval from alarm
output to water deluge. Grinnell Fire Protection Systems Company
also manufactures a unit for use with their Primac Systems shown
in Figure 11. Their Ultra Hiigh Speed Timer is specialized for the
timing of deluge syste:rn operation. Timing begins when the unit
receives the alarm sigy•ai from the fire detector. Water flow is
detected by its interru'ption of an optical beam, allowing a non-
contact method of determining the point of water deluge.

This iroeasurement of tie internal component of the total
response time can te misle:idiir as an indicator of the response
tLe.that can be exorected ir. a, actual fire. This is due to the
fact th.-it the l!vel of the UV signal available to the detector
from an ý:tual r at distances encountered in the field, will
likr.]y L,ý much 'less than s;ituration. Accordingly, response time
t!-.-t c.an be expected from an actual fire in a given situation can
be mn-ry times longar than that measured with a saturating source.

',s we have seen, fires of munitions materials vary in the
!evel o.f UV emitted. Also, we have seen how distance,
Obstructio:is, or other factor3 can substantially reduce the UV
availible to the detector, resulting in delayed alarm indication.
Theratore, there is a need to measure the response time of fire
detection systems under conditions that duplicate as many of the

*aatures of the field installation as possible. The most
.iportant of these is a representative radiation source,

o,9,
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preferably actual fire. Also, the spacing of the detectors with
respect to the hazard and possible presence of obstructions should
be faithfully duplicated. Obviously, this greatly complicates the
instrumentation and techniques required to measure the detection
system response time. To this cnd, we have conducted many
experiments to test the utility of various response timing
methods.

The most rudimentary of these is diagrammed in Figure 12.
This system consists of a dual channel digital storage
oscilloscope, an electric squib, load resistor, power supply, Ur
detector, and its controller. With this method, a measured amount
of the material in question is placed on a test stand at a
distance equal to that in the installation or proposed design.
The amount of material is generally small and should be chosen to
be equal or less than the quantity of material whose unsuppressed
combustion can be tolerated without severe consequence. The
electric squib is used to ignite the material and is sized and
located so that it does not in itself produce sufficient radiation
to trigger the dete-tor.

One channel of the oscilloscope is used to monitor the
current flow to the squib by observing the voltage drop across the
load resistor. The second channel is used to monitor the
detection system alarm output. After power is applied to the
squib, current begins to flow, causing the squib to fire. Time
elapses as the fire propagates to the material under test. As the

e fire develops, the level of UV radiation rises until the alarm
threshold of the controller is exceeded. This triggers activation

• of the alarm output. Comparison of the poi 'nt where current flowsto the squib and the point of alarm reveals the system response

time.

One drawback to this method is the inclusion of the firing
delay of the squib and the flame propagation time in the measured
response time. Since many munitions materials are fairly slow
burning, this can cause an appreciable er or. Use of fast
response photosensitive elements to sense the start of the fire
may be of some utility to correct for this error. Still, some
uncertainty remains as to the state of the fire at the point which
is taken to be the beginning of the fire. None-the-less,
techniques such as these can be of some value to set approximate
bounds on the detecticn system response time.

Use of high speed photography of either conventional or video
types enables actual observation of the events during a fire as
they unfold. This permits a more accurate and meaningful
establishment of the start of the fire as well as observation of
the progression of -he fire. A light emitting diode may be
conneo-tced to the alarm outout of the controller and placed in the
field of view of the canera to provido a visual indication of
alarm. Depending rn the timing resolution desired, the number of
P•ctcros cr frames per second ca. be selected within a wide range.
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Figure 13 shows a high speed video recording system
manufactured by Video Logic Corporation, which we have useca in
some of our experiments. Other systems are also available from
other manufacturers. These systems are the video equivalent of
conventional high-speed photographic systems, which are also still
used for this type of work.

There are few drawbacks to use of high speed photography with
respect to accuracy. *The investigator is able to observe the
progress of the fire and directly identify the point of ignition.
Additionally, high speed photographic studies can reveal important
details such as the size of the fire at the point of alarm
activation. However, cost of the equipment and need foz a site
where testing with live fire is permitted can be limitations.

The method used to measure response time of a fire detection
system must be selected on the basis of the information that is
desired. Response time tests using saturating sources of
radiation are excellent for determining the minimum response time
limits of the system hardware. This method does not, however,
necessarily indicate the detection system performance that can be
expected during an actual fire. Tests with actual fire are needed
to provide the system designer with the information necessary to
base decisions about detector placement and coverage density.
However, this technique is ill-suited for periodic inspection of
the total detection/deluge system performance due to logistic
constraints and the inherent variability of fire. Ideally, these
two techniques are used together in a complimentary fashion togive a complete range of information that can be used to determine
detection/deluge system capability.
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Figure 11 -Grinnell Ultra High Speed Timer
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A STUDY ON RESPONSE TIME FOR UV-DETECTION OF FLAMES FROM SINGLE AND
DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANT FIRES.

SUMMARY
In order to choose fire-figh:ing system for powder producing units it is of greatest importance to estima-
te evere application isolated from each other. This study of varying response times for UV-detec:ors du-
ring propellant fires clearly indicates that
- certain propellants can contribute to remarkably long delay times
- single base propellants contribute to longer delay times compared with double base propeliants
- the choice of UV-detector can be decisi-e for the quickness and efficiency of the sprir,',,jer system- the transmittance of the quartz glass in the tube front can vary and can be of importance regarding re-

sponse time.
This study was executed after a fire in a cutting machine for single base prope!fants. Li this case the delaytime was approx. 5 seconds, which caused the burning of approx. 200 kg propellant. The cu.tirl room
and the cquipment were also badly burnt.

Prepared
for

DEPARTM, ENT OF DEFENSE
TWENTY-THIRD EXPLOSIVES SAFETY SEMINAR

by
"Stig E. Dahlberg

Nobel Chemicals AB
S-691 85 Karlskoga, SWEDEN
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INTRODUCTION
On August 20, 1986, a fire occured in a cutting machine, for single base propellants, bL!onging to Nobel
Chemicals in Sweden. In order to minimize damage and to protect our staff we use for this type of work "
quick sprinkler system with UV-detectors, which. via a controi unit, releases the actuators fitted to the
sprinkler heeds (fig. 1). OCi this occation the system did not wo-' as it was intended to do. W, ws ra-
lesed only afte:' approx. 5 seconds and the action was initiated by the bursting of the glass bulbs due to
the intense heat. Approx. 200 kg of propellant were but nt during this delay time. The cperator, fortuna-
tely, suffered only light bt'rns.

In the subsequent investigation we could not find any plausible reason for the delay. We knew from
practical experience that delay times for the release of rinkrsystems can "ary for different types of
propellants and for different compositions. The reaso.' -,:ight be that different cor.mpositions during a fi-
re emit different spectra or that dust or gas absorbs 'gint within the UV-wave length range. In addition
we also knew that t'r' transmittance of the quartz glass of different UV-detectors can vary. With this as a
back-ground we decided t!, investigate the resporis time of UV-detectors during a fire for different inter-
,nediates used in our powder plants.

TEST DES•G.N
'4 Te:?ed intermediates and products are lis,, J in Table 1.

In order to obtain a stand:.rdized inition the method described in Fig. 2 was used.

! In the tests, four UV-dc•,-_ctor tubes according to Table 2 were used. The main difference betwen the
two types of UV-dcectors used is de reribed in Fig. 3. The new type has a wider area of sensitivity, exten-
ded in the direction of visible light. As a reference detector we used a photo cell, trade name Hemamat-
su R 1326.
Test arrangements are described in Fig. 4.

Delay time is defined as the time that elapses between attaining a certain voltage in the photo cell and
reaction from the UV-detector. An example is givin in Fig. 5.
We measured the burning rates of the different propellants in order to have an understanding of the vari-
ous burning properties of the test materials. We used the normal equipment for te.,A of ignition and bur- .
nin' rate according to Bofors A-standard 7059 with some slight modifications. Fach propellant was tes- ',
ted twice. We used 14 g of propellant for each test. An -pprox. 250 mm long stringof propellant waIs put

? on top of a fibre board sheet and the sheet was introduced into the test equipment. The sheet inclines 3'
against the horizontal plane. A small flame from a gas burner is brought in contact with the upper part of
the propellant string. The propellant ignites and is left to burn approx. 80mm, afterwhich the burningof
the next 100 mm is timed by a stop-watch. The test results are the burning rate (r) in mm/s and a visual
as.sessrnent of the appoarence of the flame. The geomitrical form and dimensions of the propellants tes-
ted are given in Table 3.

CONCLUSIONS

Dclay times in ms for different propellants and UV-detectors are presented in Table 3.
Doub!e base (DB) propellants consistently burn quicker and produce a larger flame compared with
single base (SB) propellants. This is mainly due to the fact that SB intermediates contain ethanol and et-

her and in sorne cases KNO,. These three compounds are being removed from the propellant, during
subsequent stages of the process.S~Analy:,is of variance )

v'The purl,,va of the analysis was to find parameters influencing the delay time between photo cell and

V;-6'etcctor ;. For the statistical calculations an existing program for analyses of Vo (muzzle velociy)
has been us.ed. The calculations have been made accoiding to the least-square menthod. The analysed
rcsuls are dik•piyed in Table 3. The following parameters have been analysed:

:..• -Type of propellmit acc-:rdin•, to Table I

; vye ofdetector acc to rd i 2
)3- ;,-pr:pellatt compared , '-: 3-propcllant
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Conclusions of ar-z!ysis of variance
- Tes: sample number 9 deviates significantly from the other samp!es (This propellant was being cut

when the fire occured). The powder contributes to a remarkably long delay time.
- The new type of detector is much quicker than the two normal ones. The normal detector with a bad,

although approved within specifikations, front glass has a remarkably long delay time compared with
the normal detectors.

- SB-propellants contribute to long delay times, while DB-propellants are associated with somewhat
shorter delay times.

These conclusions are statistically true with a probability of 95 %.

COMMENTS
The study indicates that the choice of detector is of vital importance to thtw efficiency of the sprinkler sys-
tem in a specific application. It is of course also necessary to consider the consequenses of accidental (no
fire) release of a very sensitive system when the final choice is made.
Th- study also indicates that the efficieny of the sprinkler system is affected by the composition of the
powders. The efficiency aiso varies during different stages in the production process due to precense of
solvents and salts. It might seem selfevident that IR-detectors are more suitable for certain applications,
but this study has been restricted to UV-detectors only.
At last I would like to poin* out that the tests have been made in the laboratory and in a small scale. The
conclusion3 should therefore not be regarded as the final truth about the efficiency of UV-detectors in
various applications. My advice is to make a detailed study for each and every application. There is no
standard solution for all problemsn.
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Tested propbllnts

Powder Powder I Dimension Humidity Calorific
(sir) shape (nmm)(/) value (caVq) Cmet

Grain 01
Rosett - 5mm 0.5 800 155 mm Howitzer

2 Tube 4.0x6.2 1 940 Missile Propel~ant
3 Flake 1.5XlOXlO 0.5 1240 Intermediates'

4 Flake 0.4xl0xl0 0.5 1230 Finished Dimensioni

5 Flak(; 1.SxlOxlO 0.5 800 Intermediates'

6 Flal'e 0.4xlOxlO 0.5 1240 Finished Dimension

Grain
7 P~yt -5mm 3 800 155 minHowitser

8 Flake 1.SxlOxlO 1 1230 Intermediates'

0~ 9 Rod 0.Sx0.4 - 15' 98030 Salt Powder
10 Flake 0.2x2x2 - 15 2 9303 Salt Powder

11 Onehcle 0.7xl.5x2 -1~52 7303 155 mm Howitt-er

12 Oneho~e 0.2x.1.3x1.2 ~ 15,? 9303 Rifle
13 Oneho~e 0.2xl x1 -152 93O Rifle
14 Onehole O.3x2x5 ~ 152 7003 40 mm Anti Aircraft

Powders Nos. 1-8 are Douhle base type

Powders Nos. 9-14 are Singel .~S2type

1) Flakes direct from DiffePrential Rolling Wll

2) Solvents (ethanol, ether, water)

3) Finished Product
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Testresults, D914ay Times and Burning Test

- Delay Time, (ms) Stringburning Test
Powder...

(No.) Detector (No.) r (mM/s)
F~ame size and coiour

1 2 3 4 Test I Test 2

1 41 21 83 105 10 10 -500 mm, whitish

[ 2 170 13 54 329 20 20 400-500 mm, yellowish

3 41 22 24 58 50 33 300-400 mm, yellowish

4 64 18 27 47 50 50 500-600 mm, yellowish

5 40 7 60 27 10 9 -400 mrn, whitish

6 84 16 50 50 50 50 -500 mm, yellcwish

7 123 19 248 65 10 9 300-400mm, whitish

8 68 21 24 41 50 50 -500 mm, yellowish

9 185 27/ 307 998/ 6 5 200-300 mm, weak violet
80- 973"

10 371/ 33 432 415/ 6 6 200-300 mm, weak violet,,z•,,,492" 429"

.4 11 445/ 4 31 52 7 6 200-300 mm, whitish
is*

12 63 29 57 81/ 4 4 300 mm, weak violeti! 117"

13 227 11 30/ 237 4 6 200-400 mm, weak violet;.~i39* pulsating

•{•14 155 23 n6 125 2 2 100-200 mrnm, weak violet
pulsating, emitting sparks

141 24 100 244

II

il " Two tests

•it• The propellants 1-8 are double base

!,• The propellants 9- 14 are single base

i • '?:•" Table 3
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ALUMINIZED EXPLOSIVE HANDLERS SUIT

by

Star Glove and Safety Products
766 Merchant Street

Los P.ngeles, CA 90021
•O0-8 26-2408
213-628-1341

T. Olen Nelson

President

Sales Agent:
Stephen J. Asthalter
P. 0. Box 721
Chatham, NJ 07928
201-635-4092
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Star's Aluminized Explosive Handlers Suit
Background and Description c i

Star Glove and Safety Products introduced a three layer aluminized

suit consisting o[ a hood, coat, pants, glove and spats to be worn by
pyrotechnic processing handlers to the United States Army Munitions
Production Base Modernization Agency (PBM), Dover, New Jersey.

Over the past four years, PBM has tested many suits and materials by
exposing them to a 'flash off" of a 15 lb pyrotechnic dry granular
composition placed in a simulated mixer at an open air site. A require-ment of a maximum increase in temperature of 20 degrees Fahrenheit inside
a suit was established during a 'flash off'. The only suit that met that
requirement, up to the introduction of the Star suit, was a one piece
coverall with ar attached hood developed by the Navy Clothing and Textile
Research Facility in Natick, Mass. The "Natick" coverall uses an
outershell of a (80/20) OPF/PBI 15.5 oz woven fabric, an insulation of
Kevlar batt material, and a vapor barrier of a goretex/cotton material.

The Star suit has an outer layer of 10.5 oz aluminized 50/50
P131/1),1rvil knit with an insulation of a PBI/Kevlar felt that is also
al,,minized. The inner layer is an unaluminized 50/50 PBI/Durvil knit.
The aluminized outer shell is water repellent. All the materials used in
the Star suit are coin.iercially available and are currently being sold byStar anid other companies to the firefighting and aerospace industries.

Also, tile fibers, yarns and fabrics are all made in factories located
within theý Unitrd States. This is in contrast to the Natick suit. The
Natick outer fabric is woven with an OPF core yarn that is only made inJapan by a joint venturer of BASF, who has recently succeeded the CelaneseCorporation in that joint venture. The core OPF is wrapped with PBI to
make the final yarn for this outer shell. This blend was create(]
especially for tie Natick suit. A limited amount of the final fabric was
woven for the initial suits made for Natick and none has been made sin',e

This fabric is not being used in any other industry and cannot be
considered a commercially available product.

The Star suit has excellent features from the point of view of thewearer.

I. The Star ensemble is 5 pieces. A worker can don the suit independ-
ently. During periods whrn the we-arer is in between operations hei can remove the hood, jacket and ql•ov,?s and be relatively -:orfortable
just wearing the spats and pants. The suit comes in six sizeS.

2. The usp of aluminized knits creates a lIexible suit.

3. The weight of the suit is only 14 los.

4 . Th, s-uit iins the option -E a cooling system that brings cool air it-o
both the hood am1 the I icit weight vest. This system has been ¼,ter-
faced witlh arn .ýulinn respirator %ilih escape bottle so th<It theiwoarer !t;ill only need oie air supply hose.

5. TI 1 1i t 's g(oves g,, 1 0no IIh de exterity to be able to use small tool I
such as pi i rrs and 1 crw dr ivers.
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE EXPLOSIVES SAFETY BOARD
2461 EISENHOWER AVENUE

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22331-0600

December 18, 1987

Technical Programs
Division

Mr. Stephen J. Astharter
P.O. Box 721
Chatham, NJ 07928

Dear Mr. Asthalter,

The Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board (DDESB)
expresses their sincere appreciation to you for the informative
briefing on your Aluminized Explosive Handlers Suit presented on
17 December 1987. Your development of this clothing provides a
milestone improvement in protecting explosives workers from the
inherent thermal hazards from ammunition operations in the event
of an incident. The use of this clothing and equipment is
consistent with DDESB's responsibilities to provide protective
clothing and equipment to assure permissible thermal exposure
limits are not exceeded.

An discussed yesterday, DDESB extends an invitation to you and
your development associates to present papers on this clothing and
equipment at the biannual Explosives Safety Seminar to be held in
Atlanta, GA 9-11 August 1988.

Thank you again for your excellent briefing.

Sincerely,

Thomas F. Hall, Jr.
Colonel, United States Army
Chairman

Copies Furnished

Jon Bomengen, ANSMC-PBL-A
Mr. T. Olen Nelson
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DEPARTiENT OF THE ARMY
•,A• Ij HEADOUARTER5 US ARMY ARMAMENT. MUNITIONS AND CXEMICAL COMMAND

05 DOVER, NZW JERSEY 071301-5001Q ~

SICAR-FSA-P

Mr. Stephen Asthalter
Star Glove and Safety Products, Inc.
766 Merchnnt St.
Los Angeles, CA 90021

Dear Sir:

The ePnlosed is a concise itatement of the facts concerning the recent
history or development of proteotive clothing as it relates to pyrotechnic
opprations. It provides, in cipsule format, the rea.son for initiation of
the program, together with test procedures and results. A comprehensive
final report is being prepared and will be available in the near future.

Enl . T

Acting CLief, Munitions SectionAAD, FSAC C

"Ah
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PYROTECHNIC SAFETI ENHANCEM-NT PRO3RAM

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

As a result of accidents with pyrotechnic mixes, some involving fatalities,

a comprehensive program was undertaken to enhance safety in these types of

operations. One of the priority investigations was focused on designing

protective clothing that would provide the best possbile environment for an

operator to survive accidental ignition of in process pyrotechnic mixes.

The initial approach to development of protective clothing was a joint

effort of ARDEC and the Navy Clothing and Textile unit at Natick. This

involved research into materials and individuRl testing of candidates

utilizing unconsolidated pyrotechnic compositions. From this, we developed

a one piece gari0ent that was tested using Instrumented mannequins arranged

in a blending bay settin; with loose pyrotechnic composition in a "mock up"

blender. Tre instrumentation provided a means of measuring the temperature

rise inside the garment, on the surface of the mannequin, when the

composition was ignited, The temperature of such an ignition was det6rmincd

to b3 in the 5000 degree F to 5500 degree F range. Measurem;ent of the

temperature rise on the surface or the mannequin was accomplished by the une

of skin simulants and thermncouplcs linkid to a computer. The temperature

rise was recorded at 30 degree F to 40 degrees F Indicating successful

protection. The th3rmcoouples wero norwally locrated at the head, chest (2

places) abdominal area, one arm and one leg. Subsequent to each of these
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test sequences the mannequin was photographed with the garmert in place and

then as the hood and main garment was removed, photographs were taken at

each step to record the condition of clothing and mannequin. In addition, a

white cotton undershirt was in place on the mannequin that would provide

additional visual evidence or any temperature rise that would cause

scorching or the cotton. As a result of the success of these tests,

garmenti were manufactured and distributed to selected plants for their use

and conr',ýntary.

The feedback data from the plants indicated dissatisfaction In certain

areas. Specifically, the complaints centered on the difficulty of getting.

into and out of the one piece coverpll, the difficulty of cleaning thi

garment (complicated by some shrinkage) abrasion and tearing of the fabric,

interference with free movement due to bulk and uncomfortable heM, when worn

in non-airconditioned areas. It is axiomatic that to prcvide protection 0>
against the type oxf event encountered, some restriction of movement and

level of discomrfort will probably be unavoidable. However, we evaluated

each criticism and attemptpd to correct the situation. rroo this effort, a

second g-neration garm.nt evolved as a result of the cocperative effort of

AnDEC and Star Glove and Safety Products of Lon Angeles. The new garment is

of a two piece design using the same basic protective material except that

it, i knitted rather than woven (to riduce bulk) and has an alueinizcd cuter

laypr. The latter not only provid~s additionnl thermal protection but also

provid-3 for a reduced 3ffort of cleaning. The garment. was subjected to the

identical test program discussed prsiviusly and was equally successful. The
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freedom of movement about the workplace has been enhanced by the reduced

bulk and the level of effort to get into and out of the garment has been

substantially reduced. In addition, we have provided a small, lightveight

air conditioning un~it that is now part of the breathing apparatus that was

developed for the earlier model garment and has been adppted for this latest

model. *1

During the course of the investigation of prote,.tive clothing for

pyrotechnic operations, it became apparent that work not contemplated in the

original scope of work, would be required. Specifically thi- involved a form'i

of protection for the eyes that would be in addition to the face shield. It

was reasoned that, while the shield protected the face and eyes against the

apparent affects of the event, the probability of retinal burning due to the

amount of light repching the operator's eyes, was great. As i ,esult a

basic literature search and other investigative efforts were undertaken. It

now appears probable that we can limit this damaging light by use of a

narrow bandpass interference filter. It would involve the use of

commercially available interference filters that could block ou-t

approximately 98% or the Incident light, but would permit normal visual

acuity in normal room lighting.
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General Purchase Description c
ITEM: Suit, Aluminized, Pyrotechnic Handlers, 5 pieces.

TYPE: The suit shall consist of fabrics made with POI,
Kevlar and Durvil fibers exclusively. All
fabrics and materials used in the suit must be
commercially available. The suit shall have
passed a test procedure established by the U. S.
Army. The test procedure used by the U. S. Army
Engineering and Development Center at Picatinny
Arsenal, Dover, N. J. is acceptable.

SIZE: As stated on purchase request.

WEIGHIT: Fourteen Pounds.

FLEXIBILITY: Shall be of knitted construction to create a
flexible suit.

STATIC PROPERTIES: Fabrics must have same or less electrical
resistivity as cotton.

AIR SUPPLY ADT)
COOLING SYSTEM TILe suit shall interface with an airline (•

respiratory system with an escape bottle and
cooling system. (See separate purchase
description.)

DEXTERITY: The suit's gloves shall yive enough dexterity to
be able to use small tools such as pliers and
screwdrivers.

SHIIELD: The face shield shall be made of .060
polycarbonate and be 8 x 14 inches in size. The
outer shell shall have a layer of 99% 24 carat
gold vacuum deposit with a silicone coating.
This layer will reflect 98% of the radiant heat
but will not provide eye protection.
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V SPECIFICATIONS

[ 1.0 Fabric Materials
1.1 Inner Layer

1.11 Blend: 50/50 Star PBI/Durvil
1.12 Fabric: Knit
1.13 Weight: 10.5 oz.

1.2 Middle Layer
1.21 Blend: 40/60 Star PBI/Kevlar
1.22 Fabric: Aluminized Felt
1.23 Weight: 6 Oz.

1.3 Outer Layer
1.31 Blend: 50/50 Star PBI/Durvil
1.32 Fabric: Aluminized Knit
1.33 Weight: 12.5 Oz.

1.4 Spat Material
1.41 'anoak Leather

2.0 Construction
2.1 Thread: Size 35/31 Kevlar
2.2 Seams: French Construction, double seam, surged
2.3 Stitching: 301 Lock Stitch

3.0 Labels
3.1 Content Label
3.2 Warning Label
3.3 Care Label
3.4 Manufacturer's label

L 4.0 Physical Description
4.1 Gloves

4.11 Three layers (see materials)
4.12 14 inches long - Gauntlet
4.13 All inseams
4.14 Clute cut
4.15 Universal size

4.2 Coat
4.21 Three layers (see materials)
4.22 Front opening with storm flap and velcro closure
4.23 Length - 35 inches
4 4.24 SCBA pocket on back - optional
4.25 Two inch elastic full hem
4.26 Two piece raglan sleeve
4 4.27 Kevlar/Durvil thumb cuff 14306
4.28 One inch velcro strips for hood bib with snaps at wa.;st

for extension bib

L I1
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4. 3 Pants lae
4.31 Three layers (see materials)
4.32 Diagonal fly front with velcro closure4.33 Four belt loops of aluminized leather

4.34 Firemans suspenders - heavy duty
4.35 Twenty six inch wide pant leg
4.36 Re-inforced crotch with outer layer material
4.37 Side pocket for escape bottle - optional
4.38 Closure strap at cuff

4.4 Hood
4.41 Three layer material (see materials)
4.42 8x12 Golden polycarbonate anti-fog window with

ceramic hardcoat
4.43 Twelve inch inner shroud with shoulder flaps
4.44 Seven inch outer shroud with shoulder flaps, velcro

along hem to attach to coat and elastic underarm
straps covered with aluminized material

4.4S Fourteen by twenty-one inch bib attached to outer
shrou: and attached to coat with snaps at waist4.46 Bullard 687-I-ESRTA-SL hard hat with Bullard 690-1 air

phelem w/vinyl hose, 1/4" industrial interchange
and a plastic screw cap option for use with Mine
Safety Appliance P/N 487134

4.5 Spats <

4.51 Aluminized Tanoak shoe cover
4.52 Outer layer material only around ankle
4.53 Leathnr instep strap with snap4.54 Velcro closure at back

1970
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F• ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY IN FABRICS

The test most commonly used to define electrical properties of
any fabric is AATCC procedure #76 for electrical resistivity.
Results from these tests show the electrical resistivity (and
therefore static dissipative properties) of fabrics at the more
critical lower humidity levels of 40% RH. Nomex III, a fabric
commonly used in the industrial area for coveralls, hoods and
glove liners has a resistivity rating much higher than either
cotton, FR cotton, PBI/Kevlar and PBI/Durvil blends and may
create static.

Below is a graph which displays data from tests of various

fabrics. Electrical resistivity is expressed in units of
"ohms/cm2 " or "ohm's per square". S'nce this number is
typically very large it is often shown as logorithmic form with
units of *logohms". In either case lower numbers mean less
resistivity, higher conductance and greater ability to dissipate
static. Differences of more than .5 logohms or about 5 ohms per
square are significant. The U. S. Air Force, for example,
requires less than 3.0 x 10" ohm/cm2 or 11.5 logohms at 40% RH
for their flight suit fabrics, a specification met by cotton
and PBI blends, but not met by untreated Nomex.

ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF FABRICS TESTED

ITEM LOG OHMS

warp x fill

Air Force Requirem~ent 11.5 x 11.5

Nomex 1II 13.4 x 13.5

j100% FR cotton 11.2 x 11.2

40/60 PBI/Kevlar 11.3 x 11.3

50/50 PLI/Durvil Knit 10.6 x 10.7

70/30 Kevlar/Durvil Knit 12.0 x 11.6

PBI/Durvil Knit Glove 10.3 x 10.6

100% Cotton Knit Glove 10.3 x 10.3

All tests performed at 70OF/40% RH in accordance with AATC test
#76 using Custom Scientific CS-51 Electrometer.
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General Purchase Description (

ITEM: Work Mask, Pressure Demand w/warning light
and cooling.

TYPE: The work mask is a pressure demand airline
half mask respirator and self contained
breathing apparatus. It enables the user
to breathe from a remote air supply source
in a hazardous work area. It contains a
small cylinder of air rated for 5 minutes
escape time which automatically comes on
when there is a primary air supply failare.
A warning light is provided to alert the
user that the escape bottle has been
activated and that immediate evacuation of
the hazardous area is required. A tee may
be fitted in the airline to carry air to
the vortex that distributes cool air to a
perforated fire retardant P.V.C. vest and a
plenum in an air supply hood.

WEIGHT: Twelve pounds

COMFORT: The unit shall be back mounted with padded
shoulder straps and a cross chest strap foradditional weight distribution.

COMPATIBILITY: The unit shall interface with an aluminized
pyrotechnic suit that meets specifications.

;Jý
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MICROCOMPUTER ADAPTATION CF A TECHNICAL MANUAL

David W. Hyde
US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

Vicksburg, Mississippi 391.80

ABSTRACT

The Tri-Service Manual "Structures to Resist the Effects
of Accidental Explosions", has recently been revised and published. The
latest version of this technical manual contains updated information on a
variety of explosion effects and structural response. The manual has been
adopted for microcomputer usage by the Structural Mechanics Division,
Structures Laboratory, US Army Waterways Experiment Station, in the form
of a microcomputer program prasented by this paper. This program allows
the user to display the text of the manual on a microcomputer monitor,
search for key words and phrases, display the figures from the manual on a
monitor, produce hard copies on a plotter, retrieve data points from
curves, and compare test data to the theoretical curves from the manual.
At present, it performs a variety of response calculations and will in the
future perform all structural response and explosion effects calculations
found in the manual.

"04
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["i MICROCOMPUTEP. ADAPTATION OF A TECHNICAL MANTAL

David W. Hyde
US Army Enginee: Waterways Experiment Stationi Vicksburg Misissippi 39180

Introduction

The U.S. Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center
(ARDEC) has recently completed a revision of the Tri-Service Manual
"Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions". Pending
approval of this draft revision as a Tri-Service Manual, the six-volhune
set has been published as Special Publication ARLCD-SP-84001 by ARDEC
(Reference i). To avoid confusion, this manual will be referred to by its
Army designation, TM 5-1300, throughout this text. The latest version of
this technical manual contains updated information on a variety of
explosion effects and structural response. The manual has been adopted
for microcomputer usage by the Structural Mechanics Division, Structures
Laboratory, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), in the

form of the computer program presented here -- TMREAD.

TH4READ allows the user to display the text of the manual on a'•"Jmicrocomputer monitor and search for kr,• words and phrases. It also

allows the user to display the figures from the manual on a monitor,
produce hard copies on a plotter, retrieve data points from curves, and
compare test data to the theoretical curves from the manual.

[ D~~Vsplayiný- T;ext .:

TMRZAD is a menu-driven program written for commonly available
desktop computers using the Disk Operating System (DOS). From the
program's main menu, the user may select to: read or print the table of
contents, appendices, or body of any of Volumes 1-6 from TM 5-1300; select
a subject from an index; cross-reference a list of tables and figures
against a user-selected list of key words; or display the figures of the
manual.

j While displaying text from TM 5-1300, all of the functions of TMREAD
are controlled by the PC's ci-rsor control keys and function keys. The
cursor control keys are used to scroll up or down one line or one screen
at a time. Scrolling may be repeated rripidiv by holding down the cursor
"control keys. In addition, the .uncteon keys enable the user to search
Seither forward or backward through the text for a key word or phrase. The
search is not case sensitive. The utsr -nyv cdso place a temporary
"bookmark" at one place in a passage Jf te>t for later return. With the
proper hardware, the user me,! also: ch-ar-e the currant screen colors;
switch to 43 lines of text per scr on (rather than the normal 25); and
speed up the keyboard respcnse for fa.ter scrolling.
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Displ1aving Figures

Data for most of the figures from the manual is stared in separate
files. The data files for Illustrations contain drawing instructions
recognized by THREAD (see Figures I and 2), while the files for figures
consisting 6f curves (Figure 3) contaii, either the "ata points necessary
to recreate the curves, or the coefficients and eyponents of polynomial
equations used to generate the curves. In the latter care, TMREAD will
generate 200 equally spaced data points for each curve in the figure.
Figures may be reproduced on most commonly available microcomputer
graphics adapter/monitor combinations and on pen plotters supporting the
Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language.

ILACING REINF. /-ONGITUDINAL FLEXURAL REINF.
S/ -

' ,-, h :/ . ,,"• • ' -, -_J ---

TRANSVERSE FLEXURAL [EINFE

Figure 1. Illustration of lacing reinforcement (Fig. 4-3, Ref. 1)

(a) ACTUAL CONFIGURATION

/I
(b) IDEALIZED CO?,FIGURATION

Figure 2. Equivalent cylindrical explosive casings (Fig. 2-242, Ref. 1)
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If the selected figure consists of a curve or a set of curves (rather
than an illustration), the user has the options of retrieving data points
f rom a curve, zooming in on a portion of a curve, or comparing data from
other sources to curves from TM 5-1300. An example of the zoom feature is
shown in Figures 3 and 4. The data retrieval function returns a Y value

which is interpolated from the data points for each figure. The accuracy
of this function is dependent on the spacin'- between data points, not on
the resolution of the display monitor.

Nubrnext to ujpviniaecasing ji ns

0.2

S1.0 O 4~

k0 1.2 T ' j 2. -I

0.1 1.0 11010
Inside Dliameter o f Casing, di (in.)

Figure 3. Fragment size pa.rameters (Fig. 2-241., Ref~. 1)

1.0

.3

.5

1Q.3
.02.

Inid iameter of Casing, Oi h n.)

Figure 4. Zoomed Figuire 2-241, Ref. 1I
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While data for most of the curves from the manual are stored in
separate files, this was not a practical solution for recreating the
response charts found in Volume 3 of the manual. Volume 3 contains over
200 response charts for maximtum displacement, tire of maximum response,
and time of yield for a single-degree-of-freedom system with a bilinear
resistance function due to a bilinear loading. Since a closed-form t,

solution for the response of these systems is mathematically awkward, a
numerical method is generally used to find the displacement-time history.
To adequately reproduce each of these figures with data points would
require a large amount of storage space; however, since the numerical
solution for the response is fairly straightforward, TnREAD generates the
response charts at run-time rather than reading the data from separate a
files. One advantage to this technique is that the user will not have to
interpolate between charts when his loading does not match one of the
loadings in the printed manual; all parameters for the loading are
specified by the user. An example of a maximum response chart generated
by TMREAD is shown in Figure 5.

20. 10. 5. 3.
1000 2.

~~110S1..25

.01.01 0.1 2.0 to

Load Ouration to Fundamental Period. T/Tn

Figure 5. Response chart for bilinear pressure-time loading

Portability >

The major routines of THREAD are written in ANSI standard FORTRAN-77.
However, the program makes considerable use of assembly language
subroutines to perform graphics operations, scroll menus, and achieve fast
screen writing. THREAD achieves fast screen output by writing directly to
display memory, bypassing the slower Basic Input/Output System (BIOS)
video functions. Because of extensive use of assembler routines for menu

19791
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Zeneration and other video output, it would be difficult at best to move
TMRZAD to another computer and/or operating system. V
Graphics 0

All of the graphics routines used by T:RFAD were developed for
microcomputers at WES. TMREAD supports graphics on the following graphics
adapter/monitor combinations:

Craphics Card/Monitor Video Mode Resolution!Colors

Color Graphics Adapter
w/ Color Display 6 640x200x2

Enhanced Graphics Adapter

w/ Monochrome Display 15 640x350x4

Enhanced Graphics Adapter

w/ Color Display 14 640x200x16

Enhanced Graphics Adaptez
w/ Enhanced Display, 64 KB
video memory installa.i 14 640x200x16

Enhanced Graphics Adapter
w/ Enhanced Display, >64 KB
video memory installed 16 640x350x16/64

24 MHz-capable EGA 0 *
w/ Multisync Monitor 16 6&0x480xi6/64

Video Graphics Array w/
Analog Monitor 19 640x420x16/256K

Plo~tters that support the Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language are also
supported.

Availability

TMREAD is curr2ntly in a draft stage and is being reviewed by the
sponsnrs at the Department of Defense Explosive Safety Board (DDESB).
When approved for release, the program will be available to gcvernment
agencies on the WES microcomputer bulletin board, at phone no. (601) 634-
3053, or from the DDESB.

REFEJENCE5

1. U.S. Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Command,

1987, "Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions,"
Picatinny Ars3enal, New Jersey.
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HIGH EXPLOSIVE D.MME ASSESS!-F" !T A HICROCOcT1-Rr

Julian S. Hamilton, Jr., P.E.

ABSTRACT

Siting of explosive storage and manufacturing facilities is governed
by quantity-distance criteria administered by tne Department of
Defense Eyolosive Safety Board (DDESB). These cr.teria are based on
personnel exposure risks, as well as acceptable damage to facilities
and other assets. This paper discusses a High Explosive Damage
Assessment Code (HEXDA•4) being developed to operate on a basic
microcomputer system that would allow rapid evaluation of blast
overpressure effects resulting from changes in explosive quantities
or siting relationships. This program is expected to provide a
valuable tool for safety offices in monitoring activities and for
designers in site layouts. This paper discusses the origin of the
code and the status of its development as a damage assessment tool. j

CURRYM~ SITING METHODS

Current methods of explosive safety siting rely on calculated incident
overpressures from explosions and established criteria given in publicatiors
such as DoD 6055.9-STD (DDESB, 1983). Table 1 gives a summary of theses ~ ~criteria. .I

Actual application of these criteria to a given arzauniti'n plant or other
facility can be time consumming and tedious. The HtXDAM software discussed In
this paper could be a significant time-saver for planners and engineers by
allowing them to develop facility *models" on a computet and then to use the
computer to analyze the models for damage due to explosive events.

DEVELOPNKT OF FMflAM3, PREDECESSOR OF HEXDft-

Backy-roun4

In 1986, the U.S. Army Strategic Defense Command developed a computer code
named SNDAM3 at an approximate cost of $300,000 (Tatom, Spencer, and Roberts,
October 1986). The ENDAM3 code (written in FORTRAN 77 and PASCAL programming
languages) is the property of the U. S. Government and was planned as a tool
for making ___iclear blast damage assessments over areas such as cities or
military installations.

1. Structural Engineer, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntsville Division,
Huntsville, Alabama.
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ApaIlicat I I i

Since the basic airblast equations of the code can also reasonably predict
the effects of co-nventional explosives, it also had potential for damage
assessment in support of safety siting evaluations. ENDAM3, with the proper
modifications, could allow engineering and planning perpnnrl (at both the
installation level and at higher levels) to interactively create computer
"zodels" of an entire installation by entering data on every structure of
interest. This data includes the structure location, structure size,
structure type, and the quantity of explosives a structure stores or contain.
(if any).

When used in this way, a properly modified version of ENDAM3 could provide
a means of evaluating explosive damage between existing structures as well as
between existing and planned structures. Any number of scenarios could
rapidly be studied using this tool; therefore, it had obvious potential for
siting applications and in the explosive safety approval process.

DEVEO1'711T OF HEXDAMI

The Huntsv.ille Division Corps of Engineers (CEHND) decided to modify the
END4A3 code in phases ovp:" a period of several years. This allows evaluation
and testing of the code after each phase is complete so that the modifications
of subsequent phases can be judiciously selected based on actual code use.

Phase I Modifications (FY 87)

ENDAM3 runs only on a Hewlett-Packard 9816 computer, has extensive
graphics capabilities and can accept input from a digitizing board as well as
from the keyboard. These features require hardware that might not be commonly
found in a facility engincering or safety office and were identified as the
major limitations for wides>read application for explosive safety damage
assessment. Specific Phase i modifications made to ENDAM3 are given below.

The Office of the Chief of Engineers provided funding to CEHND through the
Facility Army Syscem Safety (FASS) program to accomplish Phase i modifications
to K-DAM3. The modified code was named FFXDjI and was completed in September
1987 at an approximate cost of $25,000.

Software Conversion. Since the IBM-PC has become a standard platform for
engineering applications, the ENDAM3 software was modified to run on an
IBM-PC/XT/AT (or equivalent) computer.

Reduction of Graphics/Hardware Requirements. To assure the software be
usable by installation 3ngineering, planning, and safety cffices, the hardware
requirements for HEXDAM were kept to a minimum. The required computer is an
IB4-PC/XT/AT or compatible with 512 kilobytes of random access memory (RAM), a
mouochrome graphics card, a monochrome monitor, and a dot matrix printer.
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This computer equipment is readily available at an estimated cost of $1500 to
$2000. Many installations and safety offices already have such a system or
could easily upgrade their existing system.

Weapon Conversion. ENDAM3 simulates airblast damage due to nuclear
weapons. Widely accepted overpressure curves are used to predict static and
dynamic overpressure at a given distance from a known quantity of explosive.
These curves are applicable for both nuclear weapons and conventional weapons.
However, the nuclear weapon yield (e.g., 1-kiloton) must be reduced in order
to account for the equivalent actual tonnage of TNT that produces the sama
blast damage. This is because part of the energy of a nuclear weapon yield is.
released as thermal energy and radiation. This yield-reduction modification
was also implemented and consequently, the HEXDAM code propedly predicts blast
effects from conventional weapons.

Planned Phase 2 Modifications (FY 88)

Several modifications have been identified that would make the code more
useful for explosive damage assessment for safety planning. The details on
these modifications will be given :n another paper presented at this seminar
(Tatom, 1988). These modifiations are summarized below:

Overpressure/Damage Lovel/"K-Factor" Entry. The code presently lacks the
ability to enter the overpressures aad "K-Factors" at which moderate and
severe damages occur for each structure (Note: the K-factor is equivalent to

!II' a pulse-duration factor that adjusts damages based on the duration of the
blast wave as a function of explosive yield). This feat-Are needs to be added
so that damage to each structure can be entered based on actual incidents as
well as experience, judgement, calculations, research, etc.

Automatic Subdividing of Buildings. If a structure is relatively large
(or long and narrow) and the damaging explosion is small to moderate in size
and fairly close to the structure, then the parts of the structure closest to
the explosion will obviously sustain more damage than those parts that are
farther away. However, the code presently can predict a percent damage to the
entire structure only. A building in this category can be better modeled by
manually subdividing the large building into a group of smaller, adjacent
buildings that form the same footprint as the large building. This is very
time consuming. Automation of this task would greatly speedup data entry for
buildings in this category.

"Zoom" graphics. The ability to zoom-in when viewing the layouts., of
structures on the computer screen would enhance the usefulness of the code by
letting the user view only the structures inside the field of his immediate
interest and excluding all others from view.

L dater Phase(s)

further improving the graphics outputs an:1 creatirig a standard database of
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structure damage information that would be acceptable to the safety community

for use at installations.

HEXDAM OVERVIEWi
A Users Manual has been prepared for HEXDAM4 giving detailed operating

instructions (Tatom and Roberts, 1987); therefore, only a summary of HEXDAM
operation is given in this paper.

HFXDAM consists of three separate elements (modules): a preprocessor,
HEYDAMl; a processor, HEXDAM2; and a postprocessor, HCXDAM3 (Tatom, 1987).
Figure 1 is a functional flow diagram of the code. Each part executes
individually from the others. All of the data necessary for HEXDLAM is input
in the preprocessor, which creates and output file (TPRO) that is fed into the
processor. Upon exticution of the processor, output files (TPST and TPST2) are
created that are fed into the postprocessor, which generates the output data
in the form of graphs, displays, and tables.

•i,. _Ch.abilities/Limitations

HEXDAM4 is a flexible, rapid too! for making blast damage assessments
" ,resulting from an explosion on a localized area. Specific capabilities

include:

1. Prediction of blast damages to 178 different user-sclectable
structures ranging from administration buildings and ships to ammunition
igloos and railroad cars. A complete listing of these structures is given ingTable 2 (Tatom and Roberts, 1987).

2. Prediction of shielding effects by ,,ach structure (a barricade for

example) on nearby structures

3. Prediction of blast damage resulhng from secondary explosion(s)
triggered by the initial (i.e., primary) blast.

4 'It should be noted that items 2 and 3 above are significant features of
HEXDAM in the realistic modelling of actual plant facilities.

hEXYDM has several limitations, primarily due to the amount of computer
3 memory (PAM) available. The following restrictions apply:

0 There cau be a maximum of 100 structures.
. N Blast effects only are considered.

SNo, terrain considerations, i.e., the code assumes that all
structures are at the same elevation.

* Altitude effects on explosions must be accounted for manually.
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Equipment Specification

"Thc. execution of HEXDAAM requires the hardware equipment, operating system,
and memory listed in Table 3 (Tatom and Roberts, 1987). All equipment listed
is essential to the correct execution of the program.

HEXDAM OPERATION

S&.ple Scenario

For purposes of illustrating operation of HF.XDAM, a site will be used to
provide the necessary input to HEXDAM for program operation. The site
selected for this scenario is the proposed Chemical Demilitarization plant at
Tooele Army Depot, Tooele, Utah. Upon completion, this plant will
demilitarize toxic chemical agent munitions that are stored at the Depot. The
final layout of the buildings is still being studied; the layout used for this
scenario is dated August 1987 and is shown in Figure 2.

The explosive weight for this scenario Is 10,000 pounds of TNT located in
o ~the unpack area of building #6 which is the Munitions Demilitarization] Building (MDB). (Note: the actual quantity of explosives allowed in the MDB

will be limited to 2,500 pounds; however, for illustration purposes, the
larger quatitiy of 10,000 pounds has been used.)

Preprocessog (HFXDAMI)
The user keys in "HEXDAM4" to begin execution of the preprocessor. Data

required for the execution of HEYXDAM are input by keyboard to the preprocessor
by the user or else by the use of built-in defaults. The preprocessor is

designed to be very user-friendly. The user makes his initial selection from
ji~ a list of options on the PREPROCESSOR MAIN CONtROL MENU (see Figure 3).

•/i 4Execution Control Parameters Menu. Option 1 on the control menu allows
the display of the EXECUTION CONTROL PARAMETERS MENU. This data menu (which
is presented in Figure 4) displays all data set to their default values and
allows the user to reset the data to his desired values if he does not wish to
use the defaults. The values assigned to the parameters in the EXECUTION
CONTROL PAP.AMETERS MENU, along with the description of structures loaded into
the structure data files discussed below, govern the execution of the HEXDAM
code for a given case.

Structure Data Files. HEXDAM involves two structure data files: the
Master Structure Data File (TSTR) and the Structure Specification Data File
(SSDF) which is created by the user.

TSTR contains data for 178 types of structures, including default value4,
for structure characteristics sucb as length, width, height, angle of
rotation, level of damage above which secondary explosion occurs, and yield of
secondary explosion. The listing of these pre-programined structures is given
in Table 2.
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The user-defined SSDF contains a description of the specific structures toi ~ be included in a given scenario. This file is created from the PREPROCESSOR ,-

MAIN CONT.ROL MENU (Figure 3) using Option 3 or else up-dated using Option 4.
A sample SSDF is given in Figure 5.

Pressure Data. The only other input data are the incident and dynamic
pressure-versus-distance curves which are automatically input in tne form of
two pre-programmed data files (OP.DAT and DP.DAT).

Preprocessor Output. The primary output from the preprocessor is the TPRO
file which is used as an input for the processor without any action on the
part of the user. in addition, after preprocessing of data is complete, the
"before damage" plan view display is generated. This display, as shown in
Figure 6, gives a representation of the location, size and orientation of each
structure with respect to the source of explosion. (Note: a two-number
structure label is printed directly below each structure; the first number is
a sequential identification number and the second number corresponds to the
structure type as selected from the Master Structure Specification Data File -

see Table 2.)

Procpssor (HEXDA.M2)

The only inputs to the processor are in the form of data files, one of
which (TPRO) is created by the preprocessor. TPRO must be accessible to the
processor at the time of its execution. Two other files, discussed in the

"Pressure Data" paragraph above, are loaded as part of the preprocessor input
and must be accessible to the processor when it is executed. No action is
required by the user except to key in "HEXDAM2" which begins execution of the
processor.

As the processor executes, it outputs diagnostic information and generates
data files that are passed to the postprocessor (TPST and TPST2).

Postprocessor (HEXDAM3)

The TPST and TPST2 data files are created by the processor and contain the
results of program execution. These files are also the inputs for the
postprocesror and must be made available to the postprocessor at the time of
its execution. No action is required by the user except to key in "HEXDAM3"
which begins execution of the postprocessor.

Output from the postprocessor is in the form of hard-copy tabular data,
line graphs and graphics displays that can be sent to the printer. Any of
these outputs can be generated when selected from the POSTPROCESSOR 'MAIN
CONTROL MENU (see Figure 7).
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Hard-Copy Tabular Data. Damage values are generated for each structure.
A portion of this tabular data is given in Table 4. Note that both the
resultant incident overpressure and dyn-mic overpressure are tabulated for
each structure. Note also that the occurrence of secondary explosions is
flagged.

"After-Damage" Plan View Displays. The after-damage plan view display
resembles the "before-damage" display except that the percent damage to each
structure is indicated alongside the structure symbol. Figure 8 is an exanpile
of this after-damage display; the structures listed in Table 4 are sho-wn in
Figure 8.

Graphs. The graphs of damage level versus distance frim ground zero
graphically depict the damage incurred by the structures in relation to their
distances from the burst point. Figure 9 is a plot of one of these graphs.

CONCLUSION

Proper explosive safety siting is a critical issue. As ammunition plants
and depots are expanded, the shortage real estate for new facilities sometimes
complicates the safety siting process. The HEXDA'M computer code, properly
developed, can be a useful tool in the site safety planning process.
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Table 4 STRUCTURE DAMAGE TAZLE

08/07/83 14:44
STRUCTURE SPECIFICATION DATA FILE: TEAD.DAT
YIELD= 10000.00000 POUNDS
HEIGHT OF BURST= 20.00 FEET

Structure 1-14 Structure 11-83
PERCENT DAMAGE 0.00 PERCENT DAMAGE 0.00
OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 1.92 OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 5.87
DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 0.00 DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 0.19

Structure '-29 Structure 12-129
PERCENT DAMAGE 0.00 PERCENT DAMAGE 0.00
OVERPRESSUR7Z (PSI) 1.05 OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 8.79
DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 0.00 DYNAXII. PRESSURE (PSI) 1.61

Structure 3-83 Structure 13-85
PERCENT DAIIAGE 0.00 PERCENT D.AMAGE 87.16
OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 4.12 OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 5.12
DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 0.02 DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 0.01

Structure 4-85 Structure 14-85
PERC EIT DAIIAGE 10.00 PERCENT DAL'.GE 17.74
OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 11.16 OVERPRESSURS (PSI) 2.72
DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 5.99 DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 0.00

Structure 5-40 Structure 15-149
PERCENT DAMAGE 0.00 PERCENT DAMAGE 0.00
OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 11.29 OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 2.04
DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 1.09 DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 0.00

Structure 6-40 Structure 16-60
PERCENT DAMAGE 99.15 PERCENT DIMGE 0.00
OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 200.00 OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 1.65
DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 200.00 DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 0.00

Structure 7-83 Structure 17-83
PERCFNT DAMAGE 0.00 PFRCENT DAM•AGE 0.00
OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 3.19 OVERPRISSSURE (PSI) 1.25
DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 19.86 DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 0.00

Structure 8-68 Structure 18-83
PERCENT DAYAGE 0.00 PERCENT DAMAGE 0.00
OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 62.74 OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 7.15
DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 100.37 DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 1.76

Structure 9-33 Structure 19-129
PERCENT DAI•AGE 0.00 PERCENT DAM4AGE 0.00
OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 12.47 OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 3.39
DfNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 2.49 DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 0.00

Structure 10-129 Structure 20-83
PERCENT DAYAGE 0.00 PERCE4T DAMAGE 0.00OVFRP'FzfSUaE (psi) 1.08 OVERPRESSURE (PSI) 5.35
DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PS!) 0.02 DYNAMIC PRESSURE (PSI) 0.03
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KEYBOARD IN'PUT

PREPROCESSOR

"BEFORE DAMAGE"
?LAN VIEW
DISPLAY

OUTPUT FILE ISL
(TPRO) TO 4PROCESSOR/

EXECUTE

HEXOAMILPROCESSOR

[ OUTPUT FILES
(TPST & TPST2)

TO TPOSTi'ROCESSýORL

HARD COPY
LIST OF EXECUTE
STRUCTURES, A HEXDAM POST- ---
WITH PER- HEXDA POST 7 ]
CENT DAMAGE PROCESSOR

"AFTER DAMAGE"
PLAN VIEW
DISPLAY

DESTRUCT ION
VS

DISTANCE
GRAPHICS

Figure I HEXDAM FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM (TATOM and ROBERTS, 1987)
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M A I N C O N T R O L M E N U

HEXDAK PREPROC ES SOR S0

1 - Display EXECUTION CONTROL PARAMETERS MEN U
2 - Select STRUCTURE SPECIFICATION DATA FILE
3 - Create STRUCTURE SPECIFICA1!ON DATA FILE
4 - Modify STRUCTURE SPECIFICATION DATA FILE
5 - Print STRUCTURE SPECIFlCA-•IX DATA FILE
6 - Preprocess STRUC-TURE SPECIFICATION DATA
7 - Print LIsTr OF STRUCTIURE TYqPFS
8 - Exit HEXDAM -PREPROCESSOR

Active structure speciLcation data file: NONE

ENTER THE NTIMBER OF THE PREPROCESSOR OPTICN DESIRED: 4-

Figure 3 MAIN CONTROL ZELUJ - HIMDAX PREPROCESSOR

E X E C U T I O N C O N T R O L P A R A M E T E R S M E N U

H E X D A K P R E P R O C E S S O R

ITEM DESCRIPTION(UNITS) DEFAULT VALUE CURRENT VALUE

1 SEVERE DAM.CE TFURESHOLD (PERCENT) 75.00000 75.00000
2 MODERATE DAMAGE TH2ES11OLD (PERCENT) 30.00000 30.00000
3 SLIGHT DAMAGE THRESHOLD (PERCENT) 5.00000 5.00000
4 X COORDINATE OF DETONATION POINT 0.00000 1762750.00000
5 Y COORDINATE OF DETONATION POINT 0.00000 718820.00000
6 DETONATION HEIGHT (FEET) 0.00000 20.00000 J
7 YIELD UNITS (0-POUTDS,l-KILOTONS) 0.00000 0.00000
8 EXPLOSIVE YIELD (POUNDS) 100.00000 10000.00000

To change from default settings:
input it~em number <ENTER> •

input new value tENTER>

To print menu press "PRINT SCREEN" key.

Press "0" <ENTER> when all changes are made.

Figure 4 EXECUTION CONTROL PARAMEiTER1S •:'2J - riX L EPROCESSOR
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08/07/88 14:44 C

STRUCTURE SPECIFICATION DATA FILE - TEAD.DAT

\HEZD1A\TEI D.DAT

ID
POUNDS

SN TN X Y L W H AZ DET. YIELD

1 14 1762682.00 719380.00 60.00 30.00 15.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000
"2 29 1762785.00 719205.00 10.00 10M00 20.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

"3 83 1762820.00 719115.00 120.01 123.00 40.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

4 85 1762755.00 718M0.0m 60.00 120.00 30.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

"5 40 1762680.00 718945.01 90.00 120.00 20.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

6 40 1762755.00 713340.00 150.00 120.00 23.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

7 33 1762632.00 718736.00 30.00 50.00 40.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

8 68 1762665.00 718805.00 25.00 120.00 20.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

9 38 1762875,00 718878.030 100.10 150.00 40.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

10 129 1762925.00 713900.00 10.00 10.00 100.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

11 83 1762765.03 713540.00 50.00 120.00 20.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000
12 129 1i62820.@0 718600.00 10.00 10.OJ 100.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

13 85 1763033.00 718635.09 130.00 120.00 30.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

14 85 2762890.00 718365.00 120.A0 100.0O 30.00 22.50 0.00 0.09V00
15 149 1763120.00 718390.01 90.00 10.00 10.00 22.50 0.00 0.009N0

16 60 1762375.00 718165.01 50.00 25.00 10.00 22.50 0.00 0.0oozo

17 83 1763025.00 713140.00 60.00 100.00 40.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

18 83 1762630.00 719010.00 60.00 40.00 20.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000
19 129 17E2625.43 719035.00 5.00 5.00 100.00 22.50 0.03 0.00000

20 83 1762850.00 7135410.00 40.00 60.00 10.00 22.50 0.00 0.00000

Figure 5 STRUCrURE SPECIFICATION DATA FILE
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MAIN CONTROL MENU

H EXDAM PO S T PRO C E S S OR

1 - Print DAMAGE TABLE
*2 - Generate PLAN VIEW DISPLAY
*3 - Generate DAMAGE VS DISTANCE GRAPH

4 - Exit PROGRAM

*DENOTES OPTIONS PREVIOUSLY SELECTED

ii
S~Select on keyboard the option (1-4) desired and then press ENTER:

,J,

Figure 7 MAIN cnmT!OL MEWU - IWJ(DA1 POSTPROCESSOR
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REFINEMENTS TO THE HIGH EXPLOSIVE

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT MODEL (HEXDAM)

Frank B. Tatom

and

Mark D. Roberts

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS, INC.
Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT

Based on results obtained from the initial evaluation of the High Explosive

Damage Assessment Model (HEXUAM) by its users, a number of refinements to the

model have been proposed. Such refinements include (1) automatic subdivision

0f structures, (2) user-specification of damage parameter3 for individual

structures, (3) accounting for the height of tall or elevated structures, and

(4) advanced graphics for video displa-y. Certain of these refinements have

been incorporated into a new version of the model, identified as HEXDAM-II.

Preliminary results from HEXDAM-II demonstrate that such refinewnts car!

significantly increase the utility of the HIEXDAM concept. Other refinements

are scheduled to be incorporated into HEXDAM-III, which should further enhance

the utility of the model.

1. INTRODUCTION

The High Explosive Damage Assessment Model (HEXDA) was originally developed
r*

for the Huntsville Division of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [1] , based o;-

the Enhanced Nuclear Damage Assessment Model (ENDAM), which had been previ-

ously developed for the U.S. Army Strategic Defense Cormnand [2]. END0,4', in

Numbers in brackets correspond to references cited in Section 5.
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turn, was derived from the Nuclear Damage Assessment Model originally

developed by Engineering Analysis, Inc. as part of a company-funded study [3].

HEXDAM is a useful tool (1) for making blast damage assessments for an

teosion in a localized area, and (2) for explosive siting analysis. Based

on experience derived from the initial application of HEXOAM [41, certain

additional features have been identified which would increase the utility of

the program. These features include:

(1) automatic horizontal subdivision of structures located near the

point of detonation,

(2) user-specification of damage parameters for individual

Istructures,

(3) accounting for the height of tall or elevated structures,

including automatic vertical subdivision, and

(4) advanced graphics, including zoom capability, oblique

projections, and contour plotting.

The first and second features, along with the zoom capability of the fourth,

have recently been incorporated into HEXDAM-II which, like its predecessor, is

designed for use on an IBM PC-XT/AT microcomputer. The third feature,

combined with the oblique projection and contour plotting capabilities

associated with the fourth feature, will be incorporated into the program in

the near future to produce HEXDAM-III, which will also be designed for the IBM

PC-XT/AT. Subsequent discussion deals with a detailed description of the

existing capabilities of HEXAM-II, along with the presentation of some

preliminary results. A description of the proposed capabilities of HEXDAM-iII

is also provided.

2. SPECIAL FEATURES OF HEXDAM-II

Consistent with a need to keep equipment requirements as simplc as possible,

HEXDNA1-II is designed for use on an IBAi PC-XT/AT microcomputer. As noted

previously, the three special features of HEXDAJM-II are (1) automatic

J 2002



horizontal subdivision of structures located near the detonation point, (2)

user-specification of damage parameters for individual structures, and (3)
Szoom graphics capability. In addition, 200 structures can be modeled instead

of 100. These features are described in the subsections which follow.

2.1 AUTOMATIC HORIZONTAL SUBDIVISION

In the original HEXDAM the geometric center of the base of a structure was

used in calculating the distance from the detonation point, as shown in Figure

1. For situations involving structures whose length and/or width is of the

same order of magnitude as the distance from the detonation point, the

resulting damage level represents an average value, based on the pressure

level computed at the geometric center of the base of the structure. The

variation in damage to different portions of the building can be taken into

account by subdividing the structure into smaller components, but this is

somewhat time-consuming when done by the user using the original HEXDAM.

DETONATION
POINT

GEOMETRIC CENTER OF
SBASE OF STRUCTURE

Figure 1. Calculation of Distance Between Detonation Point and Structure
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The HEXDAM-I! algorithm for the automatic horizontal subdivsion of a

structure provides for both lorgitudinal (with respect to length) and lateral

(with respect to width) subdivision, as shown in Figure 2. Such subdivision

is based on the length and width of t'e structure as compzred with the

distance to detonation point, taking into account orientation of the structure

relative to the direction of blast propagation. The degree of subdivision is

and 1, which is user-specified. As the value of the distance fraction

decreases, the degree of subdivision increases. In order to make the

automatic subdivision feature more practical, the number of structures which

can be modeled has been increased from 100 to 200.

i:

LONGITUDINAL

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM
DETONATION POINT TO

STRUCTURE SUGDIVISION

i jDETONATION
POINT

S"" ••.•rSUBDIVISION

Figure 2. Longitudinal and Lateral Subdivision

An example of longitudinal subdivision (with a h 0.1) is presented in Figure

3-a. An example of both longitudinal and lateral subdivision (with ah = O.i)

is shown in Figure 3-b. It is important to note that within a given structure

all longitudinal subdivisions are uniform, and likewise, all lateral

subdivisions.
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The damage level for each subdivision is based on both the distance from

detonation point and shielding effects produced by intervening subdivisions.

For the case of an explosive yield of 25 tons, the resulting computed damage

levels to a typical aboveground building at an ammunition dump, with the same

configuration as Figure 3-a, are depicted in Figure 4-a. For the case of an

explosive yielr af 1 ton: the cocmputed damage levels to a typical aboveground

building at an arm'nition dump, with the same configuration as Figure 3-b, are

presented in Figure 4-b. As expected, those portions of each building which

are the most distant from the detonation point, and/or with the most interven-

ing structure subdivisions, experienced the least damage. Correlation of such

predicted damage levels with actual observation remains to be accomplished.

2.2 USER-SPECiFICATION OF DAM.AGE PARAMETERS

in the original HEXDAM the user could select any structure from a file of 178

different structure types by entering the appropriate structure type number.

He could also specify the lencjti, width, height, orientation angle, and

location of the structure. In addition, for str-uctures containing explosives,

the user could specify the yield of such explosives and the damage threshold

level, above which the explosives woi'ld detonate. However, the user had no

means of specifying structures not contained in the original file, nor could

he change the damage parameters associated withi any structure in the file.

In HEXDAM-II the user has the option to override the damage parameter values

for any structure in the original file by specifying five parameters: (1) the

structure classification as sensitive to overpressure, P, or dynanic pressure,

Q; (2) the pressure level above which moderate damage occurs; (3) the pressure

level above which severe damage occurs; (4) the pulse duration factor* associ-

ate(u with moderate damage; and (5) the pulse duration factor associated with

severe damage. An example of the screen display, associ.,ted with overriding

the damage parameters for an existing structure type, is presented in Figure

5.

*The pulse duration factor is designed to adjust the damage level based on the

duration of the blast wave as a function of explosive yield [5].
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Enter st'ucture type number: 12 E'LDG

bvscription - A"MFUNIT:ON DUM'PSiABOVEGROUNLD SLDG

Pressure type 0 P
Is this the correct structure type' (Y or N): Y
Is tnr description correct? (Y o, N): N

Ent-r description: AMMUNITION STORAGE FACILITY - BLDG. Wag

Npte: For thp following data inOuts. pressing ,ENTER
will accept de•fault value (number .n parentheSes).

E,,ter x--oc, rdlnate 1 0.01 feet): 50)'

E-.t I-r lepi th I 3'."'. feet):
Ente-r width 4 l5,_,.0,', feet): 175E-nter he-vcqrt 15.00 feet): 21)

Enter o,-ertis ation CCW from a-axi.s ' 0.0)0. de•ree5,,
Enter d•a,ac it Ael for dc-tonation W.ou %) : 2,.

Entar expioive yield ,0.00 pounds): 50000

Do0 you wih• t, ch.,nc.u dan,age level parameters (Y or N): Y
S EntCr press.re typO (I1P .2-,: I
Entir se•/re dama0L pulve duration fectcr C 2)i
Enter mrderaxe damagce pulse duration factor 2): I
En-nter swvere oerprassure level ( 8.02, psi;: 6.2f

E,,tr m 1eraie oerpressurp level ( 4.00' psis: 3.WE

E.ter yield aessociated with aUoye pressures C10,0.,.0000,0 pounce): ILc•,,,

IAr-e the structure data for sequence number 2 correct! (Y or Ni: Y

Figure 5. HEXDAM-II Screen Display for Overriding Damage Parameters

As an alternative to overriding the damage parameters in the original file,

with HEXDAI-II the user can create a new structure type by entering "0" for

the structure type number, and then entering the dimensions, orientation,

secondary explosive characteristics, and location of the new structure. He

could then specify the five damage parameters previously noted, along with the

explosive yield to which such parameters correspond. An example of the screen

display for selection process associated with a type "0" structure is

presented in Figure 6. The characteristics of any new structure, created in
this manner, can be stored in a special user-specified strlicture data file for

repeated use.

2.3 ZOOM GRAPHICS CAPABILITY

By means of HEXDAM the user can select and arrange a collection of structures I
to produce an entire facility. Because of resolution limitations of the video
screen, combined with mutual interference of some of the labels identifying

20083
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S. 14 OC E 3

(Th ~Ent*, structure tvpe~ ,,urberi 0)

SL.,uctu,. typ - USEH DEFINED)
Is this correct7 CY or W): Y

E;1ter dvscript1irb: EXFLOSIVES StOFP.dE IG 00

Nco,:b: Fco- *h.. fc'loinc..x data inputs. pressnq %ENTER

.Ail AiCLOV, default /.aiu* inumber in pareflthaesi.

E,.ti-r, c,.ceritat~n C.CW from~ 0.~x Y )., deaoreEq, 3

irntfrr dz.A, 1.'ei for duetcnat ion 0.0-.' %) :2

Er~ttr pr-surp- ty1pe 1.P.2-0): I

t r, t Lýr ~t~e damI'.q. P.As du.,ativ-1 fz-ctcr ( 2,, 3

E- r,t r fr-,r .tff daq,,aq- pule iou.WatZCv!1 factor 2)!

S...'. structu-e LoUSEP DEFWV217 S'rPuCTLRF Dr PILE' *Y or HV': e

1his structure will becomv' structura tvrw 201 in ud.dat

Figure 6. HEXDAI'1-iI Screen Displ.'y for Creating a New Structure

individual structures, the resulting dikplay of tne entire facility may be

somewhat cluttered, as depicted in Figure 7. To overcome this problem, the

HEXDAMi-11 software has the capability to enlarge any portion of the display,

as specified by the user. This zoom capability, as applied to the region

indicateu in Figure 7, enlarges the outline of all structures within the

region but does not enlarge the print size for labels, as demonstrated in

Figure 8. The zoom feature can he used to examine portions of the facility

betore or after damage assessment is made.

3. SPECIAL FEATURES OF HEXfliV'--III

As currently envisioned, HEXOA.M-III wIll be compatible with the IBM PC-XT/AT

microcomouter and will have three additional capabilities: (1) accounting for

the height of tall or elevated structures, (2) automatic vertical Subdivision,

and (3) advanced graphics, including obliqne projections and contour plctting

of pr-ssure and damage levels. A description of these capabilities is

provided in the subsections which follow.
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REGION TO BE ,
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Figure 7. HEXDA.1-II Facility Display c j
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3.1 ACCOUNE*INGU FOR STRUCTURE HEIGHT

j In both HEXDAM and HEXDAM-II the distance to a structure from the detonation

point is taken to be equal to the horizontal distance to the geometric centir
of the base of the structure. The variation of distance with vertical
position is neglected. For tall or elevated structures near the detonation
point, the. actual distatice to different levels: may vary significantly. For
this reason, for an explosion at ground level, damage to the upper levels of a

tall building should be less than damage to the lower levels*, as shown in

Figure 9.

TALL
STRUCTURE ---

DAMAGE ALONG
FACE OFS...... T•. •jSTRUCTURE HEIGET

H ZDETONAT ION

I, _• - IT•E | ,.' R; ..PON -s-SOL

ili Figure 9. Effect of Structure Height on Damage Level

J In HEXDAM-III the distance to a structure will be the slant range to the

S~geometric center of the three-dimensional volume occupied by the structure.
i In order to compute the variation of damage with height, vertical subdivision

of a structure will be required. Such subdivision, as discussed in subsection
3.2, can be performed automatically in a manner similar to that used for

horizontal subdivision. For each vertical subdivision, the slant range would

be different, and thus a different damage assessment would result, as depicted

in Figure 10.

S*This condition is based on the assumption that the lower level damage is not
• so severe as to cause the total collapse of the structure.
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r VERTICAL
SUBD IVI SI ON

D Figure 10. Slant Distance to Vertical Subdivision

3.2 AUTOMATIC VERTICAL SUBDIVIISON

The vertical subdivision algorithm in HEXDA.M-III will resemble the horizontal

I subdivision schcime discussed in subsection 2.1. Such vertical subdivision

] ~will be based on the height of the structure as compared to the slant range to

the detonation point. The degree of subdivision will be controlled by the

vertical distance fraction, a v, which is user-specified, with a magnitude

between 0 and 1, and which ray or may not be equal to the hcrizontal distance

- fraction, ah, previously discussed. The degree of vertical subdivision

increases as the value of a decreases. Notice should be taken that for a

given structure, all vertical subdivisions would be equal. As in the case of

horizontal subdivision, the dawage level would be a function of both the

/ distance from the detonation point and the shielding effect of intervening

subdivisions.

3.3 ADVANCED GRAPHICS

As part of HEXDAM-lII, twc advanced graphics capabilities (oblique projections

and contour plotting) would be available as described in the subsections which

follow.
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3.3.1 Oblique Projections

The addition of height effects in HEXDAM-III produces a need for graphics

display with three-dimensional features. The simplest approach to depicting a

three-dimensional structure would be to produce plan and elevation views. For
greater realism, and ease of interpolation nf damage distribution, some type

of projection could be used. Based on previous experience with ENDAM [1], the

use of oblique projections appears most appropriate. Figure 11 depicts the

oblique projection of a tall structure with both horizontal and vertical

subdivisions.

Fiur 11. Oblqu Prjcto ofTreDmnioa tutr

3 C u

T Figure 1. Oblique Projection of Three-Dimensional Structure
cnuwith Horizontal and Ven'tical Subdivision

3.3.2 Cnntour Pl ottins.

S~To give a more complete picture of the results of an explosion, including both

•. • shielding and secondary explosion effects, the use of contour plots would be
: I especially useful. Two types of contours, can be envisioned: (1) pressure

I contours in the horizontal plane covering an entire facility, and (2) damage
S i: contours over the face(s) of individual structures.

The pressure contours would provide an overall picture of the distribution of

either overpresSure or dynamic pressure for an entire facility or any portion

"A
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Sof a facility. The effects of both shielding and secondary explosions would

be easily interpreted from such a plot. A typical overpressure plot Is
ý depicted in Figure 12.

SECONDARY
EXPLOSION

00
,. I

"1210

DETONATION
POINT

-i Figure 12. Overpressure Contour Plot for Collection of Structures

Because of three-dimensional considerations, with the oblique projection
described in subsection 3.3.1, a need exists to display damage levels in a

clear, uncluttered fashion. The use of damage level contours on each face of

a structure appears especially suited to this need. An example of such a plot

•I is depicted in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Damage Level Contour Plot for Individual Structure

4. CONCLUSIONS

HEXDAM-II represents a refined version of the original HEXDAM program.
Designed for the IBM PC-XT/AT nicrocom~puter, the program possesses certain

features which sihould increase its utility.

The automatic subdivision capability alioqs the user to readily generate a

more detailed picture of the horizontal distribution of damage to structures

near the detonation poiot. Comparison with actual damage levels will be

] necessary to properly validate and calibrate this feature.

The option which permits the user to specify the damage parameters for an

existing structure type, or to add a new structure type, with corresponding

damage parameters, greatly extends the application of the program. Cali-

bration of the program with observed darmige levels should be significantly

fa'ili:.ated due to this capability.
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The zoom feature provides a means for the user to examine in detail the

individual structures, or groups of structures which make up a portion of a

larger facility. With such a capability available, the analysis of the

distribution of damage to structures, especially for cases involving structure

subdivision, should be greatly enhanced.

The additional features proposed for HEXDA4-III should further amplify the

utility of the model. Taking into account the height of tall or elevated

structures permits complete three-dimensional analysis. Such a capability is

complemented by the automatic vertical subdivision feature. In similar

"fashion, because of the three-dimensional considerations, the use of oblique

projection graphics should add to the realism and ease of interpretation of

the video display. The use of contour plots for pressures and damage levels

should also significantly facilitate an overall understanding of the results

generated by the model.

HEXDAM-II and HEXDAM-III represent useful, flexible engineering tools for both

blast damage cssessment and explosive siting analysis. The possibility also

exists that the mcdels could be useful in the preliminary design of structures

for which anti-terrorist considerations are significant.
1
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ABSTRACT

Probabilistic risk assessment methods were used to analyze the
comparative risk of several disposal alternatives for the Chemical
Stockpile Disposal Progrsm. The results of that assessment were an
important element in the Army's selection of the on-site incineration
disposal alternative. This paper surmarizes the methods used in thie
analysis and identifies several methodology issues to be considered in
using probabilistic risk analysis for U.S. Army chemical and explosive
safety evaluations. Theze issues include: treatment of non-quantifiable
factors; the quality of available hazard data; the application of the D2PC
plume dispersion model and census data for the estimation of public ris";
the selection of ceasures of risk and methods to present risk to different
audiences; compatibility with established Army hazard analysis practices;
the use of a wide range of possible accidents versus the Maximum Credible
Event (MCE) approach; interpretation of the results in the light of
estimated uncertainty in input data; and the conflict between early risk
mitigation and rizk assessment of a well-defined system or program.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to summarize and discuss the methods used
to conduct a risk assessmen.t in support of the Chemical Stockpile Disposal
Program (CSDP). This discussion is intended to assist future risk
assessors in the early identification and consideration of methodology
issues for their assessments. More rigorous rationale and complete
assumptions may be found in the riak assessment itself (1Isk Analysis in
Support of the Chemical Stockpile Disposal ProSram, U.S. Army, 1987).

1.2 Approach

This paper will present an overview of the essential aspects of the
CSDP, followed by a discussion of risk assessment, in general and specific
to the CSDP. Several selected methodology issues will be examined and
recommendations made concerning the conduct of future risk assessments for
:h~rnical operations.

1.3 Other Organizations--Rolcs and Relationships

The risk analysis of the CSDP involved contributions by many
participants. The role of The MITRE Corporation in this effort was to
*ntegrate the contributions via the risk assessment methodology described
J'n this paper. The risk assessment participants and their roles are
described below with the aid of Figure 1.

1. General Atomics (formerly CA Technologies) was responsible for
identifying the accident scenarios and characterizing each in terms of
agent release quantity, release mode (spill, detonation, fire, and
combinations), agent release time, and the site-specific probability per
munition unit; subcontractors supporting General Atomics included H&R
Associates, JBF Associates, and Battelle Columbus Division.

2. U.S. Army defined the disposal alternatives and disposal
technology, and provided access to the Army-daveloped agent dispersion
computer program, D2PC (Whitacre, et al, 1987).

3. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) provided demographic data,
meteorological assumptions, and generic fatality estimates (number of
potential fatalities for a chemical accident of a given size category);
ORnL was also responsible for preparation of the Final Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement (US. Army, 1988) and the use of the risk
analysis restulta in the determination of the environmentally-preferred
alternative (on-site disposal).

Section 3 will briefly describe how these separate databases and
assumptions were combined into an integrated risk assessment model to
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•rovide useful quantitative estimates of the several selected risk measuresIn a variety of formats. •D
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2.0 Chemical Stopile Disposal Program (CSDP) A

2.1 Congressional Mandate for Destruction

The U.S. Army was directed by Congress (Public Law 99-145, Title 14,
Part B, Section 1412) to destroy the nation's stockpile of lethal, unitary
chemical agents and munitions in such a nanner as to provide, a=ong other
precautions, maximum protection to the general public. In March of 1986
the Army responded vith a concept plan for the destruction of the lethal
chemical stockpile by 1994 (USATH-AMA, 1986), as discussed below. j
2.2 Unitary Chemical Munition Stockpile

The chemical stockpile consists of a wide ran-e of munition3 ard bulk
agent storage containers. Three chemical agent types are included: the
persistent ne-7e agent. VX; the non-persistent nerv3 agent, GB; and the 4
persistent blister agents collectively known as mustards and designated by
the symbols H, HT, and HD. Table 1 lists the agents and =tnitions to be
destroyed.

2.2.1 Chemical Agents

"The chemical agents involved are, by design, bighly lethal. Relatively
small exposures via inhalatlon (measured as the product of atmospheric
concentration and exposure time, in units of mg-min/m3) or via skin contact
(measured in units of mg/kg of body weight) can be lethal. The nerveS.... / agents, GB and VX interfere with thk proper functionlng of the nervous ,system (cholinesterase inhibition). Agent CB is highly volatile (a non- I
persistent agent) and, if spilled, could lead to dispersal by evaporation
of agent over a wide area, depending on matarological conditions. Agent *1
VX is far less volatile (a persistent agent) but is more toxic. A spill -,

voulo result in less dispersal but its toxic effects would persist in the
environment long after release. The mustard agents (represented in the
risk assessment by HD) are vesicant agents which lead to chemical burns of
mucous membranes, including eyes, or to skin blisters. The mustards are I
substantially less lethal than nerve agents and are of moderate persistency
and volatility (between GB and VX).

For inhalation of atmospherically-disersed agent, lethality is given
by the exposures, expressed in units of [mg-min/m3], listed below:

Aent-Imi •posure for 50% Leth!ijl.es
in mq-min/13 (U.S. Army, 1987)

GB 70
VX 30
HD 1500

S2023
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TABLE I

IrUNITION TYPZS TO BE DZSTnOYID

IN TUE CSDP

____ition Tvr Q~e-ilcal Agntnts, Cc a ft -4 W ith! t

Ton Containers GB, VX, or Mustard Without

Spray Tanks VX Without

Wet-Eye Bombs CB Without

Rocketz GB, or VX With

105 mm Cartridge GB, or Mustard With

105 u Projectile GB Without

4.2 inch Mortar Mustard With

Land Mines VX With

155 mm Projectile GB, 'X, or Mustard With

8 inch Projectile GB, or VX With

500 lb Bomb GB Without ()
750 lb Bomb GB Without

2.2.2 Chemical Huniticns

The chemical agrents are stored in both nunitions (with or without
explosives or propellants) rand bulk stovage confi.urations. Munitions
include cartridges, mortars, proJectileo, rockeýts, inin's, bnmbs, atnd spray
tanks. Many are explostvely cnnfigurcl to provide for rapid dispersion of
the agent and, in the ctse of rockats, for propulsion toward the target
area. The bulk storage container3 hold up to 170%) pour.n; of liquid agent
anr do not contain explosives. Tho ea.ývPoaively configured cunitions have
agent fills in the 1.5 to 15 lb. range.

2.3 Stockpile Locati:onz

The stoclpile is currently stored in ei;ht lccat~onrs throughout the
continental U.S. (CCN'US): Anniston Army Depot (POAD), AlIbama; Aberdeen

2n)2
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~¾ Proving Ground (APG), flaryland; Lexin~ttn Blue-Grass Army Depot (LBAD),
~)i 3entucky; 14w-port Ari.y Ammu'nition Plant (14LP), Indiana; Pine Bluff Arsenal

(PiBA), Arkansiýz; Pteblo Depot Activity (HIDA), Colorado; Tooele Army Depot
I (mAD),Utah; and, Umatilla Dcpot Activity (UN.DA), Oregon. These sites are

ch.-n ini the continued stora~yn alter-nitive of Figure 2. The other
2 ~alternatives are discusscd in Section 2.5.1 ~2.4 StocI~p1li D13POral Activities Involved

The activitiesasdsociatod wiith the disposal program alternatives
Include storage. hstiding, on-sltx, transport, off-aita tran~port, and p'lant
operatio~ns. The risk elcaenits involved in each are hi~nlichtad below.

2.4.1 Storage

All chemical ounition/agent aeori~e is currently maintained withiii a
chemical excluaion area (secu.-ity zone) at each installation. All GB-
filled munitions plvus munitions trontainin.$ explosives are stored In Igloo
mauszi nes specifically dmsigned for the storage of aanmunition and
explosives. The Igloos are construticed of reinfý:rced concrnte, have stcel
doors, art covered with earth, and have lip~htning protoction. Most VX-
fillmd irtinitionsaAnd bulk contpiners are alao storod In Igloos. Ilie
exceptions are 'a ton containnrz at Newport Army Aixcmunition Dqpot and VX
spray tanks at Tooole Army Depot which are both storad in wArehouses. 1Ton
containrs~ of nu'utard are stored In warerhousps at VUiatills 1 Alapt Activity;
in cutitkor storzi,* y-irds at Abardeen r'roving Ground, Pinn Bluff Arsar~l,

rotnl n reprnial repaintad or othervis min t ni irod, e- ng of
stafkn Of rzinitions is iri'.rolv,ýd 5in thesa routine inspectiori ar.d

mais.ntenntice ac.tivit!*q. Thea total Inv2ntory at an installatIon Is hnndlod
at a fic'uueizcy aivnra,'ting apprnxim,-2tely once ev*.,y fivet yonrs.

2.4.2 "andlinA and TTenapxrt

Dt-:ooal o' thi -Inewrl atriclh-ile uill ratksre the nnve,;"'nt of
nvn~itlorx ~ai'd C'rntAin&ers frcin t~isi stor~l, ~eArCA tO th14 (110'0roý.l PJA.It. JjV
hpyArl~n r t', d trrinv.;rort :Vt,ývs irn,',slvrd in ti'ls rNcitnt , at;rm foir the

zfi~.k ~ et a-2I~~t~t In FI~k-ra 3.

For -- i-otire rm~~ ,t..1 at~t of o~~t~1 r b-ilk co-i-r.-~ art,
r ~'r~1 f-i sOrNý AV. qii! p r-d into an on-mtq rr iortAtio;n ' o

ucI r, "R f% I ( ft. LO'(Ifn~rlt1n r Oc~ti c'or adJ.-ce.-t to thi i

v,:n or. AT,!d x ~8.n)l TiC,; Is~ci!T~ to provI&O1 rl~
rift1'ont wil pro't cti¶c~o e;,1, c is¶r & fil o. Pnc!.e-". I os tA'1

on a f~tr.-br. tr,.t-- nrsi&ý! t-rr!:t'r*,rP0 In A co'rVOy tbit inc"Ii.'b soc'xrity.
sn d InV,ý!I!C 1 to a Mn i 'sn Vo I il'l I , -.1 (711, I

at ce fjr 111ty. Cmvoj0- ~'dand f-101 loe'I Are 111l1ttI tid y 1_i"O'
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considerations. Upon arrival at the disposal facility the packages are
unloaded from the trt.ck and moved into the r-iI for temporary storage. Later
the package is carried to the Munitions Demilitarization Building (MDB)
with a forklift, placed on an elevator, renoved from the elevator, and
moved to the unpacking area, where the palletized munitions are removed
from the transport package.

For regional/national disposal and partial relocation alternatives,
off-site transportation pacage is used. This package in larger, stronger,
and more fire-resistant than the on-site package. Palletized munitions or
bulk items are loaded into the package at the igloo or storage area. The
package is moved by truck to Ln open holding area and removed form the
truck using standard cargo handling equi-nent. The packages are then
loaded on the off-site trannporter (rail car or plane) and transported to
the destination site. At the receiving site the package is removed from
the transporter, placed in an open holdihg area t!mporarily and then
transported by truck to a storage area. The munitions are removed from the
off-site package And placed kn a storage facility (e.g., igloo). When the
disposal plant is ready to process the munitions, they are removed from
storage end placed in an on-ei,, transportation package for movement to the
disposal facility. Handling and moveient to the MiI and KDB are performed
as described above for on-site disposal.

2.4.3 Disposal

The method selected for disposal consists of mechanical disassembly of
the munitions, separation into material classes (dunnage, metal parts,
energ3tics, and agcnt), and incineration. While tha Army is proceeding
with this mechanical d sassembly and separate incineration approach
(referred to as the "baseline" technology), it is also evaluating the
possible use of 'cryoftacture* technology wherein whole munitions are
coolcd to cryooeric teioperatures, mechnically fractured into small pieces
of mixed matcriul clas:3es, and thon fed into a large rotary furnace for
final destruction. The risk acsessmont discussed below is based on the
"baseline" demilitarization process. The risk assessment associated with
the cryofracture process is discussed in another paper (Cutler, et el,
1983).

The 1D3, in which the process takes place, is designed for the
confinement of agont. The buildin; is under negative pressure and zoned so
that ventilation air flows from areas of no or low contamination to areas
of higher cont.tm'nation. The building vc.ntilation exhaust is treated by
charcoal filtration to remove any agent that may be present before release.
The stack and building ventilation exhaust, as well as the building work
arnas, are mornitor,,d for agent. The steps involved in the destruction
process are described below.
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Explosively configured munitions are separated and drz4 .tn in special
Q )explosion containment rooms. Rockets are sheared to separate propellant

and explosive components, drained, and fed to a deactivation furnace.
Mines are punched and drained; the explosive components are punc ,` ?..t and
fed, along with the empty mines, to the deactivation furnace. For tie
other burstered munitions, the explosives are removed by a in'Žhine,
sheared, and fed to the deactivation furnace; the munitions are drained and
fed to the met.'l parts furnace. In all cases, the drained agent is fed to
a storage tank prior to destruction in a separate, liquid agent
incinerator.

Bulk items, which have no explosives, are punchped and drained. The
agent is fed to a stcrage tank and the empty bulk container is then
conveyed to the metal parts furnace.

Four type~s of furnace systems are used in the process. The agent
drained from the munitions is destroyed in the liquid incinerp.tor. The
deactivation furnace i used to destroy explosives and propellants and to
decontaminate certain munition hardware. The metal parts furnace burns out
agent residues and detoxifies projectile and eortar shells and bulk item
containers. The dunnage incinerator treats other combustibles (wooden
dunnage, packing material, spent charcoal filters, etc.). The furnace
systems and associated feed systams for toxic materials are located in
special confinement cubicles and operated remotely. The deactivation
furnace is housed in a blast containment room and is equipped with blast
gate valves and blast attenuating duct on the exthaust.

kD Each furnace has its own pollution abatement system to remove acid
gases and particulate. Liquid wastes are processed to dry solids and
packaged for appropriate disposal. Spent decontamination and suspect
liquid wastes are incinerated. There is no liquid effluent from the
process. Combustible wastes are incinerated.

2.5 Disposal Alternatives Considered

Of eight program~matic alternativeýs originally identified for the CSDP,
only five were ca:ried through the full scope of the risk assessment.

Those five are:

1. The n stot of the stockpile in its present locations
(this iz the "no-Action* alternative required by the National
Envirorwnental Policy Act)

2. ý_7.1 of the stockpile at its present storage locations

3. Movement of thi CCN1U5 stocks to two r o,'jn._ _0J _!l centers (at
ANAD and T22D)
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4. Movenent of the CONt'S stocks to one nqtional dLsno center (at

5. _" Lyont{ of the CONLS stocks (from APG and LBAD) by air
to the national disppsal site (TZ.?) with the remainder of the
scockpile des.troyed on-site

The other three CSDP altarnatives, which will not be discussed in this
paper, invclve variations cn t p• ;artial relocation alternative, including
an option for water transport of the APG stockpile to Johnston Island in
the Pacific Ocean.

For the continued stor.kze zltrnative, therp are risks associated with
the storage and storare-relate h',ilin- activities at the current storage
locations.

For on-cn te disrosal, the risks are associated with the (short-term)

stora-e of the stockpile rwaiting disposal, from handling and on-site
transport activitias ns t'- munitions are rroved to the disposal facility,
ar'd from the plant operations themselves--all oacurring at the current
eight storage locations.

The risk associated with the er•ional,'national disposal and partial
relocation alterratives (collectively czlied the collocation alternatives)
is distributed between the originati.lg s:t~s, the transportation corridors,
and the destination/disposal sites. At the originating sites, risk results
from handling, on-site transport, ard Ehort-term. storage activities. The
originating sites (AFG and lAAD) clso bear the risk of take-off aircraft 4
accidents for the partial relocation .Iter.ativo. The transportation
corridors are exposed to the en-rovita transport risk3. The destination
sites experience the risks due to bandling, on-site transport, and short-
term storage of the irported munition5 -s well as all the risks associated
with disposing of tha rezident and collocated stockpiles.

0
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"() 3.0 Risk assessment

3.1 Purpose of Risk Assessment

Risk assessment is a systematic analysis of an entire group of
identified hazards in regard to their potential effect on society or
affected individuals. Risk is the name given to the combined measure of

both the potential (probability, frequency) and the effect (consequences,

damage, injury). As a tool, risk assessment is a useful way to examine
risks so that they may be better avoided, reduced, or otherwise controlled.

A risk assessment can be used to identify which of a group of hazards
contributes the most to overall risk and thus lead to control (mitigation)
of that hazard. Or, a risk assessment can be applied to two or more
alternatives to aid in the selection of the most desirable. A discussion

of the consequences of concurrently using a risk assessment for both

purposes is contained in another paper (Price, 1988)

Risk assessment for a system starts with a list of identified hazards.

Each hazard can lead to one or more assumed accidents, each with a certain
likelihood and consequence. It is these likelihoods and consequences that
are ultimately combined as the overall risk for that system. This
information is then ranked, combined, or presented in a manner appropriate
to the task at hand.

3.2 Specific Role of Risk Assessment for U.S. Army

The primary purpose of the risk assessment for the CSDP was to provide
a consistent and quantitative basis for comparing the risks to the public
for each of the disposal alternat'-s!%. In addition, some higher risk
hazards wure identified that were subjected to design or procedure] changes
to reduce their associated risk. This mitigation is discussed in detail in
another paper (Perry, et al, 1988).

In this analysis, risk is defined as the expected impact on public
safety as a result of the set of possible accidents involving the storage,
handling, transporting, and physical destruction of the munitions in the
stockpile. Risk is measured by both the probability of a lethal event
occurring a;d the number of public fatalities that might result if the
event took place.

The results of the risk analysis were used to support the selection of
the environmentally preferred disposal alternative in the Final
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (U.S. Army, 1983) The results
were also used as one of several factors consideree by the Army in arriving
at its Record of Decision of 23 February 1988 which stated the Army's
decision to proceed aith the on-site disposal alternative.

The risk assessment methodology is intended to compute the several
chosen measures of risk on both a site-speclific and total program
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(national) level and to display those results iu a variety of formats rikC
designed to meet the needs of -.11 szv~ral intended au--lences for the risk
analysis.

S~~3.3 Approach to tha Rick A* - in Support of the CSDP

The remainder of section 3 will briefly describe the risk assessment
conducted in support of the CSDP. An overview of the risk assessment
methodology is shown Figure 4.

3.3.1 Scope of Risk Assessment

Although a vast number of factors could have been considered in the
risk assessment, realistic limits on resources required constraint on the
scope. For example, only the alternatives described above were included;
no consideration was given in this assessment to ocean dumping, nuclear
destruction, shipping to OCONUS locations, or other conceivable
alternatives. The only effe, ts of accidents included were short-term
chemical agent effects to off-post personnel; no consideration was given
in this assessment to injuries due to explosicn fragments, agent exposure
to operating personnel, or non-agent occupational safety and health.

This analysis of risk associated with the CSDP took the following major
factors into account:

1. The nature and the severity of the hazards to individuals posed by
exposure to chemical agert

2. The munitions and bulk cý.ntainers in which the agents are contained

3. The activities within the CSDP that could lead to accidental
release of agent

4. The accident ir.!tiators appropriate for each activity class and
munition type

5. The disposal alternatives which specify the activities and the
location at which they take place

6. The population groups that could be affected by an accidental agent
release

3.3.2 Sources of Data

The organizational responsildlity for preparing the several data
sources required for the risk anaiysis has been outlined in section 1.0.
In this section, we will present a brief descviption of the various types
of data.
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3.3.2.1 Accidant Scenario Data

Accident scenario data was developed by General Atomics, formerly GA
Technologies (GA Technologies, 1987a, 1987h, 1937c). The accident
scenarios aro described by the following:

1. A ten-character identification code which uniquely defines:

- operational activity (handling, plant operations, etc.)
- munition type
- agent type
- release mode

2. A brief textual description of each scenario, as defined by
activity cods and scenario number

3. Agent release data, including agent type, mode of release, duration
of release, surface type, and location of evaporative releases.
This data provides the starting point for calculating the
consequences of the accident.

4. Accident probability data. This data provides the starting point
for calculating the likelihood of the accident.

This data was provided explicitly in the study by CA Technologies (CA
Technologies, 1987a, 1987b, 1937c) or was directly inferable from the
accident description. With few exceptions, agent release data is not site-
dependent.

3.3.2.2 Census Data

Demographic data vas provided by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (CRNL),
based en the 15*0 census. This data was used to calculate the effect on
the public, assuming a given release of chemical agent.

3.3.2.3 Stockliie lData

Some of the accident probability data wau given on a "per item" basis.
The numbers cT items in the stockpile was provided by the Army and used to
calculate the overall probability of the accidents Pss.ciated with each
item.

3.3.2.4 inoritoal Accident Data

Historical data on accident.al detonatioa-', leakage, railroad &ccidnnts,
material eandli quipment ac'i'b:nts, and oA:?r accidents was used as
input to fnult tre- and event tr -zs t generate the accident probability
data ircluded in parzrAph 3.3.2.1.
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3.3.2.5 rrocess Data

Demilitarization facility munition destruction rates, transportation
capacities, and similar process data was elso used to generate accidert
probability data.

3.3.3 Consequence Estimation

From the information provided in the accident database, the
consequences to the public were calculated in four stops: Assume
initiation of an accident, determine the amount of agent dispersion,
estimate the fatality rate, and estimate potential fatalities.

3.3.3.1 Accident Initiation

The accident initiators considered in the risk assessment are
appropriate to the several activity categories described above. Causes of
accidental release of agent include catastrophic 2xternal events (e.g.,
tornados, earthquakes, aeteor strikes, and airplane crashes),
transportation accidants (truck, rail, or aircraft while carrying chemical
agent), handling accidents (dropping of a munition or puncturing it with a
forklift tine), and accidents associated with plant operations (human
error, control system failure, mechanical equipment breakdown, fire). A
list of the accident initiators considered, by activity category, is
presented in Table 2. When these initi&tors were applied to different
sites, with different munitions and weather conditions, the list of
accident scenarios reached many thousands, from which the undesired effects
on the public could be calculated.

3.3.3.2 Use of the D2PC Atmcspheric Diffusion Program

The Army provided access to a computer program (D2PC) that can
calculate various outputs (downwind hazards, evaporation rates, spill
areas) from agent accident inputs (amount released, type of release,
weather conditions). The accident scenario list provided the necessary
information on agent type, release amount, and release mode. Other D2FC
!-_put information was either deduced from the scenario (surface type) or
assumed (two sets of weather conditions--most likely and worst case). For
scenarios involving spills, the amount cf expected agent evaporation was
first calculated from spill amount, temperature, surface type, and duration
of scenario. The amount evaporated or released by detonation ues then used
to calculate the dispersion of the agent. The amount of agrent from each
accident scenario assumed to reach different areas (distance and width) was
the input for the next calculations. The details of the application of the
D2PC program are contained in another paper (Cutler, i938).
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TABLE 2 f
ACCIDENT INITIATORS

ACTIVITY CATzCO2Y A N INITIATO'RSi

Storage Spontaneous munition leak
Puncture by forklift tine
Spontaneous rocket motor ignition
Small or Large aircraft crash into storage area
Tornado-genarated missiles
Tornado-induced building collapse
Severe earthquako
Meteorite strike
Lightning strike
Munition(s) dropped during handling
Fire from internal or external sources

Handling Munition(s) dropped
Forklift collision
Puncture by forklift tine
Undetected leak

On-site Transport Munition vehicle collides/overturns
Aircraft crash onto/near munitions vehicle
Severe earthquahe causing vehicle accident
Tornado-generated missile
Tornado-induced vehicle overturn

Rail Transport Train accident (various severity levels)
Aircraft crash onto munitions railcar
Severe earuhquake causing rail Accident

Tornado-generated missile
lornadu-ilaidued in!i accidenc

Air Transport Aircraft crash on takeoff, while in flight,
r'r on lmndire

On-board fire

Plant Operations Tornado-Senerated missile
Meteorita strike
Aircraft crash (various severity levels)
Earthquake (various severity levels)
Excess agent feed to liquid incinerator
Furnace explosion due to failure of fuel

shut-off
Furnace explosion due to feed of unpunched

0



(> 3.3.3.3 Estimation of Fatality Rates

The third step in consequence estimation was the determination of the
fatality rate (tLa percentaga of exposed indivlduAls expected to die) at
specified distancrt dov,,wind of the Agent releise point. The D2PC progran
predicts downwind distances to any spoictied dosage, expressed as a
fatality percetitage based o- O~ent toxicity estimates built into the rodel.
For the CSDP risk an.uyiis, downtwind distances were c,-nputed for three
fatality percenta.ges: zero percent, on- percent, sri1 50 percent. To be
consistent with procedures adopted by C .;1L in their estimtion of potential
fatalities, fatality rates at fixed do--!nind distAnces wore estimated by
linear interpolation betwoen the zero, one, And 50 porcent fatality values.
The ten distances selected were 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0,
50.0 and 100.0 kilometers. For each ac-cident scenario and each doMnwind
hazard distance, the potential fatality rate wee r.stioted by plece-wise
linear interpolation. A fatal ity rate of 1CO perceot wae ar.wued at a
downwind hazard diitance of zero.

3.3.3.4 Estimation of Potential Fataliti a

The final step In consequence est:atton wnsi to relete #ech sconzrio to
the potential nuw'ber o. z'acalitios that colid result, given that oa

* accident .,ccurs. Potential fatalities rer event (acetiario) is a
j • of the plume area, the population dixtrV.ution ar•;v, each sitt (s "

Census data), and tho fatality rate estf-iAtos 1rJIn the* 9ri;Lfo11
te.., The us. of the t. "potntlil" ref-rs to the 'aik of euintifhcation

of the prenervation of lives that votild rt,,ilt fro-a preplrid cert•",cy
rcsponse nmaaures that wuuld be tplemantn. I by the Army and coo;perftttn7
agenciev. For eya-ple, no credit vws t,'lon for evvc:iaston, or 4vtn for the
protection afforliýd by rmsafrlrg irdocrs. To, .etua) farlities tre
likely to be less than the calclj;.ted potontisl ft-talities for z-.rt ceases.

Pooential fatalities were thus cop,¶:ed as fctions f ec!•nt
location (ery ouf the el*ht agent atorm,1e sitee in tle L0nti-:'ltAl .hihd
States, Lrid locations alin L.he prcouaad 11 rail routes !r"'d tVo air
routes), letbal drunwind distance (ý,O the 0 plrcent fatality. or 'r.o-
Sdeat: doso), a,. d .ter'olc~ical rondlti,;ns.

3.3.4 Probability EstItstlcen

The procereilre used to an*a!yro #vpný prolbo'!l1ty •rl is ILrrt Is in
?Fie.,_ýi !5. As pa.rt of tho Vreparatlon (f the a':ci, t da•t,•a .a ,,, .
Atum"lr ur;,-1 penerlc data (o.o., rallway te-!deists), •e'f~ e .hri:-#l
zznirtloi' rIatel d"ta (.le~ef~',Iak'er Arkl) ndLI~~'
tavt'ng (e.g., dkcr treSr) at Intvat to fault trept mrid evr t-,*t

r.u'A 4  r~i . yetIfzetes f-i *nrh scon-,Oei. C!ý k t1 e'a i. (v' r ce
ra te:, */-., o1-,)l le- '~ tra nt'por t c-mý-i -I i IPet) and ,!~A i I e,) *a-h to.
(r" hl rb of• o?,,r At Ioosl r-',41!1rcd) wa I c -'h In:ed "Wit WA e Oc ' I !, I•: (•# n,,: at 0

(pe~r oporAtton) frc.m t0a vcoe~iio lIsi..- I7,, re-1 As tlý- ;p:*'o., L *;
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each accid&nt occurring during the demilitarization of the entire stockpile
of one munition type at one site by one alternative. Necesz.ary
consideration wAs given to use of range factors (uncertainty), mean versus
median, and probaoility valuos for statistically valid results.

3.3.5 Risk Xeasures

The description of risk as a combination of the probability of an
accident and the magnitude of the consequence of that accident can be made
in many ways. The most direct is simply the product of the two; in this
case, the probability of an accident times the potential number of
fatalitiez should the accident occur. This is referred to as expected
fatalities." Other combinations of probability and consequence are
possible and as are other risk-like measures that cmit one or the othar.

This risk assessment estimated three different measures of risk
(expected fatalities, maximti individual risk, and probability of oni orI more fatalities) and four different risk-like measures, each providing a
different perspective on overall program risk. These are described a4
follows:

1, _ .. 1J•.tjedSe• diies, equal to the sum of the risk contribution of

all accidunts at a site or for the nAtion, where risk for eachJ accident ii the potential n•umbor of fatalities (if the accid.nt
were to occur) multiplied by the probability of the accidnnt
occurring. Note that expected fatalities is proportional to thn
probability of a fatality-causing evant occurring, and will nearly
always be a s-all number.-mlu.h less than one. For examrple, an
accident with i ptsntlal fatality estirate of 12 and aj probability of 10-6 (odds of I in a million of occurring during the
CSDP) would have an expects fatality value of 12 x 10-6.

2. ' L.yJ .! , equal to the probability of a fatal
exposure at the site bouindary (as.nmed to be 0.5 Ln from the on-
site d1%posal/atorage operations) or as close as 0.1 km to the
centerline of a transportation corridor. It Is dependvent only on
the mix of pttenr.ial accidents that could ha;,ppn at the
individual's location and, siuca !t applies only to an irdividual,
is independent of pipulation density.

3. 111 equal to the charce, that
there will !)e at least one fatality at a given site -,r for the
nation as a whole diring the CSDP. This neavr* is calc':lated by
nu..i•ir the p-obabililie5 of all accidtnts that could ccuse ono or
Sore firalities.

4. -.etal to the ma rnu= dv.'rwind length
(givmn by the "no-d'iaths' done) of the plume froii the worst of all
identified pitential accidents under worst-cmsp weAther cordition.
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at a specific location. Conversely, it is also the minimum
distance an individual could be from a given site or transportation
corridor and have no risk of lethal exposure during the disposal

I I program.

5. o representing the maximum length of time
an individual could be at risk at a fixed location near a site or

./: along a transportation corridor. For those living vichin the
maximum lethal hazard distance, the time at risk is the total time
required for stockpile disposal at that site, regardless of where
the individual is located. For those individuals along the
transportation corridors, the time depends on the distance from the
rail line or air corridor. Thase persons are expoaed to a hazard
only when a train or aircraft is in the vicinity (defined as the

maximum lethal hizard distance in either directien) of thcm. This
time is summed for each agent-bearing train or aircraft that would
pass by in each alternative.

6. -_ , equal to the maxiaum ccisequence of
all accidents at a site or for the nation. This risk measure is
baned on worst-case weather conditions, actial population densities
(1980 census data, as analyzed by Oak Ridge National Laboratories),
and worst possible wind direction (i.e., plumA striking the highest
rnumber of people without any allowance for preventive/emergency
response measures).

•' 7. s rri/• , equal to the number of people within areas
that could experience potenti.lly lethil agent exposure multiplied
by the time period during which that worst-case event could take
place. This measure does not account for the fact that individuals
within the rffected population groups who are farther from the
potential accident site are at lower risk; all affected individuals
are counted if they have any risk at all.

3.3.6 Risk Portrayal MethodsI The analysiw methodology outlined above provides opportunity to precent
programmatic risk in many different ways. Those ways include:

1. Risk curves, which portray, for the full set of applicahle accident
scenarioq, the probnbility of exceeding a given rumber of potential
fatalities peo event (vertica. axiS), against the potential

F ,fatalities per event (horizontal axis)

2. Pirk pictograms, which provide a pictorial indication (the dnrknrss
of the shuding) of the relative mag-.tude of each of the measures
of risk Along with - key to the nume:zcal range represented by cach
of the shading values
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3. Expected fatalities plot, ahowing mean estimated valuos of
expe•zted fatalities, •ith w'cartainty bards. The expected'J o :fatalitias value iL defin3d as the sum of the risk (probability
times potential fatalities) for all applicable accidents.

Risk curves provide thn zost detailed information of all display
[,). alterniatives, and are rarticu!irly useful for depicting, by means of their

shape, the dif'ertnce between alternatives dominated by high-
probability/low-consrcquoncn accidents and those d'-minatad by low

- probability/hi-h-cc•stqu•nce *ccidnts. Risk pictograms provide a visual
impreazsion of tlh relative wagnitud- of public risk for all conbinations of
alternatives and 1e~Pti~ns. Expectcd fatalities plots offer the s'lpli..ity

•,I jof a single quan::ifo!d wmasure of risk which can be dis-Sgregated into tho
contributions of iiidividual accidents to the overall risk.

The selection of a preferred ;-it portrayal method and examples of each
are presented in another pnper (Fr.ize, 1988).

3.3.7 Risk Astessuent Pesualts

The resultant risk irnformation f:cm the assessmint was used both for
the conparison of alternativeA and the identification of imporrant hazards
for mitigation. Detailed inforwation on the each may be found in other
papers (Kartachak, 1988 and Perry, 1988, respectively).
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4.0 Discussion of Selecti4 2etbodology Issues

As may be inferred from the description of the risk assessment, a vreat
many decision p-in:s exist in the assessment. in general, when reality was
3 estimated" by some non-exact process, conservative decision.- ware made..
Some of these decisions were almost insignificant (How many decimal places
to retain in the answers?) and had little impact on the assessment. Others
were fundamentally crucial for obtaining a meaningful result (WThat measure
of consequence should ba used for comparison?). This section -will discuss
some of the more important methodolo-y issues. The last four issues listad
are of sufficient significance that separate papers have been written on
them.

4.1 Non-quantiflable Factors

Among the first decisions encountered involved how to deal
mathematically with factors which could not be easily quantified. Soma
factors, like weather stability, could be placed in previously defined
categories. Other factors simply could not be quantified or categorized
and had to be ignored. Ztill others wouild have required a large resource
expenditure and were dismissed if all alternatives were affected nearly
"equalll.

4.1.1 Deliberate Acts

•,./Deliberate acts with undesirable effects (e.g. , terrorism, sabotage)
arc essentially unbounded in scope from a prediction standpoint. Any
number chosen as the amount of dihage done by sabotage can be arguably .
adjusted up or down. There are very wide ranges of purposes and presumed
resources available for such acts. Vulnerability to deliberate rets must
be eccnsidered subjectively outside the scope of a r'sk assessment.

4.1.2 Community Response

Coirmunity preplanneO emergoncy rc~ponie capability is, again, a factor
that is som, lewhat ur.•ounded. F2cin; the deoilitarization progrnn. coTmunity
tnterest may range from rapprehensive to ana-hstic, with a corre.ipondtng
effort to establish, a&, geant, equip, or train eoer.ency response
activities. Although it ta perhaps apparent that cn.,munity re.7ponse could
be better around f•x'td :iltes than along transportation corrid!ors,
insufficient inforr, ation was aveoJ.'.eblz to quantify this dlff.rerce. Thur.
tl-p conservative ,i.-,re-ach w~s used t.hat no credit was taken for evac.m•tion,
cr even for the proatt-ccon sfford~d by re~ainin; indootz. Thus, actual
fatalitlo3 are liktly to be les3 t:han the calculated potential fatalities
for moit cases.
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4.2 Input Data Issuais

The quality1 of the results of the risk asse.sment is obviously

critically dependent on the quality of the input data. Perhnps, less
obviously, it is also dependent on the ability to quickly and accurately
respond to changes and corrections in data. Conplete automated data
processing is essential, as is the ability to kn~ow what was changnd and why
(an audit trail). Backupis of data were therefore maintained at e~very step
of the asessment. The resulting computer files management Offort is

substantial, but justified.H 4.2.1 Accident Data

A list of all possible hazards and presumed accident scen,ýrios is navnr
complete. Accidents~ that actually occur are frequently te that wvera
never considered in a hazard analysis. One reason, of courle, is that
"nobody thought of that" in spitp. of ail the efforts to zystoeiaticPlly
identify hazardr. Anoth.er reas-3n is, thlit once identifi~d, significant
hazards are mAitigato.~d. Compensati-ng for this lack of cv:ýmplet~eness is tzhe
fact that vany of the accident acenar:ns on t'he list act as rurrogatas for
other, very similar accident sceario3. For example, a f5.ri due to asml

¶ plane crash into a storage warthouse (included) w-.uld not be much dif~ferent
from a tire due to large trucke crLashIn! into the~ ware'ou!ýe (nct Included).
A further diactussion on surrogate scenairio5 and the effect on th,'ý by
mitigation is contatn~ed in anochcr paper (?rice, 1988).

4.2.2 Census Data

Any population grwrI>3 l.iving o: -,working within the miutmum hazard
distance ("no-~eaths* dlstartýie for ziost severe accident) of a Potential
accident site are at .;.. is-K &,e to t1-.e C=DP. Pence, thle risýk OnA~JYSil

had to consider tbar~ to the~ -s~zlation groups Eurroundin-,ý tz--ei.-1
curr:'nt stnckpi'L6 sitez pluz th: o along t'_'I several tranznortation

A corridors. DLinmo~ra-ýhic dacta -ei.n hes~j rcpulation grout-s vas ixkye
4and sapplied to the ri3ik analy-3is zffýrt by rthe ctaý-" of OAk Ri3,! N-tioiia!ý

Iaboratorry using d&eta derived f-ren 1381 censs'-. kbouit the fix.ed -t~
only persqons livin.; ';9ý-,nd the3 ;ite bc~.udary ver- ~e for in b

estimation of rfik' to chi pv3Ic.rm~y and cecntractor per.,.or1 ~l~v. ;ý

Working witlhIn t)1ýe sito hoindrrien w~ere rot ircludcd in thý3 public risk
estimation. fhe accvracy of the 3ereo*.raphic c!Atni, howavar, nuffcr.' t~o C,1

urnkno-.n degriýa 1.b rtu of the fact that, it rlL!-*rAnts rerii.nc,-s of
peop1i, rct ernployneit L~t-;itiors, and thus dercribeS the n~tI:

distriV.ution instead of tho e:'ytlkme distribution of te populitio.t~

4.2.3 StockpilA Data

The risk aý3s~'r-;sert was cblct, y the- -fact that qustntity of
chonrictil .47ent aen rn_';ýtions in ths strr-)miie is cla:1fs.tfd, r2uln
special co-Tp':tnr procic~res and method!; of dapi:ting rick. The accident
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proper circ�.u�stances) to rmveal classified information. SInc� the resultsscenario list gave probBbili�ies on a per it�u basIs, so that it could , prei�ain unclassIfied. After th� classified stockpila data was incot-oor�ted,th� results had the potentl�l for b�in� revcr.�e calculated (undcr thehad to be pre3ented in an unclassiii�'d form, tvo methods yore uned to
secure the data. The first invol.iod a�gregacing information into groups so
that back calculatThg is not po3sible. The second involved pr*�scncin� data
it' ranges sufficiently �.<arze � to d�ny n�.n�ful results if back
calculated, e.g., pictogrs�ss where each ahade of gray represents two ordcrs
of magnitude of rar�e.

4.3 Cc�pariscn with Existing An�y '?rect�ces

Existing Array require�nts for planning a chemical a3ent operation do
not reyiire a risk assessment of th� type o� scale that was done for the
CSDP in support of the Final F�grm�ziatLc Envirotn�ntal Izroact �tate�ent.
Although it is clearly intanded �.�ily for expl�sivc� manufacturing
eperations, DARCCA Re�ulctic.n 385.3 (l�l) r�uires a hazard analysis for
all new DARCOM (now Army �{At4�.rJ.ei Cc*�) pr�jecta that develop
facilities. It �The� specify a crIt.�riz �or* deceptable risk in terms of the
probability of not h�-4n� & c�t�o trc�hic or critlcLl �sisI�ap in 25 years of
normal operati.mns. Tc� k-n'vi iZ th�u ciiterLi is aet requires the h�ard
analysis to have some of t� p p�sr'ies sf a rIsk asae�s�ner.t (ax�u�inlng a
group of hazards for their no�nt!.oie�L�'� and theIr 1I�el1hood of
occurrence).

4.4 Uao of ifultiple Accid��n�-� �s. !�ziso�a CredIble E'�n� (fE) Approach

The risk assessm-�nt exar.inad a great ni�ber of poter.tle.l a�ci�.ents md
considered frequent contributors o� �ller conre�uences and well as
infrequent contributors of larger cc qucn-�as. The use of the i�a�L�u�
Credible Event approach, required �y E�sJD 6055.9 er.d i�plemont½g
roguletions, involv�j subjecti-�e1y det�n�inin� a �ct of credible accidento
within cert�ain guidelines, ani selacti�g trom e�c.n� them the one with vhe
greate:�t downwind hazard �!l�t � The VUZ approach lx�s, based on
regulotiun, a vell-dofin.�d role f�r �rop�riy locating hazardouq op�ration'�

with respect to the publIc. If an explosion or s�il! of che'�cet e�nt

were to occ�r, the OIL)) I� affect should b� lI�Ited bec.tuse of the dt-es'I required by t�.e�iti�g�riteria. On the other band, if tvo:r�sor: of a
is clearly not

situation �'hare one al'�nati',e has a alightly "better� �1CE but also has
t�ie potontial for a r�uch gr�ccr n�xb�r of lesser accidents than the oth�'r
alternatiie.

The MCE ccnsidorq pri.�irily cons'�quence and iutrodues probability only
than, tr�r &�pl�, e�cp�'�ta4 tiiitiis. The risk assessment aJso was
es a cut-off of cre�ii.bi.e� s�*3 is r.h'.a a less co�'plete �eesure of rick

r�e�ed for c�cdi.bie d.:i�cnt sc�n�irios, but at a lcw��r level. Thus a
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larga number of risk contributors was included, not just the maximum
contributor. A risk assessment is wall suited for comparisons, either of
elternativss or of Individual hazards for ranking purposes, partially
because the effects of inaccurate assumptions are likely to be relatively
uniform amtong the alternativ:; o, hazards. Because of the large number of
variables and assumptions, however, it is difficult to regulate a
requirement for "satisfactory" risk assessment results.

4.5 Accounting for Uncertainty

Uncertainties in risk estimation arise due to many causes, including
tVe inadequacy of data, inaccuracies in modeling, and the incomplete
identification and understanding of accident phenomena. The risk analysis
methodviogy provides for the treatment of uncertainty in the basic hazard
data that goes into the analysis. Uncertainty arises in the estimation of
both probability and consequences. The uncertainty analysis used in the
risk assessment considers probability uncertainty only. The contribution
to risk uncertainty of consequence estimation (for example, in estimating
potential public fatalities as a result of an Lgent release) is represented
separately (though incompletely) by considering most-likely and worst-case
meteorological conditions. The issue of uncertainty is more fully
discussed in another paper (Cutler, 1988).

4.6 Risk Measures and Presentation Formats

Selection of the proper risk measure ;s crucial to a auccessful risk
assessment. It should include both probability and consequence. It should
be staticticglly meaninjful and valid when aggregated. The risk measure
"expected fatalities" meeats thesz criteria but creates presentation
problems when given to audiences that are not used to a probabilistic
representation of reality. No one wants to 'expect* deaths in a program
and just what is a fraction oa a death? Other risk-like measures were used
to present an indication of the magnitude of the worst accidents or of risk
to an individual. 'hin topic is mere fully oddressed in another paper
(Frafze. 1983).

4.7 TAnsian letveen Risk Yt£aticn and Lnalysls

Trying to accaomplish both functions of a risk assessment (aralysis and
mitigation) siuultaneoitsly creatas a tension betweer the two. If the
desig-n is being ch'anged while It is being assessed, it becomes a moving
target and -pportunities are .:reated for overlookIng rIsk. The design
change to uitigate oni hazzard m2ay introduce another in such a manner as to
not be addressed in the risk iissEsment. A more detail discussion is given
in another Vaper (Prlc4, 1981).
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4.8 Application of D2?C

The D2PC atmospheric disper3ion model program is too slow and the
input/output structure is inappropriate for running the thousands of times
required for the risk ussessment. Therefore, both the evaporation
cal.culations and the downwind hazard calculations were modeled for the two
specific weather conditions used in the risk nssessment- -most likely and
worst cace. In all, 12 polynomial formulas for calculating evaporation
rates for different agent types, meteorological. conditions, and types of
surface, were developed using multipls linerr re~ression to determine the
polynomial coefficients. 7he downWind hazaird calculations required 60polynomial formulas fnr cai-ulatin" distances to lethal concentrations asfunctions of agent ty-pe, release node and duration, quantity released tothe atmosphere, meteorological conditions, and fatality rate. Details of

the application of D2PC to the risk assessment are given in arather paper(Cutler, 1988).

i
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• 5.0 Recommendations

Based on the lessons learned in conducting this risk assecsmant, the
following recommendatioiis are made to other risk assessors for similar
programs:

1. Identify methodology issues and appropriate assumptions as early aj
possible in the risk assessment process. Document the issues and
assumptions to reduce miscommunication. A small change in an
asaumption (e.g., evaporation temperature) can ripple through an
enormous number of calculations.

2. Establish quality control and audit trail procedures on incoming
data and changes. A Eall error in the evaporation equation
coefficients does a great deal of damage downstream. Changes and

error corrections to input data should be well documented so that
they can be reversed if necessary.

3. Use as much computer automation as possible. The ntuber of
calculations required is substantial. Programmable, relational
data bases offer a good way to manipulate a lot of data without
writing programs from scratch.

4. Once the risk assessment is complete, :xtend it into a risk
management tool by keeping it updated with design and pzocedure
changes, i.e., resulting from mitigation or improved data.

5. If iiore than one risk assessment for chemical operations is going

to be dine within an orga:iAzat'on (such as the Army), establish at
least some degree of conformity among methodology issues and
assumptions. A great deal of energy and resources can be spent

resolving these issues. This conformity should exist in three
areas.

a. Xethodology--Selection of common measures ot risk and screening
levels

b. Assumptions--Meteorological data, spill amounts, degree of
specificity

C. Format--Location of basic apsumptions and issues tn assist in
ready comparability wiLh othlr risk assessments, standard

N meanings and termisnology

S "•" 2 0 4 7
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ABSTRACT

The generalized uf~e of the U.S. Armiy's 1D2Pr, atrmo-;Tiheric dispos.ion

model Is described, The inputs to the model included chara1c'teriz"Ations of
hypothotical accident scrn~irios durnn;; the chet;.;Aclc dernml ita!.1.ationiiprograi., The accidents were rssuie- toa relenaie aogtmt C3, W!), or VX lu .
quantity that could be lothial to mem~bers of the gc'nerAl piiblic . Tho 'nod,,

.J ~~ wasi used to estim~ate spill ev~aporaition times, leisal (.tI(efatality
jrate%. plM.we widths, and public fatality cotintn. AL thoul'h t' o IJ

~'~'accidenti are expected, thi!3 miodeling, is usof~ul in the ct-p,irative
casse,,irnt and miti,-atlon of the ris~ks of itrplemmnting ailterrative rrr.1I ~at. various locations.

I. INTRODITCTI0N

A. General

9The Department- of Defeten'e wai r l ro'-Ovd by C(rre.-' (Phl It

99 145 Title r 1.k 4,h 1 hitt 8, routind 11612-'.) to 0 4ru.- on h.f

prov-ide~ofh raii.,ki.1 p arotcio to~; thae ,,-tl-raH.l public *. n orh-r t

but are only ~o~'pr~dbelow, In or~l-r P'l oIiC't~ tile -i''

to the presvntariniioof thedi" oi;ect (A thf,4 o,'''~-re .. '~n

uncertasinty In a cum)rparat lye rik k ;.''n
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In response to the ro'quIrements of Public Law 99-145, by March of
1986 the Armsy had produced a conceptual plan for the deszruction of
the lethal chcmical stockpile by 1994. The plan for the ChemicalI
Stockpile Disposal Pr?Lrogu- C2) included three alternatives:

1. On-site destruction of the e.homical stocks at their present
storage locations.

2. Movement of the chenmical stocks by rail to two regional center
for ch.enical dA.struction.

3. Movement of the chmeical storks by rail to one national centerI for chemical dostruction.

In July of 1986 a Draft Prorai:ým,mitic Environmental ITrpact Stattment
(DI'.!IS) wa.' issu-,, to he, follow"- In Jainuary of 1938 by & Final
Enviroru ntal Im pact Stt r.-nt (""I')t Two additional
n1ternativon were drscribohd Irt thn F,,i,

1 4. Movement of the chemLcal -.;ttcki by air from two of the present
srtorageo aitc' to a nortinal crenter, And on-site destruction of
the t,-Aaining chomical sto,:k.. at their present storage

5. Conrinued %tor;-g., of tho stocks At their present locations for
25 more yoo.ra.

E•%ch of the fivw pro•;r.-..a1ic a•lternatives was defined as a
S)coc.apo~te of varloutn activiti's. The claises of activitiesj nc I u,.led

, 1. Sto.e, both lo g-ters in warehouses and yards; and
short-torm in cc.ntrfinrs a-,latitir , off-site shipment,

2. 11ndItn;,, for 1nipoction !r•n r'aintt•.-nre during Ion?,-term
stor.ai,,t; for rm-ov' l from long- t•r .torage and londing for
tran,,port: asd for unlorAfti ind lk,livory At destruction plants.

3. On-nito rrann;port ILy truck,

4. Off-stte trlri,;orr hb. rail.

S J 3~. C!C-;lte, tr. r'!:po t by .iti

I P. I'la.t ,.per.'•ra loni for di' rc: •m of the ch•m.ical Apents

:", r• '2' enti '.'t{1 1 Irn ev'h abt ,v! .-F' chr t,,r! •ed hy a
<fr " ;.t,* 4 v" Z of :'c' I r I ill'j-rari: nh accidnt scenario

is .i fI'zV,,,t:,,, ',:a styF ncr of "ven',' Lk,,yiruning with ,an initiator
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(for example, an earthquake), followed by intermediate occurrences
S(for example, release of the chemical, ignition of the chemical,

' j failure of the fire suppression system, and failure of the
containment structure), and ending with a lethal release of
chemical agent to the atmosphere.

The Army's D2PC model was applied to each accident scenario in
order to estimate lethal downwind distances, fatality rate (as a
function of downwind distance), individual risk, and public
fatality count, The results depend on the type of chemical agent
that is released, the quantity released, the mode of release (for
example, detonation of a chemical munition, evaporation of a spill,
or incomplete combustion in a fire), and the duration of the
release. The results also depend on atmospheric dispersion
phenomena, on the toxicological characteristics of the chemical
agent, and on the population downwind of t'e release. Two types of
meteorological conditions were considered--"most likely" conditions
and "worst-case" conditions. Otherwise, the possible variations
and uncertainties of the results were not quantified.

B Agent Releases

The d'ts describing hypothetical releases of lethal chemical agent
vwe:- ltiited to " small number of parameters that were considered
.esenlti4l for subsequent dispersion calculations. First, the type
of ag-ert, whether GB or 1ID (used in this analysis to represent all
throe types of mustard: H, HD, and HT) or VX, was sppcified
because of the importance of both volatility and lethality ir. the
calculations. Next, the quantity released was specified for each
of three releane modes: spill (requiring the calculation of the•:amount that would evaporate• detonation, or other (for example,

• incomplete combustion in a fire, or inadvertent venting from a
•: oprocess). Ilia final re~lease parameter wis the duration of thp
Srelease, which wasi spec it Ied because of the importance of both t ime
Y:• available for spill evaporation and human expo.sure time, (which

kiffects lethality). Additional, implicit release specifications
included spill environment (since indoor evaporation of spills was
pre-cal-iilated and list.,d as an "other" mode rele.av;) and spill
surface: (since the surface ty-e, whether gr;ivel or non-porous, was
dedued from the activity type encoded in tho accident scenarioj I description)

C. The D2PC Model

The D2PC model Is an analytical C,,us;rin atrco.pheric di.-;persion
formulation, modified for mixing laytr hehilrt ard wooded terrain
effects, that processes lpthal rhomical ai, ent rel1a-.e data and
meteorological data in ordor to obtain e,;tfm,,tes of dowtiwind
lethal distances. In addition to D21PC's Cal!;qfain plume
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calculations, the model is used to ,alculate detonation yield,
spill evaporation due to forced or natural convection, vapor
depletion on the ground, and the probability of a fatal exposure
at any location due to the combined effects of agent inhalation
and aerosol deposition on exposed skin. The D2PC model is fully
described in its user's manual (Wqhitacre et al, 1987) and is
available from the U.S. Army.

D. Prior Applications

The primary use of the D2PC model in the past has been for
ensuring the safe siting and scheduling of Army activities
involving lethal chemical a:ents. For this purpose, Maximum
Credible Events (MCEs), which represent the largest accidental
releases that could reasonably be expected, are postulated and
modeled. These MCEs typically involve detonations of one or a
few burstered munitions, or spills of the partial or entire
contents of one to several bulk (non-burstered) items. Worst-
case nighttime meteorological conditions are often assumed to be
an atmospheric stability class of F (very stable) and a wind
speed of 1 meter per second. For operations that are limited to
the daytime, the worst-case stability class is often assubncd to
be D (neutral). Since detonations of munitions containing VX
are taken to release 87 percent aerosol (and 13 percent vapor)
in the D2PC model, and since the VX aerosol's transport and skin
deposition is assumed to increase with wind speed, a higher wind
speed of 8-10 meters per second is often used in such cases. • I
MIxirg laser heights are selected within the D2PC ýr)del as a

* function of the site name, the season, and the stability class.
The wooded terrain plume parameters (height and width) are often
used at the Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA) site. The model's one
percent lethality distance output is compared to the minimtun
distance from the MCE to the site boundary in order to Oetermlne
whether the distance Is sufficient to protect the public. II
necessary to ensure public safety, the activit", -,in be
restricted to certain stability classes, wind rp;'eds, or ,ind
directions (corresponding to increased distances to bcuruarv
lines).

t I I. MErIIODOLP';Y

A. Overview

The CSDP risk analysis roqirpred that the D02IC mode's t<;e •o
] gpneralizord in order to t.irliit ,it , its application to 'inv humir,•:;

of hypothotical accid :en scei.rrins involvirng many different ",Y
of munitt ionn, :n'entn, relr--ve mode,;, and sites. Furthor-oore, tll,,

j .inaly ; requiired th -at i-,tterrhic accIdents with lonrn,-disranci¾
lethal !mI'.Icts be wnn'i 'erd, wi h vir'ing fata lit rat(,- io th,,
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plumes, and with aerosol evaporation and agent depletion on the
•o-. ground playing significant roles. On the other hand, in

consideration of the inaccuracies inherent in accident scenarioj release characterizations and in accident frequency estimates
(typically having 95-percentile or upper bound estimates of about
10 to 100 times the median or best estimates), accuracy in modeling
was considered less important than simplicity of solution and ease
of execution. These considerations led to the technical approach
described below. Note that, though many of the accident scenarios
modeled were site-specific, the dispersion modeling approach
described is not site-specific in any way.

B. Meteorological Conditions

Two basic types of meteorological conditions were considered in the
analysis, but they should not be confused with the worst-case
daytime and worst-7.ase nighttime conditions used in MCE
evaluations. In the present analysis, the two conditons axe "most-

R likely" conditions and "worst-case" conditions, defined as follows.
Most-likely condition- were chosen to be representative of the
effective average of the full range of possible conditions. They
could thus be used in combination with the best estimates of
accident scenario frequencies in order to obtain best estimates of
risk parameters (such as the "expected fatality values," which are
based on products of accident fr;rquency estimates and public
fatality count estimates). Specifically, the most-likely
conditions were chosen as stability class D, wind speed 3 meters
per second, arid temperature of 20'C.0
Worst-case conditions were input to the D2PC model in order to
answer questions about the possibility of each accident scenario
having a lethal public impact (even if not under Tnost-likely
conditions), about the maximum lethal distance that could result
from any alternative or activity at any location, :-nd about the
maxlmum public fatality count that could result. .axinun lethal
distances and fatality counts proved to be useful for emergency
planning purposes. However, results of the worst-case modeling

* were not factored 1nto the development of expected fatality data
and risk curves, .ince thec:e were based on .o•;t-likely conditions
asim;snned to repres,.,nt an avwrage of all possible conditions.

cS i iffIcally, the "ort.;-icase conditio-r; were chosen as stability
claqs E (i;ioderately stibi o.) wind speed 1 triter per second, and

-t•iperaturo of 3"¼'

At all sitos ;3nd at sill tinrs, the height of the mixing layer war;
chosen to be 7'0 ;ret's, tli, Fro;1; exoonent of the wind sped pow'er
law was ta','n to be (;.25 and the s;urface roi';hnenr; length was
Stak'n to he 1 cni.
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C. Evaporation of Spills

The modeling process was greatly simplified by separating the
treatment of spill evaporation from the treatment of subsequent
atmospheric dispersion. Spill evaporation times as functions of
"spill mass were computed for both meteorological conditions, for

j all three agent types, and for three combinations of the activity-
dependent spill location and surface type (indoor/non-porous,
outdoor/non-porous, and outdoor/gravel). The resulting data were
curve-fit to polynomial forms for the purpose of further data
processing. For any accident which would result in a spill that
would evaporate in less time than the accident *duration" (e.g.,
time for reporise an- clean-up), the duration was reduced to the
evaporatio time. For any spill that would not evaporate within

4 'the "durat an," the mass that would evaporate was calculated by
multiplyini, the mas.. spilled times the "duration" and dividing the
result by -.he time for complete evaporation. Then, the mass
evaporated was added to the mass otherwise emitted (if any).

D. Release Modes

Other than the spills described above, two release modes were used
. in this analysis: detonaticrs ana other releases. For detonations

of munitions containing 1D or VX, exploratory runs of D2PC in its
still-air evaporation mode led to the conclusion that aerosols
would either evaporate during transport toward off-size population
centers, or would be deposited on the ground and subsequently

- evaporate in a short time. Aerosol evaporation rates are shown in
Figure 1. As a result of this situation, all detonations of HD and
VX munitions were treated the same as amounts evaporated from
spills and amounts otherwise emitted. rhe quantities were added
and treated as a single release by the "semi-continuou.s" mode, with
the duration being two minutes where d-tonation5 contribute, or as
indicated for the scenario otherwise.

/ 4 Since all GB releases, whether by detonation or othcrwise, are
treated as vapors rather than as ý,ero'sols within the D2'C model, GB
detonations were the orlY detonations that were evaluated by using
D2PG's instantaneous rele•,.se mode fur non-munitions (omittinZ
D2PC's encoded yields for specific munitions--yields which -were
found to exceed 100 percent at inpui ter.y•eratures repres•;n'>ative of
munitions in the fires that were jisumed to heat the munitions to
their detonatIon temperatures). Ccýmbi•nwd detonations of CB and

other releases of GB were treAt4,d as ins;tantaneous rleaisee of the
combined mass of the release. 01'.Awr releaser of GB were e-ýaLuated
using the D2FC model's semi-con;•inu<,!s rode, subject to a minimuIm
duration of two minutes.
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E. Lethal Distances and Areas

In order to facilitate the evaluation of many hundreds of accident
scenarios without running the D2PC program for each scenario, we
evaluated a limited number of cases using the D2PC model and
varying the mass of the release, and we represented the resulting
lethal distances as polynomial functions of release quantity.
Three fatality rates were considered- -zero percent (determined by
the "no-deaths" exposures in the D2PC code), one percent (also
determined by the D2PC code), and 50 percent (determined by using
corresponding exposures as inputs to D2PC--70 mg-min/m 3 for GB,
1500 mg-min/m 3 for HD, or 30 mg-min/m 3 for VX). The only finite
release durations con.Aidered were 2, 10, 60, and 360 minutes--with
the intent that any other durations be decreased to the next lower
of these standardized durations. Since agent HD effects are not
duration-dependent, the number of polynomial formulae required was
60 (two meteorological conditions times three fatality rates times
ten agent-duration combinations- -five for GB, one for HD, and four
for VX).

Plume widths (lethal area dimensions that are perpendicular to the
wind) under most-likely meteorological conditions were required for
the estimation of risk at any specified distance from the point of
release, and for the estimation of affected areas. Exploratory
runs of D2PC led to the corclusion that the width of the plume
equivalent to one of constant, maximum exposure could be expressed.1 as 9.13°/(Diatance in km)O 1. The results obtained by using this
expression are obvious, and are not presp:,ced in this paper. r ý:!

F. Fatality Rates and Counts

In order to estimate risk at specified standard distances (0.1,
0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 kilometers), we assumed that
a 100 percent fatality rate would apply at the point of release,
and we linearly interpolated between the 0, 1, and 50 percent
fatality rates corresponding to distances obtained by using the
polynomial formulae.

In order to estimate public fatality counts, we used the "no-
deaths" distances from our polynomial formulae ip combination with
a fatality count table developed for this purpose by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. We used this table by increasing each nor-
zero, non-standard "no-deaths" distances to the next higher
standard distance. For example, for the purpose of estimating
fatalities, an accident with a 3.4 kilometer "no-deaths" distance
was treated as a 5 kilometer accident.
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III. RESULTS

~ A. Evaporation Time Curves

The evaporation time curves for the three agents are shown in
Figures 2-4. Agent GB evaporates relatively quickly. Agent HD
evaporates more slowly. Agent VX evaporation is exceedingly slow.

B. Lethal Distance Curves

The lethal distance curves for all of the agents, release modes,
meteorological conditions, and fatality rates considered are shown
in Figures 5-20. Agent VX releases result in the greatest lethal
distances. For agent CB, distances are somewhat shorter. For
agent HD, distances are much shorter. Shorter-duration releases
result in greater lethal distances for agents GB and VX; for agent
HD, the duration of the release has no effect. As expected, worst-
case distances exceed most-likely distances. "No-deaths" distances
are somewhat greater than one percent fatality rate distances,
which greatly exceed 50 percent fatality rate distances.

C. Fatality Count Tables

Representative fatality count estimates are shown in Tables 1-2.
As expected, fatality count estimates increase rapidly with
increasing "no-deaths" distance. A less obvious result, not shown
on the tables, is that fatality count estimates for most-likely

U, conditions exceed the corresponding counts for worst-case
conditions (for identical population distributions, whether average
or maximum). This is attributed to the wider plume characteristic
of most-likely conditions. Nevertheless, a specified agent release
quantity can be seen from the lethal distance figures to result in
a much greater lethal distance under worst-case conditions,
increasing the worst-case fatality count above the most-likely
count for the shorter plume.

Another unexpected result is that, for great "no-deaths" distances,
the fatality count estimates for releases at less densely populated
locations may exceed the corresponding estimates for releases at
more densely populated locations nearby. This can occur at Tooele
Army Depot (TEAD) in comparison to Salt Lake City, and at Aberdeen
Proving Ground (APG)' in comparison to Baltimore. This result is
attributed to the plume width's increa-e with distrnce. For
example, a very massive release in Salt Lake City may result in a
narrow, concentrated plume in the city; but the same release at
TE\D may result in a much wider plume in Salt Lake City.

I
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOmmENDATIONS

A generalized approach for the application of the D2PC model to a
large number of hypothetical accident scenarios ha- been developed.
In the course of this work, several interesting facts have colle to
light. Perhaps the most important of these is that the aerosols
generated by detonations of HD and VX munitions can be expected to
evaporate during atmospheric transport toward areas occupied by tf'-
general public. Regarding future applications of D2PC to lars.
numbers of accident scenarios, a generalized approac5 such as the

one described in this paper should be considered if great precision
is not required in the results, and if the number of combinzations
of agent types, release modes, meteorological conditions, fataliLy

rates, etc. is aot excessive. The obvious alternative approach to
be considered is the modification of the D2PC model so that it can
be run efficiently using the accident 4 cenario data base to be
evaluated.

"if
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j THE TENSION BETWEEN RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK MITIGATION
Brian H. Price

The MITRE Corporation

1.0 INTRODUCTIO0

Where society must choose among alternative ways to accomplish an
p inherently hazardous task, comparative risk assessment is becoming the

analytical method of choice. Theoretically, at least, comparative risk
assessment produces an orderly exposition of each alternative, a complete
list of mishaps that could occur, and objective quantification of the
constituent and total risks associated with each alternative (Roland,
1988). In the ideal case, all parties to the decision, often including the
public, can agree on the results.

The trend toward widespread use of comparative risk assessment is
impelled as much by our society's Lommitment to democratic participation in
public decisionniaking as by any demonstrated superiority of the method as
an analytical tool. Indeed, the seeming rush to adopt probabilistic
methods may be outrunning the development of competent procedures, and of

I safeguards against inadvertent abuse. It should, therefore, be regarded as
! / a high priority among risk assessment practitioners to identify problems,

publicize their existence, and contribute to their resolution.

In support of the Final Programmatic Envirornental impact Statement
(FPEIS) on the Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP;. (U.S. Departmcnt
of the Army, 1988), alternative concepts for locating t'ie required
demilitarization facilities were subjected to a comparative risk assessment
(U.S. Department of the Army,, 1987a, 1987b, 1987c, 1907d). This study was
undertaken in the shadow of a public commitment that the alternative

-'• presenting the least riok (to the public and envirounent) of agent-related
*.' accidents would be selected as "environmentally preferred." It is

difficult to imagine a situation that could place more eR.phasis on the
completeness, accuracy, and balance of a product of this adolescent
assessment technology, since it is in making the effort to compare risks of
alteinatives that we find so many of our questions and unresolved concerns
about methodology.

Many interesting questions did arise during the CSD" risk assessment,
and a particular subset of them is identified in this paper. Addressing
and resolving these questions would enhance the usefulness of comparative
risk assessment in any conteyt. Although many concerns about methodology
are raised in this paper, the project team would probably agree that
comparative risk assessment was the correct approao-h to employ, and that,
despite such concerns, the outcome of the risk assess-ent was not distorted
fundamentally.

< 2083
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Risk assessment is a group process, involving individuals with
different attitudes, organizational roles, and experience bases. Large
numbers of technical decisions are made throughout the risk assessment
"process, normally in t-he face of major uncertainties, via the well-
documented processes of group decisionmaking. Inevitably, therefore, the
problems of risk assessment methodology have an organizational or group
dynamics component as well as the more neutral technical component. In
Sthis paper, both technical and organizational questions are identified and
discussed, as both categories can nurture the seeds of failure and
mistrust.

In keeping with the view of comparative risk assessment as a process,
the discussion of issues is organized around one particularly nettlesome
stage of the process: the stage of hazard reduction, referred to as "risk
mitigation" throughout CSDP discussions. Risk mitigation is a logical
follow-on to the first round of comparative risk assessment. As important

contributors to risk are identified by the risk assessors, tne design team
can make various adjustmeits to reduce those risks. At no other point in
the process do the various concerns raised in the risk assessment come

* together so concisely, and with such obvious importance for the outcome of
the analysis.

Indeed, the risk mitigation stage raises so many pungent issues that
could thzeaten the validity of a risk assessment that risk assessors may
sense a real tension between this risk mitigation stage and the other
stages of comparative risk assessment. This tension is both technical,
and, in cases involving sharply competing interests, personal and
organizational. For example, the risk assessor may be distressed to find
he is trying to hit a moving target. The process designer may not agree
with the "riskmonger's" visions of disaster, but he is generally anxious to

find a fix for each specified threat. The outside observer, particularly
if he is personally involved in the outccme, may well see this risk
assessment-risk mitigaticn sequence as a "devil's coalition" aimed at
prejudicing the comparison of alternatives.

Accordingly, the discussion of Issues that follows is organized around
this tension between risk assessment and risk mitigation. Resolution of

( issues here would help throughout the process, and go far toward improving
the reliability and acceptability of comparative risk assessment in similar
applications.

S2.0 THE CSDP RISK ASSESSMENT CONTEXT

Congress has directed the Department of Defense (Public Law 99-145,
Title 14, Part B, Section 1412) to destroy the Nation's stockpile of
:i unitary lethal che-,mical ;Yents and munitions in a manner that minimizes
Shazards to the public. The Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP) has
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'l been devised to accomplish this formidable objective. Responsibility for

the CSDP rests with the U.S. Army Program Executive Oiffice'-Program Manager

for Chemical Demilitarization (PEO-PM Cml Demil), under whose direction the[ CSDP risk assessment was performed.

V~~ •,The concept plan for the CSDP (USATIWAIA, 1986) incluied three very
general alternatives for siting demilitarization facilities, as follows:

1. On-site destruction of stockpiles at each of the eight continental
United States (CONUS) storage locations, with no inter-site

transportation of stocks.

2. Movement of all CONUS stockpiles to two "regional" disposal
centers, Anniston Army Depot, Alabama, or Tooele Army Depot, Utah.

3. Movement of all CONJS stockpiles to a national disposal center, at
Tooele Army Depot.

r Since the decision regarding which of these alternatives to pursue met
the criteria of "major Federal action" and "significantly affecting the
environment" established in the National Environmental. Policy Act, the Army
proceeded to define and purSue appropriate environmental doepmentaticn and
to afford affected citizens the opportunity to pwrticipate in the environ-
mental assessment process.

A Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement was issued in July
1986, supported by a relatively genoralized risk assessment (U.S.
Department of the Army, 1986). In keeping with the commitment to consider
potential agent hazard to the public as the moat important environwental
impact, an exhaustive new comparative risk assessment was undertaken in
support of the Final Prograr~-natic Environmental Impact Ei:atement (FPFIS)
(U.S. Department of Lhe Army, 1.987a, 1987b, 1987c and 19871).

This risk assessrment was intended to yield strictly comparable
quantitative estimates of total public risk associated with each of the
three main program alternatives listed above, and for two variations, as
follows:

1. Relocation of the stocks from Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland,
and Lexington Blue Grass Army Depot, Kentucky, to the regional
disposal centers, by means of a military airlift.

2. Continued starage at the nreseut locations, for an indefinite
period, representing tha "no-action" alternative required by the
National Envirorxiental Policy Act.

From the outset, it should be noted, these alternatives were not
defined at identical levels of detail. The basic on-site, regional, and
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national disposal alternatives were defined by descriptions and decisions
SI reflected to that point by the CSDP concept plan, the Draft Envirorvnental

Sirpact Statement, and by changes and risk mitigation measures adopted as
part of, and following, the public hearing process (U.S. Department of the
Ary, 1987e) . As the rissi assessment was proceading, a separate study
examined in some detail the possible procedures for -orement of agent and
munitions on- and off-sice (U.S. Department of the Army, 1987f), and a SS':ries of analyses, still ongoing, w-as undertaken to evaluate protective

packaging concepts.

The alternatives also were never "frozen" in any stable state for risk
asasnsent purposes. The alternatives evolved throughout the study period,
as problems were identified and fixes adopted.

Under the direction of the PEO-PM Cml Dem!l, a team of contractors

undertook to develop the risk assessment, in approximately the following
order:

1. Define each alternative in terms of all safety-significant
procedures, facilities and equipment.

2. Identify accident-producing sequences of events associated with
each element of each alternative.

3. Estimate agent release modes and quantities associated with each
such accident.

4. Estimate the frequency of each accident, on some convenient unit
basis that could be applied to specific stockpiles.

5. Combine the resulting catalog of accident consequences and
frequencies into estimates of risk at each %tockpile storage

Slocation and transportation corridor, for each program alter-
Ill.: nat ive.

6. Stummarize, extract and report comparative risks of the alter-
natives, using varied measures of risk.

7. Identify opportunities to reduce risks associated with "stand-out"
accidents, develop appropriat:• design or procedural fixes, then
recalcullte total risk for affected alternatives.

8. Report final results, and explain their basis to the public.

It is the seventh of these steps, referred to here as "risk mitiga-
tion," which best illuminates the concerns about methodology discussed
below.
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O 3.0 TECHNICAL ISSUES

At ].east four technical issues are raised when risk mitigation is
included in a comparative risk assessment. These are labelled as follows:

1. Complsteness

2. Maturity of Design Concept

3. Accuracy and Uncertainty in Risk Estimates

4. Comparability of Risks

3.1 Completeness

It is only logical to strive to identify all system hazards that
should figure in the comparison of programmatic alternatives. Indeed, the
assumption of substantial completeness (that all quantitatively significant
risk contributors are included in the sumnmation of risks associated with
the alternative) is fundamental to the quantitative comparison of risks.
As Roland (1988) points out "...system risk...is-evaluated by finding the
sum of the present values of the streams of annual expected accidental
losses from all'system hazards." (emphasis added). To impeach the
substantial completeness of a comparative risk assessment is to challenge

the credibility of its comparative results.

All of that notwithstanding, it is obviout that we never succeed in
identifying and including all possible 9ccid p-prodi.!'ng sequences!
Certainly, in a stud; is complex as the CSDP r:&k assessment, there is no
reasonable hope that even the best-motivated, most-experienced and creative
assessment team will tumble to every possioility. After all, it is
typically the sequence of events that we never dreamed of that actually
lead to major system accidents.

How is this paradox resolved in practice? In general, we maintain the
credibility of the risk assessment by assuming that accident sequences we
have identified are representative of a family of other, unseen sequences,
which could lead to the same or similar consequences. Further, we strive
to select frequency estimates that, within the error range factors typical
of such estimates, might well represent a sum of all such accident
sequences withir this unseen family of sequences.

An example might be the accident sequences -- an earthquake or direct
air crash -- included as initiators of a fire in the agent storage ware-
house at the Newport Army Ammunition Plant. A major fire in that warehouse
is difficult to imagine, but could have catastrophic consequences. The
potential for fires caused by other conditions or operational deviations is
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present, we realize, even if we are not able to foresee all the
possibilities.

On the other hand, the conditional probability assigned to a fire, i
given an earthquake, is imprecise, and considered to be conservatively
high. The risk assessment team discussed this, among many similar
questions, and decided that the earthquake and air crash initiators could
be regarded as properly representaLive of similar, unidentified warehouse
fire initiators. This logical process, sometimes explicit and sometimes
not, pervades large scale risk assessments, and provides a fair defense
against the charge of incompleteness.

However, risk mitigation introduces a new and troublesome thraat to
the workability of this approach. If the accident sequence "earthquake
in'.tiates warehouse fire" represents an unseen family of similar
initiators, what is the consequence if we set out to reduce the earthqtake
hazard by some means that is peculiar to earthquakes, and not applicable to
the other initiators?

One risk mitigation measure considered in the CSDF would do just that
(U.S. Department of the Army, 1987e). That measure is the installation of
a seismically-activated power cutoff switch outside the Newport warehouse,
that would interrupt the earthquake accident sequence by eliminating the
most likely source of ignition from the warehouse. In consequence, we can
reduce the frequency of this accident sequence into virtual insignificance,
so that the continued storage alternative at Newport suddenly looks
cor°- aratively much better. But, of course, we have lost all measure of
those unseen fire accident initiators that the risk assessors believed
should be represented. It is possible that the ccmparability of the risks
assigned to the alternatives would be seriously diminished by this well-i•,•iintentioned effor7t at risk mitigation.

Contrast this with two other suggested approaches to mitigating the
earthquake fire risk: (1) to cut off power to the warehouse at all times
Sexcept when necessary maintenance activities actually require power; and
(2) to install a sprinkler system in the warehouse. The effectiveness of
these measures is much less dependent on the exacc character of the
initiating event. The first measure eliminates the main ignition source
hiost of the time. The secor-: would control or suppress fires of any
origin, short of a large j liner crash on the warehouse.

If we now reduce t* . estimated frequency of the earthquake-induced
warehouse fire, we ma'- feel that we are equally and fairly dealing with the
unseen fire initia'ors that we attributed to the representative earthquake
initiator.

"l !There is a second aspect of the completeness issue that came up during
the risk mitigation stage of the CSDP risk analysis. This arises from
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•.., another methodological convention: the use of a frequency and/or) consequence cut-off value. As large and complex as the CSDP accident data
bease is, it is far smnIler than it would be if consideration of hundreds of
accident sequences had not been cut short as soon as it became apparent
that the azent release or frequency would be negligible. This "screening"
actilrity occurred at each stage of the risk assessment. The written record
of screening decisions vacies -rcm excellert to non-existent, depending on
the stage at which analysts became convinced an accident sequence could be
neglected.

However, the basis for eliminating an accident sequence is often
specific to A particular design or procedure. Change the assumed design,
and an accidtnt that once was "impossible" may become very possible indeed.
Now, the process of selecting and adopting risk mitigative measures
frequently results in such design or procedural changes -- but we are left
with little informwation and no teliable stimulus to recognize and revive
now-forgotten, screened-out accident sequences. We are left to depend on
serendipity to identify such potentially serious oversights.

3.2 M1tiuritv of Desi'n

the One of the thorniest issues facing risk assessment practitioners is
the requisite maturity of designs and procedures to be analyzed. Where one
or more alternatives are less mature in their conception, the credibility
of comparative risk assessment results is seriously threatened. The
introduction of risk mitigation measures complicates the problem further.

In the spirit of constructive teamwork, we want to contribute to safer
design decisions throughout the development of a program. On the other
hand, the method of choice, quantitative risk assessment, is highly
dependent on detailed process information. Accident sequences, with their
typical dependence on idiosyncracies of exact designs and exact procedures,
are believable only after the design team has specified their intentions in
considerable detail.

Faced with a less mature proposal, the risk assessor will predictably
7evelop accident scenarios that are correspondingly general. Not knowing
how munitions are to be handled, for example, he might reasonably assume
that there is a finite probability of dropping the munitions. The subse-
quent .search for mitigating measures might lead to a general commitment to
use conveyors with guards -gainst droppin". If the risk assessor then

Ai eliminates from consideration the possibility of a drop -- logical enough
in this context -- then we must wonder what may happen at a later stage of
the design, vhen, for exaimle, it is decided that conveyors are
inappropriate and forklifts will be used.

In principle, it should be possible to make a record of all such
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safety-significant assumptions in the risk analysis, and to require a new
analysis when important changes ar• proposed. Such constant and consistent
vigilance is certainly difficu1 T to ensure, however.

Another issue raised by assessing an immature design is whether
important accider't sequences will escape identification in the first place.
The more genaral a proposal, the more difficult it is to imagine specific
event sequences or failures that can produce accidents. As the design
"matures, however, such possibilities may become clearly evident, whereupon
the risk analyst has to play the "bad guy" role, with possibly expensive
coiusequences.

Yet a third issue raised by the necessity to work with immature
designs has to do with the assumption cf statistical independence of risk
mitigation measures. In order to incorporate a presumed reduction of event
frequency into the simple mathematics of Risk - Consequence times
Frequency, the proposed mitigation measure must be independent of the event
sequence we apply it against. For example, an accident initiated by a

power failure obviously should not be addressed by a mitigation measure
that is dependent of the same power supply. A more subtle example,
perhaps, would be an accident causing a direct threat to the operator,
countered by a mitigation measure that depends on correct operator
reactions. Whenever we are obliged, by the lack of design specificity, to]• define accident iequences vary generally, and we reduce the associated risk
by equally indefinite mitigation measures, we are unable to guarantee that
this independence requirement is met, or that it will be protected in
subsequent design developments.

3.3 Accurac-' and UTnccrt__ittx nF in t/sk impi.týacs

Mitigation measures ought to be aimed at the most important
contributors to risk, as determined in tha risk assessment. If significant

Serrors are made in estimating either the consequence or frequc-ncy of
accidents, mitigation efforts may be misplaced.

t A

A A commonly acceoted objective in mitigstion analysis is to distribute
'mitiation efforts in such a way as to achieve the most cost-effective
reduction of total risk (Wilson and Crouch, 1988). If a particular source
of risk is greatly overestimated, it may receive a disproportionate share
of risk mitigation resou-ces. On the other hand, if inaccuracies in the
risk assessment result in assigning far too little risk to a potential
accident, the result could be worse than a waste of money.

As mentioned earlier, the CSDP risk assessment procedure included
several screening steps, in which the data base and analytical, workload
were pruned back by throwing out accidents that appeared unlikely to
contribute significantly to the total risk of an alternative. Screened-out
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accidents were, of course, never considered for mitigation. It also
happened, however, that accidents originally qualifying for inclusion in
the data base were, later, so reduced in risk contribution by applying one
or more mitigation measures that they then were screened out. The validity
of this screening depends on the accuracy of the information used to
perform it. Project priorities, limitations of resources, and the
analysts' natural inclination to move on to new problems, practically
guarantee that any inaccuracies that led to inappropriate screenings will
never be identified. Thus, the risk micigation step could have the effect
of burying a potentially important accident beyond the reach of outside
reviewers and of possible resurrection.

Very similar consequences can result when risk mitigation resources
are allocated in accordance with the best ;oint estimates of risk, without
considering the uncertain.y associated with those point estimates. As part
of the CSDP risk analysis, estimates of uxicortainty were developed for
accident frequencies, ranging over two or more orders of magnituda, and
differing by as much in some cases. in the CSDP analysis, uncertainty was
defined in such a way as to provide a measure of the distribution. of the
universe of frequencies for a given accident sequence around the "best
estimate" frequency used in the risk calculatiozu. (This is not a measure
of the accuracy of the estimate. Instead, it reflects the fact that what
we call an "accident" is really many possible occurrences of the same
sequence of events, ac different places and times, and at varying
frequencies of recurrence.)

The large ranges of possible frequencies were taken into consideration
in the uncertainty analysis. which was performed at the end of the project
to quantify the level of confidence that we can ascribe to the ranking of
alternatives according tc risk differences. However, no tuch consideration
was applied to the selection of accidents to receive risk mitigation
attention earlier in the process. Given the large uncertainty ranges
assigned to many accident frequencies, it is possible that mitigation
resources were misallocated, with implications for the validity of the
overall comparative risk assessment.

In defense of the CSDP risk assessment, and the risk assessment
community in general, it can be pointed out that similar difficulties arise
wherever the existence of uncertafnty is acknowledged in the first place.
Risk analysts are not better or worse off than otner technical analysts,
but the problems do represent a serious threat to the usefulness of
comparative risk assessment, and efforts to resolve them must be pressed
forward.

3.4 Comoarabilltv of Risks

A tenet of risk assessment is that "risk is risk" -- that it is valid
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to compare two alternatives on the basis of their total estimated risk,
without consideration of any differences in the constituents of those risk
totals. The same applies to the risk mitigation scago of risk
assessment -- reducing risk by a certain amount is equally desirable,
however it is accomplished. Being philosophical folks in gencral, risk
analysts are fond of pointing out that the public and politicians often do
not view things that way. Instead, they often assign more weight to
reducing the risk of very high consequence, very low probability accidents
than to very low consequence, relatively frequent accidents. Despite
recognizing this seeming disconnect, risk analysts do not modify the
mathematics of comparative risk assessment accordingly.

For example, the CSDP risk assessment provides information on the
relative contributions to the alternatives of low consequence-high
probability and high consequence-low probability accidents, on the
assumpticn that certain audiences might place emphasis on this issue. And,
to a degree, this information was preserved in the compaiisons presented in
the FPEIS: information was included on the maximum fatalities associated
with any one accident associated with an alternative, without regard to its

t frequency of occurrence. However, predominant emphasis was placed on
comparing risk measures, such as expected fatalities, that do not preserve
such differences in the constituents of risk.

As mentioned above, risk mitigation efforts in the CSDP assessment
were generally directed to the higher risk accidents, without regard to
whether the risks varied in the relative contributions of consequence and
frequency. Excluding the influence of organizational factors, discussed in
the following section, two technical questions arise from this. The first
relates to the uncertainty concerns raised earlier. As described elsewhere
in this seminar (Cutler, 1983), the uncertainty associated with frequencies
was often estimated at two or three orders of magnitude, up or down, while
the uncertainties associated with agent release consequences were more
often in the realm of one order or less. This follows from the fact that
the release quantities are usually bounded fairly strictly by the quantity
of agent present in any one place, while frequencies are much more free to
vary. Should the risk associated with two accidents, one comprising a
severe consequence-low probability sequence, the other a low consequence-
high probability sequence, receive equal mitigation resources if their net
risks are calculated to be equal? Or should mitigation resources be
focused on preventing the high consequence accidents, since we are at least

pretty sure the conseauence is real, whatever the likelihood it will occur?Li• Finally, if these factors affect the alternatives differently, and we apply
numerous mitigation measures without regard to them, do we not introduce

distortions into the alternatives comparison?

The second concern relating to comparability has to do with the
selection of particular mitigation measures. There already exists a

L
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hierarchy of preferences in how we go about mitigating a rink: passive
desi,;n changes are preferred to active process controls, which are
pref rred to measures that requtre human intervention. This preference was
reflectcd not just in the choice of which mitigation measures to
incorporate into the CSDP risk assessment, but also, significantly, into
the estimates of risk reduction "credit" that should be attributed to each
nieasure. If a problem was, for practical purloses, eliminated by a design
modification, much more risk reduction credit was applied than if the
problem was addressed by adding a new human checkpoint in the procedure.

But each mitigation approach embraces within it another dimension as
well: the degree to which it aims to reduce the frequency componrent or the
consequcnce component of total risk. If we feel more sure of our estimates

of agent release consequences than of our frequency estimetes, should we
not perhaps favor, and give more credit tý, mitigation measures that attack
the consequence dimension of a risk? Should we not focus our Mitigation
resourceo on those accidents whose risk is dominated by high consequcnces,
rather than nigh frequency? If these concerns are valid, do we introduce
distortions into the comparative rick assesrment by performing the iisk
mitigation step without regard to possible differential !.fmpact on the
alternatives under consideration?

4.0 OOCANIZATIONAL ISSUES IN RISK ASSEZ'ýSMN•T

Comparative risk assessment takes place within a social context,
characterized by a rich interaction of people in both formal and informal
groupr. Examples of such groups in the case of the CSDP studies included
the Army program development staff, EIS t.am, and the Safety and Suroty
Division; Oak Ridge National Laboratory, as preparer of the FPZIS" the
contractors who participated In the r!sk assessment; the design contractor;
the expert teams establishAd in behalf of the affected com.;munities- Federal
officials assignn.' -o assint In -:he process; and Interested cittzens at
each stockpile location. Each nf the.ge groups could, in principle, be
characterized in terms of internal :ole sr.ructure, internal infltence
hierarchies, and group norma, and e.'izh could he described in terr'.s of its
collective attitudes toward key elements of the CSDP (Fisher, 1914).

While each individual brings unique influences to a proup he or rhe

joins, the dynamics of rele developmrnt and status dietr'ri,ý,tion wti Wt0'.
ea,-n group strongly infltence the inddiidial's porco'ption of I a rtea the
prop has cho!:vn to coicern itielf with •Cantril, 1957). For xiample. a
riiý analyst who liv('s in tho vicinity of .' proposed CSDI ficilltv site,
and who be,-nme. involv-d in re-vift-ing the CqDP risk asnessmvtt 1.i ',half of
a group of citizens who would rather spe the ntockpiles movod to anothcr
sta•e, might be more likely to search throigh ri:,k data on the oi.-';!te
disposal alternative to find errors of omLrts1on and of itincrnt~t -d riqks.
Tbe iamze individual, six weeks after acceptin1g a Job with an AM n%, -;afet v
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office, might develop a very different perspective. This is not
prejudice, or weakness of character, but rather is the inevitable result of
social influence operating within the organizational context.

This is sometimes difficult for engineers and scientists, who have
come into the arena of quantitative risk assessment from the rational
precincts of mathematics and physical scienc.!, to accept in any operational
sense. The literature of risk assessment is all about operations research
!methodologies and the logic of rational decisionainking under conditions of
uncertainty, and not about the dynamics of how risks are perceived and
weighted by conflicting interest groups. However, if organizational
dynamics can affect how, and indeed, whether, certain sources of risk are
perceived and weighted, then the risk asses.;ment community cannot afford to
ignore the possible impact on the validity and creýdibility of its product.

t oAs in the case of the tpchnical is:.ues identified earlier, nowhere are
the organizational sourc.s of concern more evident than in the risk
mw.tigation state of the ccmparative riqk ansessment process. We can only
scratch the surface of such issues in this context, so this discussion
focuses on several icsues that have the rro3t potential to impact the
validity of a risk assesnment. The discur';ion is intended to avoid any
flavor of criticism against any of the (;ovwornment, public or private groups
that participated In the C5DP risk assessment, but instead to identify,
based on experiences in the program, th,' sorts of issues that can arise and
which need the dispassionate attention of risk assesiment practitioners.

4. 1 Cm, rb L~

Perception of the immediacy and relative acceptability ef risks is
highly p(ýrsonal, but is affected strongly by tho uorms of the groups we
ansociate ourselves with. In the CSDP ri!:k au.essment experience, the
importaýnce of certain types of riskq clearly was szpn differe(ntly by Army
contract-or personnel and the expert teams assmnbled in behalf of the
affected communlt-tes, "nd zhn p-rcptionr, of th-: expirt terems varie.d with
the overall predl.;position of each co,nm%.nit', toward each alternative. The
preference for allocating risk miti,;'illon i'esources also differed among
these group-.

Th l.location of risk mitiration renotirces imong the alternatives is
a critical is'ise In the credfbhliy of mhe con'narati-ye risk assesswent.
Given an even-bande'i ri:k co,-pirls-;n .17 a star ting point, the anar.yst
obvIou: lv cin ltitrodiice consc i, us or )tmc<.nscou u ;as by the simple
expedient of I.-Ilntifying many more tc, ffctlv,, ri,;k mitigation mea'zur-3 for
one alr',rnattvp than for others. 'his po';!;ibilfty hov,'s as a doadly

threat to credibillty.

Th., log',ical, and doubtle;% ide1ali 7ed, d.f(,vn;e against this threat is
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to allocate risk mitigation resources according to a rational cost-
effectiveness rule. For example, we could establish a limit on mitigation
expenditures (on some. neutral banis), then apply that mitigation budget to
each alternative in such a way as to minimize the total risk of the
alternative. Ignoring for the moment the considerable technical
difficulties of doing this, described earlier, there are powerful forces in
organizational dynai-icL, relating to this issue of risk comparability, that
militate against such an approach.

Whatever the supposedly objective information provided by the risk
assessment process, equal risks often do not look equal to different
participants in a comparative risk assessment. If, for example, you are
part of the organization that will be responsible for the safe conduct of
the demilitarization operation, you are socially impelled to focus much of
your risk mitigation energies on the hazards associated with the plant
design and operations, for which your part of the organization is directly
responsible, and to devote relatively less energy to mitigation of hazards
in, say, continued storage operations or railroad operations. There are
very likely to be identified accidents which you feel cannot be tolerated
in the accident data base, even if their contribution to totql risk would
not- normally justify special risk reduction efforts, because their very
nresence in the data base implies the potential. for incompetent or

F, irresponsible group function. Both of these responses to the norms of the
reference group could lead to serious distortions of the basis for
comparing alternatives.

Public perceptions and expressions of concern also can influence the
allocation of mitigation resources in "non-rational" ways. In general, the
affected public seems to be far more interested in reducing risks that
comprise very high conseqnence-low probability constituents, or which
incorporate substantial uncertainties about the de'ree of impact on human
health. In the CSDP case, the Army displayed great sensitivity to the

j. conccrns expressed by the public and the expert teams employnd in their
behalf, and incorporated many mitigation measures accordingly. To the
extent ýhat these measures affect alternatives differently, and assuming
they would not of1erwise have receivc-d mitigation attention, the
comparative rf zk assessment is compromised.

4.2 he Creative Env$_rment

Group creativity is essential to !-e rink asseýsn;ent process. Risk
ass;essment rechniqlpes provide a stimulus and structure for group
creativity, but id(ntification of ha.ardr, potential equipmEnt and operator
fa•ilures, and, especially, comrplex int,ractions of subsvytcms must flow oat
of the brainstorm;: oL etfective work groups.

There is an extensive and exp:inding literature of sm.all group dynamt(-s
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and productivity. and no shortage of helpful information on what factors
contribute to, or depress, group creativity. In the risk assessment case,
one essential factor is a group norm to the effect that identifying
possible accident sequences is highly desirable, and should be rewarded

with the appreciation and approval of formal and informal group leaders.
As in all brainstorming situations, creativity is stimulated by a group
envirorment that is tolerant of new ideas and hypotheses, and does not
immediately subject new thoughts to destructive criticism and censure. In
the CSDP risk assessment experience, a strong culture of just this
beneficial sort developed aniong the risk assessment team (as an informal
group, drawn from several cooperating organizations).

However, the system design team (also comprising individuals from
different formvil o,:ganizations) was faced with a different sort of job, and
developed appropriate norms of orderly process, disciplined thinking and
channelled ccmmunication. For members of that !k flct2 group, the
unconstraineQ cread_:,e processes of the risk assessors may have represented
a threat to continued progress, and many of the "far-out" accident
sequences identified by the risk assessment team must have seemed silly at
best and destructive at worst, and often deserving of sharp criticism.

Such conflict between group norms can increase cohesion among members
of both groups, and, in some contexts, can promote the joint productivity
of both. This probably was the case in most stages of the CSDP risk
assessment, but less positive possibilities are posed by the troublesome
risk mitigation stage.

In a situation such as chis, where the risk assessment was not
performed by a third-party team, but v:as directed by Army- safety personnel
answering to the PEO..PM Cml Demil, it is possible that the conflict of
norms between the "do-err" and the "assessors" would tend to suppress of

i the assessment team's norm of creativity in identifying hazards and

pressing their consideration by the design contingent. As members also of
Sthe larger group (the CSD? project team as a whole), the assessment group

had to deal with the conflict between wanting to share the norms of the
larger group, which was also the seat of formal authority, and wanting to
defend the activities of the assessment group from any diminution of
creative freedom or integrity of its conclusions. One result was perhaps a
degree of self-censorship by the risk assessment team; in cases where
individuals were less certain of their insights, they were more likely to
suspend further consideration of a possio)e problem rather than to run
head-on into the larger team's censure.

It is impossible to assess whether this effect had any important
effect on the CSDP risk assessment, since we have no way of knowing whether
any significant risks were thereby ovwlooked. Very possibly, however, it
is the accident we never imagined that represents the most serious
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unmitigated threat. Any systematic suppression of group creativity is
therefore to be avoided through appropriate reporting arrangements and
reward systems. Independent third-party risk assessment offers one
mechanism to promote these qualities in the context of comparative risk
assessments.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The technology of quantitative risk assessment is probably the best
available means of comparing the integrated total risk of program
alternatives such as were considered in the CSDP FPEIS. Nonetheless,
theoretical and procedural advances are needed, in order to ensure the
validity and credibility of the conclusions of comparative analyses
performed with this technology. A number of technical and organizational
concerns were raised during the CSDP risk assessment, most of which were
highlighted by the risk mitigation stage of the risk assessment. Similar
concerns could, and should, be identified in other comparative risk
assessments. The risk assessment community should place high priority on
identifying, analyzing and resolving such concerns, and should promote a
high standard of candor in presenting the strengths and weaknesses of risk
assessment methods.
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ABSTRACT

In the assessment of the risk to the public from the Army's Chemical.
Stockpile Demilitarization Program, uncertainty about the probability of a
hypothetical, accidental release of agent was a key factor. Uncertainties
in terms of range factors were estimated for initiating events, conditional
events, accident scenarios, activity groups, and programmatic alternatives.
The significance of the choice of mean frequencies (as opposed to median
frequencies) was considered. Also considered were relationships between
different frequencies, and duplication between different alternatives. The
uncertainties associated with the various alternatives were used to
estimate the probability that any specified alternative involves a greater

/OWN risk than any other alternative. One important finding was that these
probabilities of the existence of excess risk cannot be relied upon to
produce a single, comparative risk-ordered list of alternatives;
comparisons of these probabilities must involve only two alternatives at a
time.Iil

I. INTRODUCTION

A. General

The Department of Defense was directed by Congress (Public Law
99-145, Title 14, Part B, Section 1412) to destroy the stockpile of
lethal unitary chemical agents and munitions in such a manner as to
provide maximum protection to the general public. In order to
define and manage the potential for an acute, catastrophic release
of chemical agent into the atmosphere, risk analysis and mitigation
was undertaken. The background of the destruction program and the
details of the risk analysis are described fully in other papers
but are only summarized below, in order to orient the reader prior
to the presentation of the subject of this paper--the treatment of
uncertainty in a comparative risk assessment.
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j fI. B. Program Alternatives

In response to the requirements of Public Law 99-145, by March of
1986 the Army had produced a conceptual plan for the destruction of

ii, llthe lethal chemical stockpile by 1994. The plan for the Chemical

Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP) included three alternatives:

3• 1. On-site destruction of the chemical stocks at their present
storage locations (the "ONS" alternative).

2. Movement of the chemical stocks by rail to two regional center
for chemical destruction (the "REG" alternative).

3. Movement of the chemical stocks by rail to one national center
for chemical destruction (the "NAT" alternative).

In July of 1986 a Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
(DPEIS) was issued, to be followed in January of 1988 by a Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FPEIS). Five additional
alternatives (involving partial relocation ["PR"] or continued

Sstorage) were described in the supporting documents:

4. Movement of the chemical stocks by C-5 aircraft from two of the
Spresent storage sites to a national center for destruction, and

on-site destruction of the remaining chemical stocks at their
present storage locations (the "PRA" alternative).

5. Movement of the chemical stocks by C-141 aircraft from two of
the present storage sites to a national center for destruction,
and on-site destruction of the remaining chemical stocks at
their present storage locations (the "?RB" alternative).

6. Movement of the chemical stock by water from one of the present
storage sites to a destruction plant at Johnson Island (JI) in
the Pacific Ocean, and on-site destruction of the remaining
chemical stocks at their present storage locations (the "PRW"
alternative).

7. Movement of tae chemical stock from one present storage site by
C-141 aircraft to a national center for destruction, and from
another present storage site by water to JI for destruction; and

on-site destruction of the remaining chemical stocks at their
present storage locations (the "PRC" alternative).

8. Continued storage of the stocks at their present locations for
25 more years (the "STR" alternative).
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C. Program Activities

Each of the eight programmatic alternatives was defined as a

composite of various activities. The classes of activities
included:

1. Storage, both long-term in magazines, warehouses and yards; and
short-term in containers awaiting off-site shipment.

2. Handling, for inspection and maintenance during long-term
storage; for removal from long-term storage and loading for
transport; and for unloading and delivery at destruction plants.

3. On-site transport by truck.

4. Off-site transport by rail.

5. Off-site transport by air.

6. Off-site transport by water.

7. Plant operations for destruction of the chemical agents.

D. Accident Scenarios

The risk entailed in each activity was characterized by a
representative set of accident scenarios. Each accident scenario
is a hypothetical sequence of events beginning with an initiator
(for example, an earthquake), followed by intermediate occurrences
(for example, release of the chemical, ignition of the chemical,
failure of the fire suppression system, and failure of the
containment structure), and ending with a lethal release of
chemical agent to the atmosphere.

E. Accident Consequences

Each accident scenario is assigned a representative consequence, in
terms of an estimated public fatality count. The consequence
depends on the type of chemical agent that is released, the
quantity released, the mode of release (for example, detonation of
a chemical munition, evaporation of a spill, or incomplete
combustion in a fire), and the duration of the release. The
consequence also depends on atmospheric dispersion phenomena, on
the toxicological characteristics of the chemical agent, and on the
population downwind of the release.
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Since all of these faczors vary in ways that are neither easily nor
accurately quantifiable, accident consequence estimates are
uncertain. Nevertheless, aggregate accident consequence
uncertainties were judged to be equivalent to roughly one order of
magnitude or less, while aggregate accident frequency uncertainties
(see below) were estimated to be equivalent to roughly two orders
of magnitude or more. In order to reduce the uncertainties of
consequence estimates, somie accident scenarios were subdivided into
similar but separate scenarios differing in consequence (and
correspondingly differing in frequency). For example, aircrashes
onto chemical agent sites were di;ided into direct and indirect
crashes of large or small aircraft. Fires were divided into those
suppressed quickly, those suppressed later, and those remaining
uncontrolled. Earthiquakes were divided into several different
categories of strength. Other than by aeans of such accident
subdivisions, no account was taken of consequence uncertainty.

F. Accident Frequencies

Each accident scenario was assigned a frequency, based on an event
tree or fault tree calculation, or on a Monte Carlo simulation.
The frequency was considered to be a best estimate representing
some central tendency of a probability density function of
uncertain form. Although the specific type of central tendency and
type of distribution were not known, a familiarity with the data
and methods used to estimate the frequencies, an inspection of the
resulting estimates, and the application of judgment led to a
decision that when it became necessary to make assumptions about
frequency distributions, they would be assumed to ba log-normal.

Further complicating the elaboration of the accident frequency data
was the fact that many of the frequencies needed to be treated as
classified information because they could be useful to countries
unfriendly to the United States by revealing sensitive information
about the chemical stockpile. Nevertheless, it can be written here
that all of the frequencies of lethal accident scenarios were very
low (at least several orders of magnitude less than once per
program or once per year). In fact, the frequencies were so much
smaller than unity that in informal speech or writing they were
often confounded with probabilities (which, unlike frequencies, are
limited, by definition, to have upper values of unity).
Furt:hermore, the the term probability was used intentionally in a
manner that was not strictly correct, because many readers of
program documents might tend to associate the strictly correct
term, frequency, with an event that has actually occurred, or is4 2 actually expected to occur. On the other hand, the term
probability was thought to connote better the uncertainty of
accident occurrence. Since the actual values on a per year or per
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disposal program basis were much less than unity, the nunsrical
difference is inconsequential. The author hopes that he will be
excused if he refers to a frequency as a probability (or vice
versa) elsewhere in this paper!

G. Accident Uncertainties

Each accidnt frequency was also assigned an uncertainty. The
uncertainty was expressed as the ratio of the frequency's upper
limit to its best or median estimate, as described above. This
ratio was called the range factor. In some cases, the upper limit
used to calculate the range factor was based on mathematical or
physical laws that were assumed to be absolute. In other cases,
the upper limit was based on judgment. When frequencies could be
characterized by probability density functions, 95 percentile
values were taken as the upper limits (GA Technologies, 1987a-c).
Therefore, when ic became necessary to characterize tho assumed
log-normal distribution of a median frequ.ancy, its 95-percentile
value was assumed to be equal to the estimated upper limit.

H. Fatality Expectation Values

For each accident scenario, the fatality :pectation value or
expected fatality value was defined to be the product of the mean
frequency and the consequence, in terms of the publiin fatality
count. In • qimilar manner, the upper limit of the expected

f Afatality value was defined to be the product of the same
consequence and the upper limit of the mean frequency. The
expected fatality value was selected as the principal unit of

measurement of the relative risk entailed in the accident scenario.
Thus, references in this paper to numerical values of risk refer to
expected fatality values.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Overview

The central problem is to compare the risks of programmatic
alternatives. The risk of each alternative was computed as a best
estimate of thq expected fatality value. Each alternative's r
expected fatality value is the sum of the expected fatality values
of the constituent activities. Similarly, each activity's expected
fatality contribution is the sum of the expected fatality values of
the constituent accident scenarios. Unfortunately, the upper
limits of the expected fatality values cannot be added in this way.
The reason is that they are related to varying degrees. The
methodology selected for estimating the upper limits of aggregate
expected fatality values requires the conversion of

IJ
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frequencies from medians to means, the combination of related
uncertainties, and the combination of unrelated uncertainties. In
addition, duplicated accident scenarios needed to be eliminated
before comparing programmatic risks. These steps are described
below.

B. Medians and Means

Expected values are means by definition. As explained above, the
initial best estimate of each accident scenario frequency was taken
to be a median, a differcnt measure which therefore needed to be
converted to a mean in order to be useful for the estimation of an
expected fatality value. For a log-normal distribution (see
above):

Fmean - Fmed * exp[(ln RFacc) 2 /5.412]

where:

Fmean - mean accident frequency

Fmed - me..ian accident frequency

RFacc - range factor of median accident frequency

Typical values of the exponential expression that is multiplied
times the median frequency to obtain the mean frequency are listed
in Table 1. Note that the exponential term increases more quickly
than the range factor, and that it can exceed the range factor

itself.

Based on this mean accident frequency, the expected fatality value
for any accident is:

EFacc - Fmean , FCacc

where:

EFcc - expected fatality value for accident

FCacc - fatality count for accident

Upper limits of expected fatality values were also calculated.

C. Related Uncertainties

For any single program alternative, and within any one of the seven
activity categcries (storage, handling, truck transport, rail
transport, air transport, water transport, or plant operations),

(Th
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TABLE 1

Rn MEDIAN TO M CONVERSION FACTORS

Range FactoreaMde

1.00

1.09

/3

1.25

5 1.61

7 :2.01

S •! 107

1 . ,2.66

3.88

,20 5.25

7030 8,48

50 16.91

70 28.03N• "50.33

!'150 
1 03.4,4

, , ,

200 178.94
408.01

S "500 

1256.70

700 

2779.17

.1000 

6747.34
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many of the accident scenarios have much in common with respect to

the data and methods used to estimate their frequencies. For

example, during handlirg either an equipment malfunction or an
operator error may result in a chemical munition being dropped from
a forklift truck, being punctured by a forklift t'ne, or being

j. involved in a collision of a forklift truck with another object.
It is assum3d that, if the frequency or risk of any one accident
within any specified activity category would be be.-er represented
by the upper limit than the mean, then the frequencies or risks of
all accidents in the same category were likely to be better
represented by their respective upper limits than by their
respective means. Therefore, for the purpose of e:,timating the

A rupper limit of the aggregate expected fatality value for any one
activity, the upper limits of the expected fatality values for the

individual accidents were obtained by direct summation.

D. Unrelated Uncertainties

Unlike the frequencies of accidents within any one of the seven
activity categories, the frequencies and risks of accidents drawn
from different activity categories are not thought to be closely
related. Furthermore, the :onservatism (overstatement of risk)
inherent in the assuoption of a close relationship within any
single activity may be offset to an undetermined extent by an

7•: assumption of no relationship between the frequencies and risks of
Sactldents arising from different activities. Therefore, t'he risks
posed by different activities were combined as independently
distril..uted variables. by sumiming variances.

E. ,•-plicare Accidents

' ,,, cwr.ýrlson of r'.-2,'. inherent in any two different progrim
SalCo:'n~tiveJ I. facilitated by the prior ellnination of duplicate
: c ider';. .or ex,.:.re, alternative programs A and B may b e
identical, excrcnt -iýu A eat.il. the risk of one additional
acc ident. Though -.4e total rink may be indistinguis;h:hble, the
SelimirnatIon of the 'ooasno ccidents :,hows clearly that the risk of
A is greater by the a:mount of risk inherent in the ndditonal
o'ccidnnt. In anothpr case, altnr:-ti-res C and D may be identical,
with indistirguirsohl total risks, except that the frequency of
or.0 particuirr itColdint is greeter if alternative C is chosen. The
ri:Wk of aLtern,)tive C is gre;ater by an amount equal to the accidentI fr'ur nc, differenre maitiplied by the corresponding fatality
Count.

Therefore, prior to tlh comp•rinon of the tisks of any two
alternativos;, and prior to th2 computations of the limits and
unceortairr lA.[s of the ri ik-.\ of alternatives to be compared,

2I
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duplicate accident scenarios having identical frequencies and range
factors were eliminated. Where only the frequetncies differed, the
accident scenario was eliminated only in the case of the programa
alternative with the lower frequency; the frequency was reduced to
the value of the original difference in the case of the
alternative with the greater frequency. However, any accident
scenario that was part of only one of the two alternatives to be
compared was not changed, even though its activity category mayI have been represented by different accident scenarios within the
other alternative.

F. Comnparative Risks

I' All estimated accident frequeŽncies for demilitarization program
Salternatives were low (several orders of magnitude less than

unity), and estimated public risks were low also. Nevertheless,
the Array expressed a preference for whatever alternative would
present the least risk. As part of the comparison of the risks ofI the alteTnatives, a test statistic was defined as a function of the
aggregate mean estimate of risk for each alternative being
compared, and the estimated uncertainty associated with thr't risk.

III. RESULTS

A. Risk of Any One Alternative

An example illustration of the risk of each of eight preliminary
k] and unmitigated program alternatives, considered separately, is

shown as Figure 1. Since total risk is depicted, accident
scenarios common to different alternatives have not been
eliminated. For each alternative, the best estimate of theJ expected fatality value (EFalt) is indlicated by the small circle.

The upper and lower limits (UEFalt and LEFalt, respectively) are
indicated by the bais. The average range of the risk of any onealternative appears to be about three orders of magnitude. The

continued storage alternative (STR) appears to be riskier than the
other alternatives. However, when one considers the wide average
range of uncertainty, the alternatives do not appear to differ
greatly otherwise (except that partial relocation by C-5 aircraft
['PRA"] appears to be somewhat riskier than the others). The

- alterratives that appear to be safest are those whose best
estimates of expected fatality values are about 0.01. However,
even these alternatives have upper limits approaching one fatality.
rOnly a considerable risk reduction through design changes and other
nmitigacion resulted in the acceptance of one of these alternatives,

on-site disposal (ONS'
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B. Risk Comparison for Any Two Alternatives

An example pre.3entation of probabilities of risk differences is
shown as Table 2. For the computation of entries in this table,

1- accidents were eliminated if they were comzon to each pair of
alternatives beirn compared. As can be seen from the first (top)
row of numbers, the probability is 0.99 that continued storage
(SIP) is riskier than any other alternative. Conversely, as can be

• seen fro t�he first column of nuimbers on the left, the probability
is 0.01 that any disposal alternative is riskier than continued

storage.

More interesting is a comparison of the alternative that appears
safest, onsite ditposal (ONS), with the alternative that appears to
be next-safest, partial relocation by water (PRW). The former
alt-ii.,tive is safer with a probability of 0.51. However, "ONS" is
saiik. chan Vartial relocation by air and water (PRC) with a
probability of 0.94, while "PRW" is safer than "PRC" with a
probability of 0.95! If each of the alternatives 'ONS" and "PRW"
had been compared to "PRCO only, rather than to each other

* directly, then "PRW" would have appeared, erroneously, to be
safest! How is this possible? One way ir which this situati.n can

* occur is illustrated schematically in Figure 2. If the "ONS" range
factor is relatively large, then the upper limit of the "ONS" risk"
is likely to exceed the "PRC' risk (while the "PRW" risk is highly
unlikely to exceed the "PRC" risk because of their narrower ranges.
The situation is further complicated by the elimination of common
accident scenarios, which means that any one alzernative comprises
different secs of accidents, depending on the alternative to which
it is being compared. Thus, if "PRW" is more likely to be safer
than "PRC" than is "ONS", it does nor follow that "PRW" is safer
than "ONS". There is no such transitive property of risk
"uncertainty.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOIMENDATIONS

Risk analyses can he greatly improve:l by 'Jatailed evaluations ofI associated uncertainties. This is especially so in the case of a
program for which the best estimate of ri~sk is low, and in the case of
a comparison of alternatives whose risks appear to differ by small
amounts. As demonstrated above, alternatives must be compared to each
other directly, not to some other option (such as "PRC" above), if the
comparison is to be valid. Furthermore, when the best estimates of
risk are low for all of the likely alternatives, the ranges of risk

'.4 unssrtainties are crit.ical. The reason for this is that the large
uncertainty of the freqoenc•y or probability of the undesired event,
much more so than the bert ectitlate of freq.uoncy or probability,
go-erns its chance of occurrence.

2
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1* TABLE 2

I Um tsPROBABILITY OF RISK DIFFEPENCES BETWMEEI ALT-/2ATIVMS

-Unmitigated Risk -

(Risk measured by Expected Fatalities; probability given in percent]

STR -- 99 99 99 99 99 99 99

ONS 1 -- 48 37 1 6 6 49

"REG 1 52 37 15 35 35 52

NAT 1 63 63 -- 26 43 49 63

lPRA 1 99 85 74 "" 81 81 99

PRB 1 94 65 51 19 -- 69 94

PRC 1 94 65 51 19 31 -- 95

-,PRW 1 51 48 37 1 6 5 -

. ... .. .. . .. . . . . ..

A* fammle: The probability that PR% (in row 5) is riskier than NAT (in

column 4) is 74 percent (value in row 5, column 4).
Conversely, the probability that NAT (in row 4) is riskier
than PRA (in column 5) is 26 percent. Note that the two
results, 74 percent dnd 26 percent, are complementary and
total 100 percent. Thus, the "odds" that PRA is riskier than
NAT are 74:26. or about 1-I. These results are based on
comparisons of the means and ranges of computed "expected
fatalities." after eliminating accident scenario contributions
common to the two alternatives being compared (in order zo
obtali independently distributed data). Note that, since some
types of uncertainty have not been considered explicitly, mid-
range probabilities (eg., those between 30 percent and 70
percent) are not believed to substantiate conclusions that

risks are different.
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At the cutset of the detailed analysis, a decision is required
regarding the extent to which uncertainty will be treated. The
analysts must be informed about this decision and they must be given U
the time and resources to do the work. For the assessment of a
prog.ram in which uncertainties will be great (because of the nature of
the program's risks, or a lack of detailed data and information) or in
which the frequencies or probabilities of high-consequence events will
be low (in which case uncertainties in the completeness of event
identification and in the accuracy of frequency or probability
estimation will be important), the resources required for uncertainty
ana]ysis m~y be great, perhaps even greatly in excess of those
required to generate best estimates only.

In the generation of best estimates of frequencies or probabilities,
care should be taken to be consistent in the use of medians or means.
Medians have often been selected instead of means because medians are
basic to the formulation of the mo, t commonly used forms of
probability density functions, and because they can be estimated with
greater precision from a limited sample. Unfortunately, for some of
the data precised for compltex assessments, medians are either
unavailable or much less accessible.

For example, suppose that three munitions are observed to detonate, on
separate occasions, after exposures to fire that total 133 minutes.
The mean time to detocnation is about 44 minutes. Additional data
would be needed to determine the median time to detonation. To
illustrate this point, we can suppose that the individual times to

.* • detonation were I minute, 11 minutes, and 121 minutes. These times
appear to be distributed geometrically about a median of 11 minutes.
The four-fold difference between median and mean shows the importance
of care in using consistent types of estimates of central tendencies.

* .The additional information, which is often inaccessible or
unavailable, needed to estimate the median shows that consistent use
of means is often the more practical choice. The reader should also
note that, if means are used as input to an analysis, means should
also be selected as outputs of any Monte Carlo simulations that are
performed. An additional benefit of the choice of means is thair.
median-to-mean conversion step may be saved and any associated
uncertainty will be reduced when expected values are calculated.

Consistency is also necessary in the characterization of uncertainty.
The types of uncertainty that are not to be included, if any, should
be defined. For example, unidentified errors that may be present in
data references, errors in the selection of analytical methodologies,
and errors in the risk analysis calculations are often excluded from
the quantified uncertainty. In general, it is best to estimate the
effect of every source of uncertainty, even though such estimates may
be based on judgment alone. This approach can greatly reduce the
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systematic understatement of uncertainty irherent in the results of
risk analyses.

Furthermore, care should be taken that uncertainties of medians or

means are not coufused with uncertainties of individual samples or
single occurrences of events. Returning to the example of the three
detonation times having a median value of 11 minutes, we can see that
the uncertainty of a single occurrence can be characterized by the

,4 factor (which is the geometric standard deviation) of 11 between the
median and either of the extreme values (1 or 121). However, since we
have a sample size of three results (1, 11, and 121 minutes), and
since the standard deviation of the median (as a geometric mean) is
proportional to the inverted square root of the sample size, the
uncertainty of the median is a factor of only '.1/13or about 6. If
many more observations were available, including 100 each of
detonations at about I minute, 11 minutes, and 121 minutes, the median
time would still be 11 minutes, and the uncertainty of a single

t observation would still be a factor of 11, but the uncertainty of the
median would be only a factor of 11/300-Oor 0.6.

Which should be used, the uncertainty of a single occurrence or the
uncertainty of a median or mnean? The answer to this question depends
on the nature of the program analyzed and on the type of result that
is expected (or on the criteria that will be used to evaluate the
results). For example, if the subject of the risk analysis is a
program that will continue indefinitely with numerous undesirable
occurrences, and the goal of the analyst is to quantify the expected
(whole) number of occurrences, then the uncertainty of the median or
mean should be used. However, if the program is a short-term endeavor
that would be abandoned after a single catastrophic occurrence, and

V' the goal of the analyst is to quantify the probability of the
unexpected (fractional expected value) occurrence, then the
uncertainty of a single occurrence should be used. In any case,
uncertainties of medians, means .nd single occurrences should not be
combined indiscriminately.

Risk analyses can be greatly improved by detailed evaluations of
associated uncertainties. This is erpecially so in the case of a
program for which the best estimate of risk is low, and in the case of
a comparison of alternatives whose risks appear to differ by small
amounts. As demonstrated above, alternatives must be compared to each
other directly, not to Lome other option (such as "PRC" above), if the
coMparison is to be valid. Furthermore, when the best estimates of
risk are low for all of the likely alternatives, the ranges of risk
uncertainties are critical. The reason for this is that the large
uncertainty of the frequency or probability of the undesired event,
much more so than the best estimate of frequency or probability,
governs its chance of occurrence.
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ABSTPACT

The hazard classification of liquid propellants needs to be addressed
because procedures for classification have not been established in the Department
of Defense Hazard Classification Bulletin TB 700-2. This bulletin clearly atates
that it applies to a~munition and explosives other than liquids. However, the
bulletin has been used as a guide in the hazard classificaticn of liquid
propellants.

Incident reports on explosions or detonations, identify the major modes of
ignition as friction, impact, thermal, adiabatic compression, electrostatics,
and impingement. In providing an accurate classificntiov, the subject material
must be exposed to the same stimuli as experienced in its environmental state.
Often small-scale tests do not simulate the actual conditions, and full-scale
tests must be performed to account for the critical mass. This paper will
address the methodology and tests required to establish the hazard classification
"of liquid propellants.

INTRODUCTIOt!

The safety community has an interim classification of Class B for liquid gun
propellants (LGP). Bein:, designated a liquid propellant, it had been
autcmatically, by definition, classified as an explosive. As such, th1e DOD
Manual TB 700-2 was used in establishing the classification. The manual
explicitly states that it applins only to ammunition and explosives other than
liquids. 1 Thus, the hazard classification of these liquid gun propellants was
base. on results of tests that were designed strictly for solid propellants.

The lack of a formal protocol for the hazard classification of liquid
propellants within the Department of Defense (DOD) has posed a problem. As a' •, potential remedy for this problem, the NATO AOP-7 706 manual has been evaluated
to determine if characterizations and Zua~ification tests wcre indeed valid for
the classification of liquid propellay The hazard classification scheme of
Groups I through IV, as presented in the NATO AGP-7, were considered for
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incorporation into this program. This paper will examine the test criterion for
liquid propellants under the NATO AOP-7 manual.

BACKGROUND

NATO AOP-7, "Manual of Tests for the Qualification of Explosive Materials
for Military Use,* cites a scheme for the classification of liquids,
qualification tests for determining the hazard classification and the
characterization requirements essential for each liquid propellant for
acceptance. The scheme for the classification of liquid propellants is shouin
in Table 1.2 Qualification tests for the hazard classification of liquid
propellants are given in Table 2.3 The characterization requirements are shown
in Table 3.4

METHODOLOGY

Small-scale tests can be selected to provide reliable information if the
environmental modes of ignition are addressed. The modes of ignition considered
critical for evaluating liquid propellants are therm&l, compression ignition,
impact, card gap, and electrostatic. Critical mass and diameter are parameters
that must be obtained by full-scale test methods. As illustrated in Figure 1,
once a liquid propellant demonstrates a positive explosive reaction in one of
the screening tests, further testing will be continued to cdetermine if the
material is a Class A or B explosive (Figure 2). If the liquid propellant does
not produce explosive reactions in all the screening tests (Figure 3), then the

V< materials are subjected to the full-scale critical mass and diameter tests.

SCREENING TESTS

The card cap, impact, thermal stability, and electrostatic tests were K
considered the prime candidates for the screening process. A brief description
of each is given bilow.

A typical card gap tester is shown in Figure 4. Thic test measures the
sensitivity of the material to the shock from a detonation. The test apparatus
consists of a steel tube (14 cm long x 4.75 cm OD with a 0.55 cm wall thickness),
two Pentolite pellets, a *-2 blasting cap, a 15 x 15 x 1 cm mild steel witness
plate, cellulose acetate (-r equivalent) cards 5 cm diameter by 0.025 cm thick
(2 in. diameter x 0.01 in. thick). Detonation is indicated when a clean hole
is cut in the witness plate. The test sample an, explosive booster should be

at 25 0 C ± 50C at the time of the test. Should no detonation occur in the first
test without cards, it is repeated two times for a total of three tests. If no
detonation occurs in the three tests, testing is concluded, and the results are
interpreted. If detonation occurs in any one of the first three trials, further
testing must be done. where the number of cards used begins 4ith 8, halving or
doubling the cards unti1 detonation occurs. This procedures is followed until
the point of 50Z probability of detonation is obtained. Normally, a maximum of
12 tests is required to determine the 50Z value.
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A typical sample containc: of the impact test apparat'i: it- shown in Figure
5. The liquid test sample (0.03 m) is enclosed in a cavitt formed by a steel
cup, an elastic 0-ring, and a steel diaphragm. A piston rests on the diaphragm
and carries a vent hole which is blocked by tho steel diaph:agm. A 2-kg weight
is dropped on a steel ball in contact with the piston. A positive result is
indicated when the reaction produces enough energy to rupture the diaphragm.
Data are reported as the height which yields a 50% probability of initiation.

JA-NMAF Thermal StabltStr4,?

The JANNAF thermal stability test fizture is a stainless-steel cylinder
0.22 in. in diameter x 1-1/2 in. long, closed at the bottom with a shielded
thermocouple and a compression fitting (Figure 6). The fixture is charged with
0.5 cc of sample anH closed at the top with a stalnless-steel diaphragm, 0.003
in. thick. The assembly is then placed in a bath which is heated at a constant
rate of 10°C/min. A second thermocouple and on X-Y recorder are connected with
the sample thermocouple so as to yield a plot of differential temperature versus
bath temperature. Exothermic reactions appear as positive peaks, endothernic
reactions as negative perks. Results are reported Ln terms of the temperatures
at which significant thermal activity is observed and the temperature at which
the burst disk yields.

Electrostatic Test 8

Electrostatic energy ztored in a charged capacitor is discharged to the
sample material being tested to determine whether an electrostatic discharge
will cause the sample to decompose, flash, burn, etc. The sample is placed on
a special holder which assures that. the discharge will pass through the ý.ample.
The capacitor is charged with a 5001 volt potential; the discharge needle is

lowered until a spark is drawn through the sample (the sample being about 20 0g
in size). The standard test interval ranges from 0.0001 microf rads and 0.00125
joules (at 5 kV) to 1 microfarad and 12.5 j]ules (at 5 kV). The test is begun

at the 12.5 joule (1 microfarad) level; if results are negative, testing is
IU, continued until 20 consecutive negatives are reported at that level. If the

result is positive, such a- a flash, spark, burn, odor, or noise other than

Sinstrument noise, then the next lower test interval is tried, until 20

consecutive negative results are reported. The test iz normally conducted at
a voltage of 5 kV DC or less. An ambient temperature of 18-32 0 C (65-90 0 F) and
relative humidity not exceeding 40Z are naintained.

RESULTS

The screening tests were conducted on LG? 1846. The results are presen•ted
in Table 4.

AA
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DISCUSSION OF RESULZS

Card ©np Tat

A series of card gap tests were conducted by SwRI on LGP 1846. The results
of these tests are presented in Table 4. A series ýf tests were conducted on
LGP 1845 by Hazards Research C.irporation in 1981 and .ave been included in Table
4 for comparison purposes with the results of the tests on the LGP 1846.

The tests conducted by SvRI on the LGP 1846 were conducted in accordance to
the test procedure described earlier in this paper w:.th two exceptions. First,
a polyethylene liner va3 used in the LGP 1846 tests to isolate the LGP from the
mild steei test tube, thereby precluding any contamination of the LGP. Second,
the pentolite disks each weighed approximateiy 90 grams instead of 60 grams.
On zhe tests conducted on the LGP 1845,9 there were no "detonations" since the
witness plates were dished but not punched with a hole. Similarly, the SwRI
tests in',olving the !GP 1846 resulted in the witness plates bain3 dished but no
holes being cut into the plates. The witne~ss plates are severely daformed, Lut

no holes wert punched in qny of the plates. A test to confirm that the liquid
propellant was ýicozing involved by the detonation cE the pentolite and that the
damage to the plateý vas not tL .~ due to the pentolite chara-es was conducted.
To determine what c,:ntribution 0ie LGP was making, the confirmation test was
conducted with water instoad of liq-uid propellant. The damage to the witness
platb was much less withLout the LGP. A tesst was also conducted vith a ionger

mild steel tube (42 cm), tht witness plate was less damaged than the plates used
for the 14-cm tube tests, indituting that tho detonation was not b-ing propagated
through the liquid propellant bul instead was being attenuated.

Under the classic Department of Dfense TB-700-7 manual test nrocedures, any
material designated as a propellant wui!d automatically be classified as an
explosive. The criteria for distinguishing between Ifilitary Class 7 (DOT Class
A) and Military Class 2 (LOT Class B) is the .ensitivity value of 70 cards. If
the cnrd value for the propwllant is 70 or more cards, then the classification
is Military Class 7. If the card value is less than 70 or no reaction at 0
cards, the classification is considered Military Cl.,s 2. The earlier card gap
tests conducted by Hazard Research? on L? 1845 were o;ly cond'xcted at the 70-
card level. When no reaction occurred at this level the:,, according to the T3-
700-2 classification schere, LP 1845 was ciassificd as an -xDlosive Military
Class 2. This classification protocol does not allow for a. accurate hazard
assessment for a mterial when no reaction occurs at zero cards. A material
should exhibit an eyplosive reactior before it is classified as fL' explosive.
To follow the procedure of classification as outlined in the TZ-700-2 is
inconsistent with the concept of an explosive material.

I

The impact value for LGP 1845 and LnC' :846 is 76 cm (30 in.). The impact
value reported for nitromethane is 50 cm (2G in.). Nitrcnethane is shipped b?
ICC as a flan-able liquid. By ccomparison, the liquid propellants cited are less
sensitive than nitronmethane yet are classified as a Class B explosive.
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Vhe thermal stability, under confinement, demonstrates the temperature at
which significant thermal activity is observed and the temperature at which a0 rupture disk yields. The results of the LGP materials indicated that they
produce high gzs pressures under conditions of confinement. This is consistent
with the normal functions of a gun propellant.

A series of electrostatic tests were conducted by SvRI in accordance with
the test protocol outlined earlier in this paper. The sample holder consisted
of a 0.0025 cm (0.001 in.) brass shim bonded to a 0.16 cm (0.0625 in.) thick high
voltage phenolic dielectric matarial. The brass metal was connected to the
ground lead of thz spark generator. A 0.64-cm (0.25-in.) hole was cut into the
insulator exposing tile mýtal plate. The sample liquid material was then placed
in the ma..ll cyilndrical cavity created in the insulator. The upper electrode
was then lowered near to the butom electrode (the sample holder) and the charge
was then allowed to arc through the liquid sample. Tests were conducted using
LG? 1846 and the tests were conducted at energy levels of 180 millijoules (limits
of the power supply) with no reaction. Twenty repeat tests were conducted with
no reactions.

CONCLUSIONS AD VCOMMENDATIONS

I. The card gap test does not givi a fine enough resolution for materials that
are relatively insensitive. A more sensitive test procedure is required.
The current critbria for a detonationr is based upon a danage effect that in

A•• some instancee can be ambivuous (low order detonation). A more fu.ndamental
criteria for a detonation is a measurement of the detonation velocity. It

Y is recommended that the card gap be performed in tubes that are 16 in. or
greater and instrumented uith detonation probes.

2. The impact test is a measure of sensitivity of a liquid to adiabatic
compression of gas bubbles in the vapor phase. Since the results have been
obtained with standard AST1 test priced!!res, it is recommended that thin
Proccdii.e be adopted as a standard screening test for classification of
liquid propellants.

3. The results of the thermal stability test under high confinement
demonstrates the necessity for developing test procedures which are more
representative of tae typO of containers .hich are used for normal handling,
shipping, and sturage.
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TABLE 1. DOD AND NATO UN HAZARDS GROUPS OF

LIQUID PROPELLANTS

GrouU Type of H.zard

I Fire hazard potential (alcohol, hydrocarbon fuel) ;

II Flare-type fire (fluorine, LOX)
III Containar rupture or explosion (boranes, methane)
IV Mass detonaiion (nitromethane)

Source: DAR'XM-R 385-100, Chapter 15.

TABLE 2. NATO QUALIFICATION TESTS FOR HAZARD CLASSIFICATION
OF LIQUID PROPELLANTS

Unconfined burning (bonfire) 202.01.002
Impact 201.01.004
Card gac 201.04.002
Minimum pressure for vapor phase ignition 201.08.001
Flash pcint 201.01.002
Abiabati.c compression 202.02.001
Detonazion velocity 302.01.001

Optional Tpntq

Attack by fragment
High velocity impact
Drop tes;t package
Oblique impact
Critical conditions for self-heating

TABLE 3. NATO CHARACTERISTIC QUALIFICW .u FOR LIQJID PROPELLANTS

1. General Characteristics

1.1 Composition
1.2 Type/Role
1.3 Related Applications Rnd Compositions
1.4 Fabrications
1.5 Physical Properties

2. Chemical Characteristics

2.1 Stability
2.2 Compatibility

2.3 Toxicity

3. Propellant Characteristics

3.1 Burning Characteristics
3.2 Impulse/Impetus C
3.3 Heat of Combustion
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TABLE 4. SCREENING TEST RESULTS

CARD GAP TESTS

Tube_ _0 :
No. of Tests Length No. of

c m ( a in .) C a d s Eff ec t q o n l a t e

3 LGP 1846 14 (5.5) 0 Severely deformed, no hole
punched

Water 14 (5.5) 0 Slightly deformed, no hole
punched

1 LGP 1846 42 (16.5) 0 Severely deformed, no hole
punched

29 LGP 1845 14 (5.5) 70 Dished but not punched with

a hole

IMPACT TESTS

. Drop HeIht (in.)

Sample Identification 1 Cal

1. LGP 1845 28 30 31

2. LGP 1846 29 30.5 33

JANU&F THERMAL STABILITY (
Temperature

of Hajor

Sample Exotherm Onset
Idenriication ______m__

1. LGP 1845 135 Very sharp and rapid exotherm,

2. LGP 1846 120 burst aisk.

a 42-cm long tube instead of 14 cm tube.
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SJOIT HAZARD CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM AUTObiATED DATA BASE

by

Patricia S. Vittitow, USAMC Field Safety Activity

CURRENT PROCEDURES

The U.S. Army Materiel Command Field Safety Activity (FSA), Charlestown, IN
manages the Department of Defense (D.,) Joint Hazard Classification System (JHCS).
The JHCS contains the hazard classification for approximately 11,000 explosive
items. The data fields established in the JHCS are:

a. National Stock Number (NSN).

b. DOD Identification Code (DODIC).

c. Item nomenclature.

d. DOD hazard class/divisicn/storage compatibility group.

e. Framnt/firebrand distances, where appropriate.

f. United Natio-ns serial number (UNS).

g. Department of Transportation (DOT) hazard class.

h. DOT label(s).

i. DOT container marking.

j. Part/drawing numbersi.

k. Explosive weights in pounds and kilograms:

(1) Net Explosive Weights (1.1 material) NEW.

(2) nat Procellant/Pyrotechnic Weights (1.3 material) - NPW. .

(3) Explosive Weight for QD Purpones - normally the total weight cf
NEW and NPW. However, if propillant contribution tests have been conducted,
the appropriate valu3 would bh entred here.

Currer•ly the JH1CS i:- printed on microfiche and distributed quarlterli. FSA
is re7nonsible fcr distributing the microfiche and maintains the ma3ter. address
list for DDESS.
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AUTOMATED DATA BASE (ADS) SYSTEM FEATURES

To make the JHCS more accessible by the field and to facilitate easy retrieval
of the information available, the JHCS was recently automated. The system is
originally intended for DA use, but with the installation of a larger computer
system, it is anticipated that the ADB can be extended DOD-wide. Features of
the ADS are:

a. Will allow 24-hcur ccmputer ac-.tss worldwide,

b. Can accommodate 10 users simultanaously,

c. Can process up to 600 accesses daily.

The JHCS ADB has six "canned" queries that are menu driven which will enable
the user to search for various data elements. The queries contained in the
ADB will allow the user to search thQ JHCC1 data by:

a. NSN

b. DODIC.

c. Part/drawing nunber.

d. Nomenclature.

e. Determine magazine storage compatibility for a group of itcm•.

DATA 3ASE INIOY •ATION

The data bawe file is an image of the JHC,$ Master Dati File which is updated
monthly. A new data base will be c'tnstructad on or shortly after the 15th of
each mcnth unless no changes had occurred to ,!he JHCZ. The Data Base Manage-
ment System utilized is INFORMiIX coirrined with SHrLZ zfd "C" program interface
to effect MENU driven queries. A3 many as t-ýn ucit3 at a time can access the
data ba-se file with read only permission (M'.;). The ROP will facilitate
LCOGON proc-dures and negate the necd for password assignment and control.

Co'nputet Host (s)
As an inteorim soluticn to Central Systems Design Activity (CSDA) East's
hardwi'e/software ýoormunicat ions nomads, HQAMC will tost- th. ADB until CSDA
can pzccurrŽ the required conimflni cat ýns hardware/sofcware to support world-
wide access. The data will be file t a:;sferze0 from CSDA-East's w.iin frame
into liý:AMC DDTl host com-•utet concnirr?nr wth the JP,!23 filv update frequarncy.
It iý- tie intent xc n of CSD/A-Eaor to mic:,j-te from tie HýAMC host onto the
dara bank main ftame or other C";2A cooriuter at which time the communicatior,
accoss) is r;olved.
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Data Base Management System (DBMS) Employed
The DBMS employed is INFORMIX (version 3.0) under the UNIX operating system.
INFORMIX is a relational DBMS which allows data to be entered, stored,
manipulated, and retrieved. The end user will only be allowed to retrieve
data by, selection and execution of menu driven queries. Special queries may
be developed on an As needed basis.

Data Base Record Lr-iout
The data base record layout consists of 24 data items. See App•endix A for
the layout and data item fields and codes.

BEGINNING A QUERY SFSSION

It is advisable for any potential user to first seek the profesaional assistance
of their local Directorate of Information Management in establishing the
communication link to the HQAMC computer. The link could be through the local
area network (LAN) or via the telephone using AUTOVON and 800 toll free dial-up
compatibility.

Terminal Type
A terminal configuration &:-,ould consist of an ANSI keyboard, cathode ray tube
(CRT), modem, telephone, and a line printer if hard copy generation is desired.

The type of terminal required to communicate with the HOAMC data base host
computer is a VT100. Dumb Or smart tezminals of various manufacturers can be
utilized in VTl00 mode or emulation thereof. For those users who have no
terminal equipment, an IBM compatible PC with communications softw3re such as
Crorstalk or Symphony, may be the ideal solution to retrieve JHCS data.

Modem
A 1200 baud modem or acoustic coupler must be configured to the terminal to
effect data communication. Two AUTOVON numbers (284-5647 and 284-5311) and
one toll free 800 (368-3157) number are available into the HQAMC computer. It
should be noted that manual dial-up may be more advantageous over automatic
dialing due to the availability of AUTOVON cr 800 phone lines at your
installation.

LOGON PROCEDURES

The logon procedures that have been developed are extremely easy to use. Due
to the menu driven queries no password is required to enter the system. The
logon name is "jhcsdb". After logging on the menu is automatically displayed.
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Menu Display
The menu that will be displayed follows:

***********JOINT H.*ZARD CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM********

1. List of JHCS data by NSN.

2. List of JHCS data by DODIC (DIC).

3. List of JHCS data by PART/DRAWING NR (PDl).

4. List of JHCS data by NOMENCLATURE (ITN).

5. Igloo Storage Compatibility Inquiry.

m. Redisplay this menu.

b. Bye (quit).

Query Retrieval Procedure (Menu Driven)
All queries will be executed from the menu by entering the relative nimber
assigned to a data item name or inquiry job. Inquiry number 5 - rgloo (
Storage Compatibility, is an irquiry job. Inquiries number 1 through 4 are \;
data item name queries. After entry of each data item query the system will
prompt for another query. While another is being keyed, the system is
retrieving the previous query entered and stacking the output for display. All
query output will be arr3yed in 80 character screen width format displaying
all the data item in the record(s) selected. If no data appears after the query
execution and only the header and "end of last line" are displayea, there
are no records in file for the data item(s) entered. To end a session,
return to the menu and enter 'b' for bye or quit, LOGOFF will then occulr.

Scrnple Data Petrieval
An example of a data query by NSN and nomenclature is contained in Appendix B.
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JOINT HAZARD CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (JHCS)
INFORMIX DATA BASE RECORD LAYOUT

QUERY

FIELD MNEMONIC SIZE
POS. DATA I'1W,, IDENTIFICATION NAMZ CLASS

- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- °-----:•

* 0 FILE KEi (FIELD PnS. 1," 2 S 3) HCSEQ 15 A/N
* I DOD COMPONENT C-)t 1 A
*2 TRr-SER'.ICE COORDINATION TF-'. ~ 1 A

* 3 NATIONA: STOCK NUMBER NSN 13 N

* 4 ITEM NC, ¶ENCLATURE ITN 48 A/N
* 5 DOD IDE[!TIFICATION CODE DIr 4 A/N
* 6 DOD HAZARD CLASS/DIVISION &

STORAGE COMPATIBILITY GROUP IH1CSC 6 A/N
6-1 INHABITZD BUILDING DISTANCE IBD 2 N
6-2 DOD HAZA.'RD CLASS/DIVISION dCD 3 A/N
6-3 STORAGE COMPATIBILITY GROUP SC(; 1 A

7 DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION LABEL DL] 1 A/N

(FIRST LABEL)

8 DEPT OF -'iANCPORTATION LABEL DL2 1 A/N
(SECONF LABEL)

9 HAZARD .$YMBOL CODE HSC 2 A
10 DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION LABEL Dh_2 1 A/N

(THIRD LABEL)

11 UNITEU "ATIONS ORGANIZATION0
SERIAL .AUMBER UHtI 4 N

2 DOT CL; 3S/EXEMPTION DCICE 2 A
"-I DEPT Of TRANS. CLASS DCL 1 A

-2 DEPT OF TRANS. EXEMPTION DE. 1 A

DEPT OF TRANS. MARKING DME 2 A
14 DEPT OF TRANS. EXPANSION DM F 2 N

"*15 DOT EXPLOSIVE REGISTRATION NO. DEl 7 N

16 NET EXPL.OSIVE WEIGHT (LBS) NE.!-LBS 7 N OR BLANKS
16.1 NET EXPLOSIVE WEIGHT (KGS) :!EN--KGS 7 N OR BLANKS

17 NET PROPELLANT WEIGHT (LBS;) NPW-LBS 7 N OR BLANKS
17.1 NET PROPrLLANT WEIGHT (KGS) NPW-KGS 7 N OR BLANKS

18 NET EXPLOSIVE QUANTITY
DISTANCE WEIGHT (LS) NEQ-LBS I N OR BLANKS

18.1 NET EXPYOSIVE QUANTTTY
DISTANWCE WEIGHT (KGS) N:;.,-KGS 7 N OR BLANKS

*19 PART O DRAWING NIJ 'MIR (FIR;T) PV 16 A/N
*20 PART OR DRAWING NUMBER (SECOND) Pt:2 16 A/N
"*21 PART O.1 DRAWING NUMBER ('THItRD',F 16 A/N

DATA ITEMS (INDEXED). ->
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*'•,w' JOINT HAZARD AUTCMATED FETRIEVAL SYSTEM '** *
• ** QUERY MENU C**)

1. List JHCS data by NSN.

2. List JHCS data by DODIC (DIC).

3. List JHCS data by PART/DRAWING NR (PD1, PD2, or PD3).

14. List JHCS data by NOMENCLATURE (ITN).

5. Igloo Storage Compatibility ITquiry.

6. Ad Poe Query Form.

m. Rediaplay this menu.

b. Bye (Quit).

Enter selection and carriage return: 1

Enter first NSN:1310000158809
Another NSN ? Y or N): y
Enter next ?ZN :1310005420384'
Another NSN ? (Y or N): n

Please wait .wile program runs...
23054

NSN - 1310000158809

NSN - 13!0005420384

?F'eport is approx. 22 lines long.
Do you wi3h to print it ? (Y cr N): y

Pre-s <Print On> & <Enter> keys to start printing report.

At end of report, press <Print. Off> & <Enter> keys.

21-34 ~



0 JOINT HAZARD CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
LIST OF DATA FROM QUERY BY NSN

COM TSC ----- NSN ---------------- ITEM NOMENCLATURE -------------------- DIC-
A N 1310000158809 CAHTRIDGE 60 MM HE M49A2 B632

IBD HCD SCG DLI DL2 HSC DL3 UNS DCL DEX DMK DME DER NEW-LBS NEW-KGS NPW-LBS

08 1.2 E I 0321 I AB 0.824 .373763 .015

NPW-KGS NEQ-LBS NEQ-KGS PART-OR-DWG-NO-1 PART-OR-DWG-NO-2 PART-OR-DWG-NO-3
.006803 0.839 .380567

CO. TSC ----- NSN ---------------- ITEM NOMENCLATURE -------------------- DIC-
A N 1310005420384 CARTRIDGE 60 MM HE M49A2 B632

IBD HCD SCG DLl DL2 HSC DL3 UNS DCL DEX EMK DME DER NEW-LBS NEW-KOS NPW-LDS

08 1.2 E 1 0321 I AB 0.824 .373763 0.015

NPW-KGS t:EQ-LBS NEQ-KGS PART-OR-DWG-NO-l PART-OR-DWG-NO-2 PART-OR-DWG-NO-3
.006803 0.829 .376031

END OF LIST
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Another Query ? (Y or N):'n

•** JOINT HAZARD AUTOMATED RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 010 -
'*'*" QUERY MENU * I

1. List JHCS data by N.N.

2. List JHCS data by DODIC (DIC).

3. List JHCS data by PART/DRAWING NR (PD1, PD2, or PD3).

4. List JHCS data by NOMENCLATURE (ITN).

5. Igloo Storage Compatibility Inquiry.

6. Ad Hoc Query Form.

m. Redisplay this menu.

b. Bye (Quit).ii

Enter selection and carriage rcturn: 4

Enter first NOMENCLATU2E (in caps):M509

Another NOMENCLATURE ? (Y or N): n

This query will take 2-6 minutes per itn.
Please wait while program runs...

23676
ITN - 'M509'

Report is approx. 39 lines long.
Do you wish to print it ? (Y or N): y

PreŽss <Print On> & <Enter> keys to start printing report.
At end of report, press <Print Off> & <Enter> keys.

25109
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JOINT HAZARD CLASSIFICA"IOll SYSTE.M
LIST OF DATA FROM QUERY BY NOMENCLATURE (ITN)

COMi TSC --- NSN ------------------ITEM NCMFICL`ATURE ---------------------- DIC-
A N 1320009298389 PROJECTILE SIN HE M509 D651

IBD FCD SCG DLI DL2 HSC DL3 UNS DCL DEX DM4K DME DER NEW-LBS NE'W-KGS NPW-LBS
21 1.1 D I 0168 I BI

N?W-KOS NEQ-LBS NEQ-KC^S PART-OR-DWG-NO-l PAIRT-OR-DWG-NO-2 PART-OR-DWG-NO-3

COM TSC----NSN------- ----------- ITEM1 NOMENCLATURE---------------------- PIC-
A Y 1320001710760 CHARGE, SPOTTING, FOR PNOJECTILE-S M483AI + M509 D003

IBD HCD SCO DL1 DL2 HSC DL3 UNS DCL DEX DM-!Y LrE DER NE-7-LBS NEW-KGS tiW-LBS
1.1 D I 0060 I FF 0.103 .046720

NPW-KGS NEQ-LBS NEQ-KOS PART-OR-DWC*-!1O-1 PART-OR-DWG-NO-2 PART-O?,-DWG-NO-3
9272016

CO*1 TSC----NSN ------------------ ITEM INOMENCLATURE ---------------------- DIC-
A Y 1320010736010 PROJECTILE 8-INCH 11509E1 D651

13D HCD SCO DL1 DL2 HSC DL3 UNS DCL DEX DMK LME DER NEW-LBS 109-KOS %'PW-LBS
21 1.1 D I 0168 I BI

NPW-KGCS NEQ-LBS NEQ-KGS PART-OR-DWG-NO-1 PART-OR-DWG-NO-2 PART-0R-D"iO-140-3
93 62 612

COM TSC --- NSN------- ----------- ITEM IOME,'ICLATURE---------------------- DIC-
N N 1390002283383 FUZE ASSEMPLY,11509Al/W50O9S6 PIBD F/CTG DOD C2 NX83

IBD HOD SCG OLl DL2 HSC DL3 UNS DCL DEX DMK IIIE DER NEW-LBS NEW-KGS NPW-LBS
1.1 D I 01408 I AZ

NPW-KCS 1NEQ-L-3S NEQ-KGS PART-OR-DWG-NO-1 PART-OR-DWG-NO-? PART-.OR-D~ij-"1O-3

END OF LIST
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CATEWRISATION OF UIRY NCPýG P~fLL-7AN UNS-~ 1-2 D4TIX =n~ T-'1Y WIIifl

A I'M1IFIFD LI~NG PUJIUD77M. ~G~

N. Cazanis
Explosives F•vitory Maribyrriong
Departnynt of Defence
tLCME1NT AUSTRXLIA

A B S T R A C T

Quantity - Distz.nce probl1"T are enccuxtorte %;ikn exdsting propellant pa~ste .1
drying facilities at F-plosives Factory Maribyrnong under the present

categorisation of 1.1 D for dry NC/NG ýA.te3. If it carn be shonm that

pastes typical of those prodLced at F'i! behave es l.3C category m.-teri~l at I
the end of the drying prccess when distributed ar-d cnntaijtd in a dryTib,,•

trolley as at EFM, t-he Qu-ntity - Distance restricticna wi].l be •rrcntly

reduced.

A series of large scale trials were condicted with pro-,l.1an,,t ...n

drying units within a simulated but modified drying buildir.,, ccnf -gL-aaticn

and it was shown that pastes containing only NG -ard NC ,rw•ti "N' cof:tet of

13% could be regarded as 'mass fire' rather than 'mess e-.oloicn' ri-k when .

arranged a in "dhe trials.

'3
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Propellant paste or po-xier cake in its dry state is classified under the

United Nation Hazard Division of 1.1 D. This classification imposes

Q•(intity - Distance restriction:3 on the ime of the pette dryilng bildih!,- at

Explosives Factory Maribyrnong.

Trials to investigate the behaviour of dry propellant pastes have been

coinlirtcd in the past both in Auttralian er•d the United Kingdom. E&':y

Australian trials 1,2,3 showed that pastes sendich ccnsifoted uf only NG anr NC

and w.*ere the 'N' content of the WC was above 12.6% w1oI.td burn to detoration *,1
under cordlitions of mild corfinecqent. In later trials 4,5,6 carried ou'l in

the Unit--d Kingdcm, the behaviour .-f yciste vs assessed under conditions

which vould be encountered in tihe actual cL':ir, arrang-er.ent. It was again :1

;hown t~hat pastes cersistir;g of cn].y NG sr.d WC with 'N' content of less than
12.3% could be considereA ea 'mras fire' risk 'mder condition of ccnfinenent
no groat-r than th-t obtained when in trays in paste drying units.

However, for pastes where the IN' content of the NC was about 13%

cont-n,)c~y z~results iwere obtaired in s•ittll scale tests, and a detorntion

did oxcupr when two 215 tray drying. umits each containing about 110 k9 of dry

Jste were placed side by side.

More recent trial:3 carried out in Australia, at r'tilva.a Explosivx• kFactory,

Yzv-rawongri, involved a range of dry NC/NC propellant paste c-aicýrusiticns

inrcluding Mz-.tes where the 'N' content of the NC iws over Ia%. These tri-Als

we) e conducted in the open with paste lorded into lightly constructed

siulTkted da-rirg trolleys. No det )nations were obtained even in tests wviere

two Sinidated dryi.nj trolleys were placed close to ea:h other. F'r these

triala the paste hed been wiappcd in calico cloth aaxl then piacA-- on trays

for kuidi.- intc the dryy;z i trolleys.
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C) On the bLais of the results fron these recent trials, there was still Y <

insufficient evidence to consider the drying process at EFM within the

existing buildirvi configuration and envirorment as a fire hazard only.

A trial which consisted of a series of full-scale tests ww carried out with

tiry paste consizting of only NG an, NC with 'N' content of 13%, wrapped in

calico cloth and lcaacii-4 into standArd heavily constructed drying trolleys

and ignited withir siL-ulated drying buildings cf modified configuration.

The modified dryinrg huildin arze-rgement involved the separation of drying

trolleys by eans of partitioning walls such that each trolley was within a

single bay in the simulatel dcrying house building.

Site Selectiocn , 4

C) On initial planning for this series of trials it was considered that up to

500 kg of dry aLste may be involved in a single test. For such a quantity

of potential 1.1 material a suitably large and remote area ums rei~uired.

The Australian Ar-- was approached and permission was granted for the use of

the site and facility at the Proof and Experimental Establishment at

Graytown, somre 140 km by road from Explosives Factory Pfaribyrnong. The

remote site although suitable for the tests, presented other problews,

particularly transporting to the site the quantities of dry paste reruired.

43ý.9tp Dryi n-,t

Current txa.Lsoort r-,ulations f7,r the trnm•pert of dar.9rous goods- pre,,evnt

the tr-3nsort of NT•h" -j rteti, N N)r~er 0159, if the watter content i•i below

35%. It v-pz thereforeý r< ... to tr-nsport th.ý paste wet, and dry the

requirrd quantity on site prior to each tet.
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A num!ber of options for drying the paste were considered but t-he mathod ( s
selected was by the use of electrically driven axial fan and electric

heating elements to blow hot air over the paste which was loaded on trays in

a standard paste drying trolley. Although electric heaters would not

normally be us--d within the factory for paste drying, with proper

precautions they were considered to provide the required, safety at the

isolated trials site.

The fan and h.-ater init were placed abotut 20 metres fran the leaded patei

drying trolley and the hot air was ducted throughpi an insualated flexible

metal duct. A 62.5 KVA diesel generator to rpow.er the heaters was placed a

further 100 metres away. The heater elerents had a total rating of 38 Kw

but depenr.ing on ambient conditions only the requir4d number of elE,',ents

were switched on to give heated air at the entry of the drying trolley of
between 45 - 50 0 C. Ine elexier'ts were also of a design which provided

miximunn safety in that the ccnr4cting wire i3 enclosed in a finned mild

duct. The generator :-xntirj and drying trucks were earthed to prevent the

build up of static e'=,ctricity.

NC/NG pastes eTjct;d to be c)ruced at EFM are primarily for solvent said

scini-folvent pjr:ý'lnnts. The paste compcsitior~s would typically be 49 -

5 N• NG with t.sie 2,TC h;r.,irg a Nitrogen content of 12.3 - 13.2% For this

series of tes, a t rd _ste corno•sition consisting of 50% NG ix-d 50%

.lý with a Nitrogcn content of 13%, ýas chosen is previous trials at il•la
£,Soi Vu3 •actory rndi-cateJ that severity of a fire increased with

ar.•"• N;,' NC•. otrnt and increasing Nitrogen content..
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Paste Prepration end Lcadinrq in Drying, LUits

The normal paste preparation process at EFM is for paste to be produced in

'sheeted' form, placed on AlL=.ini~m perforated trays and stacked into paste

drying trolleys. Each tray holds about 4.5 Kg of dry paste and each dryirn

trolley can hold 24 trays in two stacks of 12 trays side by s..de to give a

total load of dry, paste of about 110 Kg.

For this series of trials it was also decided that the paste be wrsp-prd in

calico cloth as it was taken off the 'sheeting' table and placed on the

trays. It was considered that the calico cloth would provide a sufficient

barrier to flame piopagation to lessen the potential for a mass explosion

utpon ignition.

The paste drying trolleys used in the trials were standard heavily

conztructed units which had heavy meetal h.eels and other metal fittings
re,•moved to ruce the f pent hazard should a d.ltonation occur. Hoi-ever

strictural integrity of the trolleys was not affected and the paste would be

btu-ned under the degree of confinement that is imposed by a standard pe:•te

dryirt unit.

Simulated PLstl f' Dy'tiq 'Rouse Building

The dryin-I house at EFM is a timber framed asbestos cement sheet covored

building approximately 24 rnetres wide by 9 metres deep. Thne interior of the

building is op-n and up to 24 drying trolleys in 8 lines crnn be connected to

overhead air drying ducts. The in:ternal framing of the building divides the

area into eight 3 mneire wide hays and offers the opportimity to construct

light flrshmroof partitioning walls.

K))
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For the trials a representative building de3ign was selected ta simulate the

configuration of a portion of the actual drying house buildinq. The trial

buildings were steel and timber fre e structures wit" -alv ilsed steel rrf

and wall clacding. Each building was 9 metr-:. wide by 9 metres deep &r,

divided into 3 bays each 3 metres wide and ezdh repvesentative in volhn to

the 8 bays that would be crerat-d if the actuml dryi;rg houz biidin3 ;a

partitioned. Although each bay is capable o0" acco-:)odattng 3 drying

trolleys, it is proposed that in the modified drying procesa only one

trol ley of paste would be placed in each my for dyirng and this was the

arringeeent in these tests.

The partitioning of the trials buildings i.-As achiavcd by claruii•g both aides

of the internal fran- with the same galvnniced steel shteet used for covering

the external walls. 7Te 'double-skin' partiticning ,ralls shculd withstand

the overpressure betzer than the single shcin external walls and roof to give

the necessary protection to the adjoining bays. Also if not providin,, •.

complete barrier to the ingress of flare to adjoining b•Yys then at the very

least the fireball should have diesipated sufficiently t•irough the exterr.al'

walls and roof to minimiai heat ini:t into the pe.te in the trolley in the

adjacent bay to pr.vent a burn to detonation.

The bqy- in the trials buildings were also fitted wit~h 'nttArccr•nectflnW tal.

d-;jts to simulate the air-drfing ducting of the actual building to nssess

its risk as a possible flame path.

The actual drying building arA the trial sinailated drying '•uilding layouts I
are dintvlr-tically shown on Figure 1.
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Ir~strt•_entat ion

For each teat in these trials, visual records were obtained by videa t.,sd
high sreed ;otog~rIhy. In addition bl',.t over-pressure ecordi•. uij t

was installed to cbta.n a rue-asure of the blest should a detonation cý.oo[

Fn.irther infortation was gathered by tlhermtcooumles and pressure :.,eaa tx-r,_g

instrnbntation within the individual. bays.

Ignition

The ignition of the paste in eachi test wa; achieved by the use of igniters

consisting of an electric match head and 2 graives of black pod.&5'.r. Two

igniters were placed in the bottom tray in the paste dryirmg trolley Lo

ensure i~nition shovuld ore igniter fail. In tests where m,;o than Cre ;0

4'T.. trolley of peste was involved, cer-h trolley was fitted with igniters so thiat

if the mce.ptor trolleys were not in;ited by the d,-A-jr trolley then they

could b.2 dispcsed of by firiL.j as s r.le truck events. Thii ensurw t2hat

the firing, party did not have to approach a Ictentially darnemxa si-ce s•Jd

also p•rvides 3additional confidvice that sir.1le trolleys cf -r,--te wil. not

burn to detonation.

Test No 1 - 19 Novrw-bhr 1287""

This test wa-i ccrx-uct4A in the ov'•n -s a Tli2!ir~rnry t.:st to o C i•-e the

bNXhrvioir of t~he hbninq paste in a star2Jd p-qt•e di-yinq trolley picior to

trde.tc-t-kin. tests within the !ir~ulate-d drying house huihiirn;a. Tne ti.tZit

involved a siri#le- trolley of 4.5 dQ dry shýcedd r-2.StG 7.P in -'J c-1

cloth on each of 24 tr)zy to -:ive a totil loadi of 110 K which iJs ti

""tc.')rd l v4i~ng adoptcd for t:his 3ef ic•. of tri.nAln.
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CI
T7he paste had been dried over 23.5 hours at 45 - 500C to a moisture level of

0.2%. The temperature of the paste on firing was estimated at about 300C.

On ignition the paste burn-ed fiercely without detonation and was nearly all

consumed within about 2 seconds. The fireball that developed was

directional due to the construction of the drying trolley which has only

canvas covers at the front and back for connecting to hot air ducts.

Examination of the trolley after the burn showed that it had suffered

relatively little structural d3rae. The doors on the side through which

the paste trays are loaded onto the racks had been blown o~f and thrown

about 4 - 5 metres. Most of the Almuiniu-n paste trays were in place and

P-howed little or no dxa=ge.

As thA.re wtas no detonation no data wa.; collected by the blast overpressure

initrnnwentation which hand the pressure probes set 30 metres away from the

trol!E:!y. The taer•,xcouple which was located about 2 metres frcm the trolley

reozried a d;i.s• t,-e-.ratizre of 1150 0 C. Voile another thermocouple placed

8 metres awny recorded a teorperature of 110 0 C.

Test No 2 - 26 N-vor 19P7

In this test one trolley of 110 Kg of dry paste was pla-ed in the end bay of

the 3 bay test building. Into each bay interconnecting metal ducting was

in3t',lced to represnent the hot air ducting of the actual drying building.

71,e pnste tirlley w,' coriiected to this overhead duct with a stzndard canvas

connrxntion. This arrangement is shown in Figure 2. Each bay has 3

.:o:t:,'•.t�d scel roof pan.lz r:-placed by lightly attached fibre glass

4&fored pla-itic pa.nels to repre~sent a ventirg systan of about 6 squwre

metre's in ar-'s. The side wall to the end bay which did not contain the

f,.iste trcoley was resxzved so that the behkaviour of the partiticning wall

1,ztwev'n t]iat bay ari the middle rey could be observed. The doors to each

b..,, -aere closed and weored with a .-mrAll sliding bolt.
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The paste in this test was dried over a period of 23.5 hoiurs to a wistuxe

level of 1.4% and it was estirmted that the temperature of the pnste cn

firing .as about 32 0 C.

The paste was ignited in the no=al mxunnr and burned fiercely with flhea

extending out through the roof end the blown open door. Exnarntion of the

visual records shcwed that the doors to the bay with the burning pste amd

the middle bay blew open very early aPi- almost sitatltsneotusly indic,tina

that pressure was leaking into the middle hay as it was developing in t/%e

first bay. Also at about the saame time the plastic roof &nels were blown

off ahead of any visible flarxe and thus behaved as quich op•rating roof

vents.

A side view of the burn showed that the fireball extended about 15 metres .

front of the building through the blown open c.oor. A 3ide view into the end

bay (&ay 3) which had its ezternal side rj(ved, sho-.4ed a puff of smoke1 i' •issuing from the open interconnecting duct.

After firing examination of the site showed that the building had suffer3xl1

relatively little dftrage. The sliding bolts which held the doors closed had

easily snap!ed their securing rivets to allow the doors to open early during

the initial pressure build up. Apmrt frow the lightly attached plastic roof

panels nc other roof or wall pltnels were blown off. Only some of the wall

panels at the rear of the byy had been bent beck near the roof line. The

dan.Lge to the partitioning wall was only slight and this had been causcd

when doors of the paste drying trolley has been blcwn off ani onto th-e wall.

The exposed tinber framing of the building only showed surface blacking and

char'ng. Pressure and flhne penetration to the adjoining bay had occurred

at the partition wall/roof line where no atteipt had been oRde to provide a

good seal.

The paste drying trolley itself suffered more dn'"nge then the trolley in the

previous trial and had been displaced a short distance fromn its eriiir.al

J position but it was still substsuntially intpct.
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The blast overpressure instrroentation registered no readings from the

.4 probes set 30 netres in front of the building.

The thvrmocouples placed near the paste trolley gave maximun readings of

10COC and 9250C. The therv.ocouple in the adjoining middle bay recorded a

maximtm of 250°C, posai!ly because flame that had leaked through the

partitioning wall had reached or came very close to the thermocouple.

&xjirnation of the aiddle h-.y revcaled little fire/flame dazmiMe And it is

considered unlikely that !mwh of this bay had seen temnperatures of 250 0 C for

other Cie=n very brief periods.

TD-'t No 3 - 10 Dec-ibe.r 1987

Cn tie basis of the r'i,,ilfs xind observatJo3 of the above tests it was

decided that for this test an ovierload arrnngrcment would be used. Two

drying trolleys each loaded with 145 X1 of dry paste were placed one in esch

of the end t-nys (Pays 1 anrdi 3) of the 3 Iny test building as shown in Figure

3. An ecwpty drying trolley .- " pl=ced in the middle bay (BTy 2). Eoth

loaded trolleys werý ccnnected tn the overhead interconnecting duct. The

highaer loading in the pazte drying trclley3 was achieved by inserting

w'diti.rAl trara of 4.5 Kg, wr.apprd, sheeted pa.-:te in between the 24 trasy

of the stixenrd load.

The pa.•te had been dried to a lrvel of 0.22% moisture %n it was estimated

that the temperature of the pi.ste on iiring w,-as about 360C.

7he trolley of pa-ite in the left hand side± bay (Bay I) was ignited and wns

burning fiercely for about 2 seconds, uiier the trolley in Bay 3 ignited and

'birr-ed wi~tl ccs3idergble violence Lut without detonation.
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Eka-aination of the site after firing showed that the damage to the building

was relatively minor althcush some wall and roof panels had been blown off

the building. The bay, in which the second trolley had burned, suffered the

most damage and this second trolley had collapsed. Paste trays had been

scattered inside and outside the bay by the violence of the burn.

It was considered that ignition of the second trolley of paste had occurred

from the first trolley either by flame or burning debris travelling down the

interconnecting duct. It was also possible that flame could have reached

into the bay through the partition wall-roof line which was not adequately

sealed. A camera placed in the floor of the middle bay, in which the eopty

paste trolley had bpeen placed, showed considerable flmie penetrating at the

roof line from the adjoining bays. The temperature recorded by the

thermocou-ple in the middle bay was 4150C.

From the front view it was seen that the fireball from ignition of the

trolley in Bay 1 had almost engulfed the entire building and as it was

receding the trolley in Bay 3 ignited. A side view showed that the fireball

from the burning of the paste in Bay I extended about 20 metres in front the

the building at its wximun.

No reading v-as registered by the blast overpressure instrumentation which

had probes placed 30 metres in front of the building. A maximum temperature

of 9350 C was recorded in the bay of the first trolley ignited (Bay 1), while

at the other end bay (Bay 3) the thermocouple directly above the paste

trolley recorded a temperature of 1330'C.

I
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Test No 4 - 3 i1ay 1988

In this test 3 paste trolleys loaded with 110 Kg of dry paste were placed

one in each of the bays of the 3 bay building in the arrangement shown in

Figure 4. No pla-tic roof panels were placed in the roof over any of the .

bays so as to impose relatively more confinement to the burning paste than

in the previous tests.

The overhead ducting from the bay on the left hand side (Bay 1) was carried

past the other two bays and had the outlets pointing outward. This was

arranged in an attempt to see whether any flame or burning material from the

ignition of the paste in the left hand bay entered and travelled down and

out the duct. A brass mesh screen was also placed in the duct near the

opening over Bay 2 to collect any debris that may enter the duct when the

paste in Bay I burned. The sealing of bays was improved by using 15(}n x

150,wi galvinised steel flashing strips over 50mm thick mineral wool

insulation blanket around the edgea of bcth sides of the partitioning walls
in each .hIay. l

The paste in each trolley was dried to moisture levels of between 0.21% and

0.25%. The temperature of the paste in the trolleys in Bays I and 2 on

firing was estimated as being between 300% and 350 C. The pate in the

trolley in Bay 3 had completed its drying on the previous evening and the

paste had cooled to about 20 0 C.

The three paste trolleys had been fitted with igniters and the trolley in

Bay 1 was ignited first. This burned fiercely. The door was blown open and

some external wall panels were also blown off the front and side of Pay 1.

There was no propagation of the fire to either the adjoining middle bay or

the other end bay. After a period of about 8 minutes the paste trolley in

the middle bay wias ignited from the firing control station. Again no

propagation of the fire to the remainirg trolley of paste in the end bay

(Bay 3) occurred and this was disposed of after a further wait of about 6

minutes to render the site safe for inspection.
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Once again the building suffered only what was considered to be minor

structural damage in that the frame was substantially intact. The

partitioning walls were still in place and only some extelnal wall panels

and doors to Bays 1 and 3 has been dislodged and thr'own some distance fr.m

the building. The door from Bay 1 was found 15 metres in front of the

building while the door from Bay 3 was found about 4 rmetres in front of Bay

3. The method of sealing around the partitioning walls appear to be

effective and it was still in place around both side2s of both walls.

Examination of the visual records show that the fire from Bay 1 largely

vented out from the front of the building and reached about 18 metres. The

ignition of the trolley in Bay 2 resulted in the rear wall of the bay being

blown out and the fireball dissipated mainly out the back. For Bay 3

external side wall to the building gave way ,ery early in the burn and the

fireball vented out mainly through this side.

In each of these events the paste burned without detonation and no readings

were made on the blast overpressure instrumentation. Although a nimber of

roof and wall ýenels were blown off from each bay the building suffered

relatively little structural damage.

As in this test it was arranged to obtain more information on the conditions

in the duct during the burn temperature and pressure readings were taken at

various points inside the duct. The highest temperature recorded was 4600 C

just inside the duct from the first bay while further along the duct

temperatures of 2700 C and 330 0 C were obtained either side of the screen.

Pressure measurements were also made and pressure of 1.72 kPa was recorded

in the first 'bt no appreciable pressure could be measured in the duct. The

inside of the duct near the opening over Bay 2 where the screen had been

placed was examined carefully. No evidence of flame or burned debris

arising from the burning of paste trolley in Bay 1 could be found.
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Test No 5 - 10 May 1988

The building that was used in test No. 2 was refurbished and mcdified for

this test. A trolley loaded with 110 Kg of dry paste was placed in each of

the 3 bays as shown in Figure 5. The partitioning wall between the left

hand bay and the middle was lined with 9Lm fibre cement board and the

partitioning wall between the middle bay and the other bay was lined with

6mm fibre cement board. This was done to obtain some measure of the

performance of more suitable building materials that could be used for

modifying the actual drying house building.

Tibe trolley of paste in the middle bay would be ignited first and this was

connected tLo the overhead duct which ran into the left hard bay where it ms

also connected to the trolley in that bay. The duct was carried past. the

right hand bay and just past the building and left open. A brass screen was

placed at this duct opening to again try and collect any debris that may

enter the duct from the burning of the trolleys in Bay 1 and Bay 2. The

middle bay U•ay 2) was provided with 4.5 square metres of venting area

through the roof by removing roof panels. A further 3.6 square metres of

venting was provided by removing the door. The left hand bay (Bay 1) had no

venting either via the roof or doorway and the right hand bay only had 3.6

square metres of venting via the open doorway.

The sealing around the partitioning had been improved in the same manner as

in the building for Test No 4.

The paste in all trolleys was dried to a moisture level of between 0.2% anck4

0.4% and it was estimated that the temperature of the paste in the trolleys

in Bays 1 and 2 was between 300 C and 35 0 C on firing. The temperature of the

paste in the trolley in Bay 3 was estimated at being at about 20 0 C.

The paste in the trolley in the middle bay was ignited first and burned

without the fire propagating to the trolleys in the adjacent bays either via

the interconnecting duct (to Bay 1) or the open doorway (Bay 3). ,•
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The rpmaining trolleys which had been fitted with igniters were each

disposed of at about 6 minute intervals to render the site &afe for

inspection. Each trolley of paste burned as a single event and withcut

detonation.

Once again the building was considered to have suffered relatively little

structural dawage. Some roof and wal] panels had been blown off from each

bay. The partitioning wall between Bay 1 and Bay 2 had suffered

considerable damage about the middle region adjacent to where the paste

trolleys were located. Some of the sheets of fibre cement board (Bay 1

side) and galvanised steel wall panels (Bay 2 side) had collapsed. Initial

damage had been caused during the burning of the trolley in Bay 2 as visual

records show that the closed door to Bay 1 was blown open during the very

early stages of the paste burning in Bay 2. As this building hac, also been

used in Test 2 the partitioning wall frame-work ray have been weakened

sufficiently so as not to be able to withstand a second pressurisetion.

However any flame that had entered Bay 1 via the partitioning wall did not

ignite the paste in the trolley in Eaj 1 so onl; slight danage to the
partitioning wall must have occurred during the first burn. More severe

damage which resulted in panels been blown off the wall ruast have occurred

during the burning of the trolley in Bay 1 which was ignited for disposal

some 6 minutes later.

Although no ignition of the trolley in Bay 1 had occurred via the

interconnecting duct from the trolley in Bay 2, close examination of the

visual records showed a glow and a puff of smoke issuing from the open end

of the duct over the right hand bay. Also a thermocouple placed in the duct
inlet in the middle bay recorded a temperature of 470 0 C.

Small pieces of burned debris were found traIped by the screen at the open

end of the duct. These were determined to be burned canvas material frozm,:

the canvas connection put in place between the trolley and the overhead duct

as would be the case during the normral drying process. j
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Ary flame Mnd heat in the duct during the burning of the paste in Bay 2 did

not reach or was insufficient to ignite the paste in the trolley in Bay 1.

Other thermocouples recorded temperatures of 1240 0 C in the left hand bay

when the trolley in that bay tas ignited. Instu-zm.ntation for measuring of

pressure in the bays recorded a maximuin pressure of 2.41 kPa in the middle

bay.

No readings were obtained on the blast overpressure measuring equipument

during the burning of any of the paste trolleys.

D'ISCLS31O

A total of ten drying trolleys of paste were burned in these trials.

Although some tests involved more than one trolley, each burn can be,< 'i

considered to be a single event. Eight of t~he trolleys had a standsrd"

loading of 110 Kg of dry pas9te while t,..o trolleys (Test 2) had a 40%.

increase in the loading to 145 Kg of dry pnste. In all tests the paste

burned without detonating. j
When the separation wall between bays is cralrd to prevent the paswae of

flane and hot gases then paste in a second býy will not be ignited by a fire

in the neighbouring hay.

Somew transfer of hot gas many occur between bays in the hot air drying

ductwork but this does not appear to be sufficient to induce burning in

wrapped r.aste provided hurnin, particulate matter is retained by metal

screens. The emri;sion of flarikne is dire-ctioal as determined by the lccation

of venting arranrwýntt. Strenvg wnr, may influence this to so've ex-tent.

Provided the bha.y s3f--ration wa!3s are scaled then fire! in more than one bay

will occur as iri rii ii evInt7I
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This trial has dtrrconstrated that NG/NC paste of a typical ccmiposition where

the Nitrogen content of the NC is high (13%) will not burm to detonation

when wrapped in calico clothi, laid out on drying trays, loaded at the rate

of 110 Kg dry past-ý per drying unit or trolley and each trolley is within

its owrn bay in a di-ying building. The partitioning walls separating each

bay need only be marginally stronger than the roof, end walls or venting

systems to withstand the pressurisation in the bay over the short period in

which the paste is constmed. Paste prepared in this manner and dried in

this arran:_empnt can be classified as 1.3C d&ring the drying proce-2s.

The assistance, co-operation and facilities provided by 1-he Cor-msrxintg

Officer, Proof and Experi-mental Establishment, Graytown an~d his staff are

gratefully acknowledged.

The author also wishes to express his gratitude to the following

organization who have provided much valuable assistarmse and services during

this trial:

- Engineering Deveýlopiocnt Es~tablishment for blast overpressure

mreasurerwenl- instrumentation and visua±l data geatheringf and presentation.

- Ordniance Factory Maribyrnong, Instrtinent Services Section for

tem~perature and pressure measurement and recording.
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HOT AIR
FOR~ OPYING

EXiSTING DRYING BUILDING ARRANGEMENT AT E.F.M.
8 LINES EACH OF 3 DRYING TROLLEY(S

9m

LI

SIMULATED DRYING BUILDING ARRANGEMENT USED IN TRIAL
1 DRYING TROLLEY IN EACH BAY

S//

PROPOSED DRYING .UILD.IG ARRANGEMENT AT E. F. fl.
1 DRYING TROLLEY IN EACH OF 8 SAYS

FIGURE 1. DRYING B UILDNG ARRANGEMENT
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2 3

110Kg PASTE ISIDE WALL

ýýRE H VECI

FIGURE 2 ARPANGEMENT FOR TEST 2

NO PASTE

14S ,-j PASTE 1 2 1,3 145 Kg PASTE

Ntl

BOTH LOADED TROLLEYS
CONNECTED TO DUCT

FIGURE 3 ARRAINGEMENT FOR TEST 3

110 Kg PASTE

11OKg PASTE 110 Kg PASTE

"NO TROLLEYS CONNECIED

TO OVERHEAD DUCT

FI5UREi 4 ARRAiGINENT FOR TEST 4

110 K,• PASTL'

110 Kg PASTE--_~. 110 Kq PAS;TE4 I Li,
'.Y T'OL.LEYS IN BATS 1 X2

CO.',NF.CTIE TO DUCT [

,G-URE 5 ARRANMIýMENT FOR TEST 5
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FIRE FAST COOK OFF TEST OF EXPLOSIVES

ATrD PROPE"LiAINTS)

Yinliang Zhang

Xian Modern Chemistry Research Institute

P.O. Box 18 Xian,Chicia

ABSTRACT

A wood-kerosene fire fast cook off test was suggested.

Its flame temperature can reach to 620 C and the combustion

time is about 7 min. It is used to test the cook off beha-

viour of explosives and propellants which is loaded in a

metal case. 12 kints of energetic mat;:tal,such as TNT,

r-7N Ccmo.B, TlTB, NQDINGU and D.1-7 etc.,h"-; been tested.

Their cook off times were measured and their cook off

temperatures were estimated. Finally,their cook off reac-

tions w:ere discussed from fracture scenario of metal caae

and witness plate. Come pictu,.es of the test are given. I
INTRODUCTION

During modern war the effective kill functions of

ordnance system depend on detonation performance and

vulnerability behaviour of its charges. Because the modernl

war is very violence the chrLes loaded in the metal case

will be subjected to a number of dangerous stimuli:

1. Pire fast cook off"

2. Sy:'nrathetic detora-tion

3.Bullet or frtnxmerit i fi,)a ct
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4. Shaped charge jet penetration

Therefore, in a condition of practice battle the safety

performances of explosives and propellants are very important. K>
In order to prevent ammunitions from accidental explosions

it is necessary to load the bombs and warheads with insensiti-

ve explosives and propellants.

The high temperature fire is the most dangerous stimulus

to ammunitions. Thus we designed an experimental arrangement4

of wuod-kerosene fire fast cook off test to be used to test

cook off behaviour of candidate explosives and propellants.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEIMENT AND METHOD

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.1. It is

composed of three uarts: fire source,metal case and witness

plates. Fire source is a lumber stack whic" s drenched

with kerosene. Tts temperature history was measured by means

of thermocouple(Fig.2) and the results are shown in Table 1.

Metal case is made of steel tube 451 , its i.d. is 40 mm,

wall 4mm and length 120 mm. It is sealed with thread lid at

two ends (Fig.3). Witness plates are made of Aluminum.

They are held in three directions,that is, left, right and

rear, of the metal case as to identify the cook off reaction

of the materials tested. INeasurement of cook off time is

performed by means of step-watch. It is defined an interval

from initiation to detonation (or explosion) of sample

tested. The temperature corresponded to detonation ( or exp-.

losion) may be estimated accoding to table 1. It is called

cook off temperature.
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CRITERIA AND 01ETh-OD OF ASSESSING COOK OF' REACTION

1. If the witness plates are no deformation and the

metal case is no destruction, it is considered that sample

did not occur violent reaction.

2. If the witness plates are punched and the lid of

metal case is slid away but the cylinder of metal 'case

is not deformed, it is considered that material t3sted pro-

duced combustion.

J. 3. If the witness plates are punched and the metal

case is ruptured, it is considered that material tested
produced deflagration.

4. If the witness plates are punctured and the metal

case is fragmented, it is considered that material tested

O produced detonation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental results are shown in Table 2. Number 1

ia the propellant DH-7 which contained RDX, its cook off

time is 90s ccresponding to temperature 470*C, its cook

off reaction is combustion. Numbers 2, 8, 9, 11 and 12

are homogeneous materials. According to their cook off

time increasing they can be arranged in order:

DIUGU - TATB -TNT T1 NQ, GN

In this order the NQ and Gi have the best performance to

resist the fire fast cook off, their cook off times are

longer than 450s and their cook off tempei-atures are

higher than 520 C.T'ney both did not produce any violent

9 reaction (Fi.•4). DINTGJ has a shorter cook off time(10's),

2161
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doresponding to cook off temperature 471000 and it produced

deflag-ration (Pig,,.5).TATB and TT.T produced only combustion

rather than detonat-ion (Fig.7 -'nd Fig.8). They have a bet-

ter per'formance to resi-st the cook off stimulus. Their cook

off times are 210s and 290s, respectively. And their cook

off temperatures are 52000. T"T has a better behaviour toI fi-re fast cook off stimulus, it may be resulted from its

endothermic meltting. Nuimber 6 and 7 are mixtures containing

RIM, TNT arid aluminum or 'w'ax. .J lthough they both have longer

cook off times (195s and 210o, renuec tively) and higher cook

off temperatures (47000 arnd 5;2K 00, respectively), they both

produced detonation. Thus they have not good vulnerability

I behaviour to fire fast cook off sti~mulus. Number 3,4 an~d 5

4 bare plastic bonded explosives containing RDX and ohter addi-

ti~ves. They produced combustion or deflagration rather than

detonation to cook off stimulu2_. Thieir cook off behaviour

is better than Como.B.

CONCLUT 0NS

1. The ey-meririental results showed that the fire fast

cook off sitggested in this .ap.:2. ciri be t'3sed to arrange for

I candidate exrlos~ives and pro ellu-t2.

2. It is well known that Thie four homrio-eneous energetic

I materials, i.e., DITMGU, P3I1 , 2112 adNby increasing

odrof their cook off timne, can be ~arr.anged in followin,-,

and as sub~jected t,ý firý2 faL:t ooko_ Cff stirnUlus DINCU cc
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Sduced deflagration, TATB and TNT took place combustion,

and NQ did not produced any observation reaction.

3. Comp.B produced detonation as subjected to fire

fast cook off stimulus.
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Table 1. Fire Temperature History

time (s) temp.( 0 C) time (s) temp.(*C)

0 25 270 540

30 280 300 590

45 340 315 620

60 510 330 540

90 470 360 520

120 460 375 550

150 470 390 460

180 440 420 380

210 415 450 320 '
240 440 480 280
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n,-f t-ns ar-qpis it.ion ha q pla;v--A an ivm-t .ort- h hI'hV

i'I o rol1e i n t he A ir F- r(-,- for nht-ai no ri " nor liini f id Pj

1wj"ApOn qSstemS. There are mAny fAcet-q Aqqiatedi with thiq

n~rst-,oQe Viiii perhaps, --no- of t-he mno~.t niimdeqo that- o~f

e'-'P0C;li VO'.s ha z;-rd Ias qi f ica i ion' Vhe n,i-ncqp of 1he

f iifi'ation is t-o acr-rurately c-ha r;4-ter" Ah r i7- b fYnniVp- so

t-hAt i n t h.- evnt- nf a n aidet- rs ai it- h or iti zi n F f rij yl

rpqnonn-1 in an emerg-ency situation. Several nrnhlernq iraeias

the- re-ýiult of the Peacekeeper acquiisition a4nd rn'eOnt-iflhief on

ton th.- Small IC~BM program. These prohl. I a I , imrnart other

pnroqrams such as the advaric-ri ta-ti-ll bo~mhbr Ani th- ;%'Ivantr'ed

t.~rfical fighter.

An explosives hazard classific-Ation is An alnhAniineri~c

rspignat-ion that ident if ies c-o-rta in c-harac-teristics of a

c--rmnonnnt c-onta in i.ng explosive ma i-er ia I wh i ch i n tuirn,

determines shipping, handling And storage req11irement-. T t i .

usuially illegal to ship an eAPlORIVe fcOmpronOnt- tntil it has bee-sn

properly classified hy 1-he appropriate aufthority. Tieo luthority

rest's witE the Department of Transportat ion UiOT). whri hAs

dpleriat-er aufthority to the Departme-nt of DefpnQ#e (DflrH. Rnwe-er'.

d4 --istnc~t-ion should he ma (e# be-t-ween DOT a ndr pricl ha7.ar4~.

t 1c;ct i f i -af iearln . DOT rlavqifir'Atinnq Are reo i redl who-n

contrac-1-orcs ship comyponents rontaininq Pyrpo1n¶r4,,v ton; noni-nnn

installation. It can he reques,-ted from t he FiO)T in cordnrHin,-..

with p-ncediiroq and informat ion pr.sc;(ri h.-d r' ttý or'rl C ýF. A.

Peo I a t i ns %CFR), Title 4 9- T rin R prfat- i n - 'T' ý-cf-n n roqrp i~' i

rohia in a4 DOT classificAtion i8 not te
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Vror-ediir-c ls-Ac ir n ht~ini nr a POD clasnif ication.

A no~P (-nIrc #povpq ha 7ard (- I aqi f i vAti nn is requiired. whf-n j
-nt rart- n rc 'r POD p.arsonne I -hiP ~ornponent R ýoritainingj

oxr~-InsiveR tri a nonl inqitalla1-inn. The requirements Are o~ijfinP4-

in 1'er'hnjcaql Order (T.OA1 11A-1-47, "Dpartment of D fePen s e

Explosi ves Wi 7ard Cl ani fiv-at inn PrewcPdiiireq" whiv-h wil I Ibo the

fo.-iuq of this di~sqprtation. 4

DOT) Pxplosives haz~rd PlAssifications are~ divided i nto two

r~tpgor i.pq: i n to r i and finil. Tnterim e-xpl os i ve hazard

vlaqsi~fi(aionns are temporary clas:ifications usually issued in

the Air Fort-e by HO AFSC/T(FW and HQ AD/SES. They are design-d

fnr erroitrnnpntq iind'-r cdevel-ipment where the design is not fixed.

Interim c-la'nsifircat ions are bAstd on the explosive substances, in

the onmpnnent rather than how t~ho explosive i c packaged .

Interims are isqued for no mnrp than one ype--r, but can be renewed

Two r comprete explosives hazard classification data pakAq,-s K

containing thp. foillowing are required for an interim:7

from the 4-ontrae-i-r' s qafetv. office.

b. PXpl -i'xre' ý4A~ard ('1 ssifiv-.t-tion Data Recotd ftrom Mita

T Ite m e <3'r ip t-i f 'n T D, PT- L- 311Bli, t-o include:

(1) HA7Ard r-lassifirAtiora data obti~nied by testing in

acr"(,rd~nce with rranqport T--t i nE Pe-jiuji rementq, T.O. IIA-1-47.

Paragraphq li-2A fhrn1uv-h j. (F~or -in interim rla~sifivation only;

if the e--mnor~snt -rnnainq on)v- h,1;iardoii materials identified in

Title 4Q -'FR. qr'ti,-n 172.10?, Optional Hiizardl NWatvri~al Tihle,
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the T.O. Paragraph 5-2 testing hAs AheAd,, boen rrnmprliqhA ,-A

need not he roaccnmplished); or: Q
(2) Ha7ard ,-lI;qifircation datA obt-ain-i h,, .. .. rvtjv,

analysis, in which cas-:-. these data mliqt icn

(a) A copy of the final ha7ard vl1 iri,-atin for

the qpperific compo)nent upon which the analogy was bas , -d.

(b) A copy of the test r.siilta4 iirnn ,.,hioh the

final explosives hazard classifiration wa: granted.

The type and amroint of -xplnqive, in the

component used for the analogy.

To renew an interim explosives ha7Ard oIAqqifi-atinn, the

contractor must suhmit a request for renewal with coies of the,

original interim hazard classi firatinn ar, d -he original

Explosives Hazard Classification fala Reonrd. TV DT-T,-.•lR. nVn

Two complete packagjeR must be subhmitted early Pnotirg'N tn allow

processing prior to the current interim ha7ard classifiration

expiration date. (SEE ATCH 1)

Final DOD explonives hazard clasnifications are appropriate

for production components with stable ronfigurationg and are9

based on how the explosive heh;av- in the comnone-. Fiials

reqviire approval by the Air Force, Army and Navy. When a rfcl1est.

is made for a final hazard classification, ar interim will be

i qued upon request while the final is being proqssed. .

To obtain a final Pxplosives ha-,.rd clasi fication, the

contra-tor mus,.t s )bmit spven complet- data rpa•cV-ies- o.nntaininn

the fnl lowing:

a. All comnonent q musqt have the r'-e11ji•rod intprim ha7ard
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cla~qi firat iu,n foeRfi Vrt arrMpljcieRh as ouli in one of I-he

me4hr1 C)1t 1 .. b~1w

h. To~t r-,Qf fc r-rvi r-d nv T.u. 1 IA-1-4, rPavaranhAl %i-I

througqh g or t.-.-s r-'-vilfq in acordance with an alteri-afo- test

plan apprru-;ved by t bhe Dppartment of Defense Fxplosive, 'Safe-ty

nnBArd (DDFSR). Tbpe- tpqt-s need not be aecompliqhped if th-

ha7'Ard r.1ascific,.,i-in data were obtained by analogy.

r. Ttemq anfirirnated to he categorize-i as DOD ha7,ar.3

v Ilaq-,i f icati n n/ d iv i irn/ q t nr a~ 9, ompatibility grovip 1.4S are

I ~unique. ParA-rAoh 4-4 of the new draft T.O. 11A-1-47 reads as

follows:

LI "Compat-ihility Grnrop A~ is Pxcpptional in that tes-ting

Pis a prereniiisite- For assignment to this group. W he n

funct~ion teptfing (at Icast. three repetitions) of an

q ~unpar-karied article demonc;trates that explosive effprts

are -ontainpd within the item itseýlf (as is frE-~quentlv

the case with certain devices Ruch as cable cutters,

thermal hat~terio-q, and some aircraft escape syst-em

copnnts), Divi i on 4, Compat ibilv I ru i may

essigned wit-hoit' fiirther testing.."

For it-~ anfirivated to be classified l.4S, the followingj

a r-a recu'i ro-r

-~a.Are'~n-rld 1.4S fi nalI hazard classification, wit-h

1 ~ration;,le, fros.- ch ont-ractor s 51afet-y Office.

h. vno~ie~fliar Cagifircation Da ta R crd flTP. ["T-T.-

331113, Itemq 1 t~hr-oiih 15 and 17.

c. Test re-,i,1t ~ o at least thr,-o- eto~I-q- o h
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~3nprkae.~artc~ doemonstrAting that- the exploqive- offer'ts are

r-nt Ctiflpd wth' th

r - When a rAr1- ntumbe,- rohAnrio-, or a prefix o r suiffix dash

nuimber chanaes. An explosives hazard rlAqsifiration miist he

nbtain-d for t-he npwly idpnt-if'id item. The followinr, ftr ei~ther

rAn interim (two dlat.a nzir-keares) or final (seven dat~a parkageq)

r Iass if i r'af ion Ar- r erv i r-d:

a. A% lett er from fh-h rontract-or's safety otffirse wit-h

rationAlp indic-atina why a change in the number has been made an4

~ why a c-hange in ClAqSifir-atiotn is notý warranted.

b. A popy of t-he nrirninal hazard classification with the

original Fxplosivesq Hazard rlassific-ation Data Rec-ord, DID DI-Th-

3311B. (Tf the original is a final hazard classification, submit

the par-kano for a final hazard c-lassifivation, and an interim

hazard c lass ificrat.io will he iss4ue~d while awaiting final

approval.I (REPR ATCH 21

Finallyv, ear-h Reparate shipping conf iguirAtion of a component

0 requireq j1q vown oxplosive-c hA azard c-lassif j at inn. Examp I P!

Assembly A contains -xploqiv.- conmponents. Asse-mbly A requiire-sqIi it~ h4.zard olAqsifirat-ion. Fvplosive-c.n-nt~ainin'-i assembl;.-,R, if

rh inne-d cxepa-4ra t Ptv f rom rn c;;emhly A, require ft?-ir own hazard

LI lassificAtionst. Tf Asser-ihiv A is shipped :is- pa r. of a higher

1 qseOmbIy. the hi-ihpr aqsembly requ ir,- q ts own hazard

I - q csi f ica t I r-- BPe-.mse t1-hq.P rr-(p(roedre .les.-riberi Above were

Vno~t st rir-tlv Adhered to, ROMe minor problpms seemingilv

The 4.vmrntmq of thes-q, nroh)Rms were always presepnt. biit
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h#e-ama- re-adiy Ivappa rent. when a majonr AP roc-InAceP- r n V -a t-to r

SlIihMitted PXplosivPs hA,'Ard classifie-atioin p.r-V-4n, in

wit-h DID, n T -T.- 33 11 R The contra-t-or n-pdoed to c~lin variorii'-

items of a major c~nmponent for developmentAl test i ric frr t he

Small TCSM program. The DTD pots T.O. 11A-1-47 on --ontracot And

the contractor was requiired to comply. HRotepv-r, the k.i- ~ i

not even resemble the requiirementsa of the T.fl. Th." p~oav- wpreý

subsequepntly disapproved, as a resulIt . The contrActor stated

that because of the disapprov-d explosives hazard ca~cto

patckanps they would not. he able to acco,-mnl, h t-ho Ipte-tnq withoiit

impacting cost and scheduile for the SmAll TCRM nro,l.irAM. Tlhey

felt, the requirements. althouigh present. wprp not- -nfnro-ei in th--

past on the Peacekeeper program. They assumed t-hev wniuld not.

have to test bec-ause they would classify by analoriy to

Peacekeeper components. Current gii~dAnre 'nrp<i~e

classific-ation by analogy because the majority of the P-Arcekepper

componer.ts do not have final explosi~ves ha7Ard classifi~catinnC4.

The problemi was further compounded becauseP fqdpn Air

Logistics Center was storing Peacekeeper components At P-ill AFS

without final -xplolsives hazard c-lassif ic,:t ions. The Ppeaceke,-ppr

weapon syntem had already been 'ieployed and Ogden wantod the

final hazard clIassi fic(a iorns i ssued s o Sysctepms And rit

commAnd could Accormplishi prrngram mAnaqempnt- rs-sporncibii1itv

transfer. T he delAy in acqu ir ing the final h a ,;:irrl -

.-lAqsaificationn waq essentially caiispec' Iv non hiireaii-'.t-Ir, rpd-

Reforp the PpAce-epk er acu to.t-hre Air F~orr-f. hAd nno
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)nderf ke-n A major miqloe a-cliti iqi 'ir- Ni vbut#rlAn. Thpr'-

h Ad bee-o-n m iPsqi 1 r oi f i ý4t joq n h1 1 nr not hto s t 0h ot-r -evr) r n r 0-d

in P*.icekeeper. As a resul It t ho r)) I P fonr nht-Ajninr hA~arrl

olasifioAtions were different. Thor ro-i ;i rx-n f q wo-r- nrit- As,

well defined AR todav. If youj look At- Ih-h mAiorflrv of M.in~ijt'-ema

component-s, youi will probably f ind th at f Vi-, de) not- ha-oe f inalI

PXnlosjves hA7Ard classifioations wi th t-he t-ec-i no reolI Ii red

to dayv. When Gene rAI F I ct r i wa nted t- c.1a jf v i ts reent ry

vehiclIe oomponents by analogy to M i n~i t -mrAn for the Sma Il TCrs?%

program, vi rtiiallyI no informat-ion .j- Available for the

cormpa r son. Tn flecemher lq86, bhe DDF.qR decided the

requiirements for explosives ha7Ard I A qýi ficA t io n outi fn td i n

T.O. 11A-1-47 needed to be Rtric-tly enfonrced Recent ac-cidents

-Iilniinating in the Mark 84 inc-ident in OklAho;'nA crnvinrced the. DOD

of potential increasing pressure from t-he DOT. The DOT has

d~elegated the authority to issue hAzard -laqqifications to the-Y

DOD under a DOT exemption. The exomption t-;n b,- retracrt-ed hv t-he

DOT and all classi f irat ion-, wouild hA-9 to ho- isszued by them1. qo,

the DOD had to "clean-vir its Art." bpfore: An" bar-klaqh f-o t-lý

DOT was felt. This driH not rpro%7'e to bhe In #.;Q% t-qk

The DDESS felt the i.c4ne of pror-erly. t-f.pte comon-ni- in

acco-rdance with T.O. lIA-1-47 c-ould be- ro-,-t ified( w.ithin a year.

All interimns had to be rerewped annuially and, if t-n 'oonet had

not be:en prnoprly tested, then the- renewal1 wouild not- be roi-z;1-sid

tintil the T.O. requireri-mrtst we-re comple wi t-h. inalIq a Ir r-;4 (1,

ciranted werc- not at i ss',e( ber-ause. it wa,; r~ o1 t the oom 1 ,on.nt wasý

a'-ciirately cla-si Fi#eP throurih t-ho py(-r-xnz ordli nit-i(1n prc~r-"ýz
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in Attachment.. Thor Pxnpl in Aittachment. 2 shows R40/AWS as

K te Sste Saet' flretorate at the BA~listjc Missile Office

(RMO) at- Norton apR, CAý. -.ndj focal point for RMO requests for

hazard classifi-oationns. Thei.r problem was compounrded heeAusse

when a component came lip for renewal, the contractor would subhmit

a one page request- stating tha4t the component- had not changed in

explosive qu)antitv o r type. Tt- was fe It- that this -va s a

paperwork exerc-ise and the inferim hazard clasqification would be

issuied auitrmat~icallIV. rinfori-uinately, a majority of the

components were pre-viouisly issoed hazard classitications wi~thout

the proper T.). teqt-mci accomPl ishe-d. Ulnde.r strict enforcement

of the- re-quirements. thr- renewals could not he granted. This

caused an u~pro)ar in t hes contractor commun ity. They had not

costed testinri in thpir proposals and claimed the testing was out~

of the scope of t he-ir cont racts. This was not. the case, however,

because the DTD, DT-T,-111R. in-luded T.O. IIA-1-47 requirements

and was on the cont~ract data require~ments list. The out of s-ope

issue was dead after conferring with Air Force contracting and

legal representatives. The- only issue remaining was t-, insure

cost and sche-dule were not impactfed because contractor planning

for exrnlosjves h-7arrl classifications was based on the old

criteria. Niumrerorus work-4roindq r-;jcased the hazard classificationsq

requests to be siibmit-t-,- in a timely manner sometimes with the

answer being telefax,-d by close of businesq on the same day with

little or no impae't- t- r- r'cst- o)r qsup'hen 1le. What subsequ-nt ly

transpired1 was A hirue 1hac-k~or at- the approval authority, Systtenv

Commandi for the Air ForceP. For intprim hazard classifications;.

§Q)
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in an effort to recover from rhe Prrictfr nf nr ne F )he:

T .0. requii rempnt s, conractors were, riiimo-t-,i Q11bMi f-

explnoives hazard classification test r-sI11 to inc,,rp there

were no more close callq As experienced by the fir'd e.--nrator T

mentioned. This created a serious haklIng at all lovel4 of the 1.2,

ArForce dpfenqe a-quisiiRt ion from the prc'i-ot lffiopestt f-n'-h

projct oficeto put priorities on obtaining PxplnowziP fo~r th

classifications because it was only their prngram in rco)tent-ionn

for priority. But when the hazard clas ificition reqnisr..

Sreached Systems Command, there were a myriad of orj n iqan7A ons i

wantinq that samp priority attached to their prnnram. There were

requests from the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, AeraonatirfAl

Systems Division, and the Ballistic Missilp OffiPe jnqf to name a

few. Compounding the bottleneck, a- in th2-* case of f-he RNK•, wasc.

with both the Peacekeeper and Small ICBM programs active,

prioritiving requests within the project office! bec-ame a

challenging task. For instance, a PFAckeeppr component is in

the field and Ogden Air Logistics Ce-nter wants to iniire it h-.s a

final hazard classification. Along comes a Small TrRm cnmomonpnt

requiirifrg an interim hazard cla•sification that m,,St be qhipppr.

to Arnold EngineerJng Vevelopmpnt Center in Thnnessee for

developmental testing in a week. The project office will want J

thse Small TCBm component to be proceos-sePd first- at- Syqstems Com~mand

because the PeacekPeper compnnent more tfhan likely \,s a valI1i d

interim. This caiises the P-,:tekeeper romponeýnt- to mr~ove lower on

the Svýstems Command qtAc-k- of hazard classifif ,iof-p rpliests anr1
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the stack wi 1 rnni i niin to rise as m,,re requests are .ibmhiftpd.

Thus, the wnrk 1]. at .ys t em. Command in,-reases while

conr.urrently .Rifforina ,iiub irks in manpower.

The office of primary respnnnsibility for reviewing and

grantinq explosives hazard classification request for the Air

Force is HQ ApsC/TGFW. Previonsly, there were two individual•

who processed hazird cl1assifications. Their duties were numerous

and the requests were .4 small part of their job. Required TDY's

sometimes brought hazard classification processing to a

standstill until their return. Now with the budget constraints

becoming a factor, there is only one person responsible for

hazard classifications at Systems Command. The individual has

been very responsive to All the BMO requests and, as a result,

there h'ive been some :71ose calls but never any impacts to cost

"and schedule. This is du, to the personality of the individual

in the position at this point in time and, if this individual

elected to leave and be replaced, there is the potential that his

replacement may not place 1he same priority on explosives hazarl I
c I a .R.- i f i ra t i.ons.. •!

In ardition. thb manning problem appears to l-e across the

board. Processing final explosives hazard rlassification

requests requires more of a onordination cycle. Onc- t'hem rrojt-.

office siibmits the rpquest to Svytpms Command and Systepn crnmmori

prorcsses the repqfut. t-hev send an the data package to Ogden Air

Tonistics Center hark fo the project offi.ce. From there, the

requepists seem to heý in a "hl;,ck hole" untiAl the- approval lt..

is --•nt b.hck none mnn!-hs later from Sy.tems crommind. Ti is rro'
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I"
months or more or-m- iý iQ- .'--ýt frcim th-- projec-t nff irc-z Tn my

o~pinlion this is an Px#-.ptinnA~lvlYongj time- for protcesRin~i and may

he djue to Pith'pr t-he, (r(-rei -n xat-f.i.ons not- plIa,-irs'j I-h- r i ht-

priority on the reopiiet ,r the qAme- mAnninry problems experienced

by Systems rommand. -Alt-hnsioh t-he- haveP hee-, no ma;Jor imnassps

as a result of t-hiQ qto nri It tIl put s sfety in a had

light- to the nroiect- office.

Soliifionq to t hf. rirob1I Pms outlIined here needI qerious-

c~onsideration. With re'pecto t-o interim hazard cIa~s if icat ions,

there needs to he A 8--~nt-ra i 7at ion of approvral auithority within

the Air Forre. The DOT hAq rleterminr-r whic~h off-ic#s in thi- Ai r

Force will have approval auithority fCor in~terims. The DOD should

lobby for this dece-nt ra Ii At ion proposal. A DOT sanctioned

school that soreenq nrosppct i qfnt1d#-nt-, could provide the

instruc-tion nece.ssA ry to aiccujra tel cl v rIas3i f y explosive

components. T hese sItudeInft coul1d then i~ssue ha za rd

clasgifications at the pro-diict division level . Tf this prove.- to

he unfeasiblfe-, t han t-.he- DG(D shou I i -alIlo-w prnoduict divis ions in

systems cormmAndI to r- laeiF xplosqive- components that have

changjes in nart nun~h',s. TV wrs-c explosive component.

couild bze -lasqtified on -xin int.ý-rim ha si s by Systemns Command, the

current apprn-rY7A 1 agit hot t-v, anm1 All siubsegme~nt configurations ofi

the ".-rnp compo)nent wouild 1bý (-I as s if iiat the product.f division

level . (,vstem C'or-,:4nan' wnii 1 re-,--i ye a n informational r'opv ofI

thp inte-rim la'qqi f*,-At-io~n for bokepnqptirpos-s. The post

boosFI- vhi c iio f or 1), m;-. I I T 1 ; 1 1)i rn Projcteod part number
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changes i dent if tied. The Aetnua 1 pa rl- n~jrr1bP r iR n~tiý !lOn.n

!ireseýnt lv be~raiu, o f th.- voliime of change-s which may fr:ýcr~i~r-r

prior to production. Thp part ntimber changes e-Ar!h t- ume t

coinf i gurat ion changes. ThAse ideas coiuld significantly r.-..ij,e

thp workload at Rystems rrommand.

Tri thp ca~se of final ha'ard clasqificAt-jonsq. soire t'p:-. (if

traceabil itv for the stat-us of A r~equetq t-hronitihoit- t- hP

coordination process needs to he maintained. A rront-rol data File,

needn to he created to show where requesqts have been he-ld for

ove-r 30 days toi insure bottlenecks are minimized. evrAlI

contrca-tors have offl~red the use of their e-omput,-r dal-a

o-ollecrtion svstems. A Il requests would be U-ra-kled b~y eac-h

organization in th~e coordination process on this system providing

easy Accr-eas to each uiser on curre-:nt status. Whet-he:r t~his system

is us.-d or something else, A system n~eeds to be put in place to

identify p.-d)1-ential problems so they ran be reo-qlved as quiickly A's

possible.

Rr-alizing manning problems may be here to qtay, seriouis

considaration should he given to reorganizing c-urrent- resourcesp

t,-) P4ficiently Use th.- perqonnel:: available-. The- ioh oif

pr).oceps:ýýing oexnlno~ives hazard classifications r ain no ne r r P He

And prioritites asqsesse arccordingly. Thp potepntial for numerousz

cost and srchediileý imp jots rl<s to bp addressed And minimized. I
While evervotne hap doneP he',ter than could he expected, e

ac-qofl5tir)a- of some now im..:ijor we-apon sys tprn) -oulId eq -,eni l'

"bi-,ry" A I rhe- coordinatincr Pqne in C;!e proes.

1 earn-nd csemi i,- 1--~twi-yn all hran'rhp, of the serv ir-- c ýshou 11 1 -,,
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(fr-ftm~ InPOI-t " Th- cPrni n;;r r-n,11id fncuq on no~ vthi>f~i

Sto tho- MFRS. ;,hatpvpr jsR Apcjded A rpum of ~

this ci-ý,-nqczinn. somethingJr~d to hb nn-
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23rd DOD Explosives Safety Seminar
Atlanta, Georgia S9-11 Aug 1988

CONSTRUCTIICN STANDARD
FOR

NAVFAC TYPE V MISSILE TEST CELL

Robert N. Murtha
Naval Civil Engineering Labc-anory

Port Hueneme, CA

ABSTRACT

Missile Test Cells (MTCs) are a component of a Navy missile
maintenance. facility used to safely condvct functional tests on I
All-Up-Round (AUR) missiles to certify their performance reliability
before delivery to the Fleet. The Department of Defense Explosives
Safety Board (DDESB) has determined that a mishap could occur during
the remotely controlled AUR test. This mishap could lead to
inadvertent ignition of the rocket motor, inadvertent detonation of the
warhead or a combination of both.

The United States Navy is developing construction Standards for a
family of MiTCs which will meet technical operational requirements,
ordnance criteria, and the explosives safety requirements of NAVSEA
OP-5. The family will consists of both rectangular and cylinder-shaped
reinforced concrete structures designed to safely vent effects from
warhead detonation and/or rocket motor ignition away from occupied
areas of the adjscent maintenance facility. These Standards will be
used to support future military construction (MILCOU) projects. The
Archect-Engineer firm contracted by the Naval Facil].tes Engineering
Command (NAVFAC) for each MILCON project will use the NAVFAC Standard
as the final design for the MTC and simply site adapt the MTC design to
the construction site.

This peper describes the NAVFAC Standard for a Type V5 Missile
Test Cell which has a rated safe explosives capacity equal to 600 lb
TNT.
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1.0 INTROMUCTIION

A missile test cell (MTC) is a component of an Intermediate Level
Maintenance Facility (IL.9F) used to safely conduct functional tests on
All-Up-Round (AUR) missiles to certify their performance reliability
before delivery to the Fleet. An AUR is defined as a complete functional
missile, which may or may not include a rocket motor (liquid or solid
fuel), booster (solid fuel), conventional warhead, guidance and control I
section, and safe and arming device. The test simulates the actual
flight and intercept capabilities of the AUR missile and is remotely
controlled by personnel and equipment located outside the MTC in a test
control airea of the adjacent Missile Processing Building (MPB). A
mishap could occur during an AUR test. This mishap coild lead to
inadvertent Ignition of the rocket motor or inadvertent detonation of
the warhead. The MTC must be designed to protect adjacent facilities,
personnel, equipment, and missiles from effects of these hazards.

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) is developing NAWVAC
Standards (Standard Drawings) for the seven types of MTCs described in
Table 1-1. Although each Standard will consist of a complete.AE design
package including architectural, civil, structural, mechanical, /
electrical, and physical security considerations, this paper will deal
primarily with the explosives safety issues of siting and blast
resistant design for the hazards of warhead detonation and rocket motor
lightoff.

The MTC will be a heavily reinforced concrete structure with a
covered passageway leading to the MPB and an unpaved level access area V
at the opposite end, as shown In Figure 1-1 for the cylinder-shaped
NAVFAC Type V MTC. The MTC houses a missile test stand, missile
restraint fixture, test missile, and test equipment as shown in
Figure 1-2 (typical). An entrance way with a blast resistant door is
located in the front wall and a frangible blow-out panel and rocket
motor lightoff vents in the rear wall. The reinforced concrete
cylinder is cast in the horizontal position using a corrugated metal
liner for the inner form. The flat end walls are reinforced concrete
circular slabs cast monolithic with the cylinder. The main
reinforcement in the cylinder section consists of "hoop" reinforcement.
The hoop bars are bent in a circular shape and spliced together with
a mechanical butt splice. Stirrups are provided to maintain the
integrity of the cross section. Longitudinal and diagonal bars tie the
end walls to the cylinder.

The operation of the MTC is such that the blast door is closed and
the rocket motor lIghtoff vents are open when a test is underway.
G:ven detonation of a missile during a test, the resulting shock and
gas pressures initially vent only through the lightoff openings. Full
venting out the rear wall occurr when the moving blow-out ponel is
clear of the MTC. The blow-out panel system is designed to limit the
gas pressure impulse inside the MTC and leakage pressures on the
adjacent unhardened missile processing building. During test setup
operations in a cell, its liglatoff openings are covered with blast
doors to protect its inhabitants and equipment from possible explosions

Ci8:
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in other cells where tests are underway. Rocket gases from an inadver-
tent ignition of a missile rocket motor are safely vented through the
lightoff vents. Both exhaust and intake vents are required.

full-sized explosives certification test is scheduled prior to
approving Navy Standards. This test will be used to validate siting
criteria, design loads,.and the structural performance. In addition,
two rocket motor lightoff tests will be performed to certify the
forward and aft restraint systems.

.J
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Table 1-1. Description of NAVFAC Standards for Missile Test Cells

a b a Rated SafeNAVFAC Cell Door Corridor Number of
Type Navy Missile LxWxH WxH WxH Test axplosives•:• Capacity
MTC (ft) (ft) (ft) Stations S(lb TNT)

I STANDARD, WIDE AREA 40x25x15 6x7 12x8 1 300
DEFENSE, PHOENIX

"II AMRAAM, SEA SPARROW, 40x25x15 6x7 lOx8 1,2, or 3 300
HARPOON, PHOENIX,
SPARROW, HARM, MAVERICK,
SHRIKE, HELLFIRE, SLAM,
PENGUIN

III AMRAAM, SEA SPARROW, 20xlSxl5 6x7 1Ox8 1 105
RAM, SPARROW, SHRIKE,
HELLFIRE

,7. IV WALLEYE I & II 30x20x8 5x6.5 lOx8 1 1,150ii V TOMA1PA!IK, STANDARD(R&D), 30x20x8 5x6.5 10x8 1 600

VI AMMUNITION & EXPLOSIVES lOxlOxlO 4x7 c 0 40

VII EXPLOSIVE COMPONENTS 6x6x8 3x7 c 0 10

Clea r interior dimensions.
b

Clear opening.
cNo corridor required; test cell is dnsigned to fully contain explosion
and cen be located within a fcw feet of the Miisifle Processing Building.
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Q 2Z.
2.0 EXPLOSIVE.S SAFETY

2.1 MAXINLY.4 CRIEDIBLE EVENrTS

Siting and desigq of the Type VB missile test cell shall account
for the following maximum credible events (MCEs) during AUR testing of
TOMAHAWK and STANDARD(R&D). kQ

2.1.1 Warhead Detonation.

The MCE occurs during an AUR test of the STANDARD(R&D) missile,
SH-2, Block IV. A mishap during the AUR test leads to inadvertent
detonation of 100 percent of the weight of high explosive in the
warhead plus 26 percent of the weight of solid propellant in the rocket
motor and booster. The net explosive weight (NEW) of the MCE is:

NEW 80 lb high explosive in the Mk 125 warhead x 1.08 TNT
equivalent factor + 790 lb propellant in the Mk 104 rocket
motor x 26% TNT equivalent factor + 1034 ]b propellant in
the Mk 72 booster x 26% TNT equivalent factor

-86 + 205 + 269 =560 lb TNT equivalentThis MCE is based on the results from explosive tests of STANDARD i

missiles, conducted by the Naval Surface 'Weapons Center (NSWC), Code R15. I
NSWC tested missiles with the Mk 115 warhead, and the Mk 56 and Mk 104Q rocket motors. Based on analysis of blast overpressures measured in
the tests, it was recommended that the NEW for the MCE exolosion for
STANDAPRD missile, SMI-2, Block II, TACTICAL, be taken equal to 100 percent
of the weight of high explosive in the warhead plus 26 percent of the
weight of propellant in the rocket motor.

For the purpose of calculating air shock overpressures outside the
MTC for siting facilities to meet overpressure limits of NAVSEA OP-5,
the design net explosive weight of the design MCE shall be:

NEW = 600 lb TNT equivalent

For the purpose of calculating shock and gas overpressure design -
loads for structural elements, the design net explosive weight of the
design MCE shall be:

NEW = 600 lb TNT equivalent x 1.2 safety factor required by NAVFAC

P-397 to account for unc-rtpinities in the structural desigin
process

= 720 lb TNT equivalint

The envelope of possible lncath:ons of the design MCE for the,
Type V MTC shall be as shown in Fer. 2-1 and listed b1-.lcw for the.
actual cylindrical structure:
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Surface of Minimum Standoff
Area 101 Distance, R (ft)

Cylinder Wall (2-3-A, 2-3-D) 9.5
Front Wall (A-D-3) 9.0
Rear Wall (A-D-2) 2.5

2.1.2 Rocket Motor Lightoff

A mishap during an AUR test leads to inadvertent ignition and
continuous burning of the rocket motor at maximum thrust. The missile
restraint fixture for TOMAHAWK and STANDARD(R&D) safely resists the
thrust produced by the rocket motor during its full burn cycle.

2.2 EXPILSIVES SAFETY OBJECTIVES

Siting and design of the Type VB missile test cell shall meet the
following explosives safety objectives as required by the NAVSEA 0?-5
safety regulations:

2.2.1 Blast Overpressures

The peak overpressure from warhead detonation shall not exceed , )
1.2 psi in occupied areas of the MPB. This value is less than the
maximum 2.3 psi allowed by NAVSEA OP-5 for remotely controlled opera-
tions (paragraph 5-1A.6.3 of NAVSEA OP-5). Haoever, the 1.2 psi
criteria precludes the need to evaluate the debris hazard to occupants
and contents from possible MPB damage due to the MCE in the MTC.

2.2.2 Hazardous Fragments and Debris

Primary fragments off the AUR and secondary fragments from the
MTC and its contents due to ýhe MCE explosion shall remult in no more
than one fragment per 600 ft with a kinetic energy exceeding 58 ft-lbs
in occupied areas of the ILMF. Possible IHPB debris resulting from
overpressures acting on the MPB need not bh cc-insidered to be hazardous
fragments since these overpressures do not exceeo 1.2 psi. The resulting
protection afforded occupants and contents of the MPB is equivalent to
Protection Category 1, as defined in NAVFAC P-397.

2.2.3 Toxitc Cases

No unsafe levels of toxic gases shall p netrste inhabited areas
of the ITMF as a reult of inadvertent rocket -ILcL-.-! lightoff.
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2.2.4 Equipment Loss

Test equipment in the MTC has a high replacement cost. Loss of
this equipment would severely degrade missile maintenance schedules.
Consequently, test equipment in the MTC shall be reusable after rocket
motor burnout. This safety objective shall be met oy designing a
safety vent system that (a) vents the exhaust plume from a Mk 72 rocket
booster, (b) limits the pressure and temperature in MTC during the urn
phase of the Mk 72 rocket booster to 14.7 psia ± 2 psi and 140 F

S10 0 F, and (c) purges air in the MTC of heat, smoke, and contaminants
at a mnnimum rate of one air change every 5 minutes after burnout of
the Mk 72 rocket booster.

Z.2.5 Damage

The MTC shall be reusable following rocket motor lightoff without
major repairs to the structure. The MTC need not be reusable fuilowing
warhead detonation.

2,.95
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3.0 SITING

The axis of the passageway and MTC shall be perpendicular to the

adjacent wall of the MPB, with no bends in the passageway. Groups of
MTCs (if required) shall be nested side-by-side as illustrated in
Figures 1-1 and 3-1.

3.2 SITING CLRITZRIA

NCEL conducted explosive tests in 1985 and 1986 at New Mexico Tech
in which the blast environment was measured outside MTCs. These
results were used to empirically derive criteria for the safe separation
distance from a Type VB NTC (with a rated safe explosives capacity of
600 pounds TNT equivalent) to a Missile Processing Building, an adja-
cent MTC, inhabited buildings, and public highways.

The test structure was a 1:2.6 scale model, reinforced concrete, ,
arch-shaped "horseshoe" structure. Dimensions are shown in Figure 3-2.
By volume, the test structure is a 1:2.54 scale model of a rectangular
NAVFAC Type I Missile lest Cell. The important constant parameter was
the volume, V = 920 ft-. The values of the fixed parameters in the
test structure are as follows:

Parameter Test Structure

3
Internal Volume, V (ft3) 920.00
Floor Width, L (ft) 9.72
Floor Length, f(t) 15.42
Ls/L L 0.63

Variable parameters in the test program included ýhe TNT equivalent
net explosive weight, W (pounds), the vent area, A (ft ), and the vent ....

we xlsv ei ghW(ond)ht et ra f )p,) aned tevn
cover wet, w (psT). The scaled parameters are the scaled 1 9fstance
(Z = R/W*'•), charge IMsity (W/V), scaled cover weight (w/W'), and
wscaled vent area (AiV ). The range of parameters in the test program

2-)
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7/

Range of Parameter
Parameter Values for Mode'.

Test Structure

Explosive Weight, W (lb TNT) 4.52 to 81.36
Scaled Wght of Vett Cover,

w/W (psf/lb ) 0 to 18.2
4/3Scaled Vent Area, A/V 0.13 to 0.34

Scaled ChargS Weight,
W/V(lb/ft-) 0.005 to 0.088

The incident blast environment outside the test structure was
measured at the ground locations shown in Figure 3-3. The test results
show that the test structure geometry and vent cover had the following
general effects on the external blast ervironment compared to that from
an unconfined hemispherical surface burst (the basis for NAVSEA OP-5
quantity distance relationships):

1. Front Direction - increase in pressure and impulse with
no vent cover; pressure and impulso reduced slightly using a
vent cov-r or the smaller vent area, but not below that of an
unconfined hemispherical surface burst.

2. Side Direction - significant decrease in pressure and
impulse without vent cover; reducing vent area reduces pres-
sure and impulse; with the larger v'ent area, and a vent
cover, pressure and iopulse are magnified in the side di-
rectlon compared to no vent cover. With small vent area and
a vent cover, pressure reduced even more, impulse not effected.

3. Back Direction - very significant decrease in pressure
and impulse without a vent cover, more significant decrease
with a smaller vent area; pressure reduced even more with a
small vent area and a vent cov.!c. f"

As stated earlier, the MTC will br sited such that the peak
overpressures shall not exceed 1 2 ps iLi occupied areas of the MPB.
Because of the directional effects of the HTC on the external blast
environment, the scaled distance to tho bick of the HTC where P is
1.2 psi is significantly reduced from that for a surface burst.sB
direction overprm'.ure data are plotted in Figure 3-4 for tests witht, -
vent covers (w/W = 0) for oni of ti, three scaled vent arens (A/V

0.13). An average slope of the data was determined from best fit
power curves for each W/V. The average slope wis then used to derive
the upper bound straight-line relationship- shoý'n in Figure 3-4. The Z
values corresponding to 1.2 psi from th.nso uppr bound curves are
considered reasonable and safe for developing the siting criteria for
points to the back of the MITC within the range of the scaled param,-eters
in this study.
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The upper bound ZR values corresponding to P = 1.2 psi and no
vent cover to the back oirection of the MTC are plotted against W/V in
Figure For the NAVFAC Type V MTC,,W/V = 600/11,404 = 0.053 lb/ft
and A/V 38/507 = 0.075. This A/V value is outside the range ofthe values tested. Therefore, the following extrapolation procedure

was used to determine the safe distance to the rear of the MTC. The
safe Z values for P = 1.2 psi to the back of the MTC wm obtained
from Figure 3-5 and Hnen plotted in Figure 3- ,3ersus A/V . The line
was 2 etended and a safe ZR value of 5.5 ft/lb was obtained for
A/V 0.075. With a y 5 ed capacity of 600 pounds, the safe distance
to the rear is 5.5 x 600 = 46.4 feet measured from the outside of
the vented wall.

The criteria derived above is presented in Figure 3-1 and the j
table below for a Type VB MTC.

Minimum Safe Distance From Exterior
Acceptor Center of Door C to Acceptor, R (ft)a

Front, R Side, R Rear, R 4
__________ FonF S R

Adjacent MTC NA b NA

Missile Processing Bldg.c NA NA 46.4
d eeInhabited Bldg. 1,250 211 4 6 . 4 e

Public Highwayf 750 1 2 7 e 2 7 . 8e

aBased on rated safe explosives capacity of MTC equa; to 600 lb TNT

eq1,1valent and a total frangible vent area of 38 ft-.
bR = distance at which Door C meets safety performance requirements

under the external design blast loads defined in Section 6.0; in
all cases, R (minimum) = 17.0 + T , where T = wall thickness of
R/concrete cylinder (ft). c c

c
dR corresponds to 1.2 psi peak incident blast overpressure.

dR and Rs correspond to 1.2 psi peak incident blast overpressure;

Rf corresponds to safe distance from debris.
f

eThis distance will be superceded by the larger safe sepnrition
distance required for siting Missile Processing Building.

R equals 60% of the minimum distance allowed for inhabited buildings.
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S0 A,/V = 0.13 BACK Direction

'0Owl

a.

- -

Ii

g10' 10(

SCALED DISTANCE, Z(ft/lb 1/)

Figure 3-4. P versus Z to the back ('B') direction of the MTC,SO

2/3 1/3
A/V = 0.13 and w/W = 0.0.
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Figure 3-5. Z versus W/V for P 1.2 psi, to the baik of the MTC,
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4.0 ARCIIITEL-'RA!.

4.1 Cd•IIEMPJUL DESIGN

The conceptual design for the NAVFAC Type VB trrc is shown in
Figures 4-1 through 4-5. The MTC consists of a covered passageway (Area
100), test cell (Area 101), and unpaved, limited-access area (Area
102).

4.1.1 Covered Passageway (Area 100)

The covered passageway connivcts Area 101 with the Missile Processing
Suilding (MPB). The structure is designed to protect any personnel or
missile in the passageway (during setup operations for an AUR test in
Area 101) from the weather and the MCEs in adjacent MTCs where an AUR
test could be underway.

4.1.2 Test Cell (Area 101)

The test cell is a cylinder-shaped, reinforced concrete structure
where the missile is tested. The structure is designed to vent effects
from warhead detonation and rocket motor ignition into Area 102, a safe
direction clear of p,.'sonnel and facilities. Details of the test cell

are shown in Figures 4-1 through 4-5.
The reinforced concrete structure will not be reusable following

the MCE explosion in Area 101. The blast loads would cause large in-
elastic deflections of the reinforced concrete elements and doors B and
F; blow away doors C, D, and E; and destroy the contents in Area 101.
However, the structure will not become a source of debris, and it will
have served one of its primary functions which is to vent all explosion
effects away from occupied areas.

Door C is the safety vent system for warhead detonation. Door C
is either structural steel or reinforced concrete with a mastic weather
seal. The force of the MCE explosion in Area 101 will blow out door C
and thereby vent explosion products (blast, fire, fragments off the
missile, and debris from equipment) into Area 102. Door C is also
designed to safely resist the external blast loads and rebound forces
resulting from the MCE explosion in adjacent MTCs.

The cutouts covered by doors D, E, and F are part of the safety
vent system of the Type VB MTC for rocket motor lightoff. During a
test of the STANDARD(R&D) or TOMA}{AWK missile, doors A, B, C and F are
closed and doors D and E are open. A lightweight, weather-proof mem-
brane covers the door opening. In the event of rocket motor lightoff,
differential pressures rupture the membranes in cutouts D and E, and:

2206
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Cutout D vents the rocket motor exhaust into Area 102.

- Cutout E (two identical cutouts) supplies fresh air to limit0 air temperatures and overpressures in Area 101 during the
rocket motor burn phase, thereby protecting test equipment
in Area 101.

Cutout F supplies fresh air to purge Area 101 of heat, smoke,
and contaminants released after rocket motor burnout, thereby
protecting test equipment in Area 101. During this purge
cycle, doors D and E remain open to exhaust air; and door F
is opened autor-aticallv so that a centrifugal fan will draw
fresh air into Area 101 near wall A-D-3.

The reinforned concrete structure, doors, and test equipment are
reusable following inadvertent rocket motor lightoff. The weather-proof
membranes in cutouts D and E must be replaced. The development of the
deýsign concept and criteria for the safety vent system for rocket motor
lightoff in the NAVFAC Type V13 MTC is contained in Reference 1.

Personnel in Area 101 setting up for an AUR test are protected
from the NCEs in adjacent XTCS. Doors A, C, D, E, and F are closed and
door B is open when personnel are in Area 101. Doors C, D, E, and F
are blast hardened to seal out external blast overpressures and debris
from Area 101 due to these NCEs.

0S
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4.2 DOORS

Requirements of doors in the Type V MTC are listed below.

Mode No. Leafs Material Blast Hardware
Resistant

N
Clear B P (1 0 R L A

Door Opening (ft) U S D L 0 N E 0 U
No. S S T I 0 A S N R U P C T Notes

"Width leight W L T N U S T C E S A K O
I I E G B T E R U A N A M
N D R L L I E E S B I B A
G E F E E C L T A L C L T

L E B E E I
Y L C

E

A 5.0 6.3 X a

B 5.0 6.5 X X X X X X b,c,d,e
C 6.00 dia X X X X f,g

D 2.5 dia X X X X X X b,f,h,i

E 2.0 dia X X X X X X X b,f,h,i

F 1.25 1.33 X X X X X X X b,d,i

aOptional environmental barrier to control environment in Area 101 when door B

is open and Area 101 is occupied. Only required if MPB environment is not
consistent with MTC envirctnment.

bDoor is automatically operated by an electric/hydraulic/pneumatic device and

is an element of the safety interlock system.
CManual override.

Door reusable after MCE explosion in adjacent MTC and after MCE rocket motor
lightoff in Area !01; door blast hardened but not reusable after MCE explosion
in Area 101.

eFire door.

fDoor reusable after MCE explosion in adjacent MTC and after MCE rocket motor
lightoff in Area Ol; door not blast hardened for MCE explosion in Area 101.

gDiameter of doon C is based upon the siting criterion for frangible

area: A = 38 ft total. Assumes two 18-inch diameter HVAC openings plus
two 24-inch dimreter cutout E's.

hLight waight, weather-proof membrane covers opening when door is open.

Membrane Fhall rupture at 0.25 psi maximum differential pressure on
the membrane.

'Harual override required on door; override must be interlocked with adjacent
tITCs to prevent opening door when AUR test is underway in adjacent MTCs.
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S. •A/l

The position of doors (open or closed) is critical to the safety
of personnel and equiprent in the MTC. The position of doors during
various events shall be as follows:

Door
Event Position

A B C D E F

During Setup for AUR Test Open X
Closed X X X X X

AUR Test Underway Open X X
Closed X X X X

During Rocket Motor Burn Open X X
SClosed x X xX

After Rocket Motor Burnout Open X X X
Closed X XI

4.3 GRATE FLOOR

"Area 101 shall have a steel grate floor as shown in Figures 4-1
and 4-2. The following factors should be considlered in design of the
grate:

The open area of the grate should be large in order to limit
shock wave reflections off the grate and to allow gas
overpressures resulting from the rICE explosion to exparnd into
the space below the grate, thereby ensurix, that gas and
shock overpressure design loads are not exzeeded.

- The grate must safely support the dead plus live design
loads.

The open areas in the grate must not be so large that they
present a personnel haizard.

The grate must accommodate a system to guide the test missile
on its dolly into the HTC.

A minimum of two hinged grate doors must be provided for
personnel access below the floor.
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4.4 EXPLOSIVES SAFE'TY ENVELOPE

Explosives handling operations must be consistent with assumptions
used in the design process. The center of gravity of the NEW for the
weapons must not be located any closer to structural surfaces anr doors
than standoff distances (see Figure 2-1) used to derive the design
blast loads. Further, missiles must not be allowed so close to surfaces
or doors that in-structure motions from air blast- and crater-induced
ground shock will c-use sympathetic detonation from an MCE explosion in
an adjacent MTC.

The floors of Areas 100 and 101 shall be marked with red lines
which designate the axplosives safety envelope. All parts of any test
missile shall lie within this envelope. These lines are shown in
iigure 4-6.

4.2 MISSILE TEST STAND

The test missile is supported in a missile test stand. The test
stand for TOtIAHAWK and STANDARD (R&D) are shown in Figure 1-2.

4.6 HNIQSILE RESTMAUNT FIXPJRVE

The Type VB KTC shall have forward and/or rear fixtures to restrain
the test missile and resist the thrust from inadvertent lightoff of the
rocket motor/booster. The fixture shall be reusable after being
subjected to the thrust-tib2 profile from the MCE.

4.7 R•GC•T McOOR EXIMAUST IBE

For the Type VB MTC the rocket nctor exhaust tube shall be a
30-inch diameter pipe for cutout D as shown in Figures 4-1 thru 4-3.
The tube shall extend into door C (slip joint) and be fastened to the
rcstraint .ixtiire to minimize pipe vibration during the rocket motor
burn phase. The tube shall extend to within 6 inches of the AUR rocket
motor/bcoster.

The interior surface of the Iremanufactured pipe is lined with an
ablative coating of HAVEG 41N (manufactured by Haveg Division of Ametek
Corp., Wilmington, DE). The HAVEG 41N coating shall be 0.5 inches
minimum thickness to protect the pipe from the temperatures produced by
burning of the various zocket motors.
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5. 0 STRUCTURAL

( 5.1 GENERAL

Structural design of the MTC shall comply with NAVFt.C P-397,
"Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosicrs".

5.2 DESIGN LOADS

5.2.1 Jesign Blast Loands Inside Test Coll P.

Design blast loads for interior surface. of the flTC ccn•ist of the
Initial shock wave lond-i from thn explosive detonation ard ti, Ic•ng
duration gas prnsiure loads caused by containment of thi products of
combustion. All surfaces shall be designed to safely resist these
design blast loads.

The shock loads were determined with the computer progr, r IWWJnSS.
IMPRESS, developed by Ammann & Whitney Consulting Enriineers, Is thio
basis for the internal shock loads provided In the revised NAVFAC P-397
Design Mnanual.

Tht gis londn were determined with the NCEL developed computer
program REDIPT (Ref 2). The rovised NAVFAC P-397 Donign HnnilhA u.%.
data plots from REDIWT as the design internal gas pressure loads for
contairment structures.

Duo to the aie;thods used to moasure gas pressiAi ,t 1ie shock And gas
p',Assurn triangular load-histories should be merged, as shown in Figure

A, 5-1, rather than addttd. A billnear load function results with a
maximum pressure -x H at T - 0 and a duration - T
5.2.2 Design Blast Loands Outsid Test Coll

Measured blAt 0loads from the 1986 New Mexico Tech testn wotr use,d
to derive design blast londs in each direction outsiden the TC
Figures 5-2 and 5-3 summArize these Ioads which Pre cvnnrýrvntiv#e!y
based on worse case results for all tested values of W/V. The covered
passageway and rocket motor ltghtoff vent covwets ,hall bo d.or,(inrd to
safely reist thene d(eign blast loads.

5.2.3 FrApment Dosip.n Lond.

The reinforced concrete and structurml ntrl strf.c:' of Aren 101,
"except doorn C, D, and F, shnll prevent p,,rforation nd escrtpe of
primary frAments from the MCF exploslon in Arn,' 101. The types of
missile•s to boe tested in the Type V KrrC are casd w"aponi, and ,lurf.es

of the Mrc (oxcept Door C) sh.il! prevenit perfornt ion by primary frigr'vntts
off thp. missile And secorndary 11,brisi from tent fixture:; And y,ýi pmoent,
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Pi
Minimum required thickne1snf. of reinforced concrete (f' 4000

psI) and mild steel plate, based on the mAsS and vwelocity <, fragments
measured in tests of the missile systems and pnretration theory
presented In NAVFAC P-397 were spoeifired.

5.3 R•INFORC!PD CGNCRUE

5.3.1 Design Stresnes

5.3.1.1. Reinforcing Steel. All reinforcing ste-l for concrete
shall be A615, Grade 60. A stntJ:;tfcnl analysis of the static yield
strength of A613, Grade 60, shows the average yield strength is 10O
greater than the minimuaim value re1llirred by the. ASTN specifiction.
Consequently, the design static yt,,ld strn.-s, fy, shall be:

f = 1.10 x 60,000 = 66,000 psi
y

The design static ultimate stress, fu' for A615, Grnde 60, shall
be:

fu 90,000 psi

The dynamic design stress, fd, qhnll bn:

Dynamic Increase
Factor, DIF Dynamic Design

Stress, f
Element Type Strn•on f./f3 f1/f0 (p7 ) I

Cylinder Bending 1.23 1.05 81,200
(Xu/XE 5 6) Hoop Tonnion 1.23 1.05 87,800Long. Te.ns ton 1. 23 1.05 81,200t

Diagonal Trnw4ion 1.10 1.00 72,60 a

Direct Shear 1.10 1.00 72,600A

End WAll Bending 1.23 1.05 8 b,500a
(2 5 e m 4 deg) TonsI In 1.21 1.05 81,200ADingonnl Tonis otn 1.10 1.00 72,601b

Direct Sher 1.10 1.00 77,000°
Af

ds fdy
f bds f fdy + (f du f fdy)/4*

bf (f + f. )/2

, d' , 2u



5.3.1.2 Concrete. The static compressive strength of concrete,
c, shall Le:

3,000 : f' : 5,000 psi

The dynamic ultimate strength of concrete shnll be:

f = DIF f'
dc c

where: DIF = 1.25, bending
DIF = 1.00, diagonal tension and bond
DIF - 1.10, direct shear

5.3.1.3 Butt Splices. The strength of all hoop reinforcing steel
will be achieved with a mechanical butt sp<lice. This splice shall
develop in tension the ASTM specified miyimum tensile strength of the
reinforcing steel (90,000 psi for Grade 60).

5.3.2 Breachlnm

All reinforced concrete and steel surfaces of Area 101, except
doors C, D, and E, shall prevent breaching of the surface by the MCE
explosion in Area 101. This will prevent debris from flying in all
directions outside the ITC, except towards Area 102. To meet this
performance requirement, the minimum thickness of reinforced concrete
in Area 101 shall be based on the follcwing equation (Ref 3):

Tc - 4.12 (R/W 1/ 3 )' 0 . 4 W1 /3

where: R - standoff distance (Figurs 2-1)

5.3.3 Allowable Deflections

The maximum allowable deflection, X, is defined in terms of
either the maximum allcwable ductility factor, X /XE, where XE is the
equivalent elastic yield deflection, or the maximum allowable support
rotation, 0 , following formation of the yield line mechanism. The
maxirrum allowable deflections for unlaced reinforced concrete elementsj shall be as follows:

Area R/Concrete 0 Xu/XE"'i
No. E'ement Surface (deg)

101 Cylinder 2-3-A, 2-3-D - 6.0
Rear Wall A-D-2 4.0 -

Front WIll A-D-3 4 0

2j2
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5.4 DOORS

5 4.1 Materials

Doors B, C, D, E, and F shall be constructed from either ASTI A36
or A588 steel.

5.4.2 D1isgn Stresses

The dynamic design stress in bending, fds' and shear, fdv' shall
be as follows:

xmixE 5 10 Xm/XE > 10

ASTH f(min) fa f f/ f fIf f b f c b
dSyd yn fydu dv fds dv

Steel (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi)

High Design Overpressure Ranpi__(Doors B and F)

A36 36,000 39,600 58,000 1.36 1.10 53,900 29,600 56,400 31,000
P588 42,000 46,200 63,000 1.24 1.05 57,300 31,500 59,500 32,700

46,000 50,600 67,000 1.24 1.05 62,700 34,500 64,600 35,500
50,000 55,000 70,000 1.24 1.05 68,200 37,500 69,500 38,200

Low Desin Overpressure Ranre (Doors C. D. E. and F)

A36 36,000 39,6C0 58,000 1.29 1.10 51,100 28,100 54,300 29,900 )
A588 42,000 46,200 63,000 1.19 1.05 55,000 30,300 57,800 31,800

46,000 50,600 67,000 1.19 1.05 60,200 33,100 62,700 34,500
50,000 55,000 70,000 1.19 1.05 65,500 36,000 67,500 37,100

aDesign static yield stress that accounts for an average yield strength which

is 10% greater than the minimum value required by the ASTM Specification,
f 1.10 f (min).

fds f dycf
dv 0.55 f

df ~f +( /ds dy + dy

71
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5.4.3 Allowable Deflections

The maximum allowable deflection, X is defined in terms of theSmaximum allowable support rotation, 0 , Yollowing formation of the
yield line mechanism. An additional constraint is imposed on the
maximum allowable deflection, X , by limiting the ductility factor
X. /XE where XE is the equiva'ent elastic yield deflection.

The maximum allowable deflections for the steel doors are:

Door Type 0 X u/XE
(deg)

B Nonreusable 8.0 15

C Reusable a 2.0 5

D, E, F Reusablea 2.0 5

F Nonreusable 8.0 15

a~oor will not have to be replaced and

occurants of MTC are protected foJlowing
MCE explosion in adjacent MTC.

A tria) door design shall be considered adequate provided the
maximum dynamic deflection, X , is such that X : X based on the
rotational constraint and XmiE : Xu/XE based on the ductility
constraint.
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a, - leak shock oveTprssure, psi

-2 - peak ga•s overpressure. psi

TI - duration of design shock load, msec

T2 - duration of design ps load masec

iI s shock impulse. psi-msec

I1 i2 a I impulse, psli-msec

hcShoci, overprewure

52

Gas ovcrpreiaure

2

Elapsed Time, t (rmec)

(a) Design blast load inside MTC.

NT

*1

Shock o Tier tsrt

r7

"iI

* ~(b) Design blast load outside MTC.

Figure 5-1. Definition of design blast loads for NAVFAC Type V
missile test cell.
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P vs. Z
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Figure 5-2. Peak incident design pressure outside NAVFAC Type V MG
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6.0 CERTIFICATION TEST PROGRAM
) 6. 1 GEUneRAL

Warhead detonation and rocket motor lightoff tests will be conducted

in May/June 1989 at Terminal Effects Research & Analysis Group (TERA),
New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology, Socorro, NM. Tests will
be performed on a full-scale model of the Type VB tC. A final NCEL
Test Report should be available by June 1990.

6.2 WA•IIEAD DETMATION TEST

One explosive test of 720 pounds of TNT will be performed. The
test charge will be a cased, divided cylinder. The forward charge
(simulating the TOMAHAWK warhead) will contain approximately 520 pounds
of explosive; the case will weigh approximately 540 pounds and will be
made of steel. The aft charge (simulating the TOMAHAWK rocket motor)
will weigh approximately 205 pounds; the case will weigh about 130
pounds and will be made of steel. Separating the two charges will be
an inert section representing guidance, batteries, etc. The forward
charge is supposed to be similar in its fragmentation performance to
that of the BULLPUP warhead found on the TOMAHAWK missile. Test
objectives will include the following:

1. Evaluate the constructability, fabrication and inspection
procedures, and construction costs of the NAVFAC Standard Type V MTC.

2. Certify the structural safety performance of the Type V
IMTC under the internal blast, fragment, and debris lodds resulting from
detonation of the design NEW.

3. Certify the safe siting criteria from detonation of the
design NEW.

4. Evaluate design blast loads (external and internal), and
fragment and debris hazards resulting from detonation of the design
NEW.

6.3 ROCRET MOTOR LIGIITOFF TESTS

Two simulated rocket motor lightoff tests will be performed inside
the test structure. Test objectives will include the following:

1. Certify the struztural safety performance of the Rear
Restraint System using a TOMAHAWK ABL missile with a Mk 106 rocket
motor.

2. Certify the structural safety performance of the Forward
Restraint System using a STANDARD VLS missile with a Mk 104 rocket
motor.

3. Certify the safe internal environmental (temperature and
pressure) criterla for the rocket motor vent and purge systems using a
STANDARD VLS missile with a Mk 104 rocket motor.
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DESIGN, FABRICATION AND PROOF TESTING OF AN
ELECTRICAL EXPLOSIONl CON1TAINfLIMT

Wilfred E. Baker. Wilfred Baker Engineering
San Antonio, Texas, USA

Richard J. Hayes, Center for Electromechanics
University of Texas at Austin

Austin, Texas, USA

ABSTRACT

At the Center for Electromechanics of the University of

Texas, a number of pulsed electrical power supplies are being
developed. Each power supply generates a tremendous amount
of energy which is released in milliseconds. Only
explosively-actuated switches can switch the megamp currents
in these systems fast enough for proper system function. In
normal switching, energiEcs of 0.5 MJ are released in about 1
ms, while in a fault condloion, it is possible for 4.5 MJ to
be released in about 10 mL. Either energy release is too
hazardous for operating personnel in the laboratory
containing the equipment.

This paper describes the design, fabrication, and proof
testing of safety containments for the explosively-actuated
switches. The containments are steel vessels which are
constructed so that they can be easily emplaced around the
switches, and easily assembled or disassembled. The methods
of analysis and design for the containments are discussed,
followed by details of fabrication and proof testing using
high explosives to simulate the rapid elec-crical energy
releases.

Only minor changes in design were necessary after proof
test. Containments fabricated according to the final design
have been built, and have proven to be very effective in
containing explosion effects in operation in the laboratory.

Introduction

The Center for Electromechanics at the University of
Texas (CEM-UT) builds and tests pulsed power supplies
utilizing homopolar generators as part of an ongoing research
and development effort. These power supplies generate
tremendous amounts of energy which are released in
milliseconds. At the present time there are no fast-acting
opening switches available commercially to handle the large
(1.2 megamp) currents and high voltages required in some CEM- I
UT Experiments. To solve this problem, an explosive opening

switnh has hbeen developed. A sheet of aluminum is used to
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connect two copper busbars. Grooves are machined into the
aluminum to create a stress concentration factor and al,9w
the insertion of Primacord Detonating the Primacord •
blows the prescribed aluminum section out of the circuit and
opens the switch. The energy released in this explosion is
equivalent to 0.5 megajoules and is released in
approximately one.millisecond. This explosive switch will be
used every time the power supply is discharged for an
experiment (eventually about once a week).

Another much more severe explosion is also possible if
certain elements in the switching circuit should fail. A
large (12 toni copper inductor is used to store and release
the energy generated by the homopolar. The inductor stores
4.5 megajoules of electrical energy. In the case of a fault
condition all of this energy could be dissipated as an
electrical arc at the explosive switch in approximately 10
milliseconds.

While there is only a slight probability that the fault
condition will ever occur, the effects of such an explosion
in open air could be disastrous. To assure the safety of'
CEM-UT personnel and equipment, an explosion containment
vessel was deemed necessary. There were numerous criteria.
One of the more difficult was that the vessel have openings
allowing the passage of two 24-inch wide busbars. The
busbars must have a gap between them, and the containment
vessel openings must allow for electrical insulation. The
vessel must also be split at the busbar location so that it
can be clamped to the busbar and allow access to the switch
without removing the entire vessel. The lower section of the
vessel must slip under the lower busbar, which has a maximum
height above the base structure of 17 inches. Due to space
limitations the width of the vessel could be no greater than
39 inches. To keep the cost and weight of the vessel at a
reasonable level it was decided that some plastic deformation
in the case of a fault condition would be acceptable. No
plastic deformation would be allowed during the standard
energy release.

To simulate both the standard and fault condition
situations, high explosives would be detonated inside a
prototype vessel with an assembled set of husbars in place.
Detasheet was chosen as the explosive b .-ause it is readily
available in sheets ani can be shaped in the same
configuration as th- actual switch. Detonating Detasheet®.
results in a rapid (5-10 microsecond) initial energy release
and some heating of gases trapped inside the vessel. While
the energy release is more rapid than that caused by an
electrical arc, it provides for a more severe test of the
containmen-. vessel. Using the heat of detonation for
Detasheet • it was determined that 0.244 lbs of the
explosive would be equivalent to a 0.5 MJ discharge. Tr; l
simulate the faulc condition of 4.5 MJ, 2.19 lbs of Detasheet(ý
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would be used.

I ~ Analynis of Containwrent

Assuming the quantities of high explosive whose4 detonation energies matched the normal and fault explozive
switch cperation3, we predicted both internal reflected shock
pressures and specific impulses at various locations on the
inner surfaces of the containment, and the longer-term q,,asi-

I static pressures from heating of air within the containment
by the explozions. Method3 ust- are described in Ref. 1.

The dynamic response of the containment to the internal
blast loads was analyzed by considering elements from the
vessel as relatively simple structures such as rings. beams
or plates, and then determining their response as equival,ýnt
single-degree-of-freedom (sdof), elastic-plastic structures,
using approximation methods from Ref. 2. To aid In these
dynamic analyses, a computer program entitled BI-3",
design,Žd to ran on an IBM-PC class computer, wss u'ed. This
p-ogrm computes the dynamic, elastiz-plastic reipo~se of
simplified structures to any transisnt loadig i:hic(n crn be
represented by s series of straight-line segronts.

The 3lement5 we ,;Oose to model the containment v~ssei

for dynamic analysis are shown in Figurc 1. This Y'i.ure also
lists the simplifying assumptions made before 6nAlyz,,r

17, element respon'3es.

Under the fault condition exple.-live loading, the
structure was designed -,o that raxi,.Ait dynnmic deformations

S~~of .vnrio~us parts of 41o,- con%••,n, computed 1h)v thn. BIG,,G
.prograi, stayed ucJ I below the acc¢ertablo limnt. fir a orm
time safety strilcture of /J. = 15, where /1& is the ratio of
dynamic maximum deflection to eiztlc doflectton. Taov,. I
shows the value.s for tht ',uctility ratio A. for th,. final
design for the corinainment. The maximum oefor!,_ti.in can be
5ern to be prýdictred for ,the support leog and for the side
beams In bend i ng.

Table 1. Miximu,• D,•cti lity Ritit.% for Fl]eent.. of
Contain'ront, for Evxilonlve [-,,.,-dnq Simulatlng

•'•.:.Fault Ceond t'lon

E- lem-t Ductility ?Mitio)• U,

~' ,' A Cylindrical 3holl in radial motion 1. ,9
Flnttgi d F o!.' ho l i, ti n S te ion (20, 1" d24met-r.

' • ~ ~~higch :: t rungh ho It.t ,,,t,)7•

, -hl :,11,, iop n' bottom Not 1 n I y z ' . ut

;: ~4'
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[1 ~DesIsrn and Fabrication (
Following the thorough anailysis of the blast loads ond'Irespons~e, a voesel wats d,.-igned which incorporated ma-ny
st~nirdcompnen,5. Thirty-tix inch O.D. API 51,'-60 lino,

pipp, and AS)ME SA 537 heads weire, u.¶od for the body of theý
vn,, Bolt-through 100 do-gree f Lange sections wore wv0%ldel
to the ve!ýnsl at. theý bunbar opeýnings, Th-lecs-oping legn M;Sd-:
fro..m standard ste~el pi pe sention.os were. 3ttAchol to the brttirm
(if the vn.%no to al low it to n1 ide- unriir this burbi,4r bpfore
being rai!.ed into por~1tir.n. All fabrication was rornplrtvýd in
ar-,cvird~ince witha A';M• Prcisrnure V,!nie91 Code :)ection VIII,
Diivisio~n I v lri mzter,r1 % with siV- a1 minim~um yield .5trkngth of?

5u oit) pni. Onceý co)rr,,-`I'-,ed the entire, Ionse~ w.ztr,,s~
re ii vrd aind th, 1 -'u~ - wi th k I lox iblo' polyurethaneo p~i Ant

Gvth'..tý,' of rIyltof w(r~r, irinchi nfd to vnial aroun~d the -ý3a

A pro)t~oypr! v~sit-- w,,j!ý built. and aniembled nron a
r;Ip1 ,r bt -,tIa , i r :i, r, -.i ; --s.ni h Iy NormaLly An inductor

J ~W)I " ih~~p'rinin nd o.f thoe hvbj-br and t I i , itr n
71 r ~, irs i'.uIjd tbe- iruntv.~i on thti oppo.-vqiitr enid cf t hv

hIu7. Fi,)t 2 nhow!% a contaiyirntrtt ven'ic-1 in place. in th
I ~ottry nr-ar ti~i. 1 %ri7, ndiTWt or. In the expertn'nritm

~J. ort taflhl weir- rs't,,- .'¶upport. tho buý,work andI pro~i,,re
~ i :;. r 4t. th- Ign it.ron and i nductor oe in mon ito ro(

th'r.,!ur th-it w-u Id V,- nrýe'n iAn theýs^ ar,!a-- Tl,,,
"t wi-.~ mPm Tt..'d o)n ora1 " of the gnnr'rator pit covt rn ý1iP't $

urotuM I*nv,-,-).:- will tho molintfed in thosir f Anal
OCrlfi ir-0. 1r )-,icm~ t)-" pit, coveir nn a test boed. the rintir"ý

Wi.jnt w().w~ n aj*r 3" antl tr.,ni~pnrtmd to the
t. ~ I gir" A'.h'w~ ac'I ;~eu of the tst -% rrn rioo-tnt

T h t ; -j j wr o 4 111 1ut>iv. t hc exP orr t. 'nt,
~ ~ .~i'i j'~t~or~<ifthsi prfiuro

- 111
id, of t f I

PT1 w*r t*vn eI i ,

t3 -' h'Ift r ~ 1 ' t: aj fiý ln i hor1 ' "' Ioroi Ifr<t5 . ,

1. rK 's .r , n , ,1

ii ;-

ýj ~ ~ ~ ; A 1- r 2 ,Ij



mnitor the prosgure transducern, and all data were recorded,'n fioppy diski. The scopes were powered by a 2600 Watt

pirtahle generator set and protected from any frag•n~ntatir,n
: I Y~by bags of absorbent placed in front of the van. Reduced

data from both shots are included in Table 2. Sample traces
are shown in Figure5 5 and 6.

Table 2. Pressure Readings

Test 01 (0.5 KJ)

Predicted
PT PCa" Peak

Location PT Pressure Durat ion Prnssure
fig A YP £pjLI ~In I I-, (0 pa1

1 PCB 102 A04 220 3.5 330

? 2 PCB 102 A03 330 1.0 980

3 PCB 102 A15 (1) 42
4 PCB 102 A15 1.9 10.0 1.7
" " PCB 102 A15 5.0 13.4 1.7

ENDEVCO 335 (2) 10.4 40.2
8510B-500 -3 70 After 15.0

I<• LTest 312 (4.5 4J)

) ~Predi.cted
PT Peak Peak

Location PT Pri.:snu re Duration Pressure
FTyp Ajli ,11)~.1L~r~

1 F1CB 102 A03 260 (3) 0.75 3.500
, (c12 AO: r . 700 3. 5.800

3 FCI3 1 (1 A(14 (4) 270
4,F F-rB 102 Al5 5 11.5 5.8
5 PCB 102 Al1 2.5 9.0 4.8

63 1 (1i r~~1

1 ..,i !crbdfetcVc ,,~~,o

I2j .. . -r FIT wnn lii-.T o

t W;

,,.''

IL ] . . i



(5) Failed immediately.

Shot #1 simulated the energy released with the normal
opening of an explosive switch. With all personnel at a safe C)
distance, the explosives were detonated. Before opening the
vess'el, it was noted that the upper bus bar on the inductor
side, which weighs approximitely 700 pounds, had shifted
about one-half inch. Under normal conditions this bt.s would
be welded to the inductor in addition to the existing clamp.
The phenolic insulators between the upper and low,,r bus on
the inductor end had also been blow out about 36 inches by
the blast. The nylon busbar gasket has failed at one
location and three pifece(us of nylon weighing 3 to 4 ounces had
been through about 10 feet. The damage is apparent in Figure
7. On opening the containment vessel it was noT.ed that one
of the 1-inch studi re'.aining the switch had failed. There
was no indication that the nylon gasnhet had cracked in any
location other than where it failed. Furthermore, there w..,
.no indication of any darmage to the containment vessel. The"_-anch studs were repiaced and the ahifted insulators and

hucwork realignd,. The- failed nylon pieces were taped in
plac-, to rednice ventirig during the, secoAd shot. The clamps
on the bus bar were also readjuted to better retain the

, bunwork.

S;hot #2 simulated a fault. condition where both iznitron-;
4would fail and all the energy in an inductor, 4.5 MJ, would

be d~nsipate.d in the -switch. 'rhe containment vftasel
contined the bla.t of shot 02, but tlhe nylon gaiket failpd
• ompleteiy. Pieces of the gasket were found up to 150 fee't,
away. Most of the pieces were .maill, weighirg less than half
an ounce. The upper busbar moved 30 incfes and the phenolic

Sinsulators were thrown from the huzwork or burned in the
.vessel. See Figure 8 for an external view of thn

jcontainment after thns zhot. Inside the vessel all of the 1-
inCh studs h1d failled nnd the cntire commutation ptece bad
r-•ii.ed up -it nh,;1t a 45 ( ,r e i ngle. (nnee Figureý 9). The.
1ciiowr bushar w.:- n1,.o plastically (icformoed anproimate1y four

.inr2h#. by the' char,{e going off above it. No evidnci of
' J ~pla~tic de-form-)tion or d~';ewn, fou•nd on the coritainlne.nt

,, .. nr,'re tran:.3ducer cbles were broken by
the bilant. EveA with th n , dam, ge to ,, ,n'o'l,

• t)•,' t ,O-r,.,rred, t h,0 cnt, i nm,,ut v-i .'s still 1 po rlf ;rne: A t

primary fon(ctic.n of drevnting thre cr, danrment of huWsn

Dinclifil1on

4 Init~ ] ,':va ::.,t , -, f nf hrt ill 'd ;' r~. that wi.th -) f.:-t
hi ner *id )utjr,,ir-enr, tA,,,r, w' I . e brn td!' 0  flildrn.,) th r- w:,lc bror; nýý dor•l*4 -•,;hift,td,•

-.r+ . If t oly,# ""t'ria wnr!, th,:r .,,t $Z 5. 1)id
A e b" ~fl*A 'r~i a >~*M.1 .The only lfrwrnoin. .on-i.

Sr,'i ~',tivly t pj �r,-"ly•],ylon . . 1h vr, an in I. . )r nr .n
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ignitron could have been damaged by the moving buswork. In
addition to the nylron failug~e, part of an epoxy coating on

D The most critical failure in the system was th,he fracture

Of all of the 1-inch studs in the buswork system. Tne~e
studs have since been replaced with a greaiter number of
shorter. more ductila studs utilizing rol led rathe:-. than cut
threads to assure adequate strength during future shots.
Wit~h tbeI studs the bu~swork and phenolic irý.lators will not.

-e i11owed to move. Testing of th~e nylon usect for the gas1het
tbWI~hat it did niot meet, the required m.-iterial.

specific~ation. Further te.3ting proveýd that the nylon's
ducitility could be inorrianed thrOUgh anne-alj~in. W,1hile t~hisi
zhouid b,- adfoquat-, for the low level nhots. new ma~terials nr'ý!
b,-,ing inN-estig3tned to tl~terminne if a new ga'slet can be
developed to wlt~hstarid1 the fault cornclition. The ep ':oxy whi ch
cracked.- due to flnxing of the busbar hai been replaced with a
urethane coating which lvis Pxcr,llecnt ductility.

Theirp were only two modifications to the vessel, ard
hroth we-re to prrevent fF.ilures of other componen~ts. The f'.rst
was thie addition of a sipport ini tha bottom half of the
vessel to prcvent exce3&ive deflection of the lower bu3har.
This nupport was constructnd of nquare steel tubing and
wr.lded to the bottom h.Alf of theý vfessel at t~~same location
as the coni~aininent legs. The second i-iodificption was a
denrease in the! size of thle bunialr orpc~nin.s. This reduced
th,- total blast force and rnom,..nt on the nylon gaVt by

'~~~ re~iuring it3 total surf.,.ce are, ytct-iepret

4 neth,ý original experiments, six additiorniU
coortainm,.nt vessels have been buiilt to be uised with CFi1-UT'.s
60 moegAjotulp (six. 1O-m!gnjouiln homo polars) powfir vAP-.ly. By
u1.sing the ac~remrnetiontv off-tlne-nheýlf ccc-poný.nnz, co.5t.5 arid

production time ie kep-r to a minimum. Iriti-1l singlo and
mult.i-g r~rtor-,tting uns condiic",A during th.- sni'imr ot
I1q37, while full1 scal te--t5s with four generntor, discharging.

mimultanneou-Aly too-(-k plnce in July 1988. 1Vnrring- the
r'co',urrenoo- of a fault (,,-ndition, all of thie c,)ntainrlcnt
%1-111,1(tl ind h:inb.-r crrmprorint:s will be reunrnule.

1. W.E. Baker, .i.J. E'ul',s3., F.S. Westine, P.A. Cox, and
Jj. Wibek A tMarinual for the Prt'clrction of Bl:est and
Frngmrorit Lcoadli nig of S-trucitiures. DOE/TI(>--11 268 , U. S.
i'epartim.-nt of Fnrg, m,arillo, Tq-xnn, Nov#-mh.,-r 1980.

Mil BoIokr Co, Nxw York, 196~4.
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COMPLETE 3/1 HEMI-;41AD 4

(HEAD IS NOT MODELED

SINCE IT IS STRONGER
THAN CYLINDER.

UPPER CYLINDER UNDER
RADIAL PRESSURE BUT
W!THOUT AXIAL TENSION
AND WITHOUT ADDITIONAL
RADIAL FORCES OF SIDE

SIMPLIFYING ASSUPTI__S BEAMS.

COMPONENTS ,'RE N(.
CONNIECTED SO THEY ARE
NOT STRESSED BY OTHER

SIDE BEAMS ARE OF SIDE BEAMS WITH CLAMPED

SIEO BEAMS AREN ENDS AND RADIAL PRESSURE.
EOUAL LENGTH. NO TENSILE LOADING.

90* ARC FLANGES (NOT

SHOWN) ARE MODELED
INDEPENDENTLY OF
CYLINDERS USING
SHEAR LOADS.

LOWER CYLINDER (SAME

STRESSES AR; LOADING AS UPPER.)r. TO BE EVENLY DISTRIBUTED
(I.E., NO STRESS RISERS)

FLANGE 5OLTS ARE MODELED
E:;DEPCNDENTLY IN TENSSION

GON.Y. LOWER 3/1 HEMI-HEAD
"((SAME LOADING AS UPPER.)

SUpPORt LErS ARE MO,•.ED
AS SHORT CYLINDERS IN
COMPRESSION, FOUR SUPPORTS
IN PARftLLEL.

SUPPORT LEGS.

,. I,
FIGURE I

HOW CONTAINMENT IS MODELED IN OUR AN.,LYS,1
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FIGURE 2.SUPO CONTAINMENT VSE

GEM-UT LABORTORY A AES SITE
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FIGURE 5A

EXPLOSION CONTAINMENT VESSEL, TEST NO.I
•'•" BOTTOM PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
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0.0

T TIme, II

F IqGURE 58

EXPLOSION CONTAINMENT VESSE[., TEST NO.2
BOTTOM PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
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EXPLOSION CONTAINIMENT VESSEL, TEST NO.
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Paper Distributed at the:

Twenty-Third DoD Explosives Safety Seminar
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LITHIUM BATTERY FACILITY
BLAST DESIGN ANALYSIS

by

C. James Dahn
Safety Consulting Engineers, Inc.

Rosemont, Illinois 60018

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the preliminary hazards analysis, blast
structural analysis and design criteria for the Naval Weapons
Support Center (NSWC), in Crane, Indiana

Lithium battery testing, at the Crane Complex, is conducted
at a remote outdoor facility. Their analysis showed that this
facility is inadequate because the gases liberated during a
violent lithium battery explosion are extremelv noxious, which
results in environmental problems. Alsc, explosion overpressure
and fragments present significant personal and facility hazards.
Finally, testing out-of-doors causcs testing to be dependent upon
proper weather conditions. These factors all significantly
impact both the quality and quantity of tests thaz can be con-
ducted. For all of these reasons. a new in-door, self-contained
test facility that can withstand an explosive blast has been
designed.2
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INTRODUCTION

As a result of state-of-art advances in storage battery C,
technology, lithium-based batteries are now used etensively by

the U. S. Navy. Extensive testing is required on these newly

designed batteries to demonstrate their performance ard safety

under extreme environments. Also presently designed batteries

require extensive quality control and reliability tests to

demonstrate their capability for military applications.

The Naval Weapons Support Center (NSWC), Crane, Indiana

facility was designated as the testing center for Navy lithium

batteries. Over the last eight years, extensive testing of

numerous designed batteries was conducted in the following areas.

1. Abusive testing for safety and performance

- To extreme electrical loads and short
circuit testing.

- To extreme thermal and niecharical loads.

2. Quality control and reliability testing on existing
battery designs.

- Vibration and shock (jolt, jumble, roll)

- Heat, cold and temperature cycling

- Routine load performance

Hazardous battery testing was conducted outdoors ao a remote

location in an open steel bunker which was not adequate to per-

fori repeated tests where explosions cou)d occur. See Figures I

and 2. The gases liberated during a violent lithium battery ex-

plosion are extremely tcxlc which presented environmental

problems. Also, explosion overpressure and fragments from these

explosions (during abusive testing) presented significant person-
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nel and facility hazard3.

At present, the engineering management staff is located 12

miles away from the test site. The distance from computer data

acquisition equipment and the test cells was limited to 100 feet

to assure reliability cf data acquisition.

In 1987, Northern Division, Naval Facilities Engineering

Command, located in Philadelphia, contracted to Lester B. Knight

and Associates to design a new self-contained test facility to

handle present and future projected lithium battery testing and

analysis. This facility would contain all management, engineer-

Ing, and test support personnel; all equipment and test cells on

the one site.

Safety Consulting Engineers, Inc. was contracted by Lester

B. Knight to conduct a preliminary hazards analysis of the

()designed facility prior to and after 35% design completion. In

addition, Safety Coniulting Engineers, Inc. conducted blast

structural analysis and established a design criteria to

withstand battery explosions for the test cells. Battery test

operations analyysis showed that at least 10 test cells should be

designed for battery testing. Each of these cells should be

designed to completely contain a maxlrmum incident battery explo-

sion and after-ward release toxic gases at controlled rates into

appropriate ga; scrubbers. Additionally two cells should be

dinJgred to with!tand a wor-ýo ca, e, largcst battery explosion.

The procedure3, nethod• and resulting design criteria forIte test cells end secondary walls to withstand lithium buttery

'< /• (exploilon5 %re reported in this pp+er.
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HAZARDOUS CONSIDERATIONS

Evaluation

Various hazardous considerations associated with lithium

batteries were integrated into the conceptual and detailed plan-

iI. ning of the proposed facility.

A runaway reaction of the lithium and the electrolyte can

occur under easily predictable conditions (e.g., externally ap-

plied heat, shorting, charging, and similar abusive

K j environments), or under unpredictable conditions such as internal

failures of a defective or peculiarly damaged cell. Nearly all

runaway reactions result only when the lithium anode becomes

) heated to, or near, it. melting point of about 180 0 C. The po3-I sible consequences of such a reaction can be one, or a combina-

I tion of the following:

a. Slow release of mIn imal, moderate, or large
quantities of highly corrosive and noxious smoke and
gases.

b. Rapid venting of the smoke and gases, with ,otantial

of prossure build-up if in restricted enclosures.

c. An explo3ive prcs-ure spike or shock wave, and po-:s1rbneflying projectile.: of battery cell parts, arid/or

Sassociated fixtures.

When batteries are teoted abunively, the likelihood of a

reaction increases snini ,icantly. The aesign of an

1';nclosed teiit facility must, therefore, incorporate provisions

f-r, accepting both the maximum potential explosive and corrosive

vapor release conditions without significant downtime for cleanup

after an event.

Unfortunately, th,; safety provis ions normally selected to
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control these types of hazards tend to become mutually inccm-

(') patible when combining them for the same facility. For example,

blowout panels are required by code for rooms where explosives

are handled to vent blast pressure into a safe area and to mini-

mize blast effects on personnel and sensitive equipment. However

the test cells and work rooms, in which noxious gases can be gen-

erated, must be completely sealed to prevent noxious gases from

entering personnel ocoupied areas. All noxious gases must exit

through suitable gas cleaning devices before being discharged to

the environment. Normally such environmental protection devices

are not shock resistant.

An initial survey of the lithium battery industry revealed

that some facilities have been built to handle moderate-sized

cell runaway reactions. These test facilities have generally in-

corporated both blast resistant and vapor scrubbhng provisions.

Based upon an energy comparison, the lithium batteries have

approximately 125% TNT weight equivalence. This value is really

beyond the worse case battery explosion because in the battery,

the chemical reaction is mitigated by internal configuration and

reactant contact. Also based on battery explosions damages to

date, TNT blast output is very low (10% TNT mass).

Based on Navy lithium battery explosion history, a correc-

tions factor and a conversion factor were both applied to the to-

tal battery electrical capacity (watt-hour) to yield a TNT equiv-

alence value. This al3o translated into a maximum of 60% TNT

mass equivalent value or that determined by energy compArison to

q ntbcTNT.
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Based on Norwegian Defense Research establishment studies, a

24 amp-hour lithium/SO battery yielded a blast equivalent to 100

grams TNT. Actually, a true TNT equivalent may be much less than

this when the impulse may be long and overpressure is low. The

test cell blast co .ainment capabilities were set based on this

criteria and the m*ximum battery size expected in inventory per-

missible. Thus, f('r the two abusive cells, a 10 lb TNT equiv-

alent was established and all other cells were sized to 5 lb TNT

equivalents to accommodate more batteries with much less risk of

explosion. Additional testing of worse case battery explosions

could yield lower TNT equivalent data permitting testing, of

larger batteries in the test cells.

Planned activities for the new test facility at Crane in-

clude a new battery as the maximum size battery to be tested.

This battery should only be tested in the 101b TNT equivalent

i:i test cells because its maximum estimated TNT equivalence is ap-

proximately eight pounds.

From a blast standpoint, two of the hazardous test cells

(15' x 20' x 10' high) are to be designed to withstand the equiv-

alent detonation of ten pound3 of Tý.T.

The rest of the hazardous test cells are to be designed to

withstand the equivalent detonation of five pounds of TNT. One

cell will be 24 feet high while the others will be 10 feet high.

All the cells dill be 15 feet x 20 feet.

Control of flying projectiles and overpressure can be ac-

complished through application of blast resistant construction

techniques and through the separation of personnel and high value
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items from potential exposure. The control of released

)•) corrosive/noxious vapors will be a more challenging poblem.

Lithium-Sulfur Dioxide (Li/SO2 ) batteries can vent Sulfur

Dioxide gas. Lithium-Thionyl Chloride (Li/SOCI 2 ) batteries can

vent Thionyl Chloridc, which breaks down into S0 2 , and HCL with

L12 0 particles in the smoke.

The approximate volume of smoke and/or gases which could be

generated from battery holding eight liters of electrolyte is

felt to be in the order of 262 cubic feet.

A typical procedure for managing these types of vapors is to

first pass the smoke through a particle separator to remove the

particulate matter, and then pass the gases through a packed type

scrubber using alkaline buffered water for removal of the gases.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Based on results of the Preliminary Hazards Analysis (Energy

Trace and Barrier Analysis (ETBA), four test cells for abusive

testing would be separated from the six cells for quality perfor-

man(<3 and reliability tests. See Figure 3. All cell heights

would be lower than the room height for both areas. Also, the

two high probability explosion cells (10 lb TNT) would be

separated from the other two cells.

A second blast barricade would exist between the cell areas

and the instrumentation and test setup area. Vapor barriers are

required between this area and the personne2l occupied areas.

Thus, the wall and (,ors separating the cells from the test setup

area are required to withstand blast pressures transmitted

through a partially open door from a 10 lb TNT equivalent explo-
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sion in a test call with a door open. Also, the separating wall

between the three quandrant3 of test cells would have to

withstand comparable explosion pressure from a door accidentally

left partly open.

All utilities (e.g., electrical, air, heat, cooling) will be

routed into each cell such that blast loads and corrosive gases

will not effect them.

Also, each cell will be gas sealed during testinr. If an

explosion should occur in the cell, all gases will be contained.

After stabilization, blast protected vents will oe activated,

opened slowly to bleed off gas overpressure into a gas scrubbing

system outside the building.

BLAST STRUCTU2AL ANALYSIS

Test cell sizes and layout were defined based on usage,

available area, and equipment expected to be used. loom height

was standardized at 10 feet with the exception of one abusive

test cell (10 lb TNT equivalent).

Blast structural analysis was *conducted utilizing the SCE

computer software, BLAST X, which utilizes general energy methods

as defined in U. S. Corp of Engineers Report, "HNDM 1110.1-02

"Suppressing Shields". For each test cell the software evaluates

contained, vented, and open air structures for structural in-

tegrity during and after blast loading. All walls were con-

sidered fixed to adjoining walls, floor or roof. Concrete con-

struction with appropriate rebar was considered the most cost ef-

fective and utilitarian way to approach the blast containment.

Weights of TNT mass equivalence are introduced for a given size
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room and concrete thickness, as rebar size is calculated to

withstand the explosion.

A ductility ratio (maximum/elastic deflection) value of 1.3

was used to provide an additional safety factor in the cell.

design. Concrete compressive strength of 3000 psi and steel

rebrr tensile strength of 60,000 psi was utilized in the study.

Concrete density of 150 lb/ft 3 wac also used.

The blast analysis was conducted using the BLAST X program

defined in flow sheet form in Figure 4. A typical blast load on

the cell walls is illustrated in Figure 5.

RESULTS OF AIALYSIS

Blast analysis for the two abusive test cells (10 lb TNT

equivalence) yielded concrete wall thickness of 24 inches with

steel rebar ratios of 0.01. See Table 1 for analysis results on

each test cell. The anticipated blast pressure on the nearest

walls is 1000 psi. The low yield (5 lb TNT equivalent) test

cells walls can be constructed of reinforced concrete 12 inches

thick with a rebar ratio of 0.01. The maximum blast pressure on

the nearest wall is expected to be 100 psi. Remotely operated

blast covers for scrubber vents and haz3rdous liquid drains,

which would be in the failsafe closed condition during testing,

were to be designed to withstand the explosion while containing

all explosion gases. A backup structure built around the test

cells was also designed to withstaod 'last overpressures if a

test cell door should open during an explosion. The walls or

this structure were analyzed to require 12 inches of reinoorced

concrete to withstand the blast load.
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The final design of the test cell and the outer structure is

shown in Figure 6.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM.•MENDATIONS

The blast structural analysis study established safe con-

crete wall thickness and rebar ratio for each of the test cells

in the design concept lithium battery test and evaluation

facility. Steel rebar ratio had to be increased in the high

yield test cells (10 lb TJT) to P = 0.017 to keep concrete wall

thicknesses consistent in the test cells. Also, with wall thick-

ness standardized, construct on costs will be reduced and cell

interface integrity will be maintained. The walls were designed

with excessive safety factor in the elastic range to reduce pos-

sible wall cracking whiih would breech toxic gas containment.

Further tests and analysis are recommended to determine more

precise blast pressure profiles from lithium battery explosioni.

With this information, more exact explosive limits and number on

size of lithium batteries permissible for each cell.

The blast analysis study was completed prior to the 355

design completion which greatly aided the facillty acquisitions

process because changes in test cell configurations were made to

provide uniformity in facility construction techniques.
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'P,ABSTRACT

r Monsanto Research Corporation (H-RC) in the past year has brought to

an operational state, the Explosive Component Test Facility (ECTF).
The Explosive Conponent Test Facility is a Department of Energy (DOE)
Facility located at the Mound Plant in Miamisburg, Ohio. The role of
th-j ECTF is to functionally test explosive weapons components
prodaced at Hound for quality assuranco purposes as well as for
component development purposes.

At the heart of the ECTF are three testing cells or chambers. The
three test cells were conceived as cells located indoors with the
capability to fully contain the effects of c*qxlosions of up to 10
pounds TNT equivalent w.ight. The ECTF also contains explosive
preparation areas, extensive camsra roons for event photography,
control rooms for firing, system control, and data retrieval; as well
as administrative support at'eas. In all, the ECTF occupies over
30,000 sqcuare f.et of space and is a huge advancement in capacity and

ir capability foc DOE in the area of testing and diagnostics.

The subject of this pa, ar i3 the ECTF Test Cells, their design,
fabrication, in3tallation, and •aalification testirg. These efforts
have t:kan place over a t.mo span of five years and have culminated
in proof testing in May of 1937.
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1. Test Cell Design Criteria

Design criteria were laid out by Mound's operating department for the
test cell design. The major criteria are presented with the
reasoning for the criteria.

1. The test cell must contain the blast effects from a 10 pound

TNT equivalent explosive device.

Mound, at the tine of the project inception, was performing
tests in existing chambers of up to 1.5 pounds of TNT with
the possibility of 3.0 pound tests in the future. A 10.0Ii• pound limit was chosen as reasonable limit, with extra

capability above future projected test,, and within projectbudget constraints and technical feasibilities.

2. Test Cell useful life must be 30 years or longer.

.... Existing chambers at ound were 30 years old and still being
$ used daily; it was safo to assume that any new chambers may,

in fact, be expeýcted to last 30 years. From a practical
design standpoint this criteria meant that stresses in the
chambers must be totally within the elastic limit of the
material.

3. Length of the chambers must be 20 feet long or greater to
• -provide necessary photographic standoif.

4. A largq manway for entrance and eqress was necessary.
V, Automation of the closing and latching functions was deemed

necessary based on the past 30 years experience with heavy
mandoors.

A 5. Multiple vitwing windows were mandatory. Existing test
cealls had single viewports for one axis photography. The
ncwi chambers were conceived to have the capability for three
axis photography with Rotating Mirror Cameras (RMC).

6. 'rovisions for uD to 150 electrical signal cables entering
each test cell must be acconplished with protection of the
cablea as well as some measure of simplicity and convenience
of connections.

Y:, 7. Multiple porti must be provided to allmw heat transfer media
Sto enter and leave the test cell. The het transfer media
is used to thermal condition test specinens prior to firing.

13. -he test cell must be providad with a means of venting the
Sdetonation gasis a' well as providing for a high speed air
purgT?. The high speed air purge would allow for relatively
rapid re-entry to the char-ber after a test.

j242
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9. Interior to the test cells, a smooth, stable, and flat
working surface was necessary. Testing set-ups are large,
"complex, and alignment critical; so a sound work surface was
to be provided.

10. The ability to extinguish a fire inside the test cells was
deemed necessary. Occasionally, expensive equipment is
located in the'chamber with the explosive device in a
barricaded manner. "After" fires could jeopardize this
equipment if not qjiickly extinguished.

11. Illumination of the test cell interior in the secured or
sealed up condition was desirabla. Hand carryý!ng lights in
and out of the test cells was a nuisance under set-up
conditions.

2. Tst Cell Desicn

The design of the test cells was accomplished by a team of engineers
and designers from Monsanto's Central Engineering Department working
in conjunction with Mound engineers and Booker & Associates, the
building Architect/Engineering firm. The design developed over a
nine to twelve month period which included several interim reviews of
work. It should be noted that prior to the start of definitive
design, during the conceptual stage, an intensive study of blast and
fragment loadings was conducted. Th- loadings study work was
accomplished by Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) under Mound
contract. r
Basic test cell shell design was accomplished using a Monsanto,
in-house computer program called BOSOR. BOSOR is a program that
employs finite differences on the governing differential equations of
thin shell theory. Transient analysis of the test cell and it's
foundation were accomplished with the use of NASTXNN and the creation
of a whole vessel rmodel.

Shell geometry and thickness were arrived at using dynamic loading
criteria. The basic geometry and thicknesses were then plugged into
standard ASME pressure vessel equations and worked in reverse to
establish a "Code" pressure rating. The ASME code pressure rating is
essentially a static pressure rating and, in this case, the rating is
an order of magnitude higher than operating quasi-static detonation
loads. Predicted quasi-static loading was 40 psig, ASME code
pressure for the test cells is 340 psig.

The most difficult design problem was the non-symmetric loading

introduced by charge positions non-coincident with the vessel
centerlines on two axes. The non-syn;netric loading increased shell
thick,,nesses and dictated a massive foundation to resist the net
translational forces, and overturning moments. Figure I depicts the

vessel geometry and test cell loading scenarios. The test cell to
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foundation interface was impossible using standard anchor bolt in
concrete treatment. A large steel grillage was embedded in theQ concrete foundation mass to which the test cell saddle/skid could be
directly bolted and welded. Figure II contains test cell basic
specifications as a product of the design effort.

Test cell design loads were based on a 12 pound TNT ecjoivalent charge
which represents a 20 percent increase over actual working charge
limit. Ground rules included ihposing a Tzinimum charge stand-off
from chamber interior surfaces of three feet.

The calculated overall factor of safety of the design is 1.67 based
on uniaxial yield strength of the material. The factor of safetyincludes the charge factor of safety and some contribution, due to
damping of the vessel shell by the internal fraguent liner. The
dynamic yield strength of the material is not considered in the
design or factor of safety calculations because that particular
material property is not well known or published. Further
consei-qatism is added to the design by not considering a dynamic
material strength, a proporty which is believed to be considerably
higher than published data for this material.

The physical size of the test cells was limited by transportation.
On-site construction of the test cells was deemed undesirable from a
quality and cost viewpoint. The 14 foot 6 inch dianeter of the test
cells is the absolute largest diameter vessel of this weight class
transportable to Miamisburg, Ohio.
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Figure II

Q Test Cell Specifications

Basic Shape - Horizontal Cylinder with 2:1 Elliptical Heads

Wall Thickness - 1 3/4" Minimum with 5/8" liner.

Dimensions - Diameter, 14 feet, 6 inches
Length, 24 feet
Weight, 103 tons

Material - SA-516 Grade 70 Steel

70,000 psi ultimate, 33,000 psi yield

Viewing Ports - 9 per test cell, 5"w x 10" 1 x 6" t.

Mandoor - 3 feet, 6 inches x 7 feet

Floor - Poured Reinforced Concrete with 5/8" steel covering.

Foundation Specific tions

Concrete Mass 40 feet long, 15 feet wide and 6 feet thick.

O Embedded steel grillage to which test cell saddle/skid directly
bolts.

The connection is achieved with 32 - 1 1/ 2 "1 diameter A-490 bolts.
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3. Test ell Fbrication

Fabrication of the three test fire cells was accomplished by VMW
Industries of Victoria, Texas, under contract to Monsanto Research
Corporation. VMW was chosen as the fabricator because of their
exzensive experience in fabrication of diving compression and
decompression chambhrs as well as submersible chambers. VMW also had
extensive machining capbilities necessary to fabricate the mandoor
latching mechanisms. The fabrication process was nine months in
duration.

The test cells were fabricated in accordance with American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII,
Division I. All of the quality assurance activities required by the
ASME Code were performed, including: Material Certifications,
Welding Certification, Radiographic Examination of all welds, and
Hydrotesting. In addition to the quality assurance built into the
ASME Code process, Monsanto arranged for an independent inspector to
visit the fabrication plant and report on a weekly basis.

Elliptical head spinning and cylindrical shell rolling were
subcontracted by VMW as they did not have the capability of forming
the large diameters and thickness required. The spinning capability
of head 14 feet 6 inches in diameter exists only two or three places
in the United States. Forging of reinforcements were also
subcontracted work. Availability of SA 516-70 steel in the specific
plate sizes and thickness needed was a problem. The problem was
overcome by sourcing the steel from domestic mills as well as
European and Japanese mills.

All machining and welding was performed in-house by VW4. Stress
relief heat treating was accomplished in a 30 feet x 20 feet x 16
feet furnace. The furnace was modified and made larger for this
particular operation. Following the stress relief operation, each
test cell was mounted on the bed of a very large milling machine to
machine the sealing surface of the mandoor frame. The sealing
surface measures 8 feet long and 4 feet wide and is machined to a
flatness tolerance of 0.010 inches.

The entire fabrication process took place in the VMW shop except for
the attachment of the mounting saddle/skid which would not fit the
transportation size envelope.

Each test cell was hydrotested twice to 660 psig. This pressure
represents vessel stresses at a level 90 percent of the material
yield strength. The first pressurization satisfied the ASME Code
requirement. The second pressurization was used to monitor acoustic
emission and diagnose welding flaws possibly missed by X-Ray.
Acoustic emission testing is used extensively by Monsanto to monitor
in-service pressure vessels and in this case the testing was
performed by Monsanto in the VMW shop. Acoustic emission teiting

Ni located no critical flaws and resulted in several expensive attempts]i to locate predicted flaws. The hydrotesting was uneventful, except
that on odne test a large gasket failed, which resulted in a very wet
fabrication shop.
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Mandoor functional testing and painting were the final shop
fabrication steps. The test cell pioject stressed the limit of the
VMW shop in many respects, but the final product was of good qualityQand completed on schedule.

4. Test Cell Transportation and Installation

Transportation of the test cells was a complex process which was
completely researched prior to the completion of design and
definitized prior to the start of fabrication. The trip from the
fabrication shop in Victoria, Texas, to Miamisburg, Ohio, was a five
step process involving trucks, barges, and the railroad.

Step 1 of the transportation process used truck transportation for
the relatively short 20 mile trip from the fabrication shop to the
Victoria barge canal. Moves of this magnitude meet with fairly
little regulation in south Texas, so Step 1 was very simple to
accomplish.

Step 2 of the transportation process involved a three week barge trip
along the intercoastal waterway, Mississippi River, and Ohio River;
terminating in Cincinnati, Ohio. Barge transportation is slow, but
size and weight limits of the load are seldom of any concern.

Step 3 of the transportation process involved a one mile truck trip
from the Ohio River to a rail siding. This step, on the surface,
appeared simple; but it was complicated by poor barge off-loading
facilities, roads that required a bulldozer to make passible, and
hilly terrain. Cincinnati is a fine place to load or unload coal,
grain, or chemicals; but unloading large, cumbersome equipmenc like
the test cells proved nearly impossible.

Step 4 of the transportation process required special lowboy rail
cars and the assembly of a special train for the 50 mile journey to
Miamisburg, Ohio. Soft rail bedding stopped the train within one
mile of the start point. After the railbed was repaired, the
remainder of the train trip was uneventful. Clearances were very
tight and the train traveled at walking speeds near all potential
overhead and side ixupeding structures.

Step 5 of the process required a truck to move the test cells several
hundred yards from the Mound rail siding to the ECTF construction
site.

Over the road transportation in the state of Ohio was deemed next to
impossible due to local and state regulations and bond reqUirements.
Overall, the transportaticn of the test cells was completely
successful with no physical damage sastained to the test cells.

Test cell foundations were comnlete prior to the arrival of the test
cells at the construction site. The attachm"nt of the saddle/skids
and actual mounting of the test cells on the foundations proceeded
for the two waeka imimediately following transportation. 7urther
assembly and fitting of itoms, such as the large mandoors, was
accomplished within one monzh of the arrival of the test cells on the
plant site.
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Construction of the ECTF building was scheduled for the 18 months
subsequent to the test cell arrival on the construction site. Due to
construction activities that were to occur in the upcoming 18 months,
the test cells and machanical parts were secured and weatherproofed
as best as possible. Near the end of the ECTF construction, work
began anew to bring the test cells to an operational state.

Numerous photographs of the test cells during transportation,
installation, and upon completion are included as an Appendix to this
paper. Each photo is captioned to briefly explain the content.

5. Test Cell Oualification Testing

Test cell qualification testing is worthy of a very long paper as a
subject by itself. The testing objective, methods, and results will
be highlighted in this paper with more thorough treatment of the
subject matter saved for a future work.

3 The Qualification Testing Program was undertaken to prove each test
cell met or exceeded design performance levels as well as provided
operating personnel with a very high level of confidence about
operating the new facilities. Additionally, the Qualification
Testing Program would provide information about contained detonations
of charge sizes nearly ten times larger than previously performed at
Mound.

Mound chose to contract with an independent agency to perform actual
qualification testing because in-house expertise was not able to be
diverted from normal work for the dedicated intensive testing
effort. It was also hoped that an independent source would be able
to accomplish the work in a shorter period of time due to factors
such as reduced learning curve, dedicated work force, and greater
experience. Southwest Research Corporation (SwRI) was chosen to
perform the testing, and work; and in conjunction with Monsanto, to
plrn the test program. Data presentation was a SwRI responsibility.
Data analysis, for the most part, was to remain Monsanto's task.

A test series of 21 shots was planned, 7 in each test cell, with
charge sizes varying from 2.5 pound TNT equivalent to 12.5 pounds.
The 2.5 pound shots were designed as shakedown exercises and the 12.5
pound shots represented the 25 percent overtests as required. Charge
locations were consistent with design scenarios; that is, center,
siue, and end located in each test cell. Charge sizes and locations
are listed below.

Charge Size Location

2.5 lb. center
5.0 lb. center
7.5 lb. endj10.0 lb. center, end, side

12.5 lb. center

J.! 2268
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Militarcy explosive C-4 was used to mold the spherical charges. Ii
Charge preparation was performed by SwRY personnel at Hound prior to
each test shot. Initiation of the charge was achieved by an
exploding bridgewire type detonator with booster charge.

The information to be collected from each test shot was extensive and
is listed in Figure III with a brief reason for -the interest in the
particular parameter. (Y

Ficrnre ITI

Testing Data of inter...t

Parameter Transducer NO Int___t
!is!

Blast Pressure Blast Pressure 3 Verify charge output
Transducer and reflections.

Test Cell A'•celerometer 2 Verify overall
Motion displacement and

rocking motion.

Foundation Accelerometer 3
Motion

Quasi Static Pressure 1 Verify gas pressure and
Pressure Transducer venting time.

Surge Tank Pressure 1 Verify expanded gaz
Pressure Transducer pressure and venting

tines.'

System Thermocouples 3 Predict material life
Temperatures based on temperature

effects.

Sound Microphone 2 Investigate noise
Pressure hazard.

Ground Seismometer 2 Access undesirable
Motion effects of ground

Strain Strain Gauges 6 Monitor vessel stress/
strain.

t
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Peak value data is presented in rigure IV corresponding with a 12.5
pound TNT equivalent detonation located at a position in the center
of a test cell. Acceleration data is not reported in the table.
Actual plots of blast pressure traces are included in the AppendixC >for added detail.

Charge outputs, in general, agreed well with predictel charge outputs
from standard air blast curves. Peak blast pressures as well as
specific impulses were within 10 percent of predicted values.
Measurement of peak blast pressures at standoff distances less than 4

/ .~ feet (scaled Z<2.0) yielded data with a large amount of scatter and
in some cases damaged the transducer. f
Pressure wave reflection and resulting amplification effects were
much larger than expected. Pressures due to reflections of the
initial blast wave were, in some cases, amplified by as much as 4
times over the initial incident pulse. The reflection amplification
phenomena was present with side and end mounted transducers.

Quasi-static pressure within the test cell, as measured, was
perfectly consistent with predicted values.

Test cell shell response as measured by the numerous strain gauges
was well within design constraints. The maximum stress level was
attained in the knuckle region of the elliptical head, associated
with a 10 pound detonation, end located. The Von Mises stress was
determined to be 21,000 psi at this geometric discontinuity. The
primary frequency of vessel response was found to be in the range of
350 hertz.

Temperatures recorded during the testing will have no detrimental
effects on materials within the test cells or its exhaust system.

The peak sound level in a manned area was 127 dB, which poses no
operational restrictions on ECTF operating personnel.

Velocities imparted to the ECTF structure were measured as high as
/. / 1.0 inches/second. These velocities, while noticeable, do not

threaten the structure, occupants, or equipment. Velocities as high
as 5.0 inches/second were recorded associated with the isolated test
cell foundations.

Test cell foundation maximum horizontal displacement was found to be
no greater than 0.030 inches, which is about half the predicted
value.

Data and results reported in this paper, on the qualification
testing, are very brief. Volumes of data and analysis exist on the
subject which will prove very valuable in future containment vessel
design.
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FIGURE IV

TEST DATE: 05/13/87 TEST NUMSER: 10 Cell No. 2

TNT EQVUIV. CHARGE WT.: 12.5 CHARGE LOCATION: A -nCell Ctr.

SE ISMC/ACOIJSTIC:
E Peak Sound Pressure Level, d3 119

Peak Vertical Velocity, in/s 0.92
Peak Radial Veecity, in/s 0.29
Peak Transverse VeloMnity, in/s 0.08

Real-Peak, Vector Sui Velocity, in/s 0.96

BLAST PRESSURE:
Sensor Location Floor Mount Undeer Ckrge
Peak Pressure, psi 7460 @ 4 ft. standoff

Sensor Location Window Mount, Loc 6, End

Peak Pressure, psi 405 12 ft. standoff

Sensor Location Wineow 2,cunt. e c 7, Side
Peak Pressure, psi nC63 @ 7 ft. standoff

QUASI-STATIC PRESSURr:

Sensor Location Cham',Tor
Peak Pressure, psi 41.8
Sensor Location Surge Tank (1 .of 3 segents open)
Peak Pressure, psi 3.69

STRAIN:
Sensor Location Loc 21, TEad, Vaer .
Peak Strain, i..:cro-in/in 440

Sensor Location Loc 22, Head, Har12.
Peak Strain, micro-In/in 432

Sensor Location Loc 23, Top Ctr., Circum.

'Peak Strain, micro-in/in 538

Sensor Location Loc 24, Top Ctr., kong.
Peak Strain, :icro-in/ir 233

Sensor Locatlcn Lcc 26, Tcp End, Long.
Peak Strain, mncru-.n/in 379

Sensor Loc-.tion Loc 27, Sidi Ctr., Circurn.
Peak Strain, micri-in/im 311

TEMPEM'TIURE:
Sensor Location ChasrPer
Peak Temperature, del F 212

Sensor L.ccation Exhaust Pipe
jPeak Te,,rpcrture, del F £23

SSensor Locatirn Sjrge TarlýPeak Tc,,,praturm, deg F 61.0

S:n.o. �r2 227t1
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ConclIu si~on

This paper serves the purpose of an overview of a five year project.
Many papers, or possibly a book, could be compiled on the subject
matter. Monsanto considers the ECTF and the Test Calls an
unqualified success. It is hoped that this paper and other yet
undisclosed inforoation on the subject can be Of use to others in tha
DOD, DOE, and Explosives Technology Community.

The succes3 of this project is the combined effort of many
contributors whom the author would like to acknowledge:

E. E. Morgenegg, M. W. Ringer, and A. H. Karabininis of the M 6nsanto
CompAny,, st. Louis, Mo. were the principle Design Engineers.

C. Wuennenberg of Bookir Associates, St. Louis, Mo. was thV ECT'
I / PrincipAl Structural Design Engineer.

Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas, contributed to the
initial feasibility study and, finally, to the Qualification TVistingi Program.

* •' R. E. Whit. and rnumerous associates performe d excellent work on the

project.
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DEVELOPNE!"T AND PROOF TEST OF AN EXPLOSIVE
STOR.AGE MODU~LE (ESM)

By

H. Sanal and C. R. Crez'nfield

SRI Int',ýrnitonal
333 Ravinsvrood Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025,

Presented a,

T;4ntv-Third DoD Ex'iosivoi SizfetY Semrinar

on

*Ttcst Ccý,11 an~d F.'.plosion ContLiinment D'!~vrY

Atlanta, Gari~tya
Atigust 9-11. 198
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ABSTRACT

We have deveioped a slif-contained, easy-to-use explosive storage

module (ESM) and proof-test'ed thre- designs using up to 3 lb of Class

1.1 hi.gh explosives (HE). The novel design features of the ESM ensure

complete containment of the debris produced by a mass detonation of the

HZ while allowing controlled release of the detonation products without

generating a significant alrblast. The contaiTment provided by the ESM

should allow the user to obtain an exemption from the current quantity/

distance (Q/D) requirement for HE storage.

~t A
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(7 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

A primary quantity/distance (Q/D) requirement (as published in the

March 1986 edition of the Contractor's Safety Manual for Ammunition and

Explosives) is that, for 0-100 lb of Class 1.1 HE, a minimum distance of

670 ft must exist between the charge and the closest boundary or

inhabited building. An exemption frora this requirement may be sought

if the liE is stored inside specially designed units that contain the

debris, diminish the air shock in case of an accidental mass detonation

of HE inside each unit, and prevent sympathetic detonation to adjacent

explosive storage modules (ESMs).

We have developed and proof-tested an ESM that should qualify for

an exemption from tho current Q/D requirement. The novel design

features of the ESM ensure complete contairLnent of the debris while
allowing controlled release of the detonation products to the outside.

ESM DESIGN

The ESM is designed to function as an indapendent and self-

contained unit. We have developed three designs to store as much as

3 lb of HE inside a single module. As shown in Figure 1, the first

design, designated ESM-I, consists of a 0.5-in.-thick, 2-ft-diameter

steel cylinder welded at one end to a domed steel cap. The other end is

sealed by a domed steel door that pivots on a hinge attached to the

cylindrical portion. The door is secured in place by eight quick-lock

assembltes spaced 45 degrees apirt. The ESM-l unit is lined with

i-in.-thick plywood to protect against shrapnel impact.

The second design, designited ESM-2, incluJoe a threaded rod-

locking mechanism instead of the quick-lock as.sembly. As shown in

Figure 2, the threaded rod coincide5i with th. axis of the cylinder, with

2287



one end attached to the center of the welded dome. The other end of the

rod passes through a hole at the center of the door at the opposite end

when the door is shut. As shown in Figure 3, a large handwheel on the

threaded rod is then turned to secure the door in place. Results of our

computer calculations show that the explosion pressure acting on the

inside surface of the door extends the rod, thus slcwly releasing the

detonation products through the circular gap produced between the

6 cylinder and the door.

The strength and diameter of the threaded rod for the ESM-2 are

designed to control the gap size and to ensure that the rod does not

strain to failure. For example, Figure 4 shows the strain history for a

5-cm-diametet rod made from a high-strength (6.9-kb yield) steel

following the detonation of a lO00-g HE charge inside the ESM. The

maximum rod strain is 6.8%, which is less than half the 15% failure

strain expected for that type of steel.

The third design, designated ESM-3, combines the threaded rod-

locking mechanism and the quick-lock assembly. The ESM-3 may also

include soft, energy-absorbing washers and beveral rupture ports to a
provide better control over the venting of detonation products.

ESM PROOF TESTS

We proof-tested the three ESM designs by securing them to a sturdy

steel table and detonating a known amount of HE with the door closed.

(Figure 5 shows the ESM-3 unit ji-st before the test.) A combination of

Class 1.1 HE was used in these proof tests. For ESM-1, the chare

consisted of a combination of mild detonating fuse (MDF) and flexible

linoar shaped charge (FLSC) or strands of Primacord placed or, 9.5-in.-

diameter spools. The explosive strands were kept away from the ESM

walls by letting the steel rod pass through the clearance hole a! the

center of each spool. The total explosive weight for the ESM- te.ut wrs

5180 grains (0.74 ib) of PETN. The charge for FSM-2 coriznted o' 1.5 lb

of Dotasheet C HE stretched over a low-density foam cylindei. that wos

I,
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supported by the steel rod (see Figure 6). The charge for ESM-3 was

similar to that ESM-2 except that it weighed 3 lb.

The videotape and the pressure data from the proof tests clearly

showed that all the ESM designs fully contained the explosive debris and

allowed a slow release of the detonation products without generating a

significant airblast. For example, the postshot view of ESM-3 shown in

Figure 7 indicates that the ESM was still integral and the door remained

closed following the mass detonation of 3 lb of Detasheet inside the

ESM. The blackened areas around the circular gap indicate the expected

release pachs of the detonation products to the outside.

CONCLUS IONS

The proof tests reported here clearly demonstrated that the three

ESM designs are capable of fully containing the shrapnel and debris

produced by mass detonation of up to 3 lb of Class 1.1 HE. The

videotape and the pressure data from the proof tests showed that the

detonation products leaked out of the ESM slowly without producing a

significant airbiast.

We believe that the storage capacity of the ESM can be increased by

using crushable washers and/or fast-acting release ports. However, it

may be more cost-efficlent to simply procure more ESH units as needed

than to modify and proof-test new designs to augment storage capacity.
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Corporation of Sunnyniale, California. SRI international holds the

patent rights to the ESM designs discussed here. The project supervisor
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_____________ -37-1/2-in.

'~1 Quick- Lock

Typical 24-in.

N 8 Place

3/4-n, Dametr Ro

/30-in. Long

/ 24-in.
Diameter

1 -in.-Thick
End Grain Weld
Plywood Liner

V:I

1/2-in.
0-Ring Full penetration weld Typical

RA-4309-1

Figuie 1. Schematic diagram of ESM-1 design.
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2-ft Diameter

RA-M-31 7583-9

Figure 3. Handwheel lock used in ESM-2 design
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PARAMETRIC STUDY USING ESM PROGRAM

0 ~7V

5

4 J

'4

z

a

1-

0 ..

0 2 4 6 8

TIME - sec x 10
CODE ID: ESM EXPOSIVE MASS: 1•00.0
DATE: B-MAR-88 GAMMA: 1.1180
ROD LENGTH: 90.0 cm SOUND SPEED: 1.500E+05 cm/l
ROD DIAMETER: 5.000 cm ENERGY (Q): A.800E+10 r/

YIELD STRENGTH: 2.7GOE+09 d~ne/cm2 DOME DIAMETER: S0.0 cm
FAILURE STRAIN: 0.150 DOME THICKNESS: 1.230 cm
INITIAL STRESS: 8,OOOE+ZO dyne/CM2 DOME DENSITY: 7.800 9/cm3

YOUNG'S MODULUS: 2.02E+12 dune/cm2 DRAG COEF: 1.02
VENT PREP: 0.200 CM2 TIME STEP: 5.800E-06 sec

RA-317571-18

Figure 4. Longitudinal strain of the steel threaded rod used in ESM-2 design.
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RP-317571-21

Figure 5. ESM-3 shown before proof test.
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RAAF WALL "rfRAVERSE 1RIALS 1987

(SLIDE 1)

INrRODUCTION

1. DURING THE INTRODUCTION OF THE NATO SAFETY PRINCIPLES FOR

THE STORAGE OF EXPLOSIVE ODNANCE BY THE AUSTPXLI.Ai DEFENCE

FORCE, THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE INDEhnTFIED DEFICIENCIES IN

THE TRAVERSE AND WALL DESIGNS USED IN EXPLOSIVE STOREHOUSES,

PREPARATION BUILDINGS AND ORDNANCE LOADING APRONZ. IN ATL CAGrS,

THE TRAVERSES AND FACILITIES HAD, IN LIGHT OF MODERN THINKING,

BEEN CONSTRUCTED WITH INSUFFICIENT CONSIDERATICN BEING GIVEN TO

EXPLOSIVE EFFECTS. SOME PARTICULAR MASS CONCRETE BUILDINGS WER3

SUBJECT TO AN IINVESTIGATION BY THE AUSTRALIAN ORDTANCE COUNCIL

* .- WHO CONCLUDED TXAT, IN ALL PROBABILITY, THE DUILDINGS DESIGN

WOULD AGGRAVATE THE EFFECTS OF AN EXPLOSION RATHER TF-AN REDUCE

(). IT.

2. THE ADOPTION OF THE NATO SAFETY PRINCIPLES ALSO RESULTED IN

THE RAAF FOR1MULATING A PROGRMAIME TO UPDATE AND EXTEND EXPLOSIVE

STORAGn, PREPAIRTIOl AND LOADING FACILITIES AT A 1VUNBER OF BASES.

IT BECAME OBVIOUS TO THE RAAF THAI SOME FORM OF COUTROLLED

EVALUATION WAS NEEDED TO TEST THE EFFICIENCY OF EXISTIHG, INTERIM

AND PROPOSED TRAVERSES AND FACILITIES. OUT OF THESE

CONSIDERATIONS CAME THE PROJECT TO TEST SCALED MODELS OF THE WALL

AND TRAVERSE COUSTRUCTION CURRENTLY USED BY T1E RAAF. (SLIDE 2)

THE PROJECT WAS TITLED "THE RAAF WALL TRAVERSE TRIAL" AN WAS

CONDUCTED AT THE WEAPONS RESEARCH ESTABLISH iliT, WOOMERA, SOUTH

AUSTRALIA.
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TRIAL AIMS

3. (SLIDE 3) THE AIMS OF THE TRIAL WERE TO

A. EXAMINE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SEVERAL TRAVERSE DESIGNS,

B. EVALUATE THE CONSEQUENCES TO MASS CONCRETE WALLS THEN IN USE

FOR SOME STORAGE FACILITIES, AND

/ C. hEASURE THE EXPI.OSIVE EFFECTS AT D4 AND D7 DISTANCES AS IN

THE QUANTITY DISTANCE TABLES FOR HD 1.1 EO.

TRIAL CONFIGURATION

4. THE TRIAL CONSISTED OF THE SIMULTANEOUS DETONATION OF 36

MK12 1000 LB BOMBS CONTA:NING A NET EXPLOSIVE QUANTITY EQUIVALENT

TO 8076 KG OF TNT.

5.(SLIDE 4 ) T]E BOMBS WERE DETONATED INSIDE A PENTAGON OF

VERTICAL WALL TRAVERSES, TERMED "DONOR" WALLS. THE PENTAGON

SHAPED DONOR STRUCTURE CONSISTED OF FIVE TRAVERSE WALLS AS

FOLLOWS:

A.(SLIDE 5) ONE WALL OF STANDARD ACROW CONSTRUCTION (METAL

EXTERIOR AND EARTH FILLED),

B.(SLIDE 6) TWO WALLS OF TILT SLAB CONSTRUCTION (CONCRETE

EXTERIOR AND EARTH FILLED), AND

C.(SLIDE 7) TWO WALLS OF 680MM THICK MASS CONCRETE

CONSTRUCTION.
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6. LOCATED AT VARYING DISTANCE$ FROM THE DONiOR WALLS WERE A

SERIES OF EIGHT "RECEPTOR" WALL1 S. THESE CONSISTED OF SIX 1IMAlll

TRAVERSES AND TWO VERTICAL FACE, SINGLE SLOPE TRAVERSES.

(SLIDE 8) BEHIND FIVE OF ThESE WALLS WERZ INIET BOMBS, WITNESS

SCREENS ANT) CA14EITE PACKS TO REGISTER THE EFFECTS OF DSBRIS AND

SAGTS 16HMTRE MIGHT DPSENETRAT THEE W"RECETOR" WALLS,.N TILT

SLAB, ONE MASS CONCRETE, ONE VERTICAL FACE SINGLE SLOPE

TRAVERSE;

C. AT 48 METRES (D7 DISTANJCE): THEA"E WERE THREE HAtLLS, ON1Z

ACROW, ONE TILT SLAB AND ONE MASS CCONCRE;Tl; AND.

~ D. AT 177 METRES, THERE WAS ONE TILT SbA!3 WALL.

THE DETONATION

7. THE DETONATION OCCURRED AT 1115 IIRS ON 19 AUG 87, AFTER NINE

DAYS OF ON-SITE PREPARATIONS. THE RESU'jTS OF TWl:' DETOflATIOIN ARE

AS FOLLOWS:

IA. (SLIDE~ 10~) AS EXPECTED. AlL DONOR WALLS DISINTEGRI&TE.D EXC:ý'PT

IFOR SOME 011FET"A OF THE ACROW WALL, WflIC', W17.'E THROWN 200 TO

300 MFTRF.S AWAY. A CRATER APPROXIM1ATELY 19 METRIES IN

DIAMIETER AN1D 5 METRES DEEP WAS FORMED. THE DONOR WALLS

WOULD HAVE EXPEIRIFNCFD APPROXIMATELY 31CO ATIIOSPIIF.RlES OF

PEAK REFLECTET) PRESSU;tRE;
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SB. (SLIDE 11) AT 10 METRES. THE VERTICAL FACE, SINGLE SLOPED

TRAVERSE WAS THE CLOSEST RECEPTOR WALL TO THE DETONATION.

THE FACE OF THE TRAVERSE WOULD HAVE EXPERIENCED

APPROXIHATLLY 400 ATMOSPHERES OF PRESSURE. THE CONCRETE

FACE DISINTERGRATED, THE METAL FACE, ALTHOUGH HEAVILY HOLED

WAS STILL IhrTACT. THE HEIGHT OF THE TRAVERSE WAS REDUCED BY

APPROXIMATELY 0.3 METR% AND ABOUT 1/3 OF THE EARTH FILL WAS

GONE;

C. (SLIDE 12) AT 16 METRES (D4 DISTANCE). THE FACE OF THE T11REE

WALLS WOULD HAVE EXPERIENCED APPROXIMiATELY 135 ATMOSPHERES

OF PRESSURE. THE TILT SLAB WALL WAS TURNED UPSIDEOlOWN AND

THIRO!N AGAINST THE CANEITE PACKS 10 METRES BEHIND. ONLY 1/2

THE WALL REMAI?!ED INTACT AND rHr EARTH FILL WAS GONE:

THE MASS CONCRETE WALL WAS TOTALLY DESTROYED. TORN FROM ITS

BASE THE FAILURE APPEARS TO BE A SHEAR FAILURE DUE TO B0111

IMPACT OF FRAGMENTS FROM THE DONOR WALLS AND BLAST PRESSURE.

A NUMBER OF LARGE PIECES OF CONCRETE WERE THROlN 200 TO 300

METRES TO THE REAR AND THE ANALYSIS OF THIS WALL SUCGGSTS

j •CATASTROPHIC FAILURE:

THE VERTICAL FACE SINGLE SLOPE TRAVERSE SURVIVED kEASONABLY

WELL. THE CONCRETE FACE PA.NELS APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN

COMPRESSED INTO THE SOIL FOLLOWED BY FRACTURE INTO

RELATIVELY SMALL FRAGMENTS. THE METAL FACE WAS AGAIN

HEAVILY HOLED BUT REMAINED INTACT. ABOUT 1/4 OF THE SOIL

FROM THE TRAVERSE WAS GONE;

D.(SLIDE 13) AT 48 METRES (D7 DISTANCE). THE FACE OF THE THREE

WALLS WOULD HAVE EXPERIENCED APPROXIMATELY 5 ATMOSPUERES.

WHILST THE BLAST LOADS WERE REDUCED DRAMATICALLY COMPARED

WITH THE D4 DISTANCES, THEY WERE STILL MASSIVE.
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THE TILT SLAB AGAIN FAILED BY ROTATING ALLOWING THE SOIL TO

ESCAPE. HALF OF THE WALL WAS COMPLETELY DZEAOLISHED

SUGGESTING THAT IT WAS HIT BY SUBSTANTIAL FlVGMENTS FROM THE

DONOR WALLS. THE INTACT PORTION APART FROM TOPPLING

SUFFERED ONLY MINOR STRUCTURAL DISTRESS. THE RESULTS

SUGGESTED THAT IF THE TILT WALL HAD tETAINED ITS SOIL, IT

WOULD HAVE ROTATED ALMOST TO THE POINT OF TOPPLING AND THEN

FALLEN BAC7,:

THE MASS CONCRETE WALL, APART FROM PITTiN1G, REZAINED INTACT:

THE ACROW WALL SUFFERED SIGNIFICA1FT STRUCTJR.AL DISTRESS.

ONE HALF TOPPLED BACKWARDS ONTO THE BOH4BS WITH THE REAR FATCX

OPENING UP. THE OTHER HALF SPLIT IN HALF WITH THE REAR FACE

COLLAPSING BACKWARDS AND THE FRONT FACE, AFTER BEING

PERFORATED BY FRAGMENTS, COLLAPSING FORWARD.

E.(SLIDE 14) AT 177 METRES, THE TILT SLAB SUTTVIVED WITH ONLY

MINOR PITTING.

BOMB ASSESSMENT

8. THE MK82 AND MK84 BOMBS WHICH WvRE POSITIONED AT THE RF.AR OF

SELECTED WALLS, WERE SUBJECTED TO CONZIDERABLE TRANSATION AND

ROTATION DURING THE BLAST. IN SOME INSTANCES, THE STEEL PACKING

STRAPS HOLDIFG THE BOMBS WYTHIN THEIR PALLETS FAILED ANlD ALLOWED

THE BOMBS TO BE SCATTE.,ED. THE INSPECTION OF THE BOMBS REVEALED

THAT ALTHOUGH THF*'E WAS MUCH DAMAGE TO WALLS AND TRAVERSES, ONLY

ONE BOMB SUF&ERED ANY DETECTABLE DAMAGE. THE IMPACT DAIMAGE TO

THE BOMB WAS SHALLOW AND DUCTILE IN NATURE, AND DID NOT CRACK THE

CASING. THIS DAMAGE WAS INSUFFICIENT TO CAUSE SHOCK INDUCED

DETONATION OF A LITVE BOMB.
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F6
9. (SLIDE 15) TO SUMMARIZE, THE FOLLOWING OBSERVATIONS WERE

MADE:

A. BOT.7! VERTICAL FACE, SINGLE SLOPE TRAVERSES, ALTHOUGH

EXTENSIVELY DAMAGED, STOPPED ALL LOW ANGLE HIGH VELOCITY

FRAGMENTS;

B. THE TILT SLAB AND MASS CONCRETE WALLS AT 16 METRES (D4

DISTANCE) WOULD HAVE BEEN THROWN GREATER DISTANCES EXCEPT

FOR THE EARTH BACKED CANEITE PACKS LOCATED BEHIND THEM.

UJHOWEVER, DEBRIS FROM THE WALLS WAS STILL THROWN UP TO 300

METRES AWAY. CONCRETE TYPE WALLS SHOULD BE AVOIDED AT THE

D4 DISTANCES, SINCE THE DEMOLITION OF SUCH TYPE WALLS

PROVIDE MASSIVE, AND POTEENTIALLY DESTRUCTIVE FRAGMENTS, AS

C. (SLIDE 16) THE TILT SLAB AND ACROW WALLS AT 48 METRES

(D7 DISTANCE) EXHIBITED LITTLE INHERENT STABILITY AND WOULD

I BE OVERTURNED UNDER A MUCH LESS SEVERE BLAST ENVIRON1IENT

THAN WAS GENERATED IN THIS TRIAL. IN CASES WHERE THE1 OVERTURNING OF A WALL IS OF SIGNIFICANCE SUCH TRAVERSES

SHOULD BE AVOIDED;

4: D. THE MASS CONCRETE WALL AT 48 METRES (D7 DISTAN"ICE) WITHSTOOD

THE DETONATION. THE MAJOR DISCREPANCY WAS A CALCULATED

r, INiLASTIC DEFLECTION OF APPROXIHiATELY 650MM YET THE WALL

EXHIBITED NO VISIBLE SIGNS OF DISTRESS. THIS TYPE OF WALL

WOULD BE GOOD AS A RECEPTOR TRAVERSE FOR THE PROTEICTION OF

PROCESS BUILDINGS CONTAINING SMALL QUANTITIES OF EXPLOSIVES

,o OR TO PROTECT NON EXPLOSIVE BUILDINrGS CONTAINING PERSONNEL; i
' 'AND
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E. DESPITE THE EXTERNIAL STRUCTUTRA DAMAGE TO) MOST WALLS, IF

LIVE BOMBS HAD BEEN IN PLACE BEHIND THE WALLS, SYaiPATHETIC

DETONATION WOULD NOT HAVE OCCURRED.

"-- FILM

'.' 1< 11. I WOULD NOW LIKE TO SHOW YOU A COMPOSITE TAPE OF THE ElENT,

AND WILL BE PLEASED TO ANSWRE QUESTIONS AT ITS CO-NCLUSION.
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BARRICADES

by
Adib R. Farsoun

Structural Engineer

U.S. Army Engineer Division, Huntsville

7. Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT

This paper identifies nerw barricade types which can be used to protect

buildings, installation access points, explosive baniling facilities, and

high-value equipment storage areai. The concepts presented herein have been

extracted from Definitive (Conceptual) Drawings under development by the II.S.

Army Engineer Division, Huntsville.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 0
1.1 Background

The traditional barricades used at Army facilities have, for the most part,
been limited to earth mounds, timber, and cast-in-place revetted retaining
wall structures. These traditional systems are fast becoming obsolete due to
newer cost effective retaining wall systems. In part, this was recognized in
May 1978 when Corps of Engineers staff elements rocommended and received
approval from Department of Defense Explosive Safety Board (DDESB) to use the
reinforced e4rth system as an alternate to conventional systems. Since its
approval, t!,is reinforced earth system has been used on several Army projects
with demonstrated effectiveness as a protectivc structure. The performance of
this system, coupled with the number of alternatives now available for retain-
ing the earth, identified a need for updating criteria and barricade types.
At the direction of llea.dquarters, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (HQIJSACE), the
Huntsville Division prepared a set of Definitive Drawings (DEF 149-30-01)
delineating barricade types Euitable in shielding assets against fragment
hazard and blast attenuation in the near range. The concepts presented
promulgate criteria found in Ar1C-R-385-1t0, DOD 6055.9STD, and AR 385-64.

1.2 Use of Barricades

Barricades, for the most part, have been used as intervening structures
between explosive handling facilities. Recent studies have found barricades
tu be a highly cost effective means of providing blast and fragment protection
to existing construction. The Naval Facilities Engineering Command identified
the reinforced earth berm suitable for upgrading survivability of existing
buildings. Also, in recent months there have been an awareness and a special
need ior protecting government assets in CONUS and OCONUS from terrorist
threats and attacks. This, therefore, placed increased emphasis on identify-
ing unobtrusive barricade structures suitable for reducing vulnerabilities to
assets. The newer systems appear to fit these requirements.

1.3 Selection of Barricade Type

Selection of which barricade to use is no simple task. Considerations must be
given to:

* Foundary constraints
0 Gectechnical conditions
o Availability of materials
o Availability of special contractors
o Aesthetic requirements
o Necessary service life
o Barricade heights
o Relocation requirements
o Cost

22
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1.4 Definitive Drawinas Procurement Procedures

Army installations may request copies of Definitive Drawing (DEF 149-30-01)
from the Huntsville Division. Inquiries should be directed to:

Commander
U.S. Army Engineer Division, Huntsville
ATTN: CEHND-ED-ES (Service Section)
PO Box 1600
Huntsville, AL 35807-4301
205-895-5560 or AUTOVON 742-5560

Technic&l inquiries should be directed to Mr. Adib Farsoun, commercial
205-895-5410 or AUTOVON 742-5410.

2.0 CRITERIA

2.1 General

Barricading in the traditional sense has been used between adjoining
buildings/structures to:

a. Allow buildings to be separated by barricaded intraline distance
(9w'/."ft., 3.60 Q1/3n),

b. Protect ammunitions, explosives, structures, operations, or personnelO by limiting the effect of an explosion and

c. Eliminate the necessity for totaling net explosive weight (NEW) by

restricting explosive communication.

2.2 Means of Barricading

The three means of barricading frequently used in achieving the above objec-
tives are (.) effective dividing walls, (2) effective earth barricades, and
(3) structural burial.

2.3 Function and Limitation

Barricades are intervening structures located between the donor (source) and
the acceptor (receiver). Their primary function is to reduce further explo-
sion communication and fragment damage. They do provide protection against
high velocity, low-angle fragments although the barricades may be destroyed in
the process. Barricades do provide limited protection against blast overpres-
sures in the near range (a distance of 2 to 10 times the barricade height).
However, they are ineffective in reducing bl!st pressures in the far range
(inhabited building or public traffic route distance).
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2.4 Location of Barricades

The location of a barricade(s) is a compromise. The closer a barricade is
to the stack of ammunition or explosives or buildings the less the heiyht and
length of the barricade required to secure proper geometry for intercepting
projections. However, barricades located near the donor structure will not
modify the blast wave overpressure at the downstream acceptor structure. On
the other hand, by locating barricades near the target structure (acceptor)
the effects of the reflected pressure are reduced. The Naval Facilities
Engineering Command has studied the effects of aerodynamic obstructions on
overpressure effects. Tests conducted found when long obstructions are placed
vithin one height of the structure, blast pressures approached side on levels.

2.5 Types of Barricades

While the current practice in barricade construction has been limited somewhat
to earth mounds, single revetted, earth steel bins and reinforced earth
systems, the number of alternatives to retain earth has been significantly
increased especially precast concrete systcms. Since these newer systems are
essentially modern equivalents of earlier syste;as, it is fair to surmise that
they are just as effective as the conventional barricades presently in use.
These newer systems are less costly, quicker to build, and will tolerate more
significant settlement than the traditional cast-in-place retaining wall
system.

3.0 BARRICADES

3.1 General Q
With the exception of the earth mound type, barricades can be classified as
retaining wall structures located between an explosive source and a protected
facility or building. They can be single revetted or double revetted. In
most cases, project constraints dictate which type should bn considered/
selected, and due to the different types now available, the eng4zIeer's choice
is difficult at best. As previously discussed, the cast-in-place (CIP)
retaining wall type has been significantly used as a barricade structure.
Even with the newer systers now available, the CIP wall system continues to bc
economical at small wall heights (uip to 15 feet). However, above 15 feet the
trend is in the direction of prerast wall systems. Theae systems can be con-
structed for 30 to 50 percent 1s25 than conventional walls. Representative
1988 cost and installition rates for high walls are ao follows:

Conventional CIP Precast Syst-em5

Cost (per sq. ft. of wall face) $60 to $70 $30 to $40

Installation Rate (sq. ft. per shift) $200 (10 man crew) $1000 (5 man crew!
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3.2 Earth Mound (BI), FiiguIre 1

The earth mound type barricade with slopes not steeper than 2 to I and crest
3 feet wide is the traditional system used in the vicinity of ammunition or
explosive storage facilities. The barricade is easily constructed with local
fill materials using unskilled labor. Because of requirement for flat slopes,
they are unsuitable near site boundaries and near obstructions. They are most
suited as intervening structures between adjoining facilities. To minimize
slope erosion, seeding or chemiial treatment shall be provided. The former
method is widely used.

3.3 Reinforced Earth Mounds I2 and B3), Figures 2 and D

Theze barricades use soil reinforcements embedded in the soil to form a
reinforced soil composite system that has high internal stability, thus
allowing slopes steeper than the soil's natural angle of repose. The result
is reduced fill when compared to the conventional unreinforced earth mound
(BI). These barricades provide economic solutions to conditions where right-
of-way is limited and when fill is scarce or expensive. Soil reinforcements
are generally polymer type materials with varied grid configurations. Design
of these reinforced slopes will involve determining desired slope geometry,
number and type of reinforcements, embedded lengths and vertical spacing.
Technical services are usually available from product manufacturers and/or
technical literature. With slopes stceper than 50 degrees, the wrap around
technique (B3) is recommended to simplify construction. Erosion protection
may be provided over the finished sloped faces as required.

3.4 Tinoer W/Tieback (B4 and B5), Ftjres 4 and 5

The timber tieback walls B4 and B5 are earth-retention systems frequently
used at Army facilities to stop fragments. They differ from other retaining
wall systems only because earth pressures acting on the facing elements are
resisted by tiebacks. Walls under 10 feet generally are economically con-
structed without tiebacks. Consideration must be given to corrosion protec-
tion of tiebacks when installed in aggressive environments. The method
of protection shall give consideration to groundwater PH, when applicable,
and soluble sulfate contents. These barricade types are constructed with
unskilled labor.

3.5 Sand Bag - SingIe Revetted (B6), Figure 6

This barricade ti7pe is constructed of sand bags filled with sand and stacked
atop on' . ?other to form a gravity-type wall. Sand bag single revetted are
veiry fle;ible, easy to erect, and relatively inexpensive. They are most
suited in rprrote areas. Acsthetically, they are not pleasing, and the sand
bags -ay become a source of secondary fragments.

©
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3.6 Concrete Graity Wall Single Ryevetted (B7L Ficure, 7

Commonly constructed of non-reinforced concrete. They resist earth pressure
by virtue of their weight or mass, vhich provides stability against over-
turning and sliding. They are relatively simple structures and can be build
with unskilled !4bor. Gravity walls are commonly constructed with battered
front face with either vertical or stepped backs. They are suitable for most
types of backfill with the exception of very soft clay, organic silt or silt
clay because of large lateral or overturning pressures. When used to resist
fragments only, the backfill may be deleted. With special finishes at the
front face it is possible to achieve desired aesthetics (exposed aggregate,
colored concrete, etc.).

3.7 Timber -Double Revetted .(B8),. Figure 8

This barricade is similar to the single revetted types B4 and B5. The double
revetted timber barricade is suited for construction near site boundaries or
near obstructions. Consideration shall be given to overturning when siting
near buildings to be protected.

3.8 Reinforced Soil - Sinqle Revetted 9!) Fre

a. When thinking of reinforced soil, we naturally think of the
retaining wall system introduced under the proprietary name "The Reinforced
Earth Company." As mentioned in Section 1.0 above, this system has been used
on several Army projects as an effective means of barricading structures,
operating lines, etc. Since its introduction, several modern equivalents of *
this systLm are now on the market. In brief, the concept of soil retention is
reinforcement of the backfill to create a self-supporting block of soil.

b. This barricade concept consists of approved fill (free-draining)
reinforced with successive layers of reinforcing strips which in turn are
connected to facing elements. These facing elements can either be metal or
concrete panels stacked atop one another. Typically, the length of reinforce-
ments range from 0.70 to 1.0 times the wall height. This embedment require-
ment is typical of most "stabilized earth" systems, and is necessary to
prevent reinforcement pullout. Vertical spacing between reinforcements varies
from I to 3 fe,ýt and horizontal spacing from 2 to 5 feet. Metal strips, when
used, are galvanized to protect against corrosion. This reinforced earth
barricade system offers several advantages in terms of flexibility, ease and
speed of construction, ptoduct miality, and appearance. ,anufacturers of
!i,,ilar systems are identifiae.

3.9 Reinforced Soil - Double Revetted (B8O), Figure 10

This oarricade type is similar to type B9, but uses the double revetted
concept in lieu of the singl( revette.. This is most suited where right-of-
way is limited an in closH proyimity of buildings. Urlike type B9, the design
must give considqr'tion tr) ovw-rtirning when significant overpressures are
anticipated.
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3.10 Wrap Around Retaining Wall (Bli), Figure 11

This barricade concept is similar to type B3 discussed above. The concept
utilizes the wrap around technique which allow vertical wall face cor.struc-
tion. The polymer reinforcements provide a corrosion-free system, while
providing substantial savings over convention~l retaining wall system (cast-
in-place, gravity, etc.). The non-load bearing facing element is optional and
can be either timber, steel or concrete. It provides desired architectural
finish. The concept utilizes drain rock at the front face for reducing
hydrostatic earth pressure build-up.

3.11 Waffle Crete Retaininq Wall (B12), Figure 12

This wall is a joint venture between Tenar and Van Doren Industries alio
known as Geowall system. This retaining wall system uses waffle crete panels
for the facing and tensar geogrid as soil reinforcemernts. Walls as high as
16 feet are possible with this system. As most reinforce4 earth systems, the
length of reinforcement is approximately 0.70 times the wall height. The
system's benefits are similar to other reinforced earth structures. The
system offers a maintenance free structure with a wide variety of architec-
tural finishes.

3.12 Cantilev Retaining Wall (B13r Figure 13

Several Army facilities have used this traditional system as an effective
meahAs for protecting facilities and ia particular ammunition storage
magazines. This traditional cast-in-place concrete system is fast becoming
obsolete due to the high cost when compared to the newer retaining wall sys-
tems. Counterfort walls are normally used for heights greater than 20 feet.
Both types (cantilever and counterfort) require careful design and
significant formwork. Due to their rigidity, they are susceptible to
cracking due to settlement. In locations of poor soil condition, they
requite large bases to satisfy allowable soil bearing pressures.

3.13 Precast DoPihli Tees (B1•,L Figure 14

This retaining wall system consists of a precast double tee wall panel and
anchored to a cast-in-place concrete footing. The system utilizes post-
tensioning bars thieaded into anchors embedded in the footing to resist soil
earth pressures. Phis innovative retaining system tas recently ýised on 1-70
in Colorado for Colorado Division of Highways. SCýuctural Engineer and
General Contractor were Deleuw Cather and Flatiron Structures Company,
respectively. This retaining wall concept is suitable for constructing
barricade:. The system is aesthetically pleasing and can be efficiently
used when high barricades are required.
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3.14 Concrete Blast Val_1 (815),_ Figure 15

This is the traditional effective dividing wall composed of laced reinforced
concrete and designed in conformance with T11 S-1300 [Ref. 3]. Its effec-
tiveness to protect personnel and facilities has been demonstrated by the
unfortunate occurrences of accidental explosions of munitions and explosives.
This concept is most suited for resisting blast pressure loadings, and usually
used to resist the explosive output of close-in detonations. Although the
construction of this laced reinforced concrete system is similar to conven-
tional wall systems, some changes in the fabrication and construction proce-
dures are required.

3.15 Composite Wall System (B 6), _gure 16

A newcomer to protective design is this composite structural system marketed
under the registered trademark (ASP Valling System). This ASP system (Agan
Steel Panels) provides an alternate to type B15 discussed above. TVe ccn-
posite walling system of steel and concrete provides protection against
weapons effzects to include blast fragment resistance. The system consists of
formed steel sheets that are interlocked to constitute the formwork prior to
concrete placement. The system, according to manufacturer's literature, can
be designed tu cater to an extensive range of conventional military weapons.

3.16 Steel Bin (B17)_ Figujre 17

The steel bin barricade has been widely used on Army projects. This barricade
type consists of lightweight pre-engineered steel members assembled in place
to form a box-like •ttucture. The bins are filled with soil or rock to form
the retaining wall system. The bins are occasionally tilted backward for
greater stability. The structural elements, comprising the walls, are easily
transported and assembled without the need of heavy equipment. Site prepara-
tion is minimal. Walls up to 40 feet in height are possible, and the system
can be disassembled, transported, and reinstalled rhen necessary. The system's
unique design allows flexing against minor unforeseen ground movements
(settlement). As most retaining structures, the backfill shall be well-graded
pervious materials for proper drainage. The cross-section shown may be con-
structed without the exterior berm when fragments are the ccntrolling design
condition.

3.17 Concrete Cril',bing (B18), Figurq 18

Concrete crib walls provide? effective protection of facilities at a reasonable
cont. Built like log cib•,ns, the precast element creates a box-like structure
which when fill.d with grioiular soil provides stability against overturning.
Crib walls, whvn uised a-; a barricade, provide a relative cheap barricade. Th?
system is flexibir . inclijh to tolerate some differential settlement. The cross
section is shown vthnut the earth berm b'ehind the crib. This conf~guratiori
is rost suited fqr tr'•gment resisance. 3tability of the retaining wall sysv
against blast prcsour'ý3 requires the inclusion ot an earth berm to resist tht.
overturninig.
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3.13 Precast Concrete Bin (B19), Figure 19

Precast concrete for retaining walls has become a popular system for retaining
the soil (holding back the earth). One advantage of this system is rapidity
of construction, quality and tolerance to settlement. Interlocking precast
bins are stacked atop one another and filled with granular soil. No mechani-
cal or grouted connections are required. Precast units arrive on the job site
ready for installation. Installation rates to 2,000 sq. ft. a day arl
possible with a crew of four (three laborers and one foreman). Some advan-
tages are: reduced on-site labor, easily erected, reduced costs, erected
regardless of temperature, and aesthetically pleasing.

3.19 Precast T-Wall (B20). Figure 20

T-Wall is a precast concrete retaining wall system that is engineered for
economy. This system ii,-orporates the advanteges of precast concrete, namely
quality control, improved construction scheduling and long liie. T-Wall is
available through local precasters. As with most systems, select backfill is
required with subgrade compaction to 95 percent standard density. Battered
wall section is possible. The obvious advantages are simplicity, ease of con-
struction and flexibility to meet project geometry ,iith standard components.

3.20 Timber Crib 2B Figre 21

Components of a timber crib are similar to concrete crib walls. Present
state-of-the-art is to interlocJ, the structural wembers using mechanical
connectors, as opposed to earlier nethods of connections using lapped
(notched) joints. Timber crib walls are moderately flexible and, therefore,
can tolerate differential settlement. Using various combinations of base
width, timber ctib walls are suitable for heights of approximately 30 feet.
It is generally accepted that battered crib sections offer several advantages:

a. Less structure is required than for a vertical wall the same height.

b. Crib fill is likely to ravel out the front face of the structure.

c. Vegetation is more easily planted and established.

One irawback of tirber cribbing is the nec,ýssity for timbe,- treatment with
preservative or pressire-treatment.

3.2ý Earth-Fillc] Concrete ;all (2.2)1., riure 22

The= systIi ýiscs a double cast-in-place retaining wall system. The box-li!:e
strictrr is filled with granular fill. As all cast-in-place .tructures,
extensi;v÷ forming is rcquired and system is susceptible to cracking due to
sett]inant. Ths1S,; t• s i.ffective nea: boundarles and obstructions.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECO!1ZNDATIONS

4.1 Conclusions

a. Retaining wall systems used as barricides at Army facilities have
been limited. Earth mounds, timber-revetted and cast-in-place ccncrzte have
been the traditional systems used. These systems have occasionally been
replaced by steel bins and the patented reinforced earth system,.

b. Barricades meeting the required criteria can be built from newer
retaining wall systems. The newer systems are less costly and quicker to
build.

c. The U.S. Army Engii)eer Division, Huntsville has identified a wide
range of retaining wall systems :uitab!e for adaptation to barricade construc-
tion for protecting structures, operations, etc. As stated in sections of
this report, the barricades have limited effectiveness against blast overpres-
sures. They are most effective against high velocity, low angle fragments.

aince it iA recognized that the barricade may be destroyed when subjected to
blast load oqerpressure, the designer must give consideration t. barricade p
overturning when barricades are sited in close proximity of protected
facilities.

d. DoD 6055.9-STD eludes to the necessity for testing unproven
intervening barriers (paragraph 5.c.2.). Since many of the barricade types
identified in this study are modern equivalents of earlier tested systems
(i.e. The Reinforced Earth Company) they are as effective as the traditional
systems presently used.

e. Selection of a suitable system entails a wide variety of choices.
Consideration must be given to site constraints, aesthetics, mateiial
availability, limitations and cost. Some systems have height limitations,
others require special backfill.

f. The survey of retaining wall systems revealed a trend toward precast

systems due to higher quality and tolerance to settlement.

4.2 Recommendations

a. Designers should be allowed to select a barricade that meets not only
functional criteria, but also aesthetics.

b. Require designers to obtain cost data from system manufacturers based
on specific design requirements and features.

c. Require designers to provide complete contract plans for all
competitive alternates suited for the particular site.
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SDESIGN AND TEST

OF A

SVMALL CYLINDRICAL SHIELD

BY

Phineas A. Cox

Patrick H. Zabel

Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, Texas

AND

Martha C. Artiles

FMC Corporation

San Jose, California

ABSTRACT

A design study was conducted to develop a small cylindrical

shield to mitigate the blast effects of a scaled munition with

an effective weight of 1.7 ib of Composition C-4 explosive. The

goal was to protect from extensive damage an adjacent structure
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which lay parallel to the axis of the cylinder. Three

references were found which provided test data for similar

configurations and blast loading. The data were analyzed and

correlated to a simple one-dimensional analytical model. The

model included plastic behavior, with provisions for varying the

shield and charge parameters. The analytical procedure,

correlated to data from the literature, led to the design of a

cylindrical shield of annealed stainless steel. Results of six

tests confirmed that a satisfactory design had been achieved.

INTRODUCTION

During war-time battle conditions it is often necessary to store

munitions adjacent to manned structures. Unless precautions are taken,

accidental detonation of these munitions can severely damage the structure.

Additionally, if the structure fails, injury to U.S. troops or even death can

occur. The shield presented in this paper was designed and tested to mitigate

damage from such explosions. To avoid classification, actual munitions are

not identified in the paper. The procedure is generic and can be applied to

different munitions.

A design procedure was developed from first principals and correlaced

with published data. A shield was then designed according to the proceclure,

built, and tested for adequacy. Field tests confirmed that design

requirements had been met.
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DESIGN REQUIRED ITS

(i A shield was required to mitigate the explosive and fragment effects from

a munition with an effective weight of 1.7 lb of Composition C-4 explosive.

Feasibility and proof of principle were sought, not an optimized shield. No

geometry was prescribed other than the length, which was to be about 24

inches, long enough to surround completely the munition. Rupture of the

shield was permis•,ible so long as an adjacent structure, to which the shield

was mounted, was not breached or rendered inoperable. As additional

objectives, low weight Pnd a small cross-sectional area were deemed desirable

attributes of the shield.

DESIGN APPROACH

mTwo basic design options were considered:

(1) allow the structure to which it is attached to form an integral part

of the shield boundary, or

(2) design a totally independent shield which is lightly attached to the

structure.

Option one was discarded for one primary reason. While the structure to which

the shield was attached could safely absorb some energy, the amount was

uiknown. Further, to predict reliably the amount would be difficult and was

beyond the intended scope of the progran. Without such information, design of

a shield would be a "nit or miss" proposition.
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Option two was chosen because it could be designed without detailed

knowledge of the strength and tolerance of the adjacent structure. Further,

it offered the possibility for complete lateral containment, which would

eliminate all loads on the structure except possibly a small disturbance

through the mount.

A configuration was chosen under option two which provided less than full

containment, but adequate protection. It was a cylinder with its ends capped,

but not strengthened against the internal explosion. Thus, explosive products

were allowed to escape through the ends of the cylinder, after some

attenuation, but not through the cylindrical part of the shield. Complete

sealing of the shield was possible, but not necessary to meet the design

objectives. Adequate protection was provided by this approach as demonstrated

by the field testing described later in the paper.

With the configuration set, it was necessary to develop details of the

design. Extensive plastic straining of the shield material was sought to

maximize energy absorption. A small cross-sectional area was desirable, but

loads on the shield increase in inverse proportion to the area of the cross

section. Thus, methods to describe the loading on the shield as well as its

response to the loading were required.

INTERNAL BLAST LOADING

Close to a high explosive, the blast loading is characterized by very

high pressures and short ourations. Because of this, loading on the structure

usually can be described by the impulse in the blast, i.e., the area under the
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p(t) curve. The use of impulse to describe the loading suggests that the

loading is completed while displacements of the structure are small, much less

than the final displacements. This condition holds for the loading on the

shield. In addition to the impulsive loading associated with the close-in

effects from the blast, a quasi-static pressure will be produced in the shield

by the heating of the air and the release of the detonation products. Even

though the ends are not permanently sealed, the confinement will be sufficient

to cause build-up of a high quasi-static pressure.

Impulse

For field testing the charge geometry of Figure 1 was developed to

simulate the munition. It consists of two separate charges, each with an

N equivalent weight of Composition C-4. The equivalent weight accounts for the

fact that the munition charges were lightly cased in metal. A non-metal

tubing surrounds the two spaced charges to hold them in position. It also

simulates, approximately, the actual munition casing. Because of their

separation, impulsive loads from the two charges were not additive; however,

both charges contribute to the quasi-static pressure within the shield.

Because of the requirement to keep the cross-sectional area small, the

shield wall was within one charge radii of the charge surface. In this

regime, Baker, et. al., [(1 gives an approximation for the reflected impulse

from a cased spherical charge as:

r 2
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Although the charge geometry in Figure 1 was not spherical, and, in fact, was

() somewhat difficult to describe, Equation (1) was considered adequate for the

peak reflected impulse. Also, because the charge shape is somewhat

cylindrical, the impulse was assumed to be constant along the length of each

charge, a length of about one cylinder diameter. Thus, the loading is taken

as being more severe than would be produced by a spherical charge of the same

mass and energy, all other factors being equal.

Quasi-Static Pressure

Quasi-static pressure 4ill build rapidly in the shield and will reach

nearly the same value that would be achieved in a closed chamber. This occurs

because the ends are initially plugged and venting is delayed. The pressure

will then decay faster than it would in a sealed volume, but the decay will be

long relative to the structural response time. Thus, the shield will be

treated as closed for purposes of predicting the peak value of the quasi-

static pressure and the decay of the pressure will be neglected over the

response time of the shield.

Baker, et. al., [2] gives an equation for the peak quasi-static pressure

as a function of charge weight, W (lb of TNT), and the internal volume, V, as:

P 2049 for W/V • 0.7 lb /FT3  (2)

This is the high W/V regime, and Equation (2) is a fit to data for 0.7 < W/V

= 5. Within this range the 1-a variation was given as 30%. For W/V > 5,

Equation (2) was assumed to provide a suitable extrapolation for the pressure.
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ANALYSIS METHOD

A simple analysis method was needed which would permit estimates of the

wall thickness, or maximum strain for a given wall thicknes3, for different

combinations cf charge mass and geometry, charge specific energy, casing

thickness, shield di.ameter and material of construction. This generality

would permit analysis of the desired shield as well as similar configurations

for which test data were available in the open literature. It was considered

necessary to correlate the analysis method with actual test results to assure

a realistic design for testing.

Procedure

The analysis procedure followed the work by Cox, et al (3]. It is based

on an energy bal.ance in which the strain energy absorbed by the cylindrical

shield i equated to the sum of the initial kinetic energy imparted to the

cylinder by the impulse and the work of the quasi-static pressure. For a

uniformly loadcd cylinder (Figure 2), in which plane stress conditions are

assumed to exist, the relationship is

t

Figure 2. Cross-Section of the Shield
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In addition tc the geometry of' Figure 2 and the load~ing parameters already

defined, terms in Equation (3) are:

a =effective yield stress
y
E =elastic modulous

p = material density

AR=maximum radial expansion of the cylinder
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Figure 3. Reflected Impulses for Spherical Charges in Air !'4]
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Equation (3) accounts for the elastic and plastic strain energy, conserva-

tively assumes a zero rise time for the quasi-static pressure, and treats

strain rate effects and strain hardening through appropriate selection of the

effective yield stress. The thickness is readily found from Equation (3)

using the quadratic formula.

The Pq, term in Equ tion (3) is predicted by "quation (2) for closed or

initially capped cylinders; otherwise it is zero. Equation (1) gives ir. An

adjustment to ir is made for spherical charge geometry as discussed next.

Axial strains wei'e ignored in the derivation Equation (3). To account

approximately for their effect, an average reflected impulse over a length of

one cylinder diameter is used in place of the peak impulse. As noted in the

discussion of the internal loading, the charge geometry of Figure I is assumed

to yield a nearly constant impulse over a length of one cylinder diameter.

Furthermore, this average impulse is taken as that predicted ty Equation

(1). Thus, for a spherical cnarge, the peak reflected impulse given by

Equation (1) is reduced to yield the average pressure. The reduction can be
made with the help of Figure 3, which gives reflocted impulse for close-iai

spherical charges as a function of X/R, the scaled distance along the

reflecting surface. As a first approximation, one finds for Z = 0.5 that the

ratio of average to peak impulse from 0 < XIR < 0.5 is 0.78. This reduction

factor v:as used when analyzing published results for tests with spherical

charges.
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Correlation with Publish-d Data

Three sources were located in the literature which gave test data on

cylinders subjected to internal explosions. Test configurations we-e similar

to the desired shield, and four data sets were extracted from the references

for correlation with predictions made by Equation (3).

Data Set 1

Reference 5 gives the maximum amount of explosive which can be contained

by 6061-T6 aluminum cylinders of various sizes. Test strains were not given,

but failure strains were cited as approximately 10%. Additionally, the ratio

of cylinder length to internal dimneter was only specified as being bounded by

5 < L/D < 6. Test charges werf centrally placed and closure was achieved by

setting a 500 lb weight on one end of vertically oriented cylinders.

Two data points were analyzed for cylinders with a 1 inch wall thickness:

Maximum Contained
Internal diar,,ter, d C-4 Charge

Case 1(a) 5 in. 0.639 lb

Case 1(b) 10 in. 2.403 lb

The 10 in. diameter data point required a slight extrapclation to the test

data.
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To compare with these data points, the cylinder thickness was calculated

from Equation (3), with ir and Pqs given by Equations (1) and (2), respec-

tively. Equation (1) was multiplied by 0.78 to give an average pressure for a

spherical charge over a liength along the cylinder of one diameter. An itera-

tion was performed by varying the effective yield stress, ay, to match the 1

inch thickness determined by test for a total strain of 10%. The results

were:

case 1(a) a 140,000 psi
y

case 1(b) a 120,000 psi
y

/

By comparison, static properties for 6061-T6 are:

Yield Strength: Fty = 35,000 psi

Ultimate Strength: FtV = 38,000 psi

Further, 'he material is not regarded as being strain rate sensitive. Thus,

the comparisons witi Data Set 1 suggested that the analytical procedure is

quite conservative.

Data Set 2

Test results fo- a closed cylinder of 6061-T6 aluminum were also given in

Reference 5. For this case the maximum radial expansion was measured, and the

spherical charge was encased in aluminum of thickness 0.025 in. Data for the

cylinder are:
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d = 6 inches

t : 1 inch

L/d = 4.43

Charge = 0.353 lb Comp B

AR 0 0.1 inches (meas, red)

The specific energy, E, for Comp B explosive [1] is 2.15 x 106 ft-lb/lb.

For this case, Equation (3) was solved for the radial expansion,

AR. In evaluating the reflected impulse, Equation (1) was again multiplied by

the 0.78 factor to give an average value for a spherical charge and the mass

of the casing was included in MT. As for Data Set 1, the effective yield

stress was varied to give agreement with the experiment. The value calculated

O was

a : 68,000 psi

which is less than twice the static yield stress. This result gave better

correlation between experiment and the analysis procedure than found for Data

Set 1, perhaps because the strain was better defined. Still, the comparision

indicated that the procedure is conservative.

Data Set 3

Reference 6 gives data for cylinders of 304 stainless steel, tested

acccrding to the same procedures described for Data Set 1. FXperimental

results were given graphically a.s a function of the cylinder diameter and
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thickness and the maximum contained weight of spherical C-4 charges.

Unfortunately, no measured strains or failure strains were given. Two da'a

points were selected from a fit to the data:

Internal Diameter, Explosive Weight Wall Thickness

Case 3(a) 5 inches 1.76 lb 0.778 inches

Case 3(b) 10 inches 9.92 lb 1.303 inches

Because a failure strain was not given, Equation (3) was used to predict

the strain produced in the tests. For this approach the effective yield

stress must be chosen in advance. For annealed 304 stainless steel static

values are:

Yield strength: Fty = 40,000 psi

Ultimate strength: Fty = 80,000 psi

Elastic Modulous: E = 28 x 106 psi

Further, 304 stainless steel is rate sensitive. Peak strain rates can be

estimated as V/AR, where V is the velocity of the cylinder wall imparted by

the impulse. Using this approach, peak strain rates are expected to be in the

range of 2000 in/in/see to 3C00 in/in/sec, which will increase the dynamic

yield strength to 1.5 to 2.0 times the static yield strength. Thus, an

effective dynamic yield stress, accounting for both strain hardening and

strain rate effects of the material, was selected as

a 70,000 x 1.8 126,000 psi

y (J
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Following the procedures cescribed previously, but solving for the

maximum strain, AR/R, Equation (3) gave for Cases 3(a) and 3(b):

AR/R

Case 3(a) .6

Case 3(b) .4

Uniagial failure strains as high as 0.55 is given for annealed stainless

steel, but this value is bWieved to be too high for a biaxial state of stress

as found in the cylinder. The agreement between the analysis procedure and

results for the stainless steel cylinders in this data set appeared to be

better than that obtained for the aluminum cylinders in Data Sets 1 and 2;

•j) however, some degree of ccnservatism in the procedure was still indicated.

Date Set 4

Reference 7 gives results for tests in Germany on ST37 steel cylinders

with bare cylindrical charges and no end closure. Three data points were

chosen for evaluation. Data analyzed were:

Measured

Cylinder TNT Charge Maximum
I.D. L t weight L/D Strain

Case 4(a) 5.906 in. 5.906 in. 0.177 in. 0.11 1o 1.55 7.5%
Case 4%b) 5.906 in. 23.62 in. 0.177 in. 0.22 lb 3.10 >25%

(ruptured)
Case 4(c) 5.906 in. 5.906 in. 0.394 in. 0.11 lb 1.55 1%
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Equation (3) again was used to find che effective dynamic yield stress

required to match the measured strain. No adjustments were made to Equation

(1) when computing reflected impulse for the cylindrical charges, and the

quasi-static pressure uas zero. The results, including the calculated

strains, were:

a y Calculated Strain

Case 4(a) 35,000 psi 7.6%

Case 4(b) 35,000 psi 30.2%

Case 4(c) 50,000 psi 1.1%

By comparison, properties for the ST37 steel are:

Yield strength: FTY = 34,000 psi

Ultimate strength: FTV = 52,000-64,000 psi

Elastic modulous: E = 30 x 106 psi

These results suggest that the procedure is somewhat unconsorvative or that

the steel is not strain rate sensitive. One factor in the procedure that

could cause the strain to be underestimated is that the impulse given by

Equation (1) may be low for a true cylindrical charge.

Conclusions from the Experimental/Analytical Comparisons

The experimental/analytical comparisons have shown that:
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The procedure is very conservative for the aluminum cylinders in

Data Sets 1 and 2, requiring an effective yield stress that was much

higher than can be expected for a material with low strain hardening

and low strain rate sensitivity.

* The procedure gives reasonable, but slightly conservative results

for 304 stainless steel cylinders. Predicted maximum strains are

believed to be too high for biaxial states of stress.

0 Results for the German steel cylinders is good, but somewhat

unconservative. The method for predicting impulsive loads on the

cylinder may be unconservative for true cylindrical charges.

1the correlation wiLh 304 stainless steel gave confidence in the analytical

procedure for the design of a shield with this material. Further, the 304

stainless steel appears to exhibit high ductility without rupture in the

configuration required and exhibits strain hardening and strain rate

sensitivity, both of which are desirable for this application. Thus, the

design of a stainless steel shield was undertaken, using Equations (1) through

(3) to compute loads and wall thickness, for the charge geometry of Figure 1.

SHIELD DESICN

A five inch internal diameter was chosen to contain the 3.30 inch

diameter charge configuration. This diameter permitted clearance for other

parts of the munition, which exterd beyond the charge diameter, and ajso
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allowed for shock absorbing material betweer, the munition and the wall if such

material should be required.

As noted in the Design Requiremerts, the shield must be 24 inches long to

completely contain the munition; however, the severe loading is limited to a

12 inch segment which spans the charge. Thus, two cylinders were used; a 24

inch cylinder to contain the quasi-static pressure and provide protection to

the munition from external threats, and a 12 inch cylinder to reinforce the

longer cylinder over the charge.

The shield wall thickness was comruted using the analysis method already

described. The effective dynamic yield stress (the same as used for Data Set

3) was ay 126,000 psi, which accounted for strain hardening and strain rate

effects in the 304 stainless steel. The design strain, AR/R, was set at 25%,

approximately half of that required to match experimental results in Data Set

3. The required wall thicknesses were found to be:

For ir + Pqs: 0.94 inches

For P., only: 0.407 inches

The design was implemented with seamless 304 tubing of the following

sizes:

(1) 6 inch O.D. x 0.5 inch wail x 24 inches long

(2) 7 inch O.D. x 0.5 inch wall x 12 inches long
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Light machining was required to assemble the cylinders with a light press

fit. A second assembly was made with a 0.25 inch wall for the outer cylinder

to test for conservatism in the standard design. End caps, 0.25 inch thick,

were provided, for closures on some tests.

DESIGN VERIFICATION

The simulated explosive for the munition (Figure 1) was used for field

testing the shield. Each explosive charge provided its contribution in the

correct relative geometric location and magnitude. The charges were connected

with Primacord to assure that both would detonate. One charge had an

exploding bridge wire initiator installed.

Test Set-Up

The shield was tested in the fixture of Figure 4, which assured that, in

the event the shield failed, no fragments would leave the test site. Baffles

were emplaced to stop the end caps on some tests. The shield was suspended in

the large cylinder with two loops of wire (Figure 5).

Results

Test 1 (7igure 5) was conducted with the alternate shield design, which

had a 0.25 inch thick outer cylinder over the charge. This shield failed but

revealed a very ductile mode of failure with few fragments. Figure 6 shows

the standard shield still suspended in the fixture after Test 2. This test

was conductcd without any mitigating material around the charge. Scabbing is
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Figure 6. Test Specimen After Test 2

evident on the outside of the shield but no longitudinal cracks occurred.

Since the shield remained basically intact, in the wire loops, lateral loads

on the shield evidently were smal-.

Figures 7 and 8 show post test results for Test 3. It was identical to

Test 2 except that I inch of lightweight cement was placed between the charge

and the wall and end caps were tacked to the ends of the cylinder. Splitting

of the outer tube occurred (Figure 8) but the scabbing was eliminated.

Distortion measurements for Tests 2 and 3 are given in Figures 9 and 10, V'V

respectively. They show that greater distortions occurred in Test 3, produced

by the additional confinement afforded by the end caps, by the addition of the

buffering material, or both. The additional expansion explains the
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longitudinal cracking in Test 3 which was not evidcnt in Test 2. Eoth te3ts

were successful in that the adjacent scructure would be protecLed. Note that Q 2

the ende of the inner cylinder in Test 3 were slightly flared after the

test. This was caused by blest wave reflections frcm the end caps, producing

higher local pressures.

Similar test results were obtained in four moru tests made with the same

basic shield configuratlo". There were no catastrophic ruptures. In all

these tests, end caps were used, and, in all cases, the ends of the inner

cylinder flared slightly. In the last four tests, the shields were mounted on

a scaled structure with a thin metal clamp near each end. The only time this

mount failed was t;hen the flare resulting from the end cap was within the

mount. In that instance, one end of the cylinder came free but. the mount at

the other end held. In none of the tests was the structure damaged.

In the tests with buffering material, the outer tube usually Lplit but

the split was not aligned with splits in the inner tube. There was no

scabbing of the outer surface. Where there was an air gap and no buffering

layer between charge and inner tube, the exterior surface of the outer tuoe

again scabbed. In short all of tl,ý results of Tests 2 and 3 were repeated.

Residual strains in all six tests are given in Table 1.

2I
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Table 1. Residual Strain in Contaitnment Cylinders

%Strain at %Strain at
Larger Explosive Smialler Explosive

Portion Portion Outer
Inner Outer Inner Outer Surface

Test Mitigating Materials Surface SUrface Surface Surface Scabbed

4 * 1i.ar21% 15% 19% 14% yes

3 1 in. lt.wt. cement 27% 19% 12% 9% no

5 1/2 in. Isodamnp + 35% 25% 17% 12% no
1/2 in. air

6 1in. light~weight 21% 15% 18f 13 no
se, cement

7 1/41 in. Isodamp + 33% 23% 16% 11% no
3/4 in. 't.wt. cern.

8 1 in. air 22% 16% 16% 11% yes

no end caps.
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CONCLUSIONS MID RECCEODATICIS

Conclusions

The shield concept developed and tested in this work was proven to be

very successful for containing the designated munition and protecting an

adjacent structure. Adding materials between the charge and the wall

controlled scabbing in the shield but increased overall distortions

slightly. Because scabbing was not detrimental to adjacent structure,

mitigating materials are not necessary.

A reduction in weight of the shield for single munitions can also be

achieved by more precise matching of the shield to the load and by other

choices of material, such as by the use of composites. Following similar

procedures, shJeld3 can 3e designed to house two munitions. Such a shield

should weigh less than two individual shields but the overall crcss section

may be increased.

Recommendations

Additional work is recommended to optimize the single shield concept

through improved matching of shield to load and the use of m-ore efficient

materials. :n addition, it is reccnaended that a design be investigated for a

shield which housei two or more munitions to see if more efficient storage of

multiple munitions can be achieved than that afforded by the use of multiple

individual shields.
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Lightning Proof Environment
for Explosives

Bc n -y B. Carpenter
Backgrovnd

Lightning and the related secondary effects present a significant
hazard to those who handle flammables, explosives, nuclear
products and their storage facilities. History has proven that
the conventional techniques in use today are not 100% effective.
Explosive storage bunkers have exploded due to lightning and
handling facilities have been set on fiLe by lightning strikes,
and by its secondary effects created by nearby strikes. Most of
these situations were either "protected" by NFPA 78 criteria, or
by general industry standards.

From the days when explosives were developed, up to this present
hour, lightning has proven to be an adversary that has often
circumvented our protection attempts. got always, but with
distressing frequency, and at unexpected times and locations.

In dealing with this problem, the tendency has been to explain
away the problem by implying that the protection was not quite up
to standards. This position may suppress public reaction; how-
ever, it does not provide a long term solution. A study of the
lightning strike mechanism and the related phenomena provide a
key to the loss mechanism and facilitate the derivation of a safe
protective system that can be made 100 percent effective.

-' The Cause Mechanism Premise

To understand the cause, it is necessary to understand the light-
ning mechanist; and its re-1a-t-d secondary effects. To that end, areview of the fundamentals is necessary.

A charged cloud de'velops a very strong electrostatic potential
throuqh some internal mechanism. Scientists have estimated this
potential to be in the order of ten to the eighth volts. As a
result, the electrostatic field beneath that cloud, reaches
values of between 10 to 30 thousand volts per meter of elevation
above earth, during a mature storm. This field induces a charge
on the earth, beneath that cloud, of equal but opposite
potential. It may be considered an electrical shadow as
illustrated by Figure 1.

As the clo'id moves, so does that electrical shadow. As it enters
the area of concern, it charges everything within its sphere of
influence, including the explosives strcac-e facilities and its
contents.

When the charge within the cloud reaches the critical level, the
resulting potential causes the air beneath that cloud to ionize,
forming downward inoving streamers called "step leaders." As they
move toward earth, they bring that cell :!otential with them, asillustrated by Figure 2. As the leader approaches earth,
streamers are formed,from earth bound facilities roving upward
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toward the leaders. The first streamer to make contact with a
leader, closes the circuit and "Charge Neutralization" begins.
This mechanism may be thought of as the equivellent of a wire
being lowered from the cloud to earth; the first structure it

terminates on becomes part of the circuit - conductor or not.

The Charged Cloud Impact

Figure 1+

10 Kv 74- X y

1o,0 Ky

per Meter
Elevation+ +

+I + 1+

The Strike Discharge Process

Figure 2
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Charge Neutralization is the process of transferring electrons

from a body with a surplus (the cloud) to one with a deficiency
(earth under the cloud); as illustrated by Figure 3. This action
takes an average of 20 microseconds. However, there are often
many surges of current in the lightning channel (called a flash)
as the various earth bound charge centers move to the stroke
channel and are neutralized; there are between one and 26 of
'hese individual current surges

Figure 3

THE CHARGE
NEUTRALIZATiON

. .. ...... ------MECHANISM .....

C$M48"-d ea Shd Rushes To Stroke Cha~nnel

If there are at least semi-conductive paths between all of the
area charged and the terminus of the stroke, then the area is
totally neutralized. However, if there are electrically isolated
pockets of charge, there can be "secondary effects" with severe
consequences. One of these effects is the so called "Bound
Charge," described by the American Petroleum Institute in their
Bulletin 300 2A on lightning and static electricity.

The Bound Charge hazard as illustrated by Figure 4, is believed
to be the cause of most lightning related explosions in
explosives and flanmables handling facilities. This cause isquite similar to that related to static electricity except that
the "static" was induced by the storm as opposed to other
charging mecharisms. When the charge neutralization process was
terminated and the stroke channel de-ionized, this bound charge
will be left on any body isolated from direct electrical contact
with earth.

Since oil, dry wood, dry ccncrete and many other materials are
essentially insulators, they cannot transfer the charge in the
usual 20 microsecond interval available for neutralization. The
induced charge is therefore "bound" by the insulative qualities
of the material itself, or its interface with local earth.
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THE BOUND CHARE HZRD
Figure 4 (The Post Streke Situation) Q

Neurlt~alzd Clouds

Bound Charge o"

Earth Disdiar ge uni

Pafletlzed Munhioins

Bound Charges Cause Secondary Arcs

This Bound Charge is usually at a very high potential, perhaps
equal to that of the cloud; but row, at a difference with L espect
to its surrounding; that is, the surrounding disctarged earth or
its container. The potential is usually high enough :c create an
arc between it and the closest conductive body that was
discharged by the stroke. if the conditions are "right"' an
explosion or a fire is initiated.

This phenoL~ena is known to be the common cause of petroleum
storage tank fires; and most iikely bunker explosives. In
petroleur. tankz, arcs hove been observed to form between the
floating roof and the tank wall, igniting the vapors around the
seal - also illustrated by Figure 4. The obvious conclusion is
that the primary cause of bunker explosions, are the secondary
effects (bound charge), not the strike itself. The strike it3elf
seldom comes in direct contact with explosives in a bunker.

The charge motion iitself can also create a significant hazard as
it movws from where it was induced to the terminus of the stroke.
With the lightning strike, a large volume of charge is being

transferred from a wide area in a few micro- seconds. This
charge will take the path of least resistance; discontinuities
in that path are conducive to arking. In the wrong place these
arcs can and will ignrte, explode or damage inter-face materials
between conductive and non-conductive elements in the path of the
moving charges.

Another factor related to nearby strikes i3 the electromagnetic
Pulse (EMP) of Figure 5. The EMP is the direct result of a
nearby lightning stroke and the related severe nagnetic field.
di/dt's in the ordpr of 100,000 amperes per microsecond are not
uncommon in a lightning channel. And, as with any fast moving
electrical current, there is a related, very strong magnetic
field. Any form of conductor emersed within that field will be
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the recipiant of an induced charge which is usually additive with
the others forms of secondary effects.

Figure 5

di 100Ka
dt VsMagnetic Field

Produces Secondary
Arcs Between

Wires and Metal

The Character of Positive Protection

Positive protection must provide a safe environment under any
circumstance; and not be subject to failures. That is, the
potential for system compromise must be insignificant. In
dealing with the phenomena, lightning, this means that the
following functions must be accomplished:

1. Eliminate the potential for direct strikes to
the critical site. This will also eliminate the EMP.

2. Eliminate the possibility of earth current transients,
caused by the passage of the charge through the site of
concern.

3. Fliminate the potential for bound charges within
the area of concern.

These objectives rule out the use of any system based on
collection and diversion technologies. To demonstrate, a review
of these contemporary technologies is mandated.

Conventional Protective Concepts

Lightning Rod (Air Terminal) systems are designed to provide a
"preferred path" for the lightning current, by capturing the
stroke and diverting the resulting current flow around the
protected area. See Figure 6. In addition to their questionable
reliability in that function, they often encourage the stroke;
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and thereby encourage the secondary effects because the stroke
energy is brought within or near to the area of concern.

Improvements in air terminal concepts such as the Radioactive Air 0

Terminal, the Laser Terminal, the french "Halita", etc. do not
solve the basic problem. That is, the stroke is brought to
within the area of concern. As a result the better they work, as
an attractor, the higher the risk to the protected explosives.

Divert The Strike
Figure 6 Faraday Cage

4

20 2Ka120ps

30- Lightning Mast Wie Seen

-t

--- Ground Mat Translent Earth Currents

The Faraday Cage of Figure 7, does solve some of the foregoing

problems, but not all. As a result, it does reduce the risk.
The system surrounds the protected area with an electrostatic
shield, including all sides, top and bottom. The shielding
effect eliminates any electrostatic induced phenomena. However,
it has no effect on the Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP). Further,
the impact on the charging effect of the storm cell field is of
dubious value. There is no concrete data available as to Faraday
cage impact on static charge during storm conditions. Howevet,
the cost to implement a satisfactory system will be very high
and, the design impractical for some facilities.

Charae Dissipation. Positive Protection

An obvious premise,for positive protection, simply stated is: "No
strike, no fires or explosion". What also appears to be true,
but less obvious is: "No bound charge, no fire or explosion."
Therefore, any system that can be shown to prevent the direct
strike and/or eliminate the potential for a bound charge, will
provide positive gotection for explosives and flammables. The
Dissipation Array ' has been proven to be just such a sycten. It
constantly drains the charge from a protected area, as a result
even in the midst of intense storm.
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Based on a well known electrostatic phenomena called: "Point
Discharge", the Dissipation Array System (DASTM) as its name
implies, dissipates the charge slowly and constantly throughout
the life of the storm. It is based on a principle known as Point
Discharge which provides the media for passing the charge from
the site into the surrounding atmosphere. Point discharge is a
phenomena that occurs when a sharp point is exposed to a strong
electrostatic field. That point takes an electron from the

adjacent air molecule, leaving it a free ion. The storms
alectrostatiQ field draws that ion away from the point and the
process is repeated as long as the electrostatic field creates a
high enough potential to continue the ionization process. The
ion flow increases exponentially with an increase in the
field strength and linearly with wind or air motion. When large
amounts of ions are produced, it creates a rel~ted phenomena
called corona or " St. Elmo's Fire". The DAS does just that, P
it creates massive ionization during a mature storm. Discharge
currents of up to 1/2 ampere, have been measured from a single
system.

A form of the DAS is illustrated by Figure 8 which illustrates 9
the three basic components and its functional impact on the
protected site. They function as follows:

1. The Ground Current Collector (GCC) collects the
induced charge as it enters the area to be pro- H
tected, providing a ready conductor to collect thato charge, providing a preferred path for the charge.

2. The Servine Wires (SW) provide a preferred path
from the GCC to the ionizer. Since there is a
continuous flow of charge, the GCC - SW provides V
the preferred path for the flow of storm related
charge. Therefore, little charge is admitted to
the protected site.

3. The Ionizer provides the interface between the
site and the storm system, passing the induced
charge on to the air molecules via thousands of properly
deployed points. These then constantly carry the
charge away from the site. L

The more intense the storm, the higher the ionization current.
Visivble Corona has often been observed around an Ionizer during
active storms at night. As illustrated by Figure 9, the
protected area is left virtually free of charge, thereby
eliminating the cause of the bound charge.

Customer history has proven that the residual charge is so low
that no secondary arcs would form, where prior to the DAS,
secondary arcs would frequently ignite light hydrocarbons and
hydrogen. A prior Lightning Eliminators and Consultants, (LEC)
Inc. paper provides the results of a 15 year study involving over
650 systems and 4000 system-years of data which prove the
reliability of the DAS concept. The DAS installations at PPG
Chemical of Lake Charles, Louisiana, and Phillips Petroleum oC
Freeport, Texas provide excellent examples of the capability of
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the DAS to deal with the unwanted charge; and to el~iminate fires
and explosives even in the most sensitive areas.

Figure 8 of, -
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ImDnementinq a DASTM Systt_em

Since the DAS is composed of three subsystems, these must each be

designed to perform the required function for the given
application. Figure 10 illustrates a potential deployment
concept for two applications, an oil storage tank, and an
explosives storage bunker.

PREVENTING THE OUND CHARGE

. ."

Figure 10 . * % '•h•il'•.,'..

*OWV D ewnpar
Carm•o Dsipallo n.

* Dissip~tors

Vi VThe Tank Sheil

The Floatincg Roof Tank is protected through use of a circum-
ferential Ionizer mounted to the tank rim. The tank will provide
the Service Wire function; and the tank bottom plates provide the
Ground Current Collector function.

LEC has protected several hundred tanks this way, some of which
have been in service for up to 15 years. In contrast to prior
history, none of these tinks have been struck, and none have
experienced a "seal fire" since the installations were complete.

The Bunker is protected through use of an Ionizer mounted on a
tower beside the bunker. Redundant service wires ccnnect the
Ionizer to the circumferential Ground Current Collector. The
collector keeps the charge out of the 3unker area; and will
bmass any charge or earth current around the site, preventing it
from passing through the site. As a result, all potential
secondary effects are eliminated.

This concept has been implemented in Thailand for the Royal Thai
Navy, protecting a large concentration of explosives in a
seacoast area with a very high Isokeraunic number (ie. about 170
lightning days per year).

Figure 11 illustrates the installaticn of a DAS on a hydrogen
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off-gas stack. Prior to this installation, any mature lightning
storm in the plant area would cause the stacks to ignite, due to
the secondary effects - not a direct strike. In the subsequent 8
year history, there has never been a hydrogen stack ignition.

PPG Chemical Company of Lake Charles, Louisiana, has subsequently
ordered similar protection for other sites.

Figure 11, typical H2 Stack Protection
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WARNING EXPLOSIVES HA!'!i.LERS OF IMPH•NDING LIGHTNINC

By Lon D. Santis 1

ABSTRACT

This paper gives an overview of the imethods that can provide warning of
impending lightning to explosives handlers. The methods discussed range .from
the simplest, most inevxpensive to the state-of-the-art. Warning that
lightning will enter a sensitive area can be accomplished by visual or public
techniques and instrumented techniques. Visual cr public techniques include
climatology, weather forecasts, and weather observations. Instrumented
techniques include AM4 radio methods or spheric detectors, electric field
measurements, wave differentiation or interferomatry, and network systems.

Evacuation procedures and criteria are mentioned.

INTRODUCTION

If lightning strikes an explosive or explosive device, detonation is very
probable, regardless of the precautions taken. Even a near miss could cause a
detonation. Many studies have shown that a lightnIng strike can initiate
electroexplosive devices several miles away (1-6).4 Only a direct stiike is
of concern when no electroexplosive devices are involved.

A number of industrial activities are sensitive to an unexpected
lightning discharge. Munitions operations, fueling activities, and any other
endeavors that involve explosive materials are particularly vulnerable.
Because of the volatility of the materials, devastating financial or personnel
losses could occur in the event of a lightning strike. A system that provides
warning of the approach of a thunderstorm is essential to the safety and
efficiency of such operatiors. In the past, lightning warning techniques
offered only moderate improvements in safety and efficiency. Recently,
however, the ability to warn if lightning will enter a particular area has
improved.

Lightning is a threat to any surface or underground operation using
volatile materials. Although surface operations are more vulnerable, electric
systems ard spark-sensitive materials underground at any depth are susceptible
to lightning. If lightning strikes conductors leading underground, the energy
imparted into the grounding system is too much to handle. The current travels
(possibly miles) unaerground, bleeding itself off and arcing along the way
(7). Even if lightning strikes the ground above, dangerous currents can
travel nearly 3,000 feet deep in mountainous terrain and over 500 feet ir flat
terrain (8).

IMining Engineer, Pittsburgh Research Center, Bureau of Mines, U.S.
Dep~rtment of the Interior, Pittsburgh, PA.

2Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to items in the list of
references at the end of this report.
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There are two ways to reduce the hazard. The first is the implementationof a lightning warning system (LWS), and the second is the hardening of the

operation or the initiating system to initiation by lightning. The discussion #

in this paper is limited to lightning warning methods and procedures.

Thunderstorms develop in two ways. The first is the frontal type sterin
caused by a cold air mass overtaking a warm air mass. The second is the
convective-type storm caused ny the solar heating of the Earth's surface or
the right combination of wind direction and topographical features (Q_._I.). In
both cases, the cloud becomes electrified by the movement of water particles
carried by the rising warm air.

It is relatively easy to predict where an active thundersturm will travel
during its lifetime. The problem of lightning warning, however, is a very
difficult one because of the random behavior of lightning and site-dependent
variables such as weather patterns, degree of vulnerability, warning time
requirements, and schedule flexibility. Hence, it is much more difficult to
predict when and where the first strike will occur. The first strike is the
very first discharge from a thundercloud.

The methods that can p.-ovide warning of a lightning discharge are visual
or public methods, and instrumented techniques. Of the instrumented
techniques, both single-station (spheric detection, electric field, and wave
differentiation or interferometry) and network (magnetic direction finding,
time of arrival, and satellite) systems will be discussed.

VISUAL OR PUBLIC TECHNIQUES

Visual or public methods are those that involve simply making casual
observations or using information generated for the public.

Climatology: On a global scale, lightning behaves haphazardly, but on a
local scale, it tends tn move into an area in a habitual fashion. It is very
important to understand the tendencies of lightning in your location. Deter-
mination of the yearly local weather patterns may be obtained by analyzing the
following--

1) Number of discharges per square kilometer per year (see figure I(11)).
Operations in areas of high flesh densities should incorporate the best
LWS, whereas operations in areas of low flash densities may opt for a
less expensive LWS.

2) Prevailing storm direction.

3) Type of storm, frontal or convective, that predominates.
4) Seasonal variations in lightning activity. Although lightning can

occur at any time of year, summer months are the worst (see figures 2-4
(12)e..

5) Time of day variations in lightning activity. Usually the hours of
noon to 5:00 p.m. are the worst (13).
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If possible, sensitive activities should be scheduled at times of low
lightning activity. Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) records show
that only 7% of lightning-caused premature initiations of explosives in mining
operations occurred during the morning hours.

To supplement this information and gain a more individualized
perspective, routinely record observations on days that lightning occurs, and
look for patterns. Record such information as the date and time, the kind of
storm, the direction it came from, how long it lasted, the weather conditions,
how the warning (if any) was received, and if any strikes occurred nearby.

Weather Forecasts: Weather forecasts alone are not reliable as a
lightning warning technique. Like the variables mentioned above, they only
indicate when trouble can be expected. A person charged with sensitive
activities should actually become an amateur meteorologist. Learn how to read
"a weather map and look for a cold front pushing a warm front (frontal-type
storms). Convective-type storms are much more difficult to predict but occur
almost every day in some areas (Florida and mountainous areas) during certain
times of the year.

If possible, subscribe to the Weather Channel or a local radar station
through either cable, satellite, or closed circuit broadcasts to obtain up-to-
the-minute visual information on storm activity. Level 3 or above on a radar
plan position indicator usually means electrical activity is in progress or
imminent. If neither of these broadcasts is received, call the local National
Weather Service (NWS) weather information service to receive updated informa-
tion before sensitive activities begin. The local NWS also broadcasts 24-hour
weather reports on a frequency between 162.400 and 162.550 MHz. Some radios
can pick up this frequency but it can also be picked up with a special rad-io
which costs about $15.

Observations: By making routine observations, one will have a better
idea of what to expect, and will learn to recognize when sensitive activities
should stop. Prediction of thunderstorms for an area does not always mean
that they will arrive. Even if thunderstorms do arrive, it is possible that
the vulnerable area is situated such that the storm activity will skirt around
it. Conversely, thunderstorms may occur when they we -e not predicted.

Monitor the sky in the direction where storms usually develop or where
they were predicted and look for cumulonimbus cloud formations, particularly
anvil-type clouds, and darkening of the sky. Lightning begins to form when
the cloud tops of summer convective storms reach about 23,000 feet (14).
Winter thunderstorm tops develop at much lower altitudes and are harder to
predict.

Kep alert for indicators that can give warning that a lightning
discharge may occur nearby, like--

1) Illumination of distant clouds caused by lightning discharjes.

2) Thunder. Thunder can be heard up to 8 miles from the source (15). The
distance to the strike in miles is equal to the time between visual
observation and thunder arrival in seconds divided by five.
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3) Rain or hail. A cloud giving as little as 3 mm/hour precipitation can
produce lightning (JL),

4) Relative humidity and temperature. Moist air aids in the development C V
of thunderstorms, and it is unlikely that lightning would form below,

certain limits (17) (see figure 5).

5) A sudden drop in barometric pressure or temperature, or a change in
wind direction, especially a 180" change. These changes often indicate
the approach of a cold front.

6) Luminescence around high or pointed objects (St. Elmo's fire).

Using the above-mentioned tactics with AM radio methods will provide a
very inexpensive way to warn of potential lightning hazards. However,
this approach has substantial drawbacks, suc~i as

1) The warning criteria are subjective.

2) Possible insufficient warning time to evacuate sensitive area.

3) A nearby lightning discharge may occur without any of the previously
mentioned indicators.

INSTRUMENTED TECHNIQUES

AM Radio: The ujse of an ordinary AM radio is one of the simplest methods
of detecting lightning. Most people are ftmiliar with lightning's distinctive
static crackling noises that disturb reception during thunderstorms. Every
lightning discharge creates strong atmospherics (radio waves) throughout the
AM radio band. By tuning ths receiver to an unused or clear frequency in the
lower end of the band, and listening for these static bursts, one can
determine if lightning is occurring within 20 to 100 miles, depending on the
sensitivity of the receiver.

Lightning comes from an electricaliy active cell within a thundercloud.
As a cell builds in intensity, lightning occurs more regularly. As the cell
decays, so do the spheric bursts. Through the life of a cell, usually 1/2 to
I hour lightning flashes t'Vio to three times per mirute. This rate varies
greatlp out usually pcaks at about 10 discharges per minute (18). By
listening to the radio and counting the number of bursts in 1 minute, every 5
to 10 minutes, one can get a feel for whether a storm is building or decaying.
This approach is subject to large errors because two or more cells may be
active at one time within listening range and there is no way to distinguish
atrong them.

The loudness of the bursts give some idea of how close the activity is.
If the static un an AM radio gets increasingly louder, the storm is probably
moving closer. Again, this is subject to large errors owing to the overlap of
other cells and the variability of lightning itself. The strength of the
spheric bLrst3 is a function of the distance to and the strength of the
dischav,•e. The current in a cloud-to-ground lightning bolt could peak
anywhere between i and 200 kiloamperes; thus, a very intense strike far away
would sound the same as a very close weak strike.
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The advantages of using the AM radio method of lightning warning are--

SI) It is inexpensive.

2) No training is required.

3) NG special equipment is needed (most operations have an AM radio on
site already).

There are significant disadvantages since the method--

1) Gives no indication of storm direction (see figujre 6).

2) Gives poor indication of storm distance.

3) Has very subjective warning criteria.

4) Cannot filter out static that may sound like lightning but actually
could be caused by electrical equipment, powerlines, dust storms,
corona discharge, a faulty radio, or other sources (.9).

S5) Cannot operate automatically.

6) Exhibits overall poor efficiency.

The main problem with the use of an AM radio as a lightning warning
device is that it is very subjective. As with any subjective method, the
operator must decide if conditions warrant a stoppage of operations.
Underestimation leads to safety concessions; overestimation leads to
"uunnecessary downtime. However, it is better than nothing, and when used with
visual or public methods, it offers a cautious operator greatly improved
safety.

Spheric Detectors; Spheric detectors also monitor radio waves to detect
a discharge. These devices are merely AM radios with added circuitry to
eliminate the human factor and unwanted signals. Some of the newer detectors
are reasonably reliable as they use statistical analysis methods to monitor
the growth and decay of a thunderstorm (20-22). Most devices have range
settings and predetermined criteria for alarm. They work well in areas where
"only frontal-type storms develop (23).

Wave Differentiation or Interferometry: This method involves the
- differentiation of the radio wave spectrum emitted from a thunderstorm.

Various activities in a thunderstorm produce different frequencies. By
monitoring, differentiating, and relating these- signals, the devices determine fj
the approximate distance to and the direction of the thunderstorm. One system
incorporates radar precipitation images to determine if a cloud formation is
electrically active (24). The French developed a system, SAFIR, that actually
maps discharges in three dimensions using three remote stations (25). These
devices are very useful but are also very expensive.

Atmospheric Electrostatic Field: This method monitors the electric (E)
field between the cloud and the ground. The thundercloud environment is
essentially a huge capacitor. The cloud acts as one plate, the earth acts as
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the oppositely charged other plate, and the lightning bolt acts as the
discharge path. See figure 7 for a representation of the s,,rface electric
field around a typical thundercloud (26). Notice how the field reverses
polarity at a distance of 15 kilometers (10 miles) and builds appreciably
inside of 10 kilometers (6 miles).

By monitoring the electric field at the ground surface, a probability
that a discharge will occur in the vicinity can be reached. Gencrally, fair
weather fields are around +100 volts per meter, and lightning will form when
the field reaches -2 to -5 kilovolts per meter. This method provides the only
verified ground-based way to warn of the first strike of a thundercloud
building overhead. This quality is especially important in areas where
convective-type storms develop. However, operations should not rely upon
electric field measurements as the sole method of warning because of the __

influence of space charges; also they may only allow minutes or even seconds
to take any action.

When an electrically active cloud moves in, corona from grounded objects
cause a masking or screening layer of space charge near the ground surface.•f
This influences the magnitude of the E-field measured at ground level. This
can give erroneous information on the location and magnitude of the charged
area aloft. Even under fair weather conditions, there are many processes thatl

-. .introduce space charge into the atmosphere, including blowing snow or dust,
splashing water, engine exhausts, industrial emissions, and high-voltage
powerlines. Wind can transport these space charges many miles (.7128).

Regardless, a particular site could arrive at criteria to stop sensitive

operations and evacuate personnel when--

1) The E-field reverses polarity and/or steadily builds.

2) The E-field crosses the site-dependent threshold.
d) Start with 2 kilovolts per meter.
b) Through experience, determine if this value is suitable.
c) Adjust threshold accordingly.

Networks: The development of lightning detection networks (see figure 8)
has made the biggest breakthrough in the area of lightning warning. Networks
provide the best real-tirre, real-location detection of individual lightning
strokes (9). Presently two methods are used: magnetic direction finding
(MDF), and time of arrival (TOA) location finding.

The MOF network employs an array of two crossed loop antennas to deter-
mine an azimuth to the discharge (30). A central computer then triangulates
between two or more remote stations to determine the location of the dis-
charge. The network records and stores almost every (70%-90%) flash within
the network's range. A lightiing display system (LOS) can receive real-time
or stored information on liya.tning activity. The network covers the
contiguous United States, aithough detection efficiency is poor in the
northern Midwest. The network determines the location (within a few miles),
polarity, multiplicity, and peak current of a particular strike. It computes
flash rates and flash densities for a particular area. Flashes can be color
coded chronologically. This allows easy determination of the direction the
storm is moving and its velocity (31-34). Figure 9 is a typical display from
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the network. Dots are negative discharges, and plus signs are positive
discharges. Six color codes in 1-hour increments provide a chronological
record of each event. 0

The other network, TOA, uses an array of simple whip antennas to record
the real-time (within microseconds) that the very low frequency (VLF) wave
peak from a discharge arrives. Again, a central computer triangulates between
two or more remote stations to find the locatiun of the flash. Output from
the TOA network is similar to that ef the MDF network (35).

The TOA network offers a service called the Weather Sentinel Service
(WSS). For a moderate monthly fee, the network will monitor a user-defined
area within the network's range for lightning flashes. As soon as it senses a
discharge in the defined area, the WSS computer notifies the subscriber via
nuimeric or digital display, or microprinter. Pager systems and audible alarms
notify the user of new messages. Perhaps the best definition of the warning
area is a bullseye-like set of range circles at 10, 25, and 50 miles radius.
This would tell if a storm is moving closer to or away from the sensitive
area.

The WSS also provides general weather information that could be useful,

such as--

1) Predicted high and low temperatures.

2) Relative humidities and dew points.

3) Maximum possible rainfall.

4) % chance of precipitation.

5) % chance of severe weather.

6) % of possible sunshine.

7) Atmospheric inversion.

8) Many other parameters (36,3).

See figure 10 for the network's coverage area.

A third network has been proposed. NASA is investigating the possibility
of using satellites to detect the illumination of cloud tops caused by
lightning (L3_). This project is still in the development stages. It does not
appear to offer any si-nificant advantages over the existing networks other
than detecting intercloud discharges. These discharges occur up to 6 minutes
befcre the first cloud-to-ground strike. This could give very short warning
of the first strike.

See Table I for a summary of available commercial lightning warning
devices.
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Table 1. Commercial Lightning Warning Systems

Method Cost J Reliabilityl I Efficiency 2

Electric field $790 to 90%-65% Good to
measurement $11,000 very good

- - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spheric detectors $60 to $16,000 95%-6V% Poor to

very good
--- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -. . . .. . .- -.. . . .-.. . . .- -.. . . . . ..- -. ..-- -- - -- - - --- - -

Wave $4,000 to N/A3 Good to
Differentiation $30,000 excellent

MDF network $19,000/yr plus 90%-70% Excellent
LDS ($9,000)

--------------- m ... .. . .. .. . .. ..m. ...---- -- - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - --------------

TOA network $10,000 plus 90%-70% Excellent
options

Weather Sentinel $100 to $150 90%-70% Very good
Service per month

1Percentage of strikes detected.
2Ability of system to give wa,-ning without false alarms.

3 Not applicable, devices detect electrically active regions.
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EVACUATION PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA

Under certain conditions, lightning could set off electroexplosive
devices many miles away. From the existing literature on thunderstorm
development (39), where D is equal to the range sensitivity of the operation
to lightning in miles, the following recommendations can be made for safe
distances from known electrical activity. When E-field measurements are
available, the safe distance is D plus 5 miles. When E-field measurements are

not available, the safe distance is D plus i5 miles. For operations where no
electric initiators are used, D is 0 because a direct strike is necessary.
For operations where standard electric initiators are used, D is 20 miles in
mountainous terrain and 5 miles in flat terrain (40). Mountainous terrain is
mnre hazardous because the strata typically have high resistivity values,
allowing dangerous currents to travel farther. Other faciiities such as
underground or nuclear operations or those using special initiators need to
determine their own unique D.

As soon as a hazard is present, immediately remove personnel from the
vulnerable area. Employ an alarm system to notify the workers as soon as
possible. Do not try to pick up explosives already unloaded. Resume
operations only if 30 minutes has passed and there was no indication of
lightning activity.

CONCLUSIONS

Because of the unpredictable behavior of lightning, a lightning warning
system that provides valid warning 100% of the time has not been and probably
will not be developed. However, an operation can obtain substantial
improvements in safety and efficiency by using some form of LWS. The
following conclusions can be drawn:

1) Base the decision as to what type of lightning warning system to
install on the following criteria.
a) Degree of protection desired.
b) Warning time necessary.
c) Type of storms (frontal or convective) that

predominate.
d) Affordable cost. In general, the effectiveness of a

lightning warning system is proportional to its cost.

2) Any effective LWS will be a combination of--
a) Short-to-medium range forecasting to avoid times of high

lightning probability, and
b) Immediate hazard detection and prompt evacuation of the

sensitive area.

3) The most effective instrumentation seems to be a combination of
devices based on spheric detection and electric field
measurement (41).

4) Network systems provide the most reliable spheric detection
mcthod.
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5) Cost •reductiors could be made by tsing oth2r spheric methods
instead of networks at the expense of effectiveness.

6) E-field measurenents provide the oly verified way to warn of Ie7
the first strike. This quzlity is especially important in areas
where covective stors devel,)p.

7) E-field measuremnents aloni are not recoznended as a LWS.
Accampany them with a spheric metl'od.

8) Always use visual and/or public methods.

2414
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APPENDIX. LIGHTNING WARNING LIST OF MANUFACTUA1;S 3

Spheric detectors

Atmospheric Research Systems, Inc.
2350 Commerce Park Drive, N.E.
Suite 3
Palm Bay, FL 32905
(303) 725-8001

Nuclear Instruments Corp.
2345 W. Mill RcaJ
Milwaukee, WI 53209
(414) 228-8800

Safety Devices, Inc.
7910-A Hill Park Ct.
Lorton, VA 22079
(703) 550-9899 or
(703) 339-6650

Signal Design, Inc.
3 Autry
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 581-2870

E-Field

3M/Static and EMC
P.O. Box 2963
Bid. 590
Austin, TX 78769-2963
(512) 834-1800

Atmospheric Research Systems, Inc.
2350 Commerce Park Drive, N.E.
Suite 3
Palm Bay, FL 32905
(303) 725-8001

Electroforces, Inc.
P.O. Box 523772
Miami, FL 331i2
(305) F94-0304

3This list of manufacturers does not claim to be completo nor Is it an
endorsement of a particular company or product.
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Electronique 2000
8, rue Rere Champhine
38600 Fontaine, France
(76) 26 53 27

Environmental Sensing Technvlogy
1054 Hawthorne Ave., East
St. Paul, MN 55106
(612) 776-9668

Interstate Electrostatics Corp.
8627 Guthrie Rd.
Box 216
Calhan, CO 80808
(719) 683-2419

Lightning Eliminators Consultants, Inc.
13007 Lakeland Rd.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
(213) 946-6886

Monroe Electronics, Inc.
100 Housel Ave.
Lyndonville, NY 14098
(716) 765-2254

Qualimetrics, Inc.
P.O. Box 41039
Sacramento, CA 95841 0
(916) 923-0055

MDF Network

Bureau of Land Management
* 3905 Vista Ave.

Boise, ID 83705
(208) 334-9880

State University of New York at Albany
Dept. of Atmospheric Science, ES216
1400 Washington, Ave.
Albany, NY 12222
(518) 442-4555

TOA Network and Weather Sentinel Service

Atmospheric Research Systems, Inc.
2350 Commerce Park Drive, N.E.
Suite 3
Palm Bay, FL 32905
(303) 725-8001
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R*Scan Corp.
Minnesota Supercomputer Center
1220 Washington Ave. South, Suite 2170
Minneapolis, KN 55415-1258
(612) 333-1424

Wave Differentiation or Interferrometry

Aviation Safety Systems/3M
6530 Singletree Dr.
Columbus, OH 43229
(614) 885-3310

Lightning Lo:ation and Protection, Inc.
1001 South Euclid Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85719
(602) 624-9967

ONERA
29 Avenue D'La Division Le'Clerk
92320 Chatillion, France

Sperry Aerospace Group
P.O. Box 21111
Phoenix, AZ 85036-1111
(602) 867-2311

0
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ELIMINATICI OF STATIC CZAPGZ

USING RADIO-AM7IVE ISOrOPE'S

Static Electricity has been recognised as apotential hazard

that could cause serious accidents in several types of industries, i.e.

synthetic textiles, powder handling, solvent handling, explosives etc.

It is, therefore, a matter of prime importance that ways and means have

to be devised to successfully combat this threat and eliminate the charges

developed by static electricity from hazard-prone environments. In this

paper an attempt has been made to present the subject of elimination

of static charges using radio-active isotopes with special reference

to tie explosive industry. It would be ralevant to highlight some basic

aspects relating to static electricity, its mode of generLtion, methods

of its suppression etc before going over to the discussions on the suppress-

ion method adopting use of radio-isotopes.

2. STATIC PJMT=RICITY A-ND IT3 MODE OF GENMAT!CN

Static Electricity is definable as the accumulated immobile

electric charges present in various materials. It is essentially a surface

phenomenon. It is generated when two different materials come into contact

and are separated or when friction is induced between them as by rubbing.

Though the name tribo-electricity has been employed as an alternative,

it is not a. ',iys necessary to have friction for generation of static

charges. Some of the typical industrial situations wherein static electricity

is generated concerns operations like fluid flow, grinding, sieving,pouring,

moving, stirring etc. As the charge builds up, there exists the poLential

fI danger of its exceeding a threshold limit, i.e.resistance of the air

gap between the charged material and another object, earthed or otherwise.

If this happens, the charge gets discharged through a spark. The electrical

energy of a conducting object carrying a charge is given by

E 10 CV2

Where

E = Energy is micro-joules (10"' joules)

C = Capacity of the object, picofarads (10" farads)

V = Potential. I11o Volts (103 Volts)

JO
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2.1 E.g - A Metal plate could have a capacitance of 10 pf.

Thus a metal plate is charged to a potential of 20 kv has an energy

of about 2 mj.

The capacitance of an insulated human body could be 400pf.

Assuming that a potential of 10,000 Volts is generated in a process

involving manual operations, the energy associated with such a system

would be

-12
E 1 1/2 x 400 x 10 x 10,000 x 10,000 0.02 Joules.

2.2 It has been seen that some of the primary explosives like

lead azide, 'ead styphnate, mercury fulminate etc could be ignited at

energies lower than 0.02 Joules.

3. SOME TYPICAL ACCIDENTS CADSED BY STATIC ELECTRTCITI 114

THE FIELD OF EXPLOSIVES PRACTUP Z

3.1 Exarple -1 In 1955 in UK, while lead styphnate was being

weighed, ignition occured. The enquiry revealed that the most likely

cause of the accident was release of static electricity from the Operator's

body.

3.2 Example - 2 In India, while cut waste propellant was

being poured from a Container on to a concrete platform for destruction

purposes, ignition took place. The reason was attributed to static elect-

ricity.

3.2.3 There could be a host of similar accidents in various parts

of the world. While there might be several causes that could lead to

j a fire or accident, static electricity stands out as one of the prime

culprits.

4. METHODS OF ELITM4NATION OF STATIC ELECTRICITY

Broadly speaking, there are two basic methods of elimination

of static charges. These are

4.1 Prevention of static generation (•

2422
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4.2 Accelerating the rate of dissipation

4.3 Prevention of static generation could be achieved by reduct-

ion of friction, changing the potential of the contact elements, blending

of different fibres (in textile industry) etc.

4.4 Acceleration of the rate of decay of the charge is feasible

by adoption of measures like earthing and bonding of equipments, humidi-

fication, avoidance of non-conductors and ionisation. All these methods

are in use in various countries. There are merits and demerits attri-

butable to each system. E.g. in a process building manufacturing pyro-

technic compositions, it would be unwise to operate at high relative

humidity conditions. The excess humidity will render the composition

inactive, erratic in behaviour and unreliable. While humidification,

earthing, bonding etc. are essential features one might still prefer

to operate under a lower margin of ambient humidity to overcome the

aforesaid problems. In such situations, it is considered worthwhile

to adopt a charge dissipation system based on ionisation of air through

the use of radioactive isotopes.

It 5. (HAGZ FLI14INATION BY RADIOACTIV ISOTOPES

Radio isotopes continue to emit :: or <radiations

selectively throughout the period of their half life. Such radiations

possess the property of ionising the air through which these pass.

The liberated ions are free to react with the accumulated charges and

neutralise their polarity.

5.1 Fig - 1 Crerleaf illustrates the schematic arrangement

for elimination of static charges using radio irotopes.

5.2 The radioactive source is a weak emitter in the form

of TL-204 isotope. This isotope has a half life of nearly 3 1/2 years.

The isotope is itself housed in a shielded holder which could be metallic

or of plastic construction. A plastic cover is desirable as there would

be less chance of secondary emmisions. The holder is provided with

a removable cover which could be opened or closed by remote control.
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The holder itself is housed in a hooded enclosure which

provides proper geometric cover to the personnel engaged so that they

are not exposed to harmful radiations. A stream of conditioned air is

allowed to flow through the isotope when the former gets ionised. The

ionised air thereafter flows over the work area where static hazard-prone

explosives are handled. Thus effective neutralisation of the static

charges takes place even under reduced relative humidity in the environ-

ment. There is no gainsaying the fact that other essential measures

like wearing conducting footwear and cotton clothing by the personnel

and use of conductive or anti-static flooring are indispensable to ensure

safety.

6. PERSONIN SAFETY

The very mention of radio isotopes conjures up visions

of hazards to personnel from deleterious nuclear radiations. It is for

this reasun that a weak ) emmitter like TL-204 has been chosen duly

ensuring adequate shielding from harmful radiations. The personnel are

never exposed to direct radiations and only ionised air is permitted

to permeate the working area.

() 7. SUMARY

Static Electricity is a major factor causing diverse accidents
in the explosive industry. While it is necessary to check the generation
of a statically charged environment, elimination of such charges assumes

greater importance. It is possible to use a radio isotopic source like

TL-204 in a compact form, the radiation .emanating from which is made

to ionise an air stream passing over the work area. Thus a safe working

environment is achieved, simultaneously obviating processing problems

arising from high humidity conditions.
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Chairman's Closing Remarks

On behalf of the Secretary of Defense, I would like to
thank each of you for your attendance and participation in this
Seminar. It is through international interchanges of this type
that we learn from each other and increase our overall
knowledge of explosives safety, as well as cement friendships
with individuals from the nations involved. Special thanks are
due the Honorable Grant Green, Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Force Management and Personnel, for his Keynote address;
Mr. Lewis Walker, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Environment, Safety and Occupational Health); and Brigadier
General David Nydam, Program Executive Officer - Program
Manager for Chemical Demilitarization, for their presentations
to the assembly. I would also like to thank each of you who
presented papers. Without you there would be no Seminar.

I would ask that each of you take time when you arrive at
home to write what you did or did not like abcut the Seminar
with suggestions you may have for improvement. These comments
are very important to us.

May each of you have a safe trip home. If there are no
further comments to be presented, I hereby declare theseQ proceedings closed.
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